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ABSTRACT 
Indices which quantitatively predict the ability of a 
particular MIMO control system design to meet certain 
performance objectives are discussed in this dissertation. 
These performance objectives include: 
- Input and output rejection of noise and disturbances. 
- Input and output insensitivity to changes in the process. 
- Good output regulation and minimal control effort. 
A counter-current heat exchanger process (simulating the 
carbon-in-pulp gold extraction process) has been designed and 
constructed. The quality of control systems synthesized for 
this process is gauged using these performance indices. The 
control of this large-scale process has been decentralized to 
reduce the design complexity. The strategy adopted is to 
regulate the process flows and levels using a cascade 
compensator, and then to use these setpoints as inputs to 
control the temperatures at various points on the heat 
exchange cascade. 
standard PI-type controllers were designed for the regulation 
of the flow and level outputs. The outputs were regulated 
accurately in the presence of process disturbances, and the 
relatively slow level dynamics were improved considerably. 
Performance index analysis of control systems is achieved by 
observing frequency-dependent plots of the singular values of 
ii 
certain characteristic matrices describing the system. These 
matrices are obtained as ratios of the plant and controller 
matrices. 
A CAD software package has been developed to enable this type 
of analysis on state-space control systems with state 
observers. The package enables the synthesis of LQG optimal 
control systems and the quantitative assesment of the ability 
' of such systems to meet their design objectives. 
A package has been developed to run the heat exchanger and to 
implement control systems for the process. 
Two LQG control systems were synthesized for the process in 
which the two flow inputs (setpoints) were used to regulate 
the two outlet temperature outputs. The performance of the 
systems were ·pr·edicted quantitatively using performance 
indices. The systems were tested by digital simulation. 
Good correlation between the predicted and simulated 
performance was observed. One of the systems was 
successfully implemented on the heat exchanger process, and 
the ·controlled system revealed that the predictions made by 
the indices were indeed accurate. 
This analysis technique is a powerful indicator of the 
general performance of a MIMO control system. It also 
provides a means of analysing the frequency-dependent 
performance of state-space control systems. 
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The Heat Exchanger Counter-current Process 
A heat exchanger counter-current process has been designed 
and constructed. This pilot plant is housed in the Control 
Laboratory at the University of Cape Town (Department of 
Electrical and Electronic Engineering). 
The heat exchanger process was designed to simulate the 
carbon-in-pulp (CIP) counter-current process. In the CIP 
process, gold in pulp is absorbed onto activated charcoal. 
The gold-laden charcoal (product of the CIP process) is then. 
eluted (stripped) and gold is finally electrowon from the 
strip liquor. 
The sponsors of this M.Sc. project, the Council for Mineral 
Technology (MINTEK), in collaboration with the South African 
gold-mining industry, have undertaken a major research. and 
development program over the past 15 years aimed at the 
development of the CIP process. In particular, the 
Measurement and Control Division at MINTEK has been concerned 
with (amongst other aspects) the engineering of suitable 
process-control strategies for implementation on such gold-
extraction plants. 
Before engineering a control structure for the CIP process, 
it would be instructive to gain some experience in the 
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\ control of counter-current processes. The heat exchanger 
process has been constructed with this objective in mind. 
Analysis and control of this process would give the designer 
experience in the control of counter-current processes. This 
experience could then be drawn from in the design of a 
contr9ller structure for the CIP process (as well as for 
other counter-current processes). 
The actual CIP and heat exchange processes are discussed and 
compared in chapter 1. The heat exchanger design and 
construction details are also described. The chapter ends 
with the comparison between the designed and observed 
temperature distributions across the process. The effects on 
this distribution of changes in the process stream f lowrates 
are also observed. 
control structure for the Heat Exchanger Process 
The structure of a large-scale system, such as the heat 
exchanger system, needs to be considered carefully before 
deciding on an appropriate controller structure. 
Decentralized control schemes can be applied to the control 
of large-scale systems, in which the process model is divided 
up into subsystems and stable controllers are designed 
independently for each of these subsystems. This simplifies 
the design process, al though some interaction between the 
subsystems generally does exist. 
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The structure of the heat exchanger process is analysed in 
chapter 2 using the binary interaction matrix. The analysis 
points to the implementation of the following control 
structure for the process: 
(i) Cascade compensator for Flows and Levels 
A cascade compensator is proposed for the closed loop 
control of the process subsystem relating the flow and 
level outputs to the control valve inputs. 
ii) Full Controller for Temperatures 
The flow and level setpoints for the cascade compensated 
system are treated as inputs to a modified heat 
exchanger process. A full controller structure is 
proposed for temperature outputs using these inputs as 
well as the remaining stirring rate inputs. 
Design and Implementation of Flow and Level Controllers 
The design of controllers for the flow and level outputs· is 
described in chapter 3. .The structure of the process 
sybsystem model relating these outputs to the control. valve 
inputs is analysed further to decide on a suitable structure 
4 
for the cascade controller. The process model is determined 
and a control system implemented which was designed with the 
following objectives in mind: 
(i) Regulation of Flow and Level outputs 
(ii) Improvement of Level Response Dynamics 
(iii) Rejection of Disturbances between Loops in System 
(iv) Closed Loop Stability 
The closed loop performance of the resultant system is then 
analysed at the end of chapter 3. 
Perf orm.ance Index Analysis of MIMO Control Systems 
A quantitative measure of the quality of each of the 
following feedback properties of multi variable control 
systems needs to be obtained: 
(i) Sensor Noise Rejection by Inputs and Outputs 
(ii} Process Disturbance Rejection by Inputs and 
outputs 
(iii) Insensitivity of Inputs and outputs to Changes in 
the Process Model 
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(iv) stability Margins for Closed Loop system 
A quantitative representation is also required for the 
I 
quality of the setpoint tracking by the outputs and for the 
effects that setpoint variations have on the inputs (control 
effort). 
These frequency-dependent measures of the quality of a 
control system design are defined as performance indices. 
The performance of a multivariable control system can be 
predicted by considering. performance index plots generated 
for the system. 
Performance indices are developed in chapter u 4 which gauge 
the performance of a control system in terms of the 
properties discussed. These indices are related to 
frequency-dependent plots of the singular values of system 
matrices derived from the process and controller models. 
Performance index analysis can be applied to control systems 
derived using any multivariable control system design 
technique. The analysis of systems synthesized using LQG 
optimal control techniques is considered in this 
dissertation. 
Chapter 4 also contains a discussion of LQG techniques, and 
the necessary relationships for the performance index 
analysis of such systems are developed. 
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CAD and Process Control Software Developed 
The availability_ of computing power has made it possible to 
implement the computationally intensive frequency-domain 
performance index analysis technique in the form of a 
computer aided design (CAD) package. 
A package for the LQG synthesis, performance index analysis 
and digital simulation of state-space control systems with 
observers has been developed. This was done in order to 
fulfill the requirements of the investigation into the 
application of performance index analysis techniques. A 
description of this package, referred to as OPTCAD, is given 
in chapter 5. 
Chapter 5 also contains a description of the software 
package, named HERIG, developed for the running, control and 
analysis of the heat_ exchanger process. 
Performance Index Analysis of Beat Exchanger Controllers 
LQG control systems are to be synthesized to control the two 
outlet temperature outputs of the modified heat exchanger 
process using the two counter current process stream flow 
inputs. The performance of the systems can be predicted and 
compared by producing performance index analysis plots for 
each system. 
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The synthesis of trial control systems 1, 2 and 3 for the 
process is discussed in chapter 6. Systems 2 and 3 are 
analysed using performance indices, and quantitative 
predictions are made regarding the performance of these 
systems. 
Systems 2 and 3 are implemented on a diqi tal simulator, and 
system 2 on the heat exchanger process itself. Results, from 
tests done to determine the accuracy of predictions made by 
the performance index analysis for each system, are quoted 
and discussed in chapter 6. 
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CH.APTER. ONE 
THE HEAT EXCHANGER COUNTER-CURRENT PROCESS 
1.1) Introduction 
This chapter begins with a brief discussion of the actual CIP 
process, followed by a motivation for the choice of a heat 
exchanger to simulate the CIP process. A comparison of the 
two processes, in which their similarities and differences 
are outlined, is then presented. A section is then dedicated 
to the design and construction details of the heat exchanger. 
This section includes an input-output description of the 
process. This is followed by a section in which the observed 
temperature distributions across the pilot plant are compared 
to those assumed in the design phase. The effects of varying 
the process stream flowrates on the distributions are also 
observed and discussed. 
end of the chapter. 
Concluding remarks are made at the 
1.;2) Description of the Carbon-In-Pulp Process 
The process of using carbon to recover gold in solution from 
the pulp is discussed in this section. Frequent reference is 
made to figure 1.1, which gives a schematic of the CIP 
process. 
Figure 1.1 
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In the. CIP process, pulp is contacted in several fully mixed-
state stages with carbon inside cascade absorption vessels 
(tanks Nol to No4). Gold, which is in solution in the pulp, 
is absorbed onto active carbon granules during each 
contacting stage. The granular carbon (typical diameter 1.2 
to 2. 4mm) is separated in the tanks from the finer pulp 
slurry (typical particle diameter < 0.65nun) by the screens Sl 
to S4. The pulp flows continuously from tank Nol to tank 
No4, while the carbon is pumped countercurrently from tank 
No4 to tank Nol. The transfer of carbon up the cascade is 
intermittent and it is usually pumped across once a day 
(residence time is thus one day). The gold transfer process 
is enhanced by mechanical agi ta ti on of the vessels. The 
residence time of the pulp in the vessels is typically 60 to 
80 minutes. 
The concentration of gold in solution decreases as the pulp 
moves down the cascade, while the concentration of gold on 
the carbon increases as the carbon is pumped up the cascade. 
Typical concentrations of gold on the carbon p~mped from tank 
Nol (prOduct) vary between 4000 and 5000 grammes per ton 
(g/t). The concentration of gold in solution exhausted from 
tank No4 (barrens) is typically around 0.04 g/t. 
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The absorption characteristics of carbon. in a CIP circuit, as 
well as the metallurgical performance of the plant are 
influenced by a number of factors. Some of these factors are 
listed below: 
( i) Concentration of "free" cyanide in solution 
(sodium cyanide cone. optimally 100 to 150 g/t) 
(ii) The pH of pulp (Optimal pH around B) 
(iii) Concentration of calcium ion in solution 
(iv) Activity of carbon 
(v) Distribution of carbon in the cascade 
(vi) carbon transfer strategies employed 
Increasing amount of carbon in circuit or adding fresh high-
active carbon to tank No4 lowers the concentration of gold on 
the barrens, but increases the carbon inventory and carbon 
retention time 
The heat exchanger circuit has been chosen to simulate the 
CIP process. The next section gives a motivation for this 
choice, a discussion of the heat exchanger process, as well 
as a comparison of the two processes. 
1.3) The Heat Exchanger system Chosen to Simulate the 
Carbon-in-Pulp Process 
1.3.1) Counter-current processes Considered for the 
Simulation of the CIP Process 
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A suitable low-cost counter-current process is required to 
simulate the CIP process and its related control problems on 
a laboratory scale. A few processes considered for this 
purpose are listed and briefly commented on in the following 
paragraphs. 
(i) Distillation Column 
Although this is a counter-current process, it would not 
be possible to simulate the fully mixed-state stages 
found on the CIP process using a distillation column. 
(ii) Rotary Kiln 
Apart from being very impractical to implement on a 
laboratory scale, this counter-current process would 
also be unable to simulate the mixed-state stages found 
on the CIP process. 
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(iii) Ion Exchange Process 
This process would simulate the CIP process well, but 
the costs of ion concentration measurement would be 
prohibitively high. 
(iv) Convection along an Iron Bar 
This counter-current process is simple, inexpensive and 
easy to implement on a laboratory scale, but also has no 
mixed-state stages. 
(v) Water Heat Exchanger Process 
This is a counter-current process which is simple to 
design and implement· on a laboratory scale, and can be 
designed with mixed-state stages as found on the CIP 
circuit. 
The water heat exchanger process has been chosen to simulate 
the CIP process. 
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1.3.2) Description of the Heat Exchanger Process 
Reference in the description of the heat exchanger is made to 
figure 1.2, which provides a schematic of.the process. 
Figure 1.2 
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In the heat exchanger process, the hot to cold (termed HC) 
stream is pumped continuously through the heating coils of 
tanks Nol to No4. The cold to hot (termed CH) stream moves 
countercurrently through tanks No4 to Nol under the force of 
gravity. The two streams are in thermal contact via the 
walls of ·the heating coils in each of the four exchange 
vessels. This contact in each vessel allows.heat' energy to 
move from the HC stream to the CH stream. The movement of 
energy takes place as a result of the temperature gradient 
between the two streams. The walls of the coil provide a 
physical (but not thermal) separation between the streams. 
Agitation of the water in each vessel ensures that a fully-
mixed state occurs within the vessel. The residence time of 
CH stream in each vessel is dependent on its flowrate and on 
the volume of the vessel itself. The residence time of the 
HC stream in a particular vessel is dependent on its flowrate 
and on the volume of the coil through which it flows. 
The temperature of the HC stream decreases as it 
losf.S 
~&:UIS 
thermal energy while moving from . tank to tank, while the 
temperature of the CH stream increases as it moves in the 
opposite direction. 
The amount of heat transferred between the streams is 
affected by (amongst others) the factors mentioned below: 
(i) Thermal conductivity coil walls 
(ii) Degree of agitation of water in the vessels 
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(iii) Temperature at the source of the CH stream 
(iv) Routing and flowrate of the CH stream 
(v) Points (iii) and (iv) for HC stream 
1.3.3) Comparison of Heat Exchanger and CIP Processes 
Figures 1.1 and 1. 2 of the CIP and heat exchanger processes 
respectively will be referred to in the comparison of the two 
processes. 
(i) Analogies between processes 
The concentration of gold on the carbon is analogous to 
the temperature of the water in the CH stream. 
Similarly, the concentration of gold in solution in the 
pulp is analogous to the temperature of the water in the 
HC stream. 
The increase in the gold concentration on the carbon as 
it moves through the reactors is analogous to the 
increase in the temperature along the CH stream. A 
similar analogy exists between the pulp and the HC 
stream. 
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A gold concentration gradient exists between the CIP 
streams, which causes the gold to move from the pulp to 
the -carbon. This gradient is analogous to the 
temperature gradient existing between the heat exchanger 
streams, which causes a move of thermal energy. 
The residence time of the CIP carbon stream ( 24 hours) 
is approximately 18 to 24 times longer than that of the 
pulp stream (60 to 80 minutes). on the heat exchanger, 
the residence time of the CH stream is proportional to 
the volume of a vessel. The residence time for the HC 
stream is proportional the interior volume of the 
submerged coil. Since the volume of a vessel" is far 
greater than that of the interior of a coil, a similar 
relationship in residence times exists on · the heat 
exchanger · process as does on the CIP process (provided 
that the f lowrates in the two heat exchanger streams are 
of the same order of magnitude). 
Finally, an analogy can be drawn between the factors 
which affect the absorption characteristics and 
metallurgical performance of the CIP process and those 
which affect the amount of heat transferred on the heat 
exchanger process. 
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(ii) Differences between processes 
The transfer of carbon on CIP plants usually takes place 
as a ba~h process once a day, and not continuously 
throughout the day. The heat exchanger shown in figure 
1.2 has control valves Cl to C5 to regulate the flow of 
the CH stream between the vessels. Under normal 
operation, the CH stream flows continuously between the 
vessels, and is not transferred in batch as is done with 
the carbon. This continuous mode of operation is chosen 
in order to implement linear control and optimization 
techniques on the process. 
A special case of the continuous mode of operation would 
be to open ·or shut the control valves completely. The 
transfer of the CH stream would become a batch process 
as for the transfer of carbon. Linear control theory 
can, however not be applied to the control of batch 
processes. The batch operation of the CIP and heat 
exchanger systems can thus not be optimized using these 
control techniques. Little would be learned about the 
use of control techniques in the optimization of 
counter-current processes. one of the motivations for 
the construction of the heat exchanger is to gain 
knowledge on the control of counter-c:urrent processes, 
which could be applied to the control of the CIP 
process. 
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The continuous mode of operation, although not currently 
the mode of operation on CIP processes, has thus been 
chosen because of this objective. An interesting topic 
•. 
for future research on the heat exchanger could be a 
comparison of the respective efficiencies obtained when 
running under batch or continuous modes of operation. 
This could assist in ~ssessing whether the current batch 
mode of operation on CIP plants is indeed the most 
efficient. Such research could reveal that there are 
indeed significant advantages to transferring carbon 
continuously in CIP processes. 
1.4) Design and construction of Heat Exchanger Process 
The design details of the heat exchanger process are chosen 
with the following design objectives in ~ind: 
(i) Cost efficient design 
(ii) Analogy with carbon-in-pulp process 
(iii) Ease of practical laboratory implementation 
1.4.1) Design Specifications 
A block diagram of the heat exchanger process is· given in 
figure 1 .. 3, and is referenced in the discussion throughout 
this section. The temperatures at each point Tl to TlO on 
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the process are indicated, as well as the temperature change 
in a particular stream (flows Fl and F2) across each reactor 
( eg a positive 25 ° c change in the temperature of the CH 
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Figure 1.3: Block Diagram of Heat Exchanger Process 
In the CIP process shown in figure 1.1, the concentration of· 
gold at the end of the pulp stream (barrens) is to be kept at 
a minimum. This avoids excessive loss of gold still in 
solution in the barren pulp when it is discarded. The 
concentration of gold in the barrens is thus only slightly 
higher than the concentr.ation on the incoming carbon. 
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To simulate this condition on the heat exchanger process, the 
HC stream is cooled more than the CH stream is heated. The 
specified design waste temperature can thus be chosen to be 
only slightly higher than the temperature of the incoming CH 
stream from the cold reservoir. 
In order to cool the HC stream more than the CH stream is 
heated, the. flowrate ratio is chosen as: 
{HC Stream Flowrate) / (CH Stream Flowrate) = 1/2 (1.1) ' 
Under these specified conditions, the temperature changes 
across each reactor for the HC stream is double that for the 
CH stream, as seen in figure 1.3. 
The · concentration gradient between the streams of the CIP 
process decreases from tank Nol to No4. As a result, less 
gold is transferred between the streams when moving from tank 
Nol to No4. The analogous situation occurs on the heat 
exchanger and is reflected in the lower temperature gradients 
?bserved moving from tank Nol to No4. 
1.4.2) summary· of Heat Exchanger Design 
Figure 1.4 shows the configuration of the heat exchanger 
plant, which has been designed bearing in mind the design 
objectives listed in 1. 4. The actual design procedure is 
broken down and discussed in the paragraphs that follow. 
Heat Exchanger Configuration 
Key to Diagram 
F1 - F2: Flowmeters 
L 1 - L4: Level Pr. 
T1 - T10: Temp Sens 
C1 - C6: Control Valves 



















































Hand Valves ":- ~s0l;noid 
------------~~: ...... _ .... 
Figure 1.4: Configuration Adopted for Heat Exchanger 
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(i) Design of flowrates and reservoirs 
Drain 
!'\ -· 
HC Streu FlOW§ 
Hot Normal: 3 l/min 
-> Reservoir Max . 5 l/min . 
Min . 0 l/min . 
HC 
L> Str Waste HC 
80°C 28.°C j_ Str 
CH Process c 





CH s:ti.:~mn Flgws n 
Normal: 6 l/min str g 
Max . 10 l/min . 
Min . 0 l/min Cold 25 to . 
Reservoir < 28 oc 
Figure 1.5: Thermal Characteristics of Process 
The designed flowrates were chosen after careful 
consideration of the thermal energy balance for the 
system as a whole and of the cost of flow measurement. 
The schematic in figure 1.5 shows the thermal 
characteristics of the process and indicates the normal, 
maximum and minimum designed flowrates. 
The cost of measuring f lowrates below 1 l/min accurately 
exceeds R3000 per flow measurement set, a figure beyond 
the limited pudget for this project. Higher flowrates 
were chosen for this reason. High flowrates of heated 
water, on the other hand, require excessive heating 
power (especially for the hot reservoir). The flowrates 
thus have to be chosen so that the electrical power 
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required for heating does not exceed 25 kW, the maximum 
at which the laboratory three-phase power supply is 
rated. If more power were required, the energy costs of 
running the plant would also become excessive. 
The hot reservoir is required to supply hot water 
continuously at a temperature or 80°C. The inf low . to 
the reservoir comes from the flow separating tank FS as 
shown in figure 1.4. This tank separates tne recycled 
CH stream (product in figure 1.3), channeling some of.it 
to top up the hot reservoir, while sending the remainder 
of the water down the drain. (CH stream flowrate twice 
that of HC stream) 
Thermal energy is required to · raise the recycled water 
at 50°C to 80°C in the hot reservoir. The maximum rate 
of energy required is when the HC stream flow drawn from 
the hot reservoir is at its maximum. Calculations done 
/ 
in Appendix A show that choosing a maximum f lowrate of 5 
l/min requires less than 13.5 kW of electrical power to 
heat the water. 
The actual heating of the water is split into two 
stages, as can be seen in figure 1.4. The first stage, 
the pre-heating hot reservoir (PHR) is fitted with three 
3 kW heating elements that are thermostat controlled. 
The PHR heats the recycled water from 50°C to 75°C. The 
second stage, the controlled hot reservoir ( CHR) , is 
fitted with three 1.5 kW elements and a sensitive 
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temperature controller. Water from the PHR is heated 
and controlled accurately to so 0 c in the CHR. 
The controlled cold 
required to supply 
temperature of 24°C. 
reservoir (CCR on figure 1. 4) is 
cold 
The 
water co~tinuously at a 
inf low to the reservoir 
originates from two sources, namely: 
- water mains at a temperature of roughly 20°c 
- recycled water from HC stream at temperature 
somewhere below 2s 0 c 
At steady-state, (CH flow double HC flow) the reservoir 
temperature will settle to a temperature somewhere below 
24°C. Some energy is thus required to raise the 
temperature of the reservoir to exactly 24°C. 
The maximum power required by the cold reservoir will 
occur when the HC stream flow is zero ·while the CH 
stream flow from the reservoir is at 10 l/min. The 
calculations done in Appendix A show that slightly less 
than 4.5 kW of power is reqµired in this case. The CCR 
is therefore fitted with a s·ensitive temperature 
controller and three 1. 5 kW heating elements. Tne 
temperature in the CCR is thus controiled accurately to 
24°C 
The maximum total power demanded by all reservoirs is 
thus 18 kW, which is within the specified 25 kW maximum. 
(ii) Choosing configuration of exchange vessels 
Stirrer 
CH Stream 
Tchi »====:::;i .____,.....___. Leve 1 Probe 
«.=======F: :Coil: . . . . . . 




: : : :Coil::: :*==H=c=s=t=r=e=a=m=« Thci 
l!:====» T h 
CH Stream c 0 
Thci= Temperature of incoming HC stream 
Thco=-Temperature of outgoing HC stream 
Tchi= Temperature of incoming CH stream 
Tcho= Temperature of outgoing CH stream 
Figure 1.6: Typical exchange vessel of Heat Exchanger 
' 
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Each exchange vessel, one of which is shown in figure 
1.6, consists of the following: 
a) 22 litre Covered Tank: Vessel in which the 
exchange of heat occurs. Water from the CH 
stream enters the tank through its cover and 
exits through · its base, residing in the tank 
for some time 
b) Copper Heating Coil: Water of the HC stream 
passes through this coil. Heat is transferred 
through the walls of this coil to the water 
inside the reactor tanks. 
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c) Level Probe: Capacitive level probes source a o 
to 10 volt signal, indicating the water level. 
d) Variable Speed Stirrer: The degree of agitation 
of the water in the tank is varied, thus 
varying the rate at which heat is transferred 
from the coils to the water in the tank. 
The configuration of the heat exchange vessels and the 
associated piping has been chosen to realize the 
designed flowrates. The physical constraint of limited 
headroom in the laboratory had to be overcome in the 
design of the configuration, shown in figure 1.4. 
The design process to determine the pipe diameters and 
tank heights is iterative and is shown in ·Appendix B. 
The plant was designed on a "per tank" basis, meaning 
that the configuration of each of the four tanks is 
identical. 
A o. 75 inch diameter was chosen for all piping between 
the reactor vessels. A head of approximately 10 cm is 
necessary to realize the specified flowrate in the CH 
stream as it flows under gravity from tank No4 to tank 
Nol. A 20 cm vertical spacing was chosen between the 
tanks, providing sufficient head to realize this 
flowrate. 
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(iv) Design of copper heating coils 
The temperature profile across the process (indicated in 
figure 1.3) can be achieved by the careful design of the 
submerged heating coils. The design process, which is 
detailed in Appendix c, has taken the following points 
into account: 
- Degree of agitation of water in vessel 
- Material constituting the heating coils 
- Coil dimensions (tube diameter, thickness, .. ) 
- Flow velocity inside the coils 
The designed coils are made up of numerous windings of 
copper tubing. A coil winding diameter of 25 cm 
diameter was chosen. Calculations of the length of 1/2 
inch tubing required and the resultant number of coi 1 
windings required are shown in Appendix c. The winding 
specifications decided on are summarized in table 1.1 
below: 
~nk HQ Length of Tubing Humbe;c: Qf Windings 
(metres) 
1 3.3 to 3.7 5 
2 5.7 to 6.4 8 
3 9.2 to 10.2 13 
4 4.4 to 4.9 6 
Table 1.1: Submerged Lengths and Corresponding 
Humber of Coil Windings for each tank 
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(v) Choosing stirrer speeds, impellers and motors 
The design calculations in Appendix c assume a certain 
degree of agitation of the water inside the vessels. 
Stirrers are required to provide this agitation. 
Variable speed stirrers are included in the vessels. 
Changing the stirring rate in a vessel, or the shape of 
the stirrer impeller, affects the heat transfer 
coefficient between the agitated water and the coil. 
This has a significant effect on the log mean 
temperature difference observed as a process stream 
passes through a vessel. Stirring speeds could thus 
also be used in the control of temperatures. 
These effects are observed in 
calculations are done to observe 





Impellers of length 4 cm and width 2 cm have been 
chosen, rotating at speeds varying between o and 2000 
rpm. Three-phase, 370 W induction motors with variable 
speed drives were chosen to drive the stirrers. These 
motors were chosen instead of o.c. motors, as the 
humidity from the vessels containing hot water could 
corrode the brushes of D. C. motors. There is also no 
cost advantage in choosing variable speed o.c. motors. 
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1.4.3) Input-Output Description of Heat Exchanger Process 
Figure 1.7 summarizes the input/output characteristics of the 
heat exchanger process. 
Inputs outputs 
10 x Temp Probes 
6 x Valves Tl to TlO 
Cl to C6 Heat Exchanger 4 x Level Probe 
System Ll to L4 
Flowrate Fl from 
4 x Str Rates CCR: stream CH 
Sl to S4 Flowrate F2 from 
CHR: Stream HC 
Figure 1.7: Input/output schematic of Heat Exchanger 
The system has 10 inputs and 16 outputs. 1rhis impl'ies that 
all the outputs of the system cannot be controlled by its 
inputs as the number of outputs exceed the number of inputs. 
It may be possible to control a maximum of 10 outputs using 
the available inputs. 
If variable speed stirrers were not included, there would 
only be 6 inputs to the system, meaning that it would be 
possible to control a maximum of 6 outputs. The inclusion of 
the stirrers thus makes the system more flexible in terms of 
its input/output control capabilities. 
The variation of the stirring rate in the vessels of the heat 
exchanger cold be considered analogous to the addition of 
some catalyst to the vessels on the CIP process. 
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1.4.4) Instrumentation of Process and Interfacing to a 
Digital Computer 









a block diagram of the wiring and 
heat exchanger system. The ensuing 
summarizes the instrumentation and 
process, refers extensively to this 
(i) - Wiring of power to the plant 
The power 
cables PD, 
distribution box distributes 




a) Equipment on the Process: Compressor, 
reservoir pumps and the solenoid valve. 
b) Temperature control Box: Temperature control 
containing instrumentation controlling 
reservoir temperatures and three phase 
(abbreviated to 3~) relays powering heating 
elements in the reservoirs. 
c) Instrumentation Box: Instrumentation which 
conditions and interfaces plant input/output 
signals. 
Block Diagram of Heat Exchanger. 




:::irocess a Bit 









1 nver t •-R-ig._ln•p•u•ta•• 
Drives Cables PC 
Cables'-----' 
12C • Rig Inputs 






Rig Outputs 4 Level Pr 
14i•C-lmml'----~ .... C.'a•b•l•e::i·~ ·s·.-111,,o Temp 
ab es t Sensors 
19C I . 2 Flowmet 
Reservoir 
Temp Temp Control • • CCR.CHR and PHR Controls Input/Output I 
Power Cables S and PC 
Distribution 
80>< 
~~~~_! ........................ I HeatExchangerRig I Cables PO 
Figure 1.8: Block Diagram of Wiring and Interfacing 
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d) Inverter Drive Box: Inverters driving the 
stirrer motors. 
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A detailed description of the wiring of power to the 
plant is found in Appendix E 
(ii) Wiring of inputs and outputs of the plant 
The input/output signals of the plant can be split into 
two types, namely Standard Signals and Power Signals. 
Standard signals (0 -> 5 or 10 V, 4 -> 20 mA) are low 
power sensing and control signals. Cables S carry 
signal~ between the instrumentation box and the 
following items of equipment on the plant: 
a) control Valves: (input) Current signals 
control the functioning of current to pressure 
(I/P) transducers which open and shut control 
valves pneumatically. 
b) Level Probes: (output) Sensors source 
voltage signals indicating tank levels. 
c) Temperature Sensors: (output) Sensors source 
current signals proportional to temperatures 
at various points on the plant. 
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d) Flowmeters: (output) Sensors source pulsed 
voltage signals of varying frequency. 
indicating flows in the two process streams. 
Power signals are high power sensing and control signals 
which actually drive items of equipment. Cables PC 
carry these signals, driving and originating from the 
following items of equipment: 
a) Stirrer Motors: (input) Motors driven by 3~ 
variable frequency power signals, varying the 
speed of the motors. 
b) Reservoir Elements: (input) 3~ power to the 
elements is switched on and off to control the 
water temperatures. 
c) PHR Thermostat: (output) Signal from PHR 
thermostat switches relays, which drive 
elements, on and off. 
Appendix F contains details of the wiring of plant· 




(iii) Interfacing to a digital computer 
A digital computer is used in the control of the heat 
exchanger. An interface between the digital environment 
of the computer and the analog environment of the plant 
is thus necessary. 
Two a-channel digital-to-analog converters (abbreviated 
to DACs) are used to provide input interfacing. Input 
signal conditioning instruments in the inverter drive 
and instrumentation boxes are connected to the DACs via 
cables 12c. DACl is programmed to source O - 5V signals 
required by the inverter drives to control the speeds of 
the stirrer motors. DAC2 is programmed to source 4 - 20 
mA signals required by the I/P converter instrumentation 
to control the opening and shutting of control valves. 
The outputs are interfaced to the computer using two 8-
channel analog-to-digital converters (abbreviated to 
ADCs) . The output signal - conditioning instrumentation 
is connected to the ADCs via cables 19C. The 
instruments source o - lOV and 2 - lOV signals which are 
interfaced to the ADCs. 
A detailed description of the interfacing with wiring 
diagrams is contained in Appendix G 
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1.4.5) Commissioning of Heat Exchanger 
The heat exchanger was commissioned on 15 July 1989 after a 
construction, interfacing, calibration and testing period of 
almost 17 months. Photograph 1.1 shown below describes the 
commissioned heat exchanger process. 
Photograph 1.1: The Heat Exchanger Process 
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1.5) Observed Steady-state Temperature Distributions 
· 1.5.1) Comparison of Designed and Actual Distributions 
The results from two independent tests (referred to as case 1 
and case 2) are considered in which the process is run under 
conditions assumed for the design. These conditions are: 
i) The levels in all reactor vessels at 90% full. ' 
ii) All stirring rates at 90% of full (2000 rpm) speed. 
iii) CH stream flow Fl and HC stream flow F2 kept at 50% 
of maximum. (10 and 5 l/min maximum respectively) 
The resultant temperature distribution obtained across the 
process streams for each case is indicated in figure 1. 9, 
together with the designed temperature distribution shown in 
figure 1. 3. The trends in the observed results show good 
correlation with those for the design. The curves for the 
actual process are shifted downwards due to the fact that the 
.temperature in the CCR was maintained at a lower temperature 
than in the design specifications. 
It is instructive to consider the log mean temperature 
difference (LMTDiff) across each reactor when an assessment 
is to be made of the accuracy of the design. This negates 
effects of temperature offsets due to differences between 
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actual reservoir temperatures used and those assumed in the 
design. 
A detailed comparison of the designed and observed 
temperature distributions is given in table 1.2. The 
designed and observed temperatures at points Tl to TlO are 
indicated in the table. The temperature difference Difft in 
each stream as it passes through a vessel and the LMTDif f 




the DiffT obtained across each vessel for the 
and for the observed streams are indicated as 
Differences in the designed and observed LMTDiff 
across each vessel are indicated as LMTDerr. 
The mean .error (Mean Err) between the designed and actual 
LMTDiff is shown in table 1.2 to be -2.42°C for case 1 and -
2. 76 ° C for case 2. The standard deviation ( Stdev Err) in 
each of these errors is given as 0.479°C and 0.843°C 
respectively. The percentage error in the design is then 
calculated in each case from equations (1.2) and (1.3). 
%deserr = (Mean Err)/(Max Design Temp Range) X 100% 
= (Mean Err)/(80-24) X 100% (1.2) 
with a percentage standard deviation of: 
%sdeverr = 
= 
(Stdev Err)/(Max Design Temp Range) X 100% 
























Figure 1.9: Steady-State Distributions 
Predicted and Actual Distrtbutions 
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T1C1/T 1 T2/T9 T3/T8 T4/T7 T5/T6 
Temperature Sensor 
f<ey to Tr aces 
Design: CH -+- Design: HC ~ Case 1: CH 
-B- Cese 1: HC --*- Case 2: CH ~ Case 2: HC 
Flows = 50%. Levels = 90%. Stirs = 90% 
DiffT Design:HC DiffT Llfrlliff Case l:CH DiffT DiffTerr Case l:HC Dif fT Dif fTerr l.Jfl'Dif f Ll!'l'Derr 
-10 80 -20 18.20478 45.5 -11.7 -1.7 79.6 -28.6 '"8.6 15.67510 -2.52968 
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28 21.9 24 
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Analysis of Predicted and Actual Steady-State 
Temperatures across the Process . 
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The results obtained for case 1 are %deserr = -4.32% with 
0 . = 
-'l>sdeverr 0.86%, and for case 2 are %deserr = -4.93% with 
%sdeverr = 1.51%. 
The traces for case 1 and case 2 are close together, 
indicating a good degree of repeatability of the conditions 
observed on the process. 
1.5.2) Effects of Changing Flows on Distributions 
The steady-state effects on the process temperature 
distributions of varying the flows in the process streams a·re 
seen in figures 1.10 and 1.11. Figure 1.10 shows a downward 
shift in the distribution curves as the flow Fl from the CCR 
is increased from 40% to 50% while keeping F2 at 50%. Figure 
1.11 shows an upward shift in the curves as flow F2 from the 
CHR is increased from 40% to 50% while keeping Fl at 50% 
(levels and stirring rates kept at 90% in both cases). 
The· shifts in the traces show that changing the flows in the 
process streams has a significant effect on the temperature 
distribution across the process, meaning that they could be 
used in the control of the process temperatures. 
Figure 1.10: Steady-State Flow Effects 
· Changing F1 from 40% to 50% 








T10/T1 T2/T9 T3/T8 T4/T7 
Temperature Sensor 
Key to Traces 
CH Stream: F1=50% 
----¥-- CH Stream: F1=40% 
F2 = 50%, Levels = 90%, Stirs= 90% 
-+- HC Stream: F1=50% 
-a- CH Stream: F1=40% 
T5/T6 
Figure 1.11: Steady-State Flow Effects 
Changing F2 from 40% to 50% 








T10/T1 T2/T9 T3/T8 T4/T7 
Temperature Sensor 
Key to Tr aces 
CH Stream: F2=50% 
~ CH Stream: F2=40% 
Fl = 50%, Levels = 90%, Stirs = 90% .. ' 
-+- HC Stream: F2=50% 
-B- HC Stream: F2=40% 
T5/T6 
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1.7) Concluding Remarks 
A number of useful analogies exist between the heat exchanger 
design and the·cIP processes. The fully commissioned process 
behaves as designed with less than 5% average design error in 
the LMTDiff across each heat exchange vessel. The process · 
can thus be used to explore the existing analogies, in an 
attempt to gain experience which can be drawn from in the 
design of a control system for the CIP process. 
The most significant difference between the processes is the 
fact that CIP processes are.usually run as batch processes, 
while the heat exchanger is a continuous process. It is 
possible to run a continuous process in batch mode, and 
future research on the heat exchanger could involve a 
comparison of the respective efficiencies obtained when 
running under batch and continuous modes of operation. This 
could assist in determining whether the current batch mode of 
running CIP processes is indeed the most efficient one. 
Running a process under a continuous mode of operation makes 
it possible to apply the weal th of existing knowledge on 
linear control systems to the control of the process. 
The significant changes observed in the temperature 
distribution across the process wh.en the flows in each of the 
streams are changed indicate that these flows are important 
inputs to be considered in the control of the temperatures. 
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CHAPTER. TWO 
CONTROL STRUCTURE FOR THE HEAT EXCHANGER PROCESS 
The heat exchanger 
chapter in order 
structure. 
process structure 





The chapter begins with a brief review of modern techniques 
available for the analysis large-scale process structures. 
The decentralization of control structures using cascade 
compensators is discussed in this review presented in section 
2.1. 
The techniques reviewed are then applied to the analysis of 
the heat exchanger process structure in section 2 . 2 • A 
controller structure based on the process structure is 
decided on. The resultant control system structure is then 
discussed and analyzed further. 
Concluding remarks are made in section 2. 3, in which the 
control strategy for the heat exchanger prqcess is discussed. 
2.1) The Analysis and Control of Large-Scale Systems 
Multivariable (MIMO) processes with many inputs and o_utputs 
(generally in excess of 5 inputs and 5 outputs) are 
classified as large-scale systems. Decentralized control 
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schemes, discussed by Gear (Gear, 1988) in his postgraduate 
dissertation, can be applied in the control of such 
_processes. 
Application of these control techniques 
process be divided up into a number 
Controllers can then · be designed for 
require th~t the 
of subsystems. 
each subsystem 
independently, ignoring any interaction which may occur 
between the different ·subsystems. Independent compensators 
can thus be designed to regulate a subsection of process 
outputs without attempting to control '2. any of the other 
outputs. Interactions between the subsystems will not 
generally be negligible, but choosing a suitable subsystem 
structure will ensure stability of the total system under 
distributive control. Analysis of the structure of the 
system is thus of importance. 
2.1.1) Binary Interaction Matrix 
Before deciding on a subsystem structure for a process, the 
structure of the process model needs to be considered 
carefully. 
A powerful tool for the analysis of process structures is the 
binary interaction matrix (abbreviated to BIM), which is also 
discussed in Gear's (Gear, 1988) dissertation. 
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The system matrix of a process with m inputs and n outputs is 
given by: 
G(s) = {gij(s)} (i = 1 .. n, j = 1 .. m) ( 2 .1) 
When determining the binary interaction matrix (abbreviated 
to BIM) for a process, the physical relationship between each 
input and output needs to be considered. This is done in 
order to decide whether or not a specific input will affect 
an output. 
If any physical connection occurs between a process input j 
and output i, the input will affect the output. The 
respective element gij(s) relating them in the system matrix 
G(s), will thus be nonzero. 
element gij(s) will be zero. 
If no connection ·occurs, the 
This analysis of the process makes no attempt to determine 
the actual value of the gij(s) term, but only aims to 
determine whether such a term is zero or nonzero. 
The BIM for the process under consideration is given by: 
B(G(s)) = {bij} (i = 1 •. n, j = 1 .• m) (2.2) 
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The elements bij are defined as follows: 
considering gij(S) for i = 1 .. n, j = 1 .. m, 
[ 1 if gij(S) + 0 b·' = ( 2. 3) l. J 0 if gij(s) = 0 
·Important Note: 
The definition of B does not require the value of any gij(s) 
term to be known, only whether such a term is zero or 
nonzero. 
2-.1.2) Regulating a Subsystem of outputs using a Cascade 
Compensator 
Assume that structural analysis of some 6x4 process yields a 
BIM: 
ul u2 U3 U4 
yl- 1 0 0 0 
y2 0 1 0 0 
B(G(s)) = y3 0 (2.4) 
y4_ 0 1 1 1 
y5 1 0 1 1 
y6 1 0 1 1 
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"' Assume that the process is split~ into four subsystems ( 2x2 
blocking) as shown in ( 2 .4), then G(s) can be expressed in 
terms of its constituent subsystems: 
G(s) = (2.5) 
where: 
Gi1Cs) 3x3 system submatrix relating 
inputs ul .. u3 to outputs yl •. y3 
Gi2Cs) .3xl (zero) system submatrix relating 
input u4 to outputs yl .. y3 
Gi2(s) 3x3 system submatrix 
rel~ inputs Ul •. u3 to. outputs y4 .. y6 
G22(s) lx3 _system submatrix relating 
input ul to outputs y4 .. y6 
G( s) is typical of the class of systems with block (lower) 
triangular structures. (G12(s) zero matrix). 
On condition that no unstable elements occur in subsystem 
matrix G21 (s), it is possible to design a 3x3 cascade 
compensator Keil (s) for the 3x3 subsystem G11 (s). This 
compensator will regulate outputs yl •• y3 using inputs ul .. u3. 
Gear (Gear, 1988) has shown that the compensator will not 
destabilize the system as a whole if the abovementioned 
condition is met. 
( 
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It is often convenient to design compensators which regulate 
a subsystem of process outputs before attempting the control 
of the remaining process outputs. 
2.2) Control Structure for the Heat Exchanger Process 
The (large scale) structure- of the heat exchanger process 
model is analyzed in this section and a suitable controller 
structure for the system is suggested based on this analysis. 
The BIM for the system is shown in section 2. 2 .1, and a 
controller structure for the process is suggested in section 
2.2.2. Section 2.2.3 discusses the suggested control 
structure, and analyses the control system further using the 
BIM. 
2.2.1) Binary Interaction Matrix for Process 
The heat exchanger process has 16 outputs and 10 inputs. The 
process thus has a 16xlO system matrix: 
G(s) = {gij(s)} (i = 1 .• 16, j = 1 .• 10) (2.6) 
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L3(s) y4(s) Cl(s) 
L2(s) y5(s) C2(s) 
Ll(s) y6(s) C3(s) 
Tl(s) y7(s) C4(s) 
T2(s) = yS(s) = G(s) C5(s) = G(s) 
T3(s) y9(s) C6(s) 
T4(s) ylO(s) Sl(s) 
T5(s) yll(s) S2(s) 
T6{s) y12(s) S3(s) 





where system outputs, yl(s) .. y16(s) given by: 
Flow outputs 
Level outputs 
Fl(s) .. F2(s) 
Ll(s) .• L4(s) 
Temperature outputs Tl(s) •. TlO(s) 
and system inputs, ul(s) .• ulO(s) given by: 
C-Valve inputs 
stirrer inputs 
Cl(s) •. C6(s) 











Figure 2.1 gives a block diagram representation of the 
process. 
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Inputs Process outputs 
ul .. ulO yl .. ylO 
Cl .. CG 
s~ 
Fl .• F2 
Ll .. L4 
Sl .. S4 Tl .. TlO 
Figure 2.1: Block Diagram of Heat Exchanger System 
The outputs which are affected by each input can be 
determined by observing the physical structure of the 
process. From these observations, the BIM for the process, 
B(G(s)) can be constructed as detailed in the following 
paragraph. 
If, for j = 1 .. 10, i = 1 .. 16: 
(i) Input j affects output i 
Then gij(s) + o, thus bij ·= 1 (equ. (2.3)) 
(ii) Input j does not affect output i 
Then gij(s) = o, thus bij = o (equ. (2.3)) 
( 
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Observations of this nature made in Appendix H result in the 
following BIM being constructed for the heat exchanger 
process: 
Cl C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 51 S2 S3 $4 
Fl 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
F2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
L4 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
L3 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
L2 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ll 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Tl 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
B(G(s)) = T2 1 1 1 1 1 1 l 1 1 1 
'!'3 1 1 l 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
T4 1 1 l 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
TS l 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
T6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
T7 1 1 1 1 1 l 1 1 1 1 
TS 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 , 1 1 
T9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l 1 1 
TlO 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
(2.8) 
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2.2.2} Motivation for Inclusion of cascade Compensator 
Rearranging the BIM in (2.8} and partitioning (2x2 blocking} 
the resultant BIM into four subsystems realizes a process 
model with a block (lower) triangular structure, as can be 
seen in (2.9). 
Cl C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 Sl S2 S3 S4 
Fl 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
L4 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
L3 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
L2 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ll 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
F2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
Tl 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
B(G(s)) = T2 1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
T3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
T4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
T5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
T6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
T7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 .1 1 1 
T8 1 1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 1 
T9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
TlO 1 1 _ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
(2.9) 








6x6 system submatrix 
6x4 system (zero) submatrix 
10x6 system submatrix 
10x4 system submatrix 
(2.10) 
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The following observations were made from output responses to 
initial tests performed on control valve inputs (responses 
shown in Appendix H): 
(i) The responses of level and flow outputs to 
changes in valve inputs are significantly 
faster than those of temperature outputs 
(ii) No unstable elements occur anywhere in G(s) 
Observation (i) shows that the process is a typical fast-slow 
type system. It would therefore be convenient to design. a 
fast control system to regulate the level and flow outputs 
before attempting to control the slower temperature outputs. 
This would involve the design of a cascade compensator for 
the G11(s) system submatrix. 
Observation (ii) implies that a fast level and flow 
compensator can be designed to control subsystem G11(s) 
without destabilizing the process as a whole. 
Based on these observations, the design of a 6x6 cascade 
compensator Kc(s) for the process is suggested. This 
compensator is to regulate the flow and level outputs before 
.it is attempted to control the temperature outputs. 
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2.2.3) Discussion pf Structure of Modified Process with 
Cascade Compensator 
A block diagram for the modified system with a cascade 
compensator KcCs) for the flows and levels is given in figure 
2.2 
Inputs 
ul •• UlO 
Mod.ified Heat Exchanger System 
Modified Process Gm(s) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
(setp) 
Fl •• F2 => 
Ll •• L4 • + 
original System 
Inputs Process output$ 
Kc(s) >Cl •• C4 
(6x6) 
·G(s) 
>Fl •• F2:J • 
>Ll •• L4 • 
outputs 
yl •• ylO 
(inp) 
Sl •.• S4 =======>Sl •• $4 >Tl •• TlO===> Tl •• TlO 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Figure 2. 2: Block Diagram of Mod.if ied Heat Exchanger System 
With cascade Compensator for Flows and Levels 
Figure 2.2 shows that the original heat exchange system shown 
in figure 2 .1 has been modified with the inclusion of a 6x6 
cascade compensator Kc(s). Kc(s) acts on G11(s) (referred to 
as Gc(s) for the rest of this report to avoid confusion), a 
6x6 subsystem matrix of G(s), to regulate the outputs Fl to 
F2 and Ll to L4. 
The level and flow setpoints can now be considered as inputs 
to the modified process, as shown in figure 2.2. This 
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modified system with 10 inputs and 10 outputs has a 1ox10 
system matrix: 
GmCs) = {gmij(s)} (i = 1 .. 10, j = 1 •. 10)(2.11) 
Gm(s) relates the modified system inputs and outputs 
according to (2.12) below: 
Tl(s) yl(s) Fl(S) ul(s) 
T2(s) y2(s) F2(s) u2(s) 
T3(s) y3(s) Ll(s) u3(s) 
T4(s) y4(s) L2(s) U4(s) 
T5(s) = y5(s) = Gm Cs) L3(s) = Gu.Cs) U5(s) 
T6(s) y6(s) L4(s) u6(s) 
T7(s) y7(s) Sl(s) 
TS(s) yS(s) S2(s) 
T9(s) y9(s) S3(s) 
TlO(s) ylO(s) S4(s) 
where system outputs, yl(s) •• ylO(s) given by: 
Temperature outputs Tl(s) •• TlO(s) 




Fl(s) •• F2(s) 
Ll(s) •• L4(s) 






The BIM in ( 2. 8) shows that any one control valve input 
affects all of the temperature outputs. control valves Cl to 
C6 are used to regulate flow and level outputs. This means 
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that changes in the any one of the flow or level set points 
(inputs to the modified process) will affect all of the 
temperature outputs via regulating changes in the control 
valve inputs. A BIM for the modified system, B(Gm(s)) can 
thus be constructed taking these points into consideration. 
Fl F2 Ll L2 L3 L4 Sl 52 53 54 
Tl 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
T2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
T3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
T4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
B(Gm(s)) = T5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
T6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
T7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
TS 1 1 1 1 1 .1 1 1 1 1 
T9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
TlO 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
(2.13) 
Temperature outputs Tl to TlO can now be controlled using the 
flow and level setpoints as well as the stirrer inputs. Note 
that for this modified system, flow and level outputs cannot 
be controlled,· as their setpoints are being used in the 
control of the temperature outputs. 
2.3) Concluding Remarks . 
The heat exchanger process model has been analyzed using BIM 
techniques. This analysis suggests a definite control 
str'!lcture for the process, consisting of the two parts, as 
discussed in (i) and (ii). 
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(i) Cascade Compensator for Fast Flows and Levels 
( 
The flow and level outputs respond faster to changes in 
the inputs than do the temperature outputs. BIM 
analysis of the process shows that it is possible to 
control the faster flow and level outputs before 
attempting. control of the temperature outputs. A 
cascade compensator Kc(s) is thus proposed for the 
closed loop control of the system (lower triangular) 
submatrix Gc(s). Gc(s) relates the flow and level 
outputs to the control valve inputs. The design and 
implementation of a controller for this lower triangular 
subsystem is dealt with in chapter 3. 
(ii) Full Controller for Slow Temperatures 
The closed loop control system containing the 
compensator. KcCs) is treated as a modified (full) 
process model Gi.Cs). Gm(s) relates the temperature 
outputs to the flow and level inputs (setpoints of the 
G0 (s), Kc(s) subsystem) and stirrer inputs. This full 
structure can now be controlled using multivariable 
control techniques. (dealt with in chapter 5) 
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CHAPTER. THREE 
DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF FLOW AND LEVEL CONTROLLERS 
3.1) Introduction: Lower Triangular Subsection of Process 
The BIM in (2.9) shows that the heat exchanger process model 
G(s) can be spilt into the four system submatrices, Gc(s) = 
G1·1 (s), G12 (s) (= O), G21 (s) and G22 (s), defined in (2.10). 
No unstable elements occur in the off-diagonal submatrices, 
meaning that compensators can be designed for any of them 
separately without destabilizing the process as a whole. 
Gc(s) relates the 6 control valve inputs to the 2 flow and 4 
level outputs. The elements gcij(s) of the 6x6 system 
' 
submatrix Gc(s) are thus defined as: 
Ge ( s ) = { gc i j ( s ) } ( i = 1 .. 6 , j = 1 •. 6 ) ( 3 .1 ) 
Gc(s) relates the inputs and outputs as shown in (3.2). 
(Inputs and outputs as defined for (2.7)). 
Fl(s) yl(s) Cl(s) ul(s) 
F2(s) y2(s) C2(s) u2(s) 
L4(s) = y3(s) = Gc(s) C3(s) = Gc(s) u3(s) 
L3(s) y4(s) C4(s) u4(s) 
L2(s) y5(s) C5(s) u5(s) 
Ll(s) y6(s) C6(s) u6(s) 
(3.2) 
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The BIM for Gc(s), called B(Gc(s)), is given in (3.3) and is 
essentially the upper left submatrix Of the BIM in (2.9). 
The BIM for Gc(s) is seen to be lower-triangular. 
Cl C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 
Fl 1 0 0 0 0 0 
L4 1 1 0 0 0 0 
B(Gc(s)) = L3 1 1 1 0 0 0 (3.3) 
L2 1 1 1 1 0 0 
Ll 1 1 1 1 1 0 
F2 0 0 0 0 0 1 
The breakdown of this chapter is now discussed. Section 3.2 
contains a review of modern theories for the control of 
processes with. triangular structures (such as the structure 
in ( 3. 3)). A suitable structure for a cascade compensator 
Kc(s) for the closed loop control of the levels and flows is 
then decided on, based on the theory reviewed. Specific 
transfer function elements of the system submatrix Gc{s) are 
determined in section 3.3. In section 3.4, a cascade 
compensator Kc(s) is designed (based on the theory reviewed) 
for the closed loop regulation of the flow and level outputs. 
The performance objectives for the design are stated, and the 
design procedure undertaken to achieve the required 
performance is demonstrated. The design for KcCs) is 
implemented on the heat exchanger process, and the 
performance of the resultant control system is observed. 
Concluding remarks on chapter 3 are made in section 3.5. 
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3.2) The Control of Processes with a Triangular structure 
Assume that a process with system matrix G(s) is to be 
controlled using a cascade compensator K(s). A block diagram 
of the resultant closed loop (abbreviate to C/L) control 
system including the cascade compensator is given in figure 
3.1. 
+ 
R(s) => :E 
'"' -
E(s) 
Q(s) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. 
>I I 
. . U(s) . 
K(s) > G(s) . . > Y(s) . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Figure 3.1: Block Diagram of Closed Loop system with cascade 
Compensator 




Vector of Process Inputs 
Vector of Process Outputs 
Vector of Setpoints for outputs 
E(s) Vector of Errors in outputs (R(s) - Y(s)) 
The open loop (abbreviated to O/L) system matrix Q(s), 
including compensator, is given by: 
Q(s) = G{s) K(s) (3.4) 
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The corresponding C/L system matrix H(s), including 
compensator is then: 
H(s) = (I + Q(s))-1 Q(s) (3.5) 
Consider the case where G(s) has a (lower) block triangular 
structure as shown in (3.5) for a 2x2 blocking. 
G(s) = (3.6) 
Any controller K(s) may be chosen for the process, provided 
that the controller (Gear 1988, pp63 .. 64): 
(a) Does not introduce any unstable poles into the off-
diagonal submatrices of 
Q(s) = G(s) K(s). 
(b) Does not destroy the block triangular structure of 
the system. (ie Q(s) is also block triangular) 
(c) Ensures that each on-diagonal subsystem of Q(s) is 
C/L stable. 
The two structures for K(s) that fulfill requirement (b) are 
the block diagonal and block triangular structures. The 
former structure is discussed in section 3.2.1 and the latter 
in section 3.2.2. Extensive reference is made in these 
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sections to Gear's thesis (Gear, 1988 pp54 .. 68). section 
3. 2. 3 discusses the reasons for adopting a diagonal 
compensator structure for the control of flows and levels on 
heat exchanger process. 
3.2.1) Diagonal Controller Structures 
The block diagonal structure for K(s), partitioned in 
conformity with G(s), is shown in (3.7) and realizes a fully 
decentralized controller for the process. 
) 
K(s) = 
The O/L system matrix Q(s) = G(s) K(s) shown in 















Provided that K11 (s) has no unstable poles, no unstable poles 
will be introduced to the off-diagonal submatrices of Q(s), 
thus fulfilling requirement (a). 
The C/L system matrix H(s) = (I + Q(s))-1 Q(s) 





8 21(s) = 
(I + o11 Cs))-l o11 (s) 
(It+ Q22 (s))-l o22 (s) 
(3.9) 
1 ' 1 (I + o22 (s))- o21 Cs) {I - (I + o11(s))- 011 (s)} 
The following conclusions can be drawn: 
(i) Interaction between Loops: 
The term e21 (s) represents the degree to which the 
subsystem e22 (s) is coupled to the subsystem H11(s). 
H21 (s) can be _reduced by 'large gains' in Q22 (s) and 
This can be realized by ensuring that the 
'gains' of K 22 (s) and K11(s) are 'large'. This is 
equivalent to designing controllers to reject 
disturbances from other loops. 
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(ii) Stability of Closed Loop System: 
Designing K22 (s) and K11 (s) to stabilize Q22 (s) and 
011 (s) respectively will ensure that the. entire system 
is C/L stable. The transfer function elements in system 
submatrices G22 (s) and G11 (s) are required for this 
design. Provided that it is known that the elements of 
G2i(s) have no unstable poles, the actual transfer 
functions of the elements are not required toi be known. 
This important conclusion implies that only the transfer 
function elements of· the diagonal submatrices of G(s) 
need to be determined to design a stable K( s) with a 
diagonal structure for the process. 
3.2.2) Triangular Controller Structures 
The block triangular structure for K(s), partitioned in 
conformity with G{s), is shown in (3.10). 
K(s) 
[K11(s) 
K2:(s)] = (3.10) K21(s) 
The O/L system matrix Q(s) = G(s) K(s) shown in 











G21(s) K11(s) + G22(s) K21 (s) 
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(3.11) 
G21 (s) must be stable to ensure that Q21(s) has no unstable 
poles. (In order to fulfill requirement (a)). 
The controller submatrix K21 (s) is a feedforward controller 
designed to reduce or eliminate disturbances caused by 
G21 (s). The ideal case assumes: 
K2l·(s) = (3.12) 
Choosing K21 (s) to satisfy (3.12) will ensure that 
Q21 (s) = o, thus eliminating any disturbances due to G21 (s). 
The C/L system matrix H(s) = {I + Q(s))-1 Q(s) for the ideal 
case, as shown in (3.13), will be block diagonal. 




(I + Qi1Cs))-l Qi1Cs) 
(I + Q22(s))-1 Q22(s) 
The following conclusions can once again be drawn: 
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( i J Interaction between Loops vs Stability of Closed 
Loop System 
The term K21 (s). relies on the inversion of the system 
submatrix. G22 (s) for elimination of interaction in the 
ideal case. The elements in Gi-2 Cs) may contain right 
halfplane (abbreviated to RHP) zeroes. Inversion of 
such a· matrix would introduce unstable RHP poles into 
the elements of K21 (s) to cancel the RHP zeroes in 
This pole-zero· cancellation technique often 
does not succeed due to changes in the process model and 
modelling inaccuracies. The nett effect of this is the 
introduction of unstable poles in the submatrix 021 ( s) , 
which could cause instability of the process as a whole. 
The introduction of unstable poles into Q(s) is a 
violation of requirement (a) 
controller matrix K(s). 
for the choice of 
If no unstable zeroes occur in the elements of G22 ( s) , 
this technique of feedforward control is very effective 
in eliminating interaction between the loops. 
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(ii) Stability of Closed Loop System 
All three controller subsections K22(s), K11(s) and 
K21 (s) can be designed separately. Designing x22 (s) and 
K11 (s) to stabilize Q22 (s) and Q11 (s) respectively will 
ensure that the entire system is C/L stable. Stability 
is also subject to the condition that no unstable poles 
are introduced to Q21 (s) by the design of K21 (s) and 
Ki1(s). 
3.2.3) Structure Adopted for the Control of Flows and 
Levels 
A decision has been made to adopt ·a diagonal structure for 
the cascade compensator Kc(s) for the heat exchanger process 
subsystem Gc:(s). It is aimed to deal with the problem of 
interaction by ensuring that the loop gains realized by the 
elements of Kc(s) are sufficiently high to reject 
disturbances from other loops. 
The choice of a diagonal structure for KcCs) is motivated by 
the following points listing the inherent advantages of such 
a structure: 
(i) Simplicity of Design 
Repetitive partitioning of B(Gc(s)) in ( 3. 3) yields a 
6x6 blocking shown in (3.14). 
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Cl C2 C3 C4 cs C6 
Fl 0 0 
L4 0 0 
B(Gc(s)) = L3 1 0 (3.14) 
L2 1 1 
Ll 1 
F2 0 0 
Ge ( s) can now be represented by a block or composite 
matrix as shown in (3.15). 
,__ -
gcll 0 0 0 0 0 
gc21 gc22 0 0 0 0 
= gc31 gc32 gc33 0 0 0 
gc41 gc42 gc43 gc44 o· 0 
gc51 gc52 gc53 gc54 gc55 0 
0 0 0 0 0 gc66 - -
(3.15) 
The compensator required will have the identical block 
structure as the process model. The off-diagonal 
elements will all be zero for the block diagonal 
controller structure adopted. The composite matrix for 
the compensator is given in {3~16). 
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.....- -
kc11 0 0 0 0 0 
0 kc22 0 0 0 0 
Kc(s) = 0 0 kc33 0 0 0 
0 0 0 kc44 0 0 
0 0 0 0 kC55 0 
0 0 0 0 0 kc66 
..__ -
(3.16) 
The following is noted concerning (3.15) and (3.16): 
(a) Elements gci j ( s) and kci j ( s) , which _are functions 
in the complex variable s, are represented by gcij 
and _kcij respectively, emitting the identifier 
'(s)'. 
(b) The blocks in the composite matrices in (3.15) and 
(3.16) are all transfer function entries, and no 
longer submatrix entries. 
The elements kcij(s) can thus be designed using 
singlevariable (referred to as SISO) techniques on the 
corresponding elements gcij(s). The MIMO design problem 
has simplified into 6 SISO designs. 
(ii) Reduced Modelling Requirements 
Only the diagonal submatrices of G0 (s) need to be 
determined to 'design a stable Kc(s) with a diagonal 
structure for the process (sec~ion 3.2.1). Only 6 
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transfer function elements, gcij(s) (i = j = 1 .. 6) thus 
need to be determined for the controller design. If a 
triangular structure were adopted for Kc(s), all the 
elements in Gc(s) (16 elements) would have to be 
determined for the design. 
3.3) Determining Diagonal Elements of Subsystem Gc(s) use in 
the Design of Flow and t.evel Compensator KcCs) 
The design of KcCs) requires only the diagonal transfer 
function elements of the system submatrix Gc(s) to be known. 
The elements required are thus: 
gcij(S) (i = j = 1 •• 6) (3.17) 
The diagonal elements gcij(s) of Gc(s) are determined by 
stepping each control valve input j and observing the 
response of the appropriate flow or level output i (i = j = 
1 .. 6). A transfer function model for gci j ( s) relating the 
input to the appropriate output is then fitted to the 
response data. 
Table 3.1 shows which input is stepped and _output observed in 
the determination of each element. 
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Element Input output 
gcij(s) .stepped Observed 
gc11(s) Cl(s) Fl(s)· 
gc22(s) C2(s) L4(s) 
gc33(s) C3(s) L3{s) 
gc44(s) C4(s) L2(s) 
gc55(S) CS(s) Ll(s) 
gc66(s) C6(s) F2(s) 
Table 3.1: Inputs and outputs Characterizing gcij(s) 
The responses of the appropriate outputs to step tests done 
on the each input are shown in Appendix I. A model is fitted 
to each of the observed responses. Details of the modelling 
procedure are in Appendix I_. The average transfer function 
model determined for each gcij(s) is quoted in table 3.2. 
Element Transfer Function De.ad-Time 
gcij(S) [(ADC units) I (DAC units)] [sec] 
-1.66 
gc11(s) o.o 
1 + 6.6s 
8.5 
gc22(s) o.o 
1 + 575s 
6.0 
gC33(S) 15.0 
1 + 455s 
6.7 
gc44(S) 10.0 
1 + 490s 
7.9 
gc55(s) 9.0 
1 + 311s 
-1.19 
gc66(s) o.o 
1 + 6.3s 
T8ble 3. 2: Average Transfer Function Models determined 
for elements gcij(s) (i = j = 1 .• 6) 




The following objectives are considered when designing the 
cascade compensator Kc(s): 
(i) Regulation of Flow and Level Outputs 
Under C/L conditions, the control system is required to 
regulate the process flow . and level outputs to their 
desired setpoints. 
(ii) Improvement of Dynamics 
Table 3.2 shows that the O/L response times of the 
levels vary between 311 and 575 seconds (poles between -
0.00321 and -0.00174 rad/sec). Those for the flows vary 
between 6. 3 and 6. 6 seconds (poles between -o .158 and 
-o .151 rad/sec) . C/L control is required to increase 
the speed of response of the levels. 
(iii) Rejection of Disturbances 
The structure of the Gc(s) is lower triangular, meaning 
that diagonal elements of the system matrix are coupled 
to other elements 'higher up' in the system matrix (not 
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the other way round). For example, level Ll is coupled 
. to, and thus will be affected by, the control valves 
C5 .. Cl. Controllers for the elements 'lower down' in 
the system matrix will thus have to be designed to 
reject disturbances from the coupling to loops 'further 
up'. A controller for level Ll using SISO techniques on 
element gc55 (s), for example, will have to be designed 
to reject disturbances due to the effects of elements 
gc51(s) .. gc54(s). 
(iv) Closed Loop Stability 
The resultant compensator design KcCs) should ensure 
that the system is stable under C/L conditions at all 
times. 
3.4.2) Design Procedure 
The design of the diagonal compensator KcCs) essent~ally 
consists of the design of 6 srso controllers for the diagonal 
elements of the subsystem matrix G0 (s). 
A proportional integral (abbreviate to PI) type configuration 
has been chosen for the elements of Kc(s). The integrating 
action of such controllers has good regulation and 
disturbance rejection properties. A design analysis 
procedure based on the techniques of Nyquist (Raven, 1987) 
has been adopted for each of the SISO designs. 
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The procedure for the design of the element kc33 (s) of RCCs) 
is shown in this section. The procedure for each of the 
other elements kcij(s) (i = j = 1,2, 4 .• 6) is identical, and 
these designs are shown in Appendix I. The resultant design 
for RCCs) is shown in section 3.4.3. 
Element kc 33 (s) is designed using SISO techniques on the 
element gc 33 (s) of Gc(s). From tabl~ 3.2, 
= 
6.7 e-15s 
1 + 490s 
(3.18) 
The simulated O/L time. response of the element is given in 
figure 3.2, showing the slow 490 second response time. 




T iMe I: s 1 
oo. -1so. 100.0 350,0 600.0 sso.o 1100. 1350. 1~. 1850, t1oo. . 2350, mio. mo. >too. >350. 3'00. 3850. 
Figure 3.2: simulated Open loop Time Response of Level LJ to 
a Unit Step in Control Valve CJ 
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Frequency dependent analysis of this element is assisted by 
the polar Nyquist plot of gc33 (jw) shown in figure 3.3. The 
analysis predicts the feedback properties of the subsystem 
that will result if the loop is closed on the uncompensated 
element gc33 ( s). The C/L transfer function hc33 (s) of this 
uncompensated subsystem is defined in (3.19). 
= (3.19) 




1.5 -s.o .z:.s z.s s.o 
"' o.oo 
-2.s 
Figure 3.3: Nyquist Plot for element gc33 (jw) of Gc(s) 
The effect of the 15 second dead-time can be seen by. the 
encirclement of the origin by the plot. No encirclements of 
the s = -1 point are present, and the gain and phase margins 
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exceed 5 and 60° respectively. The subsystem hc33 ( s) in 
(3.19) will thus be stable under unity feedback conditions. 
The plot never enters the .region between the M = 1..1 and M = 
o. 9 circles, meaning that the uncompensated C/L gain 
I hc3 3 ( jw) I will never be near unity. The output regulation 
will thus be poor if the loop is closed. 
The rejection of disturbances by the output requires that the 
O/L gain of the process, lgc 33 (jw) I is large. Rejection of 
D.C disturbances by closing the loop requires infinite O/L 
gain at o.c .. Ti.1e maximum O/L gain occurs at D.C., but is. 
limited to 6. 7 meaning that the transmission gain between 
disturbances and output under C/L conditions will equal 0.13. 
o.c. disturbances will thus have a significant effect on the 
output. The magnitude I gc3 3 ( jw) I = 1 at a frequency as low 
as o. 01 rad/sec implies that the C/L transmission gain at 
this frequency and above will exceed 0.5. Rejection of 
disturbances by the output will thus be poor if the loop is 
\ 
closed. 
The poor feedback properties of the subsystem are to be 
improved by inserting a cascade PI compensator in the loop. 
Iterative design has produced the compensator kc33 ( s) shown 
in (3.20). 




The compensated O/L relation qc33 (s) is defined in (3.21), 




The feedback properties of this compensated subsystem can now 
be determined from the Nyquist plot of qc33 ( jw) shown in 
figure 3.3. 




Figure 3.4: Nyquist Plot for Element qc33 (jw) 
No encirclem~nts of the s = -1 point are present, but a 
significant reduction in both gain and phase margin is 
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observed. These reductions are not however sufficient to 
make the compensated C/L subsystem go unstable. 
The plot stays in the region between the M 
I' 
= 1.1 and M = 0.9 
circles for all frequencies below 0.02 rad/sec, meaning that 
good output regulation will occur over this frequency band 
(best at o.c. due to integrating action) and the C/L response 
time should be in the order of 10 seconds. 
The .O/L gain is infinite at D.C., meaning that the no D.C. 
disturbances will affect the output if the loop is closed. 
The O/L gain is also large (greater than 5) for all 
frequencies less than o. 01 rad/sec, meaning that all 
disturbances at frequencies less than O. 01 rad/sec will be 
rejected with a C/L transmission gain of less than 0.16. 
The plot of the simulated time response of the C/L subsystem 
to a unity step in the level setpoint (figure 3.3) shows that 
the output response time has been reduced from 490 seconds 
(O/L) to 12 seconds (C/L), as predicted. The output is also 
successfully regulated to its setpoint. 
The price paid for this improvement in performance is large 
input excursions shown in the plot and a reduction in the 
stability of the system causing the observed oscillation 
(slight) and overshoot. A 55% percentage overshoot, Mp is 










Cont~ol Lah, ElecEng, UCT 
Time ts1 :r ... pvl:.. 
105.0 130.0 155.0 180.0 
Figure · 3. 5: Simulated Closed Loop Ti:me Response of Level LJ 
to a Unity Step in its Setpoint 
3.4.3) Resultant Design for Kc(s) 
The design procedure outlined in the previous section was 
implemented in the design of the remaining elements of Kc(s). 
The design details are shown in Appendix J. The results of 
these designs for each element are quoted in table 3.3 •• The 
resultant output response times and percentage overshoot 
obtained from closed loop simulations shown in the appendix 
are also quoted in the table for each flow or level output. 
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Element Transfer Function Output Res Time M 
kcij{s) [(ADC uni ts) I (DAC units)] F or L [sec] [~] 
-0.6 - 3.96s 
kc11 (s) . Fl 6.6 0 
6.6s 
4 + 320s 
kc22 (s) L4 15.0 10 
80s 
4 + 320s 
kc33 (s) L3 12.0 55 
80s 
4 + 320s 
kC44(s) L2 10.8 30 
sos 
4 + 320s 
kC55(s) Ll 7.2 55 
sos 
-0.84 - 5.29s 
kc66 (s) F2 9.3 0 
6.3s 
Table 3.3: cascade PI controller Transfer Function Elements 
and Response Times of Outputs 
3.4.4) Closed Loop Performance of System with Cascade 
Compensator Kc(s) 
The diagonal cascade PI compensator KcCs) has been 
incorporated in the feedback control loop for the regulation 
of the flow and level outputs. The C/L response of level L3, 
and the effects on the other levels are observed in this 
section. The C/L responses·of the other levels as well as 
the flows and their effects on other loops are observed in 
Appendix K. An analysis of the resultant responses is 
finally given in table 3.4 at the end of the section, showing 
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to what extent the design objectives stated in 3. 4. 1 have 
been met. 
Figure 3.6 shows the C/L response of level L3 to a positive 
10% (410 ADC units) change in setpoint. The response time of 
the output has improved from 455 seconds under O/L conditions 
(table 3.2) to 15.9 seconds under these C/L conditions 
(figure 3.6). 
The effects of stepping L3 on the other tank levels are shown 
in· figure 3. 7. Only levels L2 and Ll ( 'lower down', in system 
matrix), as expected, are affected by changing L3 setpoint. 
These effects are compensated for by the high-gain controller 
elements kc 44 (s) and kc55 (s) designed to reject disturbances 
from other loops. Both levels L2 and Ll suffer a transient 
perturbation only, which is less than 5% of the full scale . 
level reading. This represents a maximum transient 
transmission gain of o. 5 and zero steady-state transmission 
gain between the setpoint L3 and the outputs L2 and Ll. 
No effects (obviously - no physical connection and Kc(s) 
decentralized controller) on the flow outputs were observed 
as a result of this change in level setpoint. 
The entire system remained stable under C/L conditions, and 
the observed overshoot of 15.2% indicates that the phase 
margin is in fact larger than predicted in section 3.4.3. 
Heat Exchange!' Counte!'-Current Process Responses. 
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Figure 3.7: Interaction Caused by Stepping L3 Setpoint 
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The results from C/L step tests done on the remaining flow 
and level outputs are shown in Appendix K. Table 3.4 
generated from these results summarizes how the design 
objectives stated in section 3.4.1 have been met. The 











% Error in Response Loop Coupling stability 
Output Time to Other Outputs and 
(% of Max) (sec) (Transmit. Gain) overshoot 
< 1 % 4.4 < 0.3 Transient .stable, 
Zero S-State Oversht: 
to L4 •• Ll o.o % 
< 1 % 11. 5 < 0.7 Transient Stable, 
Zero s-state oversht: 
to L3 •• Ll 0.5 % 
< 1 ~ 0 15.9 < 0.5 Transient Stable, 
Zero S-State Oversht: 
to L2 •• Ll 15.2 % 
< 5 % 19.7 < o.5 Transient Stable, 
Zero s-state Oversht: 
to Ll only 14.7 % 
< 5 % 12.2 No Coupling to Stable, 
Any of the oversht: 
Other Outputs 16.2 % 
< 1 % 2.7 No coupling to Stable, 
Any of the Oversht: 
Other outputs o.o % 
Closed Loop Performance of Subsystem Gc(s) with 
Flow and Level Precompensator Kc(s) 
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3.5) Concludinq Remarks 
The upper left submatrix Gc(s) = G11(s), of the process model 
G(s), relates the 6 control valve inputs to the 2 flow and 4 
level outputs, and has a lower-triangular structure. A 
diagonal cascade PI compensator Kc(s) has successfully been 
designed and implemented to control the flows and levels 
under C/L conditions. 
First order models have been fitted to response 
generated to obtain the diagonal elements of Ge ( s) . 
data 
The 
response times of the flows vary between 6.3 and 6.6 seconds, 
while those for the levels vary between 311 and 575 seconds. 
The control system designed for the process succeeded in 
satisfying the design objectives, and was found to: 
i) Regulate of Flow and Level Outputs to their 
respective setpoints with less than 1% (of full 
scale) steady-state error in the flow outputs and 
less than 5% steady-state error in the level 
outputs. 
ii) Improve the dynamics of the output responses. The 
flow response times were reduced to between 2.7 and 
4.4 seconds while those for the levels were reduced 
to between 11.5 and 19.7 seconds. 
iii) Compensate to reduce interaction between the loops 
in the control system. Steady-state transmission 
between loops has been eliminated, and outputs are 
only transiently effected by changes in set points . 
in other loops. Transient gains between setpoints 
and outputs of other loops were found to be less 
than 0.7 in all cases. 
The price paid for the improvement in these feedback 
• properties of the system were found to be: 
i) Reduction in the stability of the system. Levels 
were found to overshoot their setpoints by between 
0.5 and 16.2% and slight decaying oscillations were 
observed in the level outputs and control valve 
inputs. 
ii) Large excursions in the control valve inputs. 
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CH.APTER. FC>UR. 
PERFORMANCE INDEX ANALYSIS OF MIMO CONTROL SYSTEMs 
4.1) Feedback Properties and Performance Indices 
The main objective of this dissertation, as stated in the 
introduction, is the analysis of the frequency dependent 
properties of MIMO control system designs, not the actual 
design procedure. A quantitative measure for the "goodness" 
of the properties of a MIMO feedback design therefore needs 
to be developed. 
4.1.1) Definition of Control System Feedback Properties 
The frequency dependent properties of a feedback control 
system design are referred to as its 'feedback properties'. 
The following feedback properties are considered in this 
dissertation: 
The 
( i) Response of Inputs and Outputs to Process 
Disturbances and Noise in the Sensors as a 
Function of Frequency 
(ii) Sensitivity of Inputs and Outputs to Change·s in 
Process Model as a Function of Frequency 
(iii) Closed Loop Stability of Process 
properties listed are ref erred to as 'feedback 
properties' because they can only be improved (Safonov, 1981) 
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using C/L feedback. O/L control systems will not change 
these properties at all. 
feedback properties is 
(Safonov, 1981). 
A control system design with good 
referred to as a 'robust' system 
Another property considered is that of setpoint tracking by 
the process outputs as a function of frequency. This is not 
strictly a feedback property ( Safonov, 1981), although much 
theoretical discussion has centered around the improvement of 
this property using feedback ( eg integral action in loop 
ensures unity C/L gain). Modern approaches to the problem of 
output regulation suggest a different route, namely, first 
ensuring that the system is robust before designing a dynamic 
precompensator to facilitate setpoint tracking. The 
property of setpoint tracking remains an important one 
however, so it is included in the discussion of feedback 
properties presented in this chapter. Coupled to this 
property of output regulation, is the property of control 
effort (input response to setpoint) as a function of 
frequency, which is also considered in this dissertation. 
4.1.2) Definition of Performance Indices 
The measure of the frequency dependent "goodness" of a 
particular feedback property is defined as the "performance 
index" for that property. Each index then quantitatively 
gauges the performance of the control system in terms of a 
particular feedback property as a function of frequency. 
4.2) Feedback Properties of Generalized MIMO and SISO 
Control Systems 
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The feedback properties of a generalized MIMO control system 
are discussed in this section. All matrices referred to are 
assumed to be nxn linear mappings within the complex linear 
space Cn, and all vectors are assumed to be n-dimensional 
elements of Cn. . A SISO control system is assumed to be a 
special lxl case of the generalized control ~ystem 
representation in which the matrices reduce to scalar ratios 
and the vectors reduce to scalars. 
The discussion-points to a method of analysis of the feedback 
properties of MIMO control systems which is based on some 
representation for the frequency dependent sizes of matrices 
discussed later o~ in this section. 
The method of analysis of SISO control systems is treated as 
a special case of the method for generalized systems. The 
relationships between this method of analysis and the 
classical Nyquist-type (Raven, 1987) analysis method for SISO 
systems are pointed out. 
4.2.1) Basic Control Loop Definitions 
In this section, definitions are made for a generalized nxn 
MIMO control loop, and the special lxl SISO cases of these 
definitions are pointed out. 
Disturbances 
D(s) 
Setps Errors Inputs ~ Outputs 
R(s) ~ · E(s) U(s) ~+ Y(s) 
=>~~~ >IKcs>I >~: ==:::::;;:=> 
Measurements 
Z(s) l!:::::===I: F( s) I <•=======!:<=+=::!! 
~· 
Noise on Sensors 
H(s) 
Figure 4.1: Block Diagram of Generalized MIMO Feedback 
. I 
Control System Including Process Disturbances 
and Noise on Sensors 
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Elements in the generalized MIMO control loop shown in figure 
4.1 are: 
G(s) . Process Transfer Function Matrix . 
K(s) Cascade Compensator Transfer Function 
Matrix 
F(s) Feedback Compensator Transfer Function 
Matrix 
P(s) . Precompensator Transfer Function Matrix . 
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Considering the system shown in figure 4 .1, the following 







G(s)U(s) + D(s) (4.1) 
K(s){P(s)R(s) - F(s)Y(s)} · ( 4. 2) 
Y(s) + N(s) (4.3) 
where Y(s), U(s), D(s), R(s), Z(s) and N(s) are vectors 
defined in figure 4.1. 
The following characteristic matrices are defined: 
Feedback Loop Transfer Matrix 
M{s) = K(s)F(s) 
Return Matrix at Input Node 
L2(s) = G{s)M(s) 
Return Matrix at Output Node 
L1 (s) = M(s)G(s) 
Return Difference Matrix at Input Node 




Return Difference Matrix at Output Node 
I + L1(s) 
Inverse Return Difference Matrix at Input Node 
(if the inverse, L2-l(s) exists) 
Inverse Return Difference Matrix at Output Node 
I + Li-l(s) (if the inverse, L1-
1 (s) exists) 
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Note that in the SISO case, 11 (s) = 12(s) = l(s). Here l(s) 
is known as the return ratio while (1 + i-l(s)) is known as 
the return difference ratio. These ratios are independent of 
the input or output nodes. 
Additional characteristic matrices which are useful in the 
analysis of the feedback properties of a control system are 
also defined (for i = 1 •• 2): 
Si(s) = (I + Li ( s)) -1 (4.7) 
Ti(S) = I - Si(s) 
= Li(s)(I + Li(s))-1 
i:= (I + Li(s))-lLi(s) (4.8) 
W(s) = s1 (s)M(s) 
= M(s)s2(s) (4.9) 
Inspection of the definitions in (4.4) to (4"'9) facilitates 








Also for i = lo• 2 I 
Ti(S) = (I + Li -1 (s) ) -1 (4.12) 
W{s) = (I + L2 - l ( s )_) G ( s) (4.13) 
W(s) = G(s)(I + Ll-l(s)) (4.14) 
For the SISO case, s 1 (s) = s 2 (s) = s(s), t 1 (s) = t 2 (s) = t(s) 
and w(s) = m(s)s(s) = t(s)g(s). 
4.2.2) Transmission Matrices and Transmission Ratios 
The responses of U(s) and Y(s) can be represented as the sums 
of three components generated by R(s), D(s) and N(s) 






Y0 (s)J u0 (s) 
+ [;~:i:i] 
(4.15) 
Simple block diagram manipulation of figure 4.1 and the 




G(s)s1 (s)K(s)P(s)] R(s) 
s 1 (s)K(s)P(s) 
[
s 2 (s)G(s)K(s)P(s)J 






[Yo(s)] = [ S2(s)] D(s) u0 (s) -W(s) 
= [ Ty0(s)] D(s) 
Tuo(s) 
(4.17) 
[Yx(s)] = c-T2(s)] N(s) 
UN(s) -W(s) 
= [ TYll(s) J H(s) 
TUN(s) 
(4.18) 
The matrices TYR(s), TUR(s), Ty0 (s), T00(s), TYN(s) and 
TUN(s) defined in (4.16) to (4.18) are referred to as 
"transmission matrices". 
(i) Performance of MIMO systems 
The degree to which the inputs and outputs respond to 
perturbations in the setpoints, disturbances and noise 
on the sensors is related to the "sizes" of the 
appropriate transmission matrices. These "sizes" are in 
turn related to the "sizes" of the characteristic 
matrices W(s), Ti(s) and Si(s). A measure for the 
"size" of matrices is thus required to · give a 
quantitative representation of the transmission feedback 
properties of a MIMO system. The measure for size will 
be dependent on the frequency at which it is being made. 
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(ii) Performance of SISO systems 
For the SISO case, the transmission matrices reduce to 
the scalar "transmission ratios". The input and output 
responses are easily determined by measuring the 
magnitude and phase of these ratios as a function of 
frequency. These measures quantify the 
transmission feedback properties of a SISO system 
entirely·. 
Ideally, the magnitude of the ratio tyr(s) should be 
unity . over all frequencies, meaning. that the output 
component Yr( s) will follow all setpoint perturbations 
r{s) (ignoring phase at this stage). This condition is 
equivalent to ensuring that the Nyquist plot (Raven, 
1987) for g(jw)k(jw) remains near the M = 1 circle. The 
performance in terms of setpoint tracking can thus be 
determined by observing the proximity of the plot to the 
M = 1 circle. The phase of the ratio indicates the 
relative phase shift between the set point and . the 
resultant output response of the system as a function of 
frequency. 
The magnitude of the ratio turCs) should be kept as 
small as possible over all frequencies to ensure minimal 
control effort. The phase, as before, represents the 
phase shift between the setpoint and input. 
<I 
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The response of the output and input to di'sturbances is 
characterized by the frequency dependent scalar ratios 
tyd(s) = s(s) and tud{s) = -w(s) respectively (equation 
(4.17)). The performance in terms of these transmission 
feedback properties can be determined quantitatively 
from the magnitude and phase of these ratios. Small 
magnitudes of s(s) and w(s) at a given fl4equency will 
ensure good rejection of disturbances by the output and 
input respectively at that frequency. 
The response to noise is determined from the ratios 
tyn ( s ) = -t { s) and tun ( s) = w { s) • (equation (4.18)). 
The performance in terms of these feedback properties 
can be determined as before. 
Response to disturbances and noise can also be analysed 
using the Nyquist plot. Large magnitudes of the open 
loop gain I q( jw)k( jw) I at some frequency impl;i.es good 
rejection of disturbances by the output at that 
frequency. This also, unfortunately, means that sensor 
noise and disturbances at this frequency will be 
amplified at the input. 
4.2.3) Sensitivity Matrices and Sensitivity Ratios 
Assume that the controller· matrices P(s), K(s) and F(s) in 
figure 4 .1 remain unchanged at all frequencies, as well as 
the setpoint signals R(s). Assume also that all disturbances 
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D(s) and sensor noises N(s) are zero. The nominal model for 
the process is referred to as G0(s). The "sensitivity 
matrices" SEy(s) and SEtJ(s) relate the changes in G(s) from 
its nominal model to the resultant changes in the closed loop 
transmission ratios Tm(s) and TUR(s) .' Theorems stated and 
proved in Appendix L derive the sensi ti vi ty relations given 
in {4.19) and {4.20). 




SEy ( s ) cS ( G ( s)) 
s 2 (s) cS(G(s)) 




cS(G(s)) represents change in process model G(s) 
cS(TYR(s)) represents resultant change in C/L setpoint to 
output transmission matrix TYR(s) 
. cS(TUR(s)) represents resultant change in C/L setpoint to 
input transmission matrix TUR(s) 
Note that s2(s) are -assumed to be the 
characteristic matrices obtained for the nominal model for 
G(s) {ie for G(s) = G0(s)). 
\ 
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(i) Performance of MIMO systems 
The transmission of phase and amplitude invariant 
setpoint signals at a given frequency to the inputs and 
outputs will change according to (4.19) and (4.20). The 
resultant phase and amplitude of the input and output 
signals at that frequency will thus change as the 
process model changes. The degree to which the signals 
will change is related to the "sizes" of the sensitivity 
matrices, and thus ultimately to the "sizes" of the 
characteristic matrices s2 (s) and T2(s). The input and 
output sensitivity feedback properties can thus be 
quantitatively represented by some expression for the 
frequency dependent "sizes" of these matrices. 
(ii) Performance of SISO systems 
The sensitivity matrices · reduce to the "sensitivity 
ratios" sey(s) and seu(s) for a SISO system. The 
magnitude and phase of these ratios as a function of 
frequency .thus quantify the input and output ·sensitivity 
feedback properties for the SISO case. 
Observation of the sensitivity ratio magnitude lsey(jw)I 
at some frequency gives a quantitative representation of 
the sensitivity. of the output at that frequency to 
changes in g( s). This is equivalent to observing the 
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proximity of a Nyquist plot for q( jw) to sensitivity 
circles (Raven, 1987) on the axes at that frequency. 
4.2.4) Stability Analysis of MIMO and SISO Control 
Systems 
The stability margin (Safonov, 1981) of a system can be 
defined as the "size" of the "smallest" perturbation &(L1(s)) 
(over all frequencies) in the return matrix, from its nominal 
value based on G0 (s), such that the system matrix 
S1(s) = (I + L1(s)) goes unstable. Under this condition, the 
feedback system (4.1) to (4.3) is destabilized. 
It is further shown that S1(s) is not asymptotically stable 
iff there exists some complex frequency s 0 with Re(s0 ) ~ o 
and some nonzero x1 € Cn such that 
= (4.21) 
Note that the matrix T1(s) is once again assumed to be the 
matrix obtained for the nominal model, G0 (s). 
(i) Performance of MIMO systems 
Equation 4. 21 forms the basis from which the stability 
of a MIMO feedback system can be analysed. This 
equation shows that the. "size" of the "smallest" 
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6(Li(s)) for which the system is not asymptotically 
stable, is in some sense inversely proportional to the 
"size" of Ti(s) for values of complex frequency s in the 
right-half of the complex s-plane. 
(ii) Performance of SISO systems 
The special lxl SISO case of 4.21 is once again 
considered, and it is seen that in this case, equation 
4.21 reduces to: 
6 ( 1 (so)) = -1/t(s0 ) (4.22) 
The classical SISO gain margin gm is computed by 
considering 6(l(s0 )) =gm - 1, leading to the conclusion 
that the gain margin is the least constant gm > 1 for 
some Re(s0 ) ~ o in equation (4.23). 
gm = -1/t(s0 ) + 1 (4.23) 
The value for s 0 satisfying the condition in (4.23) is a 
-180° crossover frequency s 0 = jw180 satisfying (4.24). 
angle(l(jw180 )) = -180° (4.24) 
This result is consistent with the definition of gain 
margin on a Nyquist plot. Considering the case where 
f(s) = 1, p(s) = 1 for simplicity, it turns out that 
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l(s) = q(s) = g(s)k(s). The result is consistent as the 
gain margin is defined at the frequency point where the 
polar plot of q(jw) has a phase angle of -1ao 0 • 
The classical SISO phase margin ll'M is similarly computed 
for 6(l(s0 )) = exp(-j<t>M) - 1, leading·to the conclusion 
that the phase margin is the smallest angle ll'M > o (in 
radians) for some Re(s0 ) ~ o in equation (4.25). 
ln(-1/t(so) + 1). (4.25) 
The value for s 0 satisfying the condition in (4.25) is a 
OdB crossover frequency s 0 = jwc satisfying (4.26). 
1 (4.26) I 
This result is once again consistent with the definition 
'of phase margin on a Nyquist_plot as the phase margin is 
defined at the frequency point where the polar plot of 
q(jw) has a magnitude of 1 (equivalent to OdB). 
4.2.5) Effects on MIMO and SISO Feedback Properties 
Equations 4 .15 to 4. 26 show that the "sizes" of the 
characteristic matrices W(s), s1 (s), s 2(s), T1 (~), T2(s) as a 
function of frequency are directly related to the quality of 
the feedback properties of a MIMO control system. 
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In this subsection, the effects of the characteristic 
matrices becoming vanishingly small are discussed. The 
effects of the corresponding characteristic ratios vanishing 
are identical for SISO control systems. Certain fundamental 
design trade-offs are also discussed. 
(i) Effects of Vanishing Characteristic Matrices 
If, at some complex frequency s, W( s) vanishes, then 
T1 (s) and T2 (s) also vanish (equations (4.10) and 
(4.11)) and the following desirable feedback properties 
result: 
a) u0 (s), YN(s) and UN(s) vanish, making inputs 
and outputs insensitive to sensor noise, as 
well as making inputs insensitive to 
disturbances. (Equations (4.17) and (4.18)) 
b) SEu(s) vanishes, making the inputs insensitive 
to changes in the process model. (Equation 
(4.20)) 
c) 6 (Li ( s) ) approaches infinity, meaning that an 
arbitrarily large 6(Li(s)) cannot destabilize 
the system. (Equation (4.21)) 
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If however, at this frequency, s1 (s) and s 2 (s) vanish, 
the following desirable feedback properties result: 
a) Y0 (s) vanish, making outputs insensitive to 
disturbances. (Equation (4.17)) 
b) SEy(s) vanishes, making the outputs 
insensitive t,o changes in the process model. 
(Equation (4.19)) 
(ii) Design Trade-Offs 
The identity Si(s) + Ti(s) = I is obtained from equation 
(4.8), and implies that both Si(s) and Ti(s) cannot be 
' 
made to vanish at the same frequency. The design of a 
feedback control system then becomes trade-off between 
the "smallness" of Ti(s) against the "smallness" of 
Si(s) (i = 1 .. 2) over certain frequency ranges. It is 
impossible, for example, to design a system with good 
rejection of disturbances by the outputs and rejection 
of noise by the inputs at the same frequency. Common 
design practice is to arrange good output rejection of 
disturbances at frequencies near DC, while arranging 
good rejection of sensor noise by the inputs at high 
frequencies. 
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The need to meaningfully quantify the "size" of 
frequency dependent matrices in the analysis of such 
control systems is therefore apparent. 
The quality of the feedback properties for the SISO case 
is adequately described by the frequency dependent 
magni tl\de and phase of the characteristic ratios. No 
further representation for the size of these ratios. is 
necessary as in the MIMO case. The design of a SISO 
control system thus consists of trading off the 
magnitude and phase of the ratio t(s) against the 
magnitude and phase of the ratio s(s). 
4.3) Quantitative Analysis of Feedback Properties of SISO 
and MIMO Control Systems 
\ 
4.3.1) Inadequacies of Current MIMO Analysis Techniques 
Two common MIMO control system analysis techniques are the 
Characteristic Loci (CL) (Fisher, 1988) and Inverse Nyquist 
Array (INA) (Venzke, 1988) techniques. Quantitative analysis 
of most of the feedback properties discussed in section 4. 2 · 
is not easily possible using these techniques. CL techniques 
are useful in the stability analysis of MIMO systems, whereas 
INA techniques are · good at diagnosing interaction between 
loops in such systems (Fisher, 1988). Extracting information 
from INA and CL analysis plots regarding the transmission of 
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. disturbances and sensor noise, as well as regarding 
sensitivity, is not a trivial task. Further limitations of 
these techniques are ~ .S-c ~. also pointed out (Doyle & stein, 
1981). 
As a result of the inadequacies of existing MIMO analysis 
techniques, some technique of quantitatively representing the 
feedback properties needs to be developed. Representations 
based on the transmission, sensitivity and stability matrices 
have been developed in various papers (Doyle & Stein, 1981), 
(Safonov, 1981). Such representations are introduced in 
section 4.2. 
As discussed in 
properties of a 
section 4 . 2 , 
MIMO control 
the quality of the feedback 
system is related to the 
frequency dependent "sizes" of the characteristic matrices 
W(s), Si (s) and T1 (s) ( i = 1 •• 2). A popular choice as a 
representation of the "size" of a matrix is that of the 
eigenvalues of the matrix. This representation, however, has 
some shortcomings, as can be seen in two examples presented 
in Safonov's paper (Safonov, 1981). 
4.3.2) Singular Values as Expression of "Size" of Matrix 
A meaningful measure of the "size" at some frequency of a 
system described by a transfer function matrix, in the 
control system context, could be one which bears some 
relation to the input-output gain ratio of the system at that 
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frequency. A number of definitions are made in this 
subsection as a build-up to such a representation of matrix 
. 11 size11 • 
(i) Definition of Euclidean Norm of a Vector 
Given a positive definite matrix Q f cnxn, define a 
unitary space cn0 as the set of complex n-vectors X(s) = 
(x1 (s), ...• ,xn(s) )T together with Euclidean norm 11 • llo 
defined in (4.27) 
= ( X(s)T Q X(s) )1/2 (4.27) 
(ii) Definition of System Gain Ratio 
Consider a system matrix A( s) . relating input signals 
U(s) to output signals Y(s) so that Y(s) · = A(s)U(s). 
Assume that the sizes of the signals are represented by 
.their norms llU(s) llu(s) and llY(s) llr(s). The gain ratio 
gr(s) of the system as a function of complex frequency s 
would then be: 
gr(s) = llA(s)U(s) llr(sJ I Hu<s>llu(sJ (4.28) 
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(iii) Definition of Matrix Maximum and Minimum Gain 
The maximum gain of A(s) at a particular complex 
frequency s, denoted by amaxCA(s);U(sJ,Y(s)), is the 
subordinant matrix norm 
amax<A(s);U(s),Y(s)) = llACs>llu{s),Y(s) 
llA(S)U(s)lly(sJ 
= U(~\iX.!.. 0 1 T llY(s} llu(s) · 
(4.29) 
similarly, the minimum gain of A(s) is defined as 
Omin(A(s);U(s),Y(s)) 
llA(s)U(s) llY(s} 
= U(~tn=f 0 jjY(s) llu(s) 
(4.30) 
(iv) Definition of Matrix Singular Values 
The singular values of a matrix A(s): cnQl -» c1802' at 
some complex frequency s, are denoted as a j (A( s) ; o1 .' a2 ) , 
(j = l .• n) and defined in (4.31). 
Jc eig(A(s)*A(s)) f(4.31) 
where 
A(s)* = 




An important mathematical result is that the maximum 
gain of a system matrix A(s), at some complex frequency 
s, in fact equals the maximum singular value of that 
matrix at that frequency ( Safonov, 1981). The same 
relationship holds for the minimum gain and the minimum 
singular value. These results are summarized by 





The results shown in (4.33) and (4.34) are very significant 
as they imply that a meaningful measure of the "size" of a 
system matrix at some complex frequency s can be obtained by 
observing the maximum and minimum singular values of the 
matrix at that frequency. These values will indicate the 
maximum and minimum gain that will exist between the inputs 
and outputs of the system matrix (at some s). 
v 
4.3.3) Assigning Quantitative Values to Performance 
Indices Gauging Feedback Properties 
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The maximum and minimum singular values (as a function of 
complex frequency s) of the characteristic matrices W(s), 
Ti(s) and Si(s), as well as those for transmission matrices 
TYR(s) and TUR(s), are used in performance indices which· 
quantitatively gauge the feedback properties of a MIMO 
control system. 
( i) Response of Inputs and Outputs to Process 
Disturbances and Noise in the Sensors 
The frequency dependent performance index, 11Ty0 (s) II max 
gauges the maximum response of the output Y(s) to 
disturbances D(s), and is defined as: 





Similarly, to gauge the maximum response of the input to 
disturbances, the performance index llT1m(s) llmax is 
defined as: 






The frequency dependent performance index, llTYH{s) llmax 
gauges the maximum response of the output Y(s) to noise 
on the sensors N(s), and is defined as: 
llTYN{s) llmax = 
= 
amaxCT2(s);Q1,Q2) 
m~x{aj(T2 (s);Q1 ,Q2 )} 
(4.37) 
Similarly, to gauge the maximum response of the input to 
noise on sensors, the performance index llTUN(s) II max is 
defined as: 
llTUN(s) llmax = 
= 
amaxCW(s);Q1,Q2) 
m~x{aj(W(s);Q1 ,Q2 )} 
(4.38) 
(ii) Sensitivity of Inputs and Outputs to Changes in 
Process Model 
The frequency dependent performance index, llSEy(s) llmax 
defined in (4.39) gauges the maximum change in setpoint 
to output· transmission matrix TYR(s) (and thus maximum 
change in outputs Y ( s) ) which results from changes in 
the process model G(s) from its nominal value G0 (s). 
llSEy(s) llmax = 
= 
amaxCS2(s);Q1,Q2) 
~~x{aj(S2 (s);Q1 ,Q2 )} 
(4.39) 
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Similarly, to gauge the maximum change in setpoint to 
output transmission matrix TYR(s) which results from 
changes in the process model, the performance index 







m~x{aj(T1 (s);Q1 ,Q2 )} 
(4.40) 
Manipulation in Safonov's (Safonov, 1981) paper of 
equation ( 4. 21), on wnich the stability analysis of a 
MIMO system is based yields· the · following stability 
results (de.fined at the control input channels - could 
have defined at output channels using matrix T2 (s)): 
The system has a gain margin in each of the plant's 




The system has a phase margin in each control channel of 
at least ~M where: 
= 
(4.42) 
The margins defined hold even when the gain or phase 
variations occur simultaneously in several or all input 
channels. 
(iv) Setpoint Tracking and Control Effort 
The setpoint tracking of a MIMO system is characterized 
by the "closeness" of the transmission matrix TYR(s) to 
the identity· matrix. The "size" of the matrix ERR( s) 
defined in (4.43) thus gives a measure of "how far" the 
matrix Tm(s) is from the ideal case of the identity 
matrix. 
BRR(s) = (I - TYR(s)) (4.43) 
The frequency dependent performance index, llERR(s) llmax 
gauges the quality of ·the tracking of the setpoint R(s) 




amax< (I - s 2 (s)G(s)K(s)P(s));Q1 ,Q2 ) 
m3x{aj( (I - s 2 (s)G(s)K(s)P(s)) ;Q1 ,Q2 )} 
(4.44) 
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Similarly, to gauge the maximum response of the input to 
perturbations in the setpoint, the performance index 
llTUR(s>llmax is defined as: 
= 
= 
GmaxCS1 {s)K(s)P{s);Q1 ,Q2 ) 
m~x{aj(S1 {s)K(s)P(s);Q1,Q2)} 
(4.45) 
Plots of the performance indices defined in ( i), (ii) and 
(iv) as functions of frequency characterize the performance 
of the system in terms of their respective feedback 
properties. The ideal case for each plot would be zero 
magnitude at all frequencies. Obviously this case is 
impossible to realize for all of the plots simultaneously, so 
·the designed performance in terms of the various feedback 
properties will have to traded off over different frequency 
bands. 
The stability feedback property is quantitatively gauged by 
the gain and phase margin expressions defined in equations 
(4.41) and (4.42). 
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Singular value decomposition of the characteristic matrices 
has thus provided a quantitative means of expressing the 
quality of all of the considered feedback properties of a 
MIMO control system. 
4.4) Modern Control System Synthesis Techniques 
Two important control system synthesis tech~iques which have 
developed in the past two decades are ~ (Craig, 1989) and 
Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) (Johnson & Grimble, 1978) 
techniques. 
4.4.1) Brief Discussion of ~ and LQG Techniques 
(i) EX' Techniques 
Design specifications (robustness and performance) for 
~control systems are expressed in-terms of constraints 
on weighting functions. The process model is then 
augmented with these weighting functions. 
~ synthesis problem is then solved which effectively 
"inverts" stable plant dynamics, and substitutes in 
their place the desirable dynamics prescribed by the 
weighting functions. 
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Finally it is verified if the design specifications are 
met and if control rate· and magnitude constraints are 
adhered to. This is achieved by observing singular 
value plots of the sensitivity S(s) and complementary 
sensitivity C(s) matrices as functions of frequency. 
These matrices are essentially the characteristic 
matrices s2 (s) and T2 (s) respectively, as defined in 
section 4.1 for the case where F(s) = I. 
Process repeated if control system is not satisfactory. 
Many research papers have been produced on the synthesis 
of 1fX> control systems with desired feedback properties. 
(Zames & Bruce, 1983), (Zames, 1981). 
(ii) Linear Quadratic Gaussian Techniques 
The LQG technique synthesizes an optimal controller and 
state estimator for a system in state space format. 
The design objectives are specified by assigning limits 
to excursions in the process inputs and states, as well 
as specifying the expected sensor noise and process 
disturbances. These limits are expressed by input and 
state weighting matrices and noise covariance matrices. 
A cost function Jc is minimized trading off the desired 
limiting of large excursions in the inputs against those 
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in the states. This involves the solution of the 
~iccati equation to synthesize a full state feedback 
control law. 
Another cost function Jf is minimized penalizing large 
errors in the estimation of the process states by a 
Kalman state estimator. This also involves the solution 
of the Riccati equation to synthesize a gain matrix for 
the Kalman observer. 
The choice of the weighting and covariance matrices has 
been the topic of many theoretical papers. {Johnson & 
Grimble, 1987), {Broussard, 19.82), (Safonov, 1981), 
{Gupta, 1980). Discussion on the analysis of LQG system 
feedback properties is also introduced in some papers. 
(Safonov, 1981), (Doyle & Stein, 1981). 
4.4.2) Reasons for the Choice of LQG Technique for 
Performance Index Analysis 
The LQG technique has been chosen as a controller synthesis 
technique {to synthesize control systems to be analysed using 
performance indices) for the reasons outlined in this 
subsection. 
Research is being done at the University of cape Town, (UCT) 
Electrical Engineering department into modern state space and 
frequency domain design techniques for MIMO control systems. 
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Postgraduate theses have been produced which investigate a 
number of MIMO control system design techniques. 
Dissertations discussing Decentralized Control (Gear, 1988), 
Characteristic Loci (Fisher, 1988), Inverse Nyquist Array and 
State Space Pole Placement (Venzke, 1988), Variable State 
Space (Ginsberg, 1989) have been produced. 
This thesis explores the use of performance indices in the 
analysis of control systems. These systems could be designed 
using any of the aforementioned MIMO technique, but it was 
decided to choose a synthesis technique to automate the 
design procedure as much as possible. 
The analysis (or verification) of control systems synthesized 
using IF techniques forms an integral part of the H~ design 
procedure (singular value plots of sensitivity and 
complementary sensi ti vi ty matrices) . The analysis of IF 
systems is therefore a widely discussed topic. Detailed 
analysis of LQG systems is not as well explored. The topic 
is introduced in the papers by Safonov et al (Safonov, 1981) 
and Doyle & Stein (Doyle & Stein, 1981). For this reason, 
the LQG synthes,is technique has been chosen for the 
application of performance index analysis. 
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4.5) LQG Control System Synthesis Techniques 
A more detailed look at LQG techniques is taken in this 
·section. Figure 4.2 shows a block diagram of a state 
feedback control system containing a Kalman filter state 
estimator. 
Process Model 
Disturbances Noise on sensors 
a(t) 6(t) 
Inputs 
' ~ , [E] States Outps Measures U(!ll B I~+ X(t) Jdt X(t) I c . , Y(tl _+ Z(t) 
. L1A ,J 
-
.--
Kalman State Estimator Mod~l 
~ 
IY(tJ+ 1.t:+ i(t) [E]X(t) I =I B c 
1 1
] Observer 
A ~ §tates 
X(t) ---- I 
.-- -
Control Law 
;- I Kc I= 
V(t) 
C/L Inputs 
Figure 4.2: Block Diagram of State Feedback System including 
Kalman Filter State Estimator 
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4.5.1) State Space Description of Process Model 
LQG optimal control techniques attempt to minimize the 









1;2TJT{XT(t)Q1X(t) + uT(t)R1U(t)} dt 
-T 
(4.46) 
Vector of time dependent process states 
Vector of time dependent process inputs 
\ 
Matrix penalizing large deviations 
process states 




Figure 4. 2 shows that equation ( 4. 46) is subject to the 





AX(t) + BU(t) 
CX(t) 
with measurement equation: 
Z(t) = 
= 
Y(t) + B(t) 






a(t) Plant disturbances 
Z(t) Vector of time dependent measurements of 
process outputs 
Y(t) Vector of time dependent process outputs 
6(t) Measurement noise 
D considered to be identity matrix, I 
4.5.2) Kalman Filter 
The Kalman filter shown in figure 4.2 is now considered. The 
performance index Jf for the filter, as given in (4.50), is 
to be minimized in this case. 
= 
A. .... 
E{[X(t) - X(t)]T[X(t) - X(t)]} (4.50) 
where: 
X(t) Vector of time dependent process states 
.A. 
X(t) : Vector Of time dependent estimates of 
process states 
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4.5.3) LQG Problem Assumptions 
i) i Define e(t) = (a(t) ,sT(t) )T; where e(t) is a zero-
mean white Gaussian noise process with covariance: 
cov[e{t) ,e(t)] --[
0
0 Ro] cS(t-T) (4.51) 






iii) Pair (A,QD) is completely ·controllable. Pair (A,C) 
is completely observable. 






iii) Pair (A,B) is completely controllable. Pair 
(A,Q1C) is completely observable. 
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4.5.4) LQG Problem Solution 
(i) Controller 
The optimal control law is given by: 
,;.... 
U(t) = -KcX(t) (4.56) 
where: 
= Control gain 
(4.57) 
and Pm solves the control algebraic Riccati equation: 
= 0 (4.58) 
and: 
0 , (4.59) 
(ii) Kalman Filter 
The estimate of the state is that produced by the Kalman 
Filter equations: 
.,,.. .... ..... 





S cTR-1 m 
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(4.61) 
and Sm solves the filter algebraic Riccati equation: 
= 0 (4.62) 
and: 
·sT = m > 0 (4.63) 
4.5.5) LQG Controller Synthesis Procedure 
The procedure adopted to obtain a controller and filter using 
LQG techniques can be summarized as follows: 
i) Choose suitable control property weighting matrices 
Q1 and-R1 for process. 
ii) Solve the control algebraic Riccati equation to 
obtain a control gain matrix Kc for the process. 
iii) Specify suitable noise covariance matrices Q and R 
for Kalman filter. 
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iv) Solve the filter algebraic Riccati equation to 
obtain suitable Kalman gain matrix Kf for the 
observer. 
v) Implement Kc and Kf ori the process as shown in 
figure 4.2. 
4.5.6) Comment on Stability of LQG Control Systems 
The separation theorem for optimal control systems with state 
observers (Kwakernaak & Sivan, 1972 pp 378 •• 382) shows that: 
i) The stability .of the cascaded filter and controlled 
system is determined by the eigenvalues of the 
system matrices: 
ii) The separation theorem implies that the dynamics of 
the control and filter systems can be treated 
separately. This implies that the '"'stable design 
\ 
of a controller and filter can be done separately 
and still yield a stable overall system. 
More recent papers on this subject dispute the claim that the 
overall system will be stable if stable designs for the Kc 
and Kf are done separately. (Doyle, 1978) showed that no 
stability margins can be guaranteed for a LQG system since 
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perturbations in the feedback loop cause the filter model to 
no longer mirror the process model. A further paper by Doyle 
& Stein (Doyle & Stein, 1978) addresses this problem by 
adjusting the noise covariance matrices Q and R. The paper 
shows that "the commonly suggested approach of making all 
roots of the error dynamics arbitrarily faster is generally 
the wrong thing to do". 
The good robustness properties of LQ regulators (LQG systems 
without state observer) are recovered by an observer-
adjustment procedure. This procedure redefines Q as shown in 
(4.64) while the definition for R remains unchanged. 
Q = (4.64) 
where: 
v Any Positive Definite Matrix 
As q -» oo, the robustness properties of a LQG system become 
identical to those of a LQ system. LQ systems have an 
infinite gain margin and a phase margin of at least 60°. 
The improvement in robustness properties due to this 
"robustness recovery" technique occurs at the expense of the 
good dynamic properties of the optimal filter (such as fast 
error dynamics). 
4.6) Performance Index Analysis Applied to Control 
Systems Synthesized usinq LQG Techniques 
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The frequency-domain performance index analysis of LQG 
control systems is dealt with in this section. 
Comparison of figures 4.1 and 4.2 shows that the block 
diagram of a generalized control system differs from that of 
a LQG control system. The block diagram in figure 4.2 (LQG 
system) will thus have to be manipulated into the form of 
figure 4.1 (generalized system) to facilitate generalized 
performance index analysis of the LQG system. Expressions 
will be obtained from this transformation for the generalized 
system matrices P(s), K(s), G(s) and F(s) in terms of the 
state space system matrices A, B, c,· Kc, and Kf. 
Block diagram manipulation of figure 4.2 and algebraic 
manipulation of the . state-space equations ( 4. 4 7) to .( 4. 60) 
transforms the LQG state space system into the format shown 
in figure 4.3. Note also that the system has been 
j 
transformed to the s-domain by replacing the integrating 
blocks in figure 4. 2 with the s-domain integrating operator 
1/s (taking Laplace transforms). 
4.3 is defined in equation (4.65). 
+(sf = 
The matrix 4(s) in figure 
(4.65) 
Disturbancesi--~~~~--. 







C/L Inputs Inputs outputs 
V(s) j L! U(s) + Y(s) 









N(s) = B(s) 
Figure 4.3: Block Diagram of the Transformed LQG State-space 
Note: 
system in the s-domain 
1) State-space systems are not designed to ensure 
tracking of the C/L inputs V(s) = L{V(t)} by the 
outputs Y(s). An additional cascade precompensator 
P0 (s) will have to be included with the C/L system 
{designed to be robust) if tracking of the 
setpoints R(s) by the outputs Y(s) is to be 
ensured. 
ii) The disturbances a(s) = L{a(t)} on the differential 
of the states is ref erred to the outputs by 
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multiplying the vector a(s) by the (non-square) 
matrix C(sI-A)-1~ 
Comparing of figures 4.1 and 4.3, and Considering note (i) 
I 
above shows the following relationships existing between the 
generalized and LQG systems: 
G(s) = C(sI - A)-18 (4.66) 
K(s) = I (identity matrix) (4.67) 
F(s) = (I + Kc•(s)B)-lKc•(s)Kf (4.68) 
P(s) = (I + Kc•Cs)B)-1Pc(s) (4.69) 
The LQG system in figure 4.2 has successfully been 
transformed into the form of the generalized control system 
shown in figure 4.1. The characteristic, transmission, 
sensitivity and stability matrices can now be evaluated for 
the LQG system using the identities in (4.66) to· (4.69). 
This will enable quantitative frequency-domain performance 
index analysis of the feedback properties of the system. 
Q 
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4.7) Concluding Remarks 
The performance indices developed quantitatively represent 
the "goodness" of the frequency-dependent feedback properties 
of MIMO control systems, and are · intimately related to the 
"sizes" of the characteristic matrices Si(s), Ti(s) and W(s) 
(i = 1 .. 2). These matrices are functions of the generalized 
MIMO control system transfer function matrices G(s), K(s), 
F(s) and P(s). 
The properties of noise and disturbance transmission are 
measured by the frequency dependent maximum singular values 
- ' 
of' the transmission matrices TYN(s) ·= -T2 (s), TUH(s) = -W(s), 
TYD(s) = s2 (s) and Tun(s) = -W(s). 
The properties of input and output sensitivity to changes in 
the process are similarly related to the maximum singular 
values of matrices SEy(s) = s 2 (s) and SE0 (s) = T1 (s). 
The stability of the system is related to the minimum 
singular value of the matrix T1-l(jw) over all frequenci"es by 
the relation gm 
and relation pm 
The performance in terms of the control effort and setpoint 
tracking is characterized by the maximum singular values of 
the transmission matrices TYR(s) and TUR(s), which are 
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functions of the characteristic matrices and transfer 
function matrices. 
The performance indices defined for MIMO control systems 
reduce to the classical measures· of performance defined for 
SISO systems, in the special lxl case of MIMO systems. 
Performance index analysis can be applied to control systems 
designed using any ~IMO technique. State feedback systems 
synthesized using LQG techniques have been chosen for the 
demonstration of performance index analysis techniques. 
The matrices G(s), F(s) and P(s) in the generalized MIMO 
frequency-domain representation are related to the state 
feedback system matrices A, B, c, Kc and Kt by the three 
relations G(s) = C(sI-A)-1B, F(s) = (I+Kc+(s)B)-1Kc+(s)Kf and 
P(s) = (I+Kc+(s)B)-l, where +(s) = (sI - A+ KfC). For LQG 
systems, K( s) = I. These relations make it possible to 
analyse the performance of LQG control systems using the 
performance indices developed for generalized frequency-
domain MIMO control systems. 
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CHAPTER. FIVE 
OPTIMAL CONTROL CAD AHO PROCESS CONTROL SOFTWARE DEVELOPED 
5.1) Background to Development of CAD System 
A computer-aided optimal control system design (CACSD) 
package, has been developed to: 
i) Synthesize optimal LQG control systems. 
ii) Enable the frequency-dependent performance index 
analysis of the feedback properties of state space 
systems with observers (of which LQG systems are a 
special case). 
iii) Enable the digital simulation of such systems under 
open and closed loop conditions. 
The reasons for the development of the CACSD package follow: 
i) A tool for the frequency-domain analysis of the 
properties of state-space systems with observers is 
required. 
ii) CACSD packages are being developed at UCT for th~ 
implementation of various control system design 
techniques, to gain experience in their use. 
_} 
-,, 
5.2) Procedure for the Synthesis and Analysis of MIMO 
LQG control systems 
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The synthesis and analysis pr~cedure for LQG control systems 
is best described with the assistance of the flowchart of a 
typical design session given in figure 5.1. 
5.2.1) Block 1: Start 
A design session is started with the specification of a· 
state-space model for the process. The number of process 
states and inputs, as well as the plant matrices A, B, and c 
are entered or loaded. 
5.2.2) Block 2: Initial Design Specifications 
The initial design specifications are entered or loaded in 
the form of the initial weighting (Q1 , R1 ) and covariance 
(Q, R) matrices. The algorithm used for the solution of the 
Ricca ti equation (in the LQG synthesis) also requires an 
initial estimate of the control and Kalman gain matrices Kc 
and Kt· Initial estimates for these matrices are also 
entered or loaded at this stage (estimates have to realize a 
C/L stable control system). 
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5.2.3) Block 3: Synthesis of Optimal Controller 
An optimal state-feedback gain matrix Kc and Kalman state-
observer gai~ matrix Kt are synthesized automatically using 
the procedure outlined in section 4.5.4. 
5.2.4) Block 4: Transformation to Generalized Format 
The state-space system representation for the process is 
transformed to the format for a generalized MIMO control 
system. The matrices G(s), K(s), F(s) and P(s), as well as 
W(s), Si(s) and Ti(s) are then evaluated at frequency points 
over some frequency range w0 s w < wf (where s = jw). The 
user specifies the range and number of frequency points. 
5.2.5) Block 5: Performance Index Analysis 
The performance indices gauging each feedback property are 
evaluated at each frequency point using values obtained for 
the matrices in block 4. 
5.2.6) Block 6: Presentation of Performance Data 
The performance index data is plotted against frequency and 
analysed further. The plots and analysis are presented 
concisely to the user on two graphics screens. The 
performance data presented provides a means by which the user 
can judge the quality of the design and decide. if the 
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performance is satisfactory. Analysis of the design could 
also be assisted by doing , a time simulation to· observe the 
system responses to noise, disturbances, setpoints, etc. 
5.2.7) Block 7: Changing Design to Improve Performance 
If the performance of the design is unsatisfactory, the user 
can make changes to the weighting and covariance matrices. 
This is done in an attempt to improve the performance the 
s~stem with a new controller synthesized using these 
matrices. 
5.2.8) Block 8: Adopting Design for Implementation 
If the performance of the design is satisfactory, the control 
system that was synthesized can be adopted for 
implementation. The analysed design can be saved (process, 
. controller, weighting and covariance matrices, as well as 
performance index data) for later reference and for 
implementation. 
I START I 
J,. 1 
Choose initial Optimal Control 
Parameters 
Q101 Rio' QO, Ro, Keo and Kfo 
needed for LQG Syntheses 
2 
-.. 
Synthesize Optimal Controller 
and Kalman Filter 
using Q1 , R1 , Q, R, Kc and Kf 
J, 3 
Convert Resultant Control 
System from State Space format 
to Generalized MIMO format 
using expressions developed 
for G(s), K(s), F(s) and P(s) 
given in (4.73) to ( 4. 76). 
4 
\ 
Analyse Expected Performance 
of Control System using 
Performance Indices 
J, 5 
Present Performance Index Plots and 
Analysis of the Expected Performance 
Time Simulation could Assist in Analysis as Well 
Make One of Two Decisions: 
If Expected Performance If Expected Performance 
is Satisfactory then is Not Satisfactory then 
s = y S = N 
y 1 l s 6 s = = N 
Adopt Controller Kc Make Changes to 
and Kalman Filter Ka Q1 , R1 , Q and R 
Matrices Synthesize in an attempt to 
for Implementation Improve Performance 
J, 8 I 
7 
END 19 
Figure 5.1: Algorithm for the design of a control _system 




5.3) Description of CAD system 
The optimal controller synthesis and analysis package 
(referred to as OPTCAD) is menu-driven (using menu routines 
developed by Fisher (Fisher, 1988)) to make it simple and 
quick to use and understand. The main menu of the system 
gives the user the choice to run any one of the four major 
parts of the package, which are discussed in sections 5.3.1 
to 5. 3. 4. This discussion is followed by the specification 
of the hardware and software requirements for running the 
package in section 5 . 3 . 5 . A key to the listings of the 
source code and software development information is then 
given in section 5.3.6. 
5.3.1) Data Manipulation Facility 
Selecting the "Data" option in the main menu (and when it 
occurs in menus lower down in menu structure) allows the user 
to perform the following operations· on logical groupings of 
the matrices A, B, C, Kc, Kf, Q1 , R1 , Q, R and Pc: 
(i) Save 
Groupings of the matrices can be stored to a long term 
storage device (eg. to a file on disk). 
(ii) Load 








Any element of each matrix can be edited or modified by 
the user at any stage of the design procedure. 
The "Data" option also allows groups of other constants, used 
in the running of the package and in the specification of the 
process, to be loaded, saved or modified by the user at any 
stage of the design procedure. Performance index data 
generated by the analysis procedure can be saved, or 
previously generated data can be loaded for viewing. 
5.3.2) LQG Optimal Controller Synthesis Facility 
Selecting the "Optcon" option in the main menu invokes the 
synthesis procedure discussed in section 4.5~4 to generate an 
optimal controller gain matrix Kc and Kalman observer gain 
matrix Kf automatically. The synthesis procedure minimizes 
the cost functions Jc and J f indicated in equations ( 4. 53) 
and (4.57) respectively and effectively consists of two calls 
to an algorithm which solves the algebraic Riccati equation. 
The weighting and covariance matrices Q1 , R1 , Q and R as well 
as the current (or initial) matrices Kc and Kf are used in 












5.3.3) Performance Index Analysis Facility 
Selecting the "Analyse" option invokes the performance index 
analysis facility for the analysis of the system under 
consideration. The following operations can be performed by 
selecting this option: 
(i) Create 
Performance index data for plotting can be created by 
selecting this option. The user specifies the frequency 
range w0 ::5 w < Wf over which the data is to be created. 
The state-space system is then transformed to the 
generalized system format before performance index data 
is created over the specified frequency range. 
The transformation is implemented by setting s = jw, and 
applying the (complex) expressions for G(s), K(s), F(s) 
and P(s) in ( 4 .6&) to ( 4 .6g) at frequency points over 
the specified range. The characteristic matrices W(s), 
Si(s) and Ti(s) are then also evaluated at each 
frequency-point. 
The performance indices gauging each feedback property 
of the control system are evaluated using the values 
obtained for the matrices in the transformation at each 
frequency-point. This is done by applying equations 
( 4. 42) to ( 4. 52) (obtaining maximum singular values of 
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various matrices at each frequency point) . The data 
points are stored-during this analysis procedure. 
(ii) Format 
The performance - index data calculated is grouped into 
four graphs, namely: 
Graph 1: Performance indices llTYH(s) II max and llTUH(s) II max 
gauging the transmission of sensor noise to 
inputs and outputs respectively. 










Graph 3: Performance indices llSEy(s)llmax and llSEu(s)llmax 
gauging the sensi ti vi ty of inputs and outputs 
respectively C(s). 
/ 
Graph 4: Performance indices llERRCs>llmax and llTUR(s)llmax 
respectively gauging the errors in the 
tracking of process setpoints by the outputs 
and the transmission of process setpoints to 
inputs. 
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The user can select all four graphs to be plotted on one 
screen, or any one of· the graphs on its own. The 
vertical and horizontal axes of the plots can also be 
specified by the user. 
(iii) View 
Selecting this option triggers the plotting of the above 
performance index graphs as selected by the user on the 
Hercules graphics screen 1. 
Graphics screen O contains an analysis of the 
performance index plots to assist the user in the 
interpretation of the plots. Comments from the plots on 
screen 1 (F3 key used to flip between screens o and 1) 
are generated which gauge the performance of the system 
over three frequency bands, namely: 
Low Frequency 
Intermediate Frequency 
High Frequency : 
~ W < Wf /3 
~ W < 2Wf /3 
The comments are generated by observing the average of the 
performance index magnitudes over each range. The smaller 
each magnitude average is, the better the performance of tne 
system over that range in terms of ·the particular feedback 
property. 
Perfor•ance Index Plots: Pl'ess F3 for analysis 
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Figure 5.2: Example of a Performance Index Group Plot 
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Figur§ 5.3: Example of Comments Generated on Performance 
Index Group Plot 
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The comments are classified according to the average 
magnitudes (termed Mav> as follows: 
Mav > 1.0 Very Poor 
1.0 ~ Mav > 0.5 Poor 
0.5 ~ Mav > 0.25 Fair 
0.25 ~ Mav > 0.1 Good 
0.1 ~ Mav . Very Good . 
Figure 5.2 gives an example of- a performance index group 
plot, and figure 5.3 an example of the comments 
generated from these plots. The calculated gain and 
phase margin for the system are also indicated on both 
screens. 
5.3.4) State-space System Time Simulation Facility 
Selecting the "Synthesize" option provides the user with a 
time simulation facility. A 4th order Runga-Kutta algorithm 
is used to perform the time simulation, meaning that the time 
step for the simulation is critical -when considering 
t 
- accuracy. 
In the time simulation, the system can be simulated either 
under O/L or C/L conditions, the controller and observer 
included or excluded in the loop. Sensor noise, disturbances 
and setpoint signals can be injected in the loop. These 
signals ·can be either sinusoidal (amplitude and frequency 
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chosen by user) or Gaussian (standard deviation chosen by 
user). The simulated response traces of the inputs, outputs 
and states (process and/or observer) can be plotted at the 
user's specification. 
5.3.5) Hardware and Software-Requirements for Running the 
CAD Package 
OPTCAD can be run on any 8088/286/386 processor XT/AT/386 
compatible microcomputer. An 8087 /287 /387 mathematics 
coprocessor is recommended as the performance index analysis 
routine requires a great deal of mathematical processing and 
would be very slow otherwise (calculating 100 frequency 
points on lOMHz 8088 machine without coprocessor takes 
approximately an hour while the equivalent time taken on a 
25MHz 80386 machine with coprocessor is approximately 3 
minutes) . The machine must support Hercules graphics and 
contain at least one external disk drive. Concurrent running 
of the memory resident INTlO, HGC and HARDCOPY graphics 
support software programs is required when running this 
program. 
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5.3.6) Appendix Listings for the OPTCAD Package 
Appendix M contains all the specific information concerning 
· the OPTCAD system in the sections listed below: 
Ml: OPTCAD System Subroutines 
M2: OPTCAD Data Manipulation Subroutines 
M3: Mathematics Utility Subroutines 
M4: Graphics Utility Subroutines 
MS: Modified Subroutines Originally Written by Ian 
Fisher 
M6: OPTCAD Menu Definition Routine 
M7: OPTCAD Include Files 
MS: OPTCAD Development/Execution Information 
Additional routines written by Fisher (Fisher, · 1988) have 
been linked into the libraries used in the development of 
this package, and source code listings of these routines can 
be found in his M.Sc. dissertation. 
5.4) Software Developed for the Runninq, Controllinq and 
Analysis of the Heat Exchanqer 
The heat exchanger rig is run entirely by a digital computer, 
which is programmed to manipulate the inputs and read the 
outputs of the process. A software package called HERIG has 
been developed specifically for the running and analysis of 
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·the rig. This software also serves as an interface between 
the user and the process. The package is once again menu 
driven using the same menu and graphics routines as those 
used in OPTCAD. The three major options presented to the 
user are discussed in sections 5.4.1 to 5.4.3, section 5.4.4 
discusses the hardware and software requirements, while 
section 5.4.5 refers to appendix listings of development 
information. 
5.4.1) Running, controlling and User Interfacing 
Invoking the "Run" option in the main menu of HERIG 
initializes routines which manipulate the plant inputs 
manually, as well as doing so automatically by applying some 
control law. 
The control of the rig is implemented in two stages, namely: 
i) The stabilizing control of the process flow and 
level outputs using the control valve inputs. 
ii) The LQG control of temperature outputs Tl and TS 
using the flow inputs (setpoints to stabilizing 
control algorithm) Fl and F2. 
It is possible to step the plant inputs when in manual 
control, as well as the setpoints when running under 
stabilizing or LQG control. It is also possible to inject 
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sensor noise, disturbance and setpoint perturbations in all 
of the respective channels while running under LQG control. 
HERIG has 8 basic modes for running the process under manual 
and automatic stabilizing control, as listed in table 6.i. 
I 
Mode Name of Mode Loop Description of MOde 
1 Manual Input O/L Select input to change or 
select choose new mode 
2 Manual Input O/L Vary selected input or 
Vary choose new mode 
3 Manual Input O/L Select input to step or choose 
Step Select choose new mode 
4 Manual Input O/L Vary step size or perform step 
Step Vary test 
5 Auto Setpoint C/L Select setp. to change or 
Select choose new mode 
6 Auto Set point C/L Vary selected setp. or choose 
Vary new mode 
7 Auto Setpoint C/L Select setp. to step or· choose 
Step Select new mode 
8 Auto Set point C/L Vary step size or perform step 
Vary test 
Q Quit Exit from rig running 
algorithm back to calling 
routine 
Table 5.1: Modes of Operation of Rig Running Algorithm 
If the rig is to be run under LQG control, it is first 
initialized to run under the stabilizing control mode 5. The 
user indicates via the keyboard when LQG control of the 
process is to commence. The LQG control law is then strapped 
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onto the stabilizing control algorithm. to change the flow 
setpoints for the control of temperature outputs Tl arid T5. 
Figure 5. 4 shows a flowchart of the rig running algorithm 
generalized for the process running under manual, stabilizing 
or LQG modes of control. 
The interface between the user and the program is simple and 
logical to enable easy manipulation of the 10 plant inputs 
and 10 setpoints, as well as reading of the 16 plant outputs. 
The two highlighted blocks 7 and 8 on the diagram indicate 
the sections of ·the rig running algorithm where direct 
interaction occurs with the user. 
Block a: The user can perform required functions on.the 
rig while it is running. This is enabled by 
the program continually scanning the keyboard 
for user instructions. 
Block 9: Changes in the state of the rig (changes in 
inputs, outputs, setp. , mode, etc) are 
reported to the user by continually updating 
and making necessary changes to the interface 
screen. 
Figures 5. 5 and 5. 6 show interface screens obtained with the 
rig running respectively under manual mode 2, and under 
stabilizing control mode 7 with LQG controller included. 
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Figure 5.4: Flowchart of Rig Running and Control Algorithm 
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The reactor tanks (Tl to T4), the reservoirs (PHR, CHR, CCR) 
as well as the two counter-current flows (Fl and F2) are 
represented on the interface screens. 
The values of the process inputs (Valves Cl to C6, Stirrers 
Sl to S4), outputs (Levels Ll to L4, Temperatures Tl to TlO, 
Flows Fl to F2) and setpoints (Ll to L4, Tl, T3, TS, TS for 
automatic modes only) are also shown on the interface 
screens. These values are indicated on appropriate positions 
on the screens, giving the user a meaningful representation· 
of what is occurring on the rig itself. 
The options available to the user are given in the bottom 
section of the · screens (change of mode, changing values, 
etc). These can be invoked by the user depressing the keys 
indicated. 
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5.4.2) Manipulation of Rig Running and Control Parameters 
Selecting the "Param" option in the main menu allows the user 
to perform the following functions: 
(i) Saving Parameters 
The current process inputs and setpoints as well as the 
logged data can be stored to a long term storage device 
for later analysis. It is also possible to save rig 
running parameters such as the sample time, control time 
and other default settings. The stabilizing PI 
controller and the LQG controller and observer matrices 
(A, B, c, Kc and Kf) can also be saved under this 
option. The data file format_ of the LQG controller is 
identical to the format used in the OPTCAD design 
package, ensuring easy implementation of controllers 
designed using this package. 
(ii) Loading Parameters 
Previously saved process inputs and setpoints, as well 
as response data, can be loaded from a long term storage 
device for analysis. Rig running parameters such as the 
sample time, control time and other default settings can 
also be loaded, as can the stabilizing PI controller 
matrix and the LQG controller and observer matrices. 
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(iii) Editing Parameters 
It is useful to be able to modify certain parameters 
while the program is running instead of being limited 
merely to loading and saving these parameters. The 
parameter modifying option makes it possible to enter or 
edit on the screen values for the control and logging 
intervals, default settings ~nd LQG controller matrices. 
5.4.3) Analysis Plots of Heat Exchanger Response Data 
When the "Heplot" option in the main menu is selected, the 
user has the choice of either: 
i) Plotting any one _of four sets of four graphs on the 
screen on predefined axes for quick reference. An 
example of such a plot is given in figure 5.7. The 
response data not shown in this plot is grouped in 
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Figure 5.7: Set of Four Graphs of Response Data 
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5.4.4) Hardware and Software Requirements for Running the 
HERIG Package 
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HERIG can be run on any 8088/8028?/80386 processor XT/AT/386 
compatible. microcomputer with or without a mathematics 
coprocessor. The machine must support Hercules graphics and 
contain at least one external disk drive. Interfacing with 
the proc~ss requires two OT2801 ADC cards and two DT2815 DAC 
cards. The program can be run without these cards for data 
a~alysis by changing the file "herig.sys" as specified in the 
file. Concurrent running of the memory resident INTlO, HGC 
and HARDCOPY graphics support software programs is required 
when running this program. 
5.4.5) Appendix Listings for the HERIG Package 
Appendix N contains all the specific information concerning 
the HERIG system in the sections listed below: 
Nl: HERIG System Subroutines 
N2: HERIG Data Manipulation subroutines 
NJ: Utility Routines for Analog Interface Cards 
N4: HERIG Menu Definition Routine and Modified 
Assembler Routines Originally Written by Ian Fisher 
NS: HERIG Include Files 
N6: HERIG Development/Execution Information 
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Additional routines written by Fisher (Fisher, 1988) have 
been ·linked into the libraries used in the development of 
this package, and source code listings of these routines can 
be found in his . M.Sc. dissertation. Utility routines 
developed for the OPTCAD package have also been linked to 
these libraries. 
5.5) concluding Remarks 
The menu structure of the OPTCAD CACSD package provides a 
user-friendly tool for the synthesis, analysis and simulation 
of state feedback control systems with state observers. 
Process, controller, synthesis, analysis and simulation data 
is easily manipulated using the data load/save/edit options. 
The LQG synthesis option automatically synthesizes a state 
feedback controller gain matrix Kc and Kalman state observer 
gain matrix Kf from .the specified control weighting matrices 
(Q1 , R1 ) and noise covariance matrices (Q, R). 
The user is able to specify the frequency ranges over which a 
control system is to be analysed using performance indices. 
All of the created performance index data is presented to the 
user in a group of four plots, as well as comments derived 
from the plots regarding the quality of a particular design. 
Any one of the four plots can also be observed on their own. 
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The scales and formats for the time simulation option can be 
defined by the user for the open or closed loop digital. 
simulation of a specific control system. 
The HERIG package developed for the running, control· and 
analysis of the heat exchanger process is also menu-driven. 
The rig running interface screen provides a logical 
representation of the process inputs, outputs and setpoints 
to the user, allowing easy observation of happenings on the 
,process. 
Process and controller parameters can be manipulated using 
the parameter load/save/modify options, and test data can be 
loaded or saved. The LQG controller data file format is 
identical to that used by the OPTCAD package, enabling easy 
implementation of control systems-designed using the package. 
The 8 modes of operation of the rig running algorithm enable 
the user to perform a variety of operations on the rig while 
it is running under manual, stabilizing or LQG control. Open 
and closed loop step tests can be perf armed, perturbations 
injected, and test data logged. These operations are invoked 
by selecting one of the options on the interface screen. 
The test data captured can be plotted out on predefined or 
user-specified sets of axes. This plotting facility assists 
the user in determining certain process parameters (eg. 




PERFORMANCE INDEX ANALYSIS OF HEAT EXCHANGER CONTROLLERS 
6.1) Introduction 
All of the elements in the modified heat exchanger process 
model GuiCs) are stable, so it is possible to control only two 
of the outputs, outlet temperatures Tl and T5, using the flow 
. inputs Fl and F2 (chapter 2) • The remaining inputs can be 
kept constant and the remaining outputs merely observed. 
The theory of performance index analysis is put to test in 
this chapter. This is done as follows: 
i) Create performance index analysis data for ·trial 
LQG control systems synthesized to control 
temperatures Tl and T5 using flows Fl and F2. 
ii) Predict performance of the systems from this data 
in terms of their feedback properties. 
iii) Implement the control systems on a digital 
simulator and on the actual process and do tests to 
verify whether the predictions made were correct. 
' 
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6.2) Determination of Process Model 
6.2.1) Frequency Domain Process Model 
The determined model relating the flow inputs Fl and F2 to 
the temperature outputs Tl and TS, referred to as Gft(s), is 
a 2x2 matrix of polynomials in the frequency domain. Each 
element gftij(s) of Gft(s) is thus defined as: 
Gft(S) = { gft i j ( s ) }' (i = 1 •. 2, j = 1 •• 2) 
= [ qftl.l (S) qft12(s)] 
gft21 (s) gft22 (s) 
(6.1) 
) 









The elements gftij(s) are determined by doing step tests on 
each input j (j = 1 •. 2) and observing the response of both of 
the outputs i ( i = l .• 2) for each test. A transfer function 
model for gftij(s) relating an input i to· an output j is then 
fitted to the response data for each test. 
Table 6.1 shows which input is stepped and output observed in 
the determination of each element. 
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Element Input Output 
gcij(S) Stepped Observed 
gft11 (s) Fl(s) Tl(s) 
gft21 (s) Fl(s) T5(s) 
gft12 (s) F2(s) Tl(s) 
gft22 (s) F2(S) T5(s) 
Table 6.1: Inputs stepped. and Outputs Observed in the 
Determination of Transfer Function Elements 
The responses of both outputs to three step tests done on '. ,. 
each input are shown in Appendix O. A model is also fitted 
in the appendix. to each of the observed responses using an 
algorithm called NELM (Astrom & Wittenmark, 1984). 
The mean of the three transfer function models determined for 
each element gcij(s) is quoted in table 6.2. The mean of 
each constant in each transfer function element is quoted, 
followed by (separated by ±) the standard deviation in the 
constant. 
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Element Transfer Function Dead-Time 
gftijCs) [(ADC uni ts) I (DAC units)] [sec] 
-0.198 ± 0.0426 
gft11 (s) 60.0 ± 8.17 
1 + (858.5 ± 162.79) s 
-0.604 ± 0.0673 
gft21 (s) 66.7 ± 12.47 
1 + (379.8 ± 104.45) s 
0.298 ± 0.0499 
gft12 (s) 8.3 ± 2.36 
1 + (928.3 ± 158.53) s 
0.754 ± 0.0553 
gft22 (s) o.o ± o.o 
1 + (509.9 ± 33.37) s 
Table 6. 2: Average Transfer Function Models determined for 
elements gftij(s) (i = 1 •• 2, j = 1 .• 2) 
6.2.2) Discussion of Determined Process Model 
(i) First-order Responses and Unmodelled Dynamics 
Table 6.2 shows that all of the elements in Gft(s) have 
been modelled by first order transfer functions with 




1 + sTij 





Although the first order models are a good approximation 
to the actual model, some of the less significant 
higher-order dynamics in the responses have been 
neglected to reduce modelling complexities. Figure 6.1 
shows one of the response plots analysed in Appendix o 
(Figure 012) which has been the affected by higher order 
dynamics. The actual and fitted responses are indicated 
on the plot, and the irregularity in the actual response 
trace at approximately time t = 300 seconds is clearly 
due to neglected higher order dynamics. Figure 6. 2 
shows the response of control valve cs, to the step in 
flow Fl, as it compensates to stabilize the level Ll. 
This causes a transient in the CH stream outlet flow 
from tank 1 which is the likely cause of the transient 
in the response of the CH outlet temperature T5. A more 
detailed analysis of the response is likely to indicate 
the presence of a faster system pole on the complex s-
plane in the vicinity of s = -2*~/200 = -0.031 rad/sec. 
(ii) System Dead-times 
The dead-times of the elements in table 6.2 are 
generally short when compared to the corresponding 
response-times. The dead-time is less than 10% as long 
- as the response-time for each element, except for 
gtf21 (s), for which this value is 17.6%. 
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. (iii) Uncertainties and Nonlinearities 
The large standard deviations obtained in determining 
the response-times (ranging between 6. 5% to as high as 
27.5% of mean), the open loop gains (7.3% to 21.5%) and 
the dead-times (0% to 28.4%) indicate that a significant 
degree of uncertainty exists in these values. 
A control system designed for the process should provide 
adequate gain and phase margin to accommodate such 
uncertainty. 
(iv) Low Gains in Process Model 
The model Gft(s) relates the flow inputs to the 
temperature outputs according to ( 6. 2) . 'Any dynamic 
changes 6{ (Fl,F2)T} in the flow inputs are thus 
similarly related to dynamic changes in the temperature 
outputs 6 ( {Tl , T5) T} . The inverse of ( 6. 2) will _thus 
predict the changes in inputs required to realize a 






6 {Tl ( s) }] · 
6 { T5 ( s) } 
{6.4} 
The changes in the steady-state inputs required to 
realize a specific change in the outputs can be 
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- . (6.5) 
Consider the process running at steady-state with 
(Fl,F2)T = (50%,50%)T and (Tl,T5)'J:'. = (28°C,50°C). · Now 
assume that the steady-state temperature outputs are 
required to be changed to (Tl,T5)T = (28°C,52.5°C)T. 
This represents a 2.5/60 change in the 20 to 80°C full 
scale temperature range, so the change in outputs is 
given as 6({Tl,T5)T} = (0,0.042)T. 
The chan~e in the inputs required to realize this. cha~ge 
in outputs, obtained from ( 6. 4) at s = o, will / be 
6 {(Fl ,F2 )T} = (-0. 403 ,-o. 277)T. This means that Fl and 
F2 will change respectively by -0.403*100 and -0.277*100 
of their O to 100% full scale ranges. The flow inputs 
required to realize the new temperature outputs will 
thus be (Fl,F2)T = (9.7%,22.3%)T. 
The drastic changes in the flow inputs required are due 
to the fact that the open loop gains in the elements of 
Gft(s) are very low. A great deal of control effort is 
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thus required to enable successful tracking of the 
setpoints by the outputs. 
(v) Slow Response Times in Process Model 
The response-times of the elements in Gft ( s) are very 
slow, between 379. 8 and 928. 3 seconds. The gain of 
Gft(s) is thus reduced rapidly when passing through and 
beyond the frequency band 0.0010 to 0.0026 rad/sec. 
6.2.3) Transformation Into State-Space Description 
A LQG control system can only be synthesized for the process 
if the model is described a$ a state-space system. 
The representation · of dead-times in the state-space 
description of process models is cumbersome (Barrie, 1986), 
and since the dead-times in the elements of Gft(s) are 
generally short compared to their long response-times, ·the 
dead-times are neglected in the state-space description of 
the process. 
The process model for Gft(s) shown in (6.6) is thus assumed 
in the description of the process, where the gains Kij and 




1 + sT11 1 + sT12 
= (6.6) 
K21 K22 
1 + sT21 1 + sT22 
The system is transformed in Appendix P into the state-space 
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c = [ 1.0 o.o 0.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o J 1.0 
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(6.11) 
Note that the transformed system has been rearranged so that 
the matrix c maps two of the process states x1 (t) and x4 (t), 
of X(t) = (x1 (t), x2(t), x3 (t), x4 (t) )T, directly to the 
process outputs Y(t} = (y1 (t), y2 (t) )T in ( 6. 8). This has 
been done to make the limiting of the states in the LQG 
procedure more meaningful, The limiting of states x1 (t) and 
x4 ( t) with weighting matrix Q1 then effectively reduces to 
the limiting of the process outputs. 
6.2.4) Controllability and Observability of System 
The system (6.7) •. (6.11) has been tested and found to be both 
controllable and observable, meaning that all of the modes 
can be controlled by the inputs and that all of the modes 
affect the outputs (Barrie, 1986). 
6.3) Design Synthesis, Implementation and Analysis Procedure 
Three trial control systems are synthesized for the process. 
Trial control system 1 is synthesized for the process as a 
design starting point in section 6.4. 
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Trial control system 2 is synthesized and analysed in section 
6.5. The analysis data is verified by implementation of the 
system on a digital simulator and on the process itsel~. 
Trial control system 3 is synthesized and analysed in section 
6. 6. The analysis data is verified by implementation on a 
simulator, and reasons for instabilities encountered when 
implementation is attempted on the process are discussed. 
The procedure adopted for the LQG synthesis and performance 
index analysis of control systems for the process is 
discussed in this section. The procedure for the 
verification of the analysis data is also discussed. 
6.3.1) LQG Synthesis 
Weighting and covariance matrices are chosen to specify the 
objectives of each trial control system, giving reasons for 
the choices. A LQG controller based on these matrices is 
synthesized in each case using the "Synthesize" option i·n the 
OPTCAD package, producing an appropriate state feedback 
controller matrix, Kc and Kalman gain matrix, Kf. 
The eigenvalues of A - BKc indicate the pole positions of the 
state feedback system, whereas the eigenvalues of A - KtC 
indicate the poles of the Kalman filter. These C/L pole 
positions for each of the trial systems are stated and 
commented on. 
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6.3.2) Performance Index Analysis 
Selecting the "Analyse" option in the main menu of OPTCAD 
initiates the performance index analysis procedure. 
Selecting the "Create" submenu allows the specification of 
the evaluation frequency range and the number of points to be 
analysed. 
Performance index analysis data ( 100 data points per index) 
has been created for trial systems 2 and 3 over the frequency 
range o to o. 026 rad/sec. This upper frequency limit · was 
chosen as it is the highest frequency modelled in Gft(s). No 
significant higher frequency effects were noticed in 
performance index plots over a wider frequency band · (up to 
10 rad/sec). 
A group-plot of the data, as well as the comments produced by 
the package predicting the frequency-dependent performance, 
are presented for these systems (similar to figures 5.2 and 
5.3). 
6.3.3) Verification of Performance Index Data 
Predictions made by the performance index analysis data for 
systems 2 and 3 are verified in appendices Q and R 
respectively. This is done by undertaking a more detailed 
analysis, over each of the three frequency bands, of each of 
the plots in the group plots. Quantitative predictions of 
the quality of the design feedback properties are made from 
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this analysis and presented in a tabular farm in tables 6. 3 
and 6.4. These quantitative predictions.are then verified by 
tests done on the control system, the results of which are 
presented in the same tables. 
(i) Transmission of Noise, Disturbances and Setpoints 
Consider, for example, the verification of data created 
predicting the input response to sensor noise 
perturbations, H(s). 
Two frequency points in each of the three analysis 
frequency bands -(low, intermediate and high, as defined 
in section 5. 3) are chosen. · The values of the index 
llTUH{s) llmax at these two frequencies in each band are 
observed from detailed plots in appendices Q and R. The 
maximum of these two values is noted in tables 6.3 and 
6.4 for systems 1 and 2 respectively. This magnitude 
predicts the maximum transmission, to the inputs, of 
noise -perturbations synthesized from a mixture of the 
two frequencies under consideration. 
Sinusoidal noise perturbations of equal amplitudes Apert 
and at each of the two selected frequencies are injected 
into each of the two channels of the control loop. The 
response of the inputs to these perturbations are logged 
for all possible phase relationships between the two 
perturbing signals~ The response plots for the 
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simulated and actual implementation of the system on the 
process are shown- in appendices Q and R, and the maximum 
response magnitude observed in the two input channels, 
MRmax is determined. The ratio MRmax/Apert indicates 
the maximum transmission, between the selected 
frequencies, of sensor noise to the inputs. 
The theory in chapter 4 predicts that the actual maximum 
response ratio MRmax/Apert should always be less than or 
equal to the predicted maximum response ratio 
llTUN(s) llmax· The analysis data can thus be verified by 
comparing the predicted ratios to the actual response 
rati'os. 
The method of verification of the predictions made 
regarding the response of the inputs to sensor noise in 
a particular frequency band is generalized to the 
verification of all the performance indices predicting 
the input and output response to noise and disturbance 
perturbations over all frequency bands. The predicted 
input and error responses to setpoint perturbations is 
also verified in this manner. 
The response ratios obtained from simulated response 
data, as well as from response data of the actual 
process, are tabulated next to the predicted ratios for 
comparison in tables 6.3 and 6.4. Instabilities 
encountered in the implementation of system 3 on the 
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process means that only the predicted and simulated 
results are compared for this system in table 6.4. 
(ii) Sensitivity to Changes in Process Model 
Discrepancies between the simulated and observed 
responses of the inputs, outputs and errors to 
perturbations may occur if the inputs and outputs are 
sensitive to changes in the process model. These 
effects are observed in the table 6.3 in which the 
simulated and observed results for system 2 are shown. 
(iii) Stab1lity and stability Margins 
The predicted stability margins a~e verified by 
observing input and output responses to closed loop step 
tests done on the setpoints of the simulated model 
(systems 2 and 3 ) and on those of the actual process 
(system 2). 
6.4) Synthesis and Discussion of Trial System 1 
6.4.1) LQG synthesis 
All of the weighting and covariance matrices are chosen as 
the identity matrix, as a synthesis starting-point. 
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Q1 = I and R1 = I implies that excursions in all of the 
states and inputs are penalized ·equally. In practice, 
however, excursions only in the more expensive inputs should 
be limited, and the effects of the states on the outputs 
should be considered before arbitrarily limiting them. 
Q = I and R = I implies that the noise processes a(t) and 
8(t) are independent white Gaussian noise processes with zero 
means and unity variances, which is not very realistic, but 
provides a starting point for the design. 
A LQG control system synthesized using these matrices 
produces the gain matrices quoted in (6.14) and (6.15). 
Kc = [ -7.00E-02 3.70E-02 3.13E-Ol -2.63E-Ol J 9.lOE-02 5.00E-01 3.SOE-02 2.58E-01 
(6.14) 
[ 9.99E-Ol .OOE+OO Kt = -8.00E-03 .OOE+OO .OOE+OO 9.50E-02 .OOE+OO 9.98E-Ol 
(6.15) 
. The poles of the state feedback system lie at s = -o. 0012, 
s = -0.0016, s = -0.0026 and s = -0.0039. These poles are 
all stable and lie near the positions of the system open loop 
poles. 
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The poles of the Kalman filter system lie at s = -o. 00108, 
s = -0.00286, s = -1.0 and s = -1.0. Although all of these 
poles are stable, the repeated pole at s = -1.0 is almost 500 
times as fast as the fastest pole in the open loop system, 
which was pointed out in chapter 4 as being an undesirable 
property when considering the overall stability of the 
system. These poles in the observer could cause unmodelled 
and/or unknown faster modes in the process to be excited, 
driving the system unstable. 
The design acts only as a starting point, so performance 
index analysis and verification for this system is omitted. 
6.5) Synthesis, Implementation and Analysis of Trial System 2 
6.5.1) LQG synthesis 
The concept of limiting the states of a system becomes 









X(t)T (CTQ'1C) X(t) 
X(t)T Ql X(t) (6.17) 
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Comparing (6.16) with the expression for Jc quoted in section 
4. 5-.1, and considering ( 6 .17), shows that the state weighting 
matrix Q1 can be constructed from a matrix Q
1
1 which limits 
excursions in the outputs. The resultant expression for this 
matrix is given in (6.18). 
= cT Q'1 C (6.18) 
I 
Q 1 e R2x2 is chosen as the identity matrix to limit both 
outputs equally, realizing the state weighting matrix Q1 
shown in equation ( 6 .19 )'. R1 = I is once again adopted for 
this trial system. 
= 
1.0 o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 






In an attempt to slow down the observer poles and specify a 
noise process a(t) only on the differential of states 
affecting the outputs, the matrix Q is modified and becomes 
Q = O.l*Q1 , with R = I as before. 
A LQG controller based on these matrices is synthesized to 
produce the gain matrices quoted in (6.20) and (6.21). 












The state feedback system poles are located at s = -o. 0033, 
s = -0.0011, s = -0.0012 and s = -0.0022, once again lying 
near the positions of the system open loop poles. 
The Kalman filter system pole positions are evaluated to be 
at s = -0.00108, s = -0.00263, s = -0.32 and s = -0.32. All 
of these poles are stable, and this time the repeated pole at 
s = -o. 32 is about 100 times as fast as the fastest pole in 
the open loop system • 
. 6.5.2) Performance Index Analysis 
Figure 6.3 shows a group plot of performance index data 
created for this trial system. The analysis of the data is 
presented in figure 6.4. 
6.5.3) Verification of Performance Index Data 
Appendix Q contains individual plots of each of the four the 
performance index graphs shown in figure 6.3, as required for 
the verification procedure described in section 6.4.3. 
Perf'or•ance Index Plots: Press F3 fo~ analysis 
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Figure 6.3: System 2 - Performance Index Group Plot 
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Figure 6. 4: system 2 - Comments on Performance Index Group 
Plot 
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(i) Transmission of Noise, Disturbances and Setpoints 
Plots of the simulated response of the inputs and 
outputs to noise, disturbance and setpoint perturbations 
are shown in Appendix Q. The predicted and simulated 
maximum response ratios obtained from this appendix are 
tabulated together in table 6.3. 
Finally, the design was implemented on the process 
itself. The process input and output response traces 
are also shown in Appendix Q. The observed maximum 
response ratios are quoted in table 6.3. 
Table 6. 3 also indicates percentage errors which occur 
between the predicted Mp and tested Mt response ratio 
maxima. Note that the ratio maxima are quoted in 
decibels to cope widely ranging numbers and errors which 
occur are calculated by considering the absolute maxima, 
-· 
Abs(Mp) and Abs(Mt), according to equation 6.22. 
% Error= 100 * (Abs(Mt) - Abs(Mp)) / Abs(Mp) (6.22) 
.. 
A negative percentage error indicates that a tested 
maximum is in fact less than its predicted maximum. 
Good correlation exists between the predicted and 
simulated maxima for all indices except for llTyN(s) llmax· 
The maxima obtained for remaining indices differ from 
their predicted values by less than 10% in all cases. 
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The negative errors in verifying llTUH(s) llmax and 
llTun(s) llmax indicate that the tested response ratio 
maxima were all less than their predicted values. 
Similar resul1ts are observed for the process response 
maxima, although the errors in llTYN(s) llmax1 llTyo(s) llmax 
and llERR(s) llmax are generally larger than those observed 
in the simulation results. The larger errors observed 
in these response ratio magnitudes can be explained when 
considering the output sensitivity performance index 
II SEy ( s >II max ( OdB in table 6. 3 in al 1 bands) and the fact 
that large uncertainties in the Gft(s) shown in section 
6. 2. 2 suggest that large changes in the process model 
are to be expected. Any changes in the process model 
are transmitted directly to the outputs and will affect 
the output perturbation response magnitudes. This 
sensitivity performance index can thus also be used to 
predict inaccuracies which may occur in the output 
response performance indices, which are based on the 
nominal process model. 
Numerical errors in the calculation of the matrix T2(s) 
in the OPTCAD package could mean that the predictions 
made by the index llTYN(s) llmax are incorrect. This could 
explain the large errors for the simulated and observed 
results in verifying llTyN(s)llmax 
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Frequency Band 
Low Intermed. High 
llTUN(s) llmax= llWCs>llmax (dB) -7.7 -7.1 -7.1 
MRmax/Apert Simulated (dB) -8.18 -7.74 -7.74 
% Error (%) -0.54 -0.71 -0.71 
MRmax/Apert Observed (dB) -8.32 -7.42 -7.34 
% Error (%) -0.69' -0.36 -0.27 
llTYN(s) llmax= llT2(s) llmax (dB) -15.0 -22.3 -26.3 
MR.max/Apert simulated (dB) -13.15 -18.42 -22.05 
% Error (%) 23.74 56.32 63.12 
MRmax/Apert Observed (dB) -11.55 -16.32 -22.14 
% Error (%) 48.76 99.07 61.44 
llTun(s) llmax= llW(s) llmax (dB) -7.7 -7.1 -7.1 
MRmax/Apert Simulated (dB) -8.18 -7.96 -7.96 
% Error (%) -5.38 -9.43 -9.43 
MRmax/Apert Observed (dB) -8.37 -7.52 -7.47 
% Error (%) -7.42 ..;4.72 -:'4.17 
llTyo(s) llmax= llS2(s) llmax (dB) o.o o.o o.o 
I 
MRmax/Apert simulated (dB) 0.34 0.42 0.42 
% Error (%) 3."99 4.95 4.95 
MR.max/Apert Observed (~B) 0.34 0.90 0.63 
% Error (%) 3.99 10.92 7.52 
llTUR(s) llmax (dB) o.o o.o o.o 
MRmax/Apert Simulated (dB) 0.66 0.42 0.25 
% Error (%) 7.90 4.95 2.92 
MR.max/Apert Observed (dB) 0.64 0.52 0.57 
% Error (%) 7.65 6.17 6.78 
llERR(s) llmax (dB) 1.13 0.54 0.36 
MR.max/Apert Simulated (dB) 1.58 0.82 0.42 
% Error (%) 5.32 3.28 6.93 
MRmax/Apert Observed (dB) 1.38 1.63 1.38 
% Error (%) 2.92 13.37 12.46 
llSEu(s)llmax= llT1(s) llmax (dB) -15.0 -22.3 -26.8 
llSEy(s) llmax= llS2(s) llmax (dB) o.o o.o o.o 
Table 6.3: Predicted, Simulated and Observed Maximum 
Response Ratios 
(Obtained from tables Q.1 to Q.9) 
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(ii) Sensitivity to Changes in Process Model 
The sensitivity indices quoted in table 6.3 predict that 
the inputs will be insensitive to changes in the process 
model and will become more jnsensitive as the frequency 
of the input signals increase. The predicted OdB output 
sensitivity indices means that any changes in the 
process model will directly affect the outputs in all 
frequency bands. 
These predictions explain the generally larger 
differences between the simulated and observed values 
for llERRCs>llmax than for llTUR(s) llmax· 
(iii) Stability and Stability Margins 
Figure 6. 5 shows the simulated C/L responses of the 
inputs and outputs to a step in each of the .temperature 
setpoints. Traces 1, 2 and 3 on the left hand set of 
simulation axes represent setpoint Tl, input Fl and 
output Tl respectively, while these traces represent 
setpoint T5, input F2 and output T5 respectively on the 
right hand set of axes. Setpoint Tl is stepped by +10 
units at t = 100 sec, while T5 is stepped by +10 units 
at t = 5100 sec. 
Figures 6. 6 and 6. 7 show the responses of both of the 
actual process outputs to steps·in temperature setpoints 
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Tl and TS respectively. In figure 6.6, setpoint Tl is 
stepped by +673 units at t = lOOs, and then by -1000 
uni ts at t = sooo sec. In figure 6.7, setpoint ·Ts is 
stepped by +1630 units at t = 100 sec and by -2048 units 
at t = SOlO sec. 
The simulated responses are C/L stable, and the zero 
output overshoot verifies the predicted very large 180° 
phase margin. The process output responses are also C/L 
stable, meaning that the predicted gain margin of 12.41 
is sufficient so as not, to allow changes in the model to 
destabilize the system. The simulated output respons.e 
times are 900 sec for Tl and 350 sec for TS. The 
process response times vary between 800 and 900 sec for 
output Tl, and between 320 and ·400 sec for output TS. 
Syste11 Time Simulation : Heat Exch., A. de aal 
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Figure 6.5: System 2 - Simulated C/L Input/Output Response 
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Heat Exchanger Counter-Current Process Responses. 
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Figure 6.6: System 2 - Observed C/L Response of Outputs Tl 
and TS to steps in Setpoint Tl 
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Figure 6.7: 
I 
System 2 - Observed C/L Response of outputs Tl 
and T5 to Steps in setpoint TS 
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(iv) Control Effort and Setpoint Tracking 
Chapter 4 indicates that these properties are not 
strictly "feedback properties". The LQG synthesis 
technique, furthermore, is not concerned with the 
tracking of the C/L inputs V(s) (= R(s) for Pc(s) = I in 
this case) by the outputs. This lack of tracking can be 
seen in the C/L step test plots shown in figures 6.5 to 
6.7. 
A precompensator, indicated as Pc(s) in figure 4.3, can 
alter the tracking and control effort properties without 
affecting· any of the other feedback properties of the 
system, which are independent of the precompensator 
matrix. A constant precompensator matrix Pc is thus 
determined for the process, to ensure steady-state 
tracking of the setpoints R( s) , by inverting the C/L 
process model at DC. This matrix is given in ( 6. 23), 
and the resultant control effort and setpoint tracking 
performance index plot is given in figure 6.8. 
2.41E+Ol -9.83E+OO J 
2.04E+Ol -6.38E+OO . 
(6.23) 
The performance index plot in figure 6. 8 predicts zero 
(less than -30dB) steady-state tracking error, with the 
inevitable trade-off of large control effort (more than 
30dB amplification of setpoint signals to inputs). The 
sharp increase of the tracking error index with 
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frequency indicates that the output will not track 
setpoints at, frequencies much higher than DC. The 
tracking index is greater than OdB for all frequencies 
above 0.001 rad/sec, meaning that the maximum time 
required for errors to decay will be in the order of 
6000 seconds. 
Perfor•ance Index Plot: Press F3 for analysis 
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Figure 6.8: system 2 - Set point Tracking / Control Effort 
Performance Index Plot (Including Pc) 
The predictions are verified in figures 6. 9 and 6 .10 
showing the simulated input and output responses 
respectively of the system, including precompensator Pc, 
( 
to a +10 unit step in setpoint Tl at t = 100 sec, and a 
+10 unit change in setpoint TS at t = - 5100 sec. The 
outputs track their respective setpoints at steady-
( 
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state. The errors in output Tl have not decayed 
entirely after 5100 seconds, verifying the predicted 
maximum error decay time. Very large changes are seen 
in the flow inputs, as requ_ired to realize the changes 
in the temperature outputs (25dB maximum transmission of 
setpoint to input Fl in figure 6-. 9). This phenomenon is 
predicted by the control effort performance index, and 
is also discussed in section 6.2.2. 
The stepping of setpoint Tl affects the- output TS to a 
large extent, while the effect of stepping T5 on the 
output Tl is very slight. Performance index analysis 
has no means of predicting this interaction or in which 
of ·the loops ·~-.it will occur. 
System TiMe Simulation: Heat Exch., A. de Waal 
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Figure 6.9: System 2 - Simulated C/L Responses of 
Inputs (Including P0 ) 
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Figure 6 .10: System 2 - Simulated C/L Responses of Outputs 
(Including Pc) 
Figure 6.11 shows the response of the process inputs to 
the stepping of setpoint Tl by +34 units at t = 80 sec 
and by -68 units at t = 6070 seconds. Figures 6.12 and 
6.13 show the response of outputs Tl and TS respectively 
to these step tests. Figure 6.14 shows the response of 
the process inputs to the stepping of setpoint T5 by 
+136 units at t = 100 sec by -272 units at t = 4600 
seconds. The responses of outputs Tl and T5 to these 
step tests are shown in figure 6.15 
The same input trends as observed in the process 
responses as in the simulation. The steady-state 
maximum transmission of setpoints to the input~ in 
figure 6. ll (observed in Fl) varies between 24. 6dB and 
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27.6dB, while in figure 6.14 (also in Fl) this maximum 
is 19.7dB.· These maxima are all less than their 
predicted 30dB maximum. The failure of the outputs to 
track the setpoints exactly at steady-state is due 
effects of changes in the proces~ model, as predicted by 
llSEy(s>llmax· Figure 6.12 shows a -5.ldB maximum 
transmission of set point to error for Tl and a -9. 2dB 
maximum in the transmission for TS is observed in figure 
6.15. 
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Heat Exchanger Counter-Current Process Responses. 
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Figure 6 .11: System 2 - Observed C/L Response of Inputs Fl 
and F2 to steps in Setpoint Tl (Including Pc) 
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Figure 6.12: System 2 - Observed C/L Response of output Tl 
to Steps in Setpoint Tl (Including Pc) 
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Figµre 6 .13: System 2 - Observed C/L Response of Output T5 
to Steps in Setpoint Tl (Including Pc) 
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Figµre 6 .14: System 2 - Observed C/L Response of Inputs Fl 
and F2 to Steps in Setpoint T5 (Including P0 ) 
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Figure 6 .15: System 2 - Observed C/L Response of Outputs 
Tl and T5 to Steps in Setp. T5 (Including Pc) 
6.5.4) Comments on Design 
The small gains in Gft(s) cause the return matrices Li(s) to 
become very small (equations ( 4. 5) and ( 4. 6)), meaning that 
the characteristic· matrices Si (s) tend towards the identity 
matrix (equation (4.9)) and the characteristic matrices Ti(s) 
(equation (4.10)) tend to vanish. Equation (4.15) shows that 
W(s) also tends to vanish as Gft(s) and L2(s) vanish. 
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The effects on the sizes of these matrices are observed in 
table 6.3, and are listed briefly: 
i) As Si(s) -> I, 11Ty0 (s>llmax -> 1, meaning that 
disturbances tend to be transmitted straight to the 
outputs. This is an undesirable effect. 
ii) As W(s) -> O, llTuo(s) II max -> O and llTUN{s) llmax -> 
o, meaning that the inputs become unaffected by 
noise or disturbances. This is a desirable effect . 
• 
iii) As T2 (s)' -> o, llTYH(s>llmax -> o, meaning that the 
outputs become unaffected by noise. This is also a 
desirable effect. 
iv) As s 2(s) -> I, llSEy(s) II max -> 1, meaning that the 
outputs become affected by changes in the process 
model. This is an undesirable effect. 
v) As T1 (s) -> O, llSEtJCs>llmax -> O, meaning that the 
inputs become insensitive to changes in the process 
model. This is a desirable effect. 
vi) T1 { s) -> O causes the stabi 1 i ty margins to tend to 
their maximum values, as indicated by the large 
gain and phase margins evaluated for the system. 
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· 6.6) Synthesis, Implementation and Analysis of Trial system 3 
6.6.1) LQG Synthesis 
The inputs in system 2 are limited to the same degree as the 
outputs. The low gains in the process model, pointed out in 
section 6.2.6, make very large excursions in the inputs 
necessary to realize significant compensating changes in the 
outputs. Limiting of the outputs as opposed to the inputs 
allows more swing in the inputs to compensate for the effects 
of process disturbances and changes in the process model. No 
obvious approach however exists for the LQG synthesis of 
systems for disturbance rejection and output insensitivity. 
The desired improvement in these feedback properties require 
large gains in F(s), which will occur at the expense of the 
good properties discussed for system 2. Effects of noise and 
disturbances on the inputs will have to be tolerated. 
The output weighting matrix o' 1 , after testing and analysing 
a number of matrix structures, is chosen bearing in mind the 
preceding discussion. 
I 
Q 1 for system 3 is shown in equation 
(6.24). The matrices R1 = I and R = I used in system 2 are 
again adopted. The matrix Q = O.l*I is adopted, specifying 









A_ LQG controller based on these matrices is synthesized to 
produce the gain matrices quoted in (6.25) and (6.26). 
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The state feedback system poles are located at s = -0.4095, 
s = -o. 0107 I s = -o. 000985 ± jO. 000460. The large swing 
allowed in the inputs relative to that in the outputs has 
caused large elements to occur in Kc. These elements are 
responsible for the fast C/L pole ( > 100 times as fast as 
fastest O/L pole) . This system pole could cause unmodelled 
or unknown faster modes in the process to be excited. 
The Kalman filter system pole positions are evaluated to be 
at s = -o.001os, s = -0.00268, s = -0.32 and s = -0.32. All 
of these poles are stable, and the same repeated pole 
observed in system 2 at s = -0.32 is present. 
6.6.2) Performance Index Analysis 
Figures 6.16 and 6.17 show respectively a group plot of data 
created for this trial system, and the analysis of this data. 
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6.6.3) Verification of Performance Index Data 
Appendix R contains individual plots of each of the four 
performance index graphs shown in figure 6 .16, as required 
for the verification procedure described in section 6.4.3. 
(i) Transmission of Noise, -Disturbances and Setpoints 
Simulation response plots for the verification procedure 
are shown in Appendix R, and table 6. 4 summarizes the 
predicted and simulated results obtained. No process 
response data is quoted in table 6.4 due to 
instabilities in the actual process implementation 
discussed under (iii). 
The percentage errors, ·as defined in section 6.5.3, 
occurring between the predicted Mp and tested Mt 
response ratio maxima are presented in table 6.4. 
The negative errors obtained in all of the results, 
except in those for the verification of llTYH(s) llmaxr 
indicates that· the simulated maxima are less than the 
predicted maxima. The performance indices have thus 
correctly given a quantitative prediction for the maxima 
of these feedback properties. Errors smaller than -25% · 
obtained in some cases indicate that the response maxima 
predicted, although correct, were rather conservative. 
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Frequency Band 
Low Band Int Band High Band 
llTUH(s) II max= llW(s) Hmax (dB) 35.0 40.0 41.5 
MRmax/Apert Simulated (dB) 32.77 37.50 38.79 
% Error (%) -22.64 -25.01 -26.80 
llTYH(s) llmax= llT2(s) llmax (dB) 0.9 1.8 1.8 
MRmax/Apert Simulated (dB) 2.28 4.08 4.56 
% Error (%) 17.22 30.02 37.40 
llTun(s) llmax= llW(s) llmax (dB) 35.0 40.0 41.5 
MRmax/Apert Simulated (dB) 32.77 37.50 38.79 
· % Error (%) -22.64 -25.01 -26.80 
llTyo(s>llmax= llS2Cs>llmax (dB) -4.2 1.1 2.1 
MRmax/Apert Simulated (dB) -6.17 -0.72 0.82 
% Error (%) -20.29 -18.90 -13.70 
llTUR(s) llmax Predicted (dB) -6.0 -1.1 -0.2 
MRmax/Apert Simulated (dB) -6.38 -1.94 -0.91 
% Error (%) -4.28 -9.22 -7.74 
llERR(s) llmax Predicted (dB) o.o o.o ' 0. 0 
MRmax/Apert Simulated (dB) o.oo o.oo o.oo 
% Error (%) o.oo o.oo o.oo 
llSEuCs>llmax= II T1 ( s) II max (dB) 0.2 o.o o.o 
llSEy(s>llmax= II s 2 ( s >II max ( dB) -4.2 1.1 2.1 
Table 6.4: Predicted and Simulated Maximwa Response Ratios 
(Obtained from tables R.l to R.6) 
Inaccuracies in determining T2 ( s) are the most 1 ikely 
cause of the large errors in llTYH(slllmax· 
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(ii) Sensitivity to Changes in Process Model 
The plots in figure 6.16 suggest that the inputs will be 
sensitive to changes in the process model in all bands. 
They also suggest that the outputs will be insensitive 
to low frequency variations in the process model, but 
that this sensitivity will increase as the frequency of 
the outputs increase. 
(iii) Stability and Stability Margins 
Figure 6 .1s shows the simulated C/L responses to the 
stepping of the temperature setpoints. Setpoint Tl is 
stepped by +10 units at t = 100 sec, while TS is stepped 
by +10 units at t = 1100 sec. 
The simulated responses are C/L stable, and the zero 
output overshoot verifies the predicted 58° phase 
margin. The simulated response time is approximately 
100 sec for both outputs Tl and T5. 
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Figure 6.18: System 3 Simulated C/L Response of 
Inputs and Outputs 
Instabilities observed in figure 6 .19 were encountered 
with the attempted implementation of the design on the 
process itself. The system is driven to oscillate at a 
w0 sc = 0.026 rad/sec. The most likely reasons for the 
instabilities encountered are: 
a) The possibility of an unmodelled system pole 
in the vicinity of s = -0.031 rad/sec, close 
to Wosc, is discussed in s~ction 6. 2. 2 . In 
its attempt to achieve the fast response 
indicated by the eigenvalue -0.4095, the 
control system could excite this pole, driving 








b) Dead-times in order of 8 . 3 to 66. 7 seconds 
could cause oscillation at frequencies ·between 
0.757 and 0.094 rad/sec if the system is 
driven sufficiently. 
c) Reduction in the gain and phase margins means 
that smaller variations of the process model 
could destabilize the system. 
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Figure 6.19: System 3 - Process Instabilities Encountered 
Had the abovementioned effects been modelled, the LQG 
synthesis procedure could then have taken them into 
account. The stability performance index analysis would 
also pick up any such effects. The effects discussed 
are however not modelled in the state-space description 
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of the process, so it is impossible for the performance 
index analysis procedure· to detect them. 
(iv) Control Effort and Setpoint Tracking 
A constant precompensator matrix Pc for steady-state 
tracking is determined and given in ( 6. 27} ,· and the 
resultant control effort and set point tracking 
performance index plot with Pc is given in figure 6.20. 
2.41E+Ol -9.83E+OO J 
2.04E+Ol -6.38E+OO 
Perfor11ance Index Plot: Pres§ F3 for analysis 
{6.27} 
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The performance index plot in figure 6. 20 once again 
predicts zero (less than -30dB) steady-state tracking 
error, with the inevitable trade-off of large control 
effort (more than 30dB amplification of setpoint signals 
to inputs). A slower increase in the tracking error 
index with fr~quency indicates that the output will 
track higher frequency setpoint excursions than for 
system 2. The tracking index is greater than OdB for 
all frequencies above 0.012 rad/sec, meaning that the 
maximum time required for errors to decay will be in the 
order of 500 seconds. 
The predictions are verified in figures 6. 21 and 6. 22 
showing the simulated C/L response of the system, 
including precompensator Pc, to a +10 unit step in 
setpoint Tl at t = 100 sec, and a +10 unit step in 
setpoint TS at t = 1100 sec. 
The outputs track their respective set points at steady-
state. The errors in output Tl have decayed entirely 
after 600 seconds, verifying the predicted decrease in 
the maximum error decay time from that for system 2. 
Very large changes are predicted and seen in the flow 
inputs to realize the required changes in the 
temperature outputs ( 28dB maximum transmission of 
. 
setpoint to input Fl in figure 6.21). 
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Figure 6. 21: System 2 - Simulated C/L Responses of Inputs 
(Including Pc) 
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Figure 6. 22: System 2 - Simulated C/L Responses of Outputs 
(Including Pc) 
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It is interesting to note that input Fl responds to a 
greater extent than does F2. The performance index 
analysis has picked up the maximum response, but has no 
means of predicting in which loop this response occurs. 
Interaction is once again observed between the loops. 
6.6.4) Comments on Design 
The large elements in Kc have effectively increased the gain 
of F(s) at low frequencies. Equations 4.5 and 4.5 show that 
this will cause s2 (s) to become smaller at low frequenci~s, 
improving the output disturbance rejection and making the 
system insensitive to changes in the process model at low 
frequencies. Table 6.4 shows that this has occurred, but at 
the expense of the W( s) (predicted by equations ( 4. 4) and 
(4.11)) becoming very large over all frequencies, the inputs 
becoming very sensitive to noise, disturbances and changes in 
the process model. The design trade-off between input and 
output sensitivities is demonstrated in the above discussion. 
The speed of response has also been improved by this high-
gain controller, as seen in the response plots in figures 
6.18 and 6.22. 
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6.7) Concluding Remarks 
The performance index analysis of LQG control systems and the 
implementation and testing of the designs on a digital 
simulator and on the actual process has led to the following 
conclusions regarding performance index analysis techniques: 
(i) Powerful Control System Analysis Tool 
The good correspondence observed between the predicted, 
~imulated and process response maxima indicates that 
this technique provides a powerful tool for the 
quantitative analysis of control systems in terms of 
these feedback properties. 
The slightly larger errors obser.ved in the process 
output - response maxima than in the simulated response 
maxima for system 2 were predicted by the output 
sensi ti vi ty perf orma_nce index. This index indicated 
that changes in the process model (expected from 1.arge 
uncertainties in the model) would affect the outputs 
directly. These changes would thus also affect the 
output responses to perturbations. The input and output 
sensitivity indices can thus also be considered as built 
in indicators predicting errors that can be expected in 
the perturbation response predictions. 
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An exception to the good results generated for systems 2 
and 3 was that of predicting output response maxima to 
sensor noise perturbations. A likely source of these 
errors is in the complex numerical computations required 
to obtain a value for the index in the OPTCAD package. 
A reliable quantitative representation for the stability 
margins of a control system is also obtained by the 
performance index analysis. These margins are related 
to the classical gain and phase margin definitions. 
(ii) Conservative Estimates of Feedback Properties 
The large negative errors obtained in the estimation of 
some of the response maxima for system 3 means that the 
simulated response maxima fell well within their 
predicted limits. The prediction of the maxima in these 
cases were thus rather conservative. 
(iv) Inability to Identify Source of Response Maxima 
-Al though the indices predict the response maxima 
accurately, these maxima could occur in any one of the 
loops within the system, while the responses in the 
remaining loops could be relatively small. This 
phenomenon is observed in the larger response to changes 
in the setpoints of input Fl than of input F2. The 
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performance index analysis technique predicts large 
responses but has no means of identifying the specific 
loops in which such responses will occur. 
(v) Inability to Predict Interaction Between Loops 
Performance index analysis techniques have no means of 
predicting interaction which may occur between the loops 
in a control system. 
(vi) Limits on control system Feedback Properties 
The effects of the fundamental limit imposed on the 
feedback properties of control systems by the relation 
Si(s) · + Ti(s) = I are observed performance indices 
generated for systems 2 and 3. Attenuation of the same 
perturbations cannot be achieved for the inputs and 
outputs simultaneously. The performance of the inputs 




7.1) The Heat Exchanger Counter-current Process 
The steady-state temperature distribution across the heat 
exchanger process behaved as designed. Errors in the 
observed log mean·temperature difference across each exchange 
vessel were less than 5% in all cases (chapter 1). 
The following analogies exist between the heat exchanger and 
CIP processes (chapter 1): 
i) Heat exchanger CH stream is analogous to the carbon 
stream in the CIP process. 
ii) Heat exchanger HC stream is analogous to the pulp 
stream in the CIP process. 
iii) Longer residence time of CH stream is analogous to 
longer residence time in carbon stream. 
iv) Decreasing temperature gradient across heat 
exchange vessels is analogous to decreasing 
concentration gradient across CIP reaction vessels 
when moving in the direction of any of the counter 
current streams. 
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v) Mixed states in the exchange vessels are analogous 
to the mixed states in the CIP reaction vessels. 
A notable difference is that the CIP process is at present 
run as a batch ·process whereas the heat exchanger process is 
normally run as a continuous process. Future research on the 
heat exchanger could involve a comparison of the respective 
efficiencies obtained when running under batch and continuous 
modes of operation. This could assist in assessing whether 
the current batch mode of operation of the CIP process is 
indeed the most efficient one. 
7.2) Control of the Heat Exchanger Flows and Levels 
The diagonal PI cascade compensator Kc(s) (chapter 3), 
designed and implemented to control the upper left subsystem 
Gc(s) of the process model G(s)(chapter 2) , succeeded in: 
i) Regulating the flow and level outputs to their 
respective set points with maximum steady-state 
errors in the flow and level outputs of less than 
1% and 5% (of full scale) respectively 
ii) Improving the speed of the level responses from 
between 311 and 575 sec under open loop conditions 
to between 11 . 5 and 19. 7 . sec under closed loop 
conditions. 
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iii) Eliminating steady-state interaction between the 
control loops, and reducing transient interaction 
such that the maximum transient gain observed 
between setpoints and outputs of other loops was 
found to be less than 0.7. 
The price paid for the good output performance was a slight 
reduction in the stability of the system (level outputs 
overshooting by between O. 5 and 16. 2%) and large excursions 
(control effort) irt the control valve inputs. 
7.3) Analysis of Control Systems usinq Performance Indices 
The performance indices developed in chapter 4 provide a 
powerful tool with which the behavior of a multivariable 
control system can be predicted quantitatively. 
The maximum singular values of the characteristic matrices 
W(s), S1{s) and Ti(s), which are functions of the process and 
controller system matrices G(s), K(s) and F(s), provide 
accurate and quantitative frequency-dependent indices by 
which the maximum input and output responses to sensor noise 
and process disturbances can be gauged, as well as by which 
the sensi ti vi ty of the process inputs .and outputs to changes 
in the process model can be predicted. · Additional indices, 
based on these characteristic matrices and on the process 
precompensator matrix P( s) , make it possible to 
quantitatively gauge the response of the inputs and outputs 
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to setpoint excursions. The sensitivity indices also provide 
a means of estimating the errors which may occur in the 
predictions due to changes in the process model (response 
prediction indices based on the nominal process model). 
The system stability margins are related to the minimum 
singular value of the matrix-T1-
1 (jw) over all frequencies by 
the relation gm= inf (20log10 (1 + aminCT1-
1 Cjw)))) dB 
w 
and relation pm 
These margins ar~ multivariable generalizations of the 
classical singl:/Jariable stability margins. 
LQG optimal control systems can be analysed using these 
performance indices by relating the matrices G(s), F(s) and 
P(s) to the state feedback system matrices A, B, c, Kc and Kf 
using relationships developed in chapter 4. 
The performance indices defined for MIMO control systems 
reduce to the classical measures of performance defined for 
SISO systems, in the special lxl case of MIMO systems. 
The indices, although generally accurate in predicting· the 
response maxima, sometimes give a rather conservative 
estimate of these maxima. This is seen in the conservative 
predictions for system 3 (section 6. 6) , reflected in the 
large negative prediction errors obtained. 
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i 
The response indices, al though able to·, identify the maximum 
possible response that will be observed in all of the loops 
of a control system, are unable to identify· in which 
particular loops such responses will occur. In layman's 
terms, it tells us that there is a problem, but not where the 
problem is. 
The indices are also unable to predict interaction that might 
occur. Large magnitudes in the tracking error index could be 
due to interaction between the loops, or due to the inability 
of a particular output to track its setpoint. 
Designing multi variable controllers using these indices 
essentially involves trading off the sizes of the matrices 
Si(s), Ti(s), and W(s) ag.ainst each other over different 
frequency bands. Good performance of in terms of one 
property is traded off against another in each frequency 
band. The performance of a system is limited by the relation 
Si(s) + Ti(s) = I, which implies that Si(s) and Ti(s) cannot 
be made to vanish at the same frequencies. 
7.4) OPTCAD Controller Synthesis and Analysis Package 
This package developed provides a user-friendly tool to 
enable the performing of the following functions: 
i) Synthesis of LQG control systems. 
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ii) Frequency-domain performance index analysis of 
state feedback control systems with state observers 
( LQG system is a special case of this group· of 
systems). 
iii) Digital simulation of state feedback control 
systems with observers. 
7.5) HERIG Package Developed for the Running, Control and 
Analysis of the Heat Exchanger Process 
This package provides a simple and logical interface between 
the user and the heat exchanger process. Manipulation of the 
processs inputs and observation of the outputs is simplified 
by the meaningful interface screens. Process · response data 
is easily logged, saved, loaded and plotted for analysis 
using this package. Control and other parameters are also be 
manipulated. 
7.6) I•plementation and Performance Index Analysis of LQG 
Control Systems for the Heat EXchanger Process 
Trial control systems 2 and 3 synthesized for the heat 
exchanger process were analysed using performance indices. 
The low gains in the process model, and the limiting of the 
inputs for system 2 caused. the loop gain for the system to 
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become relatively small. This was reflected in the 
performance , index analysis (figures 6. 3 and 6. 4, table 6. 3) 
of the system, which showed that disturbances would be 
transmitted straight to the outputs, and also that the 
outputs would be sensitive to changes in the process model. 
The indices also revealed that sensor noise and disturbances 
would not be transmitted to the inputs, and that the inputs 
would be insensitive to changes in the process model. The 
low loop gains resulted in good stability margins being 
predicted for the system. 
The implementation of system 2 on a digital simulator and on 
the process its elf revealed good correspondence between the 
predicted and observed performance in all but one of the 
indices considered. Inaccuracies in this index, gauging 
transmission of sensor noise to outputs, are attributed to 
numerical errors occurring in the calculation of the index in 
the OPTCAD package. 
The output sensitivity index correctly predicted the observed 
discrepancies between the simulated and process output 
responses, as well as errors in the output response indices, 
which are based on the nominal model for the process. These 
discrepancies are to be expected when considering the 
relatively large uncertainties in the process model discussed 
in section 6.2.2. 
Inclusion of a precompensator enabled the outputs to track 
their setpoints in the simulated responses (figure 6 .10). 
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The output sensitivity index, however, predicted the tracking 
errors observed in the process responses (figures 6. 12 and 
6.15). 
The inputs were limited far less than the outputs for trial 
system 3, in an attempt to increase the loop gain 
sufficiently, so as to enable good rejection of disturbances 
by the outputs and output insensitivity to changes in the 
process model. No obvious approach is known for {LQG) 
synthesizing systems to reduce disturbance transmission to 
the outputs and output sensitivity to changes in the model. 
These efforts met with success at low frequencies, the 
performance indices predicting a reduction in both the 
disturbance transmission to outputs and in the output 
·sensitivity (table 6.4). The implementation of the system on 
a digital simulator revealed that the indices were accurate, 
al though sometimes conservative, in · predicting the response 
maxima. Errors were again encountered in the index 
predicting the transmission of sensor noise to the outputs. 
The lifting of the constraints on the inputs and the 
resultant increase in loop gain caused the response times for 
system 3 to be shortened to approximately 10% of those 
observed for system 2 (as observed in the step tests shown in 
sections 6. 5. 3 and 6. 6. 3). Inclusion of a precompensator 
again enabled the outputs to track their setpoints in the 
simulation responses (figure 6. 22). The increase in the 
speed of response is predicted by the tracking error 
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performance index for system 3 {figure 6.20) remaining below 
OdB for frequencies more than 10 times as high as those for 
the corresponding index for system 2 {figure 6.8). 
Instabilities observed in the implementation of the system on 
the heat exchanger process (figure 6 .19) are attributed to 
unmodelled dynamics (due to the unmodelled faster system 
poles, dead times, etc discussed in section 6. 2. 2) being 
excited by the fast high-gain control system. These effects 
could not have been detected by the stability performance 
index analysis procedure, as the causes of the instabilities 
were not modelled in the system description used for the 
synthesis and analysis procedures. 
Larger responses to changes in the setpoints are observed for 
input Fl than for input F2 in the implementation of control 
systems 1 and 2 (sections 6. 5. 3 and 6. 6 . 3) . As concluded 
earlier, the performance index analysis technique predicts· 
large responses but has no means of identifying the specific 
loops in which such responses will occur. 
The effects of the fundamental limit imposed on the feedback 
properties of control systems by Si(s) + Ti(s) = I are 
observed in performance indices generated for systems 2 and 
3. Attenuation of the same perturbations cannot be achieved 
for the inputs and outputs simultaneously. The performance 
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APPENDIX A 
THERMAL CALCULATIONS FOR RESERVOIRS 
A.1) Calculations for Hot Reservoirs 
Hot reservoir system required to heat water from 50°C to 80°C 
at a rate of 5 l/min. Split heating into two stages, namely 
the pre-heating hot reservoir (PHR) and the controlled hot 
reservoir (CHR). PHR heats water from 50°C and controls its 
temperature to 75°C, and the CHR heats it further and 
contrQls its temperature to 80°C. 
A.1.1) Pre-heating Hot Reservoir 
Outgoing Stream Enthalpy: 
Less Incoming Stream Enthalpy: 
Equals Change in Enthalpy 
I 
H(75°C) = 313.9 kJ/kg 
H(50°C) = 209,3 kJ/kg 
OH = 104.6 kJ/kg 
So, Maximum Rate of Heating Energy Required, 
Q = OH * Maximum Mass Flowrate 
= 104 .6 kJ/kg * 5 l/min * 1/60 min/s.ec * 1 kg/l 
= 8.72 kJ/sec 
= 8.72 kW 
Specify 3 X 3 kW (9 kW maximum) heating elements for PHR with 
thermostat temperature control 
A.1.2) Controlled Hot Reservoir 
Outgoing Stream Enthalpy: 
Less Incoming Stream Enthalpy: 
Equals Change in Enthalpy 
H(80°C) = 334.9 kJ/kg 
H(75°C) = 313.9 kJ/kg 
oH = 21.0 kJ/kg 
So, Maximum Rate of Heating Energy Required, 
Q = oH * Maximum Mass Flowrate 
= 21.0 kJ/kg * 5 l/min * 1/60 min/sec * 1 kg/l 
= 1.75 kJ/sec 
= 1.75 kW 
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Specify 3 X 1 .. 5 kW ( 4. 5 kW maximum) heating elements for PHR 
with sensitive RTD temperature control system. 
overspecify in case extreme conditions cause 
temperature to fall below 75°C 
Deliberately 
PHR outlet 
A.2) calculations for Cold Reservoir 
Controlled cold reservoir (CCR) required to heat water from 
20°c to 24°C at a rate of 10 l/min. 
Outgoing Stream Enthalpy: 
Less Incoming Stream Enthalpy: 
Equals Change in Enthalpy 
H(24°C) = 100.6 kJ/kg 
HC50°C) = 83.9 kJ/kg 
oH = 16.7 kJ/kg 
So, Maximum Rate of Heating Energy Required, 
Q = oH * Maximum Mass Flowrate 
= 16.7 kJ/kg * 10 l/min * 1/60 min/sec * 1 kg/l 
= 2.79 kJ/sec 
= 2.79 kW 
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Specify 3 X 1.5 kW (4.5 kW maximum) heating elements for PHR 
with sensitive RTD temperature control system. Overspecify 
d~liberately in case temperature of water mains drops. 
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A.3) Photograph of Reservoirs 
Photograph PA.l has been taken of the heat exchanger 
reservoirs, and shows the CHR and PHR in the foreground, with 
the open CCR in the background. 
Photograph PA.1: Reservoirs of Heat Exchanger Process 
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APPENDIX B 
PHYSICAL LAYOUT AND PIPING OF HEAT EXCHANGER 
B.1) Physical Layout of Heat Exchanger 
Figure Bl on the following page gives a detailed schematic of 
the physical layout of the heat exchanger. The head required 
by the outlet piping of the tanks to realize the designed 
f lowrates for the process are calculated and discussed in 
section B.2 of this appendix. 
B.2) Piping and Head Calculations 
The flow velocity v of a liquid flowing at volumetric 
flowrate Q in a pipe of diameter D is given by the 
expression: 
v = ( 4 Q) I < ,,. o2 ) (Bl) 
Once the velocity v has been determined, the Reynold's number 
indicating the degree of turbulence in the pipe can be 







(v D p) / µ. 
density of liquid 
viscosity of liquid 
(B2) 
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The friction factor f for the liquid f lowing in a particular 
type of piping can then be determined from existing tables. 
Once this has been determined, the head h drive the liquid 
through the piping under the force of gravity at this 
flowrate can be determined from the expression: 
h = (2 f lt v 2 ) I (D g) (BJ) 
where: 
= total lumped length of pipe 
= acceleration due to the force of gravity 
Any effects due to flowmeters, valves, bends and other 
constrictions in the piping are considered as equivalent 
lengths of pipe, le. These equivalent lengths of pipe are 
added to the actual length of piping lp to make up the total 
lumped length of pipe lt· This gives the following 
expression for the total lumped length of pipe: 
= (lei+ le2 + ... ) + lp (B4) 
The cold-to-hot (CH) stream flows downwards under gravity 
feed from tank T4 to tank Tl. The outflow configuration for 
each tank is identical, meaning that the calculation of flow 
from each tank is also identical. Flow calculations are thus 
done on a "per tank" basis. 
I • 
Heat Exchanger Configuration 
Key to Diagram 
F1 - F2 F low me ters 
L 1 - L4 Leve l Pr . 
T1 - T10 Temp Sens 
C1 - C6: Con trol Valves 
S1 - S4 : St i r re r s 
S 3 
L3 . 























Ta n k No1 
T5 
Con tr o l led 
Ho t 

























H and Va l ve s 4r ~ .So l en o i d -
~---------l><i---e><1-__ .... 
Figure Bl: Layout of Heat Exchanger Process 
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Provision is to be made for two elbow bends (1 ) eb I 
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a 
f lowmeter ( lef) and a control valve ( lev) constricting the 
o. 6 m ( lp) length of polyethylene piping leading from the 
base of each tank. The maximum flowrate of 10 l/min must be 
achievable from each tank at all times ( ie even when it is 
almost empty) . Table Bl summarizes the results from 
calculations done to determine the head required to realize 
this f lowrate for piping with two different inner diameter 
ratings. 
.Qig Velocity .Rgyn Eguiv~l~nt Length Tot Len Head 
(in) (m/s) (m) (m) (cm) 
D v NRe lev leb lef lt h 
3/4 0.351 6687 3.23 0.57 3.81 8.22 9.8 
7/8 0.258 5734 3.78 0.67 4.45 9.49 5.2 
Table Bl: Calculation of Head Required for Different 
Pipe Diameters 
Figure Bl shows that even when the tanks are empty, the head 
in the outflow pipe is 20 cm, which is sufficient to sustain 
the maximum flowrate for both diameters of piping considered. 
The 3/4 inch piping is chosen as it matches the control valve 




HEATING COIL DESIGN TO REALIZE TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION 
Figure Cl shows a block diagram of the heat exchanger system, 
while figure C2 gives a schematic of one of the exchange 
vessels found on the process. The submerged heating coil in 
each exchange vessel needs to be designed to achieve the 
temperature profile specified across the vessel. The coil 
characteristics will determine the thermal resistance that 
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Figure Cl: Block Diagram of Heat Exchanger 
Stirrer 
CH Tchi »===== 
Stream 
Water level 
Theo «===*::Coil: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . --... 
: : : :Coil:::: « Thci HC 
Stream 
!.!====» Tcho 
Thci= Temperature of incoming HC stream 
Theo= Temperature of outgoing HC stream 
Tchi= Temperature of incoming CH stream 
Tcho= Temperature of outgoing CH stream 
Figure C2: Typical Heat Exchange Vessel 
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• 
The rate of heat transferred Q from the HC stream to the CH 
stream is given by the expression: 
Q = (Cl) 
where: 
= Heat transfer correlation factor 
= Outer surf ace area of coil 
= Log mean temperature difference 
~ 
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The area A0 of the coi 1 can be expressed in terms of its 
outer diameter D0 and length lt: 
= (C2) 
Substituting C2 into Cl and rearranging yields an expression 
for the length of tubing required for the heating coil in a 
heat exchange vessel: 
= (CJ) 







h· l. = 
ho = 
A· l. = 
1/h0 + (x A0 )/(k Aw) + A0 /(hi Ai) 
1/h0 + (x D0 )/(k Dw) + D0 /(hi Di) 
(C4) 
Thickness of coil 
Thermal conductivity of coil material 
Mean surf ace area of coil 
Heat transfer coefficient between 
wall of tube and water inside tube 
Heat tr an sf er coefficient between 
wall of tube and water inside vessel 




For the fully-mixed case under consideration, the log mean 
temperature difference oTm across the vessel is given by: 
= ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-(C5) 
ln{ (Thci - Tcho)/(Thco - Tcho) } 
The outer heat transfer coefficient h 0 can be determined for 
the vessel using equations C6 and C7 which follow. 
For crossflow case: 
= (C6) 







0 0299 C G (N )-0.2 (N )-2/3 · p Re Pr (C7) 
Specific heat of liquid in vessel 
Mass flowrate of liquid per unit area 
Reynold's number of liquid in vessel 
Prantyl number of liquid in vessel 
Tables relate the flow velocity v inside the tube to the heat 
transfer coefficient hi between the liquid in the tube and 
the tube walls. 
So, for any vessel, if cp, G, NRe and Npr are known for the 
liquid in the vessel, h 0 can be calculated using equation C6 
or C7. If the velocity in v in the tube is known, hi can be 
.determined from tables (Kern p835). Knowing x, k, Aw' hi, h0 
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and Ai, U0 can be calculated using equation C4. From the 
specifications of the temperature profiles across the vessel, 
oTm can be calculated using equation CS. Q can be c alculated 
by considering the change in temperature across the vessel in 
any one of the streams. Substituting the values for U0 , oTm 
and Q into equation CJ will yield lt, the length of tubing 
required for the coils. The number of coil windings required 
in each case can also easily be determined from the 
specifications for the diameter of the windings, De. 
C.1) Specifications of exchange vessels and coils 
C.1.1) Specifications of tubing for coils 






= 398 W/(m)(K) 
= 0.5 inch 
= 0.75 mm 
= 0.03 inch 
= 0.47 inch 
= 0.485 inch 




The tubing is wound into helical coils of 25 cm diameter 
inside the vessels, so, 
= 0.25 m 
C.1.2) Determining outer heat transfer coefficient, h 0 
Assume that the stirrer agitates water such that the 
reynold's number inside the vessel is approximately: 
= 5000 
Assume also that the water moves over the coils at a velocity 
of: 
v = 1 ft/sec 
Then, mass flowrate of water (density p) per unit area: 
G = v p 
= 62.5 lb/(sec ft2) 
Prantyl number at 142.2°F and heat capacity at 138.6°F 
(average over operating temperature range for all vessels): 
= 3.7 
= 1 B.t.u./(lb)(°F) 
So, for crossflow case: 
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= 623.5 (equation C6} 
and for parallel flow case: 
= 511. 96 (equation C7} 
C.1.3) Determining inner heat transfer coefficient, hi 
The flow velocity v of the water flowing inside the tubing of 
inner diameter Di at a rate of F = 3 l/min is given by: 
v = F I Ai 
= 1.47 ft/sec 
Table in Kern p 835 shows the heat transfer coefficient 
between the water and the inner surface of the coil is: 
h· 1 = 640 
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C.1.4) Determining heat transfer correlation factor, u
0 
Equation C4 is applied using the constants determined for the 
exchange vessel in sections C.1.1 to C.1.3. The heat transfer 
correlation factor is thus determined to be: 
Crossflow case: 
= 305.904 B.t.u./(hr ft2 °F) 
Parallel flow case: 
= 276.392 B.t.u./(hr ft2 °F) 
C.2) Coil Lengths and Corresponding Nwnbers of Windings 
Table Cl shows results obtained for 6Tm and Q for each 
vessel. The lengths of required tubing lt obtained when 6Tm, 
Q and U0 (U0 calculated in C.1.3) for each vessel are 
substituted into equation C3 are also quoted. The number of 
coil windings required to obtain the calculated tube length 
is also given. Results for cross and parallel flow quoted. 
'.r!lnk LMT Dif H~iit Tr Length Winding5 
6Tm Q Crs Par Cross Par all 
( 0 c) (W) (m) (m) 
1 18.2 4190 3.3 3.7 4.3 4.7 
2 8.96 3560 5.7 6.4 7.4 8.1 
3 3.29 2090 9.2 10.2 11. 8 13.0 
4 3.41 1045 4.4 4.9 5.7 6.3 
Table Cl: Calculation Results Obtained For Each Vessel 
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C.3) Photographs of Heat Exchange Vessels 
Photograph PC.1 shows a dissembled heat exchange vessel. The 
copper heating coils inside the vessel, the stirrer motor and 
impeller shaft, and the level probe can bee seen in the 
photograph. Photograph PC. 2 shows a fully assembled heat 
exchange vessel, which is one of the four (Tank No. 2) on the 
heat exchanger process. The control valve regulating the 
flow into the vessel can also be seen, as well as a 
temperature sensor on one of the pipe bends. 
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Photograph PC.1: Dissembled Heat Exchange Vessel 
Photograph PC.2: Fully Assembled Heat Exchange Vessel 
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APPENDIX D 
EFFECTS OF STIRRING AlrD CHOICE OF STIRRER CONFIGURATION 
Variable speed stirrers have been agitate the water in the 
exchange vessels of the heat exchanger. In this appendix, 
the thermal effects of stirring on the reactor tanks are 
discussed. The reasons for the choice of particular stirrer 
impellers, speeds and motors are then discussed. 
Rearranging equation CJ in Appendix C shows that the log mean 
temperature difference across a vessel, 6Tm, can be expressed 
as: 
6Tm = Q / ( Uo ~ D0 lt ) (Dl) 
D.1) Effects of varyinq Impellers Sizes and Speeds on Log 
Mean Temperature Difference &Tm 
Assuming that the heat transferred between the two streams 
(Q) is to be kept constant, the log mean temperature 
difference across the reactor (6Tm) will change as the 
correlation factor (U0 ) is changed. (assuming all other 
factors remain unchanged) As U0 increases (thermal 
resistance decreasing), the temperature gradient required to 
drive the heat energy from the one stream to the other (6Tm) 
is expected to drop off. 
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The outer heat transfer coefficient, h0 is dependent on the 
degree of agitation of the water in the reactor vessel, and 
is thus dependent on the degree to which the water in the 
vessel is being stirred. Thus by changing the degree to 
which the water is being stirred, h 0 can be varied, thus 
changing U0 (equation C4 in appendix C) and ultimately 
varying the temperature change across the reactor (equation 
Dl). 
An expression relating the speed of rotation of the stirrer, 
as well as the size of the impeller, to the external heat 
transfer coefficient h 0 of the vessel, can be found in Kern's 
book "Process Heat Transfer" (p722), and is given as: 



















Diameter of reactor 
Thermal conductivity of water 
Length of impeller 
No. of revolutions per hour done by impeller 
Average density of water 
Viscosity of liquid in reactor 
Viscosity of water (so µ/µw = 1) 
Specific heat of water 
D.2) Effects of Size and Speed of Impeller on Driving Motor 
Power Required 
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Oiff erent impeller sizes and speeds present different loads 
to the driving motor. It must be ensured that the motor is 
capable of driving the specific impeller chosen over the 
range of operating speeds selected. 
On page 719 of his book, Kern states the following 
relationship between the motor power required and the 




hp = Motor power required to drive impeller 
y = Width of agitator 
z = Height of wetted portion of vessel 
Oj, L, N, µ and p as defined for equation 4 
D.3) Stirrer Specifications for Heat Exchange Vessels 
A heat transfer coefficient of between 511 and 624 was 
assumed in the calculations in appendix C for the steady-
state calculations of the required coil lengths. It can be 
seen from equations 01 to 03 that it is possible to calculate 
h0 , oTm and hp as a function of the impeller shape (L and y) 
and the speed of revolution of the impeller (N). 
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Tables Dl and 02 give results obtained for two different 
impeller shapes for calculations done for exchange tank T3 
(refer to Appendix C) to determine: 
a) external heat transfer coefficient, ho (equation C2) and 
the log mean temperature difference across the reactor, 
oTm (equations C2 and Cl) as a function of rotational 
speed of impeller. 
b) required driving motor power required as a function of 
rotational speed of impeller (equation C3). 
Length of impeller, L = 4cm Width of impeller, y = 2C11l 
Rotation Transfer L.M.Temp. Power 
speed coef f Difference Required 
(rpm) (ho) ( o C) (kW) 
200 161.07 7.26 0.11 
700 371.31 4. 02 · 4.27 
1200 531.86 3.27 19.9 
1500 617.17 3.03 37.8 
1700 670.87 2.91 54.1 
2200 796.69 2.69 113.1 
2700 913.24 2.55 203.2 
Table Dl: Transfer coefficients, Log Mean Temperature 
Differences for Varying Impeller Speeds 
Shape 1: L = 4cm, y = 2cm, TanJc TJ 
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Length of impeller, L = 5cm Width of impeller, y = 2cm 
Rotation Transfer L.M.Temp. Power 
speed coef f Difference Required 
(rpm) (ho) ( 0 c) (kW) 
200 216.89 5.79 0.22 
700 499.98 3.38 7.85 
1200 716.16 2.82 36.7 
1500 831.03 2.65 69.4 
1700 903.34 2.56 99.3 
2200 1072.76 2.40 207.6 
2700 1229.69 2.28 372.9 
Table D2: Transfer coefficients, Log Mean Temperature 
Differences for Varying Impeller Speeds 
Shape 2: L = 5cm, y = 2cm, Tank T3 
(i) Choice of Impeller 
It can clearly be seen from tables Dl and D2 that 
varying the rotational speed of the impeller has a 
significant effect on the external heat transfer 
coefficient, and ultimately on the temperature 
difference across the reactor. This suggests that 
stirring rates in the reactors could be treated as 
significant inputs to the Heat Exchanger system if 
temperatures at various points along the system are to 
be controlled. 
It should be noted, however that when h 0 is reduced to 
below h 0 ~ no significant increase in the 
temperature difference is observed from the 
calculations. This can be explained by considering 
/ 
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equati on C4 in appendix c. The inverse correlation 
factor ( 1/U0 ) is made up of three terms, the first one 
only being contributed to by h 0 . The second term 
represents the thermal resistance of the material of the 
tube, while the third term represents the thermal 
resistance between the water in the tube and the wall of 
the tube. Evaluating the first two terms in the 
expression yields: 
= 
2.82 * 10-6 (second term) 
1.66 * 10-3 (third term) 
The second term can clearly be ignored (very small 
relative to others). It can be seen, however that the 
third term will become dominant in the equation when 
1/h0 is reduced much below 10-
3 . A point is thus 
reached (as can be seen in tables 01 and 02) that 
additional stirring will no longer . change 1/U0 
significantly and the temperature difference will no 
longer be decreased noticeably. The 5cm impeller does 
decrease 6Tm further than does the 4cm one, but the 
power required to do so increases sharply. (the cost of 
variable speed motors capable of developing above 300W 
of power is relatively high - see table 03) Increasing 
the f lowrate in the coils would increase hi, and this 
method could be used instead of additional stirring to 
change 6Tm further. 
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Calculations done in Appendix c show that at steady 
state oTm across tank T3 should be approximately equal 
to 3.3 °C. This situation should occur in the middle of 
the range of operating speeds of the motor, which is 
1500rpm for three phase induction motors. It would then 
be possible to increase and decrease the speed of the 
motor from steady state- and observe the effects on the 
temperatures across the vessel. Observing the 
temperatures calculated in tables Dl and D2, it can be 
seen that the 4cm impeller comes closer to fulfilling 
this requirement than does the 5cm one. Furthermore, 
the range of temperatures over which oTm can be varied 
is larger for the former than for the latter. 
It appears, from the points raised above, that an 
impeller which is 4cm in length and 2cm in width is best 
suited to the requirements for this tank. Since the 
tank configurations were chosen to be identical, the 
same stirrer configuration is chosen for the other 
tanks. 
It should be noted from the tables that the relationship 
between the stirring rates and temperature differences 
is highly nonlinear and that this is expected to present 
a challenging control problem. 
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(ii) Choice of Motor 
The choice of the motor to be used can be made after 
considering: 
a) Environmental conditions and reliability 
b) Power requirements 
c) Cost 
The stirrer motors are likely to be running in a humid · 
environment due to evaporation of the hot water in the 
reactor and reservoir tanks. For this reason, A. c. 
induction · motors are pref erred above D. c. motors with 
brushes which are likely to corrode in the environment 
invisaged. A.C. Motors are thus likely to be more 
rel~able in · this application. There is also no 
significant cost advantage in acquiring D.C. motors as 
variable speed D.C. motors are comparable in price to 
A.C. induction motors with variable speed drives 
The power required to drive the 4cm impeller at 2700rpm 
is approximately 200W. It is thus advisable to choose a 
driving motor which is capable of producing at least 
300W of power. ( 150% of rated requirement) A list of 
drives and motors with their respective prices available 





Motor and Drive Type 
Motor with Danfoss drive 
Motor with Taiwanese drive 





Table DJ: A.C. Motors, Drives and Powers with 
their respective Prices 
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The 370W system was considered adequate and four such 




WIRING OF POWER TO HEAT EXCHANGER RIG AND INSTRUMENTATION 
E.1) Physical Layout of Power Distribution Board 
A schematic of the power distribution board assembled for the 
heat exchanger rig is given in figure El. 
Three phase (termed J<p) power is supplied to the board from 
the laboratory J<p supply ( 230 V line-to-neutral) . Power is 
cabled to an 80 A/<p J<p earth leakage unit (E.L.U.), followed 
by a 80 A/<p J<p mains switch. This mains switch powers up the 
3<p busbars from which power is tapped off for the various 
items of equipment used on the rig. 
The switches SWl to SW9 shown in figure Al are the switches 
distributing single phase power to equipment via power 
distribution cables PDl to PD9. Each cable taken off the 
switches also contains a neutral line, which is tapped off of 
the neutral busbar shown in the figure. 
Switches SWlO to SW12 distribute Jcp power to the heating 
equipment of the rig via distribution cables PDlO to PD12. 
Each cable also taps a neutral line off of the neutral bars 
as the heating elements in the reservoirs are connected in 
star. 
Power Distribution Board 
13 PHASE SUPPLYJ 
Neut 
R Y B 
E.L.U. 
To +-- Switches SW1 to SW9 
Cables 




P01 to PD9 R Y B Neut 
+-- Switches SW10 to SW12 -BUSBARS-
Figure El: Physical Layout of Power Distribution Box 
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E.2) Power Distribution Wiring 
Table Al shows the way in which the switches and cables are 
designated to various i terns of equipment on the rig. The 
ratings of the respective switches, as well as the codes used 
to describe the equipment are also given. 
Switch Switch Power Equip. Item of Equipment 
No. Rating Dist. Code Sing/Three Phase 
(A/'P) Cable 
No. 
SWl 15 PD! sv Solenoid Valve for 
Recycle of Hot 
Reservoir - Blue Ph 
SW2 15 PD2 CP Compress - Blue Ph 
SW3 15 PDJ Sl stir No. 1 - Yellow 
Ph 
SW4 15 PD4 S2 Stir No. 2 - Yellow 
Ph 
SW5 15 PD5 SJ Stir No. 3 - Yellow 
Ph 
SW6 15 PD6 S4 Stir No. 4 - Yellow 
Ph 
SW7 15 PD7 PCHR Pump of Contr Hot 
Reservoir Red Ph 
swa 15 PD8 PCCR Pump of Contr Cold 
Reservoir Red Ph 
SW9 15 PD9 I Instrument - Red 
Ph 
SWlO 25 PDlO PHR PreH Hot Reservoir 
- Three Phase 
SWll 15 PDll CHR Contr Hot Reservoir 
- Three Phase 
SW12 15 PD12 CCR Contr Cold Reservoir 
- Three Phase 
Table El: Designation of switches and Power 
Distribution Cables to Equipment on the Rig 
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E.3) Photograph of Power Distribution Box 
Photograph PE.1 shows the power distribution box constructed 
for the distribution of three phase power to the process. 
The elements indicated in figure E.1 are seen in the 
photograph. 
Photograph PE.1: Power Distribution Box 
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APPENDIX F 
WIRING OF PLANT INPUT AND OUTPUT SIGNALS 
F.1) Standard Low Power Sensing and Control Signals 
F.1.1) Physical Layout of Instrumentation Board 
A simplified schematic of layout of the instrumentation box 
assembled for the heat exchanger rig is given in figure Fl. 
Digital to analog converters (abbreviated to DACs) in the 
process computer source 4-20 mA current signals proportional 
to the desired control pressure to be applied to control 
valves on the rig. In figure Fl, Cl to C6 represent the 24 V 
power supply units which power the 4-20 mA current loops 
controlling I/P (current to pressure) converters. These I/P 
converters apply the desired pneumatic control pressure to 
open and shut the control valves. 
DACs also provide 0-5 V signals to the inverter drives 
controlling the speeds of the stirrer motors. 
Ll to L4 shown in the schematic indicate the uni ts which 
condition the signals received from the capacitive level 
transmitters on the rig. These signals are converted to 
0-10 V signals indicating the extent to which the respective 
tanks on the rig are filled. These conditioned signals are 
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then fed to analog to digital converters (ADCs) in the 
process computer. 
Power supplies powering temperature transmitters on the rig 
are indicated by TSl to TSlO on figure Fl. The transmitters 
source 4-20 rnA current signals, which are converted to 2-10 V 
voltage signals by series loop resistors in the 
instrumentation box. These voltage signals are proportional 
to the temperatures at different points on the rig, and are 
fed into ADCs. 
The flowrneter signal conditioning units, Fl and F2 shown in 
the schematic power the flowrneters on the rig. They also 
condition the variable frequency pulsed signals received from 
these flowrneters, and convert them into 4-20 rnA signals 
indicating the flows measured in the respective sections of 
piping on the rig. Series loop resistors in the 
instrumentation box convert these current signal s into 2-10 V 
voltage signals for the ADCs. 
Input signals to the plant (to I/P converters), and output 
signals from the plant (from temperature transmitters, 
capacitance levels probes, flowrneters) are fed into the 
instrumentation box along signal cables Sl to S7, as well as 
along S(i) and S(ii). 
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F.1.2) Sensing and Control Signal Wiring 
Table Fl shows the designation of the signal cables to the 
signal conditioning i terns in the instrumentation box. The 
table also shows cable sa, designated to interconnect the 
temperature controllers (for the two controlled reservoirs) 
to their respective temperature probes. These controllers 
control the switching of relays for the CCR and CHR. 
Controllers and power relays for reservoirs are located in a 
separate temperature control box. 
Signal Multicore Single/ 
Cable Wire Pair: ~ulticore 
Green Red Blue Cable 
Sl Cl L2 L3 Multi 
S2 C6 Ll Multi 
S3 C5 TS5 TS6 Multi 
S4 C4 TS4 TS7 Multi 
S5 C3 TS3 TS8 Multi 
S6 C2 - TS2 TS9 Multi 
S7 L4 TSl TSlO Multi 
S8 TS CCR TSCHR Multi 
S(i) Fl (Cold to Hot stream) Single 
S(ii) F2 (Hot to Cold stream) Single 
Table Fl: Designation of Signal Cables to 
Instrulllentation on the Rig 
------------¥-- -- ---------~ 
Instrumentation Box Layout 
QJ [!Jc mT mT rn~- ~u [l J rn~ o~J ~~ . 2 3 4 5 1] 7 8 1:1 10 . - -
24 V Power Suppl ie0 toi- Temperatu re 
Transmi tter s 
Fiowme tcr :3 1gnal Cond. 
DAC I AO C * Inter f. 
Pl ant .. 
lnp / Outp 
Figure Fl: Physical Layout of Instrumen~ation Box 
2 5 8 
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F.1.3) Photograph of Instrumentation Box 
Photograph PF. 1 has been taken of the instrumentation box, 
·and shows the housing and interconnection of the equipment 
referred to in this section. 
Photograph PF.1: Instrumentation Box 
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F.2) Power Signals 




Convey 31p variable frequency power signals 
from the inverter drives to the stirrer 
motors. 
Convey 31p switched power from the power 
relays to the elements in the 
reservoirs. 
c) Convey a single phase switched power signal 
from the thermostat on the pre-heating 
hot reservoir to the three phase 
which powers the elements 
reservoir. 




Table F2 below gives designation of the cables to the 
elements and motors on the rig. 
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PCl Sl Stir No. 1 - Three Phase 
PC2 S2 Stir No. 2 - Three Phase 
PC3 SJ Stir No. 3 - Three Phase 
PC4 S4 stir No. 4 - Three Phase 
PC5 PHR Pre-heating Hot Reservoir 
- Three Phase 
PC6 CHR Controlled Hot Reservoir 
- Three Phase 
PC7 CCR Controlled Cold Reservoir 
- Three Phase 
PCS TPHR Thermostat of Pre-heating 
Hot Reserv - Single Phase 




INTERFACING TO DACs AND ADCs 
G.1) Physical Layout of Interfacing Equipment 
Figure Gl shows the way in which the DACs and ADCs are 
i nterfaced to the rig instrumentation. 
G.2) Wiring for Interfacing to DACs and ADCs 
G.2.1) Interfacing to DACs 
The DACs used are DT2815 half-size interface cards which slot 
into the 8-bit input/output _ (I/O) bus of IBM XT/AT compatible 
microcomputer systems. The DACs are capable of delivering o 
- 5V or 4 - 20rnA output signals on each of their 8 channels. 
Standard DT757 screw termination panels for user connections 
are plugged into the DACs and housed in an interface box. 
Each DAC requires two DT757 termination panels. 
have two sets of terminals each, sets TBl 
These panels 
and TB2 , each 
containing 7 screw terminals for user connections. 
Cable 12Cl interfaces the termination panels of DACl to the 
inverter drives of the stirrer motors via 12-pin connectors. 
These connectors are mounted on the walls of the interface 
and inverter boxes . DACl is programmed to source o - sv 
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output signals on 4 of its 8 channels individually. These 
voltages are the control voltage used by the inverters to 
vary the speeds of the stirrer motors. Similarly, cable 12C2 
carries the 4 - 20mA signals programmed on 6 of the channels 
of DAC2 from the termination panels to the instrumentation 
box. 
shut 
These signals instruct the I/P converters to open and 
control the control valves on the rig. The 12-pin 
connectors of 12C2 are mounted on the interface box and the 
instrumentation box. 
Each channel of DACl is assigned to a pair of terminals on 
one of its two DT757s. Table Gl(i) shows how the terminals 
are assigned to each channel of DACl. The DT757s are 
connected to the 12-pin 
pins on the connector 
indicated in the table. 
connectors of cable 12Cl, and the 
are assigned to each channel as 
It also indicates which i tern of 
instrumentation is assigned to each channel. 
does the same for the channels of DAC2. 
Table Gl (ii) 
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DACl Chan DT757 Term DT757 Term 12Cl Instr 
No. Panel 1 Panel 2 Connector Code 
Terminal No Terminal No Pin No. 
o+ TB2,7 1 Sl+ 
o- TBl,6 3 Sl-
l+ TB2,8 2 S2+ 
1- TBl,7 4 S2-
2+ TB2,9 5 S3+ 
2- TBl,8 9 S3-
3+ TB2,10 8 S4+ 
3- TBl,9 12 S4-
Table GlCil: Assignment of Channels of DACl 
DAC2 Chan DT757 Term DT757 Term 12C2 Instr 
No. ·Panel 1 Panel 2 Connector Code 
Terminal No Terminal No Pin No. 
o+ TB2,l 1 Cl+ 
o- TBl,6 3 Cl-
l+ TB2,2 2 C2+ 
1- TBl,7 4 C2-
2+ TB2,3 5 C3+ 
2- TBl,8 9 C3-
3+ TB2,4 8 C4+ 
3- TBl,9 12 C4-
4+ TB2,l 7 C5+ 
4- TBl,6 11 C5-
5+ TB2,2 6 C6+ 
5- TBl,7 10 C6-







































i Cable 12C1 Stirrers 
0 _ sv· s1 - s4 
OT 
757 ~ Cable 12C2 c. Valve s 
OT 
757 
4 - 20mA C1 - C6 
OT 
707 
i Cable 19C1 Temp Sens 
OT 
707 
! lnterf ace ! 
: Box 
' 
' ' ' --·-------------" 
2 _ 10V TS1 - TS8 
Cable 19C2 Level Pr 
0 /2 - ·1ov 
L 1 - L4 
Temp Sens 
TS 9 & 10 
Flowmete;;r 
F1 & 2 




G.2.2) Interfacing to ADCs 
The ADCs used are DT2801 full-size interface cards which also 
slot into an 8-bit XT/AT I/O bus. These ADCs are set up to 
input O - lOV voltage signals on 8 of their analog data input 
channels. 
The screw termination panel used for user connections are the 
DT707 screw termination panels (only 1 per ADC) , and these 
are also housed in the interface box. Each channel of an ADC 
has an appropriately labelled pair of screw terminals on the 
DT707 panel assigned to it. 
The interfacing between the termination panel of ADCl and the 
instrumentation box is done via the 19-pin connectors on the 
cable 19Cl~ ADCl inputs the 2 - lOV signals from temperature 
sensors (TSl to TS8) which indicate temperatures at various 
locations on the rig. 
Similarly, cable 19C2 carries the following signals from the 
instrument box to the interface box: 
a) 2 - lOV signals from the remaining temperature 
sensor transmitters (TS9 & 10) 
b) o - lOV signals from level probe transmitters 
(Ll to L4) 
c) 2 - lOV signals from flow transmitters 
(Fl & 2) 
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As usual, the 19-pin connectors of cables 19Cl and 19C2 are 
mounted on the walls of the interface and instrumentation 
boxes. 
The assignment of each channel of ADCl to a pair of pins on 
the connector on 19Cl is given in table G2(i). The 
corresponding rig instrumentation connected to each channel 
of ADCl is also given in the table. The same is done for 
ADC2 in table G2(ii). The terminals on the DT707 screw 
termination panels are marked with the names of the ADC 
channels. 
ADCl Chan 19Cl Instr 
No. Connector Code 
Pin No. 
o+ 16 TSl+ 
o- 19 TSl-
1+ 18 TS2+ 
1- 15 TS2-
2+ 14 TS3+ 
2- 17 TS3-
3+ 8 TS4+ 
3- 13 TS4-
4+ 4 TS5+ 
4- 1 TS5-
5+ 2 TS6+ 
5- 5 TS6-
6+ 6 TS7+ 
6- 3 TS7-
7+ 12 TS8+ 
7- 7 TS8-
Table G2(i): Assignment of Channels of ADCl 
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ADC2 Chan 19C2 Instr 
No. Connector Code 
Pin No. 
O+ 16 Fl+ 
o- 19 Fl-
l+ 18 F2+ 
1- 15 F2-
2+ 14 Ll+ 
2- 17 Ll-
3+ 8 L2+ 
3- 13 L2-
4+ . 4 L3+ 
4- 1 L3-
5+ 2 L4+ 
5- 5 L4-
6+ 6 TS9+ 
6- 3 TS9-
7+ 12 TSlO+ 
7- 7 TSlO-
Table G2(ii): Assignment of Channels of ADC2 
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APPENDIX H 
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF HEAT EXCHANGER PROCESS 
H.1) Obtaining BIM by Observing Physical Structure of 
Heat Exchanger 
Tables Hl to H7 show which of the process inputs, valves 
Cl .. C6 and stirrers Sl .. S4, affect the process outputs, 
flows Fl .. F2, Ll. . L4, Tl. . TlO. Brief explanations are 
also given for the entries in the table. 
The information is obtained by considering the diagram of 
the configuration of the process shown in figure 1.4. 
Output Effect Explanation 
Fl Yes Cl changes CH flow that Fl measures 
F2 No No physical fluid connection 
L4 Yes Cl changes flow into tank 4 
L3 Yes Disturbed level L4 affects level L3 
L2 Yes Disturbed level L3 affects level L2 
Ll Yes Disturbed level L2 affects level Ll 
Tl Yes Tl. .TlO interact, disturbed by Cl .. C6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
TlO I Yes I Tl. .TlO interact, disturbed by Cl .. C6 
Table Hl: Effects of Input Cl on outputs 
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output Effect Explanation 
Fl No No physical fluid connection 
F2 No No physical fluid connection 
L4 Yes C2 changes flow out of tank 4 
L3 Yes Disturbed level L4 affects level L3 
L2 Yes Disturbed level L3 affects level L2 
Ll Yes Disturbed level L2 affects level Ll 
Tl Yes Tl.. TlO interact, disturbed by Cl .. C6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
TlO I Yes I Tl .. TlO interact, disturbed by Cl .. C6 
Table H2: Effects of Input C2 on Outputs 
Output Effect Explanation 
Fl No No physical fluid connection 
F2 No No physical fluid connection 
L4 No No physical fluid connection 
L3 Yes CJ changes flow out of tank 3 
L2 Yes Disturbed level L3 affects level L2 
Ll Yes Disturbed level L2 affects level Ll 
Tl Yes Tl •. TlO interact, disturbed by Cl .. C6 . . . . . . . . . . . : . . . . . . . 
TlO I Yes I I Tl .. TlO interact, disturbed by Cl .. C6 
Table HJ: Effects of Input CJ on outputs 
Output Effect Explanation 
Fl No No physical fluid connection 
F2 No No physical fluid connection 
L4 No No physical fluid connection 
L3 No No physical fluid connection 
L2 Yes C4 changes flow out of tank 2 
Ll Yes Disturbed level L2 affects level Ll 
Tl Yes Tl. .TlO interact, disturbed by Cl .. C6 . . . . . . . . . . . : . . . . . . . 
TlO I Yes I Tl .. TlO interact, disturbed by Cl •. C6 
Table H4: Effects of Input C4 on outputs 
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. 
Output Effect Explanation 
Fl No No physical fluid connection 
F2 No No physical fluid connection 
L4 No No physical fluid connection 
L3 No No physical fluid connection 
L2 No No physical fluid connection 
Ll Yes cs changes flow out of tank 1 
Tl Yes Tl •. TlO interact, disturbed by Cl .• C6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
TlO I Yes I Tl .. TlO interact, disturbed by Cl .. C6 
Table H5: Effects of Input cs on outputs 
output Effect Explanation 
Fl No No physical fluid connection 
F2 Yes C6 changes HC flow that F2 measures 
L4 No No physical fluid connection 
L3 No No physical fluid connection 
L2 No No physical fluid connection 
Ll No No physical fluid connection 
Tl Yes Tl •. TlO interact, disturbed by Cl •. C6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 
TlO I Yes I Tl.. TlO interact, disturbed by Cl .. C6 
Table H6: Effects of Input C6 on outputs 
Output Effect Explanation 
Fl No No effect on volume of flow of liquid 
F2 No No effect on volume of flow of liquid 
L4 No No effect on volume of flow of liquid 
L3 No No effect on volume of flow of liquid 
L2 No No effect on volume of flow of liquid 
Ll No No effect on volume of flow of liquid 
Tl Yes Tl .. TlO interact, disturbed by Sl .. S4 . : . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. 
TlO I Yes I Tl .. TlO interact, disturbed by Sl .• S4 
Table H7: Effects of Input Sl •• S4 on outputs 
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The information presented in tables Hl .. H7 can be 
summarized in the form of a BIM for the process, 
B(G(s)), where: 
Cl C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 Sl S2 S3 S4 
Fl 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
F2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
L4 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
L3 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
L2 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ll 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Tl 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
B(G(s)) = T2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
T3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
T4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
T5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
T6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
T7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
TS 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
T9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
TlO 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
(2.8) 
H. 2) Initial Responses of Process OUputs to Changes in 
Control Valve Inputs 
In this section, the observed responses to initial tests 
done on the control valve inputs are shown. These tests 
were done to obtain some indication of expected response 
times and possible instabilities of the process. 
The relevant output responses to a step change in each 
input is considered in turn. Comments are made regarding 
the stability of the output responses and the response 
times observed. 
also given. 
The title of each observed response is 
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H.2.1) Input: Control Valve Cl 
Affected Outputs, Stability and Response Time: 
Flow Fl Stable Fast (< 50 sec) 
Levels Ll .. L4 Stable Fast (< 400 sec) 
Temperatures Tl .. TlO stable Slow (> 500 sec) 
Response Plots: 
Figure Hl 
Flow Response to Step in Control Valve Cl 
Figure H2 
Level Response to Step in Control Valve Cl 
Figure H3 
Temp. Response to Step in Control Valve Cl 
Figure H4 
Temp. Response to Step in Control Valve Cl 
Figure H5 
Temp. Response to Step in Control Valve Cl . 
Figure H6 
Temp. Response to Step in Control Valve Cl 
Figure H7 
Temp. Response to Step in Control Valve Cl 
H.2.2) Input: Control Valve C2 









Fast (< 400 sec) 
Slow (> 500 sec) 
Level Response to Step in Control Valve C2 
Figure H9 
Temp. Response to Step in Control Valve C2 
Figure HlO 
Temp. Response to Step in Control Valve C2 
Figure Hll 
Temp. Response to Step in Control Valve C2 
Figure H12 
Temp. Response to Step in Control Valve C2 
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H.2.4) Input: Control Valve C4 




Tl •• TlO 
Response Plots: 
Figure H18 
Level Response to Step 
Figure H19 
Temp. Response to Step 
Figure H20 
Temp. Response to Step 
Figure H21 
Temp. Response to Step 
Figure H22 








Fast (< 400 sec) 
Slow (> 500 sec) 
Control Valve C4 
Control Valve C4 
Control Valve C4 
Control Valve C4 
Control Valve C4 
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H.2.5) Input: Control Valve C5 







Level Response to Step 
Figure H24 
Temp. Response to Step 
Figure H2S 
Temp. Response to Step 
Figure H26 
Temp. Response to Step 
Figure H27 








Fast (< 400 sec) 
Slow (> 500 sec) 
Control Valve cs 
Control Valve CS 
Control Valve C5 
Control Valve C5 
Control V~lve cs 
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H.2.6) Input: Control Valve C6 







Flow Response to step 
Figure H29 
Temp. Response to Step 
Figure H30 
Temp. Response to Step 
Figure H31 
Temp. Response to Step 
Figure H32 
Temp. Response to Step 
Figure H33 









Fast (< 400 sec) 
Slow (> 500 sec) 
Control Valve C6 
Control Valve C6 
Control Valve C6 
Control Valve C6 
Control Valve C6 
Control Valve C6 
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Heat Exchanger Counter-Current Process :Responses. 
[ i':] c0 c1 [units] ti@HM;• 00.0 80.0 4095 
1: Valve Ci z: Flow F1 
3: Flow FZ 
80.0 68.0 32?6 
60.0 56 .0 2457 , ,,,...,.,....--"""'~-- .. · __............._  _....~~ 
,' 
40.0 44.0 1638 ~"'~~,.:..~~~~~.;;..~3 
20 .0 32.0 819.0 
200 .0 400.0 600.0 800 .0 1000.0 
[seconds] 
Initial Output Responses: Steppin!J Control Ualve Cl 
Figure Hl: Flow Response to Step in Control Valve Cl 
Heat Exchan!Jer Counte~Current Process :Responses. 
[ i':] c0 c1 [units] 11111mm ~00.0 80.0 4095 I / ~· 1: Level L1 
~~ z: Level LZ ~ 3 : Level 13 
80.0 68.0 32?6 ' ,__.,-2 4: Level 14 . .-, .... ~ 
' ·,•;,,'·'" ' ..... ... -........ _. ·, ''-':":. ";':/<l!- : • ~· 
, . '• 
.. / 1 
60.0 56.0 2457 ./ 
. /"' 
~·-!,,,,, .. .,/'~ 
40.0 44.0 1638 
20.0 32.0 819.B 
200.0 400.0 600.0 800.0 1000.0 
[seconds] 
Initial 011tput Responses: Stepping Control Valve C1 
Figure H2: Level Response to Step in Control Valve Cl 
Heat Exchanger Counter-Current Process Responses. 
C:t.1 C°C1 Cunitsl 
14.? 28.8 680.0 
13 .2 2?.9 540.0 
11.? ~? . B 480.B 
i--....-----··· 
i--------· ---·~ ·---.....-. .....__ . 
. .._..---::::.~ 
----~; 
10.3 26.2 420.0 ~-. 
· ·~ 
·-~ 










200.0 400.e 600.0 see.a 1000.0 
[seconds] 
Initial Output Responses: Stepping Control Valve C1 
Figure HJ: Temp. Response to Step in Control Valve Cl 
Heat Exchanger Counter-Current Process Responses. 
[:I.] [ °C1 CunitsJ 1111;+;• 
26.9 36.1 1100 
1: Te10 T1 
2: Temp TB 
25.4 35.2 1040 
~.: 
.. ---........ . --....... ·---... 
23.9 34.4 980.0 ·-..__ 
~-~· ·· -. ',, _ "-~..-.....2 · ·~ --.__ 
22.5 33.5 920.0 -..........,__.__ 
·~1 
21.8 32.6 868 .8 
200.0 400.0 600.0 800.0 1000.0 
[seconds] 
Initial Output Responses: St.eppins Control Valve C1 
Figure H4: Temp. Response to Step in Control Valve Cl 
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Heat Exchanger Counter-Current Process Responses. 
[;I,] c •c1 [units] 1iAQM;t1 44.0 46 .4 1800 
1: Te11p TS 
42 .6 46.6 1?40 
41.0 44.6 1680 
. ..-.._. .. 
39.6 43.7 1620 -~-. .._. 
--.1 
38.1 42.9 1560 
200 .0 400.0 600 .0 800.0 1000.0 
[seconds] 
Initial Output Responses: Stepping Control Valve Ci 
Figure HS: Temp. Response to Step in Control Valve Cl 
Heat Exchanger Counter-Current Process Responses. 
[;I,] [°Cl [units] 1iMRM;t1 61.3 60.8 2100 
1: Te11p T7 
. __ ,_..,...,,"""~-~ .. 
. . .._.__ . 
49.8 49 .9 2040 
. ...._.. ...... ._._.....,.__ ...... ..... 
-..... ... 1 
48.4 49.0 1980 
46.9 ~.I 1920 
45.4 47.3 1860 
200 .0 400 .0 600.0 800.0 1000.0 
[seconds] 
Initial Output Responses: Stepping Control Valve C1 
Figure H6: Temp. Response to Step in Control Valve Cl 
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Heat Exchanger Countei-Current Process Responses. 
[ 1,) [°Cl [units] 11;14;11 11.0 20.0 45a.e 
t : Te11p T18 
9.52 25.7 390.0 
-...... . 8.06 24. 8 3313.0 ~. ·----·· 
~1 
c. .59 24.0 2?0 .0 
5.1 3 23.1 210.0 
200.0 400.0 600.0 800.0 1000.0 
[seconds] 
Initial Output Responses: Stepping Control Valve Ct 
Figure H7: Temp. Response to step in control Valve Cl 
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Heat Exchanger Counter-Current Process Responses. 
[Yo 1 c0 c1 Cun its] 
1&•w;rw 00.0 80.0 4895 
1: Ualve C2 
2: Level L1 
~· ... ..... .. · .,· .. . : . :.· . 3: Level L2 
80.0 68 .0 32?6 . ~t.H: .. , . . . -~-~ ... ~'Y~"i~d ' Level L3 .. • >- · :;i'. , .... · ' . . ..... . . ··-· .. 5: 
Level L4 . . ~· . 
~~-





40.0 44.0 1638 
20 .0 32.0 819 .0 
300 .0 600.0 900.0 1200 1500 
[seconds] 
Initial Output Responses: Stepping Control Valve C2 
Figure HS: Level Response to Step in Control Valve C2 
Heat Exchanger Counter-Current Process Responses . 
[Yo 1 c 0 c1 CunitsJ ''iNM;t• 15;9 29.5 650.0 
1: Ta.p Tl r.---. . 2: Temp T2 
~- J: Te11p TJ ~.._,.,,.,__. .. ·· ·-14.4 28.& 590.0 · ~· ·- ~=-z--· ··· - '4 : Te11p T9 
- · 
_ .. . , 
-
12.9 27.8 530.0 
11.5 26.9 4'?0.0 
. .. . . . - ·-···· · ·--· - ---t· - - · --· ~-~..,,1 . ¢¢ ... . . .2 
10.0 26.0 410 .0 
300. 0 b00.0 900.0 1200 1500 
[seconds] 
Initial Olltput Responses: Stepping Control Valve C2 
Figure H9: Temp. Response to Step in Control Valve C2 
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Heat Exchanger Counter-Current Process Responses. 
[:I.] ["CJ [units] 11;;wa• 28.1 36.8 1150 
1: Temp T4 z: Te11p TS 
.. 
26.6 36.0 1890 ·----: ·----.....__ - ·  --....____,.__, 
~4•• 
25.2 35.1 1030 ~ ~2 =--·--· · 
~ ---------.. 
23.7 34.2 970.0 
----........___1 
22.2 33.3 910.0 
300.0 600.0 900.0 1200 1500 
[seconds] 
Initial Output Responses: Stepping Control Valve C2 
Figure HlO: Temp. Response to Step in Control Valve C2 
Heat Exchanger Counter:-Current Process Responses. 
[:I.] C "CJ [units] 1•••w;r• 44.8 46.4 1800 
1: Te•p TS 
42.5 45.5 1740 
- -~ 
41.0 44.6 1680 ~-- ... -. 1 
39.6 43.? 1620 
38.1 42.9 1568 
300.8 600.8 900.0 1200 1500 
[seconds] 
Initial Output Responses: Stepping Control Valve CZ 
FigUre Hll: Temp. Response to Step in Control Valve C2 
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Heat Exchanger Counter-Current Process Responses. 
[:t.J c •c1 [units] 11q4;rm 
53.? 52.2 2200 . 1: Te11p T? "'-A-. .._ . 
~-
~-52.3 51.4 2140 -·· ··~-
.._ 
· """"--~ .,....,...,, -50.8 50.5 2080 . ........,.__ .__, .. .. 
·---".,.wl 
49.3 49.6 2020 
47.9 48.7 1960 
300.0 600.0 900.0 1200 1500 
[seconds] 
Initial Output Responses: Stepping Control Valve C2 
Figure H12: Temp. Response to Step in Control Valve C2 
Heat Exchanger Counter-Current Process Responses. 
[;/,] c•c1 [units] 
00.0 80.0 4895 
60 .0 56.B 2457 
20.e 32.B 819.B 
300.0 600.0 900.0 1208 1500 
[seconds] 







Figure 813: Level Response to Step in Control Valve C3 
Heat Exchanser Counter-Current Process Responses. 
[;/,] [°Cl [units] 
1?.I 30.3 ?00.0 
14.2 28.5 580.0 
12.7 2?.6 520.0 
11.2 26. 7 468.e r~ ...... ---......  _,.,,,,.~~-=--~---._:....._,_.; ___ 1 
300.0 600.0 900.0 1208 1500 
[seconds] 
Initial Omtput Responses: Stepping Control Valve CJ 




Figure 814: Temp. Response to Step in Control Valve C3 
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Heat Exchanger Counter-Current Process Hesponses. 
[;I, J c ·c1 [units] 11 .. ;11 29.3 37.& 1200 
1: Te11p T4 
~ 2: Teap T8 _..r --27.8 3&.7 1140 .... '"""""'-.,__ . 
~~""- - · ----- .. ,.. ..... .. 111111111\1 .. ... ~2 ~ ... ..... 26.4 35.8 1080 -.......... --.. -
~- .... - - ~- --- · --- ~! 
24.9 34. 9 1020 
23.4 34.1 ~.0 
300.0 600.0 900.0 1200 1580 
[seconds] 
Initial Output Responses: Stepping Control Valve C3 
Figure H15: Temp. Response to Step in Control Valve C3 
Heat Exchanger Counter-Current Process Hesponses. 
[ ;1,] C •CJ [units] •IMAM;d 46.4 47 .8 1900 
1: Te11p TS 
44.9 47.0 1840 __.._ 
~--...,.- ........ ,_ 
...... 
43.5 46.1 1780 -..........._ -.. _ 
~. ·-· -42.0 45.2 1?20 ~---1 
40.5 44,3 1660 
300.0 600.0 900.0 1200 1580 
[seconds] 
Initial Output Responses: Stepping Control Valve C3 
Figure H16: Temp. Response to Step in Control Valve C3 
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Heat Exchanger Counter-Current Process Hesponsea. 
[;',] c•c1 Cunitsl ,;;;pp;• 
6€..2 63.? 2398 
1: Te11p T7 
64.? 52.8 2240 
... 
· ·-~1 53.2 51.9 2180 _,r'"'': 
~:·; ~-..-· .. -~~ 
:..Al -· -'-Ur . •• - ...... ;. • . . ... ~ -~·-·-~
51.8 51.1 2120 
50.3 50.2 2060 
300.0 600.0 900.0 1200 1500 
[seconds] 
Initial Output Responses: Stepping Control Valve C3 
Figure Hl7: Temp. Response to Step in Control Valve C3 
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Heat Exchanger Counter-Current Process Responses. 
[;I,] Co CJ [units] ••uw;rw 00.0 80.0 4095 ~ 
/ 1: Valve C4 z: Level L1 - - . . . - ·~~ ~ 3: Level L2 80 .0 68 .0 32?6 
~ .~ 4: Level L3 s: Level L4 
60 .0 56.0 2457 ~ 
~3 
40.0 4"4.0 1638 I 1 
20.0 32.0 819.0 
360.0 720.0 1080 1440 1800 
[seconds] 
Initial Output Responses: Stepping Control Valve C4 
Figure 818: Level Response to Step in Control Valve C4 
Heat . Exchanger Counter--Current Process Responses. 
[:I,] [°CJ [units] tiWH$jtN 
18.3 31.0 ?50.0 
·- 1: Te11p Tl - . - iz: Te11p TZ ~ 
·-- ....... ·- .. .. . -- -· . 3: Te11p T3 
16 .8 30.l 690.0 4: Temp T9 
15.4 29.2 630.0 
13 .9 28.4 570.0 
12.5 2?.5 510.0 .. I 
- ·- ·-·- 2 
360.0 720 .0 1080 1440 1800 
[seconds] 
Initial 01ltput Responses : Stepping Control Valve C4 
Figure H19: Temp. Response to Step in Control Valve C4 
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Heat Exchanger Counter-Current Process Responses. 
[;I,] c0 c1 [units] 11;144:• 31. 7 39.0 1300 
1: Tet1p T1 
' 2. Te11p TS 
~·..-;.;-
30 .3 38. 2 1240 
~......___ _ .· . 
~-~ · ----·---. · - -··~ ·~
28 .8 37.3 1180 r--____ . --·-..--.....____ 
-~- ·· 1 .... . ·-. 
27.4 36 .4 1120 
25.9 35.5 1060 
360 .0 720.0 1090 1440 !!Bl 
[seconds] 
Initial Oatput Responses : Stepping Control Valve C4 
Figure H20: Temp. Response to Step in Control Valve C4 
Heat Exchanger Counter-Current Process Responses. 
[:I.] c0 c1 [units] ·•;w;rw 48.8 49.3 2000 
1: Te11p TS 
47.4 48.4 1940 -
~\ 
.. 
' ·-~! 45 .9 "17. 5 1880 -......__ -~·· . -.... .._. __ ........,_ ~··· . . 
44. 4 "46 .? 18:20 
43.0 45.8 1760 
360.0 ?20.0 1088 1440 l!Bl 
[seconds] 
Initial Output Responses: Stepping Control Valve C4 
Figure H21: Temp. Response to Step in Control Valve C4 
Heat Exchanger Counter-Current Process Responses. 
[:.<] c·c1 [units] 
56.2 53.? 2300 
54.? 52.8 2240 
53.2 51. 9 2180 
51.8 51.1 2120 
50. 3 50.2 20&0 
360.0 ?20.0 1080 1440 1800 
[seconds] 
Initial Output Responses: Stepping Control Valve C4 
1•1•1w;rw 
1: Temp T7 
Figure 822: Temp. Response to Step in Control Valve C4 
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Heat Exchanger Counter-Current Process Res onses. 
[:;,] c•c1 [units] ii41P8 ;• 00.0 s0.0 4095 
80.0 68.0 32?6 
60.0 56.0 2457 
40.0 4'4.0 1638 
20.e 32,0 s19.0 
F:,;:;;ai~~~~""""'\~ii..· ...a..rfl.-::::::....-:::::--::-:::-::-::::-::~--:_-_:_-_ -_:-_ -_-:,.....__ . · 
5 1: Valve CS 3 z: Level Ll 
3: Level LZ 
4: Level L3 
5: Level 14 
200 .0 400.0 600.0 800.0 1000.0 
[seconds] 
Initial Output Responses: Stepping Control Valve CS 
Figure H23: Level Response to Step in Control Valve C5 
Heat Exchanger Counter-Current Process Responses. 
[:;,] c•c1 [units] ''"'•;• 19.5 31.? see.a 1: Te11p Tl 
I ,....;..4 z: Temp T2 _._,... 3: Te11p T3 •.. ,.... 
--~':.:.. !ah. . :;: . . . 3 
IS.I 30.8 ?40.B -· .. . . . . . ' . . . . ·~- · . .. 4: Temp T9 .. 
16.6 30.0 680.0 
15.l 29 . 1 629.0 
13.7 28.2 668.8 
< 
· · ~ . - ·· - -. -··--
200.0 400.0 600.0 800.8 1000.0 
[seconds] 
Initial Odput Responses: Stepping Control Valve C5 
Figure H24: Temp. Response to Step in Control Valve C5 
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Heat Exchanger Counter-Current Process Responses. 
[:I.] c0 c1 [units] ••a•;w;nw 34 .2 40.5 1400 
1: Te11p T4 
2: Te11p T8 
32.? 39.6 1340 
....--.. 
,,. .,,,,. ""'"'-:--~ ... _.:.2 ..-
31.3 38.8 1280 ./ .... -. ..-....... ~I --
29 .8 3?.9 1220 
,.,,,,,----- ·-- -....... ----
28.3 3?.0 1160 
200. 0 400 .0 600 .0 800.0 1000.0 
[seconds] 
Initial Output Responses: Stepping Control Valve CS 
Figure H25: Temp. Response to Step in Control Valve C5 
Heat Exchanger Counter-Current Process Responses. 
(:1.] c·c1 CunitsJ 1•aawam 48.8 49.3 2080 
1: Te11p TS 
. __..... 
~~--.. ~ .. -- .,.... - ' "' · 4?.4 48.4 1940 "\ ""'-· _,.,,-· '"'V\. --- ~-· --,1 ...... --vr 
45.9 47.5 1880 
44.4 46.7 1820 
43.8 45.8 1160 
200. 0 400.0 600.0 800.0 1000.0 
[seconds] 
Initial Output Responses : Stepping Control Valve CS 
Figure H26: Temp. Response to step in Control Valve C5 
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Heat Exchanger Counter-Current Pr.ocess Respo11ses. 
[ ~] c •c1 Cun its] l tlmlllaDI 61. l 56.6 2500 ,/ 1: Te11p T7 
i 
/ 
59.6 55 .8 2440 .! .l 
,/ .. , .r . r .; , 
58. l 54.9 2380 
.; 
,,; , .. ,. 
r ·,.: 
,..,. 
j =:.. .J 
r .... l.~"'. _; 56.? 54.0 2320 ./ ... ~. 








~ ' .. A_r 
200.0 400.0 600.0 800.0 1000.0 
[seconds] 
Initial Output Responses: Stepping Control Valve cs 
Figure 827: Temp. Response to Step in Control Valve C5 
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Heat Exchanger Counter-Current Process Responses. 
[:/.) C ° Cl [units] tllll•ill 00.0 80.0 4895 
1: Valve C6 
~~ .. . ;).~ · ,_ :"· ..... ,t,,6;.~ . .:.~~~:i.;,..r::,r./~~~~..; ~:::.~!._,;: ... ~\...;..,.~.:.:.;',,/~;.~ 
;,.,"<.J,r~ " ~"-·""' ' . •' "( • . . . 2: Flow F2 
80.0 68.0 32?6 : .. 
60.0 56.0 2457 
..;.;~~/~.,,...,.}._.;,.. 
l 
40.0 44.0 1638 
20.0 32.0 819.0 
160 .0 320 .0 480.0 640.0 800.0 
[seconds] 
Initial Output Responses: Steppin!J Control Valve C6 
Figure 828: Flow Response to Step in Control Valve C6 
Heat Exchan!Jer Counter-Current Process Responses. 
[:;,] [ ocJ Cunitsl 
36.6 42.0 1500 
1: Te11p Tl 
2: Temp T2 
3: Te11p T3 
31.? 39.0 1300 4: Tettp T9 
26.9 36.1 1100 
22.0 33. 2 980. 0 --=====r 
17.1 30.3 708.0 
160 .0 320.0 480.0 640.0 800.0 
[seconds] 
Initial Output Responses: Steppin!J Control Valve C6 
Figure 829: Temp. Response to Step in Control Valve C6 
Heat Exchanrer Counte!'-Current Process Res onses. 
[;1,J c·c1 [units] 
58.6 55.2 24'!0 
53.? 52.2 2290 
48.8 49 .3 2000 
44.0 46.4 1800 
39. 1 
160.0 328.e 480.0 6"8.e see.a 
[seconds] 
Initial Output Responses: Steppinf Control Valve C6 
1141;+;• 
1: Temp T4 
2: T111p T8 
Figure HJO: Temp. Response to Step in Control Valve C6 
Heat Exchan er Counter-:-Current Process Res onses. 
[;1,) [°CJ [units] 
?B.S 62 .5 29la0 
65.9 59.6 2?00 
61. 1 56.6 26a0 
56.2 53.? Z300 
51 .3 se.a 21ee 
160.0 328.e e.0 640.e see.a 
[seconds] 
Initial Output Responses: Steppint Control Valve C6 
•&•+;• 
t : Teap TS 
Figure H31: Temp. Response to Step in Control Valve C6 
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Heat Exchanger Counter-Current Process Responses. 
[;/,] [°C1 (units] 
83.0 69.8 3400 
?8. t 6o.9 3200 
73.3 i:,4. 0 3830 
E.8.4 01.8 2800 
E.3 .5 58.1 2600 
( 
160 .0 320.0 480.0 E.40.0 800.0 
[seconds] 
Initial Output Responses: Stepping Control Valve C6 
, .•. ,. 
1: Te11p T7 
Figure H32: Temp. Response to Step in Control Valve C6 
Heat Exchanger Counter-Current Process Responses. 
[;/,] [°C] [units] 
01.3 80.8 4150 
99.9 ?9.9 4890 
98.4 79.0 "'830 
%.9 78.2 3970 




160.8 320.0 480.0 E.40.0 800.0 
[seconds] 
Initial Output Responses: Stepping Control Valve C6 
,,.,.,. 
1: Temp T6 




MODEL Gc(s): VALVES INPUTS TO FLOW AND LEVEL OUTPUTS 
In this appendix, the diagonal elements of Gc(s) relating the 
control valve inputs to the appropriate flow and level 
outputs are determined. 
Plots of the appropriate output responses to the stepping of 
e a ch input are shown in figures Il to !12. The transfer 
functions characterizing each response are also evaluated and 
quoted with each plot. 
Each transfer function element to be determined is indicated 
in table Il, together with the input stepped and output 
response observed in determining the element. The table also 
assigns a label to each plot. 
Element Input output Figure 
gcij(S) Stepped Observed Humber 
gc11(s) Cl(s) Fl(s) Il 
gc11(s) Cl(s) Fl(s) !2 
gc22(s) C2(s) L4(s) !3 
gc33(S) C3(s) L3(s) !4 
gc33(S) C3(s) L3(s) !5 
9C44(S) C4(s) L2(s) !6 
gc55(s) C5(s) Ll(s) I7 
gc55(S) C5(s) Ll(s) !8 
gc55(s) C5(s) Ll(s) !9 
gc55(S) CS(s) Ll(S) IlO 
gc66(s) C6(s) F2(s) Ill 
gc66(s) C6(s) F2(s) Il2 
I.1) Collll.ents on Test Data and Modelling Approach 
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I.1.1) Bad Data 
The level response data presented in figures I7, I8 and I9 
reveal an anomaly. The irregular data points occur when the 
level in tank Tl drops to below 40%. These points are due to 
splashing when the impeller of stirrer Sl is no longer 
submerged deeply enough beneath the surf ace of the water in 
the tank. The points are thus not a true reflection of the 
actual level in the tank, and are neglected as bad 
measurement data. Once the level has dropped to below 20%, 
the impeller emerges from the surface of the water, and no 
longer has an effect on the level measurement. Data points 
indicating a level of below 20% can once again be regarded a 
a true representation of the level in the tank. 
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The level in any tank is usually kept above 50%, so the 
effects of splashing will not normally present a problem. 
If, however it is required that the levels should be kept 
below 50%, the problem of stirrer splashing will have to be 
addressed. 
below: 
Possible solutions to this problem are listed 
(a) Modify shape of stirrer impeller so as to reduce 
splashing effects. 
(b) Turn stirrers off as soon as the level measurement 
drops to below 50%. 
I.1.2) Neglecting of High Frequency Dynamics 
Figures Il, I2, Ill and Il2 show that the flow responses have 
high frequency sinusoidal components superimposed on · their 
dominant first order response curves. These components are 
neglected in the modelling of the flow response as they are 
minor components of the overall response curve 
aimed to keep the transfer function models as 
possible. 




I.2) Presentation and Analysis of Response Data 
I.2.1) Stepping Valve Cl, Observing Response of Flow Fl 
The open loop response of flow output Fl to a step change in 
the control valve input Cl is shown in figure Il 
Heat Exchanger Counter-Current Process Responses. 
[percent] or CdegCJ 
95.0 
139 .5_, 3'1. 5 
l~ - f tt I 
85.0 '.,~ ." 
f' ' ·""' 
rJ:1 .o 31>.o 
/ 
7f ., 
75.0 l 5 0 
73 .IJ ............................ . 
]0 .0 
~1 - 0 
65.0 






. ~ .. . 
•, .. .. · .. 
53.0 -················· ·· ··· ·· ···· ·· ······ ·········· ············· ······ · ·· ·· ················ ··············· ···· .. ..... ! 
~~ .o 
'F• 
189.0 i'\ S 210.0 24£!.a 
::.I.. [secondsJ 
Heat Exchanger Responses 
1: Valve C6 
z: Flow F2 
· ~ .. ...., 
• ·, . " J 
, •o • • ' I , ·, 1 
. ./ 













Figure Il: Open Loop Response and Fitted Transfer 
Function : gc11 (s) 
Transfer Function: 
-1.98 
= Delay = 0.0 sec 
1 + 4.6s 
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I.2.1) Continued ••. 
The open loop response of flow output Fl to a step change in 
the control valve input Cl is shown in figure I2 
Heat Exchanger Counter-Current Process Responses. 
10<> 
[percent] or [degCJ 
~:~H· _· . ~ .. ..... o . 25" ...... -'._.. . 
~ d ~ e.s.e I~~ 
~ ., • !.. ~ tc. 
I 
/ 'l ."- - - - . ~\ 
75.0 - 17- . n .o - ---- ------- ______ _J 
71 .c; -
~ .~ :: . ')( )( ~ >(. <-:-:'.'::":";;::~~ . . . . . . 
t.5.0 -l"7.. 1'<.)'<.><,,C. )< . ~ . .,...,.,~~~~ - -· ~.~: ... : . : - ... ~ ... ~; .• ~ 
55.0 
s~ .o 1-----_,• 
[ , I l I 
000.0 ~.B ~.0 100.:•.0 
[seconds] 
Heat Exchanger Responses 
t1:tBJ;tiS 
1: Valve Cf, 
2: flow F2 
',l"Y) - '' · 
, 
'1 ">'; "'7 '/ ·l. .I 
y ,,. , , .s ./ 
~ · ~ ..... I ./ 
~ · :- - ~ '- . ~ 
./ 
,, 1 1; - <.:; . t. ./ 
/' ., i:t I. $" 0 ./ 
y . , t. to . ?. 
i''.·..., L. •.• . ~ 
I ',' ~ ,, ~ 
~ . .. (. ( , , 
.. ,,..., ... ( ~ , . , , 
··r r..,. , '· '' ';; 
I !~ (' -
'"r ~· ,.. r.•. -
,.., .,, 
~· · . n,.,,.,. ' .. . · 
SC • l( ' l.1 "'. , ~S' 
:.-:> I o1, .a S' t1 : 2 
So I i 'lo ' 3 t. · {, 
' 
Figure 12: Open Loop Response and Fitted Transfer 
Function : gc11(s) 
Transfer Function: 
-1.35 
= Delay = o.o sec 
1 + 7.4s 
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I.2.2) Stepping Valve C2, Observing Response of Level L4 
The open loop response of level output L4 to a step change in 
the control valve input C2 is shown in figure !3 
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Figure 13: Open Loop Response and Fitted Transfer 
Transfer Function: 
8.5 
= Delay = o.o sec 









I.2.J) Stepping Valve CJ, Observing Response of Level LJ 
The open loop response of level output LJ to a step change in 
the control valve input CJ is shown in figure !4 
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Figure I4: Open Loop Response and Fitted Transfer 
Function : gc33 (s) 
Transfer Function: 
8.5 
= Delay = 20.0 sec 
1 + J90s 
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I.2.3) Continued ••. 
The open loop response of level output L3 to a step change in 
the control valve input CJ is shown in figure IS 
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Figure IS: Open Loop Response and Fitted Transfer 
Function : gc33 (s) 
Transfer Function: 
3.5 
= Delay = 10.0 sec 
1 + 519s 
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I.2.4) Stepping Valve C4, Observing Response of Flow L2 
The open loop response of level output L2 to a step change in 
the control valve input C4 is shown in figure !6 
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Figure I6: Open Loop Response and Fitted Transfer 
Function : gc44 Cs) 
Transfer Function: 
6.7 
= Delay = 10.0 sec 
1 + 490s 
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I.2.5) Continued ••• 
. The open loop response of level output Fl to a step change _in 
the control valve input cs is shown in figure IS 
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Figure 18: Open Loop Response and Fitted Transfer 
Function : qc55 (s) 
Transfer Function: 
5.1 
gc55(S) = Delay = 35.0 sec 
1 + 339s 
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I.2.5) Continued ••• 
The open loop response of level output Fl to a step change in 
the control valve input cs is shown in figure I9 
Heat Exchanger Counter-Current Process Responses. 
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Figure I9: Open Loop Response and Fitted Transfer 
Function : gc55 ( s ), 
Transfer Function: 
13.1 
= Delay = 13.1 sec 
1 + 370s 
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I.2.5) Continued 
The open loop response of level output Fl to a step change in 
the control valve input CS is shown in fiqure IlO 
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I.2.6) Stepping Valve C6, Observing Response of Flow F2 
The open loop response of flow output F2 to a step change in 
the control valve input CG is shown in figure Ill. 
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Figure Ill: Open Loop Response and Fitted Transfer 
Function : qc66(s) 
Transfer Function: 
-1.33 
= Delay = o.o sec 
1 + 7.5s 
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I.2.6) Continued .•. 
The open loop response of flow output F2 to a step change in 
the control valve input C6 is shown in figure I12. 
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Figure 112: Open Loop Response and Fitted Transfer 
Function : qc66 (s) 
Transfer Function: 
-1.05 
= Delay = o.o sec 
1 + 5.0s 
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APPENDIX J 
DESIGN PLOTS OBTAINED FOR THE ADOPTED ELEMENTS OF Kc(s) 
The design of PI compensator element kc33 (s) by applying 
Nyquist analysis techniques on element gc33 ( s) is shown in 
section 3. 4. 2 of this dissertation. The technique for the 
design of the remaining elements kci j ( s) ( i = j = 1. . 6) of 
Kc ( s) is identical. The fallowing steps are taken in the 
design of each element (for i = j = 1 .. 6): 
(i) Simulation of Uncompensated Open Loop System 
The simulated O/L output response to a unit step in the 
input for the appropriate transfer function element 
gcij(s) is observed. The O/L response time and steady-
state gain is observed from this plot. 
(ii) Nyquist Plot for Uncompensated System 
The polar nyquist plot for the uncompensated element 
gcij(s) is then produced, from which the feedback 
properties for the uncompensated system are predicted. 
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(iii) Specification of Suitable PI Controller 
An appropriate PI compensator kcij(s) is decided on for 
gcij(s), based on the nyquist plot for gcij(s). 
(iv) Nyquist Plot for Compensated System 
The nyquist plot for 
qci j ( s) = gci j ( s) kci j ( s) 
the compensated element 
is produced. The feedback 
properties of the compensated process are observed from 
this plot. 
(v) Simulation of Compensated Closed Loop System 
The simulated C/L output response to a unit step in the 
setpoint for the appropriate transfer function element 
hcij(s) = qcij(s) I (l + qcij(s)) is observed. The C/L 
response time and steady-state gain is observed from 
this plot. 
It would be tedious to repeat the design discussion presented 
in section 3.4.2 for each element, as the design procedure is 
identical. For this reason, only the appropriate design 
plots are shown in this appendix for the design of each 
element. These plots are shown in figures Jl to J24. 




















Figure Jl: Simulated Open loop Time Response of Flow Fl to a 
Unit Step in Control Valve Cl 
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Figure J2: Nyquist Plot for erement gc11 (jw) of Gc(s) 
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Figure JJ: Nyquist Plot for Element qc11 (jw) 
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Figure J4: Simulated Closed Loop Time Response of Flow Fl to 
a Unity step in its Setpoint 
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Figure J5: Simulated Open loop Time Response of Level L4 to 
a Unit Step in Control Valve C2 
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Figure JS: Simulated Closed Loop Time Response of Level L4 
to a Unity Step in its Setpoint 
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Figure J9: Simulated Open loop Time Response of Level L3 to 
a Unit Step in Control Valve C3 
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Figure Jll: Nyquist Plot for Element qc33 (jw) 
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Figure J12: Simulated Closed Loop Time Response of Level L3 
to a Unity Step in its Setpoint 
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Figure JlJ: Simulated Open loop Time Response of Level L2 to 
a Unit Step in Control Valve C4 
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Figure J15: Nyquist Plot for Element qc44 (jw) 
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Figure J16: Simulated Closed Loop Time Response of · Level L2 
to a Unity step in its Setpoint 
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Figure J17: Simulated Open loop Time Response of Level Ll to 
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Figure J20: Simulated Closed Loop Time Response of Level Ll 
to a Unity Step in its setpoint 
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Figure J21: Simulated Open loop Time Response of Flow F2 to a 
Unit Step in Control Valve C6 
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Figure J22: Nyquist Plot for eleaent gc66 (jw) of Gc(s) 
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Figure J23: Nyquist Plot for Ele•ent qc66 (jw) 
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Figure J24: Simulated Closed Loop Ti•e Response of Flow F2 to 
a Unity Step in its Setpoint 
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APPENDIX K 
FLOW AND LEVEL RESPONSES WITH CASCADE COMPENSATOR Kc(s) 
Figures Kl to K12 show the closed loop process responses to 
the S'tepping of the flow and level setpoints, with the 
cascade compensator Kc(s) implemented in the control loop. 
Each even numbered plot shows the response of a particular 
o_utput to the indicated step in its set point. 
Each odd numbered plot shows the response of the process 
outputs (levels) affected by a step change in this particular 
setpoint. The interactive coupling between this setpoint and 
the other loops in the system can be determined from- these 
responses. 
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Heat Exchanger Counter-Current Process Responses. 
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Figure K2: Interaction caused by Stepping Fl Setpoint 
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Heat Exchanger Counter-Current Process Responses. 
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Figure K5: Closed Loop (with Kc(s)) Response of LJ 
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Figure K6: Interaction Caused by Stepping LJ Setpoint 
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Heat Exchan!Jer Counter-Current Process Responses. 
[:I.] C°CJ CunitsJ 
·1111m•• 09.0 80.0 4095 
1: Level L2 
2: Level L2 
95.l ??.l 3895 
90.2 74. I ~95 
~-... -r· .. 
85.3 71.2 3495 ·.. Out. pvl::-
". / 
-•, 
80.5 68.3 3295 '• .. T------~···~:::~.~:::::::::::=::~:::::=:::=~:~=:: =:::::::=::::::::;::::::::;:;f 
St-l:po;ni:-
49.8 99.6 149.4 199.2 249.0 
[seconds] 
C/L Response of Level L2 to -18:1. (418 unit) Step in Setpoint 
Figure K7: Closed Loop (with Kc(s)) Response of L2 
Heat Exchanwer Counter-Current Process Hes onses. 
MMIQM d8'-IM. p+llM!lil 
CunitsJ = 8:8:1., 211:: 4895:188:1., 88~CunitsJ = 8:8:1., 28 c; 4895: 188'1., ae•c 
4096 23 4096 




[units] = 8:8~. 2e•c; 4895:188~. 
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Figure KS: Interaction caused by stepping L2 Setpoint 
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Heat Exchanger Counter-Current Process Responses. 
[:I.] [°CJ [units] 
lilll!l~ll 00.0 80.0 4095 
i: Level Li z: Level L1 
95 . l 77.1 3895 
90 .2 74.1 3695 ... ,.T 
85.3 71.2 3495 
.. / 
Ou tpvl: 
80.5 68.3 3295 - ______ :::;:::=;::~=;~~~~~~~~=~=~=~ _,,,_, __ _ ,,, , __ ;.., :::··-···---
J ·- .. .... --.- ····-.. 
S<.~p.,;" t-
39 .8 79 .6 119.4 159.2 199.0 
[seconds] 
CIL Response of Level Li to -i8:.t. (410 unit) Step in Set point 
Figure K9: Closed Loop (with Kc(s)) Response of Ll 
Heat Exchanger Counter-Current Process Responses. 
1:I11p C2Ld 2 : 0ut L4L.1 3:Set L4hl 1:lnp CSLl 2:0ut L1Ld 3:Set L1£?.l 
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.__ ____________ """'_ .r s J 
40.0 80.0 120.0 160.0 '"'"' 0 
1:I11p CJ[·cJ ,'. : 011t U[ · .. J 3:Set LJl":l 
[units]= 0:ex, 20•c: 4895:i88x, en•c [units] = 0:8x, 28°C: 4895:188x, 00•c 
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Figure KIO: Interaction Caused by Stepping Ll Setpoint 
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Heat Exchanger Counter-Current Process Responses. 
[:I.] [°CJ [units] 
11111•~· 00.0 80.0 4095 
1: Valve C6 
2: Flow F2 
3: Flow FZ 
80.0 68.0 32?6 . ... . . . . Se~ po 1t\ e 
J 1/', .. '"' "' .. ::: ::;:: ::: ;::::::: ::: :: :::: ! ;: ;!:: : , ,,::: ::=:f Iripl) 1: .. . 
60.0 56.0 2457 
. ""-
'40.0 44.0 1638 , · • :. ... ... / Ovl:pvt 
'-- - ./ 
20.0 32.0 819.0 
20.0 40.0 68.0 80.0 100.0 
[seconds] 
CIL Response of Flow F2 to +38:1. ( 1238 unit) Step in Set point 
Fi~e Kll: Closed Loop (with Kc(s)) Response of F2 
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4095 
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(!(. RP·~··111 ~ P. CU<1l\'t' ;.:~:tir1 · Pr 1. IPvP! f"fl11w 1:TP.mper•t111·r ------------------------
Figure K12: Interaction Caused by stepping F2 Setpoint 
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APPENDIX I... 
SENSITIVITY MATRICES FOR GENERALIZED CONTROL SYSTEM 
Ll) Plant output Sensitivity 
Suppose that the nominal model for a process, represented by 
G0 (s), differs from the true model G(s) due to changes 










I - s02 (s) 






If the nominal transmission matrix ToYR(s) characterizing the 
response of the process outputs to the process setpoints, is 
defined as: 







The component of the response of the outputs resulting from 
perturbations in the setpoints, YR(s), is given by: 
= (LS) 
then, 
= (I+ L2(s))-1G(s)K(s)P(s)R(s) 
so, dropping the function identifier (s) and rearranging, 
(I + L2)YR 






{I+ (I+ &(G))-1G0KF}YR = 
applying (L4): 
{I+ (I+ &(G))-1Lo2}YR = 
Multiplying both sides by (I+ L02 )-l(I + 6(G)), we get: 
{(I+ Lo2)-1 (I + 6(G)) + (I+ Lo2)-1Lo2}YR 
= (I + Lo2)-1GoKPR 
applying (L2) and (L3): 
{So2(I + &(G)) + To2}YR 
applying (L5) and rearranging, 
= 
= 
so, restoring identifier (s) and rearranging, 
= 





{I + s02 (s)6(G(s)}-1ToYR(s) 




L2) Plant Input (Control) Sensitivity 
Suppose that the nominal model for a process, represented by 
G0 (s), differs from the true model G(s) due to changes 










(I + Lo1Csn-1 
I - s01 (s) 






If the nominal transmission matrix ToUR(s) characterizing the 
response of the process inputs to the process setpoints, is 
defined as: 





T01 (s)c5(G(s)) (L18) 
Proof: 
The component of the response of the inputs resulting from 
perturbations in the setpoints, UR(s), is given by: 
= TUR(s)R(s) (L19) 
then, 
= 
so, dropping the function identifier (s) and rearranging, 
(I + L1 )UR 






{I+ KFGo(I + c5(G))}YR 
applying (L15): 
{I+ L01 (I + c5(G))}UR 
= KPR 
= KPR 
Multiplying both sides by (I+ L01 )-
1 , we get: 
{(I + Lo1)-1 + (I + Lo1)-1Lo1(I + c5{G))}UR 
= (I + Lo1 )-1KPR 
applying (L13) and (L14): 
{Soi+ Toi(I + 6(G))}UR = 
{Soi+ (I - Soi)(I + 6(G))}UR = 
applying (L16) and rearranging, 
= 
applying (L14), 
{I + ToicS(G)}UR = TotmR 
so, restoring identifier (s) and rearranging, 
= 




{I + Toi(s)6(G(s)}-1T0UR(s) 
{I+ 6(TUR(s))}-1ToUR(s) 






OPTCAD SYSTEM INFORMATION 
Ml) OPTCAD System Subroutines 
A table of the OPTCAD system subroutine names follows on the 
next page. The name of each subroutine, together with the 
file in which it is located and the page in the appendix on 
which it is listed, is given in the table. 
342 
OPTCAD Syste1 Subroutines 
Ha.e File De8cription Page 
anal ANAL.FOR Performance Index Analysis Menu Driver 344 
concal CONCAL.FOR State Feedback Control Law Calculation 344 
create CREATE.FOR Drive Performance Index Creation Menu 345 
dist DIST.FOR Inject Disturbances into Plant 345 
disvop DISVOP.FOR Display Which Perf. Index Plot to Observe 346 
excuse EXCUSE.FOR Utility for Program Development 347 
filovw FILOVW.FOR Confirm Overwriting of File 347 
gauin GAUIN.FOR Obtain Specifications of Gaussian Noise/Dist 347 
getf il GETFIL.FOR Obtain Filename from User 348 
getset GETSET.FOR Get Specs of Perturbations on Each Channel 349 
inicad INICAD.FOR Initialize Program Parameters 350 
inidat INIDAT.FOR Block Data Section Initializing Package Data 350 
intper INTPER.FOR Integrate Perf. Indices over Frequency Range 351 
jwiat JWKAT.FOR Create a Complex Matrix jwI 353 
keydat KEYDAT.FOR Assign Values of Keys on Keyboard to Varibles 354 
lbs LBS.FOR Utility Routine for Riccati Equation Solution 354 
maknam MAKNAJl.FOR Construct Filename, Including Path Name 355 
nindin HINDIN.FOR Drive Gauss/Sinusoidal Perturb selection Menu 356 
noidis NOIDIS.FOR Specify Sinusoidal Noise/Disturbance Options 356 
noise NOISE.FOR Generate Gaussian or Sinusoidal Noise 357 
obssta OBSSTA.FOR calculate Observer States 357 
optcad OPTCAD.FOR Initialize Program and Present Main Menu 358 
optkc OPTKC. FOR Synthesize Optimal LQ Controller Gain Matrix 359 
optkf OPTKF.FOR Synthesize Optimal Kalman Gain Matrix 360 
per cal PERCAL.FOR Calculate Performance Index Data 362 
per opt PEROPT.FOR Obtain Performance Index Plotting Options 366 
perplt PERPLT.FOR View Specific Perf Index Data Plot and Analysis 368 
343 
OPl'CAD Syste1 Subroutines 
late File Description Page 
perset PERSET.FOR Perturb Setpoint Gaussianly or Sinusoidally 369 
pi plot PIPLOT.FOR View Group of Perf Index Data Plots and Analysis 370 
pldat PLDAT.FOR Block Data containing Plotting Data 371 
precal PRECAL.FOR Calculates Precompensator for S-state Tracking 372 
pros ta PROSTA.FOR Calculate Process states 373 
setper SETPER.FOR Specify Sinus. Setp. Perturb. Options 374 
sinin SININ.FOR Drive Sinusoid Perturbation Menu 375 
synth S'iNTH.FOR Call LQG Synthesis Procedures 375 
togdty TOGDTY.FOR Toggle output of State Selection 376 
togopt TOGOPT.FOR User Toggle Yes/No Option Flag 376 
togvop TOGVOP.FOR Toggle Performance Index Plot View Option 377 
218' 
16. Zames G. Feedback and Optimal Sensitivity: Modal 
reference transformations. multiplicative seminorms and 
approximate inverses, IEEE Trans. Aut. Contr., 1981, AC-
2 6 ' ( 2 ) ' pp . 301-3 2 0 • 
c 
C FILE : ANAL . FOR 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Clf KODULB HAKE ana1 
CA FUNCTIOM Performance Index Anal ysis Menu Driv er 
cs CALL SEQUENCE ca11 ana1 () 
CI INPUT PARAXETERS None 
CO OUTPUT PARAMETERS Hone 
CG GLOBAL VARIABLES Inc1ude f11ee: runvar.inc 
C Common blocks : / v iew / v op 
CM MODULES CAL4ED Fortran inmenu, wrhead,peropt ,create,toqopt, 
c p1p1ot,data 
C Assembler: DOXENU , ~TST~,ERTONE,LEVEL,INKEY 
CE ERROR CONDITIONS Ho ne 
cc COKKEMTS Initializes menu screens and drives performance 
c i ndex analyaia menu . 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
subroutine ana1 () 
1mp11c1t integer•2 ( D) 
$ i nclude: 'runva.r.inc' 
i nteger vop,iopt,ixpos,ikey 
i nteger•2 opt13 
c ommon / view/ v op 
99 c ontinue 
ca11 inmenu() 
c Write heading. ( wrhead.for - ig1ib.1ib) 
c a11 wrhead(0,(720-45•9) / 2,35,45, 
+ 'Performance Index Data Creat i on and Analysis . ' ) 
c Get chosen option. ( domenu.asm - ig1ib.1ib ) 
opt13 - DOKEHU(13) 
c B1ank o ver headinq. (uti1 . aam - i g1ib.1ib) 
ca11 WRTSTR(0, ( 720-45•9) / 2, 35,45, 
+ , 
if ( opt13 . eq . 1 ) then 
cal.1 peropt ( ) 
e1aeif (opt13.eq.2) then 
if (( . not.1qaf1) . and. (. not . deaf1)) then 
ca11 create ( ) 
e1se 
if ( 1qgf1) then 
1qaf1 - . true . 
else 
deaf1 - .true. 
endif 
cal.1 ERTONE ( ) 
ca11 LEVEL(O ) 
cal.1 WRTSTR ( 0, ((720 - 41•9 ) / 2 ) ,200,41, 
') 





iopt - 1 
ikey - 1 
ixpoa - ( ( 7 20 - 41*9 ) / 2) + 42•9 
ca11 togopt(iopt,ixpoa,200,ikey ) 
i f (iopt.eq.O ) cal.1 create ( ) 
ca11 i;raTsTR(0, ((720 - 37* 9 ) / 2 ), 200,37, 
endif 
e1aeif ( opt13 . eq.3) then 
if (deaf1.or.1qaf1 ) then 
ca11 intper ( ) 
else 
if ( vop.eq.O) then 
ca1l. pip1ot ( ) 
•1•• 
cal.1 perp1t ( vop ) 
endif 
cal.l. ERTONE() 
ca11 LEVEL ( O) 
ca1l. WRTSTR(0, ( ( 7 20 - 3 7 •9 ) / 2),200 , 37, 
' Ho A.na1yaia Data Present f or Plotting') 
cal.l. LEVEL(1) 
key - nntEY ( 1 ) 
cel.1 ~TSTR(0, ((7 20 - 3 7 • 9 ) / 2),200,37, 
endif 
e1••if (opt13 . eq.4) then 
cal.l. deta() 
el.••if (opt13.ne.0) then 
oa1l. l!RTONB() 
endi1! 
























VERSION BY DATE =MXl!NT 
1.1 Anton de Waa1 0 5 / 0 1 / 90 Pina1 Commenting 
PI LEND .............•............... ......................•........•................ 
PILE : : COHCA L . FOR ............................................................................. 
MODULE NAME c onc a i 
FUNCTION State Feedba c k Control Law C41cu1ation 
CALL SEQUENCE ca11 c onc al ( ) 
INPUT PAJUJIETERS None 
OUTPUT PARAKETERS Hone 














Takea actual (if obeinc • 1) or obaerved states ( ir 
obainc • 0 ) , mu1tip1iea the statea by feedback gain 
matrix kc, &nd subtracts th• reaulta rrom the closed 
1oop inputs (vn) to rea1ize the state feedback 






order• int(ayst(4 ) ) 
dima • int(ayst ( 5 )) 
do l.00 i • l., dima 
if (obslnc.eq.l.) then 
lCO ( i ) • lCD ( i ) 
el.se 
ico(i) • icnoba(i) 
endif 
if (i.1e.order) temp(i) • o.o 
100 continue 
do 200 i • 1, order 
do 21.0 j • 1, dima 
te11p(i) • temp(i) + kc(i,j)•xo(j) 
210 continue 





VERSION BY DATE CO!OlElf'l' 
l..l. A. de waa1 06 / 0l. / 90 Finally Commented 



















FILE : OEATE.FOR ..........•.................................................................. 
MODULE NAME create 
FUNCTION Drive Performance Index creation Menu 
CALL SEQUENCE ca11 create() 
INPUT PARAMETERS None 
OUTPUT PARAMETBJ!S · None 
GLOBAL VARIABLES Inc1ude 







Initializes •enu screen and drive• perrormance 
index creation menu 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
aubroutine create() 





c Write heading. (wrhead.for - ig1ib.1ib) 
ca11 wrhead(0,(720-46*9) / 2,35,46, 
+ 'creatinq and Ana1ysing Perfor11Ance Index Data.') 
C Get chosen option. (do•enu . aa• - iq1ib.lib) 
optl.31. • OOKENU(l.31.) 













ca11 llQtTSTR(0,(720-46*9) / 2,35,46, 
+ , 
if (optl.31..eq.l.) then 
ca11 edpopt() 
e1aeif (opt.131..eq.2) then 
ca11 perca1() 
ca11 intper ( ) 
ca11 pip1ot() 
if (1qqfl) then 
lqaf1 • .true. 
el-
dea~l • .. true. 
end if 
e1-if (opt.131..ne.O) then 
ca11 l!Jt'l'Olflli ( ) 
end if 









l..O A. de Waa1 
DATE 
06 / 0l. / 90 
CX>JOIEllT 
Fina11y co .. ented 
PILIDID ...........................................•................................. 





Inject Disturbance• into P1ant 

























If dty p • 1: 
Injected as Follows: 
Inject Sinusoidal dis turbances on 
Outputs 
I f dty p • 2 : Refer Gaussian Disturbanc es on States 
~~c~~;P~~sc~ln~(;ii~li~nq Disturbanc e 
c If dty p = 3: Inject Gaussian disturbances o n 
C Outputs 
c • ••• • • • • • •••••••• ••••••••••• • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
s ubro utine dist () 
i mplicit double prec is ion ( r ) 
$inc lude: 'syst . inc' 
$ include : ' time . inc' 
i nteger d i ma , order 
real z2n ( l5) 
order = lnt(syst ( 4 )) 
dima = lnt ( s yst ( 5 )) 
lf ( dtyp.eq.1) then 
do 30 i = 1, o rder 
if ( dchset ( l ). eq.O ) 
+ 2n ( i ) • dchdat ( 1,i ) •sin ( dchdat ( 2,i ) •ti) 
3 0 continue 
do 40 i • 1 , dima 
22n ( l ) • o .o 
40 c ontinua 
elself ( dty p . eq.2 ) then 
do 10 i • 1, d illUl 
22n ( i ) • snql ( rndnrm(dble ( O. O),dble ( sqrt(dampl )) ,irand) ) 
1 0 c ontinue 
C Calc ulate 2n ( i } • C•inv( sI - A) •zzn ( i ) 
do 100 1 - 1, dima 
swdxdt(i) = o .o 
xo ( i ) • xndia ( i ) 
if ( !.le . order ) zn ( i) = 0 . 0 
100 continue 
do 200 n - 1, 4 
C Work 
c 




• a•( xndis ( ndt ) + c 2 ( n)•k ( n-l ) •dt ) 
• dxdt ( i), i=l, dima 
do 210 i = 1 , dima 
dxdt ( i ) • o.o 
do 220 j • 1, dima 
dxdt ( i) = dxdt(i ) + a(i,j ) •xndis ( j ) 
continue 
dxdt(i) - dxdt ( i ) + z zn ( i ) 
continue 
c Work out swdxdt 
c 
- k ( l) + 2•k(2) + 2*k ( 3) + k ( 4) 
- cl(n)•k ( n) 
c - cl ( n)•dxdt(i), 1•1, dima 
c c l(l )•l, cl(2 ) •2, 
do 230 1 - 1, dima 
swdxdt(i ) • swdxdt ( i) + cl(n)•dxdt ( i) 
c1(3 )•2, c1 ( 4 ) =1 
c Work out xndia(ndt)+c2 ( n ) •k ( n-1)•dt to be used in c alculation of next k(n) 
C NOTE: only for n • 1, 2, 3: c2(1) • 0.5, c2 ( 2) • 0.5, c2(3 ) •1.0 
if ( n . lt.4 ) then 
xndls(i) • xo(i ) + c2(n ) •dxdt(i)•dt 
c Work out xndia( ( n+l)•dt ) = xndis ( n•dt) + ( k ( 1) + 2*k(2) + 2*k ( 3 ) + k(4 ) )•dt / 6 
c - xndis ( n•dt) + swdxdt•dt/ 6 
else 




do 300 i - 1, order 
do 310 j - 1, dima 
zn(i ) • zn(i) + c ( i,j ) •xndis(j) 
310· c ontinue 
300 continue 
els• 
do 101 i • 1, order 
zn(i) - anql ( rndnrm ( dble ( O.O ) ,dble(aqrt(dampi ) ),irand)) 
101 continue 
do 401 i • 1, dima 






CB REVISION HISTORY 
C VERSION BY DATE COKKEll'l' 
c 1.1 A. de waal 06 / 01 / 90 Finaily Commented 




CN MODULE KAKE 
CA FUNCTION 
CS CALL SEQUENCE 
CI INPUT PAl!AKETERS 
c 
CO OUTPUT PARAMETERS 
CG GLOBAL VAl!IABLES 
CK MODULES CALLED 




Display Which Perf. Index Plot to Observe 
ca11 diav op(io pt,xpoa,ypoa) 
!opt: View option identifier 
xpos, y pos: x and y co-orda where brief to be printed 
None 
None 
Assembler : WRTSTR 
Returns without action if iopt qreater than 4 
Displays brief on graphics screen O regarding which 
346 




if (iopt.eq.O) call ~TSTR(O,xpos,ypoa,42, 
+ 'Group Displaying All Perfonance Index Data') 
if (iopt.eq.1) call WRTSTR(O,xpos,ypos,42, 
+ 'Display Noise At~•n Perfonance Index Data ') 
if (iopt.eq.2) call WRTSTR(O,xpos,ypos,42, 
+ 'Display Dist. Atten Perfom.ance Index Data ' ) 
if (iopt.eq.3) call WRTSTR(O,xpos,ypos,42, 
+ 'Display Sensitivi ty Perfomance Index Data 'l 
if ( iopt . eq.4) call WRTSTR(O,xpos,ypos,42, 








c i.i A. de waai 
C FI LEND : 
DATE 





C FILE : EXCUSE.FOR 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CN KOOULB KAMB excuse 
CA FUJICTION Utility for Pl:"ogram Development 
cs CALL SEQUENCE call excuse() 
CI INPUT PARAMETERS Kone 
co OUTPUT PARAMETERS ' Kone 
CG GLOBAL VARIABLES None 
CK MODULES CALLED Assembler: WRTSTR,I.lill<EY 
CE ERROR CONDITIONS None 
cc COMMENTS Utility subroutine used as dwamy subroutine in 
c program development 
c ***************************************************************************** 
subroutine excuse () 
call WRTSTR(0,250 , 55,25,'ROUTINE NOT YET DEVELOPED') 
key • I.NKEY ( l) 











1.1 A. de Waai 
FILEND 
DATE 





c FILE : FILOVW.FOR c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CJI MODULE NAME filovw 
CA FUJICTIOlf Confirm Overwriting Of File 
cs CALL SEQUENCE call filovw(filnam,yesno) 
CI INPUT PARAMETERS filna•: name Of file 
co OUTPUT PARAKETERS yeano: overwrite confirmation flag returned 
CG GLOBAL VARIABLES Include files: keys.inc 
CK MODULES CALLED Assembler: LENSTR,ERTOKB,WRTSTR,LEVEL,BLKFIL,STRIN 
CE ERROR CONDl:TIONS None 
cc COMMENTS rnterroqates user on graphics page o aa to whether or 
c not the file specified by filnam should be 
C overwritten - Returns yesno - 'Y' if fi1e to be 
c overwritten and yeano - 'n' if not 
c ***************************************************************************** 
subroutine filovw(filna.m,yesno) 





!en • L"EHSTR(30,fi1nam) 
call ERTONE() 
call WllTSTR(0,40,110,6,'File :') 
call LEVEL(2) 
call BLKFIL(115,113,(1en•9 ), 14) 
ca11 WRTSTR(0,115,110,1en,f 11nan) 
call LEVEL(!) 
ca11 WRTST~(0,(115+(1en•9) ), 110,16,' a1ready exists.') 
call WRTST•(0,40,140,26,'0verwrite the file (y / n) ?') 
98 
yeano - 'n' 
cont.inue 
key • STRXH(0,2&0,140 , 1, yeano) 




CB RIWISIOK HISTORY 
C VBRSIOH BY DATE COIOlENT 
c 1.1 A. de Waai 06 / 01 / 90 Finally Commented 
C FILEHD c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 
C FILE : GAUIN.FOR 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CN MODULE HAKE qauin 
CA FUKCTIOH Obtain Specifications of Gauaaian Koiae / Dist 
CS CALL SBQOBKCE call gauin() 
CI INPUT PARAMETERS None 
CO OUTPUT P.ARAKETERS Kone 
CG GLOBAL VARIABLES Include 
CK MODULES CALLED Fortran 
fi1es: keys.inc,ti•e.inc 
wrhead,prtr4,qetr4,toqopt,toqdty 
WRTSTR,WIPSCR C Assembler: 
CE ERROR COKDrTIONS Nona 
CC COMJIEHTS Interrogates user reqardinq specifications of 
c Gaussian noise on outputs and 
c Gaussian disturbances to process 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
subroutine gauin() 
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inteqer•2 npos,key 
cal.l. WIPSCR ( O) 
c Write heading. ( wrhaad.for - iql.ib . l.ib) 
c all wrhead ( 0,(720-46•9 ) / 2 , 25,43 , 
+ 'Gaussian Noise Perturbation specifications . ' ) 
call wrhead(0,30 , 50,36, 
+ 'Specifications for Noise on outputs. ' ) 
c all WJtTSTR ( 0,50, 7 0,33,'Include Noise on outputs? 
c all WRTSTR ( 0,50,85,29,'Cov ariance of Noise 
c all wrhead ( 0 , 30 , 105,38, 
+ 'Specifications for Plant Disturbances . ' ) 
c all WRTSTR ( 0 , 50 , 125,33,'Include Disturbances? 
c all WRTSTR ( 0,50 ,140 ,33,'0Utputs or Diff of States? 
c all WRTSTR(0,50,155,29,'Covariance of Disturbances 
c all wrhead ( 0,30 1 1 7 5 , 42, 
+ 'Specifications for Setpoint Perturbations.') 
c all WRTSTR ( 0,50,195,33,'Include Perturbations? 
call WRTSTR ( O,S0,210,29,'Covariance of Perturbations 
if ( ninc.eq . O) cal.l. ~TSTR(0,50+30•9,70,3,'Yea' ) 
cal.l. prtr4 ( 0, ( 50+30•9 ) ,85,7,' ( ql.0.4)',l.O,nampl.) 
if ( dinc . eq.O) cal.l. WRTSTR ( 0,50+30•9,125,3,'Yes') 
i f ( rinc.eq.O) cal.l. ~TSTR(0,50+30•9,l.95,3 , 'Yes') 
if ( dtyp.eq.2) cal.l. ~TSTR ( 0,50,l.40,33, 
: No ' ) 
: ') 
: No ' ) 
: Out ' ) 
: ' ) 
: No ' ) 
:' ) 
+ 'Outputs or Diff of States? Sta' ) 
cal.l. prtr4 ( 0, ( 50+30•9),l.55, 7 ,'(q10.4)',l.O,dampl.) 
cal.l. prtr4 ( 0, ( 50+30•9),210,7, ' (ql.0 . 4)' , l.O,rampl.) 
c all WRTSTR(0,40,235,36,'RETUR.N, TAB and cursor keys to move.' ) 
cal.l. WRTSTR(0,40,250,l.6,'ESC key to exit. ' ) 
npoa - 1 









if ( npos . eq.1) then 
cal.l. toqopt ( ninc,50+30•9,70,key ) 
if (ninc.eq.O) ntyp - o 
el.aei~ ~~f~~ : :~:~~ ~=~ 
key - qetr4 ( 0 , (50+30•9 ) ,85,7,' ( ql.0 . 4)',l.O,nampl.) 
cal.l. prtr4 ( 0,(50+30•9) , S5,7 , '(ql.0 . 4)',l.O,nampl. ) 
else 
key - retk 
endif 
al.self ( npos . eq.3) then 
cal.l. toqopt(dinc,50+30•9,125,key) 
if ( dinc . eq.O ) dtyp - O 
el.self (npos.eq.4) then 
if ( dinc.eq . O) then 
cal.l. toqdty ( dtyp,50+30•9,140,key ) 
else 
key - retk 
endif 
el.self ( npos . eq.5) then 
if ( dinc.aq.O) then . 
~:r1-p~~~~6~ < ~~~;~~;~~i;;~7~:;~1~~,~i:i~~d~:~t> 
else 
key - retk 
endif 
el.self (npos . eq . 6) then 
cal.l. toqopt(rinc,50+30•9,l.95 , key ) 
if ( ninc . eq . O) rtyp - o 
el.self (npos.eq.7) then 
if (rinc.eq.O) then 
~=~l.-p~~;~~b~(~~~;~~;~~2i~~7~: ; ~1~~4~l:i~~~~:~~t> 
else 
key • rat.Jc 
end if 
endif 
if (( key.eq.downk).or.(key.eq.retk) . or.(key.eq.tabk)) then 
if ( npoa.eq.7) then 
npoa - 1 
•1•• 
npoa - npoa + 1 
endif 
el.aeif ( (key . eq.upk).or. ( key .eq . rtabk)) then 
if (npos.eq.l. ) then 
npoa - 7 
.i .. 
npo• • npoa - 1 
end if 
end if 
if (key.ne.eack) qoto l.99 





l..1 A. de Waal. 
FILEJID 
DATE 




FILE : GETFIL.FOR 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CH MODULE N.AKB qetfil. 
CA FUNCTION Obtain Fil.ename from User 
CS CALL SEQUENCE call qetfil(typnan,aearch,key,usenam) 
er INPUT PAJU.KETEltS typnam: f il.ename used aa prompt 
C search: search string 
go OUTPUT PARAXETB~S ~~~am : ~Tre~;::·~gt!~n=~i~~~~ ~~~ STRIH function 
CG GLOBAL VARIABLES rncl.ude fil.ea: keys.inc 
CK MODULES CALLED Fortran wrhead 1 dodir 
c Assambl.er: ~TSTR,STRIH 
348 
+ o.o, 1.0/ . 
data ((q1(j,i),i•1,4),j=1,4) 
+/ 1.0, o.o, o.o, o.o, 
+ o.o, 1.0, o.o, o.o, 
+ o.o, o.o, 1.0, o.o, 
+ o.o, o.o, o.o, 1.0/ 
data ((r1(j,i),i•1,2),j=1,2) 
+/ 1.0, o.o, 
+ o.o, 1.0/ 
data ((kc(j,1),i•1,4),j=1,2) 
+/ i.o, o.o, o.o, o.o, 
+ o.o, o.o, o.o, 1.0/ 
data ((q(j,1),1•1,4),j=1,4) 
+/ 1.0, o.o, o.o, o.o, 
+ o.o, 1.0, o.o, o.o, 
+ o.O,· o.o, 1.0, o.o, 
+ o.o, o.o, o.o, 1.0; 
data ((r(j,1),1m1,2),j=1,2) 
+/ 1.0, o.o, 
+ o.o, 1.0/ 
data ((kf(j,1),1=1,2),j=l,4) 
+/ o.o, o.o, 
+ o.o, o.o, 
+ o.o, o .. o, 
+ o.o, 0.0/ 
data ((ptrsst(j,1),1=1,2),j=1,2) ;1.0,0.0,0.0,1.0; 
data deffl /.false.;,profl /.false./,qrfl /.false./, 
+ lqgfl /.false./,desfl /.false./,lqafl /.false./, 
+ deafl /.false./,kfl /.false./,s1mfl /.false./ 
data (((p1val(k,j,1),1•1,5),j=1,2),k•l,4) /40•0.0/ 
data ((stval(j,1),1•1,5),j•1,2) ;10•0.o; 
data (((p1com(k,j,1),1•1,5),j•l,2),k=1,4) /40•'UNDEF '/ 
data·(((p1clev(k,j,1),1=1,5),j•l,2),k•1,4) /40*0/ 
data (stcom(1),1=1,2) /2*'ElfTIRELY UNSTABLE '/ 
data (stclev(1),1•1,2) /2•0/ 
data (((p1dat(k,j,i),1•1,100),j=1,2),k=1,4) /800•0.0/ 
data (slmspc(i),1•1,10) ;10•0.o; 
data (nspec(i),1=1,5) /5•0.0/ 
data (dspec(1),1=1,5) /5*0.0/ 
data (sspec(1),1-1,5) /5•0.0/ 
data 1npath ;•c:\progs\optcad\data\ 
data outpth /'c:\progs\optcad\data\ 
data defd1r /' 'I 
'I 
'I 




data fname /' 
data wname /' 
data pernam /' 




























































/'output 1 ','output 2 ','output 3 •,•output 4 
'output 5 ','OU.tput 6 ','output 7 ','output a 
•output g •,•output 10 'I 
prjnm /'Heat Exch.'/ 










































CH REVISION HISTORY 
C VERSION BY DATE COMMENT 
c 1.1 A. de waai 06/01/90 Finally Commented 











FILE : INTPER.FOR 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
MODULE NAME intper 
FUNCTION Integrate Perf. Indices over Frequency Range 
CALL SEQUENCE call intper() 
INPUT PARAMETERS None 
OUTPUT PARAMETERS None 
GLOBAL VARIABLES Include files: syst.inc,perdat.inc 
MODULES CALLED None 
351 
CE ERROR CONDITIONS None 
CC COMMENTS Uses Simpson's Rule for numerical integration to 
C inteqrate performance index plots over three 
C frequency regions, low (WO to wf/3), intermediate 
C (wf/3 to 2wf/3) and high (2wf/3 to wf). The results 
c are scaled to achieve an indication of the relative 











WO = syst(1) 
wf = syst(2) 
wine • syst(3) 
maxpts = int( (wf-wO)/winc 
c Defining the end pionts for each of the three integration regions 
c - intend(reqno) must always be an odd number as 
C integral - K*(inival + 4*sumod + 2*sumev + finval), 
c (inival at first (therefore odd) point, 
c finval at final (therefore also odd) point intend.) 
do 50 regno • 1, 3 
maxp(regno) • int(regno•maxpts/3) 
if (mod(maxp(reqno),2).eq.O) then 
intend(regno) - maxp(regno) 1 
e1se 
intend(reqno) - maxp(ragno) 
endif 
50 continue 
C Initializing variables and even and odd sums to zero 
inifre • wO 
W • WO 
do 100 grno - 1, 4 
do 110 chno • 1, 2 
-do 120 reqno • l, 3 
sumod(qrno,chno,regno) • 0.0 




do 200 pts a 1, intend(3) 
write(4,'(a,i5)')' Point no:',pts 
C If pts even - xi odd - add to sumod, 














if (mod(pts,2).eq.O) then 
e1s• 
do 300 qrno = l, 4 
do 310 chno • 1, 2 
do 320 regno • 1, 3 








do 400 grno • 1, 4 
do 410 chno • 1, 2 
if (pts.eq.1) inival(grno,chno) • 
pidat(qrno,chno,pts) 
do 420 regno - 1, 3 
if (pts.eq.intend(regno)) then 
finva1(grno,chno,regno) 
pidat(grno,chno,pts) 











w • w + wine 
200 continue 
do 500 regno • 1, 3 
intc(regno) • (finfre(regno) - inifre)/ 
+ (3*(intend(regno) - 1)) 
do 510 grno • 1, 4 
do 520 chno • 1, 2 
integr(grno,chno,regno) intc(regno)* 
+ ( iniva1(grno,chno) + finva1(grno,chno,regno) + 




write(4,*)' Caleulatihq Integrals over extended regions' 
do 444 grno • 1, 4 
wri~e(4,'(1x,a,i5)')'Graph no:',grno 
do 555 chno - 1, 2 




write(4,*)' calculating (a) rntegrala,• 
write(4,*)' (b) Perf rndicea over individual regions' 
do 600 grno • l, 4 
write(4,'(1x,a,i5)')'Craph no:',grno 
do 610 chno • l, 2 
integr(grno,chno,4) • integr(grno,cbno,3) 
pival(grno,chno,4) • integr(grno,chno,4)/ 
+ (finfre(3) - inifre) 
integr(grno,chno,3) • integr(grno,chno,3) -
+ · integr(grno,chno,2) 
pival(grno,chno,3) • integr(grno,chno,3)/ 
+ (finfre(3) - finfre(2)) 
integr(grno,chno,2) • integr(grno,chno,2) -
+ integr(grno,chno,l) 
pival(grno,chno,2) • integr(grno,chno,2)/ 
+ (finfre(2) - finfre(l)) 
pival(grno,cruto,1) integr(9J'no,chno,l)/ 
+ (finfre(1) - inifre) 
do 345 regno • l, 4 
if (pival(grno,chno,regno).gt.1.0) then 
picom(grno,cruto,regno) • •v POOR' 
piclev(grno,chno,regno) • o 
elself (plval(grno,chno,regno).gt.0.5) then 
picom(grno,chno,regno) • 'POOR ' 
piclev(grno,chno,regno) • o 
elself (plval(grno,chno,regno).gt.0.25) then 
picom(grno,chno,regno) • 'FArR • 
piclev(grno,chno,regno) • 1 
elaeif (pival(qrno,chno,regno).gt.O.l) then 
plcom(grno,chno,regno) • 'GOOD ' 
piclev(grno,chno,regno) • 1 
else 
picom(grno,chno,regno) • 'V GOOD' 
piclev(qrno,chno,regno) • l 
endlf 
345 continue 
write(4,'(3x,(4g10.4))') (integr(grno,chno,i), l l, 4) 
write(4,'(3x,(4a6))') (picom(grno,chno,i), i • 1, 4) 
write(4,'(3x,(4gl0.4))') (pival(qrno,chno,i), l • 1, 4) 
610 continue 
600 continue 
if ((stval(1,1).lt.1).or.(stval(2,l).lt.30)) tben 
stcom(1) • 'TOTALLY UNSTABLE 1 
stclev(1) • O 
elseif ((stval(1,1).lt.3).or.(stval(2,1).lt.45)) then 
stcom(1) - 'QUESTrONABLY STABLE , 
stclev(1) • o 
elseif ((atval(1,1).lt.5).or.(stval(2,1).lt.60)) then 
else 
stcom(1) • 'STABLE 1 
stclev(1) • 1 
stcom(1) - 'TOTALLY STABLE 






CB REVrSION HISTORY 
C VERSION BY DATE COXXENT 
c l.l A. de waal 06/01/90 Finally co ... ented 
~ •••• ~!~~************.****************************************************** 
c 
C PILE : JWXAT. FOR . c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CN MODULE NAME jWllat 
CA FUNCTION create a Complex Matrix jwI 
cs CALL SEQUENCE call jwaat(w,dim,jwmatr,:jwmati) 
CI INPUT PARAMETERS w: Frequency at which matrix to be ci:eated 
c dim: Actual dimension of square matrix 
co OC'rPUT PARAMETERS : jw.atr(id,id): Real zero matrix of -ximua dl-naion 
c (id,id) 
c and actual dilll9Jlaion (dim,dia) 
c jw.ati(id,id): Imaginary matrix with value of w down 
c diagonal of matrix of maxiaua 
c dinension (id,id) 
c and actual di.,.nsion (dim,dia) 
CG GLOBAL VARIABLES None 
CK JIOl)OLJl8 CALLED None 
CE ERROR CONDITIONS None 
cc COJllODl'l'S Returns a matrix jwr, with tbe value of the frequency 
c w as the diagonal entri- of the matrix with actual 
c dimension (dim,dim). The other entries in tbe matrix 
c of maximum dimension (id,id) are all zero. Thia 
c matrix is used in tbe evaluation of the plant 
c matrix G(s) • C(jwI - A)B at a number of frequency 
c points. c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
subroutine jwmat(w,dim,jwmatr,jwmati) 
integer id 





do 900 1 • 1, id 
do 800 j • l, id 
jvmatr(i,j) • o.o 
jtn1Ati(i,j) - 0.0 




end c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CB REVISION HISTORY 1 
C VERSIOH BY DATE COXXENT 





C FILE : KEYDAT.FOR 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CN MODULE MAHE b1ock data keydat 
CA FUNCTION Assi9n Va1ues of Keys on Keyboard to Varib1es 
cs CALL SEQUENCE not a subroutine 
er INPUT PARAMETERS n/a 
co OUTPUT PARAMETERS n/a 
CG GLOBAL VARIABLES rnc1ude fi1es: keys.inc 
CK MODULES CALLED n/a 
CE ERROR CONDITIONS n/a 
cc COMMENTS Assigns the ASCII va1ues of the keys on the keyboard 
C to common variab1es that can be used in program units 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
b1ock data keydat 
$inc1ude: 'keys.inc' 
data upk /72/, 
+ downk /0080/, 
+ 1eftk /0075/, 
+ rightk /0077/, 
+ homek /0071/,, 
+ endk /0079/, 
+ pgupk /0073/, 
+ pgdnk /0081/, 
+ esck /6912/, 
+ retk /3328/, 
+ tabk /2304/, 
+ rtabk /0015/, 
+ sma /24832/, 
+ bga /16640/, 
+ sm1 /27648/, 
+ bg1 /19456/, 
+ smq /28928/, 
+ bgq /20736/, 
+ smm /27904/, 
+ bgm /19712/, 
+ SIDS /29440/, 
+ bgs /21248/ 
end 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CH REVISION HISTORY 
C VERSION BY DATE COMKENT 
C 1.1 A. de Waa1 06/01/90 Fina1ly Commented 
C FI LEND : 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 
C PILE : LBS.FOR 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CN MODULE NAKE 1hs 
CA FUNCTION Uti1ity Routine for Ricoati Equation So1ution 
CS CALL SEQUENCE ca11 1hs() 
CI INPUT PARAMETERS None 
co OUTPUT PARAMETERS None 
CG GLOB.AL VARIABLES Common b1ocks: /dims/ in,ir,im 











Uti1ity routine ca1ied in the solution of the 




COllKON /DIXS/ XN,IR,IK /RICC/ AMOD,Z 
DIMENSION AMOD(ID,ID),Z(ID,ID) 
DO 2 Is1,IK 






DO 25 I1•1,(IN-1) 
I2•1 
I3•1 




IP (X3.LT.I1) GOTO 5 
DO 20 I4•(I1+1),IN 
I5•0 













DO 55 r1-1,(rN-2) 
I2•1 
I3•1 




IP (I3.LT.I1) GOTO 30 
DO 50 I4•(I1+1),(IN-1) 
I5•1 





IF (Z(I5,I2).NE.O.) THEN 




IF (Z(I2,I5).NE.O.) T8EN 








DO 70 I2=1,(IN-1) 
I1=Il+IN-I2+1 
DO 65 I3•(I2+1),IN 
I4•1 









DO 86 I2=1,Ur 
DO 80 I3•I2,IN 
I5=Il+I3-I2 


















C8 REVISION HISTORY . 
C VERSION BY DATE COJIKENT 
C o.o R. Henninq ? Creation 
c 1.1 A. de Waal 06/01/90 Finally Commented 























FILE : MAKNAH.FOR 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
MODULE NAME maknam 
FUNCTION construct Filename, Including Path Name 
CALL SEQUENCE call maknam(fname,pname,usenam) 






pname - (character•25) The path name. 
uaenam - (character•50) The final filename. 
None. 
APpElll> (as111), CMPS'l'JI (asm), COPYST (asm), RJUST (asm). 
? 
Right justifies both file and path names, then checks 
the filename for drive and paths. If any found, then 
the name is copied to 'usenam'. If none found, then 
the pathname is check for drive and path. If not found 
then default drive and path is used, otherwise the 
specified drive and path is copied into 'usena111 1 , 
followed by the filename. 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
subroutine maknam(fname,pname,usenaa) 





uaenaa - ' 
call RJtJST(25,fname) 
call RJtJST(25,pname) 
pos • CHPSTR(25,fname,1,':') 
if (poa.eq.O) then 
pos • CJCPSTR(25,fname,1,'\') 
if (poa.eq.O) then 
pos • CKPSTR(25,pname,1,':') 
if (pos.eq.O) then 













c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• C8 ~EVISION BISTORY : 
C VERSIOR BY DATE \ COKKENT 
c l.oo ran Pisher 23/06/88 Creation. 





c FrLE : NrNDrN.FOR c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CN MODULE NAME nindin . 
CA FUNCTroN Drive Gauss/Sinusoidal. Perturb Sel.ection Menu 
cs CALL SEQUENCE call. nindin() 
er rNPUT PARAMETERS None 
CO OUTPUT PARAMETERS None 
CG GLOBAL VARrABLES None 
CK MODULES CALLED Fortran : inmenu,wrhead,gauin,sinin 
c Assembl.er: DOMENO,WRTSTR,ERTONE 
CE ERROR CONDITIONS None 
cc COMMENTS rnitial.izes menu screen and drives menu for the 
c sel.ection of Gaussian or sinusoidal. perturbations c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
subroutine nindin() 




c Write heading. (wrhead.for - !gl.i~.l.ib) 
cal.l. wrhead(0,(720-62*9)/2,35,62, 
+'Sel.ect Noise Type for which Specifications to be Made/Changed.') 
c Get chosen option. (domenu.asm - igl.!b.l.ib) 
optl.41 = DOKENO(l.41) 
C Bl.ank over heading. (util..asm - igl.ib.l.ib) 
ca11 WRTSTR(0,(720-62•9)/2,35,62, 
+' 
if (optl.41.eq.l.) then 
· ca11 gauin ( ) 
el.self (optl.41.eq.2) then 
call. sinin() 
e1seif (opt14l..ne.O) then 
ca11 ERTONE() 
end if 






················~···························································· REVrsroN HISTORY 
VERSION BY 






Fr LE : NOIDIS.FOR 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
MODULE NAME noidis 
FUNCTroR specify Sinusoidal. Noise/Disturbance Options 
CALL SEQUENCE cal.l. noidis() 
INPUT PARAMETERS ' None 
OUTPUT PARAMETERS None 
GLOBAL VARIABLES Incl.ude fil.es: keys.inc,ti•e.inc,syst.inc 
MODULES CALLED Fortran : wrhead,togopt,getset 
Assembl.er: WRTSTR,IUPSCR 
None ERROR CONDITIONS 
COMMENTS Interrogates user about options for the inclusion 
of sinusoidal. noise/disturbances. User specifies 
whether noise/disturbances to be included for each 
of the channel.a. once these specifications have been 
made, the routine cal.ls subroutine getset in which 
amplitude and frequency information for each channel. 
is obtained fro• the user. 
inteqer npos,key 
integer di .. ,order 
order • syst(4) 
di11a • syst(5) 
cal.l. WIPSCR(O) 
C Write heading. (wrhead.for - !glib.lib) 
cal.l. wrhead(0,(720-48*9)/2,25,48, 
+ 'Sinusoidal. Noise and Disturbance specifications.') 
caii wrhead(0,30,45,36, 
+ 'Specifications for Noise on outputs.') 
cal.l. WRTSTR(0,50,70,33,'rncl.ude Noise on outputs? 
call wrhead(0,30,135,32, 
+ 'Specifications for Disturbances.') 
cal.l. ~TSTR(0,50,l.60,33,'rncl.ude Distrubances? 
if (ninc.eq.O) cal.1 WRTSTR(0,50+30•9,70,3,'Yes') 
if (dinc.eq.O) cal.l. WRTSTR(0,50+30•9,l.60,3,'Yes') 
lfO I) 
No ') 
call. WRTSTR(0,40,235,36,'RETURN, TAB and cursor keys to move.') 
cal.l. WRTSTR(0,40,250,l.6,'ESC key to exit.') 
npos • 1 
l.99 continue 




if ((ninc.aq.O).and.(key.na.esclc)) than 







+ 'RETURN, TAB and cursor keys to move.') 
call WRTSTR(0,40,250,16,'ESC key to exit.') 
endif 
+ 
alseif (npos.aq.2) then 
call toqopt(dinc,50+30*9,160,key) 
if ((dinc.eq.o).and.(key.ne.esck)) then 








+ 'RETURN, TAB and cursor keys to move.') 
call WRTSTR(0,40,250,16,'ESC key to exit.') 
end if 
endif 
if ((key.eq.downlc).or.(key.eq.retk).or.(key.eq.tabk)) then 
if (npos.eq.2) then 
npos 1 
else 
npos • npos + 1 
endif 
elseif ((key.eq.upk).or.(key.eq.rtabk)) than 
if (npos.eq.1) then 
npos - 2 
else 
npoa • npos - 1 
end if 
endif 
if (key.ne.esck) goto 199 
call llllXPSCR(O) 
rat um 
end c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CH REVXSXON HXSTORY 
C VERSXON BY 








C PXLE : NOXSE.POR 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
.. CN MODULE NAME noise 
CA PONCTXON Generate Gaussian or Sinusoidal Noise 
CS CALL SEQUENCE call noise() 
CX XNPOT PARAMETERS Nona 
co OUTPUT PARAMETERS Nona 
CG GLOBAL VARXABLES Xncluda files: time.inc,syst.inc 
CK MODULES CALLED Fortran rndnrm 
CE ERROR CONDXTXOHS Hone 
cc COMKE!P.l'S Generate either: 
c - A random number each time routine called 
c with a GaW.sian PDP 
c - A nUlllber which varies sinusoidally with global 
C variable ti 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
subroutine noise() 




order - int(syat(4)) 
if (ntyp.eq.O) then 
do 100 i l, order 
nn(i) - sngl(rndnrm(dble(O.O),dble(sqrt(nampl)),irand)) 
100 continue 
e1se 
do 300 i - 1, order 
if (ncbset(i).aq.O) 






CH RBVl:SXOH HXSTORY 
C V1!RSX011 BY DATE COJOIBllT 
c 1.1 A. de waal 06/01/90 Finally Co11mented 
C PXLBJID : c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 
C PXLE . : OBSSTA.FOR 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CN MODULE NAME obssta 
CA PONCTXON Calculate Observer States 
CS CALL SEQUENCE ca11 obasta() 
CX XNPUT PARAMETERS None 
CO OUTPUT PARAJIBTBRS None 
CG GLOBAL VARXABLES Xncluda files: syst.inc,tiae.inc 
CK MODULES CALLED None 
CB ERROR CONDXTXOHS None 
cc COMKEHTS Subroutine uses a fourth order Runge-Kutta algorithm 
c to perform the first order integrations necessary to 
c calculate the new estimate of the process states 
c (xnobs) from the previous estimates, the inputs (un) 
C and the difference between the observer (ynobs) and 
C process (yn) outputs. c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
subroutine obssta() · 





order • int(syst(4)) 
dima • int(syst(5)) 
do 100 i c 1, dima 
swdxdt(i) = o.o 
xo(i) = xnobs(i) 
if (!.le.order) then 
ynobso(i) • ynobs(i) 
ynobs(i) = o.o 
end if' 
100 continue 
do 200 n = 1, 4 
C Work out k(n) = f( xnobs(ndt)+c2(n)•k(n-l)*dt, ndt+c2(n)•ndt 
C = a•( xnobs(ndt) + c2(n)*k(n-1)*dt 
C = dxdt(i), ia1, dima 
c 
c dxdt = Af(x) + Bu + Kf(y - yobs) 
c 
do 210 i • 1, dima 
dxdt(i) = o.o 
do 220 j = 1, dima 
+ 
dxdt(i) = dxdt(i) + a(i,j)•xnobs(j) 
if (j.le.order) dxdt(i) = dxdt(i) + b(i,j)•un(j) + 





c Work out swdxdt'= k(1) + 2*k(2) + 2•k(3) + k(4) 
c = c1(n)*k(n) 
C = cl(n)•dxdt(i), i=1, dima 
c c1(1)=1, c1(2)=2, 
do 230 i • 1, dima 
swdxdt(i) = swdxdt(i) + c1(n)•dxdt(i) 
C1(3)a2, C1(4)•1 
C li90rk out xnobs(ndt)+c2(n)*k(n-1)*dt to be used in calculation of next k(n) 
C NOTE: only for n = 1, 2, 3: c2(1)•0.5, c2{2)=0.5, c2(3)•1.0 
c 
c f(x) = x + c2(i)*dxdt*dt 
c 
if (n.lt.4) then 
xnobs(i) = xo(i) + c2(n)•dxdt(i)•dt 
C Work out xnobs( (n+1)*dt 
c 
m xnobs(n*dt) + ( k(1) + 2*k(2) + 2*k(3) + k(4) )*dt/6 
= xnobs(n*dt) + swdxdt•dt/6 
else 






do 300 i • i, order 
do 310 j = 1, dima 
310 
300 





CH REVISION HISTORY 
C VERSION BY 
c 1.1 A. de waal 







C FILE : OPTCAD. FOR c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CN MODULE NAME optcad 
CA FUNCTION Initialize Program and Present Kain Menu 
CS CALL SEQUENCE Main Program 
CI INPUT PARAJIB'l'ERS None 
co OUTPUT PARAMETERS None 
CG GLOBAL VARIABLES Include files: runvar.inc 
CK MODULES CALLED Fortran inicad,1nmenu,wrhead,data,synth,ana1, 
c simul 
C Assembler: INKEY,INTONE,DOMENU,RETONE,RSTSCR,WIPSCR 
C WRTSTR,REDERll 
CE ERROR CONDITIONS INT10 GRAPHIX package not resident in the system, 
c HERCULES card not installed. 
cc COMMENTS This program performs the following functions:-
c i) Initia1ises the 2 graphics pages. 
c ii) Initia1ises variables. 
c iii) Initialises the system timer interrupt for 
c error tone operation. 









This package requires the following in order to run: 





preferably with math coprocessor 
AT to contain at least 512 K of' RAM. 
AT to contain a HBRCO~ES graphics card. 
AT to have access to at least one disk drive. 
INT10 GRAPHIX package is also required by the 





C Initialize variables used in subroutines. (inicad.for) 
call inicad() 
C Initialize tone interrupt. (util.asn) 
call IN'l'ONE() 
99 continue 
C Initialize .menu screens and menus. (inmenu.for) 
call inmenu( ) 
c write heading. (wrhead.for) 
call wrhead(0,(720-54*9)/2,35,54, 
358 
+ 'Analysis of Control systems usinq Performance' Indices.') 
C Get chosen option. (domenu.asm) 
optl - DOHENO(l) 
c Blank over headinq. (util.asm) 
call WRTSTR(0,(720-54*9)/2,35 1 54, 
+ ' 
if (optl.eq.l) then 
call. data() 
elseif (optl.eq.2) then 
call. synth() 
l.qqfl = .true. 
qrfl. - .false. 
kfl. = .true. 
lqafl = .false. 
deafl = .false. 
elseif (optl.eq.3) then 
c Determine Performance Index Data 
call anal() 
elseif (optl.eq.4) then 
cal.l simul() 
endif 
if (optl.ne.5) goto 99 
C Reset INT24H vector. (.derror~asm) 
call REDERR() 
C Reset screen to text mode. (screen.asm) 
cal.l. RSTSCR() 






CH REVISION HISTORY 
C VERSIOK BY DATE 
06/01/90 
CO KMENT 
Final.ly Co111111ented c 1.1 A. de waal 
C FI LEND 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 






























MODULE NAME optkc 
FUNCTION Synthesi•e optimal LQ controller Gain Matrix 
CALL SEQUENCE call. optke(dimerr,conver) 
INPUT PARAMETERS none 
OUTPUT PARAMETERS dimerr: inteqer dimerr • 1 - error in matrix 
dimensioninq 
GLOBAL VARIABLES 
dimerr • O 
conver: integer conver • n 
conver .. O 
Include files: syst.inc 
Coa:aon blocks: /dims/ in,ir,im 
/rice/ amod,• 
- matricies correctl.y 
dimensioned 
- no convergence 
after n iterations 
- routine converged 
/optmat/ rinv,k,kl,kt,krk,rhs,inf,krq 
/spmats/ rbcr,btct,bkkXc,rkkr 
MODULES CALLED Fortran : invert,trans,mu1t,lhs,simeq 




dimerr • O - matricies correctly 
conver • n 
dimensioned 
routine not converged 
after n iterations 
conver • 0 - routine converged 
This routine solves the algebraic Riccati equation 
to compute an optimal LQ controller gain matrix (kc) 
for the s-spaca process (a,b,c) with weiqhting 
ma.trices (q,r). c 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
subroutine optkc(dimerr,conver) 
para•eter 1iter • 500) 












co.,.on /dims/in,ir,im /rice/ amod,z 
common /optmat/ rinv,k,k1,kt,krk,rhs,inf,krq 
common /spmats/ rbcr,btct,bkkXc,rkkr 
dimerr - 0 conver - 0 
.. no of atate variable - di ma - syst(5) - no of control variabl.es in int(syst(5)) 
ir -int(syst(4)) 
:im • O 
do 900 i • 1, in 
im - im+in-i+l 
continue 
do 890 rows - 1, ir 
do 880 cols = 1, in 
-mo rd - syst(4) 
k(rows,cola) • kc(rows,co1s) 




C rbcr • inv(rl)*trans(b) 
359 
C This is dona in order to later on evaluate: 
c kc - lnv(rl)•trans(b)•inf 




if (dimarr.eq.l) then 
return 
endif 
do 800 itno • l, itar 
c calculating: 
c amod • (a - bkkXc) 
call mul.t (b,k,bkkXc,in,ir,ir,in,dimerr) 
if l•l 
call add (a,bkkXc,amod,in,in,in,in,ifl,dimerr) 
call lhs() 
C Calculating : 
c krq • -(trans(kc)•rl•kc) - ql 
call mul.t (rl,k,rkkr,ir,ir,ir,in,dimerr) 
cal.l trans (k,kt,ir,in) 
cal.l mult (kt,rkkr,krk,in,ir,ir,in,dimerr) 
ifl=-0 




do 20 i2•l,in 
continua 





C Cal.cul.ating inf 
il•l 
do 40 i2•1,in 







c kc inv(rl)•trans(b)•inf 
C • rbcr•inf 
cal.l mul.t (rbcr,inf ,k,ir,in,in,in,dimerr) 
if (dimerr.eq.1) then 
return 
endif 
c cal.culating sum of errors to see if al.gorithm has converged 
sum • o 
do 790 rows • 1, ir 
do 780 col.s • 1, in 
sum• sum+ (kl(rows,col.s)-k(rows,cols))**2 
780 continua 
790 continua 
sum • sum/(ir•in) 
c If sum of ar1::'ors lass than 0.0001, consider algorithm to have converged 
c thus return assigning calcul.atad val.ua to kc 
if (sum.lt.1.0E-4) then 
do 770 rows • 1, ir 
do 760 col.a • 1~ in 





do 43 rows - 1, in 





c Algorithm baa not yet converged, so iterate again 




do 740 cols • 1, in 




c Sum of ar1::'ors (sum.ge.1.0E-4) stil.1 after (itno•itar) iterations 
C so al.gorithm did not converge on a soution 
C thus return without assigning a new value to kc 
conver • itno 
return 
end c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CH REVISION HISTORY 
C VERSION BY DATE 
c o.o R. Benning ? 
06/01/90 c 1.1 A. de waal. Final.ly Commented 





CN HODOLE NAKB 
CA FCJICTION 
CS CALL SEQUENCE 
CI INPUT PARAMETERS 







Synthesize Optimal. Kal.man Gain Matrix 
cal.l. optkf(dlmarr,conver) 
none 
dimerr: integer dimer1::' • 1 
dimerr • O 
error in matrix 
dimensioning 





conver: integer conver • n 
C conver • O 
CG GLOBAL VAiUABLBS rnc1ude fi1es: syst.inc 
c Common blocks: /dilllS/ in,ir,im 
C /rice/ amod,z 
- no convergence 
after n iterations 
- routine converged 
C /optmat/ rinv,k,kl,kt,krk,rha,inf,krq 
C /spmats/ rbcr,btct,bkkXc,rkkr 
CK MODULES CALLED Fortran invert,trans,mult,lha,simeq 
CE ERJ!OR COHDrTIOHS Dimension error dimerr • l - error in matrix 
c dimensioninq 
C dimerr • 0 - matricies correctly 
C dimensioned 
C Convergence error conver n - routine not converqed 
C after n iterations 
C conver • O - routine converged 
CC COMMENTS This routine solves the alqebraic Riccati equation 
c to compute an optimal Ka1man qain matrix (kf) 
c for the a-feedback Kalman observer (a,b,c) with 
c covariance matrices (ql,rl). 
c ***************************************************************************** 
subroutine optkf(dimerr,conver) 














common /dilllS/in,ir,im /rice/ a1110d,z 
common /optmat/ rinv,k,kl,kt,krk,rhs,inf,krq 
co111110n /spmats/ rbcr,btct,bkkXc,rkkr 
dimerr - 0 conver - 0 
- no of state variable • dima • syst(5) 
• no of contro1 variables a m.ord • syst(4) 
in int(syst(S)) 
ir int(syst( 4)) 
im • o 
do 900 i - l, in. 
im im+in-i+l 
900 continue 
do 890 rows • 1, in 
do 880 co1a • 1, ir 
k(ro-,cols) - kf(rows,cols) 




c rbcr • trans(c)•inv(r) 
c This is done in order to later on evalwite: 
c kf • inf•trans(c)•inv(r) 




if (dimerr.eq.l) then 
return 
endif 
do aoo itno - l, iter 
c calou1atinq: 
c amod • trans (a - bkkXc) 
334 
223 
ca11 mu1t (k,o,bkkXc,in,ir,ir,in,dimerr) 
ifl•l 
cal1 add (a,bkkXc,amod,in,in,in,in,if1,dimerr) 
ca11 trana(amod,temp,in,in) 
do 223 i • 1, in 
do 334 j • l, in 




c ca1ou1atinr; : 
c rba • -kf•r•trans(kf)) - q , 
10 
20 
call mult (k,r,rkkr,in,ir,ir,ir,dimerr) 
ca11 trans (k,kt,in,ir) 
ca11 mu1t (rkkr,kt,krk,in,ir,ir,in,dimerr) 
if 1•0 
ca11 add (krk,q,krq,in,in,in,in,ifl,dimerr) 
il•l 
do 20 12•1,in 
continue 





c Ca1culatinr; inf 
il•1 
do 40 i2•1,in 








c kf inf•trans(c)•inv(r) 
c = inf •rbcr 
call mult (inf,rbcr,k,in,in,in,i~,dimerr) 
if (dimerr.eq.1) then 
return 
endif 
c Cal.cul.at.ing sum of errors to see if a1gorithm has converged 
sum -= o 
do 790 rows = 1, in 
do 780 cols = 1, ir 
sum= sum• (k1(rows,cols)-k(rows,cols))**2 
780 continue 
790 continue 
sum - sum/(in•ir) 
c If sum of errors less than 0.0001, consider algorithm to have converged 
C thus return assigning calculated value to kf 
if (sum.lt.l.OE-4) then 
do 770 rows a 1, in 
do 760 cols =- 1, ir 




do 43 rows - 1, in 
43 





c Algorithm has not yet converged, so iterate again 




do 740 cols • 1, ir 




c Sum of errors (sum.ge.l.OE-4) still after (itno•iter) iterations 
C so algorithm did not converge on a soution 
C thus return without assigning a new val.ue to kf 




CH REVISION HISTORY 
C VERSION BY 
C o.o R. Benning 
c 1.1 A. de Waal 








C FILE : PERCAL.FOR 
c ***************************************************************************** 
CN MODULE NAME percal 
CA FUNCTION Cal.cul.ate Performance Index Data 
cs CALL SEQUENCE ca11 percal() 
CI INPUT PARAMETERS None 
CO OUTPUT PARAMETERS None 
CG GLOBAL VAl!IABLES Include files: syst.inc,permat.inc,perdat.inc 
CH MODULES CALLED Fortran togopt,jwmat,add,cinv,cmult,mult,savmat, 
c svmax,svmin,qzveca,prtr4,prti2 
c Assembler: WRTSTR,ERTONE,LEVEL,INKEY 
CE ERROR CONDITIONS 
CC COKKEHTS Converts LQG control system to format of generalized 
MIMO control system by calcul.ating G(jw), K(jw), 
F(jw) and P(jw) at eacb frequency point on the 














of the matrices indicated in the co111111ents. These 
data points are stored in the global variable pidat 
for l.ater plotting and analysis. The stability 
margins are also calculated and stored. The 
~~l~eo;n~~fc~:e~1~~~~~~~tem are also eval.uated 
***************************************************************************** 
subroutine percal() 










common /vec$/ tevecr,teveoi 
gmtemp - 1000.0 
pmtamp • 1000.0 
wo • syst(1) 
wf - syst(2) 
wine - syst(3) 
mord • int(syst(4)) 
dima int(syst(S)) 
page - o 
do 950 rowa • 1, ip 
do 940 co1s m 1, ip 
zer.a~(rows,co1s) = o.o 
eyema·t (rows, col.a) • o. o 
ptrsst(rows,cols) o.o 
tevecr(rows) ~ o.o 
teveci(rows) c o.o 
if (rows.eq.cols) then 
362 





preco• - 1 
call WRTSTR(O,int((720-49*9)/2),150,49, 
+ 'calculate for Zero steady-state Brror? (Y/N): ') 
call to9opt(pracom,int((720-49*9)/2)+47*9,150,key) 
w - o.o 
write(4,*) ' calculating Pracomp. for Zero S-State Error' 
Write(4,*) I W c 1 
write(4,'(lx,gl0.2)')W 
c Calculating (jwI - A) 
call jwmat(w,dima,jwmatr,jwmati) 
call add(jwmatr,a,jamatr,dima,dima,dima,dima,1,merr) 
if (merr.ne.O) goto 101 
call add(jwmati,zermat,jamati,dima,dima,dima,dima,1,merr) 
if (merr.ne.O) goto 101 




if (me:rr.ne.O) goto 101 
call cmult(tema2r,tema2i,b,zermat,gmatr,gmati, 
+ mord,dima,dima,mord,merr) 
if (merr.ne.O) 9oto 101 
c Calculating phi - inv(jwI - A + Kf*C) 
call 11\ll.t(kf,c,kfcma~,dima,mord,mord,dim.a,merr) 
if (merr.ne.O) 9oto 101 
call add(jamatr,kfcmat,tematr,dima,dima,dima,dima,O,merr) 
if (merr.ne.0) 9oto 101 
call cinv(tematr,jamati,fimatr,fimati,dima,ip,2*ip) 
C CAlculatin9 P • inv(I + Kc•phi*B) 
call C111Ult(kc,zermat,fimatr,fimati,tematr,temati, 
+ , mord,cU.ma,diaa,dima,merr) 
if (merr.ne.o) 90to 101 
ca11 cmul.t(tematr,tamati,b,~ermat,tema2r,tema21, 
+ mord,dima,dima,mord,merr) 
if (merr.ne.O) goto 101 
Cali add(eyamat,te1D42r,tematr,mord,mord,mord,mord,o,marr) 
if (merr.ne.O) goto 101 
call add(2armat,tem&21,temat1,mord,mord,mord,mord,O,merr) 
if (merr.ne.O) goto 101 
call cinv(tematr,temati,pmatr,pmati,mord,ip,2•ip) 
c Calculating M • F • inv(I + Kc•phi*B)*Kc•phi*Kf 
C e P*KC*phi*Kf 
call cmul.t(pmatr,pmati,kc,zermat,tematr,temati, 
+ mord,dima,dima,dima,merr) 
if (merr.ne.O) goto 101 
call cmult(tematr,temati,fimatr,fimati,tema2r,tema2i, 
+ mord,dima,dima,dima,IE!rr) 
if (merr.ne.O) goto 101 
call cmult(tema2r,tema2i,kf ,zermat,mmatr,mmati, 
+ mord,dima,dima,mord,merr) 
if (merr.ne.O) qoto 101 
c calculating L2 - G*M 
call cmult(gmatr,qmati,maatr,mmati,12matr,l2mati, 
+ mord;mord,mord,mord,merr) 
if (merr.ne.O) goto 101 
C Calculating S2 • inv(I + L2) 
ca1f add(eyemat 1 12mat.r,tematr,mord;mord,mord,1K>rd,o,merr) 
if (merr.ne.O) goto 101 
call add(zer111at,l2mati,temati,mord,mord,mord,mord,O,merr) 
·if (merr.ne.o) goto 101 . 
call cinv(tematr,temati,s2matr,s2mati,mord,ip,2•ip) 
C Calculatin9 Ptr - inV(S2*G*P) : s a 0 
call cmul.t(s2matr,s2mati,gmatr,gmati,tematr,temati, 
+ mord,mord,mord,mord,merr) 
if (merr.ne.O) goto 101 
cal1 cmu1t(tematr,temati,pmatr,pmati,tema2r,tema2i, 
+ mord,mord,mord,mord,merr) 
if (1119:rr.ne.O) goto 101 
ca11 cinv(tema2r,tema2i,ptrsst,tema2i,mord,ip,2•ip) 
C 5avin9 Precompensator KAtrix to File 
err • aavmat(mord,mord,ptrsat, 
+ 'R•(Precomp Matrix) ',4) 
err • sav.at(mord,mord,tema2i, 
+ 'Im(Precomp Matrix) ',4) 




+ '***ERROR: Could not write Precomp matrix to file percal.tes') 
call LEVEL(l) 
~:r1-wi~i~~!so,100,s9, 
+ , , ) 
end if 
w • WO 
maxpta • int( (wf-WO)/winc ) 
caLl WltTST1t(O,int((720-32*9)/2),240,31, 
+ 'Bit ESC key to stop Calculating') 
flush • INKEY(2) 
do 900 pts - 1, aaxpts 
call LEVEL(2) 
call WRTSTR(O,int((720-19*9li2),200,19,'BUSY •••• Please Wait') 
cal.l LEVEL(1) 
Write(4,•) ' w, pta •' 
write(4,'(1x,g10.2,i5)')~,pts 
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if. (merr.ne.O) goto l.Ol. 




if (merr.ne.O) goto l.Ol. 
call cmult(tema2r,tema2i,b,zerm.at,qma.tr,gma.ti, 
+ mord,dima,dima,mord,merr) 
if (merr.ne.O) goto l.Ol. 
c Cal.cul.ating phi • inv(jwI - A + Kf*C) 
call mul.t(kf,c,kfcmat,dima,mord,mord,dima,merr) 
if (merr.ne.O) goto l.Ol. 
cal.l. add(jamatr,kfcmat,tematr,dima,dima,dima,dima,O,merr) 
if (merr.ne.O) goto l.Ol. 
cal.l. cinv(tematr,jamati,fimatr,fimati,dima,ip,2•ip) 
C cal.cul.ating P a inv(I + Kc•phi•B) 
· caii cmul.t(kc,zermat,fimatr,fimati,tematr,temati, 
+ mord,dima,dima,dima,merr) 
if (merr.ne.O) goto l.Ol. 
cal.l. cmul.t(tematr,temati,b,zermat,tema2r,tema2i, 
+ mord,dima,dima,mord,merr) 
lf (merr.ne.O) goto l.Ol. 
call add(eyemat,tema2r,tematr,mord,mord,mord,mord,O,merr) 
if (merr.ne.0) goto l.Ol. · 
call add(zermat,tema21,temati,mord,mord,mord,mord,O,merr) 
if (merr.ne.O) goto l.Ol. 
cal.l. cinv(tematr,temati,pmatr,pmati,mord,ip,2•ip) 
C Cal.oul.ating K - P - inv(I + Kc•phi•B)*Kc*phi*Kf 
C - P•Kc•phi*Kf 
call cmult(pmatr,pmati,kc,zermat,tematr,temati, 
+ mord,dima,dima,dima,merr) 
if (merr.ne.o) goto l.Ol. 
cal.l. cmul.t(tematr,temati,fimatr,fimati,tema2r,tema2i, 
+ mord,dima,dima,dima,merr) 
if (merr.ne.O) goto l.Ol. 
cal.l. cmul.t(tema2r,tema2i,kf,zerillat,1111Datr,mmati, 
+ mord,dima,dima,mord,merr) 
if (marr.ne.O) goto 101. 
c Cal.cu1ating L2 - G*M 
call. cmul.t(qmatr,qmati,m:matr,mmati,l.2matr,12mati, 
+ mord,mord,mord,mord,merr) 
if (merr.ne.0) goto l.Ol. 
c Cal.cul.ating Ll. - lt*G 
cal.l. cmul.t(mmatr,mmati,qmatr,gmati,l.l.matr,l.l.mati, 
+ mord,mord,mord,mord,merr) 
if (merr.ne.O) goto l.Ol. 
c Cal.cul.ating S2 - inv(I + L2) . 
cal.l add(eyemat,l.2matr,tematr,mord,mord,mord,mord,O,merr) 
if (merr.ne.O) goto 101 
cal.l. add(zermat,12mati,temati,mord,mord,mord,.ard,o,merr) 
if (marr.na.O) goto l.Ol. . 
cal.l. cinv(tamatr,temati,a2matr,s2mati,aord,ip,2*ip) 
C Cal.cul.ating Sl. - inv(I + Ll.) 
call add(ayemat,llmatr,tematr,mord,mord,mord,mord,O,merr) 
if (merr.ne.0) goto l.01 
cal.l add(zermat,ll.mati,temati,mord,mord,mord,mord,O,merr) 
if (merr.na.O) goto l.Ol. 
cal.l. clnv(tematr,temati,sl.matr,sl.mati,mord,ip,2•ip) 
c cal.cul.ating T2 • I - S2 
ca11 add(eyenat,s2matr,t2matr,mord,mord,aord,mord,1,merr) 
if (merr.ne.O) goto l.Ol. 
ca11 add(~ermat,s2mati,t211lati,mord,mord,mord,mord,1,marr) 
if (merr.ne.O) goto l.Ol. 
c Calcul.at~!Y1T!dd(;y;.!!,sl.matr,tl.matr,110rd,mord,mOrd,mor4,1,merr) 
if (merr.na.O) goto l.Ol. 
cal.l. add(zarmat,sl.mati,tl.matl,mor4,mord,mord,mor4,l.,merr) 
if (merr.ne.O) goto l.Ol. 
c caicul.at~:iiw~~(!1aatr,sl.mati,mmatr,1D11Ati,wmatr,wmati, 
+ aord,mord,mord,mord,merr) 
lf (merr.ne.O) goto l.01 
if (precom.eq.l.) tban 
c caicul.atinq Effort: • sl.•P 
call cmult(sl.matr,sl.mati,pmatr,pmati,efmatr,efaati, 
+ mord,mord,mord,mord,merr) 
if (merr.ne.O) goto l.Ol. 
el.ae 
C cal.cul.ating Effort: - Sl*P*?tr 
call. cmult(al.matr,al.mati,pmatr,pmati,tematr,temati, 
+ mord,mord,mord,mord,merr) 
if (merr.ne.O) goto l.Ol. 
cal.l. cmul.t(tematr,temati,ptraat,zermat,efmatr,efmati, 
+ mord,mord,mord,mord,merr) 
if (merr.na.O) goto l.Ol. · 
en4if 
C
- if (precom.aq.l.) then 
Cal.cul.ating Error • (I - S2*G*P) 
cal.l. cmul.t(a2matr,a2mati,gmatr,qmati,t:amatr,temati, 
+ ~ mord,mord,mord,mord,merr) 
if (merr.na.O) goto l.Ol. 
cal.l. cmul.t(tematr,temati,pmatr,pmati,tema2r,tema2i, 
+ mord,mord,mord,mord,merr) 
if (merr.na.0) goto 101 
call add(eyeaat,tema2r,ermatr,mord,mord,mord,mord,1,merr) 
.if (merr.ne.O) goto 101. . 
call add(zermat,tema21,ermati,mord,mord,mord,mord,1,merr) 
if (merr.ne.O) goto l.01 · · 
else 
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c ca1cu1ating Error • (r - s2•G•P•ptr) 
ca11 C111U1t(s2matr,s2mati,qmatr,qmati,tematr,temati, 
+ mord,mord,mord,mord,merr) 
if (merr.ne.O) goto 101 
ca11 CllU1t(tematr,temati,pmatr,pmati,tema2r,tema2i, 
+ mord,mord,mord,mord,merr) 
if (merr.ne.O) goto 101 
call cmult(tema2r,tema2i,ptrsst,zermat,tematr,temati, 
+ mord,mord,mord,mord,merr) 
if (merr.ne.O) goto 101 
call add(eyemat,tematr,ermatr,mord,mord,mord,mord,1,merr) 
if (merr.ne.O) goto 101 
call add(zermat,temati,ermati,mord,mord,mord,mord,1,merr) 
if (marr.ne.O) goto 101 
· endif 












- Sensor Noise Rejection 
caii svmax(wmatr,wma.ti,eyemat,eyemat,eyemat,eye.at,mord, 
pidat(1,1,pts),ierr) 
if (ierr.ne.o) qoto 102 




if (ierr.ne.ol qoto 102 
write(4,•)' p dat(1,2,pts) •' 
write(4,*)pidat(1,2,pts) 
Distrubance Attenuation 
pidat(2,1,pts) • pidat(1,1,pts) 




if (ierr.ne.O) goto 102 
write(4,•)' pidat(2,2,pts) •' 
write(4,•)pidat(2,2,pts) 





if (ierr.ne.O) goto 102 
pidat(3,1,pts) - pidat(1,2,pts) 
write(4,*)' pidat(3,1,pts) •' 
write·( 4,•)pidat( 3,1,pts) 
pidat(3,2,pts) • pidat(2,2,pts) 
write(4,*)' pidat(3,2,pts) •' 
write(4,•)pidat(3,2,pts) · 
- Contro1 Bff ort and Tracking Error 
ca11 avmax(efmatr,efmati,eye•at,eyema.t,eyemat,eyemat,mord, 
pidat(4,1,pts),ierr) 
if (ierr.ne.O) goto 102 




if (ierr.ne.O) qoto 102 
write(4,•)' pidat(4,2,pts) -' 
write(4,•)pidat(4,2,pts) 
pidat(4,1,pts) - 1/svmin(efmatr,efmati,mord) 
pidat(4,2,pts) • 1/svmin(ermatr,ermati,mord) 
c - Stabi1ity Margins (Gain and Phase Margins) 
c caicuiate marg • svmin(r + inv(L1)) 
cal1 cinv(1lmatr,11mati,tematr,temati,mord,ip,2*ip) 
ca11 add(eye•at,tematr,tema2r,mord,mord,mord,mord,O,merr) 
ir (merr.ne.O) goto 101 
caii add(zermat,temati,tema2i,mord,mord,mord,•ord,O,me.rr) 
if (merr.ne.O) goto 101 
caii aV11in(te11a2r,tema2i,eyemat,eyemat,eyemat,eyewaat,mord, 
+ marq,ierr) 
if (ierr.ne.O) goto 102 
write(4 1 '(3X,a,g10.4)')' Marg - 1 ,marq 
gm • 20•10910(1+aarq) 
write(4,*)' Gain margin' 
write(4,•)qm 
if (qm.1t.qstemp) then 
qstemp - gm 
end if 
if (11ar9.qt.2.0) marg • 2.0 
if (marq.1t.-2.0) marg - -2.0 
pa• 2•asin(0.5•marg)*360/(2*3.141592654) 
writa(4,*)' Phase margin' 
write(4,*)P• 
if (pa.1t.pmtemp) then 
pllltemp • pa 
endif 
w-- w +wine 
key • rlfKBY ( 4) 
if (key.eq.6912) then 
lout • 1 
ca11 WRTSTlt(O,int((720-19*9)/2),220 1 19, 
+ 'Stop Ca1cu1atlnq? :') ' 
ca11 togopt(iout,lnt((720-19*9)/~)+20*9,220,f1Wlb) 
f1uab • UfKBY(2) 




gm • qstemp 
write(4,*)' MinillUm Gain margin' 
write(4,•)qm 
stva1(1,1) • gm 
pm • pmtemp 




stval(2,1) = pm 
close(4) 
c Calculate Pole Positions of state Feedback controller 
c (excluding Kalman Filter) 
C calculating eigenvalues( Ac = (A - B*Kc) ) 
call mult(b,kc,tema.2r,dima,mord,mord,dima,merr) 
if (merr.ne.O) goto 101 
call add(a,tema2r,tematr,dima,dima,dima,dima,1,merr) 
if (merr.ne.O) goto 101 
call qzveca(ip,tematr,zermat,tevecr,teveci,tema2r,tema2i,ierr) 




+ 'Poles of F/B Controller Dynamics') 
do 200 i • 1, dima 
call prtr4(0,50,55+i•20,7,'(910.4)',10,tevecr(i)) 
call WRTSTR(0,50+11*9,55+i•20,3,' +j') 
cal.l prtr4(0,50+14•9,55+i*20,7,'(gl.0.4)',10,teveci(i)) 
200 continue 
C Calculate Pole Positions of Kalman Filter 
C (excl.uding State Feedback controller) 
C Calculating eigenvalues( Af • (A - Kf*C) ) 
call mult(kf,c,tema2r,dima,mord,mord,dima,merr) 
if (merr.ne.O) goto 101 
call add(a,tema2r,tematr,dima,dima,dima,dima,1,merr) 
if (merr.ne.O) goto 101 
call qzveca(ip,tematr,zermat,tevecr,teveci,tema2r,tema2i,ierr) 
if (ierr.ne.O) goto 101 
call wrhead(0,400,50,28, 
+ 'Poles Kalman Filter Dynamics') 
do 300 i = 1, dima 
call prtr4(0,410,55+i•20,7,'(gl.0.4)',10,tevecr(i)) 
call WRTSTR(0,410+11•9,55+1•20,3,' +j') 
cal.l prtr4(0,410+14*9,55+i•20,7,'(gl.0.4)',10,teveci(i)) 
300 continue 
key • INICEY(l.) 




call WRTSTR(page,100,280,30,'Matrix Dimension Error.OCurred') 
call LEVEL(l.) 





+ 'No Convergence - No of Iterations Performed:') 
call prti2(page,(l.00+44*9),280,4,'(i5)',5,ierr) 
call LEVEL(1) 
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c **********••································································· c 
C FILE : PEROPT. POR 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CN MODULE NAME peropt 
CA FUNCTXON Obtain Performance Index Plotting options 
cs CALL SEQUENCE call peropt() 
CI INPUT PARAMETERS None 
CO OUTPUT PARAMETERS None 
C~ GLOBAL VARIABLES Include 
CK MODULES CA.l.LEI> Fortran 
files: syst.inc,pl.dat.inc,keya.inc 
wrhead,prtr8,getr8,disvop,toqvop 
WRTSTR,WIPSCR,ERTONE,WIPSCR C Assembler: 
CE EltltOR CONDITIONS None 
cc COIOIBH'l'S Interrogate user on graphics page O to obtein 
c performance index plotting options ,ie: 
c required qroup of performance index plots 
c and scales of axes. 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
subroutine peropt() ' 





common /plpts/ stpt,enpt · 
common /view/ vop 
call WIPSCR(O) 
call wrhead(0,(720-35•9)/2,35,35, 
+ 'Performance Index Plot~ing options.') 
call wrhead(0,40,60,37, 
+ 'Vertical Axes: Performance Index Data') 
call WRTSTR(0,50,80,28, 
+ 'Maximum Value: dB') 
call WRTSTR(0,50,95,28, 
+ 'Minimum Value: dB') 
call wrhead(0,40,120,33, 
+ 'Horizontal Axes: Frequency Points') 
call WRTSTR(0,50,140,37, 
+ 'Maximum Frequency: rad/sec') 
366 
call WRTSTR(O,S0,155,37, 
+ 'KinilllUlll Frequency: rad/sec') 
call WRTSTR(0,50,170,12,'View Option:') 
wo • syst(l) 
wf • syst(2) 
wine • syst(3) 
maxpts • int((wf - wO)/winc) 
do 100 i a 1 1 4 , 
xaxdat(i,1) = dble(wf-(maxpts-enpt)•winc) 
if (xaxdat(i,l).gt.dble(wf)) xaxdat(i,l) • dble(wf) 
xaxdat(i,2) = dble(wO+(stpt~l)*wlnc) 
if (xaxdat(i,2).l.t.dble(wO)) xaxdat(i,2) • dble(wO) 
xaxdat(i,3) = xaxdat(i,2) 
100 continue 







call WRTSTR(0,40,235,36,'RETURN, TAB and cursor keys to move.') 
call WRTSTR(0,40,250,16,'ESC key to exit.') 
if (npos.eq.l) then 
key• getr8(0,50+15*9,80,7,'(gl0.4)',10,yexdat(1,1)) 
do 200 i • 2, 4 
yaxdat(i,l) = yaxdat(l,l) 
200 continue 




if (yaxdat(l,2).ge.yaxdat(l,1)) then 
call WRTSTR(0,150,220,45, 




+ , ') 
endif 
if (yaxdat(l,2).ge.yaxdat(l,1)) goto 198 
do 300 1 = 2, 4 
contl:~~at(i,2) = yaxdat(l,2) 
elseif (npos.eq.3) then 
c Editing the Maximum Plot Frequency 
196 continue 
key• gatr8(0,50+19*9,140,7,'(g10.4)',10,xaxdat(1,1)) 
if (sngl(xaxdat(l,1)).gt.wf) then 
call WRTSTlt(0,150,220,50, 
+ '***Error : Maximum Plot must be< Maximum created') 






if (angl(xaxdat(l,l)).gt.wf) goto 196 
do 400 1 = 2, 4 
xaxdat(l,l) • xaxdet(l,l) 
400 continue , 
enpt • maxpts - int( (wf-xaxdat(l,1))/wino 
elseif (npos.eq.4) then 
195 continue 
key• getr8(0 1 50+19*9,155,7,'(g10.4)',10,xaxdat(1,2)) 
if (xaxdat(l,2).ge.xaxdat(l,1)) then 
.call WRTSTR(0,150,220,45, 
+ '*** Error : Minimum must be Less than Kaximwa') 
cal.l ERTO!lE() 
') 
elself (sngl(xaxdat(l,2)).lt.wO) then 
call WRTST1t(o,1so,220,5o, 
+ '*** Error : MinillWDI Plot must be> MinilllUlll created') 




+ , , ) 
end if 
if (xaxdat(l,2).ge.xaxdat(l,1)) goto 195 
if (sngl(xaxdat(l,2)).lt.wO) goto 195 
xaxdat(l,3) • xaxdat(l,2) 
do 500 i • 2, 4 
xaxdat(i,2) • xaxdat(l,2) 
xaxdat(i,3) • xaxdat(l,2) 
500 continua 
stpt • int( (xaxdat(l,2)-wO)/winc ) + 1 
elseif (npos.eq.5) then 
cal.l toqvop(vop,int(50+13•9),170,key) 
endlf · 
if ((key.eq.downk).or.(key,eq.retk).or.(key.eq.tabk)) then 
if (npos.eq.5) then 
npos •. 1 
e.lsa 
npos • npoa + 1 
endif 
al.self ((key.eq.upk).or.(key.eq.rtabk)) then 
if (npoa.eq.1) then 
npos • 5 
el.se 
npos • npos - 1 
end if 
end if 





c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• CB REVISION HISTORY 
C VERSION BY DATE COJCXENT g PiiEio A. de Waa1 06/01/90 Fina11y commented 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 
c· FILE : PERPLT.FOR 















View Specific Perf Index Data P1ot and Ana1ysis 
~~~~ perf~i~~~)- Indicates which group of 









Contro1 Effort and Setp. Tracking 
co OUTPUT PARAMETERS None 
CG GLOBAL VARIABLES Inc1ude fi1es: syst.inc,perdat.inc,p1dat.inc 
Cll MODULES CALLED Fortran wrhead, dwaxes,' drawpt, drw1et 
c Assemb1er: WIPSCR, MOVE, OLINE, WRTSTR, LEVEL 
CE ERROR CONDITIONS None 
cc COMKENTS user-specified performance index data p1ots are 
c p1otted on graphics page 1, end en ana1ysis of a11 
c performance indices ls presented on graphics page o. 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
subroutine perp1t(vop) 








inteqer•2 graph(4) · 
rea1 xax(100), wO, wf, wine 
rea1•8 xp(3),yp(3) 
rea1•8 sca1e(2),centre(4) 
common /p1pts/ stpt,enpt 
~!Y! ~P!GE(pa9e) 
ca11 CLRSCR( ) 
call wrbead(page,((720-45*9)/2),22,45, 








+ 'Trace 1: Input Performance') 
call WRTSTR(page,376,335,27, 
+ 'Trace 2: output Performance') 
ca11 LEVEL(O) 
+if ~;~Y~!9iife~~;~i~T~;~~~~~ei'i~~;!';!i~2i1~~~) 44 ' 
if (vop.eq.2) ca11 WRTSTR(page,((720-50*9)/2),315,50, 
+ 'Disturbance Attenuation Perfomence Index Data Plot') 
if (vop.eq.3) call WRTSTR(page,((720-38*9)/2),315,38, 
+ 'Sensitivity Perfomance Index Data P1ot') 
if (vop.eq.4) call WRTSTR(paqe,((72Q-59*9)/2),315,59, 
+ •contro1 Effort/Setpoint Tracking Perfomance Index Data Plot') 
call LEVEL(1) 
wo • syst(1) 
Wf • syst(2) 
wine a syst(3) 
npts int((wf - WO)/winc) 
w - wO 
do 901 pts • 1, npts 
xax(pts) • w 












n\Dllll • 1 
xtype • 1 
cp:no • vop 
do 900 qrno • 1,4 
do aoo axinf • 1,3 
if (axinf.eq.1) xaxdat(grno,axinf) 
if (axinf .eq.2) xaxdat(qrno,axinf) 
if (axinf.eq.3) xaxdat(grno,axinf) 
xp(axinf) • xaxdat(grno,axinf) 
contr~~!xinf) - yaxdat(grno,axinf) 
9rapb(1) • 10 
graph(2) • 285 




qraph(4) • 250 
call WRTSTR(pa9e,(650-9•9),285,9,'(rad/secJ') 
call WR'l'STR(page,60,45,30,'(Decibels • 20*Lo9(Kaqnitude)]') 
ca1.l dwaxes(page,nums,xtype,xp,yp,graph,scale,centre) 
do 790 chan • 1, 2 





xtrid • xax(enpt) 





























do 990 boxno • l, 4 _ 
xpos • boxcor(boxno,1) + 2 
ypos • boxcor(boxno,2) + 12 
call LEVEL(O) 
call WRTSTR(page,xpos,ypos,inf'len(boxno,1),boxinf(boxno,1)) 
call LEVEL( 1) -
xpos • xpos + 15 
ypos • ypos + 15 
call wrhead(page,xpos,ypos,inflen(boxno,2),boxinf'(boxno,2)) 
xpos • xpos + 10 
ypos • ypos + 15 
call WRTSTR(paqe,xpos,ypos,inflen(boxno,3),boxinf(boxno,3)) 
ypos • ypos.+ 15 
do 980 com • 1,3 
call LEVEL(piclev(boxno,1,com)) 




ypos • ypos + 15 
xpos • xpos - 10 
call wrhead(page,xpos,ypoa,inflen(boxno,4),boxinf(boxno,4)) 
xpos • xpos + 10 
ypoa • ypos + 15 
call WRTSTR(paqe,xpos,ypos,inflen(boxno,5),boxinf(boxno,5)) 
ypos • ypoa + 15 
do 970 com • 1,3 
cal.l..LEVEL(picl.ev(boxno,2,com)) 






call WRTSTR(paqe,5,248,19,'Stahil.ity Anal.yais:') 
cal.l LEVBL(l) 
~!ii ~I~~~1:~~5+21*9),248,19,'Process found to be') 
cal.l WRTSTR(paqe,(5+25*9+17•9),248,20,stcom(1)) 
call. Ll!VEL(l) . 
call WRTSTR(paqe,30,263,14,'Gain Margin • '> 
call prtr,(paqe,(30+15*9),263,6,'(f6.2) 1 ,6,atval(l,l)) 
call WRTSTR(paga,386,263,15,'Phase Kargin • ') 
call prtr4(paqe,(386+15*9),263,6,'(f'6.2)',6,atval(2,l)) 




CB Rl!Vrsrox RrSTOBY . 
C VERSrON BY DATE COMKEH'l' 
c 1.1 A. de waal 06/01/90 Finally co .. ented 
C Fr LEND : 
·C ***************************************************************************** 
c 
C PrI.B : PERSET.FOR 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CN KODIJLI! KAKE • perset 
CA FONCT%otf Perturb Setpoint Gaussianl.y or Sinusoidall.y 
cs CALI. SBQUENCI! call peraet() 
er rllPUT PAJtAKBTERS Kone 
co OtJ'l'PUT PARAXETBRS None 
CG GLOBAL VARrABLl!S rnclude files: time.inc,syst.inc 
CH KODOLBS CALLBD Fortran rndnrm 
CE BRJ!OR COJIDrTrONS ' !lone 
cc COKKllll'l'S : Perturb setpoint either: g - R~~!X..:i~Pvariabl.a generated with a 
c - sinusoidally c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
subroutine perset() 
. impl.icit double precision (r) 






if (rtyp.eq.O) then 
do 100 i • 1, order 
else 
rn(i) • angl(rndnrm(dble(O.o),dble(aqrt(rampl)),irand)) 
continue 
do 300 i • 1, order 
if (rchaet(i).eq.O) 








CH REVISION HISTORY 
C VERSION BY DATE COMMENT 




C FILE : PIPLOT.FOR 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CN MODULE NAME pip1ot 
CA FUNCTION View Group of Perf Index Data P1ots and Ana1ysis 
CS CALL SEQUENCE ca11 pip1ot() 
CI INPUT PARAMETERS None 
co OUTPUT PARAMETERS None 
CG GLOBAL VARIABLES Inc1ude files: syst.inc,perdat.inc,pldat.inc 
wrhead, dwaxes, drawpt, drwlet · 
WIPSCR, HOVE, OLINE, WRTSTR, LEVEL 
CH MODULES CALLED Fortran 
c Assemb1er: 
CE ERROR CONDITIONS None 
cc COMMENTS Group of all performance index data plots are 
c plotted on graphics page 1, and an analysis of all 
c performance indices is presented on graphics page o. 
C *********************************************P******************************* 
subroutine piplot() 








real xax(100), wo, wf, wine 
real*8 xp(3),yp(3) 
rea1•8 scale(2),centre(4) 
common /plpts/ stpt,enpt 

















+ 'Noise to Input(1), OUtput(2)') 
ca1l WRTSTR(page,10,190,34, 
+ 'Disturbance to. Input(1), output(2)') 
call. WRTSTR(page,366,190,34, 
+ 'Sensitivity of Input(1), OUtput(2)') 
cal.l. WRTSTR(paqe,366,45,36, 
+ 'Control. Effort(1), Tracking Errorf2)') 
cal.l. WRTSTR(paqe,20,335,15, 
+ 'Gain Margin - ') 
ca11 prtr4(page,(20+14*9),335,6,'(f6.2)',6,stval(1,1)) 
cal1 WRTSTR(page,376,335,16, 











int((Wf - wO)/winc) 
do 901 pts - 1, npts 
xax(pts) - w 








n\DIS • 1 
xtype • 1 
dO 900 <JrnO • 1 1 4 
+ 
+ 
do SQO axinf • 1,3 
if (axinf.eq.1) xaxdat(qrno,axinf) = DBLE(wf) 
if (axinf.eq.2) xaxdat(qrno,axinf) - DBLE(wO) 
if (axinf .eq.3) xaxdat(grno,axinf) DBLE(WO) 
xp(axinf) = xaxdat(qrno,axinf) 
yp(axinf) = yaxdat(qrno,axinf) 
continue 
do 700 posinf s 1,4 
cont1~~=h(posinf) = qrpos(qrno,posinf) 
xpos • graph(1) · 
ypos • graph(2) - graph(4) - 2 
ca1l WRTSTR(page,xpos,ypos,4,'[dBJ') 
xpos • graph(1) • graphl3) - 54 
ypos • graph(2) - graph(4)/2 • 20 
ca11 WRTSTR(page,xpos,ypos,7,'[rad/sJ') 
ca11 dwaxes(page,nums,xtype,xp,yp,qraph,sca1e,centre) 
do 790 chan • 1, 2 






xtrid • xax(enpt) 






















ca11 KOVE(360 1 20) 
call DLINE(360,236) 
do 990 boxno • 1, 4 
xpos • boxcor(boxno,l) + 2 




xpos • xpos + 15 
ypos • ypos + 15 
ca11 wrhead(paqe,xpos,ypos,inf1en(boxno,2),boxinf(boxno,2)) 
xpos • xpos + 10 
ypos - ypoa + 15 
call WRTSTR(page,xpos,ypos,inf1en(boxno,3),boxinf(boxno,3)) 
ypos • ypos + 15 
do 980 com • 1,3 
cal1 LEVEL(piclev(boitno,1,com)) 




ypos • ypos +·15 
xpos • xpoa - 10 
call ...,head(page,xpos,ypoa,inflen(boxno,4),boxinf(boxno,4)) 
xpos • xpoa + 10 
ypoa • ypos + 15 
ca11 WRTSTR(page,xpos,ypos,inflen(boxno,5),boxinf(boxno,5)) 
ypos • ypos + 15 
do 970 CO'll • 1,3 
call LEVl!L(piclev(boxno,2,cota).) 





call LEVEL(O) I 
cal1 WRTSTR(page,5,248,19,'Stability Analysis:') 
call. LEVEL(l.) 




cal.l WRTSTR(paqe,30,263,14,'Gain Margin• ') 
call prtr4(paqe,(30+15•9),263,6,'(f6.2)',6,stvel(1,1)) 
cal1 WRTSTR(page,386,263,15,'Pbase Karqin • ') 
call prtr4(page,(386+15•9),263,6,'(f6.2)',6,stval(2,1)) 




CB REVISION HISTORY 
C Vl!lUUOK BY DATl! <X>RltEHT 




C PILJI · : PLDAT. FOR 
c ·······················································••*••················· CN KODOL2 HAKE b1ock data pldat 
CA FUNCTXON Block Data containin9 Plotting Data 
cs CALL SEQUENCE not a subroutine 
CI I!IPOT PARAMETERS n/a = OOTPOT PARAMETERS n/a 
CG GLOBAL VARIABLES Inc1ude filas: 
c common blocks: 
c 
CK KODCLES CALLED n/a 




cc COKKEN'l'S This b1ock data section derines qrapb positions, 
C defau1t plotting data values and graph comments 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 




common /p1pts/ stpt,enpt 
common /•iew/ vop 























+ /'Sensor Noise Attenuation 
+ 'Attenuation of Transmission to Input 
+ 'Low Frequ Int. Frequ High Frequ 
+ 'Attenuation of Transmission to output 
+ 'Low Frequ Int. Frequ High Frequ 
+ 'Process Disturbance Attenuation 
+ 'Attenuation of Transmission to Input 
+ 'Low Frequ Int. Frequ Higb Frequ 
+ 'Attenuation of Transmission to output 
, , 
' 
' , ' 
, , 
+ 'Low Frequ Int. Frequ High Freqit :, 
+ 'Sensitivity to changes in Process Model 
+ 'Insensitivity of Input 
+ 'Low Frequ Int. Frequ High Frequ 
+ 'Insensitivity of output 
+ 'Low Frequ Int. Frequ · High Frequ 
+ 'Control Effort and Setpoint Tracking 
+ 'Control Effort 
+ 'Low Frequ Int. Frequ High Frequ 
+ •setpoint Tracking 







c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• CH REVISION HISTORY 
C VERSION BY DATE COMMENT 
c 1.1 A. de waal 06/01/90 Finally co11112ented 
C FILEND : . c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 
C FILE : PRECAL.FOR 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CN MODULE NAME precal 
CA FUNCTION Calculates Precompensator for s-state Tracking 
cs CALL SEQUENCE call precal() 
CI INPUT PARAJIETERS None 
CO OUTPUT PARAMETERS Hone 
CG GLOBAL VARIABLES Include files: syst.inc,permat.inc,perdat.inc 
CK MODULES CALLED Fortran : jwm.at,add,cmult,cinv,savmat,prti2 
c Assembler: ERTONE,WRTSTR LEVEL,IHKEY 
CE ERROR CONDITIONS Matrix dimensioning and disk errors as printed to 
c graphics page o 
cc COHHENTS This routine effectively inverts the closed loop 
c state feedback model and uses this matrix as a 
c precoapensator matrix to ensure zero steady-state 
c error between the setpoints and the outputs. Tbis 
c constant matrix is stored in the variable ptrsst. 
c ***************************************************************************** 
sUbroutine precal() 






do 115 i • l, ip 
do 125 j • l, ip 
ptrsst(i,j) • o.o 
if (i.eq.j) then 




mord • int(syst(4)) 
dima - int(syst(5)) 
w - o.o 
write(4,•) ' calculating Precomp. for zero s-state Error' 
write(4,•) ' w •' 
write(4,'(1x,gl0.2,i5)')w 




if (merr.ne.O) goto 101 




if (merr.ne.o) goto 101 
ca11 cmul.t(tema2r,tema2i,b,zermat,qma.tr,gmati, 
+ mord,dima,dima,mord,merr) 
if (merr.ne.O) goto 101 
c Calculating phi • inv(jwI - A + Kf*C) 
call mult(kf,c,kfcmat,dima,mord,mord,dima,merr) 
if (merr.ne.O) goto 101 
call add(jamatr,kfcmat,tematr,dima,dima,dima,dima,O,merr) 
if (merr.ne.O) goto 101 
call cinv(tematr,jamati,fimatr,fimati,dima,ip,2•ip) 
c calculating p • inv(I + Kc*phi•B) 
call cmult(kc,zermat,fimatr,fimati,tematr,temati, 
+ mord,dima,dima,dima,merr) 
if (merr.ne.O) goto 101 
ca11 cllU.l.t(tematr,temati,b,zerma.t,tem.a.2r,tema21, 
+ mord,diaa,dima,mord,merr) 
if (merr.ne.O) goto 101 
372 
c&.11 add(eyemat,tema2r,tematr,mord,mord,mord,mord,O,merr) 
if (merr.ne.O) goto 101 
call add(1eraat,tema2i,temati,mord,mord,mord,mord,O,merr) 
if (merr.ne.O) goto 101 
call cinv(tematr,temati,pmatr,pmati,mord,ip,2*ip) 
c Calculating K • P • inv(I + Kc•phi•B)*Kc*phi*Kf 
C • P*Kc•phi*Kf 
call cmul.t(pmatr,pmati,kc,zermat,tematr,temati, 
+ mord,dima,dima,dima,merr) 
if (merr.ne.O) goto 101 
call cmult(tematr,temati,fimatr,fimati,tema2r,tema2i, 
+ mord,dima,dima,dima,merr) 
if (merr.ne.O) goto 101 
ca11 cmul.t(tema2r,tema21,kf,zermat,mmatr,mmati, 
+ mord,dima,dima,mord,merr) 
if (merr.ne.O) goto 101 
c Calculating L2 • G*K 
call cmult(qmatr,qmati,mmatr,mmati,12matr,12mati, 
+ mord,mord,mord,mord,merr) 
if (merr.ne.o) goto 101 
c calculating 82 • _inv(I. + L2) 
call add(eyemat,12•a~,tematr,mord,mord,mord,mord,O,merr) 
if (merr.ne.O) goto 101 
call add(zermat,12mati,temati,mord,mord,mord,mord,o,merr) 
if (merr.ne.O) goto 101 
call cinv(tematr,temati,s2matr,s2mati,mord,ip,2•ip) 
c calculating ptr • inv(S2*G*P) : s • o 
call cmult(s2matr,s2mati,qmatr,qmati,tematr,temati, 
+ mord,mord,aord,mord,merr) 
if (merr.ne.O) goto 101 
call c11Ult(tematr,temati,pmatr,pmati,tema2r,tama2i, 
+ mord,mord,mord,mord,merr) 
if (merr.na.O) goto 101 
call cinv(tema2r,tema2i,ptrsst,tema2i,mord,ip,2•ip) 
c saving Precompensator Matrix to Pile 
err • savmat(mord,mord,ptrsst, 
+ 'Re(Precomp Matrix) 
err - saynat(mord,mord,tema2i, 
',4) 
+ ':tm(Precomp Matrix) 





+ '***ERROR: could not write Precomp matrix to file percal.tes') 
call LBVEL(1) 




100 goto 103 
101 continue 
call ERTOHE ( ) 
call LBVEL(O) 
call WRTSTR(0,100,280,30,'Katrix Dime~ion Error ocurred') 
call LBVEL(l) 
key • IJIKEY(l) 
102 continue 
cal.l. ERTOHE( ) 
cal.l. LEVBL(O) 
call WRTSTR(0,100,280,44, 
+ 'Ko Convergence - Ho of Iterations Performed:') 
call prti2(page,(l.00+44*9),280,4,'(i5)',5,ierr) 
cal.l LBVEL(l.) 






CB REV:tSIOK HISTORY 
C VERS:tOH BY DATE COIDIBllT 




C P:tLJI : PROST.II.. FOR c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Clf KODOLJI KAMB prosta 
CA POllCTXOlf cal.culate Process states 
CS CALL SllQOBKCE cal.l. prosta() 
CI DIP0'1' PARAJDITJIJIS None 
CO OUTPUT PARAKETEJIS Hone 
CG GLOBAL VAll:tABLES :tncl.ude fil.es: syst.inc,time.inc 
CK KODOLES CALLED Hone 
CE ERROR COHD:tT:tOHS Hone 
cc co!On!NTs Subroutine uses a fourth order Runge-Kutta algorithm 
c to perform the first order int~ations necessary to 
c calculate the new process states (xn) from the 
C previous states and the inputs (un). The actual 
c outputs (ynact) are al.so calculated from the states 
c and possibl.e disturbances (&n). The actual. outputs 
C ,differ from the measured outputs (yn) if noise (nn) 
c is present on the output sensors, and these val.ues 





order • int(syst(4)) 
di ... • _int(syst(5)) 
ir ((dinc.eq.O).and.(plnoi.eq.O)) call. pl.tsta(order,order,ti,zn) 






do 100 1 = 1, dlma 
SWdJCdt(l) • 0.0 
><o(l) • xn(l) 
lf (!.le.order) yn(l) 
continue 
do 200 n • l., 4 
o.o 
out k(n) • f( xn(ndt)+c2(n)*k(n-1)•dt, ndt+c2(n)•ndt 
= a•( xn(ndt) + c2(n)*k(n-1)*dt 
= dxdt(i), 1•1, dlma 
do 210 i = 1, dima 
dxdt(i) • o.o 




d><dt(i) = dxdt(i) + a(i,j)*xn(j) 
if (j.le.order) dxdt(i) = dxdt(i) + b(i,j)*un(j) 
continue 
if ((dinc.eq.O).and.(dtyp.eq.O)) dxdt(i) • dxdt(i) + zn(i) 
continue 
c Work out swdxdt 
c 
c 
k(1) + 2*k(2) + 2*k(3) + k(4) 
= cl(n)*k(n) 
c 
= c1(n)•dxdt(i), 1•1, dima 
cl(1)=1, c1(2)=2, c1(3)=2, c1(4)=1 
do 230 i = 1, dima 
swdxdt(i) • swdxdt(i) + cl(n)*d><dt(i) 
C Work out xn(ndt)+c2(n)*k(n-1)*dt to be used in calculation of next k(n) 
C NOTE: only for n = 1, 2, 3: c2(1)=0.5, c2(2)•0.5, c2(3)•1.0 
if (n.lt.4) then 
xn(i) xo(i) + c2(n)•dxdt(i)•dt 
C Work out ><n( (n+l)*dt ) a xn(n•dt) + ( k(l) + 2*k(2) + 2*k(3) + k(4) )*dt/6 
C = xn(n•dt) + swd><dt•dt/6 
else 




do 300 i • 1, order 
do 310 j = 1, dima 
yn(i) = yn(i) + c(i,j)•xn(j) 
310 continue 
c if ((dinc.eq.O).and.(dtyp.eq.1)) yn(i) = yn(i) + zn(i) 
if (dinc.eq.O) yn(i) yn(i) + zn(i) 
ynact(i) • yn(i) 





CH REVISION HISTORY 
C VERSION BY 
c 1.1 A. de waal 







C FILE : SETPER.FOR 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• CN MODULE NAME setper 
CA FUNCTION Specify Sinus. Setp. Perturb. Options 
cs CALL SEQUENCE call setper() 
CI INPUT PARAMETERS None 
co OUTPUT PARAMETERS None 
CG GLOBAL VARIABLES Include 
CH MODULES CALLED Fortran 
files• keys.inc,time.ino,syst.inc 
wrbead,togopt,qetset 
WRTSTR,WIPSCR c Assembler: 
CE ERROR CONDITIONS None 
cc COHHENTS Interrogates user about options for tbe inclusion 
C of sinusoidal setpoint perturbations. User specifies 
c whether perturbations to be included for each 
C of the channels. Once these specifications have been 
c made, the routine calls subroutine qetset in which 
c amplitude and frequency information for each channel 
c is obtained from the user. 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
subroutine setper ( ) 





order • syst(4) 
di- • syst(5) 
call WIPSCR(O) 
c Write heading. (wrhead.for - !glib.lib) 
call wrbead(0,(720-48*9)/2,25,47, 
+ 'Sinusoidal setpoint Perturbation Specification.') 
call WRTSTR(0,50,70,33,'Include Perturbations? 
if (rinc.eq.O) call WRTSTR(0,50+30*9,70,3,'Yes') 
call WRTSTR(0,40,250,16,'ESC key to exlt.') 
199 continue 
call togopt(rino,50+30•9,70,key) 
i~ ((rinc.eq.O).and.(key.ne.esck)) then 
rtyp - 1 
call WRTSTR(0,40,235,36, 
+ I I) 
ca11 WRTSTR(0,40,250,16,' ') 
call getset(rchset,rchdat,order,50,90) 
call WRTSTR(0,40,235,36, 
+ 'RETURN, TAB and cursor keys to move.') 
call WRTSTR(0,40,250,16,'ESC key to &>Cit.')' 
endif 







CH RBVISION HISTORY 
C VERSION BY DATE COMMENT 
C 1.1 A. de Waal 06/01/90 Finally Commented 
C FI LEND : 
c ************••··~···························································· 
c 
c FILE : srNrN.FOR 
c ·························································~··················· CN MODULE NAME sinin 
CA FUNCTIOM Drive Sinusoid Perturbation Menu 
CS CALL SEQUENCE call sinin() 
er INPUT PARAMETERS Kone 
co OUTPUT PARAMETERS None 
CG GLOBAL VARIABLES None 
CH MODULES CALLED Fortran inmenu,wrbead,noidis,setper 
c Assembler: DOHENO,WRTSTR,EROTNE 
CE ERROR CONDITIONS None 
cc COHKEN'l'S Initializes 111enu screen and drives menu for the 
c choice whether sinusoidal perturbations are to be 
c included on setpoints or as noise/disturbances. 
c ·······································~····································· subroutine sinin() 




C Write heading. (wrhead.for - !glib.lib) 
call wrbead(0,(720-51*9)/2,35,51, 
+ 'Specification of Sinusoidal setpoint Peirturbations.') 
c Get cbosen option. (domenu.asm - iqlib.lib) 
optl4ll • DOM!INU(l4ll) 
c Blank over beading. (util.asm - !glib.lib) 
call WJt'l'STR(0,(720-51*9)/2,35,Sl, 
+ , 
if (optl41l.eq.l) then 
call noidis() 
elseif (opt141l.eq.2) then 
call setper() 
elseif (optl4ll.ne.O) then 
call ERTONEO 
end if 






c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• CH REVISXON BXS"l'ORY 
·c VERSION BY DATE OOHKENT 
c 1.1 A. de waal 06/01/90 Finally commented 
C FI LEND : c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C PILE : SYNTB.FOR 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CN MODULE NAME synth 
CA FUllCTIO!f Call LQG Synthesis Procedures 
cs CALL SEQUEKCE call synth() 
CI INPUT PARAXETERS None 
CO OUTPUT PARAMETERS None 
CG GLOBAL VAJIIABLES None 
CK MODULES CALLED Fortran optkc,optkf 
c Assembler: WRTSTR,ERTONB,IHKBY 
CE ERROR CONDITIONS 1 Matrix dimensioning of eigenvalue determination error 
cc COKllEBTS Calls subroutines optkc and optkf to synthesize 
c optimal controller gain ko and optimal Kalman filter 
c gain kf respectively. Printa out to graphics pa9e 0 










call ER1'0lfE ( ) 
if (dimerr.ne.o) then 
call WRTSTR(0,50,100,37, 
+ '****ERROR - Matrix Dimensioning Error') 
endir 
if (conver.ne.O) then 
oall WRTSTR(0,50rl00,56, 
+ '****ERROR - No convarqence in Datermining Eigenstructure') 
endir 




















C FXLI! : TOCDTY. FOR c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CN NODULE lUJIB togdty 
CA FUNCTXOK Togg1e Output of State se1ection 
CS CALL SBQUBlfCB ca11 togdty(iopt,xpos,ypos,key) 
CI XHPUT PAJIAJCETERS iopt: integer - O shows outputs se1ected at present 
c 2 shows states se1ected at present 
C xpos,ypos: integer - Co-ords on screen where editing 
c to take p1ace 
co OUTPUT PARAMETERS iopt: indicates edited se1ection 
c key : integer - returned key code 
CG GLOBAL VARXABLES Xnc1ude fi1es: keys.inc 
ex NODULES CALLED Aasaml:>1er: WJtTSTR,LEVEL,XNICEY 
CE ERROR CONDXTXOKS None 
cc COHllEKTS Enab1as user to togg1e se1ection of outputs or states 
c by editing f1ag iopt on graphics screen o. 
c ***************************************************************************** 
sUbroutine togdty(iopt,xpos,ypos,key) 




+ 'SPACE to togg1e yes/no. RETORH and TAB keys to move option.') 
ca11 LEVEL(O) 
if (iopt.eq.O) ca11 WJtTSTR(O,xpoa,ypos,3,'0ut') 
if (iopt.eg.2) ca11 WJtTSTR(O,xpos,ypos,3,'Sta') 
ca11 LEVBL(1) 
198 continue 
key • INKEY(1) 
if (key.eg.8192) then 
if (iopt.eq.O) then 











+ (key.ne.eack).and.(key.ne.upk).and.(key.ne.downk)) goto 198 
if (iopt.eq.O) ca11 WJtTS~(O,xpoa,ypos,3,'0ut') 
if (iopt.eq.2) ca11 WJtTSTR(O,xpos,ypos,3,'Sta') 
ca11 WJtTS~(0,40,265,59, 




CH REVXSXOB HXSTORY 
C VERSXON BY DATE COHKEHT 
c 1.1 A. de waa1 06/01/90 Fina11y Commented 
C FXLEJII> : c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 
C FXLE : TOGOPT.FOR 
c ·····································~······································· CN HODOLB HAXB togopt 
CA FUNCTXOH User Togg1e Yea/No Option F1ag 
cs CALL SEQUE!fCB ca11 togopt(iopt,xpoa,ypoa,key) 
ex :CKPUT PARAXl!TERS iopt: integer - option f1ag o • yea, 1 • no 
c xpoa,ypos: integer - position on graphics screen o 
c · where editing to take p1ece 
CO OUTPOT PARAllETERS iopt: returned se1ection 
c key: returned key code 
CG GLOBAL VARXABLES Xnc1ude fi1ea: keys.inc 
ex KODOLBS CALLED Aaselllb1er: WJITS~ 1.LEVBL,XNICEY 
CE ERROR COKOXTXOKS Hone 
cc COJllllDl'l'S Enab1ea user to togq1e yes/no f1ag by editing f1aq 
c iopt on graphics screen o. 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
subroutine togopt(iopt,xpoa,ypoa,key) 




+ 'SPACE to togg1e yea/no. RETORH and TAB keys to move option.') 
ca11 LEVBL(O) 
if (iopt.eq.O) ca11 WJtTSTR(O,xpos,ypoa,3,'Yea') 
if (iopt.eq.1) ca11 WRTSTR(O,xpoa,ypos,3,'Ho ') 
ca11 LEVEL(1) 
198 continue 
key • XNICEY(1) 
if (key.eq.8192) then 
if (iopt.eq.o) then 
iopt m 1 
e1se 
ca11 LEVBL(O) 
ca11 WRTSTR(O,xpos,ypos,3,'lfo ') 
ca11 Ll!VEL(1) 











+ (key.ne.eack).and.(key.ne.upk).and.(key.ne.downk)) qoto 198 ·' 
if (iopt'.eq.O) call WRTSTR(O,xpos,ypoa;3; 1 YeS') 
if (iopt.eq.1) ca1l WRTSTR(O,xpos,ypos,3,'No ') 
call lllRTSTR(0,40,265,59, 
+ I . I) 
return · 
end c .............................................................................. . 
CB . REVJ:SJ:ON BJ:STORY 
C VERSJ:ON BY DATE COKXENT 




C FJ:LE TOGVOP.P'OR 
c ···············~·····~····················~···············~········~········· CJf MODULE HAKE toq'Vop _ 
CA FUNCTXOK , Toqq1e Performance J:ndex Plot View option 
cs CALL SEQUENCE call togdty(iopt,xP<>s,ypos,key) 
CJ: INPUT PARAMETERS iopt: integer - .indicates wbich view group o.ption 
c · · · 'presently selected -
c xpos,ypos:_ integer - co-ords on .screen wbere editing 
c to take place 
co OUTPUT 'pARAJCETERS iopt: indicates edited s_elect.lon _ 
c key · :"-- i·nteqer - returned key code 
CG GLOBAL VARIABLES J:nclude files: kays.inc 
CK MODULES CALLED Fortran : disvop 
c Assembler:. WRTSTJt, LEVEL' J:KKEY 
CE ERROR COKDJ:TJ:OKS Kone 
cc COMMENTS Enables user to chanqe select.ion of group of 
c performance index plots to be displayed 
c by editing flaq iopt on qrapbica screen o. 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
subroutine toCJVOp(iopt,xpos,ypos,key) 









··key • XHKEY(1) 
if (key.eq.8192) t.ben 
iopt m iopt + 1 















CB JtEVISJ:ON BJ:STORY 
C VERSJ:ON BY 
c 1.1 A. de waal 




Pinally co .. ented 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
379 
OPTCAD Data Xanipulation Subroutines 
\ 
lfue File Description Paqe 
data DATA.FOR Drive Data Loading/Saving/Editing Menu 381 
eddat EDDAT.FOR Drive Data Editing Menu 381 
eddef EDDEF.FOR Edit Package Default Settings 382 
edgenm EDGENJl.FOR Edit a Real Matrix on Graphics Screen 382 
edk EDK.FOR Drive Menu for Edits to Contr/Obser Matrices 383 
edpopt EDPOP'l'.FOR Edit Options for Performance Index Plots 384 
edprec EDPREC.FOi Edit Precompensator Gain Matrix 385 
edpro EDPRO.FOR Drive Menu for Editinq of Process Description 385 
edqr EDQR.FOR Drive Menu for Editing of wt/Cov Matrices 386 
edqro EDQRO.FOR Drive Menu for Editing of Covariance Matrices 387 
edqrl EDQRl.FOR Drive Menu for Editing of Weighting Matrices 387 
edsi11 EDSIK.FOR Unused 388 
edsys ~YS.FOR Edit S-space System Constants 388 
loddat LODDAT.FOR Drive Program Parameter Loading Menu 389 
loddea LODDEA.FOR Load Non-LQG Design and Perf Inde~ Analysis Data 390 
loddes LODDES.FOR Load Non-LQG Control system Design 392 
lodk LOOK.FOR Load Controller and Observer Matrices 393 
lodlqa LODI.QA.FOR Load LQG Design and Perf Index Analysis Data 394 
-
lodlqg LODLQG.FOR Load LQG Design 396 
lod11at LODMAT.FOR Load Matrix Data from Disk 397 
lodper LODPER.FOR Load Performance Index Data from Disk . 398 
lodpi LODPI.FOR control Reading of MATLAB Perf Index Data 399 
lodpro LODPRO.FOR Load Process Data f ro1 Disk 399 
lodlqa LODQR.FOR Load LQG Weighting and Covariance Matrices 400 
11atdat MATDAT.FOR Load Performance Index Data from MATLAB Files 401 
matst ~TST.FOR Load Stability Data from MATLAB Files 402 
rdmtld RDHTLD.FOR Read in a One-dimensional Array of MATLAB Data 402 
380 
OP.l'CAD Data Manipulation SUbroutines 
lfaJle Pile Description Page 
savdat SAVDAT.FOR Drive Program Parameter Saving Menu 403 
savdea SAVDEA.FOR Save Non-LQG Design and Perf Index Analysis Data 404 
savdes SAVDES.FOR save Non-LQG Control System Design 408 
savk SAVK.FOR Save Controller and Observer Matrices 410 
savlqa SAVLQA.FOR Save LQG Design and Perf Index Analysis Data 412 
savlqg SAVLQG.FOR Save LQG Design 416 
savmat SAVMAT.FOR Save Matrix Data to Disk. 418 
savper SAVPER.FOR save Performance Index Data to Disk 418 
savpro SAVPRO.FOR Save Process Data ·from Disk 419 
savlqa SAVQR.FOR Save LQG Weighting and Covariance Matrices 421 
wrc11at WRCKAT.FOR Write Complex Matrix to File 423 
c 
C FILE : DATA.FOR 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Cll MOOOLE NAME data 
CA FUNCTIOB Drive Data Loading/saving/Editing Menu 
cs CALL SEQUENCE call data() 
CI INPOT PARAHETl!::RS Hone 
co OOTPUT PARAMETERS : None 
CG GLOBAL VARIABLES None 
CM HOOOLES CALLED Fortran : inaenu,wrhead,loddat,savdat,eddat 
c Assembler: DOKENU,WRTSTR,ERTONE 
CE ERROR CONDITIONS Hone 
cc COHHEHTS Initialize menu screen and drive data 
c loading/saving/editing menu c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
subroutine data() 




c write heading. (wrhead.for - !glib.lib) 
call wrhead(0,(720-40*9)/2,35,40, 
+ 'Load, save or Edit Data Used in Package.') 
c Get chosen optllion. (doaenu.aa• - iglib.lib) 
optll • 1:>0KEJf0(11) 
c Blank over heading. (util.asa -· iglib.lib) 
call WRTSTR(0,(720-40*9)/2,35,40, 








if (opt11.eq.l) then 
call loddat() 
elaeif (optll.eq.2) then 
call savdat() 
elseif (optll.eq.3) then 
call eddat() 
elseif (optll.ne.O) then 
call ERTOHB() 
endif 














C FILE : EDDAT. FOR _ 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CN HODOLE HAKE eddat 
CA FUNCTION Drive Data Editing Menu 
cs CALL SEQOENCE call eddat() 
CI IHPOT PAJIAHETERS Hone 
co OOTPOT PARAHETERS None 
CC GLOBAL VARIABLES Include files: runvar.inc 
CH HOOOLBS CALLED Fortran : inmenu,wrhead,eddef,edpro,edqr,edprec 
c Assembler: DOKEHO,WRTSTR,BltTOHE 
CB ERROR CONDITIONS Hone 
cc COIDIEHTS Initializes menu screen and drives data editing menu 
c setting relevant f laqs c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
subroutine eddat() 





c writ• beading. (wrhead.~or - !glib.lib) 
call wrhead(0,(720-54*9)/2,35,54, 
+ •aditing Package Default Data, Proce•• and Deeiqn Data.') 
C Get cho .. n option. (do .. nu.asa - !glib.lib) 
opt113 • DOHEHO(ll3) 
c Blank over heading. (util.aam - !glib.lib) 
call WRTSTR(0,(720-54*9)/2,35,54, 
+ , 
if (optll3.eq.1) then 
call eddef ( ) 
deffl • .true. 
elaeif (optll3.eq.2) then 
call edpro() 
profl - .true. 
elseif (optll3.eq.3) then 
call edqr() 
qrfl • .true. 
elaeif (optll3.eq.4) then 
call edk() 
Jcfl • .true. 
elseif (opt113.eq.5) then 
cal.l edprec ( ) 
elseif (opt113.ne.O) then 









c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• CB REVISION HISTORY 
C VERSION . BY DATE COMMENT 




C FILE : EDDEF.FOR 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• CH MODULE NAME edde£ 
CA FUNCTION Edit Package Default settings 
cs CALL SEQUENCE call eddef() 
CI INPUT.PARAMETERS None 
CO OUTPUT PARAMETERS None 
CG GLOBAL VARIABLES Include files: defnam.inc,keys.inc 
CM MODULES CALLED Fortran : wrhead,togopt 
C Assembler: WIPSCR,WRTSTR,STRIN 
CE ERROR CONDITIONS None 
cc COMMENTS Edits package default settings on graphics screen o 
c and allows saving of settings to file optcad.sys c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
subroutine eddef() 
implicit integer (S) 
$include: 'defnam.inc' 
$include: 'keys.inc' . 
integer key,yesno 
yesno • 1 
call WIPSCR(O) 
C write heading. (wrhead.for - !glib.lib) 
call wrhead(0,(720-33*9)/2,35,33, 
+ 'Editing Default Package Settings.') 
call WRTSTR(0,50,85,10,'Save Path:') 
call WRTSTR(0,50,105,10,'Load Path:') 
call WRTSTR(0,50,125,37,'Save New Default Settings? (Y/N):-No ') 
call WRTSTR(0,175,85,25,outpth) 
call WRTSTR(0,175,105,25,inpath) 
npos a 1 
J,99 continue 
if (npo11.eq.~) then 
call WRTSTR(0,40,200,30,'Hit RETURN to accept pathname.') 
call WRTSTR(0,40,215,16,'Hit ESC to exit.') 
99 continue 
key ~ STRIN(0,175,85,25,outpth) 
if ((key.ne.tabk).and.(key.ne.retk).and.(key.ne.rtabk).and. 
+ . (key.ne.esck)) goto 99 
call WRTSTR(0,40,200,30,' ') 
call WRTSTR(0,40,215,16,' ') 
elseif (npos.eq.2) then 
call WRTSTR(0,40,200,30,'Hit RETURN to accept pathname.') 









key • STRIN(0,175,105,25,inpath) 
if ((key.ne.tabk).and.(key.ne.retk).and.(key.ne.rtabk).and. 
+ (key.ne.esck)) goto 97 
call WRTSTR(0,40,200,30,' ') 
call WRTSTR(0,40,215,16,' ') 
elseif (npos.eq.3) then 
call togopt(yesno,50+34•9,125,key) 







if ((key.eq.downk).or.(key.eq.retk).or.(key.eq.tabk)) then 
if (npos.eq.3) then 
npos • 1 
.al.a• 
npoa • npoa + 1 
endif 
elaeif ((key.eq.upk).or.(key.eq.rtabk)) then 
if (npoe.eq.1) then 
ela:poa 3 ~. 
npos • npos - 1 
endir 
end if 














c FILE EDGENM.FOR 
c •••••••••••••••••••••• CH MODULE NAME 
CA FUNCTION 
CS CALL SEQUENCE 
CI INPUT PARAMETERS 
....................••........••••••••......•...•.••.. 
edge nm 
Edit a Real Matrix on Graphics screen 
call edqenm(edmatr,rows,cols,mname) 
edmatr: Matrix of maximum dim4!maion (15,15) 
382 
c rows,cols: Actual dimensions of matrix 
c .mname: Name of .matrix 
co 
0
0UTPOT PARAMETERS edilatr,rows,cols 
CG GLOBAL VARIABLES ColllJllOn blocks: ./edmat/ mat 
CM KODULBS CALLED Fortran wrhead,editlll 
c Assambler: WIPSCB 'WRTS'l'B 
CE ERROR CONDITIONS None. . 
cc COKKBNTS . Types- out matrix edmatr and then condit.ions matrix 
c into format for editing using edi'tm subroutine. 








common /edmat/ mat 
do 900 1 a l., 15 
do 800 j m 1, 15 
do 700 k a 1, 2 
do 600 l n 1, 13 









do 100 .1 • 1., ·rows 
' do .200 j n 1, cols 
mat(i,j,1,1) • edmatr(i,j) 
call prtr4(0,(20+80*1),(80+1*15),6,'(e8.2)', 
8 ,edmatr( , j)) 
200 . oontinue 
100 cont.inue 
if (rows.gt.cols) then 
n rows 
else 
n - cols 
endif. 
cali WRTSTR(0,350,250,28,'Press Any Key to Edit Matrix') 
key• 0 INKEY(l) 
c C..11 matrix editing rc>utirie in file edt1111t.for 










do 150 l - 1, 15 · .. 
do 250 j a 1, 15 :,." 
edmatr( i,j) •.mat( i, j,1.,1) . 





call WRTSTll(0,350,250,25,'Press Any Key to Continue') 
key • IlfKEY(l) 






c **********•••································································ CH REVISION Bl:STORY : . 
C VERStOH BY 
c 1.1 A. de Waal 






~ PILB : a.Foil 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• CH 'KODOLB lfAKB edk 
CA. FU!IC'IIO!I _ _ Drive Menu for Edita. to Contr/Obser Matrices 
CS CALL- SBQOBHCl!: cail edk( ) 
CI IllPO'l' PAl!AK&TBRS None 
co OOTPO'l' PARAJIBTEBS None 
CG GLOl!4L VARIABLES Incl.ued files: syst.inc 
CM KODOLES CALLED Port.ran : in111enu,wrheed,edi;Jenm 
c Assembler: DOKENU,WRTSTR,.Ell'l'ONE 
CE ERROR .OONDZTIOlfS None ' . 
OC COIUIEHTS Initializes menu screen and drives menu for the 
c editing of control1er (kc) and observer (kf) gain 
~ •••••••••••••••••••••••• ::!;!;::.;. ............................................. . 
subroutine edk() 







call inmenu( ) 
cal.l WIPSCR(O) 
c write heading. (wrhead.for - !glib.lib) 
cal.l wrhead(0,(720-63*9)/2,35,63, 
+'Editing contr./Ol>serv. Matrices Instead of Using LOG Synthesis.') 
C Get cbosen'option. (domenu.asm - !glib.lib) 





if (WO.gt.wt') goto 194 
ayst(1) • WO 
elaeif (npoa.eq.3) then 
continue 
key• geti2(0,50+27*9,170,4,'(i5)',5,maxpts) 
if (maxpts.lt.10) then 
call WRTSTR(0,150,220,43, 
+ '*** Error : Must create Kore than 10 Points') 
call ERTONE() 





'*** Error : Must Create Leas than 100 Points') 
EJ!TONE() 
+ 
call WltTSTR(0,150,220,44, , 
endif 
if ((maxpta.lt.10).or.(maxpta.gt.100)) goto 192 
wine • (wf - WO)/maxpts 
syat(3) • wine 
endif 
if ((key.eq.downlc).or.(key.eq.retk).or.(key.eq.tabk)) then 
if (npoa.eq.3) then 
npos • 1 
else 
npos • npoa + 1 
endif 
elaeif ((key.eq.upk).or.(key.eq.rtabk)) then 
·if (npos.eq.1) then 
npoa • 3 
else 
npos • npoa - 1 
endif 
endif 
if (key.ne.eack) goto 199 
do 100 i • 1, 4 
xaxdat(i,1) • wf 
xaxdat(i,2) • wo 
xaxdat(i,3) - WO 
100 continue 
stpt ,;. 1 





c *******************•························································· CH REVISION HISTORY 
C . VERSION BY DATE COKKEHT 
c 1.1 A. de Waal 06/01/90 Finally Co1mented 
C PI LEND 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 
C FILE : EDPREC.POR 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CN MODULE NAME edprec 
CA FUJJCTIOll Edit Precompensator Gain Matrix 
CS CALL SBQUB:trCB ca11 edprec() 
er rHPUT PARAXETERS None 
co OOTPUT PARAKETBRS None 
CG GLOBAL VAJIIABLBS Include files: syst.inc 
CM XOOOLBS CALLBD Fortran : wrhead,edgenm 
C Aaae'llb1er: WIPSCR 
CE ERROR COMDITIONS None 
cc COMKENTS Edita precompensator matrix ptraat on 







c write heading. (wrhead.for - iglib.1ib) 
call wrhead(0,(720-48*9)/2,35,48, 
+ 'Editing steady-state Precompensator Gain Matrix.') 
dima • int(ayst(5)) 
llOrd • int(ayst(4)) 





CH. REVISION HISTORY 
C VEJ!SIO!f BY 








C FILE : EDPRO.FO:R 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CN JIO!)ULE NAME edpro 
CA FUNCTION Drive Kanu for Editing of Process Description 
C8 CALL SBQUl!lfCB cal1 edpro() 
CI UIPOT PARAMETERS Nona 
co OUTPUT PAltAKETERS Nona 
CG GLOBAL VARIABLES Include 
CM KOOOLES CALLED Fortran 
files: ayst.inc 
inmen.u,wrhead 
DOMEllU,WltTSTR,BltTONB C Assemb1er: 
CB ERROR COMDITIONS None 
CC COJIJIEllTS Initialize menu screen and drive menu for the editing 
385 
' 
C of the state-space deseription of the process. 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
subroutine edpro() 








c Write heading. (wrhead.for - igl.ib.l.ib) 
cal.l. wrhead(0,(720-41*9)/2,35,41, 
+ 'Editing State space Process Description.') 
c Get chosen option. (domenu.asm - ig1ib.1ib) 
optl.132 m DOllENO(l.132) 









mord = int(syst(4)) 
if (optl.132.eq.1) then 
ca11 edsys() 
e1seif (optl.132.eq.2) then 
mname • 'Process s-space A-Matrix ' 
ca11 edgenm(a,dima,dima,mname) 
e1seif (optl.132.eq.3) then 
mname = 'Process S-Space B-Katrix ' 
ca11 edgenm(b,dima,mord,mnama) 
e1seif (optl.132.eq.4) then 
mnama = 'Process s-space c-Hatrix ' 
ca11 edgen111(c,111ord,dima,mna111e) 
e1seif (optl.132.ne.O) then 
ca11 ERTONE() 
ltJldif 
















































Fortran : inmenu,wrbead,edqr1,edqro 
Asselllb1er: DOMENU,WRTSTR,ERTONE 
ERROR CONDITIONS None 
COKKEw.l'S Initia1izes menu aereen and drives menu for decision 
for editing either weighting matrices 
or covariance matrices 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
subroutine edqr() 




ca11 inmenu( ) 
c Write beading. (wrbead.for - igl.ib.l.ib) 
ca11 wrbead(0,(720-48*9)/2,35,48, 
+ 'Editing Control. Weighting and Noise Covariances.') 
c Get choaen opt.ion. (domenu.asm - ig1ib.1ib) 
opt1133 • DOKENU(1133) 
c B1anlc over heading. (uti1.asm - ig1ib.1ib) 
ca11 WRTSTR(0,(720-48*9)/2,35,48, 
+ , 
if (opt1133.eq.1) then 
ca11 edqr1() 
e1seif (optl.133.eq.2) then 
ca11 edqrO() 
e1seif (optl.133.ne.O) then 
aa11 ERTONE() 
endif 
if (opt1133.ne.O) then 






c *************************••·················································· CH REVISION HISTORY . 
C VERSION BY DATE COHKENT 
C 1.1 A. 'de Waal 06/01/90 Finally Commented 
C FI LEND 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 
C FILE : EDQRO.FOR 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• CN MODULE NAME edqro 
CA FUNCTION Drive Menu for Editing of covariance Matrices 
cs CALL SEQUl?NCE call edqrO() 
CI INPUT PARAMETERS None 
co OUTPUT PARAMETERS None 
CG GLOB.AL VARIABLES Include 
CK MODULES CALLED Fortran 
files: syst.inc 
inmenu,wrhead,edgenm 
DOKENU,w.l!TSTl!,ERTONE C Assembler: 
CE· ERROR CONDITIONS None 
cc COHKENTS Initialize menu screen and drive menu for the editing 
c of the observer covariance matricea q and r · 
c ·······················································•********************* subroutine edqro() · 









c i;qrite heading. (wrhead.for - !glib.lib) 
call wrhead(0,(720-49•9)/2,35,49, 
+ 'Editing Observer Noise covariance Matrices Q & R.') 
c Get chosen option. (domenu.asm - !glib.lib) 
opt11332 • DOKENU(11332) 
c Blank over heading. (util.asm - iglib.lib) 
call lilRTSTR(0,(720-49•9)/2,35,49, 
+' 
dima • int(syst(5)) 
mord • int(syst(4)) 
if (opt11332.eq.1) then 
mname - 'Observer Covar. Matrix Q' 
call edgenm(q,dima,dima,mname) 
elseif (optll332.eq.2) then 
mname • 'Observer Covar. Matrix R' 
ea11 edgenm(r,mord,mord,mname) 
elseif (opt11332.ne.o) then 
call ERTONE() 
endif 







CH REVISION HISTORY 
C VERSXOH BY DATE COJIKEHT 
c 1.1 A. de Waal 06/01/90 Finally commented 
C PILBHD : c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 
C FILE : EDQRl . FOR c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CN KODOLB HAMB edqrl 
CA PUlfCTIOJf Drive Menu for Editing of Weighting Matrices 
CS CALL SEQUElfCB call edqr1() 
CI IlfPOT P~ERS None 
CO OUTPOT PARAMETERS None 
CG GLOB.AL VARIABLES Include filas: syst.inc 
CK KODOLES CALLED Fortran lnmenu,wrhead,edqenm 
C Assembler: IX>MENtl,lilRTSTR,ERTOlfE 
CB ERROR CONDITIONS None 
cc COJlllENTS Initialize menu screen and drive menu for the editing 
c of the control weithting matrices ql and rl 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
su.bro~tine edqrl() 








C Write headinq. (wrhead.for - !glib.lib) 
call wrhead(0,(720-49*9)/2,35,49, 
+ 'Edi~ing Input and State Weighting Matrices Q' R.') 
C Get chosen option. (domenu.asm - !glib.lib) 
387 
' 
opt11331 = OOMENU(11331) 
c Blank over headibg. (util.asa - !glib.lib) 
call WRTSTR(0,(720-49*9)/2,35,49, 
+' 
dima • 1nt(syst(5)) 
mord - 1nt(syst(4)) 
if (optl1331.eq.1) than 
mname • 'Input Weighting Matrix Rl' 
call edgenm(r1,mord,mord,mname) 
elseif (opt11331.eg.2) then 
mnaae • 'State Weighting Matrix Q.1' 
ca1.1 edqenm(q1,dima,dima,mname) 
elseif (opt11331.ne.O) then 
call ERTOHE() 
endif 






c *••·········································································· CB REVISION HISTORY 
C VERSXOH BY 








C PILB : EDSIM.FOR 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CH MODOLB HAKE edsim 
CA FUHC'l'IOH Unused 
cs CALL SEQUENCE call edsim() 
CI INPUT P.AlUtJIETERS : Hone 
CQ OUTPUT PARAK!:TERS None 
CG GLOBAL VARIABLES Hone 
CH MODOLBS CALLED Fortran inmanu,wrhead 
c Assembler: DOXEHO,WRTSTR,ERTOHE,IllXEY 
CE BRROR CONI>X'l'IOHS Hone 
.CC COMMENTS : Onused 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• suJ>routine edsim() 
call WIPSCll(O) 
c Write heading. (wrhead.for - !glib.lib) 
call wrhead(0,(720-44*9)/2,35,44, 
+ 'Editing Data for Time Simulation of Process.') 
call excuse() 
key • INKBY(l) 







CB REVISION HISTORY 
C VERSION BY DATE COJOIEH'l' 
C FI LEND 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 
C PILB : EDSYS. FOR 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• CH MODOLB NAME edsys 
CA FtllfCTIOH Edit s-space System constants 
cs CALL S8QUIDfCB call edsys() 
CI rlfPU'l' PARAJIETBRS Hone 
CO OUTPUT PAliAMETERS None 
CG GLOBAl. VARIABLES c Include files: keys.ino,syst.inc 
ell HODULES CALLED Fortran : wrhead,prtr4,prti2,getr4,geti2 
c Assembler: WRTSTR,BRTOHE 
CE ERJIOR CONDITIOlfB None 
CC COIDIBlfTS Edit constants specifying details of State-space 
C process on graphics screen o. 
c ····························•**********••···································· suJ>routine edays() 





c Write headinq. (wrhead.fox - !glib.lib) 
call wrhead(0,(720-41*9)/2,35,41, 
+ 'Editing state Space system constants.') 
call wrhead(0,230,65,39, 
+ 'Process Analysis Frequencies [rad/sec].') 
call WllTSTR(0,250,90,29,'Analyais Starting Frequency :') 
call ~STR(0,250,110,29,'Analysis End Frequency :') 
call WR'l'STR(0,250,130,29,'Analysis Frequency Increment:') 
call wrheed(0,230,156,33,'Dimensioning of Process Matrices.') 
call WllTSTR(0,250,180,29,'Humber of Inputs to system :') 
call Wl!T~TR(0,250,200,29,'0rder of state-space System :') 






, ) c c 
c 





cal.1 WRTSTR(0,40,235,36,'RETURN, TAB and cursor keys to move.') 











if (npos.eq.l.) then 
continue 
key• getr4(0,(250+30*9),90,7,'(gl.0.4)',l.O,syst(l.)) 
if (syst(l.).l.t.0.0) then 
cal.l. WRTSTR(0,300,220,31, 











if (syst(l.).l.t.O.O) goto l.97 
el.seif (npos.eq.2) than 
continue 
key a getr4(0, (250+30•9) ,l.l.0,7 I, (gl.0.4.) I ,l.O,syst(2)) 








if (syst(2).lt.syst(l.)) goto l.95 
elseif (npos.eq.3) then 
continue 
I) 
key - getr4(0,(250+30*9),l.30,7,'(gl.0.4) 1 ,l.O,syst(3)) 
if ( syst(3).qt.((syst(2)-syst(l.))/l.O.O) ) then 
else 
call WRTSTR(0,300,220,49, 





if ( syst(3).qt.((syst(2)-syst(l.))/l.O.O) ) goto l.93 
el.seif (npos.eq.4) then 
continue 
ninp • int(syst(4)) 
key• geti2(0,(250+30*9),l.80,4,'(i3)',3,ninp) 
syst(4) • real(ninp) 
if (syst(4).l.t.l..O) then 







if (syst(4).l.t.l.O) goto 191 
el.Seif (npos.eq.5) then 
, ) 
l.89 continue 
nsta m int(syst(5)) 
key• geti2(0,(250+30•9),200,4,'(i3)',3,nsta) 
syst(5) - real(nsta) 
if (syst(5).lt.syst(4)) then 
cal.1 WRTSTR(0,300,220,39, 




+ ' ') 
endif 
if (syst(5).l.t.syst(4)) goto l.89 
endif 
if ((key.eq.downlc).or.(key.eq.retk).or.(key.eq.tabk)) then 
if (npos.eq.5) then 
npos m 1 
else 
npoa • npoa + 1 
endif 
el.aeif ((key.eq.upk).or.(key.eq.rtabk)) then 
if (npos.eq.l.) then 
npoa • 5 
el.ea 
npoa • npoa - 1 
endif 
endif 
if (lcey.ne.esck) goto l.99 
C Blank over heading. (util.asm - igl.ib.l.ib) 
oal.l WRTSTR(0,(720-41*9)/2,35,41, 




CH REVISION HISTORY 
C VEJUIIOX BY DATE COKJIENT 
c l..l. A. de waal 06/0l./90 Final.l.y Comnented 




CN MODULE NAJIE 
CA Ftlll'CTIOJI . 
CS CALL SEQOKNCE 
CI IJIPOT PAltAXETERS 
CO OUTPUT PARAJIETERS 












llODULES CALLED Fortran 
c Assembler: 




CC COKllBHTS Initializes menu screen and drives menu for the 
C loadinq of proqram parameters. sets appropriate 
c flaqa when selections are made. · 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• subroutine loddat 





c Writeheadinq. (wrhead.for - iqlib.lib) 
call wrhead(0,(720-54*9)/2,35,54, 
+ 'Loadinq Packaqe Default Data, Process and Desiqn Data.') 
c Get chosen optlon. (domenu.asm - !glib.lib) 
opt111 • DOKEHU(111) 
c Blank over heading. (util.asm - iqlib.lib) 
call WRTSTR(0,(720-54*9)/2,35,54, 
+ , 
if (opt111.eq.1) then 
call lodpro() 
profl .true. 
lqqfl • .false. 
desfl • .false. 
lqafl .false. 
deafl • .false. 
elaeif (opt111.eq.2) 
call lodqr() 
qrfl • .true. 
lqqfl • .false. 
deafl • .false. 
lqafl • .false. 
deafl • .false. 
elseif (opt11l.eq.3) 
call lodlqq() 
lqqfl • .true. 
qrfl • .false. 
kfl • .false. 
lqafl • .false. 
deafl • .false. 
elseif (opt111.eq.4) 
call loddea() 
d-fl • .true. 
lqqfl • .false. 
lqafl • .false. 
deafl a .false. 
kfl • .true. 
elaeif (opt111.eq.5) 
call lodlqa() 
lqafl • .true. 
des:fl • .false. 
deafl - .false. 
profl • ·.false. 
qrfl a .false. 
lqqfl • .true. 
kfl • .false. 
elseif (opt111.eq.6) 
· call loddea() 
daafl • .true. 
lqqfl .false. 
lqafl • .false. 
profl • .false. 
desfl • .false. 
kfl • .false. 
elseif (opt111.eq.7) 
call lodk() 
kfl • .true. 
lqqfl .false. 
deafl .false. 
lqafl • .false. 




l.qqfl. • .fal.se. 








elseif (opt111.ne.O) than 
cal.l ERTOlfB() 
endif 






CB RBVJ:SION HISTORY 
C VERSIOll BY DATE OOJIKEBT 
c 1.1 A. de waal 06/01/90 Finally Comaanted 
C PILEHD c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 
C FILI! : LODOl!A. FOR 
c ***************************************************************************** 
CH KODULB NAKI! : loddea 



























CE ERROR CONDITIONS Disk Errors as Indicated on Screen 
cc COMMENTS User is interrogated to determine from which file 
C data is to be loaded, and the following data 
C for a non-LQG control system is loaded: 
C - Process Data (Model and System Specifications) 
C - Non-LQG Controller (Controller (kc) and 
C Observer (kf) Matrices) 
C - Non-LQG system performance Index Analysis Data 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
subroutine loddea() 










common /plpts/ stpt;enpt 
call WIPSCR(O) 
cc write heading. (wrhead.for - iglib.lib) 
c call wrhead(0,(720-59*9)/2,35,59, 
c + 'Loading Perf. Index Analysis Data· for Design not using LQG.') 
c Information that would have been passed to savef subroutine 
infnam • ';Analysed LQG Design 1 
fname • 'desO.dea 
funit • 4 
C Information t.hat would have been in defnam.inc file 
c inpath • 'c:\dewaal\progs\optcad\ ' 
defdir = '•.dea' 
C Information that would have been in syst.inc file 
c Make a filename usenam(50) = inpath(25)+fname(25) 
call maknam(fname,inpath,usenam) 
c Print out default directory pag~ o, yupperlim 180, length 4, defdir .dea, 




call wrtitl(0,40,60,30,'Loading Information from File.') 
call wrtitl(0,40,85,19,'Loading from file :') 
call WRTSTR(0,40,110,30,'Hit RETURN to accept fi1ename.'r 
call WRTSTR(0,40,125,16,'Hit ESC to exit.') 
continue 
key a STRIH(0,220,85,50,usenam) 
if ((key.ne.retk).and.(key.ne.esck)) goto 99 
call WRTSTR(0,40,110,30,' ') 
call WRTSTR(0,40,125,l.6,' ') 
if ~~~r·~Ti~~ then 
open(funit,PILEsusenam,STATUS•'OLD',IOSTAT•ferr) 
if (ferr.eq.O) then 




dima • nt(syst(5)) 
mord = int(syst(4)) 
stpt ~ 1 
enpt - int( (syst(2)-syst(1))/syst(3) ) 
read(funit,'(a)',iostat=chkio,err-203) 
call lodmat(rows,cols,a,ana•e,funit,lerr) 
if (l.err.ne.O) goto 203 
cal.l. l.od•at(rows,col.s,b,mname,funit,l.err) 
if (lerr.ne.O) goto 203 
ca1l. 1odmat(rows,col.s,c,mname,funit,l.err) 
if (lerr.ne.O) goto 203 
call lod•at(rows,cols,kci,aname,funit,lerr) 
if (lerr.ne.O) goto 203 
call lodmat(rows,cols,kfi,aname,funit,lerr) 
if (lerr.ne.O) goto 203 
call lodmat(rows,cols,kc,aname,funit,lerr) 
if (lerr.ne.O) goto 203 
cal.1 1odmat(rows,col.s,Jc£,mname,funit,lerr) 
if (lerr.ne.O) goto 203 
cal1 l.odmat(rows,cols,ptrsat,mname,funit,l.err) 
if (lerr.ne.o) goto 203 
npts • 100 
nonal. • s 
nchan = 2 
qrno • l 
call lodper(grno,nanal.,nchan,pival,pernam,funit,lerr) 
if (lerr.ne.0) goto 203 
grno a 2 
call lodper(grno,nanal.,nchan,pival.,pernam,funit,lerr) 
if (lerr.ne.O) goto 203 
grno • 3 
cal.l. l.odper(grno,nanal.,ncb.an,pival.,pernam,funit,l.err) 
if (lerr.ne.O) goto 203 
grno • 4 
cal.1 1odper(grno,naDal.,nchan,piva1,pernam,funit,1err) 
if (lerr.ne.O) goto 203 
call. lod:mat(2,s,stva1,mname,funit,1err) 










do 111 ic::a1,4 
read(funit,'(a)',iostat=chkio,errm203) 
do 112 j•1,2 
read(funit,'(a)',iostat•chkio,err•203) 








read( .tunl t,' (a)' ,.iostat=cbkio ,err=203) 
(stcom(i),1•1,2) 
read(funit,'(a)',iostat=chkio,err•203) 
grno • 1 
cal.l. l.odper(qrno,npts,nchan,pidat,perna11,funit,l.err) 
if (l.err.ne.O) goto 203 
grno • 2 
cal.l. l.odper(grno,npts,nchan,pidat,pernam,funit,l.err) 
if (l.err.ne.O) goto 203 
grno • 3 
cal.l. l.odper(grno,npts,nchan,pidat;pernam,funit,l.err) 
if (l.err.ne.O) goto 203 
grnom4 _ 
cal.l. l.odper(qrno,npts,nchan,pidat,pernam,funit,l.err) 
if (l.err.ne.o) goto 203 
if (chkio.eq.O) goto 201 
cal.l. ERTONE() 
l.err = chkio 
continue 
cl.ose(funit) 
if (l.err.eq.O) then 
cal.l. WRTSTR(0,215,110,20,'Data l.oad comp1eted.') 
el.se 
cal.1 WRTSTR(0,40,130,36, 
+ 1 ••• Error : Data load not completed.') 
key • rNKEY(1) 
endif 
e1se 
derr - GETERR() 










cal.l. WRTll'J!R(0,40,140,32,'Data l.oad operation cance1l.ed.') 
endif 
cC Bl.ank over heading. (util.asm - !glib.lib) 
c cal.l WR~STR(0,(720-59*9)/2,35,59, 




c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• CB REVl:sroN BrSTORY • 
C VERSrON BY PATE COMMENT 
c 1.1 A. de waal 06/01/90 Finally Commented 
C FrLENP c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 
C FrLE : LODPES.FOR 
c *********•******************************************************************* 
CN MOPOLB NAXE l.oddes 
CA FDNCTIOH Load Non-LQG Control. System Design 
CS CALL SEQUl!JfCB call. l.oddes() 
er rHPUT PA1tAMltTERS None 
co OOTPU'l' PAJtAKB'l'ERS None 









Disk Errors as Indicated on screen 
User ls interrogated to determine from which file 
data is to he loaded, and the fo11owing data 
for a non-LQG control. system is loaded: 
- Process Data (Hodel and System specifications) 
- Non-LQG controller (controller (kc) and 

























cc Write heading. (wrhead.for - 1gllb.l.ib) 
c cal.1 wrhead(0,(720-60*9)/2,35,60, 
c +'Loading Load System with Contr./Observ. Designed Not Usinq LQG.') 
C Information that woul.d have been passed to savef subroutine 
infnaa • '1Analysed LQG Design ' 
fname 'de•O.des 
funit • 4 
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C Information that wouJ.d have been in defnam.inc file 
c inpath • 'c:\dewaal.\proqs\optcad\ ' 
defdir .,. '•.des' 
C Information that would have been in syst.inc file 
C Kake a filename usenam(50) - inpath(25)+fname(25) 
call. maknam(fname,inpath,usenam) · 
c Print out default directory page o, yupperl.im l.80, length 4, defdir .des, 






call. wrtitl.(0,40,60,30,'Loading Information from File.') 
call. wrtitl(0,40,85,l.9,'Loading from file :') 
call. WRTSTR(0,40,l.l.0,30,'Hit RETURN to accept filename.') 
call. WRTSTR(0,40,1.25,l.6,'Hit ESC to exit.') 
continue 
key • STRIN(0,220,85,50,usenam) 
if ((key.ne.retk).and.(key.ne.esck)) goto 99 
call. WRTSTR(0,40,l.l.0,30,' ') 
call. WRTSTR(0,40,1.25,l.6,' ') 
if (key.eq.retk) then 
call. RSTERR() 
open(funit,FILE•usenam,STATUS•'OLD',IOSTAT•ferr) 
if (ferr.eq.o) then 




dima = int(syst(5)) 
mord m int(syst(4)) 
read(funit,'(a)',iostat•chkio,err•203) 
call lodaat(rows,eols,a,mname,funit,lerr) 
if (lerr.ne.O) goto 203 
call. lodmat(rows,col.s,b,mname,funit,lerr) 
if (lerr.ne.O) goto 203 
call lodmat(rows,cols,c,m.name,funit,lerr) 
if (lerr.ne.O) goto 203 
call lodmat(rows,col.s,kci,mname,funit,l.err) 
if (lerr.ne.O) qoto 203 
call. l.odmat(rows,col.s,kfi,mname,funit,lerr) 
if (lerr;ne.O) qoto 203 
call 1odmat(rows,cols,kc,mname,funit,lerr) 
if (l.err.ne.O) goto 203 
call. l.odmat(rows,col.s,kf,mname,funit,l.err) 
if (lerr.ne.O) goto 203 
call l.odmat(rows,col.s,ptrsst,aname,funit,lerr) 
if (lerr.ne.O) goto 203 
if (chkio.eq.O) goto 201 
cal.l. ERTONE() 
lerr - chkio 
continue 
close(funit) 
if (lerr.eq.o) then 
call. WRTSTR(0,215,110,20,'Data load completed.') 
else 
cal.l. WRTSTR(0,40,130,36, 
+ '*** Error : Data load not completed.') 
key • INKBY(l.) 
endif 
else 
derr • GETERlt() 










call. WRTSTR(0,40,140,30,'Data load operation cancel.led.') 
endif 
cC Blanlc over heading. (util.asm - iglib.l.ib) 






CH Kl!VXSIOlf HISTORY 
C VERSION BY DATE COJlllEllT 
c 1.1 A. de waal 06/01/90 Final.l.y Commented 
C FILElfD : 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 
C FILE : LOOK.FOR 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CN MODULE lfAKE l.odk 
CA FUlfCTIOH • Load Controller and Observer Matrices 
CS CALL Sl!QUENCB call. l.odk() 
CI INPUT PAJUJIBTERS None 
co OUTPUT PARAMETERS None 




















Disk Errors as Indicated on Screen 
User is interrogated to determine from which fil.e 
data is to be loaded, and the fol.l.owing data 
is loaded: 
- Control.l.er (Control.ier (kc) and 
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c Observer (kf) Matrices) 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
subroutine 1odk() 










cc write heading. (wrhead.for - ig1ib.1ib) 
c ca11 wrhead(0,(720-53*9)/2,35,53, 
c + 'Loading contro11er and Ka1man Observer Gain Kat.rices.') 
c Information that wouid have been passed to savef subroutine 
infnam a ';Ana1ysed LQG Design , 
tname a 'desO.k 
funit - 4 
c Information that would have been in defnam.inc file 
c inpath - 'c:\dewaal\progs\optcad\ ' 
defdir - '*."k , 
c Information that wouid have been in syat.inc file 
c Kake a filename usenam(50) • inpath(25)+fname(25) 
ca1l malcnam(fname,inpath,usenam) 
c Print out default directory page o, yupperlim 180, lenqth 4, defdir .k, 





call wrtit1(0,40,60,30,'Loading Information from Pi1e.') 
cal1 wrtitl(0,40,85,19,'Loading from file :') 
call WRTSTR(0,40,110,30,'Hit RETUllN to accept filename.') 
cal1 WRTSTR(0,40,125,16,'Hit ESC to exit.') 
continue 
key m STRIH(0,220,85,50,usenam) 
if ((key.ne.retk).and.(key.ne.esck)) goto 99 
call WRTSTR(0,40,110,30,' ') 
cal1 WRTSTR(0,40,125,16,' ') 
if (key.eq.~etlc) then 
call RSTmC) 
open(funit,FILE•usenam,STATUS•'OLD',IOSTAT•ferr) 
if (ferr.eq.O) then 
call WRTSTR(0,40,110,24,'Loading Information •••• ') 
call lodmat(rows,cols,kc,mname,funit,lerr) 
if (lerr.ne.O) goto 203 · 
cal1 1odaat(rows,cols,kf,mname,funit,lerr) 
if (1err.ne.O) goto 203 
call lodaat(rows,co1s,ptrsst,mname,funit,lerr) 
if (lerr.ne.O) goto 203 
if (chkio.eq.O) goto 201 
ca11 ERTOHE() 
1err • chkio 
continue 
c1oae(funit) 
if (1err.eq.O) then 
call WRTSTR(0,215,110,20,'Data load completed.') 
else 
call WRTSTR(0,40,130,36, 
+ '*** Error : Data load not comp1eted.') 
key • DIJC£Y(1) 
endif 
e1se 
derr • GBTm( ) 
if (derr.eq.-1) then 
c1oae(funit) 
cal1 BRTOHE( ) 
ca1l WRTSTR(0,40,110,34, 






cal.l WRTSTR(0,40,140,30,'Data 1oad operation cancel1ed.') 
endif 
cc Blank over beedinq. (uti1.asm - ig1ib.lib) 
c call WRTSTR(0,(720-53*9)/2,35,53, 






CB RBVXSION HISTORY 
C VERSION BY 
c 1.1 A. de Waa1 







C PXLB : LODLQA.FOR c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CH JIODCLB HAMB lodlqa 
CA FUHCTXOH Load LQG Design and Perf Index Ana1ysia Data 
CS CALL SBQUBHCB oa1l 1od1qa() 
CI INPUT PARAHETERS None 
co OUTPUT PARAXETERS Kone 




JIODCLBS CALLBD Fortran 
files: keys.inc,syat.inc,defna•.inc, 
perdat.inc 
wrhead,makn .. ,dodir,wrtitl,lodaat,lodper, 
prderr 
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c Assembler: WIPSCR,WRTSTR,STRIN,RSTERR,ERTONE,INKEY, 
C GETERR 
CE E:RROR CONDITIONS Disk Errors aa Indicated on screen 
CC COMMENTS User is interrogated to determine from which file 
•c data is to be loaded, and the following data 
C for a LQG control system is loaded: 
c - Process Data (Model and system Specifications) 
C - LQG Weighting and covariance Matrices 
C LQG controller (Controller (kc) and 
C Observer (kf) Matrices) 
C LQG system performance Index Analysis Data 
c *********•··································································· subroutine lodlqa() 










common /plpts/ stpt,enpt 
call WIPSCR(O) 
cc Write heading. (wrhead.for - iglib.lib) 
c call wrhead(0,(720-63*9)/2,35,63, 
c +'Loading Load Perf. Index Analysis Data for Previous LQG Design.') 
C Information that would have been passed to savef subroutine 
infnam s '1Analysed LQG Design ' 
fname • 'deso.1qa 
funit - 4 
c Information that would have been in defnam.inc file 
c inpath m •c:\dewaal\progs\optcad\ ' 
defdir :m '*.1qa' 
C Information that would have been in syst.inc file 
c Make a filename usenam(50) = inpath(25)+fname(25) 
call maknam(fname,inpath,usenam) 
C Print out default directory .page O, yupperlim l.80, l.ength 4, defdir .lqa, 




call wrtitl(0,40,60,30,'Loading Information from File.') 
call wrtitl(0,40,85,l.9,'Loading from file :') 
call WRTSTR(0,40,110,30,'Hit RETURN to accept filename.') 
call WRTSTR(0,40,l.25,l.6,'Hit ESC to exit.') 
continue 
key - STRIN(0,220,85,50,usenam) 
if ((key.ne.retk).and.(key.ne.esck)) goto 99 
call. WRTSTR(0,40,l.l.0,30,' ') 
call WRTSTR(0,40,l.25,l.6,' ') 
if (key.eq.retk) then 
call RSTERR() 
open(flinit,FILE=usenam,STATUS•'OLD',IOSTATmferr) 
if (ferr.eq.O) then 




dima = int(syat(5)) 
mord s int(syat(4)) 
stpt • 1 
enpt = int( (syst(2)-syst(l))/syst(3) ) 
read(funit,'(a)',iostat=chkio,err•203) 
ca11 lodmat(rows,cols,a,mname,~unit,lerr) 
if (lerr.ne.O) goto 203 
call lodmat(rows,cols,b,mname,funit,lerr) 
if (lerr.ne.O) goto 203 
call lodmat(rows,cols,c,mna•e,funit,lerr) 
if (lerr.ne.O) goto 203 
ca11 lodmat(rows,cols,kci,mname,funit,lerr) 
if (lerr.ne.O) goto 203 
call lodmat(rows,oo1s,kfi,mname,funit,lerr) 
if (lerr.ne.O) goto 203 
call lodmat(rows,cols,ql.,mna•e,funit,lerr) 
if (lerr.ne.O) goto 203 . 
call lodmat(rows,cols,r1,mna•e,funit,lerr) 
if (lerr.ne.O) goto 203 
call lodmat(rows,cols,kc,mname,funit,lerr) 
if (lerr.ne.O) goto 203 
call lodmat(rows,cols,q,mname,funit,lerr) 
if (lerr.ne.O) goto 203 
call lodmat(rows,cols,r,:mname,funit,lerr) 
if (lerr.ne.O) goto 203 
call 1odmat(rows,co1s,kf,mname,funit,lerr) 
if (lerr.ne.O) goto 203 
cali lodmat(rows,cols,ptrsst,mname,funit,lerr) 
if (lerr.ne.O) goto 203 
npts • l.00 
nana1 m 5 
nchan = :i 
grno - 1 , 
cal1 1odper(qrno,nana1,nchan,pival,pernam,funit,lerr) 
if (lerr.ne.O) goto 203 
grno • 2 
oall lodper(qrno,nanal,nchan,pival,pernam,funit,lerr) 
if (lerr.ne.O) goto 203 
grno .. 3 
call lodper(qrno,nanal,nchan,pival,pernam,funit,lerr) 
if (lerr.ne.O) goto 203 
qrno • 4 
call lodper(grno,nanal,ncban,pival,pe~nam,funit,lerr) 












if (lerr.ne.O) goto 203 
read(funit,'(a)',iostatmchkio,err•203) 
do 111 i•l,4 
read(funit,'(a)',ioetat=chkio,err=203) 
do 112 j•l,2 
read(funit,'(a)',iostat=chkio,errm203) 











grno = 1 
call lodper(grno,npts,nchan,pidat,pernaa,funit,lerr) 
if (lerr.ne.O) got.o 203 , 
grno ,. 2 
call lodper(grno,npts,nchan,pidat,pernam,funit,lerr) 
if (lerr.ne.O) goto 203 
grno = 3 
call lodper(grno,npts,nchan,pidat,pernam,funit,lerr) 
if (lerr.ne.o) goto 203 
qrno • 4 
call lodper(grno,npts,ncban,pidet,pernam,funit,lerr) 
if (lerr.ne.O) goto 203 
if (chkio.eq.O) goto 201 
call ER'l'OKE() 
.lerr = cbkio 
continue 
close(fwlit) 
if (lerr.eq.o) then 
call WRTSTR(0,215,110,22,'Katrix load completed.') 
else 
call WRTSTR(0,40,130,38, 
'***Error : Matrix load not completed.') 
key = :CNKEY(l) 
end if · 
else 
derr = GETl!RR() 










call WRTSTR(0,40,140,32,'Katrix load operation cancelled.') 
end if 
cc Blank over heading. (util.asm - !glib.lib} 





c ***************************•················································· CB REV:CS:COK B:CS'l'ORY 
C VERS:CON BY 








C F:CLE : LODLQ<l.FOR c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CN llODULB NAiii! 1 lodlqg 
CA FlllfCT:CON Load LQ<l Design 
cs CALL Sl!QOBNCE call lodlqg() 
c:r :r!fPOT PARAKJ!TEJ!S None 
CO OUTPOT PARAKETERS None· 






















Disk Errors as :rndicated on screen 
User i• interrogated to determine from which file 
data is to be loaded, and the following data 
for a LQG control system is loaded: 
Process Data (Model and System Specifications) 
- LQ<l Weighting and Covariance Katrice• 
- LQ<l Controller (Controller (kc) and 
c 
-c 












cc Write heading. (wrhead.for - !glib.lib) 
c call wrhead(0,(720-54*9)/2,35,54, 
c .+ 'Loading System with LQG Controller Deaign :rnformation.') 
C :Information that would have been passed to savef subroutine 
infnaa m '7LQ<l Design (Unanalysed) ' 
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fname • 'desO.lqq 
funit - 4 
c Information that would have been in defnam.inc file 
c inpath = 'c:\dewaal\proqs\optcad\ ' 
defdir = '*.lqq' 
C Information that would have bean in syst.inc file 
c Make a filename usenam(50) a inpath(25)+fname(25) 
call maknam(fname,inpath,usenam) 
C Print out default directory paqe O, yupperlim 180, lenqth 4, defdir .lqa,, 







call wrtitl(0,40,60,25,'Loading Matrix from File.') 
call wrtitl(0,40,85,19,'Loading from file :') 
call WRTSTR(0,40,110,30,'Hit RETURN to accept filename.') 
call WRTSTR(0,40,125,16,'Hit ESC to exit.') 
continua 
key = STRIH(o,220,85,50,usenam) 
if ((key.ne.retk).and.(key.ne.esck)) qoto 99 
call WRTSTR(0,40,110,30,' ') 
call WRTSTR(0,40,125,16,' _,) 
if (kay.eq.retk) then 
call RS'l'ERR() 
open(funit,FILE•usenam,STATUSa'OLD',IOSTAT=ferr) 
if (ferr.eq.O) then 




dima • nt(syst(5)) 
mord = int(syst(4)) 
read(funit,'(a)',iostat•chkio,err0 203) 
call lodmat(rows,cols,a,mname,funit,lerr) 
if (lerr.ne.O) goto 203 
call lodmat(rows,cols,b,:mname,funit,lerr) 
if (lerr.ne.O) goto 203 
call lodmat(rows,cols,c,mname,funit,lerr) 
if (larr.ne.O) qoto 203 
call lodmat(rows,cols,kci,mnama,funit,lerr) 
if (lerr.ne.O) goto 203 
call lodmat(rows,cols,kfi,mname,funit,lerr) 
if (lerr.na.O) goto 203 
call lodmat(rows,cols,q1,mnaaa,funit,lerr) 
if (lerr.ne.O) goto 203 
call lodmat(rows,cols,r1,mname,fun1t,lerr) 
if (lerr.ne.O) goto 203 
call lodaat(rows,cols,kc,mname,funit,lerr) 
if (lerr.ne.O) goto 203 
call lodmat(rows,cols,q,mname,funit,lerr) 
if (lerr.na.O) goto 203 
call lodmat(rows,cols,r,mname,funit,lerr) 
if (lerr.ne.O) goto 203 
call lodmat(rows,cols,kf,mnama,funit,lerr) 
if (lerr.ne.O) goto 203 
call lodmat(rows,cols,ptrsst,mname,funit,lerr) 
if (lerr.ne.O) goto 203 
if (cbkio.eq.O) qoto 201 
call ER'l'OHE ( ) 
.lerr • ehkio 
continue 
close(funit) 
if (lerr.eq.O) then 
call WRTS'l'R(0,215,110,22,'Matrix load completed.') 
else 
call WR'l'STR(0,40,130,38, 
'*** Error : Matrix load not completed.') 
key • IHKJ!Y(1) 
endif 
else 
derr = GETERR ( ) 
if (derr.eq.-1) then 
cloee(funit) 
ca11 ER'l'OHE ( ) 
call WRTS'l'R(0,40,110,34, 






call WR'l'S'l'lt(0,40,140,32,'Matrix load operation cancelled.') 
endif 
cC Blank over heading. (uti1.asm -· lgllb.lib) 
c call WRTSTR(0,(720-54•9)/2,35,54, 





CH REVISIOK BXS'l'ORY ' 
C VERSXOH BY DATE COMMEN'l' 
c 1.1 A. de Waal 06/01/90 Finally Commented 
C FILl!HD : c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 
C FILE HAKE : LODMAT. FOR 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CH MODULE HAJU!! 1odmat 
CA FUHC'l'XOK Load Matrix Data from Disk 
CS CALL SEQUENCE error a lodmat(n,mat,mname,funit) 




















cols - (integer*2) HUml>er of Cols. 
mat(l5,15) - (real*4) The matrix to be loaded. 
mname - (character•25) The matrix title. 
funit - (integer•2) Tbe drive unit number. 




<X>llKBlfTS Loads tbe Jllatrix information from tbe unit number 
passed from calling routine. If any errors occurs, 
tben an error tone is sounded and tbe code passed 






integer•2 funit, chkio 
character.•1 dwimy 
read(funit,'(al',iostat•chkio,err•300) mname 
read(funit,'(2 6)',iostat•chkio,err•300) rows,cols 
do 250 i • 1,rows 
do 251 j • 1,cols 
mat(i,j) • o.o 
251 continue 
250 continue 
if (chkio.eq.O) tben 
do 897 i • 1,rows 
read(funit,'(15g10.4)',iostat•chkio,err•300) 




if (chkio.eq.O) goto 301 
300 call EllTOlfE() 
301 continue 
lerr • chkio 
return 
end c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CB REVISIOK HISTORY 
C VBJISIOK BY DATE <X>llKEllT 
c 1.1 A. de waal 06/01/90 Finally Co111J11ented 
C FILEllD c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 
C FILB : LODPER.FOll 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. 
Clf MODULE KAKE lodper 
CA FVNCTIOK Load Performance IndeK Data fro• Disk 
CS CALL SEQUElfCE cail lodper(grno,rowa,cols,mat,pernam,funit,lerr) 
gx IlfPIJ'l' PAJWIETEJIS ?o:~; :=;m~c:0;:d~ To!~b nUllber 
c (no of frequency points) 
c cols: lfwllber of colUllJUI to ioad 
c (no of regions of analysia) 
c funit: Fil• unit specifier 
<X> OUTPOT PAJWIETEJIS mat(4,2,*): Matrix containing 
c perfromance index plot data 
c pernam: Name of matriK containing 
c performance indeK plot data 
c lerr: Flag set if error ocurred in reading 
c fro• file 
CG GLOBAL VARIABLES Kone 
Cll HODULl!S CALLED Aaseabl.er: BRTOlfB 
CB ERROR <X>llDrTIOKS lerr set to nonzero if error ocurred in opening or 
c reading from file 
CC <X>IDIEBTS Reads performance indeK data from file indicated by 
c unit specifier into variabie .at(4,2,•), and returns 








do 100 i • 1, cola 
do 200 j • 1, rows 
... t(grno,i,j) • o.o 








if (chkio.eq.o) goto 301 
300 call BRTOHE() 
301 continue 




CB RBVISIOK BrSTORY : 
C VEllSrOH BY DATE <X>HKEHT 
c 1.1 A. de waal 06/01/90 Fina1iy co .. ented 
C FrLEllD : c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 































Control loading of performance index data from 
MATLAB data files 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
~~~~~i!~:2;0~f~~~. 
filna.m = 'tnupr.dat 
call matdat(filnam,l,l) 
filnam = 'tnypr.dat 
call matdat(filnam,1,2) 
filnam = 'tdupr.dat 
call matdat(filnam,2,1) 
filnam • 'tdypr.dat 
call matdat(filnam,2,2) 
filnam = 'sugpr.dat 
call matdat(filnam,3,1) 
filnam Q 'sygpr.dat 
call matdat(filnam,3,2) 
filnam m 'trupr.dat 
call matdat(filnam,4,1) 
filnaa = 'trepr.dat 
call matdat(filnam,4,2) 
filnam • 'gmarpr.dat 
call matst(filnam,1)· 





CB REV:IS:ION HISTORY 
C VERSION BY DATE COMKEN'I' 
c 1.1 A. de waal 06/01/90 Finally Commented 
C Fl: LEND c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 
C F:ILE : LODPRO.FOR 
c ***************************************************************************** 
CN MODULE NAME I lodpro 
CA FUNCTION Load Process Data from Disk 
CS CALL SEQUENCE call lodpro() 
Cl: :IHPU'I' PARAMET!mS None 
CO OUTPUT PARAMETERS None 










Disk Errors as :Indicated on Screen 
user is interrogated to determine from which file 













- Process Data (Hodel and System Specifications) 
***************************************************************************** 
subroutine lodpro() 









o call W:IPSCR(O) 
cc Write heading. (wrhead.for - iglib.lib) 
c call wrhead(0,(720-21*9)/2,35,21, 
o + 'Loading Process Data.') 
·C :Information that would have been passed to savef subroutine 
infnaa • ';Analysed LQG Design 
fna- - 'deso .. pro 
funit • 4 · 
C :Information that would have been in defnam.inc file 
c inpath • 'c:\dewaal\progs\optcad\ / 
def'dir m '•.pro' 
c :Information that would have been in syst .• inc fil.e 
C Kake a fil.ename usenam(50) = inpath(25)+fname(25) 
call maknam(fname,inpath,usenam) 
C Print out default directory page o, yupperlim l.80, length 4, defdir .pro, 
c inpath •c:\dewaal\progs\optoad / 
call dodir(0,180,5,defdir,inpath) 
call. wrtitl.(0,40,60 1 30, 'Loading Information from' File.') 
call wrtitl(0,40,85,19,'Loading from file :') 
call WRTSTR(0,40,110,30,'Bit RETURN to accept filename.') 
call lllRTSTR(0,40,125,16,'Bit ESC.to exit.') 
99 continue 
key = STR:IN(0,220 1 85,50,usenam) 
if ((key.ne.retk).and.(key.ne.esck)) goto 99 
call lllRTSTR(0,40,110,30,' ') 
call WRTSTR(0,40,125,16,' ') 
if (key.eq.retk) then 
call RSTERR() 
open(funit,FILE•uae.nam,STATUS•'OLD',IOSTAT•ferr) 
if (ferr.eq.O) then 






dima • int(syst(5)) 
mord = int(syst(4)) 
read(funit,'(a)',iostat•chkio,err~203) 
call lodmat(rows,cols,a,mname,funit,lerr) 
if (lerr.ne.O) goto 203 
call 1odmat(rows,co1s,b,mname,funit,lerr) 
if (lerr.ne.O) goto 203 
call lodmat(rows,cols,c,mname,funit~lerr) 
if (lerr.ne.o) goto 203 
call lodmat(rows,cols,kci,mname,funit,lerr) 
if (lerr.ne.O) goto 203 
call lodmat(rows,cols,kfi,mname,funit,lerr) 
if (lerr.ne.O) goto 203 
call lodmat(rows,cols,ptrsst,mname,funit,lerr) 
if (lerr.ne.O) goto 203 
if (chls:io.eq.o) goto 201 
call ERTONE() 
.lerr • chkio 
continue 
closa(funit) 
if (lerr.eq.O) then 
call WRTSTR(0,215,110,20,'Data load completed.') 
else 
call WRTSTR(0,40,130,36, 
+ '*** Error : Data load not completed.') 
key o INKEY(l) 
endif 
else 
derr - GETERR ( ) 










call WJtTSTR(0,40,140,30,'Data load operation cancelled.') 
end if 
cc B.l.ank over heading. (util.asm - !glib.lib) 
c call WRTSTR(0,(720-21*9)/2,35,21, 

















c ***************************************************************************** c 
C PILE : LODQR.FOR 
c ***************************************************************************** 
CH MODULE NAME lodlqa 
CA FUNCTION Load LOG Weighting and covariance Katrices 
CS CALL SEQUENCE call lodqr() 
CI INPUT PAJ!AJIETERS None 
CO OUTPUT PARAXBTERS None 
CG GLOBAL VARIABLES Include files: keys.inc,syst.inc,defnam.inc, 
C perdat.inc 
CK MODULES CALLED Fortran wrhead,maknaa,dodir,wrtitl,lodmat, 
C prderr 
c ASsembler: WIPSCR,WRTSTR,STRIN,RSTERR,EllTONE,INKEY, 
C GET ERR 
CE ERROR CONDITIONS Diak Errors as Indicated on Screen 
cc COKKENTS User is interrogated to determine from which file 
C data is to be loaded, and the fo11owing data 
C for a LOG control system is loaded: 
c - LQG Weighting and covariance Katrice.a 
c ·***************************************************************************** 
subroutine lodqr() 










cc ifrite heading. (wrhead.for - ig1ib.lib) 
c call wrhead(0,(720-52*9)/2,35,52, 
c + 'Loading control Weighting and NOise covariance Data.') 
C l:'rlformation that would have been passed to savef subroutine 
infnam • '1Analysed LQG Design ' 
fname • 'deso.qr 
funit • 4 
C Information that would have been in defnam.inc file 
c inpath • 'c:\dewaal\progs\optcad\ ' 
defdir • 1 •.qr' 
C Information tbat would hava been in syst.inc file 
C Kake a filename usenam(50) • inpath(25)+fname(25) 
ca11 lllaJalan(fname,inpath,usenam) 
C Print out default directory page o, yupperlim 180, length 4, defdir .qr, 
C inpath 'c:\dewaal\progs\optcad ' 
call dodir(0,180,4,defdir,inpath) 
400 
call wrtitl(0,40,60,30,'Loading Information from File.') 
call wrtitl(0,40,85,19,'Loading from file :') 
call WRTSTR(0,40,110,30,'Bit RETURN to accept filename.') 




key • STRIN(0,220,85,50,usenam) 
if ((key.ne.retk).and.(key.ne.esck)) goto 99 
call WRTSTR(0,40,110,30,' ') 
call WRTSTR(0,40,125,16,' ') 
if ~~!i·~T~t then 
open(funit,FILE•usenam,STATUS•'OLD',IOSTAT•ferr) 
if (ferr.eg.O) then 
call WRTSTR(0,40,110,24,'Loading Information •••• ') 
call lodmat(rows,cols,q1,mname,funit,lerr) 
if (lerr.ne.O) goto 203 
cal1 lodmat(rows,eo1s,r1,mname,funit,1err) 
if (lerr.ne.O) goto 203 
call lodmat(rows,cols,q,mname,funit,lerr) 
if (lerr.ne.O) goto 203 
call lodmat(rows,cols,r,mname,funit,lerr) 
if (lerr.ne.O) goto 203 
if (cbkio.eq.O) goto 201 
call ERTONE() 
lerr • chkio 
continue 
close(funit) 
if (lerr.eq.O) then 
call WRTSTR(0,215,110,20,'Data load completed.') 
else 
call WRTSTR(0,40,130,36, 
+ •••• Error : Data load not completed.') 
key = INKEY(1) 
endif 
else 
de= m GETERR ( ) 










call WRTSTR(0,40,140,30,'Data load operation cancelled.') 
endif 
cC Blank over heading. (util.asm - !glib.lib) 
c call WRTSTR(0,(720-52*9)/2,35,52, 





CH REVISION HISTORY 
C VERSION BY 
c 1.1 A. de waal 







C FILE : KATDAT.FOR c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CN KODOLE HAKE matdat 
CA FUNCTION Load Performance Index Data from KATI.AB Files 
cs CALL SEQUENCE call matdat(filnam,group,chan) 
CI INPUT PARAMETERS filnam: character•20 - naae of file to be loaded 
c from 
c group: integer - group in variable pidat to 
c which data is to be assigned 
c cban: integer channel in group into which 
c data is to be read 
co OUTPUT PARAMETERS none 
CG GLOBAL VARIABLES Include files: perdat.inc 
CK MODOLl!S CALLED Fortran : rdmtld 
CE ERROR CONDITIONS File opening or reading error 
cc COllKEHTS Loads MATLAB performance index data from file 
c specified by variable filnam. Indicates reading 





real. temp( 100) 
cbaracter*25 fi1nam 
npta • 100 
do 99 i • 1, npts 
temp(!) a 0.0 
99 continue 
call WRTSTR(0,100,100,24,•About to read from file:') 
call WRTSTR(0,(100 + 25•9),100,25,filnaa) 
call rdmtld(filnam,npts,temp,erflg) 
if (erflg.eq.O) then 
call WRTSTR(0,100,150,20,'Just read from file:•) 
call WRTSTR(0,(100 + 21*9),150,25,filnam) 
do 900 i • 1, npts 
c call prtr4(0,150,(20+i•12),7,'(E10.5)',10,temp(i)) 
pidat(group,chan,i) • temp(i) 
c call prtr4(0,300,(20+i•12),7,'(E10.5)',10, 
c + pidat(group,chan,i)) 
900 continue 
elseif (erflg.eq.1) then 
call LEVEL(O) . 
call ERTONE() 














CH REVISION HISTORY 
C VERSION BY DATE COMHEN'l' 
C 1.1 A. de Waal. 06/01/90 Final.l.y Commented 
C FILElfD c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 
C FILE : MATST.FOR 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Clf MODULE NAME matst 
CA FtllfCTIOB Load Stabil.ity Data from MATLAB Fil.es 
CS CALL SEQUENCE cal.l. matst(fil.nam,nmar) 
CI INPUT PARAMETERS fil.nam: character•20 - name of f il.e to be l.oaded 
C from 
c nmar: integer - stabil.ity margin 
c (gain or phase) 
co OUTPUT PAJtAXETERS none 
CG GLOBAL VARIABLES Incl.Ude fil.esi perdat.inc 
CH MODULES CALLED Fortran : rdlltl.d 
CE ERROR CONDITIONS Fil.e opening or reading error 
cc COKJIEBTS Loads MATLAB stabil.ity data from fil.e 
c specified by variabl.e fil.nam. Indicates reading 





npts - 1 
cal.l. WRTSTR(0,100,100,24,'About to read from fil.e:') 
cal.l. WRTSTR(01(l.OO + 25•9),100,25,fil.nam) 
cal.l. rdmtl.d(fil.nam,npts,stval.(naar,1),erfl.g) 
if (erfl.g.eq.O) then . 
cal.l. WRTSTR(01100,1so,20, 1 JUst read from fil.e:') 
cal.1 WR'l'STR(0,(100 + 21*9),150,25,filnam) 
c cal.1 prtr4(0,300,125,7,'(El.0.5)',10, 
c + stval.(nmar,l)) 
900 continue 














































VERSION BY DATE COIOU!JIT 
1.1 · A. de Waal. 06/01/90 Pinall.y coaaented 
FILElfD 
***************************************************************************** 












Read in a one-dimenaional Array of MATLAB Data 
cal.l. rdmtl.d(fil.nam,npts,varbl.e,erfl.9) 






to be read f roa 
number of data points in 
data fil.a to be read from 
- variabl.• into wbich data 
points are to be read 
- o: no error ocurred wbil.e 
readinq data 
1: error ocurred whil.a 
opening file 
2: error ocurred whil.e 
reading data 
defnaa.inc 
Pil.e opening or raadinq error 
Tbis subroutine reads a one-dimensional. 









c Kake a fil.enaae usenaa(50) • inpath(25)+fil.naa(25) 
cal.l. aaknaa(fil.nam,inpath,usenam) 
do 999 i • 1, npts 
402 
varbl.e(i) = o.o 
999 continue 
erfl.g = o 
funit = 4 
open(funit,FILE=usenam,STATUS•'UNKNOWN',IOSTAT=erfl.g) 
if (erfl.g.eq.O) then 
do 900 i • 1, 3 
read (funit,'(a)',IOSTAT•rderr,ERR•500) 
900 continue 
do 890 i = 1., npts 
read (funit,20,IOSTAT=rderr,ERR=500) varbl.e(i) 
890 continue 
500 if (rderr.ne.O) then 








c ***********•••······························································· CB REVISION HISTORY 
C VERSION BY DATE COMMENT 
c o.o A. de waal. 27/09/89 Creation 
c 1.1 A .. de waal. 06/01/90 Final.l.y Collllllented 












FILE : SAVDAT.FOR 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
MODULE NAME savdat 
FUNCTION Drive Program Parameter Saving Menu 
CALL SEQUENCE cal.I. savdat() 
INPUT PARAMETERS None 
OUTPUT PARAMETERS None 
GLOBAL VARIABLES Incl.Ude fil.es: runvar.inc 




CE ERROR CONDITIONS None 
cc COJIXElf'l'S Initlal.lzes menu screen and drives menu for the 
C saving of program parameters. Sets appropriate 
c fl.ags when sel.ections are made. c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
subroutine savdat 





C Write heading. (wrbead.for - igl.ib.l.ib) 
cal.I. wrhead(0,(720-53*9)/2,35,53, 
+ 'Saving Package Defaul.t Data, Process and Design Data.') 
c Get chosen option. (domenu.asm - igl.ib.l.ib) 
optll.2 = DOKENU(ll2) 
c Bl.ank over beading. (util..asm - igl.ib.l.ib) 
cal.1 WRTSTR(0,(720-53•9)/2,35,53, 
+ , 
if (optl.12.eq.1) then 








cal.1 WRTSTR(0,((720 - 36*9)/2),200,36, 
'Nothing Specified or Loaded to save.') 
cal.I. LEVEL(l) 
key a INlCEY(l) 
+ 
cal.I. ~TSTR(0,((720 - 36*9)/2),200,36, 
') 
endif 
el.seif (optll.2.eq.2) then 
if (qrfl.) then 
el.se 
cal.I. savqr ( ) 
cal.l. ERTONE ( ) 
cal.I. LEVEL(O) 
cal.1 WRTSTR(0,((720 - 36*9)/2),200,36, 
+ 'Nothing Specified or Loaded to Save.') 
cal.1 LEVBL(l) 
key • INlCEY(l) 
cal.l. WRTSTR(0,((720 - 36*9)/2),200,36, 













cal.I. WRTSTR(0,((720 - 35*9)/2),200,35, 
'Not a true and compl.ete LQG design.') 
cal.l. LEVEL(l.) 
key • INlCEY(l) 
cal.l. ~TSTR(0,((720 - 35*9)/2),200,35, 
end if 
elseif (optl.12.eq.4) then 













key • J:lfKEY ( l. ) 
call ~TSTll(0,((720 - 38*9)/2),200,38, 
endif 
elseif (optll.2.eq.5) then 
if (lqafl) then 
else 
call savlqa() 
call BRTONE ( ) 
call LEVEL(O) 
call WRTSTR(0,((720 - 45*9)/2),200,45, 
'Hot a true, complete and analysed 
call LEVEL(l) 
key o INKEY(l.) 
call ~TSTR(0,((720 - 45*9)/2),200,45, 
endif 
elseif (optll.2.eq.6) then 









call WRTSTJl(0,((720 - 48*9)/2),200,48, 
'Hot a true, complete and analysed 
call. LEVEL(l.) 
manual design. ' ) 
+ 
key • INKEY(l.) 
call ~TSTR(0,((720 - 48*9)/2),200,48, 
endif 
elseif (optl.l.2.eg.7) 









call WRTSTJl(0,((720 - 36*9)/2),200,36, 
'Nothing Specified or Loaded to save.') 
+ 
call LEVEL(l) 
key • INKEY(l.) 
call ~TSTR(0,((720 - 36*9)/2),200,36, 
endif 
elseif (optl.12.ne.O) then 
call BRTOHE() 
endif 
























C PILI!: : SAVDEA.POR 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CJI llODOLE HAKE savdea 
CA PONCTION save Non-LQG Design and Perf Index Analysis Data 
CS CALL SEQOENCE call savdea() 
CI INPUT PAllAXE'l'ERS None 
co OOTPO'l' PARAXBTBRS None 
























Disk Errors as Indicated on screen 
User is interroqated to determine to wbicb fire 
data is.to be saved, and tbe following data 
for a non-LQG control system is saved: 
- Process Data (Hodel and system Specifications) 
- Non-LQG controller (controller (kc) and 
observer (kr) Matrices) 
- Non-LQG system performance Index Analysis Data 
*******************************··············································· subroutine savdea() ' 
imp1icit int~er•2 (c,G,L,S) 








100 for.at('1 ') 
105 tormat('1VO, wr, wine, mord, d~ma •') 
call WIPSCR(O) 
cc W?:ite beadinq. (wrhead.for - iql1b.lib) 
c call wrbead(0,(720-58•9)/2,35,58, 
c + 'savinq Perf. Index Analysis Data for Design not usinq LQG.') 
c Information tbat would bave been passed to savef subroutine 
infnab • '1Analyaed Hon-LOG Deslqn ' 
fname 'deaO.dea ' 
funit • 4 
404 
c XnforlllAtion that would have been in defnam.inc file 
c outpth - 'c:\dewaal\progs\optcad\ ' 
defdir • 1 •.dea' 
C Xnfor111ation that would have been in syst.inc file 
C Make a filename usenam(50) • o~tpth(25)+fname(25) 
call malcnam(fname,outpth,usenam) 
C Print out default directory page O, yupperlim 180, length 4, defdir .dea, 
c outpth 'c:\dewaal\progs\optcad 
call dodir(0,180,5,defdir,outpth) 
call wrhead(0,40,60,27,'Saving Xnformation to File.') 
call wrhead(0,40,85,14,'Save to file :') 
call WRTSTR(0,40,110,30,'Bit RETURN to accept filename.') 




key = STRXN(0,175,85,50,use.nam) 
if ((key.ne.retk).and.(key.ne.esck)) goto 99 
call WRTSTR(0,40,110,30,' ') 
call Wl!TSTR(0,40,125,16,' ') 
if (key.eq.retk) then 
call RSTEBR() 
open(funit,FXLE•USenem,STATUS•'OLD',XOSTAT•ferr) 
if (ferr.qt.O) then 
derr - GETE:RR() 
if (derr.eq.-1) then 
close(funit) 
call llRTSTR(o,40,110,19,•opening new file : ') 
call WRTSTR(o,21s,110,5o,usenam) 
open(funit,PXLE•usenam,STATCS•'NEW',XOSTAT•ferr) 















dima • int(syst(5)) 
mord = int(syst(4)) 
write(funit,100,iostat•chkio,err•203) 
mname o 'tA • 
serr • savmat(dima,dima,a,mname,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 203 
mnarae • 1 1B • 
serr = savmat(dima,mord,b,mname,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 203 
mname • ';C .. 
serr • savmat(mord,dima,c,mname,funit) 
if .(serr.ne.O) goto 203 
ianame • ';KCI • 
serr = savmat(mord,dima,kci,mname,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 203 
mname • '1KFI'. m 
serr • savmat(dima,mord,kfi,mname,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 203 
mna.me • ';KC • 
serr = savmat(mord,dima,ke,mname,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 203 
mname • '1KP • ~ 
serr • savmat(dima,mord,kf,mname,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 203 
mname • ' 1 ?t:.r • 
serr • savmat(mord,=ord,ptrsst,mname,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 203 
.npts • 100 
nanal - 5 
ncban • 2 
qrno • 1 
perna• - 'rPERVAL: SENSOR HOXSE REJ' 
serr • savper(qrno,nana1,ncban,piva1,pernam,fun1t) 
if (serr.ne.O) qoto 203 
qrno • 2 
pernam • 'rPERVAL: DXSTURB.ANCB RBJ ' 
serr • savper(qrno,nana1,nchan,piva1,pernam,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 203 
qrno - 3 
perna• - 'rPBRVAL: SENSXTXVXTY 
serr • savper(grno,nana1,nchan,pivai,pernam,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) 9oto 203 
grno • 4 
pernam - 'rPBRVAL: EFFORT & TRAOC: 
aerr • savper(qrno,nana1,nchan,piva1,pernam,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 203 
.name - 'rSTABVAL: GAXH & PBASB K' 
serr • savmat(2,s,stva1,mname,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 203 
write(funit,'(a)',iostat•chkio,err•203) 
'IPERFORMAHCE XHDEX OOMKEHTS' 
do 111 1•1,4 
if (i.eq.l) . 
write(funit,'(a)',iostat•chkio,err•203) 
';Xnput(1) and output(2) sens to Noise' 
if (i.eq.2) 
write(funit,'(a)',iostat•chkio,err•203) 
•rxnput(1) and output(2) sens to Disturbances' 
if (i.eq.3) 
write(funit,'(a)',iostat•chlcio,err•203) 
'rXnput(l) and output(2) sens to Model Change' 
if (i.eq.4) 
write(funit,'(a)',iostat•chkio,err•203) 
'rControl Effort(l) and Betpoint Trackinq(2)' 
do 112 j•1,2 




































grno = 1 _ 
pernam = ':PERnAT: SENSOR NOISE REJ' 
serr m savper(grno,npts,nchan,pidat,pernam,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 203 
qrno = 2 
pernam = •:PERJ>AT: DISTURBANCE REJ , 
serr = aavper(grno,npts,nchan,pidat,pernam,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 203 
grno = 3 
pernam - '7PERDAT: SENSITIVITY 
sarr - savper(grno,npts,nchan,pidat,parnam,funit) 
if (serr.ne.o) goto 203 
grno • 4 
pernam - ':PERDAT: EFFORT & TRACK 
serr • savper(grno,npts,nchan,pidat,pernam,funit) 
if (seri:o.ne.O) goto 203 
write(funit,l.OO,iostat-chlcio,err•203) 
write(funit,'(a)',iostat-chkio, 
err=203) '1 Group of Data :' 
write(funit,'(a)',iostat•chkio, 
err•203) '; ***************' 
write(funit,'(a)',iostat=chkio,err•203) infnam 




if (serr.eq.O) then 
caJ.l. WRTSTR(0,40,l.30,20,'Data 
el.se 
cal.l. lllRTSTR ( O, '40, 130, 36, 
save compl.eted.') 
cal.l. 
















len = LENSTR(50,usenam) 
cal.l. ERTONE() 





call WRTSTR(0,(1l.5+(l.en•9)),l10,l.6,' already exists.') 
call WRTSTR(0,40,l.40,26,'0Verwrite the file (y/n) ?') 
yeano a 'n' 
continue 
key m STRIN(0,280,140,J.,yesno) 
1£ (key.ne.retk) goto 98 








dima m int(syst(5)) 
W>rd • int(syst(4)) 
write(funit,100,io~tat-chlcio,err-223) 
mname • ';A ::c 
serr m saviDAt(dina,dim.a,a,mname,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) qoto 223 
11name • ';B = 
serr • savmat(diaa,mord,b,mname,tunit) 
if (serr.ne.0) qoto 223 
mname = ';c .. 
serr • savmat(mord,dima,c,mname,funit) / 
if (serr.ne.O) qoto 223 
mnam• • ';KCI • 
serr Q savmat(mord,dima,kci,mname,~unit) 
if (serr.ne.O) qoto 223 
mname • ';KFI -
serr • savmat(dima,mord,kfi,mname,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) qoto 223 
mname - I tKC a 
serr = savmat(mord,dima,kc,mname,funit) 
if (serr.na.O) qoto 223 
mnama = ';KP -
serr - savmat(dima,mord,kf,mname,funit) 
if (serr.ne.OJ goto 223 
mname • ';ptr -
serr - savmat(mord,mord,ptrsst,nmame,fwtit) 






























npts • 100 
nanal • 5 
nchan = 2 
grno =- 1 
perna• - 'tPERVAL: SENSOR NOISE REJ' 
serr • savper(qrno,nanal,nchan,pival,parnam,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto. 223 . 
qrno • 2 
pernam - 'tPERVAL: DISTURBANCE REJ , 
serr = savper(qrno,nanal,nchan,pival,pernam,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 223 
grno :m 3 
pernam = ';PERVAL: SENSITIVITY 
serr = savper(qrno,nanal,nchan,pival,pernam,funit) 
if (serr.ne.o) goto 223 
grno • 4 
pernam • ';PERVAL: EFFORT & TRACK 
sarr c savper(qrno,nanal,nchan,pival,pernam,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 223 
mname - '1STABVAL: GAIN & PHASE K, 
serr = savmat(2,5,stval,mname,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 223 
write(funit,'(a)',iostat=chlcio,err•223) 
'rPERFORKANCE IHDEX COMMENTS' 
do 881 i=1,4 
if (i.eq.1) 
write(funit,'(a)',iostat•chlcio,err•223) 
';Input(1) and 0Utput(2) Sens to Noise' 
if. (i.eq.2) 
write(funit,'(a)',iostat•chlcio,err•223) 
';Input(1) and OUtput(2) sens to Disturbances' 
if (i.eq.3) 
write(funit,'(a)',iostat=chlcio,err•223) 
'1Input(1) and 0Utput(2) Sens to Model Change' 
if (i.eq.4) 
write(funit,'(a)',iostat•chlcio,err•223) 
';Control Effort(l) and Setpoint Tracking(2)' 














';GAIN AHl> PHASE MARGIN COMMENTS' 
write(funit,' (a)', io.stat=chlcio,err=223) 
(stcom(i),i=1,2) 
write(funit,lOO,iostat•cbkio,err•223) 
grno • 1 
pernam - 'tPERDAT: SENSOR NOISE REJ' 
serr • savper(grno,npts,nchan,pidat,pernam,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 223 
grno • 2 
pernam - ';PERDAT: DISTURBANCE REJ I 
serr • savper(grno,npts,nchan,pidat,pernam,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 223 
grno • 3 
pernam • 'tPERDAT: SENSITIVITY 
serr • savper(grno,npts,nchan,pidat,pernam,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) qoto 223 
grno • 4 
perna• - 'tPERDAT: EFFORT & TRACK , 
serr • savper(grno,npts,nchan,pidat,pernam,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 223 · 
write(funit,100,iostat•chlcio,err•223) 
write(funit,'(a)',iostat•chlcio, 
err•223) ':Group of Data :' 
write(funit,'(a)',iostat•chlcio, 
err~223) 1 1 ***************' 
write(funit,'(a)',iostat•chlcio;err•223) infnam 




if (serr.eq.O) then 
call WRTSTR(0,40,170,20, 





-'***Error : Data save not completed.') 
derr - GETERR() 
if (derr.eq.-1) then 
call ERTONE() 
call WRTSTR(0,40,140,38, 














+ 'Data save operation cancelled.') 
end if 
cl.ose(funit) 
key • :n1KEY ( 1) 
cc Bl.ank over beading. (util..asm - igl.ib.l.ib) 
c cal.l. WRTSTR(0,(720-58*9)/2,35,58, 










































FILE : SAVDES.POR 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
MODOLE HAKE savdes 
FUNCTION save Non-LOG control System Design 
CALL SEQUENCE cal.l savdes() 
INPUT PARAMETERS Hone . 
OOTPOT PARAMETERS Hone 










Disk Errors as Indicated on screen 
User is interrogated to determine to which fil.e 
data is to be saved, and the fol.l.owing data 
for a non-LQG control. system is saved: 
- Process Data (Model. and system Specifications) 
- Non-LQG Control.l.er (Controll.er (kc) and 
Observer (kt') Matrices) 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
subroutine savdes() 
impl.icit integer•2 (c,G,L,S) 
$include: 'keys.inc' 







100 format('t ') 
105 ~orm:at(';wo, wf, wine, mord, diaa •') 
cal.l. WIPSCR(O) 
c Information that woul.d have been passed to savef subroutine 
infnam • 'tHon-LQG Design (Unan) ' 
fname m 'deaO.dea 
funit • 4 
c Information that would have been in defnam.inc file 
c outpth • •c:\dewaal.\proqs\optcad\ ' 
defdir • '•.dea' 
C Information that would have been in syst.inc file 
c Kake a fil.ename usenam(50) • outpth(25)+fnama(25) 
cal.l. maknam(fname,outpth,usenam) 
c Print out defaul.t directory page o, yupperlim 180, length 4, defdir .des, 
C outpth 'c:\deweal\proga\optcad ' 
call dodir(0,180,5,defdir,outpth) 
cal.l. wrhead(0,40,60,27,'Saving Information to File.') 
call wrhead(0,40,85,14,'Save to file :') 
cal.l. WRTSTR(0,40,110,30,'Hit RETURN to accept filenam•.') 
call WltTSTR(0,40,125,16,'Hit ESC to exit.') 
99 continu. 
key • STRIH(0,175,85,50,uaenam) 
if ((Jr.ey.ne.retk).and.(key.ne.eack)) goto ,99 
call. WJITSTR(0,40,110,30,' ') 
call lllRTSTR(0,40,125,16,' ') 
if (key.•q.retk) then 
cal.l RSTERR() 
open(funit,PILE•uaenam,STATUS•'OLD',IOSTAT•ferr) 
if (ferr.gt.O) than 
derr - GETERR() 
if (derr.eq.-1) then 
close(funit) 
cal.l WRTSTR(0,40,110,19,'opening new fil.e : ') 
cal.l WJtTSTR(0,215,110,50,uaenam) 
open(funit,FILE•uaenam,STATUS•'NEW',IOSTAT•ferr) 




dima • int(syst(5)) 
100rd • int(syst(4)) 
write(funit,100,iostat•chlcio,err•203) 
mnam.e • '1A • . . 
serr • aav.at(dima,dima,a,miame,funit) 
ir (serr.ne.O) goto 203 · 
mna .. • ';B -















if (serr.ne.O) goto 203 
mname = ';C... , 
serr = savmat(mord,dima,c,mname,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 203 
mname 2:1: 'tKC.J: = 
serr - savmat(mord,dima,kci,mname,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 203 
mname = '1KFX = ' 
serr a savmat(dima,mord,kfi,mname,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 203 
mname ... ':KC= 
serr • savmat(mord,dima,kc,nname,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 203 
mname = ';KF = 
serr a savmat(dima,mord,kf,mname,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 203 
mname = ';Pt.r =-
serr • savmat(mord,mord,ptrsst,mname,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 203 
write(funit,100,iostat=chkio,err•203) 
write(funit,'(a)',iostat•chkio, 
err=203) '; Group of Data :' 
write(funit,'(a)',iostat•chkio, 
err=203) '; ***************' 
write(funit,'(a)',iostat=chkio,err•203) infnam 




if (serr.eq.O) then 
call WRTSTl!(0,40,130,20,'Data save completed.') 
else 
call WRTSTR(0,40,130,36, 
'***Error : Data save not completed.') 
call WRTSTR(0,40,145,26, 




call ERTONE ( ) 
call WRTSTR(0,40,130,33, 




call prderr(0,40 1 130,derr) 
endif 
el.se 
len = LENSTR(50,usenam) 
call ERTONE() 





call WRTSTR(0,(115+(len•9)),110,16, 1 already exists.') 
cal.l WRTSTR(0,40,140,26,'0verwrite the file (y/n) ?') 
yesnO = 'n' 
continue 
key = STRIN(0,280,140,1,yesno) 
if (key.ne.retk) goto 98 








dim.a = int(syst(5)) 
mord = int(syst(4)) 
write(funit,100,iostat=chkio,err•223) 
mname ~ ';A= 
aerr • savmat(dima,dima,a,mname,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 223 
mname • ';B .. 
serr • savm:at(dima,mord,b,mname,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 223 
mname • ';C = 
serr • savmat(mord,dima,c,mname,funit) 
if (eerr.ne.O) goto 223 
mname • ';KCI = 
serr = savmat(mord,dima,kci,mname,funit) 
if (eerr.ne.O) goto 223 
mn .. e - , ;KFI zz 
serr • savmat(dlma,mord,kfi,mname,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 223 
mname • ' ;KC = 
serr - savmat(mord,dima,kc,mname,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 223 
mnam.e • '1KF ""' 
serr = savmat(dlma,mord,kr,mname,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) qoto 223 
mna•e • '1ptr = 
serr = savmat(mord,mord,ptrsst,mname,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 223 
write(funit,100,1ostat•chkio,err•223) 
write(funit,'(a)',iostat=chkio, 
err=223) ':Group of Data:' 
write(funit,'(a)',iostat=chkio,. 
errm223) '; ***************' 
write(funit,'(a)',iostat~chkio,err-223) infnam 
if (chkio.eq.Ol goto 221 
call ERTONE ( ) 
continue 
close(funit) 
if (serr.eq.O) then 
409 
call WRTSTR(0,40,170,20, 
+ 'Data save comp1eted.') 
else 
call WRTSTR(0,40,170,36, 
+ '*** Error ,.. Data save not compl.eted. ' ) 
endif 
eJ.se 
derr - GETERR() 
if (derr.eq.-1) then 
call ERTONE() 
call WRTSTR(0,40,140,38, 













+ 'Data· save operation cancell.ed.') 
endif 
close(funit) 
key = INKEY(l) 
cC Write heading. (wrhead.for - !glib.lib) 
c call wrhead(0,(720-57•9)/2,35,57, 
c + 'SAving System with Contr./Observ. Designed Not Using LQG.') 
cC Blank over heading. (util.asm - !glib.lib) 
c call WRTSTR(0,(720-57*9)/2,35,57, 





CH REVISION HISTORY 
C VERSION BY DATE COKKBNT 
c 1.1 A. de Waal 06/01/90 Finally Co111111ented 
C FILEND : 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 
C FILE : SAVIC.FOR c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CN MOOOLE NAKE savk 
CA FUNCTION Save Controller and Observer Matrices 
CS CALL SEQUENCE call savk() 
CI INPO'l' PARAMETERS None 
co OUTPUT PARAMETERS None 
CG GLOBAL VARIABLES Include files: keys.inc,syst.inc,defnam.inc, 
c perdat. inc 
ex MODULES CALLED Fortran wrhead,maJcnam,dodir,wrtitl,savmat, 
c prderr _ 
c Assembler: WIPSCR,WRTSTR,STRIN,RSTERB,ERTONE,INKEY, 
gE ERltOR CONDITIONS Disk Errors ;:-r~~icated on Screen 
cc COMMENTS User is interrogated to determine to which file 
c data is to be saved, and the following data 
c is saved: · 
c - controller (Controller (kc) and 
c Observer (kf) Matrices) 
c ***************************************************************************** 
subroutine savk() 









100 format('7 ') 
105 forwoat('1WO, Wf, wine, mord, dima •') 
call WXPSCR(O) 
cc Write heading. (wrhead.for - !glib.lib) 
c ca11 wrbead(0,(720-52*9)/2,35,52, 
c • 'Baving controller and Kalman Observer Gain Matrices.') 
C Information that would 
.inf'naJD • ';Contr • 
fname - 'deso .. Jc: 
funit - 4 
have been passed to aavef sul>routine 
Kalman Gain Mxs ' , 
c Information that would have been in defnam.inc file 
c outpth • 'c:\dawaal\progs\optcad\ ' 
defdir - '*.k ' 
c Information that would have been in syst.inc file 
C Make a filename usenam(SO) • outpth(25)+fname(25) 
call maJcnam(fname,outpth,usenam) 
c Print out default directory page o, yupperlim 180, length 4, defdir .k 
c outpth 'c:\dewaal\progs\optcad ' 
call dodir(0,180,5,defdir,outpth) 
call Wrhead(0,,0,60,27,'SAvipg Information to File.') 
call wrhaad(0,,0,85,14,'Save to file :') 
call WJITSTR(0,40,110,30,'Bit RETURN to accept filename.') 








key - STRXN(0,175,85,SO,usenam) 
if ((key.ne.retk).and.(key.ne.esck)) goto 99 











call w:RTSTR(0,40,125,16,' 1 ) 
if (key.eg.retk) then 
call RSTERR() 
open(funit,FILE=usenam,STATUS='OLD',IOSTAT=ferr) 
if (ferr.gt.O) then 
derr - GETERR() 
if (derr.eq.-1) then 
close(funit) 
call w:RTSTR(0,40,110,19,'0pening new file : ') 
call w:RTSTR(0,215,110,50,usenam) 
open(funit,FILE=usenam,STATUS•'NEW',IOSTAT•ferr) 
if (ferr.eq.O) then 
mname = ';KC osi 
serr • savmat(mord,dim.a,ke,mname,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 203 
mname .. ';.KF = . 
serr = savmat(dima,mord,kf,mname,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 203 
mname • ';Pt.r -= 
serr s savmat(mord,mord,ptrsst,mname,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 203 
write(funit,lOO,iostat=chkio,err=203) 
write(funit,'(a)',iostat•chkio, 
err=203) 1 1 Group of Data :' 
write(funit,'(a)',iostat=chkio, 
err•203) '; ***************' 
write(funit,'(a)',iostat•chkio,err•203) infnam 




if (serr.eq.O) then 
call w:RTSTR(0,40,130,20,'Data save completed.') 
e1sa 
call w:RTSTR(0,40,130. 1 36, 
'***Error : Data save not completed.') 
call w:RTSTR(0,40,145,26, 













len • LENSTR(SO,usenam) 
call ERTONE() 





call w:RTSTR(0,(115+(len•9)),ll0,16,' already exists.') 
call w:RTSTR(0,40,140,26,'0Verwrite the file (y/n) ?') 
yesno - 'n' 
continue 
key = STRIN(0,280,140,1,yesno) 
if (key.ne.retk) goto 98 
if ~i~::(~~1t;y').or.(yesno.eq.'Y')) then 
call RSTERR() 
open(funit,FILE=usenam,STATUS='OLD',IOS~AT•ferr) 
if (ferr.eq.o) then 
mname • '1KC • 
serr • sav:mat(mord,dim.a,kc,mname,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 223 
mname • '1KF • 
serr • savmat(dima,mord,kf,mname,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 223 
mname - ';ptr -
serr • sav:mat(mord,mord,ptrsst,mnaae,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 223 
write(funit,lOO,iostat•chkio,err•223) 
write(funit,'(a)',ioatat•chkio, 
err=223) '1 Group of Data:' 
write(funit,'(a)',iostat•chkio, 
err•223) '1 •••••**********' 
write(funit,'(a)',iostat•chkio,err•223) infnam 




if (serr.eq.Ol then 
ca11 WRTSTR(0,40,170,20, 
'Data save compiate~.') 
else 
call w:RTSTR(0,40,170,36, 
'*** Error : Data save not compl.eted.') 
end if. 
el.se 
derr - GETERR ( ) 
if (derr.eq.-1) then 
cal.l ERTONE ( ) 
cal.l WRTSTR(0,40,140,38, 














+ 'Data. save operation cancelled.') 
endif 
cloae(funit) 
key - DIKEY(1) 
CC Blank over heading. (util.asm - !glib.lib) 
c call WRTSTR(0,(720-52*9)/2,35,52, 











































FJ:LE : SAVLQA.FOR 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
MODULE HAKE savlqa 
FUNCTJ:OH save LQG Design and Perf J:ndex Analysia Data 
CALL SEQUENCE call savlqa() 
J:HPUT PARAJIETERS Non• 
OUTPUT PARAMETERS None 




MODULES CALLED Fortran 




Disk Errors as J:ndlcated on. screen 
user is interroqated to determine to which file 
data is to be saved, and the following data 
for a LQG control system is saved: 
- Proc-s Data (Model and System specifications) 
- LQG Weighting and Covariance KAtrices 
- LQG controller (Controller (kc) and 
Observer (kf) Matrices) 
- LQG system performance J:ndex Analyais Data 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
subroutine aavlqa() 









100 format('t 1 ) 
105 foraat{'1WO, ~, wine, word, diaa •'> 
call WJ:PSCR(O) 
cC Write beading. (wrbead.for - !glib.lib) 
c call wrhead(0,(720-56•9)/2,35,56, 
c + •saving Perf. J:ndex Analysis Data for current LQG Design.') 
c Information that would have been passed to savef aubroutine 
infnam • 'tAnalyaed LQG Design ' 
fname • 'des0.1qa 
funit • 4 
c Information thet would have been in defna..ino file 
c outpth • 'c:\proqs\optcad\data\ ' 
defdir • '*.1qa' 
c Information thet would have been in syat.inc file 
c Hake a filename usenam(50) • outpth(25)+fnaae(25) 
call JIAlc:nam(fname,outpth,usenam) 
c Print out default directory page O, yupperlim 180,.lengtb 4, defdir .lqa, 
c outptb 'c:\dewaal\proqa\optcad ' 
oa11 dodir(0,180,5,defdir,outpth) 
cell wrbead(0,40,60,27,'saving Information to Pile.') 
call wrbead(0,40,85,14,'Bave to file :') 
call WRTSTR(0,40,110,30,'Hit RETURJI to accept filename.') 
call WRTSTR(0,40,125,16,'Hit ESC to exit.') 
99 continue 
key • STRUl(0,175,85,50,usenam) 
if ((key.ne.retJc).and.(key.ne.esck)) goto 99 
call WJITSTR(0,40,110,30,' ') 
call WRTSTR(0,40,125,16,' ') 
if (key.eq.retJc) then 
call JISTBRR() 
open(funit,PJ:LB•usenam,STATUS•'OLD',J:OSTAT•ferr) 
if (ferr.gt.O) then 
derr • GETERR() 
if (derr.eq.-1) then 
cloae(funitJ 
call WRTSTR(0,40,110,19,'0pening new file : ') 
call WRTSTR(0,215,110,50,usenam) 
open(funit,FILE•usenam,STATUS•'NEW',J:OSTAT•ferr) 




dilllMl • int(syst(5)) 
























:mname • 'tA • 
serr a savtllat(dima,dima,a,mname,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 203 
mname e '1B -= 
serr • savmat(dima,mord,b,111name,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 203 
m.name = ';C m 
serr • savmat(mord,dima,c,mname,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 203 
mname • '1KCI.,. 
serr m savmat(nord,dima,kci,m.name,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 203 
mname a '1KFI'-= 
Serr a saV111at(dima,mord,kfi,mname,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 203 
mname e 'tQ1 • 
serr • savmat(dima,dima,q1,mname,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 203 
m.name a 'tR1 = 
serr a savmat(mord,mord,rl,mname,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 203 
umama • ';KC a 
serr • savmat(mord,dima,kc,mname,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 203 
mname m '10 ... 
serr • savmat(dima,dima,q,mname,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 203 
mname • '1ll = 
serr - savma.t(mord,mord,r,mname,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 203 
m.na.me :a / tKF a 
serr ... savmat(dima,mord,k.f',mname,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 203 
:mnam:e • ' ; Pt.r • . 
serr • savmat(mord,mord,pt.rsst,mname,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 203 
npts a 100 
nanal • 5 
nchan c 2 
grno •. 1 
pernam - ':PERVAL: SENSOR NOXS£ REJ' 
serr ... savper(qrno,nanal,nchan,pival,pernam,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 203 
grno • 2 
pernam ~ '1PERVAL: DXSTURBANCE REJ , 
serr • savper(grno,nanal,nchan,pival,pernam,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 203 
grno • 3 
pernam - '1PERVAL: SENSXTXVXTY , 
serr m savper(grno,nanal,ncban,pival,pernam,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto .203 · 
grno • 4 
pernam - 'tPERVAL: EFFORT & TRACK 
serr - savper(grno,nanal,ncha.n,pival,pernam,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 203 
mname ~ '1STABVAL: GAXN & PHASE K' 
serr • savmat(2,5,stval,mname,funit} 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 203 
write(funit,'(a)',iostat•cbkio,err•203) 
'1PERFORKANCE XNDEX OOKKl::NTS' 
do 111 i•1,4 
if (i.eq.1) 
write(funit,'(a)',iostatccbkio,err•203) 
'1Xnput(1) and Output(2) sens to Noise• 
if (1.eq.2) 
write(funit,'(a)',iostat•cbkio,err•203) 
•:xnput(1) and Output(2) Sens to Disturbances' 
if (i.eq.3) 
write(funit,'(a)',iostat•chkio,err•203) 
'tXnput(1) and Output(2) sens to Model Change' 
if (i.·eq.4) 
write(funit,'(a)',1ostat•chkio,err•203) 
':Contro1 Effort(1) and Setpoint Tracking(2)' 
do 112 j•1,2 
if (j.eq.1) 
write(funit,'(a)',iostat•cbkio,err•203) 
















grno • ·1 
pernam - ':PERDAT: SENSOR NOISE '.REJ' 
serr • savper(grno,npts,ncban,pidat,pernan,funit} 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 203 
qrno • 2 
pernam - 'tPERDAT: DXSTORBANCE REJ, 
serr • aavper(qrno,npts,nchan,pidat,pernam,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 203 
grno • 3 
pernam - '1PERDAT: SENSXTXVXTY 
ae.rr • savper(qrno,npts,nchan,pidat,pernam,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 203 





perna• = '1PBRDAT: EFFORT' TRACI( 
serr • savper(grno,npts,nchan,pidat,pernam,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 203 
write(funit,100,iostatcchkio,err•203) 
write(funit,'(a)',iostatachkio, 
err=203) ';Group of Data :' 
write(funit,'(a)',iostat•chk:io, 
err=203) '1 ***************' 
write(funit,'(a)',iostatcchkio,err~203) infnam. 




if (serr.eq.O) then 
call WRTSTR(0,40,130,20,'Data save completed.') 
else 
call WRTSTR(0,40,130,36, 
'***Error : Data save not completed.') 
call WRTSTR(0,40,145,26, 













len • LENSTR(50,usenam) 
call ERTONB() . 





call WRTSTR(0,(115+(len•9)),110,16,' already exists.') 
call WJITSTR(0,40,140,26,'0Verwrite the file (y/n) ?') 
yesno • 'n' 
continue 
key • STRXN(0,280,140,1,yesno) 
if, (key.ne.retk) goto 98 








dima = int(syst(S)) 
mord • int(syst(4)) 
write(funit,100,iostat•chkio,err=223) 
mname = '7A = 
serr = savmat(dima,dima,a~mname,funlt) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 223 
mname .. ';B = 
serr ~ savmat(dima,mord,b,mname,funit) 
if (.serr.ne.O) goto 223 
mnam:a = ';C 1111 
serr - saV111at(mord,dima,o,mname,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 223 
aname = ' 1 KCI • 
serr • savmat(mord,dima,kci,mnama,funit) 
if (Cerr.ne.O) goto 223 
mname - , ;KFI ... 
serr - savmat(dima,mord,kfi,mname,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 223 
mname • ';Ql. = 
serr - savmat(dima,dima,q1,mname,funit) 
if (qerr.ne.O) goto 223 mna•• - 'tR1 • 
serr • savmat(mord,mord,r1,nmame,~unit} 
if (serr.ne.O) qoto 223 
mname = ' ;KC .. 
serr = aavaat(m0rd,di11a,kc,mname,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 223 
mna11e • ';Q = 
serr • savmat(dima,dima,q,mname,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 223 
mname •';Ra 
se:rr • savmat(mord,mord,r,mname,funit) 
if (aerr.ne.O) goto 223 
mname - '1KF = 
serr • savmat(dima,mord,kf,mname,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 223 
mname • ';P't.r • 
·sarr cs savmat (mo rd, mord, ptrsat, mname, f'W'li t) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 223 
npta - 100 
nana.l • 5 
nchan - 2 
9rno • 1 
pernaa - ':PERVAL: SENSOR !l'OXSE REJ' 
serr • savper(grno,nana.l,rtchan,piva.l,pernam,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 223 
grno ca 2 
pernaa = ';PERVAL: DISTURBANCE REJ ' 
serr • savper(grno,nana1,ncban,piva1,pernam,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 223 
grno - 3 
pernam - ':PERVAL: SENSXTXVXTY 





























if (serr.ne.O) goto 223 
grno - 4 
pernam • 'tPERVAL: EFFORT & TRACK 
sarr = savper(grno,nana1,nchan,piva1,pernam,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 223 
mname a ';STABVAL: GAIN & PHASE M ' 
serr • savmat(2,5,stval.,mname,fun1t) 
if (serr.ne.o) goto 223 
write(funit,'(a)',iostat•chkio,err•223) 
'IPERFORKANCE INDEX COMMENTS' 
do 881 i•1,4 
it' (i.eq.1·) 
write(funit,'(a)',iostatachJcio,err•223) 
'1Input(1) and OUtput(2) Sens to Noise' 
it' (i.eq.2) 
write(funit,'(a)',iostat•chkio,err•223) 
'1Input(1) and output(2) Sens to Disturbances' 
if (i.eq.3) · 
write(funit,'(a)',iostat•chkio,err•223) 
';Input(l) and 0Utput(2) Sens to Model Change' 
if (i.eq.4) 
write(funit, 1 (a)',1oatat-chkio,err•223) 
';Control Effort(l) and setpoint Tracking(2)' 



















grno • 1 
perna11 - '1PERDAT: SENSOR NOISE REJ' 
sarr • savper(grno,npta,nchan,pidat,pernam,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 223 
grno • 2 
pernam - ';PERDAT: DISTURBAlfCE REJ' 
serr • savper(grno,npts,nchan,pidat,pernam,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 223 
qrno • 3 
pernam - ';PERDAT: SENSITIVITY, , 
serr • savper(grno,npta,nchan,pidat,pernaa,funit) 
it' (serr.ne.O) goto 223 
grno • 4 
pernam a '1PERDAT: EFFORT & TRACK ' 
serr • savper(grno,npts,nchiln,pidat,pernam,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 223 
write(funit,100,iostat•chkio,err•223) 
write(funit,'(a)',iostat•chkio, 
err•223) 'r Group of Data :' 
write(funit,'(a)',iostat•c:hkio, 
err•223) '; ***************' 
write(funit,'(a)',iostat•c:hkio,err•223) infnam 




if (aerr.eq.O) then 
call WRTSTR(0,40,170,20, 





'***Error : Data save not completed.') 
derr • GETEJtll( ) 
if (derr.eq.-1) then 
cal.l. ERTONE() 
cal.l. WRTSTR(0,40,140,38, 













+ 'Data save operation cancel.l.ed.') 
end if 
cl.ose(funit) 
key • INKEY(l) 
cc Blank over heading. (util.asm - igl.ib.lib) 
c cal.l. WRTSTR(0,(720-56*9)/2,35,56, 



















c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• c 
C FILE : SAVLQG.FOR c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CN MODULE NAME savlqq 
CA FUllCTION Save LQG Design 
cs CALL SEQUENCE call savlqq() 
CI INPUT PAR.AJ(ETERS None 
co OUTPUT PARAMETERS None 
























Disk Errors as Indicated on sereen 
User is interrogated to determine to which file 
date is to be saved, and the following data 
for a LQG control system is saved: 
Process Data (Hodel. and System Specifications) 
- LQG Weighting and covariance Matrices 
- LQG controller (Controller (kc) and 
Observer (kf) Matrices) 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
subroutine savlqg() 









100 format('r ') 
l.05 format('rWO, Wf, wine, mord, dima •') 
call WIPSCR(O) 
cC write heading. (wrheed.for - iglib.lib) 
c call wrheed(0,(720-53*9)/2,35,53, 
c + 'Saving system with LQG controller Design Information.') 
c Information that would have been passed to savef subroutine 
infnam - 'rLQG Design (Unanalysed) ' 
fname • 'deaO.lqq ' 
funit • 4 
c Information that would have been in defnam.inc file 
c outpth - 'c1\dewaal\progs\optcad\ ' 
defdir • 1 •.lqg' 
c Information that would have been in syst.inc file 
c Hake a filenaDe usenam(50) = outpth(25)+fname(25) 
call meknem(fname,outpth,usenam) 
c Print out default directory page o, yupperlim 180, lenc;rth. 4, defdir .lqq, 
c outpth 'c:\dewaal\proga\optcad ' 
call dodir(O,l.80,5,defdir,outpth) 
cal1 wrbead(0,40,60,27,'Savinq Information to Pile.') 
call wrhead(0,40,85,14,'Save to file :') 
cal.l WRTSTR(0,40,l.10,30,'Bit RETURN to accept filename.') 
oall WJITSTR(0,40,l.25,16,'Bit ESC to exit.') 
99 continue 
key • STRIN(0,175,85,so,usenam) 
if ((key.ne.retk).and.(key.ne.eack)) goto 99 
call WRTSTR(0,40,l.l.0,30,' ') 
call WRTSTR(0,40,l.28,l.6,' ') 
if (key.eq.retk) then 
call RSTERR() -
op•n(~unit,FXf:.E•usena71i,STATOS-'0LD',XOSTAT•ferr) 
if (ferr.qt.O) then 
derr - GETERll ( ) 
if (derr.eq.-l.) then 
close(funit) 
call WRTSTR(0,40,110,19,'opening new file : ') 
call WRTSTR(0,215,110,50,uaenam) 
open(funit,PILE•usenam,STATUS•'NEW',IOSTAT•ferr) 





mord • int(syst(4)) 
write(funit,lOO,ioetat•chkio,err•203) 
mname • 1 1A a 
serr • aavmat(dlma,dima.,a,mname,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) qoto 203 
mna- • '1B -
serr • aavraat(dima,mord,b,1111&.e,funit) 
if (serr.ne.OJ qoto 203 
mna- • '1c a 
serr • savmat(mord,dima,c,m:itaae,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) qoto 203 
mnaae • 'tKCI • 
serr • savmat(mord,dima,koi,mname,funit) 
if (serr.ne.OJ qoto 203 
mnaae • 'tKl"X • 
serr • savmat(dima,mord,kri,J1Daae,runit) 
if (serr.ne.O) qoto 203 
mn- • '101. -
aerr • savmat(dina,dima,ql.,mname,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) qoto 203 
mna .. • '1R1 -
aerr • savmat(mord,mord,rl.,mname,funit) 
if (serr.ne.0) qoto 203 














serr • savmat(mord,dima,kc,mname,funit) 
i~ ,(serr.ne,o)· goto· 203 
mname .... · '.;Q ... ' 
serr·.,... savm8.t(dima,dima,q,mname,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 203 
mname r.' '1R ... 
serr a savmat(mord,mord,r,mname,funit) 
if (sarr.ne.o) goto 203 ' 
mname = ' rKF = " · ' 
serr. • savmat(dima,mord,Jcf,mname,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 203 
mname = ';P't.r = 
serr m sa:vmat:( mord, mord, ptrsst, mname, fun! t) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 203 
write(funit,100,iostatmchkio,err=203) 
write(funit,'(a)',iostat-chkio, 
err=203·) ' 1 Group of Data : ' 
write(funit,' (a)' ,iostat"'chkio,· 
err=203) '; ***************' 
write(funit,'(a)',iostat•chkio,err=203) infnam 
if (chkio;eq.o) goto 201 
cal1 ERTONE ( ) 
continue 
¢lose(funit) 
if (sarr.eq.O) then 
call WRTSTR(0,40,130,20,'Data save completed.') 
else 
call WRTSTR(0,40,130,36, 
'***Error : Data save not completed.') 
ca11 WRTSTR(0,40,145,.26, 
'Error ocurred while saving') 












len - LENSTR(50,U&enam) 
Call ERTONE() 
call WRTSTR(0,40,110,6,'File :') 
call LEVEL(2) 
cal1 BLKPrL(115,113,(left•9),14) 
cal1 WRTSTR (-O, 115, 110, len, usenam) 
call. LEVEL(1) 
cal.l WRTsTR(O,(i15+(1en•9)),110,16,' already exists.') 
ca1l. WRTSTR(0,40,140,26,'0Verwrite the fil.e (y/~) ?') 
yesno • 'n' -
continue 
key = STRrN(0,280,140,1,yeeno) 
if (key .ne.retk) goto 98· 








dima • int(syst(5)') 
mord • int(syst(4)) 
write'(fiinit,100,iostat=chkio,err•223) 
mname m I ;A 11:11 
serr = savmat(dima,dima,a,mname,funit) 
if (eerr.ne.0) .goto 223 
mname 1:2 ';B-= 
serr m savmat(dima,mord,b,mname,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 223 
mname = 1 1c =-
serr • savmat(mord 1 dima,c 1 1111ame 1 funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 223 
mname = 'tKCI = 
serr = savmat(mord,dima,kci,mname,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 223 
mname - I tKFI m 
ser~ • ·savmat(dlma,mord,kfi,mname,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 223 
mname .. 1 1Q1 c 
serr = savmat(dima,dima,q1 1 mname,funit) 
if (aa·rr.ne.O) goto 223 
mname • '1:R:1 = 
serr • savmat('mord,mord,r1,mname,funit) 
if (serr.na.O) qoto 223 
mnam8.,. 1 1KC = 
serr m savmat(mord,dima,kc,mname,fUnit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 223 
mname • ' 1Q :ci , 
serr = savmat(dima.,dima,q,mnama,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 223 
mnama-= 1 1:R: = 
&err = savmat(mord,mord,r,mname,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 223 
mname m :1 ;KF .,. 
sarr • savmat ( dima, m.ord ,kf, mname·, funi t) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 223 
mna.me .., 1 ;Pt.r = ' 
serr·- savmat(mord,mord,ptrsat,mname,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 223 
write(funit,100,iostat•chkio,err•223) 
write(funlt,'(a)',iostatmchkio, 
err•223) 1 ; Group·_ of Data : ' 
writa(funit,'(a) 1 ,iostat•chkio, 
err•223) 1 1 ••***********~*' 
write(funit,'(a) 1 ,iostatm:chJcio,err•223) "infnam 
417 ' 
\ 
CO OUTPUT PARAMETERS error - (integer•2) The error return code. 
CG GLOBAL VAJl:IABLES None. . 
ex MODULES CALLED Assembler: ERTONE 
CE ERROR COND:IT:IONS As indicated by error return code 
CC COKKENTS Stores the matrix information on the unit number 
C passed from ca11inq routine. If any errors occurs, 
C then an error tone is sounded and the code passed 
C back to the calling routine. 




integer•2 funit, chkio 




if (chkio.eq.O) then 







if (chkio.eq.O) goto 201· 
200 call ERTONE() 
201 continue 
savper • chkio 
return 















C F:ILE : SAVPRO.FOR 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• CN MODULE NAME savpro 
CA FUNCTION Save Process Data from Disk 
cs CALL SEQUENCE call savpro() 
C:I :INPUT PARAMETERS None 
co OUTPUT PAJIAKETERS None 





















Disk Errors as Indicated on screen 
User is interrogated to determine to which file 
data is to be saved, and the following data 
is saved: 
- Process Data (Hodel and System specifications) 
***************************************************************************** 
subroutine savpro() 









100 format('t ') 
105 format(';WO, wf, wine, mord, dima •') 
call W:IPSCJt(O) 
cc Write headinq. (wrhead.for - !glib.lib) 
c call wrhead(0,(720-39*9)/2,35,39, 
c + 'Baving State Space Process Description.') 
C :Information that would have been passed to savef subroutine 
infnam • 'tState space Process Desc' 
fna .. • 'deaO.pro ' 
funit - 4 
c :Information that would have been in defnam.inc file 
c outpth • 'c:\dewaal\progs\optcad\ ' 
de:f'dir • '•.pro' 
c Information that would have been in syst.inc file 
c Kake a filename usena•(SO) = outpth(25)+fname(25) 
call aaknam(fna .. ,outpth,usenam) 
c Print out default directory page o, yupperlim 180, length 4, defdir .lqa, 
c . outpth 'c:\dewaal\proqs\optcad ' 
call dodir(0,180,5,defdir,outpth) 
call wrhead(0,40,60,27,'Saving Information to File.') 
call wrhead(0,40,85,1•,'Save to file :') 
call WRTSTR(0,40,110,30,'Hit RETUJUf to accept filename.') 
call WRTSTR(0,40,125,16,'Hit ESC to exit.') 
99 continue 
key • STR:IN(0,175,85,50,usenam) 
if ((key.ne.retk).and.(key.ne.esck)) goto 99 
call WRTSTR(0,40,110,30,' ') 
call WRTSTR(0,40,125,16,' ') 
if (key.&q.retk) then 
call RSTERR() 
open(funit,FrLE•usenam,STATUS•'OLD',IOSTAT•ferr) 
if (ferr.gt.O) then 
derr • GETERR() 

















call WRTSTR(0,40,110,19,'openinq new file : ') 
call WRTSTR(0,215,110,50,usenam) 
open(funit,P~LE•usanam,STATUS•'NEW',IOSTAT•ferr) 




dima • int(ayst(5)) 
mord • int(syst(4)) 
write(funit,100,iostat•chlcio,err•203) 
mname • ';A .. 
serr a savmat(dima,dima,a,mname,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) qoto 203 
mname • ';B -· 
serr m savmat(dima,mord,b,mname,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) qoto 203 
mname • '1C • 
serr • savmat(mord,dima,c,mname,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) qoto 203 
mname • ';KCI • 
serr • sav.at(mord,dima,kci,mna ... ,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) qoto 203 
mname-= ':KFI: • 
serr • savmat(dima,mord,kfi,mname,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) qoto 203 
mname • ';ptr • 
serr • savmat(mord,aord,ptrsst,11name,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) qoto 203 
write(funit,100,iostat•chlcio,err•203) 
write(funit,'(a)',iostat•chlcio, 
err•203) 1 1 Group of Data : 1 
write(funit,'(a)',iostat•chkio, 
err•203) 1 1 ***************' 
write(funit,'(a)',iostat-chlcio,arr•203) infnam 




if (serr.eq.O) then 
call WRTSTR(0,40,130,20,'Data save completed.') 
else 
call WRTSTR(0,40,130,36, 
'*** Error : Data save not cowapl.eted.') 
call WRTSTR(0,40,145,26, 
'Error ocurred while savinq') 












l.en • LEHSTR(50,usanam) 
cal.l. ERTONE() 
call WRTSTR(0.,40,110,6, 'Pile : •) 
call LBVEL(2) 
call BLKPIL( 115 1 113, ( len•9), 14 )· 
cal.1 WRTSTR(0,11.5,110,len,usanam) 
cal.1 LBVEL(1) 
cal.1 WRTSTR(0,(115+(1en•9)),110,16,' al.ready exists.') 
ca11 WRTSTR(0,40,140,26,'0Varwrite the file (y/n) ?') 
y .. no • 'n' 
continua 
key • STRIN(0,280,140,1,yeano) 
if (key.ne.retk) qoto 98 








di11a • int(syat(5)) 
word• int(syst(4)) 
write(funit,l.OO,ioatat•chlcio,err•223) 
m:11.a- • '1A • 
aerr • savmat(dina,dima,a,mnaae,funit) 
if (aerr.ne.O) qoto 223 
mname • 1 1B • 
aerr • savmat(dima,mord,b,mname,funit) 
if (aerr.ne.O) qoto 223 
mname • 1 1C • 
aerr • savmat(mord,diaa,c,mna .. ,~unit) 
if (aerr.ne.O) qoto 223 
mna•e • '1KCJ: • 
serr • sav.at(mord,dima,koi,mnaae,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 223 
mna._ - '1KFX -
serr • sav.at(di11a,mord,kfi,mnaae,funit) 
if (aerr.ne.O) goto 223 
mname • ' 7Ptr • 
serr • a~vmat(mord,mord,ptraat,mruuoe,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) qoto 223 
write(funit,100,iostat•chlcio,err•223) 
write(funit,'(a)',iostat•chlcio, 
err•223) 1 1 Group of Data :• 
write(funit,'(a)',iostat•chlcio, 
err•223) 1 1 ***************' 
write(funit,'(a)',iostat•chlcio,err•223) infnam 
if (chlcio.eq.O) goto 221 




if (serr.eq.O) then 
+ 
ca11 Wl!TSTR(0,40,170,20, 
'Data save completed.') 
e1se 
call WRTS~(0,40,170,36, 
'•••Error: pa.ta save not completed.') + 
endif 
else 
derr - GETERR() 
if (derr.eq.-1) then 
ca11 ERTONE() 
ca11 Wl!TSTR(0,40,140,38, 













+ 'Data save operation cance11ed.') 
endif 
c1,ose(funit) 
key = INKEY(1) 
cc.B1ank over heading. (uti1.asm - ig1ib.1ib) 
c ca11 Wl!TSTR(0,(720-39*9)/2,35,39, 



















C FILE : SAVQR.FOJ! c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Clf MODULE NAHB sav1qa 
CA FUNCTION save LQG Weighting and covariance Matrices 
CS CALL SEQUENCE ca11 savq~() 
CI INPUT PARAMETERS None 
CO OUTPUT PAlUJIETERS None 
CG GLOBAL VARIABLES Inc1ude fi1es: keys.inc,syst.inc,defnam.inc, 
c perdat.inc 
CH MODULES CALLED Fortran wrhead,maknam,dodir,wrtit1,savmat, 
c prderr 
c Assemb1er: WIPSCR,WRTSTR,STRIN,RSTERR,ERTONE,INKEY, 
C GETERR 
CE ERROR CONDITIONS Disk Errors as Indicated on Screen · 
CC COMMENTS User is interrogated to determine to which fi1e 
C data is to be saved, and the fo11owing data 
c for a LQG contro1 system is saved: 
C - LQG Weighting and covariance Matrices 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
sUbroutine savqr() 









100 format('; ') 
105 format(':WO, wr, wine, mord, dima -') 
ca11 WIPSCR(O) 
cc write beading. (wrbead.for - ig1ib.lib) 
c ca11 wrbaad(0,(720-55•9)/2,35,55, 
c + •saving contro1 Weighting and Noise covariance Matrices.') 
C Inf orwiation 'that wou1d have been passed to savef sUbroutine 
inf'na• • '1Weighting & Covar Matric' 
fnaae • 'desO.qr 
funit • 4 
C Information that wou1d have been in defnam.inc fi1e 
c outpth • •c:\dewaa1\progs\optcad\ ' 
defdir - '*.qr' 
C InforJllAtion that wou1d have been in syst.inc fi1e 
C Hake a fi1ename usenam(50) c outpth(25)+fname(25) 
ca11 maknam(fname,outpth,u.senam) 
C Print out defau1t directory paqe o, yupper1im 180, 1ength 4, defdir .qr , 
C outpth 'c:\dewaa1\progs\optead ' 
ca11 dodir(0,180,4,defdir,outpth) 
ca11 wrhead(0,40,60,27,'saving Information to Fi1e.') 
call wrhead(0,•0,85 1 14,'Save to fiie :') 
ca11 WltTSTR(0,40,110,30,'Hit RETURN to accept fi1ename.') 
ca11 Wl!TSTR(0,40,125,16,'Hit ESC to exit.') 
99 continue 
key • STRIN(0,175,85,50,usenam) 
if ((key.ne.retk).and.(key.ne.esck)) goto 99 
ca11 Wl!TSTR(0,40,110,30,' ') 














if (key.eq.retk) then 
oal.J. RSTERR() 
open(funit,FXLB•ustmam,STATUS~'OLD',ZOS~AT•ferr) 
if (ferr.qt.O) then 
derr • GETERJt() 
if (derr.eq.-l.) then 
o.lose(funit) 
ca.l.l WRTSTR(0,40,l.l.O,l.9,'0pening new fil.e : ') 
oal..l WRTSTR(0,21.5,l.l.0,50,usenam) 
open(funit,PXLE•usenam,STATUSa'NEW',IOSTAT~ferr) 
if (ferr.eq.O) then 
mname.,. ';Q1 • 
serr • savma.t(dima,dima,q1,mname,funit) 
if (serr.ne.o) goto 203 
m.nama = ';R1 s 
serr - savaat(mord,mord,r1,mname,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) .goto 203 · 
mnama = '1Q =-
serr s savmat(dima,dima,q,mname,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 203 
mtame • ';R =-
write(funit,l.OO,iostat=ohkio,err=203) 
write(funit,'(a)',iostat•ohkio, 
err•203) ';Group of Data :' 
write(funit,'(a)',iostat•ohkio, 
err•203) '; ••••••••••*****' 
write(funit,'(a)',iostat•ohkio,err•203) infnam 




if (serr.eq.O) then 
ca.l.l WRTSTR(0,40,l.30,20,'Data save compl.eted.') 
else 
cal.l WRTSTR(0,40,l.30,36, 
'***Error : Data save not conrp1eted.') 
ca.ll. WRTSTR(0,40,l.45,26, 













l.en • LENSTR(50,usenam) 
ca.11 ERTONE() 
cal..l WRTSTR(0,40,l.l.0,6,·'Fi.le : ') 




ca.l.l WRTSTR(O,(l.15+.(len•9)),J.l.O,l.6,' a.lready exists.') 
ca.l.l WRTSTR(0,40,140,26,'0Verwrita the file (y/n) ?') 
yesno • 'n' 
continue 
key = STRIN(0,280,140,l.,yesno) 
if (key.ne.retk) goto 98 




if (farr.eq.O) than 
1'Ja8J0:8 • I 1Q1 a 
serr - savmat(dima,dima,ql,mname,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 223 · 
iuiame • 'tR1 -
serr • savmat(•ord,dima,kc,11111ame,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 223 
mname • ';Q • 
serr • savmat(dima,dima,q,mname,funit) 
if (serr.ne.O) qoto 223 
mname • '1R.., 
serr • savmat(mord,mord,r,mname,runit) 
if (serr.ne.O) goto 223 
write(funit,100,iostat•ehkio,err•223) 
writa(funit,'(a)•,iostat•chkio, 
err-223) •r Group of Data :• 
write(funit,'(a)',iostat•chkio, 
err•223) '; ••*************' 
writa(funit,'(a)',iostat•ehkio,errm223) infnam 




if (serr.eq.O) then 
ca.l.l WRTSTR(0,40,170,20, 
+ 'Data save completed.') 
else 
cal.l WRTSTR(0,40,l.70,36, 
+ '***Error : Data aave not comp1eted.') 
endif 
e.lse 
derr • GETERR() 
if (derr.eq.-l.) then 
cal.l ERTONE ( ) 
call WRTSTR(0,40,l.40,38, 
















end ii' . 
close(funit) 
key - r!IKEY ( 1) 
'Data save operation cancelled.') 
cC Blank over heading. (util.asm - !glib.lib) 
c call WJITSTR(0,(720-55•9)/2,35,55, 





CH REVISION HISTORY 
C VERSION BY 








C FILE : WRCKAT.FOR 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• CN MODULE KAKE wrcmat 
CA FUNCTION Write Complex Matrix to File 
CS CALL SEQUENCE call wrcmat(rows,cols,matr,mati,funit,mname) 
CI INPUT PARAMETERS rows,cols: integer - Actual dinensions of matrix 
C matr(15,15): real - Real part of matrix of 
c dimension (15,15) to be written 
c mati(15,15): real - Imaginary part of matrix 01' 
c dimension (15,15) to be written 
c funit:· integer - File unit specifier 
C mname: character - Mame of matrix 
co OUTPUT PARAMETERS None 
CG GLOBAL VARIABLES None 
CK MODULES CALLED None 
CE ERBOR CONDITIONS Disk error - no timeout 
CC COKKENTS Writes complex matrix (matr,mati) to disk file 








write(funit,'(a)') ' Real:' 
do 999 i • 1, rows 
write(funit,'(3X,15g10.4)') (matr(i,j),j - 1,cols) 
continue 
write(funit,'(a)') ' Imag:' 
do 899 1 • 1, rows · 





















MJ) OPTCAD Mathematics Utility Subroutines 
A table of the mathematical subroutine names follows on the 
next page. The name of each subroutine, together with the 
file in which it is located and the page in the appendix on 
which it is listed, is given in the table. 
425 
OP.l'CAD Jlathe1atics Utility SUbroutines 
Nate Pile Description Page 
add ADD.FOR Adds Two Matrices 426 
cinv CINV.FOR Invert a Complex Matrix 426 
cmult CKULT.FOR Multiply two complex matrices 427 
invert INVERT.FOR Invert a Real Matrix 427 
mult HULT.FOR Multiply Two Matrices 428 
rndnrm RNDNRJl,'FOR Generate Random Numbers with Gaussian PDF 428 
si11eq SIHEQ.FOR Solve system of Simultaneous Equations 429 
svd · SVD.FOR sinqular Value Decomposition 429 
svmax SVJIAX.FOR Obtain Maximum Sinqular Value of Matrix 430 
svmin SVMIN.FOR Obtain Minimum Sinqular Value of Matrix 431 
trans TRANS.FOR Return the Transpose of a Matrix 431 
urand URAND.FOR uniform Random NUl!ber Generator 432 
( 
c 
C FILE : ADD. FOR 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• CN KOOOLE NAME add 
CA FUNCTION Adds Two Matrices 
CS CALL SEQUENCE CALL ADD(A,B,C,I,J,K,L,IFL) 
CI INPUT PARAMETBRS A:MATRIX OF DIMENSION (I,J) 
C B:lfATRIX OF DIHENSXON (K,L) 
C I,J,K,LsDIHENSIONS OF INPUT MATRICES 
C IFL:FLAG TO INDICATE ADDITION OR SUBTRACTION 
CO OUTPUT PARAHE~.El!S C:MATRIX OF DIHENSION(I,L) . 
c ERR: ERR = o correct dimensions for marix mult 
c ERR 3 1 incorrect dimensions for matrix lllUl.t 
CG GLOBAL VARIABLES NONE 
Cll MODULES CALLED NONE 
CE BRROR CONDITIONS ERROR IF DIMENSIONS DO NOT MATCH. 
CC COMMENTS THIS ROUTINE ADDS OR SOBTRACTS TWO MATRICES. IF THE 
C FLAG IFL•O, C•A+B IS CALCULATED7 IF IFL•1, C=A-B. 
C THE MATRICES ARE ALL DIMENSIONED BY THE PARAMETER ID. 
C THIS IS MERELY TO CONFORM TO THE SWAT DEBUGGER, lliHICH 














IF IFL•O THE ltc>UTINE CALCULATES C•A+B. 
IF IFL•1 THE ROUTINE CALCULATES C•A-B 
IF ((I.NE.K).A.ND.(J.NE.L)) THEN 
ERR • 1 
RETURN 
EUD IF 
IP (IFL.EQ.O) THEN 






DO 10 I2•1,J 
C(I1,I2)•A(I1,I2)+B(I1,I2) 
CONTilfUE 
DO 40 I1•1,I 
CONTilfUE 
DO 30 I2•1,J 
C(I1,I2)•A(I1,I2)-B(I1,I2) 
OONTINCB 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• CB REVISION HISTORY 




C 1.00 R.HBNNING 
C 1.10 A.DE WA.AL REVISED 
C FILEHD 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
FILE : CINV.FOR 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
MODULE NAME cinv 
FONCTION Invert a comp1ex.lfatrix 
CALL SEQUENCE •. cal.l. cinv(ar,ai,br,bi,n,max,max2) 






ai: Imaginary part of matrix of dimension (aax,aax) 
n : order of matrix (n l.ess t.ban or equal. to max) 
max: Dimension of lllltrix 
max2: 2xDimension of matrix 
br: Real. part of matrix of dimenaion (max,max) . 




Inverts comp1ex matrix (ar,ai) of dimension max and 




















c +++ Program to invert a comp1ex matrix. 






do 98 i•1,n 
do 97 j•1,n 
if (i.eq.j) then 
br(i,j) 1.0 
bi(i,j) - o.o 
e1ae 
br(i,j) • o.o 




do 10 i•1,n 
do 20 j•1,n 






do 30 1•1,n 





do 40 ip•1,n 
br(i,j) 
- bi(i,j) 
piv • cmp1x(qr(ip,ip),qi(ip,ip)) 
do 50 j•1,2•n 
gipj • a11pl.x(qr(ip,j),qi(ip,j)) 
gipj • gipj/piV 
gr(lp,j) • real.(gipj) 
gi(ip,j) - imag(gipjJ 
426 
50 continue 
do 60 it•1,n 
if (1t.ne.1p) tben 
tarco - cmplx(qr(1t,1p),g1(1t,1p)) 
do 70 j-1,2•n 
gitj - cmplx(qr(it,j),gi(it,j)) 
gipj - C111plx(gr(ip,j),gi(ip,j)) 
gitj m gitj - gipi•tarco 











DO 100 I-1,N 








CB REVISION HISTORY 
C VERSION BY 








C FILE : CKULT.FOR 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CN MODULE NAME clllUlt 
CA FONCTIOH Multiply two complex matrices 
cs CALL SEQUENCE call cmult(ar,ai,br,bi,cr,ci,i,j,k,l,err) 
CI INPUT PARAMETERS ar: Real part Of matrix Of di-nsion (i,j) 
c ai: Imaginary part of matrix of dimension (i,j) 
c al: Real part of matrix of dimension (k,l) 
~ i,j,k,l: ai!t!~9~=~s~! of matrix of dimension (k,l) 
co OUTPUT PARAMETERS er: Real part of matrix (cr,ci) - (ar,ai)•(br,bi) 
C Of dimension (i,l) 
c ci: Imaginary part of matrix 
c (cr,ci) - (ar,ai)•(br,bi) of dimension (i,l) 
c err: err o correct dimensions for marix mult 
c err • 1 incorrect dimensions for matrix mult 
CG GLOBAL VARIABLES None 
CK JIODULES CALLED None 
CE ERJIOR CONDITIONS stops if j.ne.k ie. if dimensions do not aatcb 
Multiplies complex matrix (ar,ai) by complex matrix 


















ERl! - O 
IP (J.NE.K) THEN 
ERR - 1 
RBTORN 
EllD J:P 
DO 20 Il-1,I 









DO 40 I2-1,L 
DO 30 I3-1,J 
AT - CllPLX(AR(I1,I3),AI(I1,I3)) 
BT CllPLX(BR(I3,I2),BI(I3,I2)) 
CT CllPLX(CR(I1,I2),CI(Il,I2)) 
CT CT + AT*BT 
C(I1,I2)-C(I1,I2)+A(I1,I3)*B(I3,I2) 
CR(X1,I2) - REAL(CT) 




Cll REVJ:SXOll BXSTORY 
C VitRSXOll BY 
C 0.00 R.HBNNING 









C - FILE : INVBRT. FOR 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CN MODULE NAKB invert 
CA FUNCTION . : Invert a Real Matrix 
CS Cl.LL SEOUBNCE call invert(a,b,n,max,max2) 
CI INPUT PAR.\XETBRS a(max,max): Matrix of maximum dimension (max,max) 
C n: Actual dimension of matrix 
C max: Maxi111Um dimension of aatrix 
c max2: Unused 
co OUTPUT PARAMETERS b(max,max): Matrix of maxiJllWll dimension (max,max) 
cc GLOBAL VARIABLES Hone 
Cir JIODULES CALLED None 
CB BRllOR CONDITIONS None 
cc COllKBllTS Inverts matrix a of maxi111Um dimension (max,-.ax) and 
c actual dimension (n,n) and returns tbe result in an 








do 98 i•1,n 
do 97 j•1,n 
!1' ( i.eq •. j) then 
b(i,.j) 1.0 
e1ae 




do 10 !•1,n 




do 30 1•1,n 
do 35 j•1,n 




do 40 ip•1,n 
piv • g(ip,ip) 
do 50 j•1,2•n 
q(ip,j) • q(ip,j)/piv 
cont.inu• 
do 60 it•1,n 
70 
it' (it..ne.ip) t.hen 
t.arco • q(it.,ip) 
do 70 1•1,2•n 









DO 100 I•1,K 





end c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CH REVISION HISTORY 
C VERSION BY 





Pina11y co ... nt.ed 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 













KOOOLB MAHE llUJ.t. 
PONCTIOH Kul.t.ip1y Two Matrices 
CALLING SBQOENCB CALL KOLT(A,B,C,I,J,K,L) 






B:MATRl:X OF DIKElfSIOH (K,L) 
C•AB:MATJIIX OP DIMENSION I,L 
BRR: ERR • o correct. diaenaions for merix llUl.t 
ERR• 1 incorrect. di ... nsions for_aatrix llUl.t 
Kone 
None 
STOPS IP J.NE.K ie.DIKEHSIOlfS DON'T MATCH 
Kul.t.ip1ies matrix A by matrix B and rat.urns resu1t 















ERR • O 
IP (J.NE.K) TllEH 
BRR • 1 
RETURN 
BND IP 
DO 20 I1•1,I. 








DO 40 I2•1,L 






l!llD c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CH RJ!VISIOll HISTORY 
C VBRSIOll BY 
C 0.00 R.BEJIKIHG 




06/01/90 Pinal1y eo .... nt.ed 
c ········~···································································· c 
C PILI! : RNDlfltX.PO:R c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Clf lfOOOLB KAJIB rndnr11 
CA PONCTIOB Generate Rando• HWabera witb Caua•ian PDP 
cs CALL SBQODCI! ·rand • rndnra(..an,stdev,irand) 
CI IKPO'l' PAllAJIBTl!RS aean - doub1• precision : Kean o~ normal diatrib 
c st.dev - doub1e precision Standard deviat.ion of 
c normal diatribut.ion 
00 OO'l'POT PARAKBTBRS rndnr• - doub1e precision Rando• number 
CG GLOBAL VARIABLl!S Kon• 
CM KOOOLES CALLED Port.ran urand 
CE BRRO:R OOJIDITIONS None 
cc OOllKENTS C..lculates a randoa norma1 deviate. Tbis ia a n\Dllber 
c randollly drawn 1'roa a noraa1 diatribution. Th• 
c apecif ic norma1 distribution can be identified by 
c qlvinq tbe mean and tbe atandard deviation 
c Taken fro• Rugq, To111 and Peldaan, Pbi1 
c "Turbo Paaca1 Proqra• Library" 
c Que corporat.ion, Indianapo1ia, Copyric;ht 1986· 
428 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
doub1e precision function rndnrm(mean,stdev,irand) 
imp1ic1t doub1e precision (u) 
doub1e precision randa,randb,rad2,dev,mean,stdev 
inteqer*4 irand 
100 continue 
randa • 2.o•urand(irand) - 1.0 
randb • 2.o•urand(irand) - 1.0 
rad2 • randa•randa + randb•randb 
if ( rad2.qe.(db1e(1.0)) ) qoto 100 
dev • randa•dsqrt( (-2.0*d1oq(rad2))/rad2 
rndnr• • mean + dev•stdev 
return 
end 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• CB REVISION HISTORY 
C VERSION BY DATE CO KMENT 
C 1.1 A. de Waa1 06/01/90 Finally Co111111ented 
C FI LEND 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 
C FILE : SIXEQ.FOR 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CH MODULE NAME simeq 
CA FUNCTION So1ve system of Simu1taneous Equations 
CS CALL SEQUENCE ca1l simeq(a,b,n) 
CI INPUT PARAMETERS a(max,max): real - Matrix of maximum 
C · dimension (max,max) 
C b(max) rea1 - Vector of maximum dimension (max) 
c n inteqer - Actua1 dimension.of 
C matrix/vector 
CO OUTPUT PARAMETERS a,b Solution to simultaneous equation 
CG GLOBAL VARIABLES None 
ex MODULES CALLED Nona 
CE ERROR CONDITIONS None 
CC COKXENTS Subroutine ca1culatas system of linear simultaneous 
C equations a•b • O 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SUBROUTINE SIKEQ(a,b,n) 
parameter (max • 15) 




do 10 i=1 1 n 
do 20 j•1,n 
9(i,j) = a(i,j) 
20 continue 
10 continua 
do 30 i•1,n 
q(i,n+1) • b(i) 
30 continue 
do 40 ip•1,n 
piv • 9(ip,ip) 
do so :J•1,n+1 
q(ip,j) = q(ip,j)/piv 
50 continue 
• do 60 1t=1 1 n 
if (it·.na.ip) than 
tareo = q(it,ip) 
do 70 j•1,n+1 





do so i•1,n 




c ···················································~························· CB REVISION HISTORY 
C VERSXON BY DATE COMMENT 




C FILB : SVD.FOR 
c ***************************************************************************** 
CN MOtlOLB KAKE svd 
CA FUJfC'l'XOM Sinqular Value Decomposition 
CS CALL SEQUBJICE ca11 svd(matr,mati,q1r,q1i,q2r,q2i,mord,svvee,ierr) 
CI INPUT PARAJIBTBRS matr(ip,ip): raa1 - Rea1 part of matrix, dimension 
c (ip,ip) on which sinqu1ar value 
c decomposition to be performed 
c mati ( ip, ip) : real - Imaqinary part of matr·ix, diman 
c (ip,ip) on which sinqular va1ue 
c decomposition to be performed 
c q1r(ip,ip): raa1 Real part of matrix, dimension 
c (ip,ip) used for sca1inq in 
c sinqu1ar value decomposition 
g qU,(ip,ip): rea1 - i~~~~:::~ part of matrix, dimen 
c (ip,ip) used for sealing in 
c sinqular va1u• decomposition 
c procedure 
c q2r(ip,ip): rea1 - Raa1 part of matrix, dimension 
c (ip,ip) used for aca1inq in 
c sinqu1ar va1ua decomposition 
c procedure 
C q2i(ip,ip): real - Imaqinary part of matrix, dimen 
c (ip,ip) uaed for sca1inq in 
c sinqu1ar value decomposition 
C procedure 
c mord: inteqar - Actua1 order of square matrix 
c (matr,mati) 
CO OUTPUT PARAKETBRS avvae: real - Vector of dimension (ip) containinq 


























ierr:inteqer - F1ag indicating (if nonzero) that 
error ocurred in singu1ar va1ue 
decomposition procedure 
ColDlllon b1ocks: /uti1mt/ zermat,eyemat 
/veca/ tevecr,teveci 
Fortran : add,trans,cinv,cmuit,qzveca 
Error in determJ.ninq eigenvaiues indicated by setting 
f1ag ierr to nonzero vaiue 
This routine determines the vectior svvec(ip) with 
e1ements 
svvec(i) • sqare root(eigenvaiues(a•astar)) 
where 
a • origina1 comp1ex matrix (matr,mati) 
(astr,asti) • inv(q1r,q1i)•trans(conj(matr,mati))*(q2r,q2i) 
according to the definition of the singu1ar va1ues of 
a matrix· being the sqare roots of the eigenva1ues of 

















common /uti1mt/ tematr,tel11Ati,tema2r,tema2i, 
+ zermat,eyemat 
common /uti1•t/ zermat,eyemat 
co .. on /vecs/ tevecr,teveci 
do 100 i • 1, ip 
do 110 j • 1, ip 
zermat(i,j) • o.o 
110 continue 
svvec(i) .. o.o 
100 continue 










c calculating (tematr,temati) - (llAtr,mati)•(astr,asti) 
call cmult(11atr,meti,astr,asti,temetr,temati, 
+ mord,mord,•ord,mord,merr) 
c Calculating eiqenvalues of (lilatr,meti)*(a&tr7 asti) 
call q2veca(ip,tematr,temati,teveer,teveci,teme2r,tema2i,ierr) 
if (ierr.ne.O) return 
c calculating the sinqul.ar values of metrix 
c (avvecr,avveci) •sqrt( eiq((matr,meti)•(astr,asti)) 
c • sqrt( positive real ) 
do 200 i • 1, ip 




c *****************•••························································· CB REVISXOH HISTORY 
C VDSIOH BY DATB COIOll!lHT 
c 1.1 A. de Weal 06/01/90 Finally co .. ented 
C FILBllD : c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 
C PILE : SVJIAX.l"OR 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CK J10DOLS H.UIB SVllAX 
CA l'tllfC'r:EOlr Obtain Maximum Sin~lar value of Matrix 
cs CALL ~B cail svmax(matr,aatJ.,q1r,q1i,q2r,q2i,•ord,value,ierr) 
CI I~- PARAJIB'l'BRS metr(ip,ip): real Reel part of matrix, dimension 
c (ip,ip) on which singular va1ue 
c decomposition to be performed 
c 11ati(ip,ip): real - Imeqinary part of matrix, diaen 
c (ip,ip) on which singular value 
c decomposition to be performed 
c q1r(ip,ip): real. - Rea1 part of matrix, dimension 
c (ip,ip) uaed for scaling in 
c singular vaiue decomposition 
c procedure 
c q1i(ip,ip): real - Imaginary part of matrix, dimen 
c (ip,ip) used for scalinq in 
c ainqular value decomposition 
c procedure 
c q2r(ip,ip): real - Real part of matrix, di .. naion 
c (ip,ip) used for scalinq in 
c singular value decomposition 
c procedure 
c q2i(ip,ip): real - Imaginary pert of matrix, diaen 
c (ip,ip) used for scaling in 
c singular value decomposition 
c procedure 
c mord: integer Actual order of square metrix 
c (matr,mati) 
co OUTPUT PARAXETERS va1ue: inteqer - Maximum singular value 
c ierr : inteqer - Flag set to nonsero if- svd 
c algorithm fails 
CG GLOBAL VARIABLBS Hon• 
CK KOOOLBS CALLED Fortran svd 
430 
CE ERROR COlfDITIONS Flag ierr set to nonzero if avd algorithm fails 
CC COMXENTS Subroutine calla subroutine svd to calculate the 
C singular values of matrix (11&tr,mati) scaled by 
c indicated matrices. The maximum entry in the vector 
C (avvec) of singular values is then identified and 











dimension svvec(id) . 
call svd(matr,mati,q1r,q1i,q2r,q2i,mord,avvec,ierr) 
if (ierr.ne.O) goto 101 
value = svvec(1) 
do 100 i • 2, mord 






CB ~EVISION HISTORY 
C VERSION BY DATE COMMENT 




C FILE : SVKIN.FOR 
c ·······················*····················································· CN MODULE NAME svmin 
CA FUNCTIOB Obtain Minimum Singular Value Of Matrix 
cs CALL SEQUENCE call svmin(matr,mati,q1r,q1i,q2r,q2i,mord,value,ierr) 
CI INPU'l' PARAHBTERS matr(ip,ip): real Real part of matrix, dimension 
c (ip,ip) on which singular value 
c decomposition to be perforaed 
c mati(ip,ip): real - Imaginary part of matrix, diaen 
c (ip,ip) on wbich singular value 
c decomposition to be performed 
C q1r(ip,ip): real - Real part of matrix, dimension 
c (ip,ip) used for scaling in 
c singular value decomposition 
c procedure 
c q1i(ip,ip): real - Imaginary part of matrix, dimen 
c (ip,ip) used for scaling in 
c singular value decomposition 
c procedure 
c q2r(ip,ip): real - Real part of matrix, dimension 
c (ip,ip) used for scaling in 
c singular value decomposition 
c procedure 
e q2i(ip,ip): real - Imaginary part of matrix, di .. n 
c (ip,ip) used for scaling in 
c singular value dec010p0aition 
c procedure 
c mord: ·integer - Actual order of square matrix 
c (matr,aati) 
co OUTPUT PARAMETERS value: integer - Minimu. singular value 
c ierr : integer - Plaq set to nonzero if avd 
C algorithm fails 
CG GLOBAL VARIABLES None 
ex, MODULES CALLED Fortran : svd 
CB ERBOR COllI>ITIOKS Flag ierr set to nonzero if avd alqoritl>m fails 
CC OOllJO!JPl'S Subroutine calls subroutine avd to caleulate the 
c singular values of matrix (matr,aati) scaled by 
c indicated matrices. The ainillUa entry in the vector 
C (svvec) of singular values i• then identiried and 
c returned to the calling procedure. c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
subroutine svain(aatr,mati,qlr,qli,q2r,q2i,mord,value,ierr) 
integer id 








cal.1 avd(aatr ,aa~i ,qlr ,q1i ,q2r ,q2i ,eor,d,avvec,ierr) 
if (ierr.ne.O) goto 101 
value • avvec(l) 
do loo i • 2, aord 






CH REVISION HISTORY 
C VBllSI01f BY 





C PILElfD : 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• c 
C· PILE 
c •••••••••••••••••••••• 
Clf MODULE NAHB 
CA .PUNCTIOH 
CS CALLIHG SEQUENCE 
CI INPUT PARAJCBTERS 
00 OUTPUT PARAKBTERS 




Return the Transpose of a Matrix 
CALL TRANS(AI,BI,I,J) 
AI:HATRIX OP DIHBNSIOH (I,J) 













THE MATRIX Dl:JIBHSl:OHS ARB SET. Vl:A ,A PA.RAHE'l'ER 
STATEHBHT 'l'Bl:S l:S FOR COlfVBHl:BlfCE l:H OSl:KG 'l'BE 




P ARIJIB'l'ER ( l:0-15) 
Dl:JU!lfSl:OH Al:(l:D,l:D),Bl:(l:D,l:D) 
do 100 i1 • 1,i 
200 
100 
do 200 i2 • 1,j 













CB REVl:Sl:Olf HISTORY 
C VERSION BY DATE 
07/04/87 
COllHE!IT 
C 1.00 R.Hl!!Mlfl:KG 




C PYLE : OR.\HD.FOR 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CH HODOLB KAME urand 
CA POHCTl:OH • Onif orm Randoa Hwaber Generator 
cs CALL SEQOEJJCE call urand(iy) 
CZ l:HPOT PARAXE'l'EJIS iy: inteqer•4 - used by urand aUbroutine - auat be 
initial.ized by user onl.y before 













to~ stored and not al.tared 
01IA!fD 1:8 A Olfl:FORH RAKDOH HOJIBBJt GEHERATOR BASED OJI THEORY AHD 
SOGGESTl:OHS Gl:VBH l:!f D.E. KHt1'1'B (1969), VOL 2. THE inteqer•4 l:Y 
SBOOLD BB l:Hl:Tl:ALl:ZEI> TO Alf ARBITRARY integer•• PRYOR TO THE Pl:RST CALL 
TO ORAllD. THE CALLING PROGRAM SBOOLD lf0'1' ALTER THE VALOB OP l:Y 
BETWEEN SOBSEQOEHT CALLS TO ORAJI]). VALOBS or 01IA!fD WILL BE RE'l'ORlfED 
l:Jf TBB l:.lf'l'ERVAL (0 1 1). 




















DOOBLB PltBCl:SIOlf BALPX,PULLH,DA,DC,S 
DATA POt.LK/O.ODO/ 













l:P (PULLH .GT. O.ODO) GOTO 20 
BALPK • l.000000000.0DO 
f'OLLJI ., 2000000000. ODO 
OOllPOTE HULTl:PLZBR· AHD l:KCREIUDIT FOR LIHEAR COHGROBNTl:Al. DTBOI> 
l:A int4(8*int4(BALPX•ATAJl(1.D0)/8.DO) + int4(5)) 
IC int4(2•int4(BALPX•(O.SDO-SQRT(3.D0)/6.DO)) + 1nt4(1)) 
DA DBLJ!( l:A) 
DC DBLB(IC) 
S ZS TBB 8CU.B FACTOR FOR OOHVBR'l'l:Jl'C TO PLOA!rl:lfG PODIT 
S .. 0. SDO/llALPJI 
COJIPOTB BllX'l' RAlmOll HOJIBBJt 
l:Y 1nt4(JIOD(DA*ll81.B(l:Y)+DC,P0t.LK)) 




CB RBVISIOlf Jtts'l'ORY : 
C VBJISIOll BY 
C 1.1 A. de waal. 








M4) Graphics Utility Subroutines 
A table of the graphics utility subroutine names follows on 
the next page. The name of each subroutine, together with 
the file in which it is located and the page in the appendix 
on which it is listed, is given in the table. 
434 
Graphics Utility Subroutines 
xne File Description Paqe 
' 
arhead ARHEAD.FOR Draw Arrowhead on Present Graphics screen 435 
drwlet DRWLET.FOR Draw Number on Graph on Specified Graphics Page 435 
qeti2 GETI2.FOR Input or Edit Integer(*2) on Graphics Page - 436 
qeti4 GETI4.FOR Input or Edit Inteqer(*4) on Graphics Page 436 
getr4 GETR4.FOR Input or Edit Real(*4) on Graphics Page 436 
getr8 GETR8.FOR Input or Edit Real(*8) on Graphics· Page 437 
prti2 PRTI2.FOR Print Integer(*2) Number to Graphics page. 437 
prti4 PRTI4~FOR Print Inteqer(*4) Number to Graphics page. 437 
prtr4 PRTR4.FOR Print Real(*4) Number to Graphics.page. 438 
prtr8 PRTR8.FOR Print Real(*8) Number to Graphics page. 438 
wrhead WRHEAD.FOR Write Heading on Graphics Page 438 
c 
C PILE : AllBEAD.FOR c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CN KODULB NAKB arhead 
CA FUNCTio» : Drew Arrowhead on Present Graphics Scr-n 
CS CALL SEQUl!lfCE oa11 arhead(artype,size) 
CI INPUT P.t.IU.KETERS artype: integer - Arrow type specifier 
c 1: 1eft to right 
c 2: right to 1eft 
c 3: top to bottom 
C 4: bottom to top 
c size : integer - cross sectional. si':ie in dota 
co OUTPUT PAl!AMETERS t Non• 
CG GLOBAL VAltIABLES None 
CK XOl>OLES CALLED Assembl.er: KOVE,DLINE 
CE ERROR CONDITIONS None 
cc COKHENTS Just draws specified arrowhead on 9raphics page 
c active at the time of ca11ing routine in the position 
c of the cursor at present. 





c Arrowhead from 1eft to right 
if (artype.eq.1) then 
xpos - x - size 
ypos - y - (3•size/4) 
c Arrowhead rkom right to 1eft 
e1seif (artype.eq.2) then 
xpoa • x + size " 
ypoa - y - (3•size/4) 
c Arrowhead from top to bottom 
el.aeif (artype.eq.3) then 
ypoe - y - (3•size/4) 
xpos • x - size 
c Arrowhead from bottom to top 
e1se 
ypos y + (3*size/4) 




c Arrowhead froa 1eft to right 
C Arrowhead from right to 1eft 
if (artype.1e.2) then 
ypos • y + (3•size/4) 
c Arrowhead from top to bottom 
c Arrowhead from bottom to top 
e1se 








CH REVISION HISTORY 
c VERSION BY 
c 1.1 A. de Waal 







C PILB : DRlft.B'l'.FOR c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CN MODULE KAKE d2'Wlet 
CA FllNCTION : nraw NUmber on Graph on specified Graphics Page 
cs CALL SEQOBllCB oa11 drw1et(pq,x,y,cent,sca1,1et) , 
CI INPUT PARAJIETl!lllS pq: inteqer - Graphics page on which to draw 
c x,y : integer - Co-ords on paqe where to draw 
c soa1(2) (ree1•8) The axes to paqe 
c scaling factors dota/axis 
c unit). 
c sca1e(1) - x axes scale. 
~ cent(4) ~(;!~ii~~ Th~ ~~i~c~~e.the axes 
c on the actua1 graphics page and 
c the axes oriqin (as given in 
C X(3) and y(3)). 
c centre(1) - x position of oriqin 
c specified in dots. 
c centre(2) - y position of oriqin 
c specified in dots. 
c oentre(3) x co-ord of oriqin 
c ,specified in axes 
c units. 
c centre(4) - y co-ord of origin 
c specified in axes 
c units. 
c 1et: cbaracter•1 - Letter/nUmbar to be drawn 
CO OUTPUT PAJtAKBTERS None 
CG GLOS.U. VAltIABLBS !Jone 
CK JIODULES CALLBI) Aasemb1er: GPAGE,LBVEL 
c Fortran gnua 
c• BlUIOR COJl])ITIONS None 
cc COlllU!lfTS Draws 9raphics nulllber on a set of axes drawn on 
c the indicated graphics screen. The si1e and position 
































C FILE : GETI2.FOR 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• CH MODULE NAME qeti2 
CA FUNCTION Input or Edit Inteqer(*2) on Graphics Paqe 
geti2(pq,x,y,flen,form,width,ni2) CS CALL SEQUENCE key • 




















(0 or 1) 
x,y: inteqer co-ordinates of number on screen 
flen: inteqer - Length of the format strinq:format 
form: character•flen - Format strinq (eq.'(fl0.4)') 
width:inteqer - Width of field to be printed 
ni2 : inteqer•2 - The number to be printed 




Utility routine calling getnum routine for the 
editinq of integer•2 nUllbers on the qraphics page 
specified by user. 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
inteqer•2 function geti2(pq,x,y,flen,form,width,ni2) 
implicit inteqer•2 (G) · 
inteqer•2 type /1/, ni2 
inteqer•4 ni4 /O/ 
real•4 nr4 /0/ 
real•a nr8 /0/ 
geti2 • qetnWll(pq,x,y,type,flen,form,width,ni2,ni4,nr4,nr8) 
return 
end 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• CB REVISIOM HISTORY 
C VERSION BY DATE COJIKENT 
c 1.1 A. de waal 06/01/90 Finally coamented 
C FILElfD : c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 
C FILE : GETI4.FOR c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CH MODULE NAME geti4 
or Edit Inteqer(*4) on Graphics Page 
qeti2(pq,x,y,flen,form,width,ni4) 
CA FUNCTION Input 
CS CALL SEQUEKCB key • 




















(O or 1) 
x,y: inteqer - Co-ordinat- of number on screen 
flen: integer - Length of the for-t string1foraat 
form: character•flen - Format strin9 (69.'(fl0.4)') 
width:inteqer - Width of field to be printed 
ni4 : inteqer•4 - The number to be printed 




utility routine calling qetnUlll routine for the 
editin9 of inteqer•4 number• on the 9Z"aphica page 
specified by user. 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
inteqer•2 function geti4(pq,x,y,flen,for.,width,ni4) 
implicit inteqer•2 (G) 
inteqer•2 typt1 /2/, ni2 /O/ 
int99er•4 nl4 
reel•4 nr4 /0/ 
real•& nr8 /0/ 
.geti4 • qetnWll(P9;x,y,type,flen,for.,widtb,ni2,ni4,nr4,nr8) 
return 
end c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CB llJIVISIOH HISTORY : 
C VBRSIQlf BY 








C PILlf 1 GBTR4.FOR 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CH JIOllUL& JfAJOI 9etr4 ' 
CA PUBC'l'IOH Input or Edit Real(*•) on Graphics Pa9e 
cs CALL SBQOEKCJI key • getr4(P9,x,y,fl.en,for.,width,nr4) 
CI IlfPOT PARAJIBTDS pq: inteqer Pa99 on which nuaber is to be edited 
c (O or 1) 
c x,y: inteqer co-ordinates of nUllber on screen 
c flen: inteqer - Length of the format atrinq:format 
C.· form: character•flen - Poraat atrlft9 (t19.'(f10.4)') 
c width:inteqer - Width of field to be printed 
C ni2: rea1•4 - The.n\Dlber to be printed 
CO OUTPUT P.ARAJIBTBJtS • 99tr4 : inteqer - Returned key fro• routine 
CG GLOBAL VAllIABLBS None 
CK MODOLBS CALLBD qetnwn 
CB Bl!ROR COMI>ITIONS None 
CC COllXBllTS Utility routine ca11inq 9etnUJ1 routine for th• 
·c editing of rea1•4 n\Dlbera on th• 9Z"ap!lica paqe 
C specified by user. 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
· int99er•2 function 9etr4(pq,x,y,f1en,for.,width,nr4) 
implicit inteqer*2 (G) 
inteqer•2 type /3/, ni2 /O/ 
in~99er•4 ni4 /0/ 
rea1•4 nr4 
real•a nra /0/ 




c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• CB RBVXSXOK BXSTORY 
C VEltSXOK BY DATB COXHmrr 




C FXLB : GETJ!8 • FOR 
c ••••9************************************************************************ 
CK JlODCJLB KAKE getr8 
CA FUJICTXOK xnput or Edit Real(*8) on Graphics Page 
9etr8(pg,x,y,flen,form,width,nr8) CS CALL SBQOBKCE key • 






(0 or 1) 
x,y• inteqer - Co-ordinates of number on screen 
flen: inteqer - Lenqth of the format strinq:format 
form: cbaracter•flen - Pormat string (eq.'(fl0.4)') 
width:inteqer - Width of field to be printed 
ni2 : real•e - The nUlllber to be printed 




Utility routine calling qetnua routine for the 















_ specified by user. 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
integer*2 function 9etr8(pg,x,y,flen,form,width,nr8) 
implicit inteqer•2 (O) 
inteqer•2 type /4/, ni2 /O/ 
inteqer•4 ni4 /O/ 
real•4 nr4 /0/ 
real•e nre 
9etr8 • getnum(pg,x,y,type,flen,form,width,ni2,ni4,nr4,nr8) 
return 
end c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CB RBV%SXOK BXSTORY 
C V.Bl!SXOK BY 
C 1.1 A. de Waal 







C PXLE : PRTX2.POR 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Clll JIODOLE KAKE s prti2 
CA PmrCTXOK Print Xnteqer(*2) Kwlber to Grapbics page. 
CS CALI. SBQOEJfCB call prti2(paqe,x,y,flen,foraat,width,ni2) 
ex XKPUT PAllAXBTERS paqe: inteqar•2 - The page on Which the number is to 
c be printed. (ranqe : o or 1) 
c x,y : inteqar•2 Tbe co-ordinates of the printed 
C _number. 
C flen: inteqer•2 Lenqth of the for.at strinq:for.at. 
C for.at: cbaracter*flen - The nuaber format strinq. 
C (eq. '(f10.4)' flen • ?) 
c widths inteqer•2 The width of the field to be 
C printed. 
C ni2 inteqer•2 Tb• nwlber_to be printed. 
OUTPUT PARAXETERS: !lone. 
GLOBAL VARXABLBS : !lone. 




Tbe ~ormat string 111USt not be great.er than 40 chars. 
·Utility routine callinq prtnua routine for th• 
printinq of inteqer•2 nullbera on the qrapbica peqe 












inteqer•2 pq,x,y,type /l/,flen,widtb,ni2 
inteqer•4 ni4 /O/ 
r-1•4 nr4 /0/ 








CB RBY%8109 BXSTOJIY s 
C V1111810. BY 
c 1.1 A. de waal 







C PU.. : PRTX4 .FOJI c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Clf JllODULB ll'AIOI : prti 4 
CA POllCTXOll Print Xnteqer(*4) Humber to arapbica peqe. 
cs CALI. SBQOBlfCB call prti4(paqe,x,y,flen,for.at,widt.b~ni4) 
CX XllPOT P~l!JlS paqes inteqer•2 Tbe paqe on whicb the ~ is to 
c t>e print..S. (ranqe : o or 1) 
C x,y : inteqer•2 Tbe co-ordinates of the p~inted 
C nwlber. 
C flen: intec;rer•2 - Lenqth.of the for11at •trinq:for11at, 
C format: cbarac:ter•flen - The nuaber for.at atrinq. 
c (eq. '(f10.4)' flen • ?) 
C width: inteqer•2 - The width of the f~eld to be 
c printed. 
c ni4 inteqer*4 - Tb• number to be printed. 
Hone. 
None. 
00'1'POT PAltAJDITDS s 
GLOBAL VARXABLBS 
JIODOLBS CALLED : Portran nu-tr 
Aaaellbler: WRTSTR 











COKKBBTS .• Utility routine callinq prtnua routine for the 
printing of inteqer•4 nWlbera on the qrapbica paqe 




inteqer•2 pg,x,y,type /2/,flen,widt.h,ni2 /0/ 
inteqer*4 ni4 
real•4 nr4 /0/ 







c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• CH REVrsroN BrSTORY 
C VERSrON BY 
c 1.1 A. de Waal 







C FrLE : PRTR4.FOR 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CJf XODVLE KAKE prtr4 
CA FtlHCTroN Print Real(*4) NUmber to Graphics page. 
cs CALL SEQUENCE call prtr4(page,x,y,flen,format,widt.h,nr4) 
er rNPUT PARAMETERS page: integer•2 - The page on which t.he nulllber is to 
C he printed. (range : O or 1) 
c x,y : inteqe%'*2 - The co-ordinates of the printed 
c number. 
c flen: integer•2 - Length of t.he format string:format. 
c format: character•flan - The number format string. 
c (eg. '(fl0.4)' flen • 7) 
C width: inteqer•2 - The width of t.he field to he 
c printed. 










The format string must not he greater than 
Utility routine calling prt.nwn routine for 
printing of real•4 numbers on t.he graphics 















inteqer•2 pg,x,y,type /3/,flen,width,ni2 /0/ 
inteqer•4 ni4 /O/ 
real•4 nr4 








CB REVzsroN HrSTORY 
c VERsroN BY 
c 1.1 A. de waal 







C FrLB : PRTJtS.POR 
c ***************************************************************************** 
Clf KODVLB NAME prtr8 
CA FtlHCTZOH Print Raal(*S) HUmher to Graphics page. 
cs CALL SEQUENCE call prtr8(pag•,x,y,flen,format,width,nr8) 
er rNPUT PAJt.\JIBTERS pagtt: inteqer•2 - The page on which th• number is to 
c he printed. (range : o or 1) 
C x,y : integer•2 - The co-ordinates o~ t.he printed 
c number. 
c flan: inteq•r•2 - L•n<;t.h of the format string:format. 
c format: character•flen - The nwober format st.ring. 
C (eg. '(fl0.4)' flan • 7) 
C width: intege%'•2 - The width of the field to be 
C printed. 










The format string .,..t not he gr-t•r than 
Utility routine calling prt.nua routine for 
printing of real*S nu.bars on the graphics 















inteqar•2 pg,x,y,type /4/,flen,width,ni2 /O/ 
int.qar•4 ni4 /O/ 









CB REVrsroN BrSTORY 
C VBRSrOH BY 




Finally co .. ented 





CN KODVLE HAKE 
CA FUHCTroH 
CS CALL SEQUENCE 








write Beading on Graphic• Page 
call wrhead(page,x,y,lenqt.h,atring) 
page - (inteqer•2) The pag• to which the 
heading is to he written. 
(inteqer•2) The x,y co-orda of the title. 
(integer*2) The l•n<;t.h of the title. 





CO OUTPUT PARAMETERS: None. 
CG GLOBAL VARl:ABLES ' !{one. 
CK XODULES CALLED i Aaaembler: DLl:NB,HOVE,WRTSTR 
CE ERROR CONDl:Tl:ONS : None 
cc COMKENTS writaa out the atrin9 and the draws a line underneath 










CB REVl:Sl:ON Hl:STORY 
C VERSl:ON BY DATE COXXENT 
C 1.1 A. de Waal 06/01/90 Finally Co11mented 
c Fl: LEND : 
c ·························································~··················· --<? 
439 
440 
M5) Modified Subroutines originally Written by Ian Fisher 
A table of modified Fisher subroutine names follows on the 
next page. The name of each subroutine, together with the 
file in· which it is ·located and the page in the appendix on 
which it is list~d, is given in the table. 
441 
Kodif ied SUbroutines Originally Written by Ian Fisher 
lfaJe File Description Page 
dodir OODIR To print out a directory list. 442 
editm EDTJIAT.FOR To edit a_ matrix of polynomials. 442 
movers EDTJIAT.FOR To move the matrix edit cursor. 443 
dwsgrs EDTJIAT.FOR To draw the matrix grid. 444 
dwshap EDTHAT.FOR To draw a number of shapes on the matrix grid. 444 
wrtitl EDTMAT.FOR To write a title on a page. 445 
setblk EDTHAT.FOR To scan -through the matrix and find all non-zero 445 
· upblk EDTJIA'l'. FOR To update the blocks on the grid once a polynomial has 445 
. GETNUM GETNUK.FOR To input or edit a number on a graphics page • 446 
gnum GNUHS.FOR To print graphic numbers. 447 
QZVECA MATH.FOR Subroutine to calculate the eigen values and vectors 449 
COKHES MATH.FOR This subroutine is a translation of the ALGOL 449 
COHLR2 MATH.FOR This subroutine is a translation of the ALGOL 450 
NUHSTR NUHSTR.FOR To convert a number to a string. 454 
prderr PRDERR.FOR To print an appropriate disk error message. 454 
simopt SIHOPT.FOR Edit Time Simulation Parameters 455 
simscl SIHSCL.FOR Edit Time Simulation Axes and scales. 457 
prscal SIKSCL.FOR Print out Set of Scales and I/O Names. 457 
edscal SIKSCL.FOR Edit the Axes scales. 458 
simul SIHUL.FOR Drive the Time Simulation Menu. 459 
dosi11 SIKUL.FOR Perform the Actual Silllllation. 459 
simqrf SIHUL.FOR Plot All Time Simulation Axes 461 
inisi11 SIKUL.FOR Initialise States and Arrays for Simulation 462 
pltsim SIKUL.FOR Plot outputs from Simulation. 463 
pltsta SIKUL.FOR Plot States f ro11 Simulation 463 
chkqt SIKUL.FOR Check _if User wishes to Quit Simulation. 463 
c 
C FILE : DODtR 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Clf MODULE HAKE dodir 
CA FUNCTION To print out a directory list. 
cs CALL SEQUENCE call dodir(pq,ylimit,len,atr) 
Ct INPUT PARAMETERS pq - (tHTEGER•2) Tbe page to which the directory 
C Will be written. 
C ylimit - (tNTEGER•2) The upper Y limit on the screen. 
C len - (tNTEGER•2) Length of default search string. 
C str (CHARACTER•len) The search string. 
CO OOTPOT P.utAKETERS: None. 
CG GLOBAL VARIABLES None. 
CK KODOLES CALLED FFIRST (asm), FffEXT (asm), WRTSTR (asm), GPAGE (asm), 
C HOVE (asm), DLINE (asm), wrtiead (for), LENSTR (asm), 
C COPYST (asm), RSTERR (asm), GETERR (asm), prti2 (for) 
C prderr (for). 
CE ERROR CONDITIONS ? 
c 
cc COKHEN'.l'S Just prints out as many directory entries that can 
c be found or fitted onto the screen. 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
subroutine dodir(pq,ylimit,dirlen,str,path) 










call. wrhead(pq,20,ylimit+l.5,15,'Search string :') 
cal.1 RJOST(dirlen,str) 
len • LENSTR(dirlen,str) 
naraa'br • 1 
call COPYST(25,namatr,O,len,str,o,len) 
call. maknam(namstr,path,fstr) 
len - LEHSTR(SO,fstr) 
if (len.qt.36) then 





fCO\lltt • 0 
xpos • 20 
ypos m ylimit+32 
call ltSTERR() 
find - FFtRST(len,fstr,len2,retstr) 
if (find.eq.O) then 
102 continue 
£count • fcount + 1 
call WRTSTR(pq,xpos,ypos,len2,retstr) 
xpos • xpos + 140 
if (xpos.gt.680) then 
xpos m 20 
~dlr'~ m ypos + 15 
if (ypos.gt.270) goto 104 
find = PNEXT(len2,ratstr) 
if (find.eq.O) goto 102 
104 continua 
count2 • fcount 
106 continue 
find • FNEXT(len2,ratstr) 
if (find.eq.O) count2 = count2 + 1 
if (find.eq.O) goto 106 
cal.l prti2(0,495,ylimit+15,1,4,'(i2)',2,fco1.11tt) 
call WRTSTR(0,525,yl.imit+15,10,'~rintad / ') 
call prti2(0,615,ylimit+15,1,4,'(i3) 1 ,3,count2) 
call WRTSTR(0,660,yl.imit+15,6,'found.') 
e1se 
derr - GETERR() 
if (derr.ne.-1) then 
call prdarr(pq,40,ylimit+40,derr) 
else 





c ******•••···································································· CH RBVJ:SXON HISTORY : 
C VEltSJ:Olr BY 






C 1.1 A. de Weal Finally Co .. ented 
C FtLBllD 
c ******************************••············································· c 
































To edit_a matrix of polynomials. 
caii editm(n,mat,mnane 1 fname) 
n - (integar•2) 
mat(l.5,15,2,13) - (real•4) 
mn.ame - (character•25) The 
fname - (oharacter•25) The 
None 




dwsh.ap (for), dwaqrs (for), ER1'0NE (asa), getnWD (for) 
tNKEY (asm), movers (for), poly (for), prtnwo (for), 
setbik (for), STRIN (aam), upbl.k (for), WtPSCR (aem), 
wrtitl (for), WRTSTR (aam). 
? 
All.owe the user to edit a mtrix of pol.ynomials. Both 
the graphics screens are uaed for this function. 
on the first screen the matrix ia shown as grid, each 
block representing an el.ement (a pol.rnomial) of the 
matrix. If the any item of the polynom al. is non-zero, 












A cursor is also present on the grid : the user can 
move around the grid uaing the cursor keys. The ESC 
key permits the user to exit the facility. The RETURN 
key enables the user to edit the •lament where the 
cursor is at that time. 
The polynomial is then displayed on the second 
graphics page and permits the user to edit all the 
relevant information. The ESC key returns the user 
to the matrix grid. 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
subroutine editm(n,mname) 








common /edmat/ mat 
call GPAGE(l) 
call lii'XPSCR ( l) 
call DXSP(l) 
call wrtitl(l,480,65,7,'Title :') 
call lii'RTSTR(l,480,85,25,mname) 




call WRTSTR(l,l00,100,24,'Katrix too Larqe to Edit') 
call lii'RTSTR(l,100,100,24,' ') 
key • XHKBY(l.) 
return 
endif 
i - 1 
j - l. 
continue 
if ((n.gt.O).and.(n.lt.21)) then 








call wrtitl(l.,480,200,22,'Katrix Element Value :') 
call prtr4(1,500,220,7,'(e15.3)',15,mat(i,j,1,1)) 
call WRTSTR(l.,480,270,24,'Use cursor keys to move.') 
call lii'llTSTR(l,480,285,21,'RBTURJf key to select.') 
call lii'RTSTR(l.,480,305,16,'ESC key to exit.') 
key • XlfKEY(l) 
if (kay.eq.retk) then . 
call gatr4(l,S00,220,7,'(el5.3) 1 ,l.5,mat(i,j,l,l)) 
call upblk(n,mat,i,j) 
elseif (key.eq.upk) then 
call movcra(n,i,-1,j,O) 
eleeif (kay.aq.downk) then 
call movcrs(n,i,+1,j,O) 
eleeif (key.eq.leftk) then 
call movcrs(n,i,O,j,-1) 
elsaif (key.eq.riQhtk) then 
ea11 movcra(n,i10,j,+1) 
elaeif (key.aq.homek) then 
call movcrs(n,i,-l.,j,-1) 
elseif (key.eq.endk) then 
call movcra(n,i,+l.,j,-1) 
elaeif (key.eq.pqupk) then 
call movcrs(n,i,-1,j,+l) 



















key to exit.') 
call WRTSTR(l,l.OO,l.00,24,'Katrix too Lar9e to Edit') 
cal.l WRTSTR(l.,100,100,24,' ') 
key • UIKEY( 1) 
return 




c ············································~································ CN KODOLE KAKE movers 
CA FONCTXON To move the matrix edit cursor. 
CS CALL SEQUENCE call movcrs(n,row,rowinc,col,colinc) 
ex XNPOT PARAMETERS n - (integer•2) order of th• system. 
c row - (integer•2) current row position. 
c rowinc - (integer•2) Row incre•ent. 
c col - (1nteger*2) current colwan position. 
c collnc - (1nteger•2) Col.wan lncr•..,nt. 
co Otl'l'POT PARAMETERS: row,col - new values of cursor position. 
CG GLOBAL VAJIXABLES None. 
CK KODOLES CALLED dwshap (for). 







COKKENTS Bl.anJ<s out the cursor in the old position and then 
adds the increm•nts to the old position pointers. 




if (n.gt.1) then 
443 
ca11 dwshap(n,row,col,2,2) 
if (rowinc.ne.O) then 
row • row + rowinc 
if (row.eq.O) row • n 
if (row.qt.n) row • 1 
end if' 
if' (colinc.ne.o) then 
col m col + colinc 
if (col.eq.O) col - n 







Clf MODULE NAME dwsqrs 
CA FUNCTrON To draw the matri>< grid. 
CS CALL SEQUENCE call dwsqrs(n,level) 
er rNPUT PAl!AXETEJtS n - (integer• 2) Tbe order of the system. 
c level - (integer•2) The write intensity level. 
co OUTPUT PARAKETERS: None. 
CG GLOBAL VARrABLES None. 
CH MODULES CALLED DLrNE ( asm) , LEVEL ( asm) , HOVE ( asm) • 






COMMENTS Sets the write intenaity level, calculates the 






if (n.qt.9) then 
SCA.le • 1 
else 
scale • 2 
endif 
><cent 250 
ycent • 165 
xblk • scale*22 
yblk • scale*14 
><calc • ><cent - int (real(xblk)•real(n)/2.0) 
ycalc ycent - int (real(yblk)•real(n)/2.0) 












CN NODULE NAHB : dwl!ihap 
CA FmrCTroN : To draw a numl>er of' shapes on the matri>< grid. 
·cs CALL SEQUENCE : call dwshap(n,row,col,shape,level) 
er rllPUT PARAJIETEJtS : n - (integer•2) Tbe order of' the ayatem. 
c row,col - (integer•2) The row,col position of the shape. 
c shape - (integer•2) Tbe shape to be drawn on the grid: 
c 1 - block 
c 2 - cross (cursor) 
c 3 - circle 
c level - (integer•2) Tbe intensity level at which the 
c shape is to be drawn. 
co OQTPUT PARAKETEltS: None. 
CG GLOBAL VAJlrABLES None. 
CH MODULES CALLED BLKFrL (aam), CrRC (asm), DLrNE (as•), LEVEL (aam), 
c HOVE ( asm) • 






COJIXENTS Draws a shape at tbe position and level SPecified 
on the matri>< grid. 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
subroutine dwshap(n,row,co1,shape,lev) 
inteqer•2 n,row,co1,ahape,lev , 
1ntaf'ler•2 xcent,ycent,xb1k,yblk,xealc,ycalc,acal• 
if' (n.qt.9) then 
acale • 1 
.1 .. 








yblk • acal.e*14 I 
xcalc 
ycalc 
><cent - int (rea1(xblk)•real(n)/2.0) + (col-1)*Xbl.Jc 
ycent - int (real(yblk)•real(-n)/2.0) + row•yblk 




elaeif' (shape.eq.2) then 

















c ···············································~············~················ CN MODULE NAXE wrtitl 
CA FIDIC'l'iON To write a title on a page. 
cs CALL SEQUENCE call wrtitl(page,x,y,length,string) 
er r:NPUT PAI!AKETERS page - (inteqer*2) The page to which the title is to 
c be written. 
C x,y - (integer*2) The x,y co-ords of the title. 
C length - (integer*2) The length of the title. 
C string.- (character•length) The title string. 
co OUTPUT PARAMETERS: None. 
CG GLOBAL VARIABLES None. 
CK MODULES CALLED DLrNE (asm), MOVE (asm), WRTSTR (asm). 






COMMENTS Writes out the string and the draws a line underneath 











CN MODULE NAKI! setblk 
CA FIDICTroN To scan through the matrix and find all non-zero 
C polynomial elements. 
cs CALL SEQUENCE call setblk(n,mat,level) 
er INPUT PARAMETERS n - (integer•2) The order of the system. 
c mat(15,1S,2,13) - (real*4) The matrix being edited. 
c level - (integer*2) The level at which the 
c blocks are to be drawn 
c on the grid. 
co OUTPUT PAJtAKETERS: None. 
CG GLOBAL VARrABLES None. 
CK MODULES CALLED dwshap (for). 








COMMENTS Scans through the whole 111atrix, checking all the 
polynomial elements for non-zero items. rf a poly-
nomia1 has a non-zero item a b1oek is drwan at the 







shap • 1 
if ((n.qt.O).and.(n.lt.16)) then 
do 50 1 - 1,n ' 
do 51 j - 1,n 
nonzer • O 
k • int(mat(i,j,1,13)) 
do 53 l • O,k 
if (abs(mat(i,j,1,(1+1))).qt.(1.0e-B)) then 
nonzai: • 1 
endif 
53 continue 
k • int(mat(i,j,2,13)) 
do s' l • o,k 
it (abs(mat(i,j,2,(1+1))).qt.(1.0e-8)) then 
nonzer • 1 
end if 
54 continue 









CN MODOLB NAXE upblk 
CA PUlfCl'ZOM To update the blocks on the grid once a polynomia1 has 
c been edited. 
cs CALL SEQUENCE call upblk(n,mat,row,col) 
er rNPOT PARAXETBJIS n - (inteqer•2) The order of the system. 
c mat(lS,15,2,13) - (real•4) The matrix being edited. 
c row,col - (inteqer•2) The polynomial position 
c in the matrix. 
CO OOTPOT PARAKE\'ERS: None. 
CG GLOBAL VARZABLES None. 
CK MODULES CALLED dwshap (for). 







COMMENTS Checks the elements of the polynomial just edited, 
checking for non-zero elements. rf any non-zero 







shap • 1 
cros • 2 
levo •.O 
1.ev1 • 1 
lev2 • 2 
if ((n.qt.O).and.(n.it.16)) then 
nonzer • O 
k • int(lllAt(row,col,1,13)) 
do 53 l • O,k 
445 
if (abs(mat(row ,col,1, ( l.+1)) ~.qt. ( 1.0e-8)) then 
nonzer • 1 
endif 
53 continue 
k • int(mat(row,col.,2,13)) 
do 56·1 • O,k 
if (abs(mat(row,ool.,2,(l+l.))).qt.(l..Oe-8)) then 
nonzer m 1 
endif 
54 continue 












c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• CB REVJ:SrON ersTORY : 
C VERSrON BY 
c 1.00 ran Pisher 





c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• c 
C FrLE : GE'l'NOM.FOR 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• CN MODULE K.\KE GETKUH 
CA FONCTrON To input or edit a nUJllber on a graphics page. 
CS CALL SEQUBNCE key a getnum(page,x,y,type,fl.en,format,width, 
c ni2,ni4,nr4,nr8) 
er rHPUT PARAMETERS key - (intager•2) The returned key from the routine. 
c page (integer•2) The page on which the nwal>er is to 
C be printed. (range : 0 or 1) 
c x,y - (integer*2) The co-ordinates of the printed 
C nwnber. 
c type (integer•2) The type of number to be output: 
c type • 1 integer•2 
c type • 2 : integer•4 
c type • 3 : real.•4 
C type • 4 : real.•8 
c fl.en - (integer•2) Length of the format string:format. 
c format - (character•fl.en) The nullll>er format string. 
c (eg. '(fl.0.4)' fl.en • 7) 
C width - (integer*2) The width of the field to be 
c printed. 




c ni4 - (integer•4) The nwnber to 
c nr4 - (real.*4) The nwal>er to be 
c nr8 - (real.*8).The number to be 





Returned key from the editor : key. 
None. 
BLKFJ:L ( asm) , rNKEY ( asm) , LEVEL (as•) , NOBLNK ( asm) , 
STRUI (asm), STllCPY (asm), WRTSTR (asm), numatr (for), 
prtnum (for), ERTONE ( asm) • 
The format string muat not be greater than 40 chars. 
The~number muat not result in a string greater than 
40 chars. 
z rnputs a number from the page and 
specified. The nUJ!lber is treated as a 
being edited. The string length being 




The format of the number is available to the· user 
throuc;tb the use of the P2 key. When the F2 key is 
hit a second time, the user can resUJ11e editing the 
string. 



























+integer•2 function getnum(~2~~l 4;~~:~:)•form,width, 




real.•11 tem:pre, nre 
r-l.•4 tampr4, nr4 
integ-•4 tempi4, ni4 
integer•2 tempi2,l.atrt, ni2 
integer•2 key,ctrla,f2key,repfl.g,twid,chkio 
ctr14 - 0256 
f2key • 60 
chkio • O 
eacfl.q • o 
call nu'llStr(type,fl.en,form,ni2,ni4,nr4,nrs,width,edtatr) 
edtst2 • edtstr 
continue 






if (key.eq.ctrl.a) then 
edtatr • edtst2 
repfl.g • 1 
e1seif (key.eq.f2key) then 
if (width.ge.~1en) then 
call. WJITSTR(pg,x,y,width,form2) 








if (INKEY(1).ne.f2key) goto 100 
endif 
repflg = 1 
a.lse · 
eacflg • O 
if (type.eq.1) then 
read(edtatr,form2,ioatat•chkio,end•103,err•103) ni2 
call prti2(pq,x,y,flen,form,width,ni2) 
elaeif (type.eq.2) then 
read(edtstr,form2,iostat•chkio,end•103,err•103) ni4 
call prti4(pq,x,y,flen,form,width,ni4) 
elaeif (type.eq.3) then 
read(edtstr,form2,iostat•cbkio,end•103,err•l03) nr4 
call prtr4(pq,x,y,flen,form,width,nr4) 





if (repflg.eq.1) goto 101 
qetnum = key 







c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• CB REVISION HISTORY 
C VERSIOH BY 
c 1.0 Ian Fisher 
C 1.1 A. de waal 





Creation and Collllllenting 




































To print graphic numbers. 
call gnum(paqe,x,y,num) 






(inteqer•2) X,y co-ords of number. 
(character*1) The number to be printed. 
GPAGE (asm), HOVE 
? 
(asm), DLIHE (asm), PLOT (as•). 
to 
The routine draws the 
screen. The advataqes 
and the characters do 
while beinq written. 
number or letter on the graphics 
of this ia smaller characters 
not erase a character block 
The following characters can be written :-






:xw .... 5 
yh - 6 
call GPAGE(pq) 












































xtemp • int(real(xw)/2.0)+2 
447 
\ 

















xtemp • int(real(xw)/2.0) 












xtemp • int(real(xw)/2.0) 





































elaeif (nwo.eq.'-') then 
yteap • int(real(yb)/2.0) 
call llOVB(x+1,y-yte11p) 
call DLINB(x+xw-1,y-ytemp) 









e1 .. 1r ((nwo.eq.'e').or.(nwa.eq.'E')) then 
xte.p - int(real(xw)/2.0) 


































CR REVISION HISTORY : 




creation. C 1.00 IaJI Fisher 
C 1.1 A. de Waa1 No Chanqes .. 
C FI LEND 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c $inc1ude: '1st.inc' 
c 
C FILE : MATH.FOR 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• CN JllODULE NAME QZVECA 
CA FUNCTION Subroutine to ca1cu1ate the eiqen va1ues and vectors 
C of the prob1em :- A•x • 1ambda•x 






















n - (inteqer•2) Order of the matices. 
ar(n,n) - (rea1•4) The rea1 part of the matrix : A. 
ai(n,n) - (rea1•4) The co•p1ex part of the matrix : A. 






a1fi(n) - (rea1•4) The imaqlnary part of the eiqen-
va1ues. 
zr(n,n) - (rea1•4) The rea1 part of the eigenvectors. 
zi(n,n) - (rea1•4) The imaginary part of the eigen-
vectors .. 
ierr - (integer•2) The number of iterations 
performed if the a1gorithm did 
NOT converge. 
E1se ierr • o, if the a1g~rithm 
did converge. 
Hone .. 
OOKHES (for), COKLR2 (for). 
~~8n ;0~~1~8ma~8:iz~:f ~~~X:e:x~;t~~ 
eiqen-va1ue and -vector prob1em to so1ve 
prob1em : A*x • lambda•x 
genera1ized 
the 
















































































This subroutine is a trans1ation of the ALGOL 
procedure COMBES, NWD. Kath. 12, 349-368(1968) by 
Martin and Wi1kinson. Handbook for Auto. comp., 
Vo1.ii-1inear a1qebra, 339-358(1971). 
ca11 comhes(n,1ow,igh,ar,ai,int) 
- (inteqer•2) Order of the matrix. 
(inteqer•2) Inteqers determined by the ba1a11cing 
subroutine CBAL. if CBAL has not been used, set 
1ow•1, igh-n. 
(rea1*4) Contain the rea1 and imaginary parts, 
respective1y, of the co11p1ex input matrix. 
(real•4) Contain the rea1 and imaginary parts, 
of the hessenberq matrix. The au1tip1iers which 
were used in the reduction are stored in the 
remaining trianq1as under the Hessenberq •atrix. 
(inteqer•2) Contains information on the rows and 
co1umns interchanqed in the reduction. on1y 
e1ementa 1ow through iqh are used. 
None. 
? 
Given a complex generai matrix, this subroutine 
reduces a sub•atrix situated in rows and co1umns 
1ow through igh to upper Hessenberg form by 
stabilized elementary simi1arity transformations. 
Arithmetic is rea1 except for the rep1acement of 
the ALGOL procedure CDrV by comp1ex division. 
Questions and comments shou1d be directed to :-
B. S. GARBOW, 
APPLIED IL\THE>IATICS DIVISION, 







C REAL*4 ABS 





LA a rem. - 1 
KPJ. - LOW + 1 
rF(LA .LT. KP1) GO T0·200 
c 
rF(KP1.G'r.LA) GO TO 10000 
449 
c 
DO. l.80 If m KPl., LA 
MKl.•M-l. 
XR • 0.0 
XI • 0.0 
I •If 
IF(K.GT.IGB) GO TO l.OOl.O 
DO l.00 J • If, IGB 
IF (ABS(AR(J,JIMl.)) + ABS(AI(J,KMl.)) 
C.LB. ABS(XR) + ABS(Xl:)) GO TO 100 
XR • AR(J,MKl.) 
XI • AI(J,JIMl.) 




INT(M) ·• I 
IF (I .EQ. K) GO TO 130 
C ********** INTERCBAHGE ROWS AND COLUMNS OF AB AND AI ********** 
IF(KIU.GT.N) GO TO 10020 
DO l.l.O J • HM1, N 
YR • AR(I,J) 
AR(I,J) • AR(K,J) 
AR(K,J) • YR 
YI • AI(I,J) 
AI(I,J) • AI(K,J) 






IF(l..GT.IGB) GO TO 10030 
DO 120 J • 1, IGB 
YR• AR(J,I) 
AR(J,I) • AR(J,K) 
AR(J,K) • Ylit 
YI • AI(J,I) 
AI(J,I) • AI(J,M) 
AI(J,K) • YI 
CONTINUE 
CONTl:NOE 
c· **********END INTBRCllANCE ******A*** 
c 
c 
130 IP (XJI .BQ. o.o .AN!). XI .EQ. o.o) GO TO 180 
KP1 • If + 1 
IP(KP1.GT.IGB) GO TO 10.040 
DO 160 J: • KP1, IGB 
YR • AR(I,KX1) 
YI • AI(I,JIM1) 
IP (YR .EQ. 0.0 • .A.HI>. YI .EQ. 0.0) 00 TO 160 
Y • Y I x 
AR(I,Klll) • YR 
AI(I,llJl1) • YI 
IF(K.GT.H) GO TO 10050 
DO l.40 J • R, If 
AR(I,J) • AR(I,J) YR * AR(M,J) + YI * AI(K,J) 




IP(l..GT.IGB) GO TO 10060 
DO 150 J • 1, IGB 
AR(J,K) • AR(J,K) + YR * AR(J,I) YI * AI(J,I) 










CN NODULE NAME COKLR2 
CA FtJHCTION Tbis subroutine is a tranal.ation of the ALGOL 
c procedure COKLR2, NUa. Kath. 16, 181-204(1970) by 
C Peters and Wilkinson. Handbook for Auto. Comp., 
C Vol.ii-linear al.qebra, 372-395(1971). 
cs CALL SEQUENCE ca11· comlr2(n,l.ow,igb,int,hr,hi,wr,wi,zr,1i, 
c ierr,nobak) 
CI INPUT PAJl.UIETBltS I 
c n - (inteqer•2) order of! the matrix. 
(integer•2) Elrt.ra parameter wbicb 
wants the eigenvectors (•l.) or just 
matrices (•O). 
C nol>ak - tel.ls if the user 






































~~~~:'i:!> c:i!1~6i~ ~tni~:d n~~ .=~. =~c!~~ 
l.ow•1, iqh•n .. 
(integer•2) contains information on the rows and 
col.umns interchanged in the reduction by COMBES, 
if! perfor-d. Only ele111ents low throuqb igb are 
used. If the ei9envectora of the Bessenberg matrix 
are desired, set int(j)•j for these el.eaents. 
(real.•4) Contains th• r&al. and imaginary parts, 
respectively, of the complex upper Beasenberg matrix. 
Tbeir l.ower triangl.es below the subdia9onal contains 
the mul.tipliers wbich were used in the reduction by 
COMBES,if performed. 
If the eigenvectors of the Besaenberg matrix 




Bessenberg portione of hr and bi bave been 
wr(n) 
wi(n) - (real•4) contains the r&al and imaginary 
respectively, of! the eigenvalues. If an 
exit ·is made, the eiqenval.ues sbould be 





zi(n,n) (real•4) Contains the reel. and illaginary parts, 
respect.ively, of the eigenvectors. Tbe eigenvectors 


























the eigenvectors has been found. 
(integer*2) set to : O for normal return, 
None. 
? 
J - if tbe J-th eigenvalue 




Thia subroutine f inda the eigenvalues and eigenvectors 
of a complex upper Bessenberg matrix by the modified 
LR method •. The eigenvectors of a complex general 
matrix can also be found if COMBES has been used to 
reduce this general matrix to hessenberg form. 
Arithmetic is real except for the replacement of the 
ALGOL procedure CDIV by complex division and use of 
the subroutines CSQRT and, CKPLX in computing complex 
square roots. 
c Questions and co1D111ents should be directed to :-
c B. S. GARBOW, 
C APPLIED MATHEMATICS DIVISION, 
C ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY 
c *********************••······················································ c 
c 






C REAL*4 ABS 
INTEGER*2 INT(IGB) 
C INTEGER*2 MINO 
COMPLEX X,Y,Z 




c ------------------------------------------------------------------c *********** KACBBP IS A MACHINE DEPENDENT PARAMETER SPECIFYING 
C THE RELATIVE PRECISION OF FLOATING POINT ARITBXB'l'IC. 
KACBEP•2.0**(-15) 
IBRR • 0 
C ********** INITIALIZE EIGENVECTOR MATRIX ********** 
IF(1.GT.N) GO TO 10000 
c 
DO 100 I • 1,N 
IF(1.GT.N) GO TO 10000 
DO 100 J • 1, N 
ZR(I,J) • 0.0 




IF (I .EQ. J) ZR(I,J) • 1.0 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 




FROM THE INFORMATION LEFT BY COMBES ********** 
IBND - IGB - LOW - 1 
IP (IEND .LE. 0) GO TO 180 
********** FOR I•IGH-1 STEP -1 UNTIL LOW+1 DO -- ********** 
IF(1.GT.IEND) GO TO 10010 
DO 160 II = 1, IEND 
I • IGB - II 
IP1 • I + 1 
IF(IP1.GT.IGB) GO TO 10020 
DO 120 K = IP1, IGB 
ZR(K,I) a BR(K,I-1) 






IP (I .EQ. J) GO TO 160 
IF(I.GT.IGB) GO TO 10030 
DO 140 K • I, IGB 
ZR(I,K) ZR(J,K) 
ZI(I,K) • ZI(J,K) 
ZR(J,K) • O.O 




ZR(J,I) • 1.0 
160 OOllTIJIOE 
10010 OOJl'l'INOB 
C ********** S'l'ORB ROOTS ISOLATED BY CBAL ********** 
180 IP(1.GT.N) GO TO 10040 
DO 200 I • 1, N 
IP (I .GB. LOW .AND. I .LE. IGB) GO TO 200 
WR(I) • BR(I,I) 




EN = IGB 
TR • 0.0 
TI • 0.0 
C ********** SEAltCB FOR NEXT EIGENVALUE ********** 
220 IP (EN .LT. LOW) GO TO 680 
ITS • 0 
B1fK1 • EN - 1 
C ********** LOOK FOR SINGLE SMALL SUB-DIAGONAL ELBJIBN'T 
C POR L•EN STEP -1 UNTIL LOW DO -- ********** 
240 IF(LOW.GT.BN) GO TO 10050 
DO 260 LL • LOW, EN 
L • EN + LOW - LL 
IP (L .EQ. LOW) GO TO 300 
IF (ABS(BR(L,L-1)) + ABS(BI(L,L-1)) .LE. 
C KACBEP * (ABS(BR(L-1,L-1)) + ABS(BI(L-1,L-1)) 




C ********** PORN SHIFT *********** 
300 rF (L .EQ. EN) GO TO 660 
rp (rTS .EQ. 45) GO TO 1000 
c rP (rTS .EQ. 30) GO TO 1000 
rP (ITS .EQ. 15 .OR. rTS .EQ. 30) GO TO 320 




SI • BI(l!Jl,EN) 
XR • BR(EHJU,EN) * BR(EN,EHXl.) - Br(ENJll.,EN) * BI(EN,ENJll.) 
xr - BR(ENJll.,Elf) • BI(EN,EllJl1) + Br(EllJU,EN) • BR(Elf,ENHl.) 
IP (Xlt .EQ. o.o .AND. XI .EQ. o.o) GO TO 340 
YR • (BR(ENJl1,ENJll.) - SR) I 2.0 
YI • (BI(ENHl.,ENJU) - SI) / 2.0 
z - CSORT(CKPLX(YR••2-YI••2+XR,2.0•YR•Yr+xr)) 
IF (YR • ZZR + YI • zzr .LT. 0.0) z - -z 
X • X I (Y + Z) 
SR • SR - XR 
SI • SI - XI 
GO TO 340 
********** FORK EXCEPTIONAL Sll.IFT ********** 
320 SR • ABS(BR(Elf,EHJU)) + ABS(HR(EJIK1,EN-2)) 
SI• ABS(BI(EN,EllK1)) + ABS~BI(l!JIJl1,EN-2)) 
340 IP(LOW.GT.EN) GO TO 10060 
DO 360 I • LOW, EN 
BR(r,I) • BR(I,I) - SR 




TR • TR + SR 
TI • TI + SI 
ITS • ITS + 1 
C ********** LOOK FOR TWO CONSECUTIVE SHALL 
C SOB-DIAGONAL ELEMENTS ********** 
XR • ABS(BR(EHJU,ENJll)) + ABS(BI(E11JU,E11JU)) 
YR• ABS(BR(EN,EJIXl.)) + ABS(BI(EH,EllK1)) 
ZZR • ABS(HR(BN,EN)) + ABS(BI(EN,EH)) 
c· ********** FOR H•EH-1 STEP -1 UNTIL L DO -- ********** 
IF(L.GT.EHJl1) GO TO 10070 
DO 380 HK • L, E!IJll. 
K • E1IJU + L - JOI 
IP (K .EQ. L) GO TO 420 
YI • YR 
YR • ABS(BR'(K,K-1)) + ABS(BI (K,K-1)) 
XI • ZZR 
ZZR • XR 
XR • ABS(BR(K-1,K-1)) + ABS(BI(K-1,K-1)) 
IP(YR .LB. HACBBP*ZZR/YI*(ZZR +XR +XI)) GO TO 420 
380 CONTINUE 
10070 CONTINUE 
C ********** TRIAHGDLA.R DECOMPOSITION B•L* R ********** 
c 
420 JIP1 • K + 1 
IP(JIP1.GT.EJI) GO TO 10080 
DO 520 I • JIP1, EH 
IK1 • I - 1 
XR • BR(Illl,IK1) 
XI • BI(IK1,IK1) 
YR • BR(I,IK1) 
YI • BI(I;Ill1) 
IP (ABS(XR) + ABS(XI) .GE. ABS(YR) + ABS(YI)) GO TO 460 
C ********** INTBRCHAKGB ROWS OP HR AND BI ********** 
IF(IK1.GT.N) GO TO 10090 
DO 440 J • IK1, N 
ZZR • BR(IK1,J) 
BR(IK1,J) • BR(I,J) 
BR(I,J) • ZZR 
ZZI• BI(IK1,J) 
BI(IK1,J) • BI(I,J) 





z • x I Y 
Wll(I) • 1.0 
GO TO 480 
460 z .. Y I x 
WR(I) • -1.0 
480 BR(I,IK1) • ZZR 
BI(I,Illl) • ZZI 
IP(I.OT.N) GO TO 10100 
DO 500 J • I, N 
BJl(I,J) • BJl(I,J) - ZZR * BR(IK1,J) + ZZI * BI(IK1,J) 






C ********** OOXPOSITION R*L•H ********** 
IP(KP1.0T.EH) GO TO 10110 
DO 640 J • JIP1, EN 
XR • BR(J,J-1) 
XI • BI(J,J-1) 
BJl(J,J-1) - o.o 
BI(J,J-1) • 0.0 
C ********** INTBltCBAHGE COLUMNS OF HR, HI, ZR, AND ZX, 
C IP NECESSARY ********** 
c 
IP (Wll(J) .LE. 0.0) GO TO sao 
IP(1.GT.J) GO TO 10120 
DO 540·I • 1, J 
ZZR • BJl(I,J-1) 
BR(I,J-1) • BR(I,J) 
BR(I,J) • ZZR 
ZZI • BI(I,J-1) 
BI(I,J-1)•BI(I,J) 




IP(LOW.GT.IGB) GO TO 10130 
DO 560 I • LOW, IGB 






ZR(I,J-1) - ZR(I,J) 
ZR( I ,J) • ZZR 
ZZI • ZI(I,J-1) 
ZI(I,J-1) = ZI(I,J) 
ZI(I,J) = ZZI 
CONTINUB 
CONTIKUE 
IF(1.GT.J) GO 'l'O 10140 




BR(I,J-1) = Hll(I,J-1) + XR * BR(I,J) - XI * BI(I,J) 
BI(I,J-1) • BI(I,J-1) + XR * HI(I,J) + XI * BR(I,J) 
CONTJ:lroE 
CONTINUE 
********** ACCUKULATE TRANSFORHATIOHS ********** 
IF(LOW.GT.IGB) GO TO 10150 




ZR(I,J-1) ZR(I,J-1) + XR * ZR(I,J) - XI * ZI(I,J) 






GO 'l'O 240 
C ********** A ROOT FOUND ********** 
660 BR(Elf,EN) • BR(EN,EN) + TR 
WR(EN) • BR(EN,EN) 
BI(EN,E!f) = BI(EH,EH) + TI 
WI(EN) • BI(EH,Elll) 
Elll • ENH1 
GO 'l'O 220 
C ********** ALL ROOTS FOUND. RACKSOBSTITUTE TO FIND 
C VECTORS OF UPPER TRIANGULAR FORM ********** 






IF(NOBAK.EQ.O) GO 'l'O 1001 
NORM • O.O 
IF(1.GT.N) GO 'l'O 10160 
DO 720 r • 1, N 
IF(I.GT.N) GO TO 10160 
00 720 J • I, If 
NORM• NORK+ ABS(BR(I,J)) + ABS(BI(I,J)) 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
********** FOR Elf•lf STEP -1 UNTIL 2 00 --
IF ( 2. GT .If) GO TO 10170 
00 800 NN • 2, If 
Elf = .If + 2 - NN 
XR • WR(Elf) 
XI • WI(Elf) 
ElfX1 = Elf - 1 
•••••••••• 
C ********** FOR I•EN-1 STEP -1 UNTIL 1 DO -- ********** 
IF(1.GT.ENH1) GO TO 10180 
c 
00 780 II = 1, ENH1 
I = EH - II 
zz:a - BR(I,EH) 
ZZI • BI(I,Elf) 
IF (I .EQ. ENH1) GO 'l'O 760 
IP1 • I + 1 
IF(IP1.GT.ENX1) GO.TO 10190 
00 740 J = IP1, llHK1 
ZZR • ZZR + BR(I,J) * BR(J,Elf) - BI(I,J) * BI(J,Elf) 




760 YR • XR - WR(I) 
YI • XI - WI(I) 
IF (YR .BQ. 0.0 .AND. YI .EQ. 0.0) YR • MACBEP * NORK 








C ********** END BACKSUBSTITUTIOH ********** 
EllKl. - If - J. 
C ********** VECTORS OP ISOLATED ROOTS ********** 












00 840 I • 1, EN1ll. 
IF (J: .GE. LOW .AND. I .LE. IGH) GO TO 840 
IPJ. • I + 1 
IF(IP1.GT.N) GO 'l'O 10210 
00 820 J • IP1, If 
ZR(J:,J) • BR(I,J) 





********** MULTIPLY BY TRANSFORMATJ:ON MATRJ:X 
VECTORS OF ORIGINAL FULL MATRIX. 
FOR J•N STEP -1 UNTIL LOW+1 00 --
IF( LOW. GT. ElfX1) GO TO 10220 
DO 880 JJ • LOW, ENX1 
J • If + LOW - JJ 
K • KINO(J-1,IGB) 
IF(LOW.GT.IGB) GO TO 10220 
00 880 I • LOW, IGB 
ZZR • ZR(I,J) 
ZZI • ZI(I,J) 
IF(LOW.GT.K) GO TO 10230 
00 860 .K • LOW, K 
TO GIVE 
•••••••••• 
ZZR • ZZR + ZR(I,K) * BR(K,J) - ZI(I,K) * BI(K,J) 












ZR(I,J) -ZZR ZI(I,J) - ZZI COK'l'IHUE 
COK'l'IHUE 
GO TO 1001 
********** SBT ERROR -- NO CONVERGENCE TO AN 
EIGENVALUE AFTER 30 ITERATIONS ********** 




CB REVISION HISTORY : 




creation. c 1.00 Ian Fisher 
c 1.1 A. de waa1 Fina11y Commented 
C FI LEND s 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 
C PILE : NUHSTR.POR 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CN MODULE HAKE HUKSTR 
CA FUNCTION To convert a number to a string. 
cs CALL SEQUENCE ca11 numstr(type,1form,forlll4t,ni2,ni4,nr4,nr8, 
c 1ength,strinq) 
CI INPUT PAJUJfETERS type - (integer•2) The.type of number to be output: 
c type • 1 integer•2 
c type • 2 integer•4 
c type • 3 rea1*4 
c type • 4 rea1*8 
c 1form - (integer•2) Length of the format string:forlll4t 
c forlll4t - (character•f1en) The number format string. 
c (eg. '(f10.4)' f1en • 7) 
C ni2 - (integer•2) N\llllber to be converted to string. 
c ni4 - (integ•r*4) Number to be converted to string. 
c nr4 - (rea1•4) NWlber to be converted to string. 
C nr8 - (raa1•8) NUmber to be converted to string. 
C 1enqth - (integer•2) Length of the string. 
C string - (character•1ength) Destination string. 
CO OUTPUT PAR.AXETERS: Number in string for111&t. 
CG GLOSAL VAllIABLES None. 
CK MODULES CALLED STRCPY (asm), ERTONE (asm) 
CE ERROR CONDITIONS The format string must not be greater than 40 chara. 
c The number must not resu1t in a string greater than 
c 40 chars. 
cc COllKBHTS The routine uses a device directed write statement 
c to convert the number to a string according to the 















chkio • o 
1strt • 40 
ca11 STRCPY(1strt,form2,1form,farm) 
if (ntype.eq.1) then 
write(out2,form2,iostat•chkio,err-200) ni2 
e1seif (ntype.aq.2) then 
write(out2,form2,iostat-chkio,err•200) ni4 





if (chkio.ne.O) then 
ca11 ERTONE() 
endif 




c ****••······································································· CH .RBVX.BJ:Olf HISTORY 
C VEJISJ:ON BY DATE COIDIElfT 
Creation 
Modified 
Fina11y co ..... ntad 
C 1.0 Ian Fisher ? 
C 1.1 A. da Waa1 7 
06/01/90 C 1.1 A. de Wa.e1 
C Pt:LBHD 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• c 
PILE : PRDERR.FOR 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
MODULE NAKB prderr 
FUNCTIOH To print an appropriate disk error ...,ssa.ga. 
CALL SBQUENCE ca11 prderr(page,x,y,derr) 
INPOT PARAMETERS page - Cinteger•2) The page to which the message is 












<!nteqer•2) The x,y co-orda of the mesaaqe. 
(1nteger*2) The disk error number. 
caem), WRTSTR (asm). 
Tbe routine interprets the disk drive error and then 
























if (derr.eq.O) then 
call WltTST»(1>9,x,y,33,'*** Error 
elseif (derr.eq.l) then 
call WRTSTR(pq,x,y,35,'*** Error 
elsoif (derr.eq.2) then 
call WllTSTR(pg,x,y,33,'*** Error 
elseif (derr.eq.3) then 
call WRTSTR(pq,x,y,38,'*** Error 
elseif (derr.eq.4) then 
call WRTSTR(pq,x,y,35,'*** Error 
elseif (derr.eq.5) then 
call WRTSTR(pq,x,y,45, 
Disk write protected.') 
Unknown unit specified.') 
Disk drive not ready.') 
Unknown command for drive.') 
Data CRC error on disk.') 
+ '•••Error : Bad request for structure lenqth.') 
elseif (derr.eq.6) then 
call WRTSTR(pq,x,y,29,'*** Error 
elseif ·(derr.eq.7) then 
call WRTSTR(pq,~,y,31,'*** Error 
elseif (derr.eq.8) then 
cal.l WRTSTJt(pq,x,y,29,'••• Error 
el.seif (derr.eq.10) then 
call WRTSTR(pg,x,y,29,'*** Error 
elseif (derr.eq.ll) then 
call WRTSTR(pq,x,y,28,'*** Error 
el.seif (derr.eq.12) then 
Drive seek error.') 
Unknown media type.') 
Sector not found.') 
Diak write fault.') 
Disk read faul.t.') 
cal.l. WRTSTR(pq,x,y,33,'••• Error 
endif 




CB REVISION HISTORY : 
C VERSIOM BY 
C 1.00 Ian Fisher 
c 1.1 A. de Weal. 









C FILE : SIMOPT.FOR 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
elf MODULE NAME simopt 
CA FUNCTION Edit Time Simulation Parameters 
CS CALL SEQUENCE call simopt() 
CI INPUT PAI!AMBTERS : None. 
co OUTPUT PARAMETERS: None. 
CG GLOBAL VARIABLES Incl.ude files:time.inc,keys.inc,syst.inc 
CM MODULES CALLED Fortran : wrhead,prti2,prtr4,toqopt,qeti2,qetr4 
C Assembler: WIPSCR,WRTSTR,IlllCBY,ERTONE 
CE ERROR CONDITIONS As indicated on qrahpics screen o 
cc COMMENTS Prints al.l. the parameters concerninq the time 
c simulation and enables the uaer to edit them. Bounda 
C checkinq is done as far as possibl.e (ie. neqative 
c time, etc.). 
C The ESC key returns control to the callinq routine. 
c ***************************************************************************** 
subroutine simopt() 







pos • 1 
cal.l WJ:PSCR(O) 
cal.l wrhead(0,250,25,27,'Time simulation Parameters.') 
cal.l WRTSTR(0,40,40,25,'Kal.man State Observer: No ') 
call. WRTSTR(0,350,40,25,'State F/B Control.ler : No ') 
cal.l WRTSTR(0,40,55,13,'Plottinq out:') 
call WRTSTR(0,200,55,41, 
+ 'Setpoints: No Inputs: No outputs: No 1 ) 
call WRTSTR(0,200,70,41, 
+ 'Process States: No Observer States: No ') 
call WRTSTJt(0,40,90,22,'Time duration [secs] :') 
cal.l. WRTSTR(0,40,110,22,'Time step [secs] :') 
call. wrhead(0,20,135,8,'Step Mo.') 
cal.l wrbead(0,110,135,9,'Input No.') 
call. wrhead(0,210,135,9,'Increment') 
cal.l wrhead(0,320,135,11,'Time [secs]') 
cal.l. WRTSTR(0,430,135,l.3,'(after start)') 
if (obsinc.eq.O) call WRTSTR(0,40+23•9,40,3,'Yea') 
ir (coninc.eq.O) cal.l WRTSTR(0,350+23•9,40,3,'Yes') 
ir <••tpl.t.eq.O) cal.l. WRTSTR(0,200+11•9,55,3,'Ye•') 
ir (inppl.t.eq.O) cal.l. WRTSTR(0,200+24•9,55,3,'Yes') 
ir (outplt.eq.O) cal.l WRTSTR(0,200+38•9,55,3,'Yes') 
ir (oatpl.t.eq.O) cal.l. WRTSTJt(0,200+38•9,70,3,'Yes') 
ir (pstpl.t.eq.O) cal.l WRTSTR(0,200+16•9,70,3,'Yes') 
call prtr4(0,240,90,7,'(ql0.4)',lO,tend) 
call prtr4(0,240,110,7,'(q10.4)',lO,dt) 












cal.l WRTSTR(0,40,235,36,'RETURN, TAB and cursor keys to move.') 
cal.l. WRTSTR(0,40,250,16,'ESC key to exit.') 
if (pos.eq.l) then 
cal.l toqopt(obsinc,40+23•9,40,key) 
el.seif (pos.eq.2) then 
call toqopt(coninc,350+23•9,40,key) 
elseif (pos.eq.3) then 
call. toqopt(setplt,200+ll•9,55,key) 
el.seif (pos.eq.4) then 
cal.l toqopt(inppl.t,200+24•9,55,key) 
el.seif (poa.eq.5) then 
cal.l toqopt(outplt,200+38•9,55,key) 
elseif (pos.eq.6) then 
455 
call toqopt(pstplt,200+16*9,70,key) 
e1seif (pos.eq.7) then 
cal1 toqopt(ostplt,200+38•9,70,key) 
elseif (pos.eq.8) then 
197 continue 
key• qetr4(0,240,90,7,'(q10.4)',10,tend) 
if (tend.1t.(O.O)) then 
cal1 WRTSTR(0,350,90,31,'*** Error : Time duration < O.O') 
call ERTOME() 
el•• 
call WRTSTR(0,350,90,31,' ') 
endif 
if (tend.lt.(O.O)) qoto 197 
elseif (poa.eq.9) then 
195 continue 
key - qetr4(0,240,110,7,'(q10.4)',10,dt) 
if (dt.lt.(0.0)) then 
call WRTSTR(0,350,110,27,'*** Error : Time step< o.O') 
call ERTOME() 
else 
call WRTSTR(0,350,110,27,' ') 
endif 
if (dt.lt.(0.0)) qoto 195 
alseif (pos.qe.10) then 
pos2 • 1 
do 180 i • 10,22,3 
if ((i.ne.poa).and.(pos2.lt.100)) then 
poa2 • poa2 + 1 
alseif (i.eq.pos) then 
endf~a2 • pos2 + 100 
180 continue 
if (poa2.qt.lOO) then 






if ((stpinp(pos2).lt.o).or.(atpinp(pos2).qt.order)) then 
call WRTSTR(0,430,(140+pos2•15),27, 





+ I ') 
andif , 
if ( (stpinp(pos2). lt.O) .or. (stpinp(pos2) .qt.order)) 






pos2 • 1 
do 178 i • 11,23,3 
if ((i.ne.pos).and.(pos2.1t.100)) then 
pos2 • poa2 + 1 
elseif (i.eq.poa) then 
end~s2 • poa2 + 100 
continue 
if (poa2.qt.100) then 
poa2 • poa2 - 100 . 
key• qatr4(0,210,(140+poa2*15),7,'(q10.4)',10, 
and if 
pos2 • 1 
stpinc(poa2)) 
do 177 i 12,24,3 
if ((i.na.pos).and.(poa2.1t.100)) than 
poa2 • pos2 + 1 
elseif (i.eq.pos) then 
poa2 • poa2 + 100 
endif 
continue 
if (pos2.qt.100) than 
pos2 • pos2 - 100 
continue 
key• qetr4(0,320,(140+pos2*15),7,'(q10.4)',10, 
· stpdat(poa2)) · 
if (stpdat(pos2).qt.tend) then 
call WRTSTR(0,430,(140+pos2•15),27, 
'*** Error : Time> Dura~ion') 
cal1 ERTOJfE() 




'*** Error : Time < 0.0') 
BRTONE() 
call WRTSTR(0,430,(140+poB2*15),27, 







if (k.ey.eq.downJc) then 
U (pos.qt.9) then 
pos pos + 3 
el-
pos • pos + 1 
endif 
if (poa.qt.24) po• • 1 
•l-if ((key.aq.retk).or.(key.eq.tabk)) 
pos • poa + 1 
if (poa.qt.24) pos • 1 
elaeif (key.eq.upk) than 
if (poa.qt.11) than 
poa • pos - 3 
elsaif (pos.aq.11) than 
pos pos - 2 
else 
poa • poa - 1 
endif 
if (poa.lt.1) pos • 24 
elseif (key.eq.rtabk) then 
poa • po• - 1 
if (poa.lt.1) poa • 24 
end if 






c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• CH REVXSXOK IUSTORY : 




Creation. c l.oo A. de weal 
C l.l A. de Waal Modified, &- Final.l.y Commented 
C FXLEND 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• c 
C FXLB : SXMSCL.FOR 
c ······································································~······ CK KODOLB KAKE simscl. 
CA FUNCTXON Edit Time Simulation Axes and Seal.es. 
CS CALL SEQUEKCE call simscl.() 
er XKPU'l' PARAMETERS None. 
co OUTPUT PARAJIETERS: None. 
CG GLOBAL VARIABLES Incl.ude fil.es: time.inc,syst.iric,keys.inc 
CK KOOULES CALLED Fortran : prti2,qeti2,wrhead,prscal.,edscal. 
c Assembler: WIPSCR,DISP,LEVEL,KOVE,DLINE,WRTSTR,INKEY 
CE ERROR COKDXTIOKS Kone 
cc COKKENTS Prints out al.l. the axes l.imits for the time simul.ation 
c pl.ots. The user can then edit the seal.es accordinql.y. 
c The ESC key returns control to the cel.linq routine. 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
subroutine sill&Cl.() 
impl.icit integer•2 (X) 
$incl.ude: 'time.inc' 
$incl.ude: 'syst.inc' 
$incl.ude: 'keys.inc' . 
integer•2 pos,key,elem,lastel,xpos,ypos,order 









call Wrbead(1,10,39,9,'E1ement :') 
if (order.qt.O) then 
xpos a 105 
ypos • 39 






ypos • ypos + 14 
99 continue 
call wrhead(1,400,40,3,'In ') 
call. WRTSTR(l,400,54,3,'0Ut') 
cal.l WRTSTR(1,436,47,1,'-') 
call wrhead(1,200,95,14,'0Utput scale :') 
cal.l wrhead(l,400,95,9,'Kaximum :') 
cal.l. wrhead(l,400,110,9,'Kinimum :') 
pos • l 
elem • 1 
l.astel ·- o 
call. WRTSTR(l,200,250,20,'Cllrsor keys to move.') 
call. WRTSTR(1,200,265,35, 
+ 'RETURN and TAB keys to edit scales.') 
















key - INKEY(1) 
if (key.eq.downk) then 
lastel • elem 
elem • elem + 1 
if (el.em.qt.order) el.em a l 
call prscal.(l.astel.,elem) 
elseif (key.eq.upk) then 
lastel. • el.em 
elem - 81em - 1 
if (el.em.lt.l) elem - order 
call prscal.(l.astel,el.em) 
elseif ((key.eq.tabk).or.(key.eq.rtabk).or.(key.eq.retk)) then 
cal.l. WRTSTR(l,200,250',27,'RETURK, TAB and cursor keys') 
call WRTSTR(l,200,265,35, . 
+ 'to move. ') 
call edacal(elem) 
call. WRrsTR(l,200,250,27,'cursor keys to move. ') 
cal.l. WRTSTR(l,200,265,35, 
+ 'RETURN and TAB keys to edit scales.') 
laetel • el.em 
endi:f 





··············••*••·························································· MODULE KAKE prscal. 
FUNCTION Print Out set of Seal.es and r;o Names. 
CALL SBQUEKCE call. prscal(last,el.ement) 
INPUT PARAMETERS last - (integer•2) The previous element printed. 
element - (integer•2) The current element to be 
printed. 
OUTPUT PARAMETERS: Hone. 
GLOBAL VARIABLES Xnclude fil.es:time.inc,sysnms.inc 




CC COKKE!ITS !rbe routine bl.anks out the previous element.a 
C parameters from the screen and then prints t.he 
C current e1ement parameters to the screen. The 
C parameters include all the seal.es and that el.ements 
C I/O names. 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• subroutine prsoal.(lastel,elem) 







ca11 WRTST1!(1,455,40,25,' ') 
call WRTSTit(1,455,54,2S,' ') 
1en • LBHST1!(25,inpnms(e1em)) 
if (LENSTR(25,outnm.s(e1em)).qt.1en) then 




xpos • 105 
ypos ~ 39 + (e1em-1)*14 
cal1 LEVEL(2) 
if ((1astel.ne.O).and.(1aste1.ne.e1em)) then 
call BLKPIL(xpos,(41+(laste1-1)*14),69,14) 
endif 









Cll MODULE NAME edacal 
CA PUHCTION Edit the Axes Sca1es. 
CS CALL SEQUENCE call edsca1(element) 
CI INPUT PARAMETERS : element - (intec;er•2) Tbe e1ement to be edited. 
co OUTPUT PARAMETERS: None. 
CG GLOBAL VARIABLES Include files:time.inc,keys.inc 
CH MODULES CALLED Fortran :box,getr8 
c Asaembler:L~EL,BLKFIL,ERTONE, WRTSTR 
CE ERROR CONDITIONS None 
CC COHKENTS Enables the user to edit tbe axes sca1es. Tbe routine 
c does do bound cbecking. 
c Tbe ESC key returns control to the ca1ling routine. c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
subroutine edscal(elem) 










xpos • 105 





pos • l 
continue 
if (pos.eq.1) tben 
continue 
key• getr8(1,490,95,7,'(g10.4)',10,ytlim(l,e1em)) 
if (yt1im(1,elem).1t.(O.O)) then 
call WRTSTR(1,200,200,25, 





if (ytlim(1,elem).lt.(O.O)) goto 198 
elseif (pos.eq.2) then 
contin-
') 
key • getr8(1 1 490,110,7,'(gl0.4)',10,ytlim(2,ele•)) 
if (yt1im(2,elem).qt.(O.O)) then 
call IO!TSTR(1,200,200,25, 







if (ytlim(2,e1em).qt.(O.O)) goto 197 
·endif 
if (key.eq.downk) tben 
r;• (;.,r.'¢~:at pos • 1 
elseif (key.eq.upk) tben 
po&•pos-1 
if (pos.eq.O) ·poa • 2 
el .. if ((key.eq.retk).or.(key.eq.tabk)) tben 
~<~¢~2t pos • 1 
elseif (lc.y.eq.rtabk) then 
po• - po• - 1 
if (pos.lt.1) pos • 2 
endi:I.' 
if (key.ne.eack) goto 199 
ytlim(3,e1em) • o.o 
xpoa • 105 







c ***********••································································ CH REVISION HISTORY : 
C VERSION BY 
C 1.00 Ian Fisher 
c 1.1 A. de Waal 










c PILE : SIHUL.FOR 
458 
c **********************************************••····························· 
CH MODULE NAME simu.l 
CA FUlfeTroN Drive the Time SimuJ.ation Menu. 
CS CALL SEQUENCE call simul() 
er rNPUT PARAKETERS None. 
co OUTPUT PARAKETERS: None. 
CG GLOBAL VARIABLES None. 
CK MODULES CALLED Fortran : wrhead,stpopt,aimscl,dosim,newmat 
c Assembler: DOKEBU,WrPSCR 
CE ERRO• CONDrTIONS None 
CC COIOIEHTS Drive& the time simulation menu, calling the 
C appropriate routine upon the users request. 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
subroutine simu.l() 
implicit integer•2 (D) 
inteqer*2 optl4 
99 continue 
call wrhead(0,250,35,23,'System Time Simulation.') 
optl4 s DOMENU(l4) 
if (optl4.eq.l) then 
call simopt ( ) 
els~!~l(~~!!~i{~-2) then 
elseif (optl4.eq.3) then 
call nindin() 
elseif (optl4.eq.4) then 
call dosim() 
elseif (opt14.eq.5) then 
call data() 
endif 





CH MODULE NAME dosim 
CA FUNCTION Perform the Actual Simulation. 
CS CALL SEQUENCE call dosim() 
CI rNPUT PARAMETERS : None. 
co OUTPUT PARAKETERS: None. 
CG GLOBAL VARIABLES Include files: time.inc,syat.inc,keys.inc,defnam.inc 
inisim,simgrf,simat,prtnum,pltsim,chkqt, 
dwinpa (for) 
















co-ordinates the actual time simulation : parf orms the 
necessary operations if the system is cloaed loop or 
open loop, controller excluded or included. 
The routine also checka if the user want& to quit the 
simulation before running to completion. This ia done 
by polling the keyboard after each step and checking 
if any keys have been entered by the user. 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
subroutine dosim() 











real*8 scale(2), centre(4) 
character•! trid 
order• int(syst(4)) 
dima • int(syst(5)) 
Wfilt •·0.2 
tfilt l/wfilt 
afilt • exp(-dt/tfilt) 
bfilt • 1.0 - afilt 
do 25 1 • 1, order 





plnoi • 1 
call llfRTSTll(0,50,100,27,'Plot Perturbation Traces? :') 
call toqopt(plnoi,50+28*9,100,ikey) 
preco• • 1 
call llfRTSTR(0,50,120,62, 
+'Include Precompensator for zero Steady-State Error? (Y/N)• ') 
call toqopt(preoom,50+60•9,120,key) 
fine • 1 
call llfRTSTll(0,50,140,40, 
+ •rnclude Lowpaas Filter on outputs (Y/N):') 
cal~ toqopt(finc,50+41*9,140,key) 
if (finc.eq.O) then 
call WRTSTR(0,50,160,31, 




+ 'Bit RETURN to start or ESC to re~specify') 
if (key.eq.esck) goto 55 
call simqrf() 
flush • rNKEY(2) 
ti2 - -1.0 
c fname • 'noiae.noi 
c caii maknam(fnaae,inpath,usenam) 





























fname • 'dist.dis 
call nalcnam(fname,inpath,usenam) , 
open (2,file•wsena•,atatua•'unknown',iostat-~err) 
fnama • 'input.inp ' 
call nalcnam(fname,inpath,usenan) 
open (3,file•uaenam,statua•'unknown',ioat.at•ferr) 
fname • 'output.out ' 
call maJcnan(fname,inpath,usenam) 
o(*n (4,f11e•uaenam,status•'unknown',iostat•ferr) 
fna•e • 'sdis.dis ' 
call nalcnam(fname,inpath,usenam) 
open (9,file•usenam,atatus•'unknown',iostat•ferr) 
iwrite • o , 




'ERROR: could Hot Open File for FFT') 
call LEVl!L(1) 
end if 
do 798 1 • 1, int(tend/dt) 
call prtr4·( 1,75, (thstrt-thma><-18) ,7, / (glO. 4)' ,10,ti) 
do 701 j • 1,5 
if ((t1.ge.stpdat(j)).and.(ti2.lt.stpdat(j))) then 
if ((stpinp(j).gt.o).and.(stpinp(j).le.order)) 




if (rinc.eq.O) call perset() 
if (precom.eq.O) then 
do 111 j • 1, order 
· vn(j) • o.o 
do 112 k • 1, order 




do 115 j - 1, order 
vn(j) • rn(j) 
continue 
endif 
if (coninc.eg.l) then 
do 110 k • 1, order 
un(k). • vn(k) 
continue 
end if 
if (ninc.eq.O) cal.l noise() 
if (dinc.eq.O) call dist() 
C Calculate process states,. xn and process outputs, yn 
call prosta() 
c Lowpaas fil.terinq outputa to get rid of High Frequency Noise 
C HOROWJ:TZ ~ HILL : THE ART OF l!!Ll!!CROHICS, PAGl!!447 
if (finc.eq.O) then 
do 23 n • 1, order 
ynact(n) • afilt•prevo(n) + bfilt•ynact(n) 
23 contf~:!o(n) • ynact(n) 
end if 
c If observer to be included, calcul.ate observed stat-, xnoba 
c and obserer outputs, ynobs 
if (obsinc.eq.O) call obasta() 
c If oontroll.er to be incl.uded, calculate new input, un 


















if (setpl.t.eq.O) cal.l. pltsim(order,ti,rn) 
if (inppl.t.eq.O) cal.l pl.tsim(order,ti,un) 
if (outplt.eq.O) cal.l. pltaia(order,ti,ynact) 
if (ostplt.eq.O) cal.l pltsta(order,dima,ti,xnobs) 
if (patpl.t.eq.O) call. pltata(order,dima,ti,xn) 
do 176 n • 1, order 




iwrite • !write + 1 
















'ERROR: Could Hot Write to Fila for FFT') 
call Ll!VBL(l) 
continue 
ti2 - ti 
ti - ti + dt 




if (key.ne.O) then 
cal.J. chl<qt(key) 
cal.J. WRTSTR(l,lO,(thstrt-thmax-18),50, , 
cal.l. WRTSTR(1,10,(thstrt-thmax-18),7,'Time ') 
·caJ.J. WRTSTR(1,10,(thstrt-thmax-4),31, 
+ 'Hit ESC to quit the simul.ation.') 
endif 













xtrid - ti 
do 666 igrph - 1, order 
do 555 j - 1, 4 
if (j.le.2) scaJ.e(j) - tscal.e(j,iqrph) 
centre(j) • tcentr(j,igrpb) 
continue 
trid - '1' 
if (setplt.eq.O) 
cal.J. drwlet(1,xtrid,rn(igrph),centre,scal.e,trid) 
trid - '2' 
if (inpplt.eq.O) 
call drwl.et(1,xtrid,un(iqrph),centre,scale,trid) 
trid • '3' 
H! (outplt.eq.o) 
cal.J. drwlet(l.,xtrid,ynact(igrph),centre,scale,trid) 
trid - '4' 
if ((rinc.eq.O).and.(plnoi.eq.O)) 
call drwlet(1,xtrid,er(iqrph),centre,scale,trid) 
if (ostplt..eq.O) then 
do 333 k • 1, dima 
trid • 'S' 
call drwlet(l,xt.rid,xnobs(k),centre,scale,trid) 

















if (pst.plt.eq.O) then 
do 444 k - l, dima 
trid • 'S' 
call drwlet.(1,xtrid,xn(k),cent.re,scal.e,trid) 







+'1:Set.p, 2:Inp, 3:0Ut.p, 4:Err, sn:Pro Staten, son:Obs st.ate n') 
cal.1 WRTSTR(l,10,(thetrt.-thmax-4),31, 
+ 'Hit ESC to quit, F3 to J.ist. O/P') 
710 continue 
key • Ilfl(EY(1) 





c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CK MODULE KAKE simgrf 
CA FUNCTION Plot All Time Simulation Axes 
cs CALL SEQUENCE call simqrf() 
CI INPUT PARAMETERS : Hone. 
co OUTPUT PAJlAKETERS• Kone. 
CG GLOB.AL VARIABLES Include files: syst.inc,t.ime.inc,sysmns.inc 
CK KODULBS CALLED Fortran wrhead,prt.num,dwaxes,dwnWllb 
c . Assembler: WIPSCR,LElfSCR,LEVEL,MOVE,DLINE,WRTSTR 
CE ERROR CONDITIONS None 
CC COJDIBHTS Tb& routine first calculates bow the page is to be 
C split up. Each set of a~es is than drawn in equally 
C sized bl.ock on the page. Each set of axes has it's 
c parameters (scales, centres, etc.) stored ln an array 
C for use at a later st.age when points are pl.ot.t.ed on 
c the set of axes. 
c ***************************************************************************** 
subroutine simgrf() 





c real*8 xt.(3), yt.(3), scal(2), cent.(4) 
800 
charact.er•10 tst.r 
order - int.(syst.(4)) 
xpos • 40 
ypos • 50 
call WIPSCR(O) 























twtiallC - 711 
twstrt • 4 
t:lulax • 270 
thstrt: - 316 
call wrhead(1,10,(thstrt-thmax-32),25, 
+ 'System Time Simulation : ') 
call llfRTSTR(1,245,(thstrt-thmax-32),25,prjnm) 
len • LENSTR(25,prjnm) 
call WRTSTll ( 1, ( 245+len•9) , ( thstrt-thmax-32 )', 2, , , ') . 
call WRTSTR(l,(245+(len+2)•9-7),(thstrt-thmax-32),25,angnma) 
call llfRTSTR(l,lO,(thstrt-thmax-18),7,'Time • ') 
call WRTSTR(1,10,(tbatrt-t.hmax-4),31, 
+ 'Bit ESC to quit the simulation.') 
if (order.le.1) then 
twidth = 1 
elseif (order.le.4) then 
twidth • 2 
elseif (order.le.9) then 
twidth • 3 
elseif (order.le.16) then 
twidth • 4 
else 
twidth • 5 
end if 
if ((order.qt.o).and.(order.lt.11)) then 
theigh •· int (order;twidth) 
if ((real(order)/real(twidth)).gt.(raal(int(order/twidth)))) 
+ · theigh = theigb + 1 
txdel • int(twmax/twiclth) 
tydel = int(tbmaX/theigh) 
call LEVEL(1) 








j - 1 
k - 1 
do 197 i • 1,ordar 
tgraph(1) • twatrt + 4 + (j-1)•txdal 
tgraph(2) • thstrt - thmax - 2 + k•tydel 
tgraph(3) m txdel - 8 
tgraph(4) • tydel - 4 
do 246 j • 1, 3 
xt(j) - xtlim(j) 






/ do 244 j - 1, , 
' if (j.le.2) tacale(j,i) = scal(j) 
tcentr(j,i) • cent(j) 
continue 




1 - j + 1 
If (j.qt.twidth) then 
j - 1 








C1I MODOLE NAJIE iniaim 
CA FtlNCTrON rnitialiae States and Arrays for Simulation 
cs CALL SEQUENCE call inisim() 
er rHPtn PAllAJIE'l'EilS : Nona 
00 OUTPUT PARAXETERS: None 
CG GLOBAL VARrABLES rnclude files: time.inc,syst.ino 
CK MODCLBll CALLED None 
CE EAROR OONDrTrONS None 
CC COJOIBHTS JUat initialises all the states to zero. 
C The arrays :C1 and C2, are initialised for the set of 
C Runga-Kutta equations. 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• eubroutin• inieim() 













c2(1) • o.s 
c2(2) - o.s 
C2(3) • 1.0 
xtiliD(1) - tend 
xtlim(2) • 0.0 
xtlim(3) • o.o 
do 88 i • 1,order 
rn(i) • o.o 
vn(i) • o.o 
un(i) • o.o 
yn(i) - o.o 
ynoba(i) • o.o 
nn(i) - o.o 
462 
88 continue 
do 99 i • 1, dima 
xn(i) • o.o 
xnobs(i) • o.o 
zn(i) = o.o 
99 continue 
c do 87 i - 1,12000 
c usim(i) = o.o 
e ysim(i) - o.o 
c87 continue 




CN MOOOLE NAME pltsim 
CA FUNCTrON Plot outputs from Simulation. 
CS CALL SEQUENCE call pltsim(n,t,y) 
er rNPUT PARAMETERS 
C n - (integer*2) Qrder Of the system. 
c t (real•4) The current tiae of the simulation (X axis). 




ERROR CONDrTrONS : 
Hone 






















xtype = 1 
do 399 i - 1,n 
do 398 j - 1,4 
cent(j) • tcentr(j,i) 
continue 
scal(1) - tscale(1,i) 




























MODULES CALLED : 
ERROR CONDrTIONS : 
COMXENTS 
pltsta 
Plot States from Simulation 
call pltsim(n,t,y) 
(integer•2) Number or states othfethsei sysattaimon. 
(real*4) The current time of mul (X axis). 
(real*4) The system states. 
None 
Include files: time.inc 
Fortran plotpt 
None -
Plots each set of points on the resepective set of 










xtype • 1 
do 399 i • 1,n 
do 398 j • 1,4 
cent(j) - tcentr(j,i) 
continue 
sca1(1) • taca1e(1,i) 
scal(2) • tscale(2,i) 







CN llOIXJLB HAJll!l 
CA PUHCTIOJI 
CS CALL SBQUl!NCB 
er rJIPO'l' PARAJIB'l'BJIS : 
CO 00'1'PO'l' PARAJIB'l'ERS s 
chkqt 
Check if User wishes 
call chkqt(key) 
None. 
to Quit Simulation. 
c key - (integer•2) The returned user option 
c o : user does not wish to quit. , 
C 1 : user wishes to quit. 
CG GLOBAL VARrABLES rnclude files: time.inc,keys.inc' 
CK XODULBS CALLED Assembler: rHKEY,WltTSTR,STRIN 
CE ERROR CONDITroNS None 
cc COllKENTS Just confirms if the user wishes to quit the 
c simulation before it haa run to completion. 
c ***************************************************************************** 
subroutine chkqt(key) 










if (key.eq.esck) then 
call WllTSTR(1,10,(thstrt-thmaX-4),SO, , 
call WllTSTR(1,10,(thstrt-thmax-4),39, 
'Do you want quit the simulation (y/n) ? 1 ) 
yesrio • 'n' 
continue 
key - STRrN(1,361,(thstrt-thmaX-4),1,yesno) 
I) 
463 
if (key.ne.retlc) qoto 111 
if ((yesno.eq.'y').or.(yesno.eq.'Y')) then 
key 1 
e1ae 
key • o 
endif 
e1se 








CB REVISION HISTORY : 
C VERSION BY 
c 1.00 Ian Fisher 











M6) OPTCAD Menu Definition Routine 
The menu structure for the OPTCAD package is entered into the 
menu text file, MTEXT.ASM. The data in this file is accesed 
by the assembler a routine called DOMENU.ASM (Fisher, 1988), 
which presents specific options to the user on the hercules 
graphics page o. 
A listing of the file MTEXT.ASM for the OPTCAD package is 
given on the following page. 
1Fila:M'1'1!XT.Aall 
1H,..a:mte><t 
1 Pu.netion :.CAD PacJcaqe xanu Te><t 
1 JllODOLB : Menu aacro routine• • 
•••••••••••••••••••• 
TrTLE sets up th• menu data aeq11enta • 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
PUBLrc FBELP 
1 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• REVrsrOH BrSTORY ' 
VERSION BY DATE COllKEHT 
i.oo Ian Fiabar 23/06/88 creation. 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1 Termination character•. 
1 ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
EOK EQU 02 
EOS EQU 00 
EOT EQO 04 
ESC EQU iB11 
End of .. nu. 
End of string. 
End of tabla. 
ESC character. 
BLP EQU 03 1 start of help. 
Macro definitions • 
•••••••••••••••••• 
1 set up menu data area • 
•••••••••••••••••••••• 
STARTJIEHtl JlACltO KEHUJfUJI 
KEKU_DATA SEGXDl'l' PUBLIC 'FARJ)ATA' 
KENPUIENU_Ht!X LABEL BY'l'I! 
KEHtl_llATA 1!HDS 
TABLBJ)ATA SBGJll!lf'l' PUBLIC 'FARJ)ATA' 
ow KEllU_Jftl]I 
ow llEHUf&llBNOJIU]I 
T ABLll_DA.TA 1!!1DS 
JIEJrO_llATA SEGXEHT PUBLIC 'PARJ)ATA' 
B1fDJI 






Menu ~ata areaa • , •••••••••••••••• 
TABLl!_llATA SBGlllDIT WORD PUBLIC 1 PAJLJ)ATA 1 
TABLll_DA.TA l!!IDS 
llBJIUJ)ATA SBGJIBJl'l' WORD PUBLIC 'PARJ)ATA' 
MEHtl_llATA l!HDS 
KBHO_llATA SEGJIBJl'l' WORD PUBLIC 'PAJLJ)ATA' 
FHELP DB 'LOCI.BLP ' ,o 
llBNOJ)ATA BJmS 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Th• atructur• of a -nu ia d-cribed :-
STAJlTKmltJ n\Dll>er 
DB 1 option1 1 ,BLP, 1 Daacription of optionl.',0 




'option(n-1)',llI.P,'Daaeription of option(n-1) 1 ,0 
•option(n) 1 ,BLP,'Deacr1pt1on of optlon(n)',o -
STAll'l'XZlft1 and llllDIODR1 er• -croa ddinad al>ove, 'nUllber' ia per ... t- of 
tbe -cro : STAJITJIBlro. 
BLP and BOK bava - dal!inad in tbe aq\l&t- above. 
•n..-r' ddin- the ,...." to be uaad when cal1inq DOllBllV fro• POaTJl.\lf. 
Th• 'nUllber' can be any va1u• •><capt o, thi• i• uaad by tbe •Y•t- to 
1 define tba ... d of tbe ,....u data ar- and tab1-. , 
1 Por • d.-oription or bow tbe ..nu ia diap1ayad, ... tba routine : IX>KllllO 
1 wbicb r-id- in tbe -dul• DOKBllO.ASX. , 
1 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1 
1 xanu derinition. ' .....•.....•.•.. 
STAllTIUllfU 1 
m 'Deta' ,BLP, 'Lo•d/S&Ve/Bdit PacJ<a4e Deta. I ,o 
DB 'Optcon' ,BLP, 'Syntheai•• Opti-1 LOG contro11-. ',o 
DB 'Analy-' ,B:l.P,'Analyae end P1ot Pedormance Indic-. ',o 
DB 'SilNlate',BLP,'SilNlata Open ol! Cloaad LoOp Prooeaa. 1 ,0 


















'Load' ,BLP, 'Load Pac:Jca9• Dab.' ,o 
'save' ,JILP, 'S.ve Paoka99 Data.' ,O 
'Bdit',BLP,'Bdit PacJ<a99 Deta.•,o 
BOii 
111 
'Proc',BLP,'Load stat• Space Procaa• Dea<:ription. 1 ,0 
'wt/cov•,BLP,'Load control Nai9btin9 and •ol- cov-ianoe Katric-.•,o 
'LQC:Das',BLP,'Load Syat•• with LQG contro11- C..i911 rntormation.•,o 
'KanDes',BLP,'Load Syat•• with contr./Obaar'V. C..iqned •~ Oain9 LQG.',0 
'AnalLQG',BLP,'Load Perf. Ind8x Anal.yaia Deta l!or Previoua LQG Deai911. 1 ,0 
'o..KAn•l',BLP,'Load Pert. Index Anal.yaia Deta for Deai911 not uainq LQG.',O 


















































































':;:at',HLP,'Load External MATLAB Generated Pertorma.nce Index Data.',0 
l.l.2 
:Proc',BLP,'Save state Space Process De.acription.',O 
W~/Cov',BLP,'Save Contro1 Weighting and Nolse Covariance Matrices.' o 
'LQGDes',BLP,'Save System with LQG Controller Oe•iqn Information / 0
1 
'Man.Dea',llLP,'Save System with Contr./Observ. Designed Not Uainq·L~ / o 
'A.nalLQG',BLP,'save Perf. Index Analysis Data for eurrent LQG Desiqn.,'o 
'DesKA.nal',BLP,'Save Perf. Index Analysis Data for Design not uainq LoQ.',O ':6:c' ,BLP,'Save Controller and Kalman Observer Cain Matrices.' ,o · 
lJ.3• 
'SDef',BLP,'Edit Defaul.t Package Settings.',O 
'Proc',BLP,'Edit State Space Process Description.',O 
'Wt/Cov',BLP,'Edit Control. Weighting and Noise Covariances.',0 
'KfKe',BLP,'Edit Contr./Observ. Matrices Instead of Using LQG synthesis.',O 





'Syst',RLP,'Edit system constanta.',O 
'AKat',HLP,'Edit Proceaa State Space A-Matrix.',O 
'BKat',BLP,'Edit Process state Space B-Matrix.',O 
'CMat',BLP,'Edit Proceaa State Space C-Hatrix. 1 ,0 
EOX 
ll.33 
'Weight',BLP,'Edit Control. Weiqhting Matricea.',O 
'Covar',BLP,'Edit Moise Covariance Matrice•.',O 
EOK 
l.l.33l. 
'Input',BLP,'Edit Input Weighting Matrix.',0 
'State',BLP,'Edit state Weighting Matrix.',O 
EOX 
l.l.332 
'Q',BLP,'Edit Observer Q-Matrix.',O 
'~',BLP,'Edit Observer R-Ka~ix.',0 
EOX 
l.l.34 
'Contr',BLP,'Bdit control.l.er Gain Matrix.•,o 
'Obaer',BLP,'Bdit Obaerver Gain Jlatrix. 1 ,0 
EOK 
l.3 
'Foraat',BLP,'Ed.it Format of Perfoaanee Index Anal.ysis Plota.•,o 
'Cl:'aate',BLP,'create Perforaance Index Data and Anaiysis. 1 ,0 
'View',BLP,'View Performance Index Data and Ana.Lyaia.',O 
'Data',BLP,'Load/5ave/Edit Packaqe Data. 1 ,0 
EOX 
l.31. 
'Foraat',BLP,'Bdit Format of Perfo11ance Index Ansl.ysis.•,o 
'Go',BLP,'Start creation and Anal.ysia Procoedure.•,o 
BOK 
l.4 
'Foraat',BLP,'Edit Format of si ... l.ation•,o 
'Seal. .. ',BLP,'Edit seal. .. of SillU.l.ator Pl.ota•,o 
'Perturb',BLP,'Edit Specifications of Perturbations to Proceas',O 
'Go',BLP,'Start Sill\l.lation',O . . 
'Data',BLP,'Load/save/Bdit PacJcaqe Data.',O 
EOK 
l.41. 




'Moi..Oiat',BLP,'Spe<:1fy Sinusoidal. Moise/Disturbancee.',0 







M7) OPTCAD System Include Files 
A table of the names of the global variable groupings in the 
OPTCAD system inc~ude files follows on the next page. The 
name of each group of global variables is given ·in' the table, 
together with the include file in which it is located and the 
page in the appendix on which it is listed. 
; 
469 
Grouping of Global Variables in Systea Include Files 
cooon Include Description Paqe 
Block Pile 
def nam DEFNAH.INC Filename and pathnames. 470 
f names FNAHES.INC 
' 
Filename and pathnames. 470 
keys KEYS.INC Keyboard constants. 470 
perdat PEIDAT.INC Perf ortance Index Data 470 
penat PEWT.INC Matrices used in Perfol'lance Index calculation 470 
pldat PLDAT.INC Data for Group Plotting of Performance Indices 471 
run var RUHVAR.INC Flags Used in the Running of CAD Syste1 471 
sysnlS SYSHKS.IHC Syste1 I/O names, natrix naaes and syste1 titles. 471 
syst SYST.INC State-space Syste1 Matrices 471 
ti11el TIME.IlfC Part of the state variables for the tie sillllation. 471 
tie2 TIME.IlfC Part of the state variables for the tiae silUlation. 471 
time3 TIME.INC Arrays for tiae silUlation axes settings. 472 
tiae4 TIME.INC Arrays for tie sillllation axes settings. 472 
c 
C INCLUDE FILE : DEFNAX.INC 
~····~;;~;·;:;;····~:;~::···················································· 






















outpth - Save pathname. 
inpath - Load pathname. 
1qanam - Filename for Analysed LQG Desi9n In~ormation. 
lqgnam - Filename for LQG Design Information (Not Analysed). 
deanam - Filename for Analysed Non-LQG Oeaiqn Information. 
~~~~==: ~i~:~::: ~~~ ~~~=~ ~~!:n Information (Not Analysed). 
qrnam - Filename for Q, "R, Ql and Rl Matrix Information. 
knam - Filename for Kc and Kf Matrix Information. 





common /defnam/ outpth,inpath 
common /~ilnam/ defdir,infnam,fname,mname,pernam,usenam 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
INCLUDE FILE : FNAKES.INC 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
COIOION NAME f names 
DESCRIPTION Pilena ... and pathnames. 
PARA.METERS 
C outptb - Save pathname. 
c inpath - Load pathname. 
C gfnam - Pilenama for G(s) matrix. 
c kfnam - Filename for K(s) matrix. 












con:mon /fnames/ outpth,inpath,gfnam,kfnam,prport,prjfil 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 







c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• integer•2 upk,downk,leftlc,rightlc,ho..,k,endk,pqupk,pqdnk, 
+ e•ck,retJc,tabk,rtabk 
integer•2 sma,bge,slll,bgl,amq,bgq,s .. ,bgm,a-,bgs 





C INCLUDE FILE : PERDAT.INC 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• CN COJOIOlf HAKE perdat 
CA DESCRIPTION : Performance Index Data 
CP PARA.METERS 
c c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
real pidat,pivai,stval · 





di .. nsion piclev(4,2,5),atclev(2) 
co .. on /perdat/ pidat,pival,stval 
co .. on /perco•/ atcom,pico• 
common /perlev/ pic1ev,atclev 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C IHCLUDB PILE : PEJtKAT.IHC 
c ·······················~····················································· CH OOIOIOH HAMB per-t 





para .. ter ( ip • 15) . 
real qmetr,qmati,fi-tr,ri-ti, 
+ p-tr.p-ti,flllltr,fllllti, 




+ waatr,waat1,.r .. tr,eraati, 
+ ermatr,ermati,jwmatr,jwmeti, 
+ te .. tr,te .. ti,teaa2r,teaa21, 




















te-tr(ip,ip),tellllti(ip,ip),t ... 2r(ip,ip),te .. 2i(ip,ip), 
zermat(ip,ip),eye-t(ip,ip), 

















co11111on /utilmt/ zermat,ey ... at 
common /utilmt/ teaatr,temati,teaa2r,teaa2i, 
+ zermat,eye•at .......•.....................•..........•...........................•........ 
C INCLUDE FILE : Pl.DAT.INC 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• CN =HMolf NAME : pldat 








c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• c 
C IlfCLUDE FILE : RUNVAR.INC 
c ***************************************************************************** 
CN =llHON HAMB : runvar 





0011110n /runfl/ deffl,profl,qrfl,lqqfl,deafl,lqaf1,deafl,kfl,sillfl c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 
C INCLUDE FILE : SYSMNS.INC 
c ***************************************************************************** 
CN COHHON NUB syan11a 
CA DESCRIPTION System I/O names, matrix names and ayst•• titles. 
CP PAUXBTERS 
c inpn11a - system input na ... a. 
c out1U1S - system output names. 
c prjnm Project title. 
C enqn11a - Bnqlneer or deaiqn t••• na .... 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
dimension inpn11S(l0),outnma(10) 
character•25 inpn .. ,outn11S,prj1111,enqn.,. 
co11110n ;aysnDA/ inpn .. ,outn .. ,prjnm,enqn .. 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• c 
C INCLUDE PILB : SYST.I1fC 
c ***************************************************************************** 
CN COIUION N.\KE : syat 
CA DBSCRIP'l'ION : state-apace System Matrices 
CP P~TERS 
c 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• inteqer id,nayat 
parameter (id • 15, 





+ q(id,id),r(id,id),kf(id,id),ptr .. t(id,id), 
+ syat(nayat) . 
co11110n /aaadat/ a,b,c,kci,Jcri,q1,r1,kc,q,r,kf,ptra.t 
COIDIOn /ayat/ ayat 
co111110n /preco•/ preco• 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 
C INCLUDB PZLB : TIXB.Z1fC c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CM OOIOIOK 1f AXJ!! : ti-1 
CA DEBCRZP'l'I01f : Part or th• state variabl.•• ror the u- aimu1ation. 































co11110n /aimutl/ awdxdt,Ko,dKdt 
co..on /ti .. 1/ xn,un,rn,vn,yn,ynact,aa,nn,llnoba,ynob•,xndia 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
OOJlllOll HAJIB • ti .. a 
DllSCJIZPTIOH Part or the atate variabl.- ror the ti- aimu1ation. 
PAJtAXBTBJtS 
ti - current ti-. 
dt - Ti .. increment. 
tend - Ti- li•it. 
c1(i) - Runqa-Kutta dKdt aUllllinq weiqhta. 
ca(i) Jtunqa-Kutta Kn calcu1ation ti .. increment.. 
obainc - Observer inc1uded(O) or exc1uded(l.). 
coninc - Contro11er inc1ude4(0) or excluded(1). 
aetp1t - Plot(O) or Hot P1ot(l) aetpointa 
inpplt - P1ot(O) or Hot P1ot(1) inputa 
outplt - Plot(O) or Hot Plot(l.) outputa 
oatp1t - Pl.ot(O) or •~ P1ot(l) observer stat•• 
atp
pantpp(l.it) - Plot(O) or Hot P1~(1) proc••• stat .. 
i - Himber or input to be atepped. 
atpdat(i) - Ti- at wbich·input i• to be stepped. 
atpinc(i) - step •i••· 
tWllllK - Ti.. MaxillUJI width (dota). 
tW11trt - Ti- X start point. 
t!max - Ti.. MaKi.,.. heiqht (dota). 
thatrt - Ti.. Y start point. 
twidth - Ti.. No. or p1ota aero .. 1:h• paqa; 
theiqh - !l'i.. No. or p1ota _,. tlle paqe. 
txd•1 - Ti.. Width or one p1ot (dota). 
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c tydel - Ti ... : Heiqht of one plot (dote). 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
real*' ti,dt,tend,c1(,),c2(3) . 
inteqer•2 obsinc,coninc,aetp1t,inpplt,outplt,ostplt,pstplt 
inteqer•2 stpinp(S) • 
rea1•4 stpdat(S),stpinc(S) 
inteqer•2 twnax,twstrt,thma.x,t.batrt,twidth,theiqh,txdel,tyde1 





c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Cll COKKOK NAME tims3 
CA DESCRIPTION Arrays for time simulation axes settinqa. 
CP PARAMETERS 
c xtlim - X axes bounds. 
c ytlim - Y axes bounds. 
C tscale - Axes acalea (dote/unit).·· 
c tcantre - Axes centre (dots and unite). 
c tgraph - Temporary array used to draw axea. c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
real•B xtl1m(3),ytlim(3,10),tecale(2,l0),tcentr(4,l0) 
integer•2 tqraph(4) 
common /time3/ xtlim,ytlim,tacale,tcentr,tqraph 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CN COKKON KAKE : time4 , 
CA DESCRIPTION : Arrays for time aimulation axea aettinqs. 






common /tim•4/ ninc,dinc,rinc,ntyp,dtyp,rtyp,nchaet,dchaet,rcbaet, 
+ irand,namp1,damp1,rampi,nrre,drre,rrre, 




MS) OPTCAD Development/Execution Information 
The required subroutines and other program modules for the 
development of the OPTCAD package are grouped into libraries 
of object code. These libraries (and some other object 
files) are then, linked to the object file OPTCAD.OBJ compiled 
from the main progr~m to form the executable file, 
OPTCAD.EXE. The following instrucution shown in bold type is 




The object modules 
keydat.obj, anal .obj, 







pldat.obj and excuse.obj 
modules grouped in the 
iolib.lib, lqg.lib, 
perlib.lib, and simlib.lib, by the Microsoft LINKer. The 
tables that follow show which data and object modules are 
grouped together in the indicated libraries. The modules are 
indicated in capital letters, while the file in which the 
modules are located are indicated by lowercase type. 
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Module File Module File 
DEFNAM ••• •••• eddef DWSHAP ••• •••• edtmat 
DWSQRS ••• • • • • edtmat EDDAT •••• •••• eddat 
EDDEF •••• •••• eddef EDGENM ••• •••• edgenm 
EDI TM •••• • • • • edtmat EDK . ••••. •••• edk 
EDMAT •••.• •••• edtmat EDPREC ••• •••• edprec 
ED PRO •••• •••• edpro EDQR ••••• • ••• edqr 
EDQRO •••• •••• edqrO EDQRl •••• • ••• edqrl 
EDSYS •••• •••• edsys FILNAM~ •• • ••• eddef 
KEY . ..... •••• eddef MOVCRS ••• • ••• edtmat 
PRECOM ••• •••• edk RUNFL •••• • ••• eddat, 
SETBLK ••• •••• edtmat SSSDAT ••• •••• edk 
SYST ••••• •••• edk UPBLK •••• • ••• edtmat 
WRTITL ••• •••• edtmat 
Table M8.l: Modules in the library edlib.lib 
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Module File Module File 
APPEND ••• •••• strops ARC •••••• • ••• util 
ASPACE ••• . • • • axes ATTPG •••• • •.• util 
BLKFIL ••• •••. util BLKSEC ••• • ••• dohelp 
BOX •••••• • • • • util CALAXE ••• • ••• axes 
CIRC ••••• • ••• util CLRSCR ••• •••• util 
CMPSTR ••• •••• strops COPYST ••• •••• strops 
DEFDRV ••• •••• util DERROR ••• • ••• derror 
DISP ••••• •••• util DISPAGE •• •••• util 
OLINE •••• • • • • util DOAX ••••• • ••• axes 
DOGNUM ••• • • • • axes DOHELP ••• • ••• dohelp 
DOMENU ••• •••• domenu DRAWPT ••• •••• plot 
DRVHLP ••• • ••• dohelp DRWLET ••• •••• drwlet 
DWAXES ••• • ••• axes DWNUMB ••• •••• axes 
DXTICK ••• •••• axes DYTICK ••• •••• axes 
ERTONE ••• •••• util FFIRST ••• •••• util 
FHELP •••• •••• mtext FILL ••••• • ••• util 
FINDPG ••• •••• dohelp FLIPGl ••• • ••• help 
FNEXT •••• •••• util GETATT ••• • ••• util 
GETDEC ••• • ••• axes GETERR ••• • ••• derror 
GETHEL ••• • • • • help GETI2 •••• •••• geti2 
GETI4 •••• • ••• geti4 GETKEY ••• •••• getkey 
GETNUM ••• • ••• getnum GETOCT ••• •••• axes 
GETPG. ~ •• •••• util GETR4 •••• •••• getr4 
GETRS •••• •••• getra GETWPG ••• • ••• util 
GMODE •••• • • • • util GNUM ••••• • ••• gnums 
GPAGE •••• •••• util INDERR ••• •••• derror 
INKEY •••• •••• getkey INKEY2 ••• • ••• help 
INMENU ••• •••• inmenu INTlO •••• • ••• util 
INTONE ••• • ••• util INTSCR •• ~ • ••• screen 
LENSTR ••• •••• strops LEVEL •••• •••• util 
MOVE ••••• •••• util NOBLNK ••• • ••• strin 
NUMSTR ••• •••• numstr PLOT ••••• • ••• util 
PLOTPT ••• • ••• plot PNUMS •••• • ••• axes 
PRHELP ••• •••• dohelp PRINTCH •• •••• util 
PRPAGE ••• • ••• dohelp PRSCRS ••• • ••• pscr 
PRSTR •••• •••• util PRTI2 •••• •••• prti2 
PRTI4 •••• • ••• prti4 PRTR4 •••• •••• prtr4 
PRTRS •••• • • • • prtr8 REDERR ••• • ••• derror 
RETONE ••• •••• util RJUST •••• •••• strops 
RSTERR ••• • ••• derror RSTSCR ••• • ••• screen 
SCAMIN ••• •••• strin STRCPY ••• •••• strops 
STRIN •••• •••• strin TMODE •••• • ••• util 
TO_UPPER. •••• util WIPSCR ••• • ••• util 
WRHEAD ••• • • • • wrhead WRITPG ••• • ••• util 
WRTSTR ••• • • • • util XDECAD ••• • ••• axes 
XLIN ••••• • ••• axes XOCTAV ••• ••• ·.axes 
XPOS ••••• •••• util YDATA •••• • ••• axes 
YPOS ••••• •••• util 
Table MB.2: Modules in the library iglib.lib 
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Module File Module File 
DATA ••••• .... data DEFNAM ••• . •.. rdmtld 
DOD IR •••• . . . . dodir. FILNAM ••• . ... rdmtld 
FILOVW ••• .... filovw GETFIL ••• . ... getfil 
KEY •••••• .... lodlqg LODDAT •• .- .... loddat 
LODDEA ••• ..•. loddea LODDES ••• . ... loddes 
LOOK ••••• .... lodk LODLQA ••• .... lodlqa 
LODLQG ••• .••. lodlqg LODMAT ••• •..• lodmat 
LOOPER~ •• .... lodper LODPI •••• •.•. lodpi 
LODPRO ••• .... lodpro LODQR •••• ..•. lodqr 
MAKNAM ••• ...• maknam MATDAT ••• • .•• matdat 
MATST •••• •.•. matst PERCOM ••• • .•. matdat 
PERDAT ••• .... matdat PERLEV ••• . ... matdat 
PLPTS •••• .•.. lodlqa PRDERR ••• • ••• prderr 
PRECOM ••• •••. lodlqg RDMTLD ••• • ... rdmtld 
RUNFL •••• .... loddat SAVDAT ••• • ••. savdat 
SAVDEA ••• ...• savdea SAVDES ••• • ••• savdes 
SAVK ••••• .~ .. savk SAVLQA ••• • •.. savlqa 
SAVLQG ••• .•.• savlqg SAVMAT ••• .•.• savmat 
SAVPER ••• .... savper SAVPRO ••• • ... savpro 
SAVQR •••• ..•• savqr SSSDAT ••• ..•• lodlqg 
SYST ••••• •... lodlqg 
. . 
Table M8.J: Modules in the library iolib.lib 
, 
Module File . Module File 
DIMS ••••• •••• optkc LHS •••••• •••• lhs 
OPTKC •••• ••.. optkc OPTKF •••• • ••. optkf 
OPTMAT ••• •••• optkc PRECOM ••• • ••• optkc 
RICC ••••• .• ~.optkc SPMATS ••• . ••• optkc 
SSSDAT ••• ••.• optkc SYNTH •••• • ••• synth 
SYST ••••• •••• optkc 
Table KS.4: Modules in the library lqg.lib 
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Module File Module File 
ADD •••••• .... add CINV ••••• . ... cinv 
CMULT •••• . . . . cmul t COMHES ••• . ... math 
COMLR2 ••• . . . . math INVERT ••• . ... invert 
MULT ••••• . . . . mult QZVECA ••• . ... math 
RNDNRM •• ~ .... rndnrm SIMEQ •••• .... simeq 
SVO •••••• .... svd SVMAX •••• . ... svmax 
SVMIN •••• .... svmin TRANS •••• . ... trans 
URAND •••• . . . . urand UTILMT ••• .... svd 
VECS ••••• .... svd 
Table MS.5: Modules in the library math.lib 
Module File Module File 
CREATE ••• ••.. create DISVOP ••• .... disvop 
EDPOPT ••• •.•. edpopt INTPER ••• • .•. intper 
JWMAT. • •. . ... jwmat KEY •••••• •.•• peropt 
LNAM ••••• .... peropt - MATS ••••• .• ... percal 
PERCAL ••• .... percal PERCOM ••• • •.. percal 
PERDAT ••• ••.. percal PERLEV ••• • .•• percal 
PEROPT ••• . . . • peropt PERPLT ••• . •.. perpl t 
PLPOS •••• •... peropt PLPTS •••• . .•. peropt 
PRECOM ••• ..•. percal RUNFL •••• • .•. create 
SSSDAT ••• ..•. percal SYST ••••• • ••• percal 
TOGVOP ••• . • • • togvop UTILMT ••• • ••. percal 
VIEW ••••• .••. peropt WRCMAT ••• . ..• wrcmat 
Table HS.6: Modules in the library perlib.lib 
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Module File Module File 
CHKQT •••• .... simul CONCAL ••• .... concal 
DEFNAM ••• .... simul DIST ••••• ... : dist 
DOS IM •••• . . . . simul ' EDSCAL ••• .. .".simscl 
FILNAM ••• .... simul GAUIN •••• . ... gauin 
GETSET ••• . ... getset INISIM ••• .... simul 
' KEY •••••• .... gauin NINDIN ••• •... nindin 
NOIDIS ••• .•.. noidis NOISE •••• ..•. noise 
OBSSTA ••• .... obssta PERSET~ •• • ... perset 
PLTSIM ••• .•.. simul PLTSTA ••• .... simul 
PRECOM ••• . ... noise PROSTA ••• • .•. pros ta 
PRSCAL ••• •... simscl SETPER ••• ...• setper 
SIMGRF ••• •... simul SIMOPT ••• • •.. simopt 
SIMSCL ••• .... simscl SIMUL •••• . .•• simul 
SIMUTL ••• .... gauin SININ •••• • •.• sinin 
SSSDAT ••• .... noise SYSNMS ••• .•.• simul 
SYST ••••• ..•• noise TIMEl •••• • .•• gauin 
TIME2 •••• ...• gauin TIME3 •••• • ... gauin 
TIME4 •••• . •.. gauin · TOGDTY ••• ...• togdty 
TOGOPT ••• • •.• togopt 
Table· MB.7: Modules in the. library simlib.lib 
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APPENDIX N 
HERIG SYSTEM INFORMATION 
Nl) HERIG System Subroutines 
A table of the HERIG system subroutine names follows on the 
next page. The name of each subroutine, together with the 
file in which it is located and the page in the appendix on 
which it is listed, is given in the table. 
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HERIG System Subroutines 
Hue File Description Page 
blmap BLHAP.FOR Maps Comment/Diagram Positions on Run Screen 482 
conalg CONALG.FOR Stabilizing PI Control Algorithm 483 
f ixdat FIXDAT.FOR Convert Input and output Data for Group Plotting 483 
f ixout FIXOUT.FOR Convert Temperature output from ADC 484 
f ixset FIXSET.FOR Convert Setpoint Data for Group Plotting 484 
f ixstp FIXSTP.FOR Convert Stepped Setpoint for Group Plotting 485 
formpl . FORHPL.FOR Obtain Format of User Response Data Plots 485 
grinit GRINIT.FOR Initialize Set of Graph Axes 486 
grldat · GRLDAT. FOR Block Data Containing Group Data Plot Labels 487 
hebdat HEBDAT.FOR Block Data of HE Block Diag Labels/Dimen 488 
heblock HEBLOCK.FORPrint Heat Exchanger Block Diagram Shell 488 
heplot HEPLOT.FOR Drive User/Group Plot Menu and Plot Group Data 489 
herig HERIG.FOR Initialize Program and Present Main Menu 491 
he run HERON.FOR Runs Rig for Modes of Stabilizing Control 492 
iaddeg IADDEG.FOR Convert Real Degrees Celcius to Integer Number 493 
iadper IADPER.FOR Convert Real Percentage to Integer Number 493 
idegrc IDEGRC.FOR Convert Integer Degrees Celcius to Integer Number 493 
imxmn IMXMN.FOR Check and Clip Max/Hin Values to DAC 494 
imxmn IHXMN.FOR Check and Clip Max/Hin Setpoint Values 494 
imxmnt IHXHNT.FOR Check and Clip Max/Hin Temperature 494 
inicon IHICON.FOR Initialize stabilizing PI Controller Parameters 494 
inilog INILOG.FOR Initialize Input/OUtput/Setpoint Logged Values 495 
iniovr INIOVR.FOR Initialize Input/OUtput/Setpoint Values 495 
init !NIT.FOR Call and Include Initializing Proc/Block Data 496 
inrunv INRUNV.FOR Block Data Initializing Run and LQG Variables 496 
iperc IPERC.FOR Convert Integer Number to Integer Percentage 498 
itmxmn ITXXHN.FOR Check and Clip Max/Hin Values to DAC 498 
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OPI'CAD Syste1 Subroutines 
Bate File Description Page 
key err KEYERR.FOR Indicate Incorrect Key Pressed ' 498 
logval LOGVAL.FOR Log Input/OUtput/Setpoint Values ; 498 
lqgrun LQGRUN.FOR Runs Rig for Modes of LQG control 499 
lqgtyp LQGTYP.FOR Drive Menu for Options Running under LQG Control 502 
maxmin MAXMIN.FOR Check and Clip Max/Min Values to DAC 503 
mlmvi2 MLMVI2.FOR Multipl.y Integer Matrix and Vector 503 
' 
mlmvr8 MLKVR8.FOR Multiply Real*8 Matrix and Vector 503 
onepl ONEPL.FOR Plot Response Data Chosen by User 504 
pervvn PERVVN.FOR Perturb Rig Setpoint Gaussianly of Sinuloidally 505 
grldat GRLDAT.FOR ·Block Data Containing User· Plot Data and Labels 506 
prsel PRSEL.FOR Utility for Selecting Data for Plotting 507 
rblock RBLOCK.FOR Draw Reactor Block on Heat Exch Block Diag Shell 507 
rdegrc RDEGRC.FOR Convert Integer Number to Real Degrees Celcius 507 
rperc RPERC.FOR Convert Integer Number to Real Percentage 508 
runini RUNINI.FOR Initialize Screens/Flags for Running of Rig 508 
runkey RUNKEY.FOR Service Keyboard Run Mode 508 
runrig RUNRIG.FOR Drive Rig Running Menu 511 
hebdat HEBDAT.FOR Block Data of HE Block Diag Run Screen Labels 512 
-
selpl SELPL.FOR Controls Selection of Data for User Plots 512 
servop SERVOP.FOR Service Keyb. while Select Resp Data for Plots 513 
typscr TYPSCR.FOR Type Headings on Heat Exchanger Block Diagram 514 
updscr UPDSCR.FOR Update Values of Inp/OUtp/Setp on Run Block Diag 516 
usplot USPLOT.FOR Drive User Plot Option Menu 517 
c 
C FILE , : BLMAP .'FOR . 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CN MODULE NAME : blmap . 
CA FUNCTION ' Haps comment/Diagram Positions on Run screen 
cs CALL' SEQUENCE ·call blmap() 
er . INPUT PARAMETERS None 
co "OUTPUT PARAMETERS None ' 
CG GLOBAL VARIABLES Following ·variables contained in include file: 








CH MODULES CALLED None! . 
CE ERROR CONDITIONS ·None! 
cc COHHENTS Haps the input and output variable names to positions 
c on the screen. These names are printed onto the 
c beat exchanger block diagram in the subroutine 
c prtscr() . . 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 




+ cvxin ,cvyin,stxin,s:tyin·, txin,tyin 
integer*2 gap,blh,bltop,stptl,stptbl 
common /scrcon/ gap,blh,bltop,stptl,stptbl 
mult = o 
inc • 1 
dee -= 4 
tdec = 9 
count a 1 
C Initial points on ·Screen defined 
xO • (720 - ( 2*(resw.+ (hline - 3*resw/4)) + 4*tw + 3*hline) )/2 
yo a resh + 2•chh 
xin • xo + resw/4 + hline 
yin • yo + vline 
c Initial positions· of name sets defined 
tsxin • xin + .tw + 1. S*chw 
tsyin • yin + chh 
fsxin ~ xO·+ resw/4 - S•chw 
fsyin yo + chh , 
lsxin = xin +. (tw - 4*chw)/2 
lsyin =yin - th/4.+ chh 
cvxin = xin + tw + bline - S*chw 
cvyin = yin - 1.S•chh 
stxin = xin + (tw - 4*chw)/2 
styin = yin - th/4 - 1.S*chh 
txin • xin + (tw - 4*chw)/2 
tyin = yin + 3*th/4 - 1.S~chh 
C Initial points of option menu defined 
optxin = 10 
optyin - yo, + 2*vline + th/2 + resb + ( (yO - resh) - 7) + 2 + chh 
C Useful dimensions. defined 
gap • (yo - resb) ~ 7 
blb • 2•resh + 2*vline + th/2 
bltop - yo - r~sh 
C Defining positions of names on the screen 
do 900 count • 1, 4 
c Temperature sensors T2 to TS 
posts(l-,(inc+l)) • tsxin + mult•(tw + hline) 
posts(2,(inc+1)) • tsyin 
c Temperature sensors T9.to T6 
posts(l,tdec) • cvxin + mult•(tw + bline) 
. posts(2,tdec) • tsyin + th/2 
C Level sensors Ll to L4 
posls(l,dec)· • lsxin + mult*(tw + bline) 
,posls(2,dec) • lsyin 
c control valves C2 to CS 
poscy(l,(inc+l)) = cvxi.n + mult*(tw + bline) 
poscv(2,(inc+1)) = cvyin 
c stirrers Sl to S4 
posst(l,dec) = stxin + mult*(tw '+ bline) 
posat(2,dec) • styin 
c Tank labels No4 to Nol 
.post(l,dec) • txin + mult*(tw + hline) 
pos.t( 2,dec) tyin 
inc • inc + 1 
dee • dee - 1 
tdec tdec - 1 
mult - mult + 1 
900 continue 
c Temperature sensors Tl and TlO 
posta(1,1); • 'xin - S*chw 
,posts( 2,1) • yin + th/2 + chh 
posts(l,10) • xo +. resw/4 + 1.S•chw 
posts(2,10) a tsyin 
c control valves Cl .and C6 
poscv(l,1) • x1n - S*chw 
poscv(2,'1) • cvyln. 
poscv(l,6) • xin + 4•(tw + hline) + 1.S*chw 
poscv(2,6) • yin + th/2 - chh 
c Flow sensors Fl and F2 
posfs(l,1) • fsxin 
posfs(2,1) • fsyin 
posfs(l,2) • xin + 4.*(tw + ·hline) + 1.S*chw 











thus (S-qrph) ranqes from 4 to 1) 
setper(i) - real(setval(i,(S-qrph))) 
continue 
elseif (opt.eq.2) then. 
do SSO i - 1, sampl 
Flowmeters Fl to F2 correspond to 
setpoints NoS to No6 
(qrph ranges from l to 4: 
thus (qrph+4) ranqes from s to s) 
sso 








do soo i m l, sampl 
Temp probe TS: setpoint Nos 
Temp probe TS: setpoint No9 
Temp probe T3: setpoint NolO 
Temp probe Tl: setpoint No7 
if (qrph.eq.1) setper(i) - real(setval(i,S)) 
if (qrph.eq.2) setper(i) • real(setval(i,9)) 
if (qrph.eq.3) setper(i) = real(setval(i,10)) 






CB REVISION HISTORY ' 
C VERSION BY DATE COKKENT 
c 1.1 A. de waal 06/01/90 Finally commented 
C FILEND c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 













KOIXILE NAME fixstp 
FUNCTION Convert Stepped setpoint for Group Plottinq 
CALL SEQUENCE call fixstp() 
INPUT PARAKETEJIS None 
OUTPUT PARAMETERS None 
GLOBAL VARIABLES Include files: 
Common blocks: 
CK KOIXILES CALLED None 




cc COKKENTS oOes the followinq: , 
c If running in manual mode (mode.le.4),then 
C Convert integer value for stepped input 
c (only) to real percentage 
c Elseif running in automatic mode (mode.qt.4), 
C then · 
c convert integer value for stepped setpoint 
c (only) to real percentaqe 




real*4 stpper( lSOO) · 
common /stpper/ stpper 
common /runmod/ mode 
if (mode.le.4) then 
900 
sso 
do 900 i - 1, sampl 
stpper(i) - rperc(inpval(i,stepid)) 
continue 
else 
do S50 i • 1, sampl 
if (stepid.le.6) then 
stpper(i) rperc(setval(i,stepid)) 
else 





end . c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CB REVISION HISTORY 
C VERSION BY DATE 
06/01/90 
COKKEN'l' 
Finally Col!lllented c 1.1 A. de Waal 
C PI LEND 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 





















MODULE NAKI! formpl 
PU!IC'l'ION Obtain Format Of User Response Data Plots 
CALL SEQOENCE call formpl() 
INPO'l' PARAMETERS None 
OOTPO'l' PARAMETERS None 












Interroqate user on qrapbics paqe o to obtain format 
of rig response data. Specifications for the 
vertica1 and horizontal. axes, as well. as comments for 
the plots are obtained. 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
subroutine. formpl() 





common /scalop/ scalop,forsel,forno 
common /plcomm/ plcomm 
f'orsel • 1 
forno • 1 





+ 'Choosing format for User Plots.') 
call wrhead(page,(scalop(l,l,l)-120),(scalop(l,l,2)-20),34, 











call wrhead(paqe,90,145,35,'Enter comment for chosen user plot.') 
do 45 k = 1, 2 







if (forsel.ne.3) then 
100 continue 
key= geti2(page,scalop(forsel,forno,l), 
+ scalop(forsel,forno,2),4,'(I4) 1 ,4,scalop(forsel,forno,3)) 
if ((key.ne.esck).and.(key.ne.upk).and.(key.ne.downk)) 





+ I I) 
if ((forno.eq.l).and.(forsel.eq.l)) then 









+ 'Correct value and continue.') 





key = STRIN(page,90,165,60,plcomm) 
if ((key.ne.esck).and.(key.ne.upk).and.(key.ne.downk)) 
+ goto 200 
endif 
if (key.eq.upk) then 
forno -·forno - 1 
if (forsel.eq.3) then 
forsel • 2 
forno =-= 2 
elseif (forno.eq.O) then 
forsel m forsel - 1 
forno - 2 
if (forsel.eq.O.) then 
forsel = 3 
forno cs i 
endif 
endif 
elseif (key.eq.downk) then 
forno • forno + 1 
else 
if (forsel.eq.3) then 
forse.l • 1 
forno = 1 
elseif (forno.eq.3) then 
forse1 a forse1 + 1 
forno -= 1 
if (forsel.eq.4) forsel = 1 
endif 
if (key.ne.esck) call ERTONE() 
endif 




CB . REVISION HISTORY . 
C VERSION BY DATE COMMENT 
c 1.1 A. de Waal 06/01/90 Finally Commented 
C FI LEND c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 
C FILE : GRINIT. FOR 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• CH MODULE NAME grinit 
CA FUNCTION Initialize Set of Graph Axes 
CS CALL SEQUENCE call grinit(page,nums,xtype,x,y,dim1,dim2,dim3,dim4, 
c scale,centre) 
CI INPUT PARAMETERS page: integer - Page number on which to be drawn 
C nums: integer - Axes routine function number 
c o : No numbers on axes 
C 1 : Numbers on the axes 
c 2 : No axes or numbers to be drawn 
c xtype: integer - Type of axes to be drawn 
c 1 linear 
C 2 decade 
c 3 octave 
C x(3) real•8 - X axes dimensions : 
C x(l): Xmaximum. 
C x(2): Xminimum. 
c x(3): X axes or origin. 








































y(3): Y axes or origin. 
dim.l. •• dim4 : inteqer•2 - Di•ensions of 
area on the graphics page in 
which the set of axes are to be 
OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
drawn. 
dim1: x co-ord of the area 
: lower left corner. 
dim2: Y co-ord of the area 
: lower left corner. 
di•3: Width of. area speci-
fied in dots. 
dim4: Height of area speci-
fied in dots. 
scale(2) - (real*8) The axes 
scaling factors 
unit). 
scale(1) - x axes scale. 
scale(2) - y axes scale. 
centre(4) - (real*8) The origin of the axes 
on the actual graphics page and 
the axes origin (as given in 
X(3) and y(3)). 
centre(1) - x position of origin 
specified in dote. 
centre(2) - y position of origin 
centre(3) 
centre(4) 
specified in dots. 
x co-ord of origin 
specified in axes 
units. 
y co-ord of origin 
specified in axes 
units. 
CG GLOBAL VARJ:ABLES None 
CO OUTPUT PARAXBTERS 
CK MODULES CAI.LED Fortran dwaxes 
CE EllltOR COHI>J:TJ:ON8 None 
the 
cc COMKBllTS Utility routine to interface to graph axes drawing 





qraph(1) • dial 
graph(2) • dilll2 
graph(3) • di•3 





CB REVJ:8J:Olf BJ:8TORY 
C VERSJ:ON BY 








C FJ:LE : GRI.DAT.FOR c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CN JIOIX1LB NAXB qrldat 
CA FUHCTJ:OH Block Data Containing Group Data Plot Lal>ela 
CS CALL Sl!QCBNCE Not a subroutine 
CI J:llPOT PARAKBTERS n/a 
CO OOTPOT PARAJIBTERS n/a 
CG GLOBAL VARJ:ABLBS J:nclude files: grlab.inc 
Cll HOIXJLBS CAI.LED n/a 
CE EllltOR OOllDJ:TJ:OHS n/a 
cc COIOIBJITS BlooJc data section containing label data for all the 
c group response data plots. 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
$inc1u~!~0~~t!:.?:i!~•t 




C AOTKAll k • 1 (aanual. llOde) 



















c AOTJIAJI k • 2 






















































'1:J:np S1[t} 2:0Ut T7[.C] 
•1::tnp s2[\J 2:out T•c·c1 
'1::tnp S3(\J 2:out T9(.C] 
'1:Inp S4[\] 2:out T2(.C] 
(automatic mode) 










'1:J:np C1[t] 2:0Ut F1(\J .3:Set 


























2 :out TSC ·c1 
2:0Ut T8[ ·c] 
3:8et T5["CJ', 





option j - 4 
'l:Inp S3[t] 
'l:Inp S4[t] 
+ 'l:Inp Sl[t] 
+ 'l:Inp S2[t] 
+ 'l:Inp S3[%J 
+ 'l:Inp S4[t] 
2:0Ut T3[°C) 













+/'Open LOop Step Tests: Trace 4 represents Stepped Input: ', 
+ 'Closed Loop Step Tests: Trace 4 represents stepped setpoint:'/ 
data ((stpins(j,i),i-l,10),j-l,2) 
+ /'C1','C2','C3','C4','CS','C6 1 , 
+ 1 Sl 1 , 1 S2','S3 1 , 1 S4 1 1 
+ 'Ll','L2 1 ,'L3','L4','Fl 1 , 1 F2 1 , 
+ 'Tl','TS','T8','T3'/ 
data (grbrf(i),i•l,2) 
+/'O/L Response: C:Valve s:stirrer L:Level F:Flow T:Temperature', 
+ 'C/L Response: C:Valve S:Stirrer L:Level F:Flow T:Temperature'/ 
data bl60 
+/' 




CH REVISION HISTORY 
C VERSION BY DATE 
06/01/90 
COMMENT 
Finally Commented c l.l A. de Waal 



















FILE : HEBDAT.FOR 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
MODULE NAME hebdat 
FUNCTION Block Data of HE Block Diag Labels/Dimen 
CALL SEQUENCE Not a subroutine 
INPUT PARAMETERS n/a 
OUTPUT PARAMETERS n/a 










COMMENTS Block data section containing label and dimensioning 
data for heat exchanger block diagram. 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 




common /blvais/ resw,resh,vline,hline,tw,th, 
+ chw,chh 






















((tsnam(j,i),i-1,10),j-1,2)/' T1 ',' T2 ',' T3 ',' T4 ' 
'TS',' T6 ',' T7 ',' T8 ', 
'T9 ',' TlO', 
1 7:T1',' T2 ','O:T3',; T4 ', 
'8:T5',' T6 ',' T7 ','9:T8', 
'T9 ',' TlO'/ 
((fsnam(j,i),i-1,2)",j•l,2)/' Fl 'r' F2 ','5:F1','6:F2'/ 
((lsnam(j,1),1•1,4),jml,2)/' Ll ',' L2 ~,' L3 ',' L4 ', 
'l:Ll','2:L2','3:L3','4:L4'/ 
((cvnam(j,i),i•1,6),j•1,2)/'1:C1','2:C2','3:C3','4:C4', 
'5:CS','6:C6 1 , 
I Cl ',' C2 ',' C3 ',' C4 ', 
I cs',' C6 'I 
((stnam(j,i),i-l,4),j-1,2)/'7:Sl','8:S2','9:S3','0:S4', 
I Sl ',' 82 ',' S3 ',' S4 '/ 
(tnam(i),i•l,4)/'No.1','No.2 1 ,'No.3','No.4'/ 
c *****************************************************************************" 
CH REVISION HISTORY 
C VERSION BY DATE 
06/01/90 
COMMENT 
Finally commented c 1.1 A. de waal 



















•.... :!:~ .............. !.~~;!:~! •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
MODULE NAKI! heblock 
FUNCTION Print Heat Exchanger Block Diagram Shell 
CALL SEQUENCE call heblock() 
INPOT PARAMETERS None 
OUTPUT PARAMETERS None 
GLOBAL VARIABLES Include files: heblock.inc 
KODOI..£8 CALI.ED Fortran : rblock(reac), arhead(type,si2e) 
ERROR CONDITIONS 
COKKENTS 




Draws heat exchanger block diagram shell on page o. 
Symbols for the tanka, piping and reservoirs are 
drawn to give a physically meaningru1 diagram of the 
system on the screen for easy understanding bl the 
user. Instrumentation and readings can be pr nted 
in an appropriate format on this diagram shell while 

















reac • 4 
488 
borw • 710 
borh = 338 
key - o 
page - o 
x - 5 
y = 343 
call BOX(x,y,borw,borh) 
x - 7 gap = (yO - resh) - 7 
y = 7 + gap + 2•(resh + vline) + th/2 + gap 
borw m 706 
borh = gap + 2*(resh + vline) + th/2 + gap 
call BOX(x,y,borw,borh) 
borh • 341 - (y + 2) 
y = 341 
call BOX(x,y,borw,borh) 
call BOX(xO,yO,resw,resh) 
xpos • xo + (resw - 4•chw)/2 
ypos • yo - resh + 4*cbb/3 
call WRTSTR(page,xpos,ypos,4,'Cold') 
xpos = xO + (resw - 7•chw)/2 
ypos = ypos + ebb 
call WRTSTR(page,xpos,ypos,7,'Reserv.') 
xpos = xo + (resw - 8*chw)/2 
ypos • ypos + ebb 
call WRTSTR(page,xpos,ypos,8,'(Carbon)') 
x • xo + resw/4 
Y = yo 
cal.l.' MOVE(x,y) 
y = y + vl.ine 
cal.l DLJ:NE(x,y) 
x • x + hl.ine 
call. DLJ:NE(x,y) 
cal.l arhead(1,8) 
y - y + thl/2 
call MOVE(x,y) 
x c x - hl.ine 
cal.l DLJ:NE(x,y) 
y = y + vl.ine 
cal.l. DLJ:NE(x,y) 
call. arhead(3,8) 
xpos = x - (5*chw/2) 
ypos = y + ebb 
call. WRTSTR(page,xpos,ypos,5,'Waste') 
x = x + hl.ine 
y • y - vl.ine - th/2 
do 100, reacno = 1, 4 
cal.l rblock(reac) 
reac • reac - 1 
100 continue 
cal.l. MOVE(x,y) 
y • y - vl.ine 
cal.l. DLJ:NE(x,y) 
cal.l arhead(4,8) 
xpos • x - (5•chw/2) 
ypos • y - 2•cbb 
call. WRTSTR(page,xpos,ypos,5,'Final') 
xpos • x - (7*chw/2) 
ypos • ypos + ebb 
cal.l WRTSTR(page,xpos,ypos,7,'Product') 
y = y + vline + th/2 
cal.l. HOVE(x,y) 
y • y + vline 
cal.l. DLJ:NE(x,y) 
x • x - (3•resw/4) 
y • y + rash 
cal.l. BOX(x,y,resw,resh) 
xpos • x + (resw - 3•chw)/2 
ypos • y - resh + 4•cbb/3 
cal.l. WRTSTR(page,xpos,ypos,3,'Hot') 
xpos • x + (resw - 7•cbw)/2 
ypos • ypos + ebb 
ca11 WRTSTR(pa.ge,xpos,ypos,7,'Reserv.') 
xpos • x + (resw - 6*chw)/2 






C VERSION BY 
c 1.0 A. de waal. 










C FJ:LE : HEPLOT.FOR 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CN MODULE HAKE heplot 
CA FUNCTION Drive User/Group P~ot Menu and Plot Group Data 
CS CALL SEQUENCE call heplot() 
CJ: J:HPUT PARAMETERS Hone 
CO OUTPUT PARAMETERS None 
CG GLOBAL VARIABLES Include files: logval..inc,grlab.inc 
wrhead,prtr4,prtr8,fixstp,dwaxes,fixdat, 
drawpt,drwlet,fixset,usplot 















Does the following: 
- Displays plot choice menu as wel.l as plot axes 
and sample data information 









- If one of group-plots selected (option 4 .. 1), 
p1ots out chosen group of plots of response 
data on appropriate axes with appropriate 
labels · 
- If user plot selected, calls user plot 
subroutine c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
subroutine heplot() 









common /runmod/ mode 
common /manper/ inper,outper 
common /autper/ setper 
common /stpper/ stpper 
if (mode.le.4) then 
autman • 1 
else 






page • o 
nums • 1 
call WIPSCR(O) 
call DISP(O) 
call wrhead(0,50,20,18,'Plotting Rig Data.') 
call wrhead(0,20,40,30,'Current rig data parameters :-') 
call -TSTR(0,20,55,22,'Data from rig.sampled') 
pos • 20 + 22*9 
call prti2(0,poe,55,4,'(i4) 1 ,4,sampl) 
call -TSTR(O,(poe+5*9),55,25,' times at a frequency of ') 
call prtr4(0,(poe+30*9),55,7,'(f7.2)',7,hertz) 
call -TSTR(O,(poe+38*9),55,6,'Hertz.') 
call wrhead(0,20,90,19,'Axee Information :-') 
.call -TSTR(0,20,105,30, 'Horizontal Axes : Time [secs] :.') 
totime • real(sampl-1)/hertz 
call prtr4(0,300,105,7,'(fl0.4)',l0,totime) 
call f;llRTSTR(0,20,120,43, 
+'Vertical Axes : Percentage of Full Scale.') 
pmax • 4095.0 
pmin • 0.0 




+' : oeqrees Celcius (Temp). ') 
call -TSTR(0,210,165,24,'Kax : Kin ') 
call prtr8(0,260,165,7,'(g10.4)',10,pmax) 
call prtr8(0, 430,165,_7, • (g10. 4)' ,10,pmin) 
optl3 • DOMENU(l3) 
if ((opt13.le.4).and.(opt13.ne.O)) then 
page • 1 
call WIPSCR(page) 
call DISP(page) 
xp(1) - DBLE(INT2((sampl-1)/(5*hertz)))*5.0 






do 199 i • O,(eampl-1) 













































do 900 graph • 1, 4 
if (graph.eq.1) then 
C Lower Left Corner X co-ord 
490 
grfdia(1) - 10 
c Lower Left corner Y co-ord 
grfdill(2) - 163 
C Widt:h 
C Beic;ht 
grfdia(3) - 335 



















'[units] - o:ot, 2o·c, 4095:1oot, so·c•) 
call WRTSTR(page,333,151,3,'[sJ') 
elseif (graph.eq.2) t:hen 
grfdim(l) • 10 
qrfdim(2) • 303 
grfdim(3) • 335 
grfdim(4) m 110 
call WRTSTR(paqe,6,(303-110)-4,39, 
'[unitaJ - o:ot, 2o"ct 409s:1oot, so·c 1 ) 
call WRTSTR(paqe,333,290,3,'[s]') 
elseif (graph.eq.3) then 
grfdi•(1) 365 
grfdi•(2) - 303 
grfdim(3) • 335 
grfdim(4) • 110 
else 
call WRTSTR(paqe,362,(303-110)-4,39, 
'[units] • O:Ot, 20 Ct 4095:100t, 80"C') 
call WRTS'l'R(paqe,689,290,3,'[sJ') 
grfdi•(l) 365 
grfdia(2) • 163 
grfdi11(3) - 335 
qrfdim(4) - 110 
call WRTSTR(paqe,362,(163-110)-4,39, 
















xtrid - time(aaapl) + (1.0/hertz)•7.0/(SNGL(acale(1))) 
call drwlet(page,xtrid,outper(aampl), 
centre,scale,'2') 
if ((aode.qe.5).and.(opt13.le.3)) t:hen 
if(.not.( (opt.eq.3).and. 
((graph.eq.3).or.(graph.eq.4)) ) ) then 
call fixaet(optl.3,graph) 
call drawpt(paqe,xscale,ti ... ,setper,aampl, 
centre,scale,join) 
















key - :UIKllY ( 1) 
end if 
if (opt13.eq.5) then 
call uap1ot() 
end if 
if (opt13.ne.O) goto 100 
return 
and 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• CB RBVJ:SJ:OB Jn:STORY 
C VBRSl:Oll BY 





C PILllllD : 
c ***************************************************************************** 
c 
C PILZ 1 BllRIG.POR 
c ***************************************************************************** 
CH JIODULll ILUD! 
CA PtllfC'J'IOll 
CS CALL SllQUlllfCll 
CJ: :urPOT PAllAJlll'1'1111S 
CO OOTPOT PARAJlllTllllS 
CG GLOBAL VUJ:ABLU 



























: Fortran : init,inmenu,wrhead,hepar,runriq,hep1ot 
IHTOlfB ,l)OKBlfU, RBTOHll ,.RSTSCR, WIPSCR, 
lill!TSTJI, REl>DJI 
AAlseab1er: 
IHT10 GRAPBIX paclcaqe not resident in t:he system, 












proqraa perforaa the following function& :-
Initialises the 2 qraphica pages. 
Initialises varial:>les. 
Initieliaes the system tiaer interrupt for 
error tone operation. 
I>rivea nain proqraa aenu. 
packaqe requires the fo11owinq in order to run: 
ZBK PC - XT/AT (compatal:>le, preferal:>1y an AT) 
PC to contain at least 512 K of RAK. 
PC to contain a BBRCIJLBS graphics card. 
PC to have access to at 1east one disk drive. 
IHT10 GJIA.PlllX package is also rquired l:ly the CAD 
491 
c package. 
c vi) DT28l5 Digital-to-Analog card and DT 2801 
c Analog-to-Digital Card (program can run 
c without cards if specify "test" instead of 
c "runs" in herig.sys fi1e) 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
program·herig 
implicit integer•2 (D) 
inteqer•2 optl 
c Initialize variables used in subroutines. (!nit.for) 
call init() 
c Initialize tone interrupt. (util.asm) 
call INTONE() 
99 continue 
c Initialize menu screens and menus. (inmenu.for) 
call inmenu() 
·c write heading. (wrhead.for) 
call wrhead(0,180,35,40, 
+ 'Heat Exchanger Rig Analysis and Control.') 
c Get chosen option. (domenu.asm) 
optl • DOKENO(l) 
c Blank over heading. (util.asm) 
call WRTSTR(0,180,35,41, 
+ I 
if (optl.eq.l) then 
call hepar() 
elseif (opt1.eq.2) then 
call runrig() 
elseif (optl.eq.3) then 
call heplot() 
endif 
if (optl.ne.4) goto 99 
C Reset INT24H vector. (derror.asm) 
call REDERR() 
c Reset screen to text mode. (screen.asm) 
call RSTSCR ( ) 





















c FILE : RERUN.FOR c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CN MODULE NAME herun 
CA FUNCTION Runs Rig for Hodes of stabilizing control 
CS CALL SEQUENCE call herun() 
CI INPUT PARAMETERS None . 
CO OUTPUT PARAMETERS None 
CG GLOBAL V~IABLES Include files: heblock.inc,time.inc 
C Common blocks: /runmod/ mode 
c /runflg/ chscr ,log,quit 
c /adstat/ adstat 
CK MODULES CALLED Fortran runini,readop,conalg,wrinp,logval,runkey, 
c typscr,updscr,prtr4 
C Assembler: GETTIK,CLRSCR 
CE ERROR CONDITIONS None . 
cc COKKEN'l'S This routine first initializes the mode of operation 
C and the run screen, and then enters the stabilizing 
.c control mode main running loop. The rig is run by 
c this loop in the various stabilizing control 
C modes defined in the subroutine runkey(). 








co'mlOn /runmod/ mode 
co'mlOn /runflg/ chscr,log,quit 
co'mlOn /adstat/ adstat 
aa•i<.rn 900 to runcyc 
aa•ign 800 to timewt 
call runini() 
900 continue 
C Printing out the sample time 
xpos ~ optxin + 2*chw + 64*chw + 7•chw 
ypos • optyin + 4*chh/3 
call prtr4(page,xpos,ypos,6,'(F4.2)',4,difft) 
C Gettinq the time at the beginning of the loop 
call GETTIK(ihr,imin,isec,ilOOth) 
ctime • real(isec) + (real(i100th))/lOO.O 
C Performing the reading of rig outputs, the implementation of the 
C control algorithm, the writing of the rig inputs and the logging 
C inputs, outputs and setpoints. 
if ((adstat.eq.'runs').or.(adstat.eq.'RUNS')) call readop() 
if ((mode.qe.5).and.(.not.quit)) call conalg() 
if ((adstat.eq.'runs').or.(adstat.eq.'RUNS')) call wrinp() 
if (log) call logval() 
800 continue 






- chanqe the mode of operation 
- chanqe inputs or setpoints 
- step inputs or setpoints 
ca11 runkey() 
C Chanqe the run screen headinqs if necessary (eq at a chanqe of operatinq 
C mode) 
if (chscr) ca11 typscr() 
C Update ,on the run screen, the va1ues of 
c - inputs 
c - setpoints 
C - outputs 
ca11 updscr() 
C Gettinq the time at the end of the 1oop and ca1cu1atinq the time e1apsed 
C since the beqinninq of the 1oop . 
ca11 GETTIM(ihr,imin,isec,i100th) 
difft • rea1(isec) + (rea1(i100th)/100.0) 
if (difft.1t.ctime) difft = difft + 60.0 
difft • abs(difft - ctime) 
C If the e1apsed time is 1ess than the desired samp1e time (1 sec), scan the 
C keyboard and update the screen unti1 the desired time has e1apsed 
if (difft.1e.dt) qoto timewt 
c Restart the cyc1e if not quit mode 





































A. de Waa1 








FILE : IADDEG.FOR 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
MODULE NAME iaddeg 
FUNCTION Convert Rea1 Deqrees Ce1cius to Inteqer Number 
CALL SEQUENCE iva1 - iaddeq(deqrc) 
INPUT PARAMETERS deqrc : rea1 - Rea1 deqree ce1cius number in the 
ranqe 20 to 80 deqrees to be 
converted 
OUTPUT PARAMETERS iaddeq: inteqer - Converted inteqer va1ue in the 








Converts rea1 expression for deqrees ce1cius in the 
ranqe 20 to 80 deqrees tb an inteqer expression for 
temperature in ranqe o to 4095 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
inteqer•2 function iaddeq(deqrc) 
rea1•4 deqrc 
iaddeq INT(ANINT( 




CB REVISION HISTORY 
C VERSION BY 

























FILE : IADPER.FOR 
***************************************************************************** 
HODCLE KAKE iadper 
FUNCTION Convert Rea1 Percentaqe to Inteqer Number 
CALL SEQUEKCE iva1 • iadper(perc) 






ranqe O to 100 percent to be 
converted 
iadper: inteqer - converted inteqer va1ue .in the 




Converts rea1 expression for percentaqe in the 
ranqe O to 100 percent to an inteqer expression for 
va1ue in ranqe o to 4095 
***************************************************************************** 
inteqer•2 function iadpar(perc) 
rea1*4 pare 




CH REVISION HISTORY 
C VERSION BY DATE CO.IOIENT 
c 1.1 A. de waa1 06/01/90 Fina11y Commented 
C FI LEND : 
c ***************************************************************************** 
c 
C FILE : IDEGRC.FOR 
c ***************************************************************************** 
CN MODULE KAKE ideqrc 
CA FUNCTION convert Inteqer Deqrees Ce1cius to Inteqer Number 
CS CALL SEQUEKCE iva1 • ideqrc(iva1ue) 
CI INPUT PARAMETERS iva1ue: inteqer Inteqer deqree ce1cius number in 
c the ranqe 20 to 80 deqrees to be 
c converted 
CO OUTPUT PARAMETERS iaddeq: inteqer - Converted inteqer va1ue in the 
c ranqe o to 4095 
CG GLOBAL VARIABLES None 
CK MODULES CALLED None 
CE ERROR CONDITIONS None 
cc COJOIENTS Converts inteqer expression for deqrees ce1cius in 
c the ranqe 20 to 80 deqrees to an inteqer expression 
C for temperature in ranqe 0 to 4095 
493 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 





















c FILE : IMXMN.FOR 
c ····························································~················ CN MODULE NAME imxmn 
CA FUNCTION Check and Clip Max/Min Values to DAC 
CS CALL SEQUENCE ivalue • imxmn(ivalue) 
CI INPUT PARAMETERS ivalue: integer - value to be checked and clipped 
co OUTPUT PARAMETERS imxmn : integer - value, clipped if necessary 
CG GLOBAL VARIABLES None 
CM MODULES CALLED None 
CE ERROR CONDITIONS None 
cc COMMENTS Checks values to be written to DAC before they are 
c written and ensures that they -lie between the range 
c o to 4095 by clipping them if necessary 
c ·············································~······························· integer•2 function imxmn(ivalue) 
integer•2 ivalue 
if (ivalue.gt.4095) then 
imxmn = 4095 
elseif (ivalue.lt.O) then 
imxmn = o 
else 
imxmn = !value 
endif 
return 
end c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CH REVISION HISTORY 
C VERSION BY 
c 1.1 A. de Waal 







C FILE : IMXMN.FOR 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• CN MODULE NAME imxmn 
CA FUNCTION Check and Clip Kax/Kin setpoint Values 
cs CALL SEQUENCE ivalue = imxmns(ivalue) 
CI INPUT PARAMETERS ivalue: integer - value to be checked and clipped 
CO OUTPUT PARAMETERS imxmn : integer - value, clipped if necessary 
CG GLOBAL VARIABLES None 
CM MODULES CALLED Nona 
CE ERROR CONDITIONS None 
cc COMMENTS Checks setpoint values to be used and ensures that 
c they lie in the range -4095 to 4095 by clipping if 
c necessary. 
c ***************************************************************************** 
integer•2 function imxmns(ivalue) 
integer•2 ivalue 
if (ivalue.gt.409S) then 
imxmns • 4095 
elseif (ivalue.lt.(-4095)) then 
imxmns -4095 
else 





CH REVISION HISTORY 
C VERSION BY DATE COMMENT 
c 1.1 A. de waal 06/01/90 Finally commented 
C FI LEND : . 
c ***************************************************************************** 
c 
C FILE : IMXKN'J:.FOR 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CN MODULE HAKE imxmnt 
CA FUNCTION Check and Clip Max/Kin Temperature 
cs CALL SEQUENCE value - imxmn(value) 
CI INPUT PARAMETERS value : real*8 - value to be checked and clipped 
co OUTPUT PARAMETERS imxmnt: real*8 - value, clipped if necessary 
CG GLOBAL VAllIABLES None 
CM KODOLBS CALLEl> None 
CE EllJtO• CONDITIONS None 
cc COKllBHTS Checks temperature values and ensures that they lie 
c between the range O to 4095 by clipping them if 
C necessary 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
rea1•8 :function mxmnt(value) ' 
real•& val.ue 
if (vaiue.gt.80.0) then 
mxmnt • 80.0 
elsei:f (value.lt.20.0) then 
mxmnt a 20.0 
else 




c ·······································································~····· CH REVISION HISTORY 
C VERSION BY DATE COMMENT 
c 1.1 A. de Waal 06/01/90 Fina11y Commented 
C FI LEND : c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 
C FILE : INICON.FOR c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CN MODULE HAKE inicon 
CA FUNCTION Initialize stabilizing PI Controller Parameters 
CS CALL SEQUENCE call inicon() 
494 
CI INPUT PARAHETERS Kone 
CX> OOTPUT PilAXETBRS Kone 
CC GLOB.AL VAJU:ABLES Incl.ude files: convar.inc 
CK MODULES CALLED Kone 
CE ERROR CX>lfDITIOKS Kone . 
cc CX>MllEKTS Initializ- arrays used in t.ha atabil·i•ing PI 
c controll.er al.gorlthm conalg() 





do 900 i • 1, 10 
do 800 j - 1, 10 
gpt.r(i,j) - 1 
ppt.r(i,j) - 1 
U ( i.ag. j) then 
inpwap(i,j) • 1 
outmap(i,j) • 1 
setmap(i,j) • 1 
else 
0 




prop(i,j) • 0.0000001 
lntg(i,j) • 10000000 
do 700 k • 1, 100 








CB REVISION HISTORY 
C VERSION BY DATE CX>JDIEJIT 
c 1.1 A. de waal 06/01/90 Pinal.J.y Commented 
C PILEKI> : c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 
c PILE : INILOG.FOR c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CK lfODOLB KAKE inilog . 
CA PONCTIOlf Initial.ize Input/OUtput/Setpoint Logged Val.ues 
cs CALL SEQUBJK:E cal.l inilog() 
CI IllPUT PARAKETERS Kone 
CX> OUTPCT PARAKETl!RS • Kone 
cc GLOBAL VARIABLES Incl.Ude fil.eat J.ogval..inc 
c common bl.ocks: /11odfr / 11odfr 
CK MOI>ULES CALLED : None 
CB ERROR CX>NDITIOKS None 
cc COKKBllTS Initial.isea arrays containing current 1ogged vaJ.uea 
c of inputs, outputa and setpointa to aero. Al.ao 





common /modfr/ aodfr 
samp1 • 10 
stepid • 1 
J.ogged - .fal.ae. 
11odfr • .fal.se. 
do 900 i • 1, 10 
do 800 j • 1, 16 
if (j.J.e.10) t.han 
inpval.(i,j) O 
setval.(i,j) • o 
else 





end c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CB RBVISIO!I HISTORY 
C VBJISIO!f BY DATE CX>RKEllT 
c 1.1 A. de wa&J. 06/01/90 Pina11y co ... nted 
C . PILBllJ) • 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
<: 
C PXLB :·INJ:OVR.POR 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CK MODIJLB KAKE iniovr 
CA PtlllCHQll Initial.ize Input/output/8etpoint Val.u-
cs au SBQUlllJICll : cal.1 iniovr() 
CI IllPO'l' PAltAJIJl'l'DS None 
CX> OOTP0'1' PAllXllTIUtS Bone 
CG GLOBAL VAIUABLES • Incl.Ude fi1-: iovar.inc,defnaa.inc,1oqva1.inc 
CK HOtlOLl!S CAI.LB?> !lone 
CB BRROR CX>Hl>ITXO!fS Rone 
CC CX>KKENTS : Initial.ises vectors containing input, output and 
<: setpoint variables for t.he running of t.he rig by 
c r-ding them froa t.he f11e berig.sys (can be 













real.*' rinp(10) ,rout(l.6) ,rset( 10)" 
character*' adstat 













steplv = o.o 
do 900 i = 1, 16 
if (i.le.10) then 
input(!) = INT(ANINT( 40.95•rinp(i) )) 
if (i.le.6) then 
setp(i) = INT(ANINT( 40.95•rset(i) )) 
else 
setp(i) = INT(ANINT( 
+ (4095.0/60.0)*(rset(i)-20.0) )) 
end if 
endif 
if ((i.le.8).or.(i.ge.15)) then 
output(!) = INT(ANINT( 
+ · (4095.0/60.0)*(rout(i)-20.0) )) 
else 




hertz = 1/real(logint) 
c write(•,*)' Logging interval (seconds):'-
c write(•,100)logint 
read( iofile,' (a) '',iostat=icbk,err=200)outpth 
read(iofile,'(a)',iostat=lchk,err=200)inpath 
read(iofile,'(a)',iostat=icbk,err=200)adstat 
199 goto 201 










CH ~EVISION HISTORY 
C VERSION BY 
c 1.1 A. de waal 





c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• c 
C FILE : !NIT.FOR 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CN MODULE NAME init 
CA FUNCTION Call and Include Initializing Proc/Block Data 
CS CALL SEQUENCE call init() 
CI INPUT PARAMETERS None 
CO OUTPUT PARAMETERS None 
CG GLOBAL VARIABLES Include 
c 






Common blocks: /adstat/ adstat 
MODULES CALLED Fortran blmap,iniovr,inicon,ini1og,setadp,setdap 
wrinp 
CE ERROR CONDITIONS . . None 
CC COMMENTS Includes block data files initializing all data to 



















write(•,•)' Configured for Testing Without.Interface Cards' 
write(•,•)' To change, modify herig.sys file' 






CH REVISION HISTORY 
C VERSION BY DATE COMMENT 













FILE : INRUNV.FOR ........•..........•................................••..•.•........••••.....• 
MODULE NAME inrunv 
FUNCTION Block Data Initializing Run and LQG Variables 
CALL SEQUENCE Not a subroutine 
INPUT PARAMETERS n/a 
OUTPUT PARAMETERS n/a 
GLOBAL VARIABLES Include files: runvar.inc,syst.inc,defnam.inc, 
sysnms.inc,time.inc 
CH MODULES CALLED n/a 
CE ERROR CONDITIONS n/a 
CC COMMENTS Initializes variables and flags for.running of 
c proqram, as well as variab1es for the running the 
C rig under LQG control 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••·••••••••••••• block data inrunv 
$include: 'runvar.inc' 
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System TiMe Simulation : Heat Exch.,A. de Waal 
t:Setp, 2:Inp, 3:0utp, 4:Err. Sn:Pro Staten. S8n:Obs State 11 
Hit ESC to quit, F3 to list OIP 












Figure R.11: system 3 Simulated Response of Inputs to 
Low Frequency Disturbances 
System ime Simulati~n : Heat Exch., A. de Waal 
t:Setp, z:Inp, 3:0utp. 4:Err, Sn:Pro State n. S8n:Obs State n 
Hit ESC to quit. F3 to list OIP 









Eigure R.12: System 3 - Simulated Response of Inputs to 









data precom/l./ . 
data (syst(i),i•J.,5) 
+ I .OOOOE+OO, 2.6l.98E-02, 2.6198E-04, 2.0000E+OO, 4.0000E+OO/ 
data ((a(j,i),i•l.,4),j=l.,4) 
+/-l..1648E-03, l..7342E-05, 
+ .OOOOE+OO, -l..0772E-03, 
+ .OOOOE+OO, .OOOOE+OO, 
+ .OOOOE+OO, .OOOOE+OO, 
data ((b(j,i),i=l.,2),j=l.,4) 
+/-2.3063E-04, 3.2l.02E-04, 
+ .OOOOE+OO, l..62l.3E-03, 
+ 2.l.092E-03, .OOOOE+OO, 
+ -l..5903E-03, 1.4787E-03/ 
data ((c(j,i),i•l.,4),j=l.,2) 
+/ l..O, 0.0, o.o, o.o, 
+ O.O, 0.0, 0.0, l..O/ 
data ((kci(j,i),i=l.,4),j=l,2) 
+/ 1.0, o.o, o.o, o.o, 
+ o.o, o.o, o.o, 1.0/ 
data ((kfi(j,i),!=1,2),j=l.,4) 
+/ l..O, 0.0, 
+ o .. o, o.o, 
+ o.o, o.o, 
+ o.o, 1.0/ 
data ((ql(j,i),i=l,4),j=l.,4) 
+/ 1.0, o.o, o.o, 0.0, 
+ o.o, 1.0, o.o, o.o, 
+ o.o, o.o, 1.0, o.o, 
+ o.o, o.o, o.o, 1.0/ 
data ((rl.(j,i),i=l,2),j•l.,2) 
+/ l..O, O.O, 
+ o.o, 1.0; 
data ((kc(j,i),i•l,4),j=l,2) 
+/ 1.0, o.o, o.o, o.o, 
+ o.o, o.o, o.o, 1.0/ 
data ((q(j,i),i=l,4),j•l.,4) 
+/ 1.0, o.o, o.o, 0.0, 
+ o.o, 1.0, o.o, o.o, 
+ o.o, o.o, 1.0, o.o, 
+ o.o, o.o, o.o, 1.0/ 
data ((r(j,i),i•l,2),j•l,2) 
+/ 1.0, o.o, 
+ O.O, l..O/ 
data ((kf(j,i),i=l.,2),j=l.,4) 
+/ o.o, o.o, 
+ o.o, o.o, 
+ o.o, o.o, 










data inpath /'c:\proqs\riq\data\ 
data outpth /'c:\proqs\riq\data\ 
/l.0,0.0,0.0,1.0; 
'I 
data defdir /' '/· 
data infnam /' 
data fname /' 
data mname /' 
data pernam /' 







+ /'Xnput 1 ','Input 2 ','rnput 3 ','Input 4 
','Input 8 + 'Input 5 ','Input 6 ','Input 7 

























;'output 1 ','output 2 ','output 3 ','output 4 
'outputs ','output 6 ','output 7 ','output a 




















prjnm /'Heat Exch.'/ 

























4095 .. o,o.o,o.o, 
4095.o,o.o,o.o, 
4095.o,o.o,o.o, 

























C FILE : :IPERC.FOR c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CN MODULE NAME iperc 
CA FUNCTION Convert :Integer Number to :Integer Percentage 
cs CALL SEQUENCE !percent = 1perc(iva1ue) 
CI INPUT PARAMETERS 1va1ue integer - Integer va1ue in the range 
C o to 4095 to be converted 
co OUTPUT PARAMETERS iperc integer - Converted integer percentage in 
c the range o to 100 percent 
CG GLOBAL VARIABLES None 
CM MODULES CALLED None 
CE ERROR CONDITIONS None 
cc COMMENTS Converts integer number in range o to 4095 to an int 
c expression of percentage in range o to 100 percent 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
integer•2 function iperc(iva1ue) 
integer•2 iva1ue 
iperc = INT(AN:INT(REAL(iva1ue)/40.95)) 
return 
end 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• CH REVISION HISTORY 
C VERSION BY DATE COMMENT 




C FILE : :ITMXMN.FOR 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CN MODULE NAME ltmxmn 
CA FUNCTION Check and C1ip Max/Min Va1ues to DAC 
cs CALL SEQUENCE iva1ue = itmxmn(iva1ue) 
CI INPUT PARAMETERS iva1ue: integer - va1ue to be checked and clipped 
CO OUTPUT PARAMETERS itmxmn : .integer - va1ue, c1ipped if necessary 
CG GLOBAL VARIABLES None 
CM MODULES CALLED None 
CE ERROR CONDITIONS None 
CC COMMENTS Checks va1ues to be written to DAC before they are 
C written and ensures that they 11e between the range 
c o to 4095 by c1ipping them if necessary 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
integer•2 function itmxmn(iva1ue) 
inteqer•2 iva1ue,itmxmn 
if (iva1ue.gt.4095) then 
itmxmn • 4095 
e1seif (iva1ue.1t.O) then 
itmxmn = O 
else 





CH REVISION HISTORY 
C VERSION BY 
C 1.1 A. de Waa1 







C FILE : KEYERR.FOR 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. 
CN MODULE NAME keyerr.for 
CA FUNCTION :Indicate :Incorrect Key Pressed 
CS CALL SEQUENCE ca11 keyerr() 
C:I INPUT PARAMETERS None 
co OUTPUT PARAMETERS None 
CG GLOBAL VARIABLES None 
CM MODULES CALLED Assemb1er: ERTONE 
CE ERROR CONDITIONS None 
































FXLE : LOGVAL.FOR 
***************************************************************************** 
MODULE NAME 1ogva1 
FUNCTION Log Input/OUtput/Setpoint Va1ues 
CALL SEQUENCE ca11 1ogva1() 
INPUT PARAMETERS None 
OUTPUT PARAMETERS None 
GLOBAL VARIABLES Inc1ude fi1es: 1ogva1.inc,iovar.inc,runvar.inc, 
time.inc 
c common blocks: /1dsvmd/ autman 
CM MODULES CALLED None 
CE ERROR CONDITIONS None 
CC COMMENTS Logs va1ues of process inputs, outputs and setpoints 











common /1dsvmd/ autman 
t1og • t1og + dt 
if (t1og.ge.1/hertz) then 
t1og = o.o 
if (samp1.eg.O) then 




sampl • aampl + 1 
ir (mode.ge.5) autman • 'aut' 
it (sampl.qt.1800) than 
loq • .t'alae. 
endit 
do 900 i • 1,16 
outval(aampl,i) • output(i) 
it (i.le.10) then 
inpval(aampl,i) input(i) 







CH REVISIOK HISTORY t 
C VERSION BY DATE 
06/01/90 
COKKENT 
Pinally co.....,nted c 1.1 A. de waal 
C PILEJI]) : 
c ··········~·································································· c 
C PILE : LQGRUN.POR 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CN KODO'LE HAKE lqqrun 
CA PUNC'l'ION Runs Rig t'or Modes ot LQG control 
cs CALL SEQOEJICE call lqqrun() 
CI IlfPOT PARAllETEJIS Non• 
co OUTPUT PARAKETEJIS None 
·cG GLOBAL VARIABLES . Include t'ilea: hebloc:k;inc:,screen.inc,iovar.inc:, 
time.inc,syst.inc:,keys.inc 








































This routine starts off by running in the automatic: 
mode aa for herun (modes, settle• .true.). 
When the esc key is pressed, t.he mode switc:hes to 1:be 
mode running the rig under LQG control (mode • s, 
settle• .false.) of temperatures Tl and Ts using 
flow setpointa Pl and P2 as inputa to this moditied 
·system. Under 1:bis mode, the traces of 1:be 
temperature setpoints and outputs t'or Tl and TS 
aa well as flow setpointa (used as inputs) Pl and P2 
are plotted on the screen. Koise, disturbance and 
setpoint perturbations are also injected as spec:itied 
by user in the simopt procedure. Riq inputs, outputs 
and setpoints can, as usual, be logged. When the esc: 
key is pressed aqain, loqqing is terminated and 


























c:omaon /runflg/ c:hsc:r,loq,quit 
c:o...,n /adatat/ adstat 
aaaiqn 900 to runc:yc: 
eaaiqn 800 to timawt 
order • int(syst(4))' 
diaa • int(syst(5)) 
-ttle • • true. 
patplt - 1 
obslno • conino 
mod• - s 












plnoi • 1 
oal.l WRTSTll(0,50,100,27,'Plot Perturbation Trac:-? :') 
c:all toqopt(plnoi,50+28•9,100,ikey) 
precom. - 1 
call WRTSTR(O,S0,120,62, , 
+'Include Prec:ompensator for zero Steady-State Error? (Y/N): ') 
oall toqopt(preco•,50+60•9,120,key) 
tine - 1 
call WRTSTR(0,50,140,40, 
499 
+ 'rnc1ude Lowpass Fi1ter on outputs (Y/N):') 
ca11 togopt(finc,50+41*9,140,key) 
if (finc.eq.O) then 
ca11 Wl!TSTR(0,50,160,31, 




+ 'Hit RETURN to start or ESC to re-specify')' 
if (key.eq.esck) goto 55 
ca11 simgrf() 
call wrhead(1,10,(thstrt-thmax-32),25, 
+ 'Heat Exhang. Responses : ') 
ca11 Wl!TSTR(1,10,(thstrt-thmax-4),31, 
+ ·'Hit ESC to start. ') 
ti2 = -1.0 
call runini() 
900 continue 
C Printing out the sample time 
xpos = optxin + 2*chw + 64•chw + 7•chw 
ypos • optyin + 4•chh/3 
call prtr4(page,xpos,ypos,6,'(F4.2)',4,difft) 
C Getting the time at the beginning of the loop 
call GETTrK(ihr,imin,isec,i100th) 
ctime = real(isec) + (real(i100th) )/100.'0 
c Performing the readinq of rig outputs, the imp1ementation of the 
c contro1 a1gorithm, the writing of the rig inputs and the 1ogging of 








if ((adstat.eq.'runs').or.(adstat.eq.'RUNS')) call readop() 
if ((mode.ge.5).and.(.not.quit)) call conalg() 
if ((adstat.eq.'runs').or.(adstat.eq.'RUNS')) call wrinp() 
if (log) ca11 1ogval() 
if (.not.sett1e) then 
call prtr4(1,75,(thstrt-thmax-18),7,'(g10.4)''.10,ti) 
rn(1) - real(setp(7) - outp1s) 
rn(2) • real(setp(8) - outp5s) 
un(1) real(setp(5) - setp5s) 
un(2) • real(setp(6) setp6s) 
if (coninc.eq.O) then 
else 
do 701 j = 1,5 
if ((ti.ge.stpdat( j)) .and. (ti2.1t.stpdat( j))) then 
if ((stpinp(j).gt.O).and. 
(stpinp(j).le.order)) then 
rn(stpinp(j)) • rn(stpinp(j)) + stpinc(j) 
if (stpinp(j).eq".1) then 
setp(7) • int(rn(1)) + outp1s 
elseif (stpinp(j).eq.2) then 





do 702 j • 1,5 
if ((ti.ge.stpdat(j)).and.(ti2.1t.stpdat(j))) then 
if ((stpinp(j).gt.O).and. 
(stpinp(j).1e.order)) then 
un(stpinp(j)) • un(stpinp(j)) + stpinc(j) 
if (stpinp(j).eq.1) then 
setp(5) • int(un(1)) + setp5s 
e1seif (stpinp(j).eq.2) then 






if (rinc.eq.O) then 
call pervvn(vvn) 
setp(7) • outp1s + vvn(1) 
setp(8) • outp5s + vvn(2) 
rn(1) - vvn(1) 
rn(2) = vvn(2) 
endif 
if (precom.eq.O) then 
do 111 j = 1, order 
vn(j) • o.o 
else 
do 112 k • 1, order 
vn(j) • vn(j) + ptrsst(j,k)•rn(k) 
continue 
continue 
do 115 j • 1, order 
vn(j) • rn(j) 
continue 
endif 
CCC (only in "test" mode) 
c Ca1cu1ate process outputs output(i), and measured outputs, yn(i) 
c rn simulator, equivalent to ca11 prosta() (do this in "test" mode) 
if ((adstat.ne.'runs').and.(adstat.ne.'RUNS')) then 
if (ninc.eq.O) ca11 noise() 
if (dinc.eq.O) ca11 dist() 
ca11 prosta() 
output(1) • yn(1) + outp1s 
output(5) • yn(2) + outp5s 
if (ninc.eq;o) then 
output(1) • output(1) - int(nn(1)) 
output(5) ~ output(5) - int(nn(2)) 
endif 
if (dinc.eq.O) then 
500 
output(1) = output(1) - int(zn(1)) 
output(5) = output(5) - int(zn(2)) 
end if 
endif 
CCC (End onl.y in "test" mode) 
if (dinc.eq.O) then 
cal.l. dist() 
output(1) • output(1) + int(zn(1)) 
output(5) - output(5) + int(zn(2)) 
if (pl.noi.eq.O) 
+ call pltsta(order,order,ti,zn) 
endif 
c Lowpass fil.tering outputs to get rid of High Frequency Noise 
c HOROWrTZ & HrLL : THE ART OF ELECRONrcs, PAGE447 
332 
+ 
if (finc.eq.O) then 
output(1) - afil.t•prevo1 + bfil.t•output(1) 
output(5) = afil.t•prevos + bfil.t•output(5) 
prevo1 = output(1) 
prevo5 = output(5) 
endif 
yn(1) = real.(output(1) - outp1s) 
yn(2) • rea1(output(5) - outp5s) 
if (ninc.eq.O) then 
cal.1 noise() 
do 332 i • 1, order 





c rf observer to be incl.uded (al.ways the case if coninc • o for LQG control.), 
c ca.lcu1.ate observed states, xnobs and obserer outputs, ynobs 
if (obsinc.eq.O) cal.l. obssta() 
c If controller to be included, calculate new input, un 
if (coninc.eq.O) cal.l. concal.() 
c Inputs to Rig Correspond to Fl.ow setpoints (Setpoints 5 and 6) 
setp(5) = int(un(1)) + setp5s 
setp(6) • int(un(2)) + setp6s 
C Setpoints to Rig Correspond to Temperature setpoints (Setpoints 7 and 8) 
if (setp1t.eq.O) then 
p1t(1) • rea1(setp(7)) 
p1t(2) = real..(setp(8)) 
cal.l. pl.tsim(order,ti,pl.t) 
endif 
C rnputs to Rig correspond to Fl.ow setpoints (Setpoints 5 and 6) 
if (inppl.t.eq.O) then 
p1t(1) • rea1(setp(5)) 
pl.t(2) • real.(setp(6)) 
cal.l. pl.tsim(order,ti,plt) 
endif 
.C outputs from Rig correspond to Temperature outputs (outputs 1 and 5) 
if (outpl.t.eq.O) then 
pl.t(l.) = real.(output(l.)) 
pl.t(2) = real.(output(5)) 
cal.l. pl.tsim(order,ti,pl.t) 
c cal.l. pl.tsim(order,ti,ynact) 
endif 
C Pl.ot Observer States if Required 
if (ostpl.t.eq.O) cal.l. pl.tsta(order,dima,ti,xnobs) 
c Cal.cul.ating Error between outputs (1 and 5) and Setpoints (7 and 8) 
er(1) • real.(output(l.) - setp(7)) 
er(2) • rea1(output(5) - setp(8)) 
if ((rinc.eq.O).and.(pl.noi.eq.0)) 
+ cal.1 pl.tsim(order,ti,er) 
ti2 - ti 
ti = ti + dt 
endif 
800 continue 
C Checking the keyboard for instructions to: 
C - change the mode of operation 
C - change inputs or setpoints 
c ,- step inputs or setpoints 
cal.1 runkey() 
if (mode.l.e.4) settl.e = .true. 


















to LQG Control.') 
') 




C Update ,on the run screen, the vaiues of 
501 
c - inputs 
c - setpoints 
C - outputs 
ca11 updscr ( ) 
c Getting the time at the end of the 1oop and ca1cu1ating the time e1apsed 
C since the beginning of the 1oop 
ca11 .GETTJ:M( ihr, imin, isec, i100th) 
difft = rea1(isec) + (rea1(i100th)/100.0) 
if (difft.1t.ctime) difft = difft + 60.0 
difft = abs(difft - ctime) 
c If the e1apsed time is 1ess than the desired samp1e time (1 sec)_, scan the 
C keyboard and update the screen unti1 the desired time has e1apsed 
if (difft.1e.dt) goto timewt 
C Restart tile· cyc1e if not quit mode 
if (.not.quit) goto runcyc 





if (sett1e) then 
quit = .fa1se. 
sett1e - .fa1se. 
mode - s 
chscr = .true .. 
setpss = setp(S) 
setp6s = setp(6) 
outp1s = output(1) 
outpss • output(S) 
setp(7) = outp1s 
setp(8) = outpss 
prevo1 c outp1s 
prevos = outpss 
qoto runcyc 
endif 
xtrid = ti 
do 666 igrph = 1, order 
do SSS j = 1, 4 
if (j.1e.2) sca1e(j) = tsca1e(j;igrph) 
centre(j) = tcentr(j,igrph) 
continue 
trid = '1' 
if (setp1t.eq.O) then 
if (igrph.eq.l) then 
ca11 drw1et(l,xtrid,rea1(setp(7)),centre,sca1e,trid) 
else 
endi~a11_.drw1et(1,xtrid,rea1(setp( 8)) ,centre,sca1e,trid) 
endif 
trid • 1 2 1 
if (inpp1t.eq.o) then 






trid = 1 3 1 
if (outp1t.eq.O) then 






trid = '4' 
if ((rinc.eq.O).and.(p1noi.eq.O)) 
ca11 drw1et(l,xtrid,er(igrph),centre,sca1e,trid) 
if (ostp1t.eq.O) then 
do 333 k = 1, dima 
trid • 'S' 
ca11 drw1et(l,xtrid,xnobs(k),centre,sca1e,trid) 
trid = 'O' 
ca11 drw1et(l,(xtrid+7/sng1(sca1e(l))),xnobs(k), 
centre,scale,trid) 







+ 1 1:setp, 2:Inp, 3:0Utp, 4:Err, sn:Pro state n') 
ca11 WRTSTR(1,10,(thstrt-thmax-4),29, 
+. 'Hit ESC to quit, F3 for B1ock') 
710 continue 
ca11 DISP(l) 
key • l:JIXEY(l) 
if (key.ne.esck) goto 710 
ca11 GPAGB(O) 













A. de waa1 














C Fl:LE LQGTYP.FOR 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CH MODULE HAKE 
CA FONCTJ:ON 
CS CALL SEQUENCE 
Cl: INPUT PARAMETERS 
CO OUTPUT PARAMETERS 
CG GLOBAL VARIABLES 
CM MODULES CALLED 
c 
1qgtyp 








c Aasembl.er: DOHE!IU,WRTSTR,ERTOHE 
CE ElUlOR COllDXTXONS Hone 
cc COllllBHTS Xnitial.izea menu screen and drives menu for options 
C for runninq of riq under LQG control.. (simil.ar to 
c subroutine simul. in for OPTCAD paclcaqe) 
c ***************************************************************************** 
subroutine l.qqtyp() 




+ • 'Runninq Riq under Frequency Domain and LQG control..') 
opt122 • DOHEH0(122) 
c 
c 
if (opt122.eq.1) then 
call. simopt() 
elseif (opt122.eq.2) then 
call. simscl() 
elseif (opt122.eg.3) then 
cal.l nindin() 
el.aeit (opt122.eq.4) then 
cal.l dosim() 
cal.l l.qqrun() 
el.seif (opt122.eg.5) then 
cal.I. data() 
. cal.l bepar C ) 
endif 



















C FXLI! : KAXJUH. FOR c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CH KODOLE NAKI! 11al<1llin 
CA PUJICTXOH Check and Cl.ip Kax/Min Values to DAC 
CS CALL SEQUENCE ca1l. maxmin(ol.dval.,newval.) 
CX XHPOT PARAMETERS ol.dval.: inteqer val.ue to be cbecJced and clipped 
co OO'l'POT PARAJD!TERS newval.: inteqer - val.us, cl.ipped if necessary 
co GLOBAL VARXABLl!S Hone 
CK KODOLES CALLED Hone 
CE ElUlOR COJlll)XTXOHS Hone 
CC OOJIJD!:HTS CbeclcS val.ues to be written to DAC before they are 
C written and ensures that they l.ie between the ranqe 




ir (ol.dval..qt.4095) then 
nevval. • 4095 
elseir (ol.dval..l.t.O) then 
newval. o 
else 





CB REVXSXOH HXSTORY 
C VEllSXOH BY 






c ***************************************************************************** c 
C PXLI! : llLKVX2.FOR c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CH MODULE NAKB lll.mvi2 
CA PtlNCTXOH • Kultipl.y Xnteqer Matrix and vector 
cs CALL Sl!QOl!ll'CE cal.l 11l.mvi2(11atrix,rows,eol.s,vector,resul.t) 
CX XNPOT PARAXl!TEJtS matrix: inteqer - matrix of dimension (rows,col.s) 
c rows,col.s: inteqer ,.. dimensions of matrix 
C vector: inteqer vector of dinension (col.a) 
co OO'l'POT PAllAJll!TERS : resul.t: inteqer - resul.t of mul.tipl.ication of 
c 11Atrix by vector 
CG GLOBAL VARXABLBS : Hone 
CK KODOLES CALLl!D Hone 
CB EllltOR OONDXTXOKS ff one 
cc OOKllJDITS : Kultipl.ies inteqer matrix of di•ension (rows,col.a) 
c by vector or dimension (rows) and returns the 









do 900 row • 1, rows 
resul.t(row) • o 
do 800 col • 1, cols 






CB Rl!VXSXOlf BXSTORY 
C VERSXOlf BY DATE COIOIEJIT 
c 1.1 A. de Waal. 06/01/90 Final.l.y eo .... nted 
C FILEHD : c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 
C FX LB : KLJlll1!8 • FOR 
c ***************************************************************************** 
Clf KODOLE NAKI! 111mvr8 
CA FOHCTXOB Mul.tipl.y Real.•8 Matrix and Vector 
CS CALL SEQUENCE cal.l. lll.mvr8(aatrix,rows,eol.s,vector,resul.t) 
ex XHPOT PARAJll!Tl!RS matrix: real•8 - 11Atrix of dimension (rowa,col.s) 
c rows,col.a: inteqer - dimension• or matriz 
c vector: real.•8 - vector of dimension (col.a) 
503 
+ '["CJ') 
grfdim(1) = 5+58 
grfdim(2) = 288 
grfdim( 3) m 40 
grfdim(4) = 250 
yp(1) • OBLE(rdeqrc(sca1op(2,1,3))) 
yp(2) - OBLE(rdegrc(sca1op(2,2,3))) 
yp(3) = DBLE(rdegrc(sca1op(2,2,3))) 
call dwaxes(p~ge,nums,xscale,xp,yp,qrfdim,scale,centre) 
ca11 WRTSTR(page,10,280,12,' 
grfdim(1) - 15+43+43 
grfdim(2) = 288 
grfdim(3) = 500 





xp(1) = DBLE(scalop(1,1,3)) 
c xp(1) - OBLE(INT2(scalopt(1,1,3)/5))•5.0 
c if ( (MOD( ((samp1-1)/hertz),5) ).gt.O ) xp(1) = xp(1) + 5.0 
xp(2) = OBLE(scalop(1,2,3)) 
xp(3) = OBLE(scalop(1,2,3)) 
yp(1) • DBLE(scalop(2,1,3)) 
yp(2) = DBLE(scalop(2,2,3)) 
yp(3) = DBLE(scalop(2,2,3)) 
sttime = INT2(xp(2)*hertz) 
entime = INT2(xp(1)*hertz) 
call dwaxes(page,nums,xscale,xp,yp,grfdim,scale,centre) 
trace =- O 
c Do for inputs, outputs and setpoints 
do 900 k = 1, 3 
c Do for numbers 1 to 16 
do 800 j • 1, 16 
c Only plot this data if flag set 
if (plotop(k,j,3).eq.1) then 
trace =- trace + 1 
call numstr(1,4,'(I1)',trace,o,o,o,1,trid) 
call PRTI2(page,590,(45+trace•12),4,'(I2)',2,trace) 
call WRTSTR(page,(590+2*9),(45+trace•12),2,': ') 
call WRTSTR(page,(590+4*9),(45+trace•12),10, 
+ insnam(k,j)) 
C If plotting an input 
if (k.eq.1) then 
do 700 i a 1, 1800 
inper(i) • real(inpval(i,j)) 
700 continue 
650 







c Else if plotting an output 
elseif (k.eg.2) then 





if ((j.le.8).or.(j.ge.15)) then 
outper(i) = real(outval(i,j)) 
else 
outper(i) = real(outval(i,j)) 
endif 
continue 






C Else plotting for setpoints 
el.se 
do 500 i - 1, 1800 
if (j.ge.6) then 
setper(i) • real(setval(i,j)) 
else 



















key - INKEY(1) 
return 
end 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• CB REVISION HISTORY 
C VERSION BY DATE COHMEHT 




C FILE : PERVVN.FOR 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• CN MODULE NAME : pervvn 
505 
CA FUNCTION Perturb Rig Setpoint Gaussianly of Sinuloidally 
cs CALL SEQUENCE call perset(vvn) 
CI INPUT PARAMETERS None 
CO OUTPUT PARAMETERS vvn: real - returned setpoint perturbing vector 
CG GLOBAL VARIABLES Include files: time.inc,syst.inc 
CM MODULES CALLED Fortran : rndnrm 
CE ERROR CONDITIONS None 
cc COMMENTS Perturb rig setpoint while running under LQG control 
c by either: 
c - Perturbing randomly with variable generated 
C with a Gaussian PDF 
c . - Perturbing sinusoidally c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
subroutine pervvn(vvn) 





order = int(syst(4)) 
if (rtyp.eq.O) then 
do 100 i m 1, order 
vvn(i) = sngl(rndnrm(dble(O.O),dble(sqrt(rampl)),irand)) 
100 continue 
e1se 
do 300 i = 1, order 
if (rchset(i).eq.O) 






CH REVISION HISTORY 
C VERSION BY 
c 1.1 A. de waal 







C FILE : GRLDAT.FOR 
c ·································································~··········· CN MODULE NAME grldat 
CA FUNCTION Block Data Containing User Plot Data and Labels 
cs CALL SEQUENCE Not a subroutine 
CI INPUT PARAMETERS n/a 
CO OUTPUT PARAMETERS n/a 




























COMMENTS Block data section containing plot and label data for 
user selected data plots. 




common /plotop/ plotop,typsel,nosel 
common /sca1op/ sca1op,forse1,forno 
common /insnam/ insnam 



















k-1: Horizontal axis 
+/150,80,1800,150,95,0, 




+/'Valve c1 1 , 1 
+'Valve CS 1 , 1 
! : Stir Sl ::: 
+ ' 
1c-2: outputs ' ' 
, 
+ 'Temp Tl ',' 
+,Temp TS ',' 
+'Flow Fl ',' 
+' Leve1 Ll ',' 
+ ' Temp T9 , 
k-3: Setpoints 
+'Level Ll ',' 
+'Flow Fl ',' 
+'Temp Tl. ',' 
+, ',' 
+ , , ,' 
data plcomm 
Va1ve C2 ' ' 
Valve C6 ' 


















' ' , 
' ' ' ' ' , 
, , , 
' ' ' 
' ' , 
' ' , 
, , 
' ' .




Level L4 ' 




CH REVISION HISTORY . 
C VERSION BY DATE COMMENT 
c 1.1 A. de waal 06/01/90 Finally Commented 
C FILEND 
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c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• c 
C FJ:LE : PRSEL.FOR c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CM MODULE HAKE prael. 
CA FUJICTJ:OH UtiJ.ity for 8el.ecting Data for PJ.otting 
cs CALL SEQUEHCE cal.J. praeJ.(typaeJ.,noseJ.,xpoa,ypos,opt,J.ev) 
CJ: J:NPUT PARAHETERS typsel.1 integer - J:ndicatea type of data 
c 1: setpointa, J:nputs 
c 2: outputs 
c nosel. : integer - J:ndicates input, output 
C . aetpoint number 
c xpos,ypos: integer - co-orda on screen where 
c editing to take pl.ace 
c opt: integer - Current option 
c O: don't pl.ot 
c 11 p1ot 
c J.ev: integer - background level. 
c o: white 
c 1: black 
c 2: XOR with current background 
co OUTPUT PARAMETERS opt: integer - Returned option 
CG GLOBAL VARJ:ABLES Hone 
CK XODOLES CALLE!> Hone 
CE ERROR COllIIJ:TJ:OHS Hone 
cc CO.IDIENTS All.ow• user to choose inputs, outputs and/or 
c setpoints to be plotted by editing options on 











if (opt.eq.O) than 
flq • 'OFF' 
else 
flg • 'OH ' 
endif 
if (typsel.eq.2) then 
call. WRTSTR(O,xpos,ypos,3·,fl.q) 
eJ.se 













Final.J.y co ..... nted 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

















HODOLE HAKE rbl.ock 
FUJICTJ:OH I>raw Reactor Bl.ock on Beat Exch BJ.ock Diag Shell. 
CALL SBQUBJICB caJ.J. rblock(reac) 
J:HPOT PARAJIETEJtS reac : integer - rea~or bl.ock num!>er 
OOTPOT PARAHETEJIS Hone . 
GLOBAL VAltl:ABLES J:ncl.ude f ilea: heblock. inc 





cal.led from subroutine hebJ.ock(for) to draw 
reactor bl.ock shel.J. units. Draws a reactor block 










y - y + (3*th/0 
call. BOX(x,y,tw,th) 
xpoa • x + (tw - 4*cbw)/2 
ypoa • y - 2.5•chh 
cal.l WRTSTR(paqe,xpos,ypos,4,'Tank') 
X•1'+tW 
y - y - (th/4) 
cal.l. llOVB(x,y) 
cel.J. arhead(2,8) 
x • x + hl.ine 
cel.l. DLDfl!I ( "' y ) 
x • x - h1ine 
y - y - th/2 
call. lllOVB(x,y) 
x • z + hline 
cal.1 DLJ:Hl:(x,y) 






CB REVJ:SJ:Olr BJ:STORY 
C VBJISJ:OH BY 
c 1.0 A. de waaJ. 
c 1.1 A. de Weal. 









C FJ:LB : RDEGRC. FOR 
c ***************************************************************************** 
CH llDOOLE KAKE : rdegrc 
CA FUJICTJ:OJr : convert Integer !l\mber to Real. Degrees ceJ.eiua' 
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:CNPUT PARAMETERS ivalue: integer - :Cnteger number in range O to 4095 
to be converted 
OUTPUT PARAMETERS rdegrc: real - Converted real deqree celcius in 







COMMENTS Converts integer expression for temperature in 
the range 0 to 4095 to real degrees celcius in 
range 20 to 80 degrees 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
real*4 function rdeqrc(ivalue) 
integer•2 !value 




CH REV:CS:CON H:CSTORY 
C VERS:CON BY DATE COMMENT 
C 1.1 A. de Waal 06/01/90 Finally Co111l!lented 
C F:CLEND : 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• c 
C F:CLE : RPERC.FOR 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CN MODULE NAME rperc 
CA FUNCT:CON Convert :Cnteger Number to Real Percentage 
CS CALL SEQUENCE rpercent = rperc(ivalue) 
C:C INPUT PARAMETERS ivalue integer - Integer value in the range 
c o to 4095 to be converted 
co OUTPUT PARAMETERS rperc real - Converted real percentage in 
c the range o to 100 percent 
CG GLOBAL VARIABLES None 
CK MODULES CALLED None 
CE ERROR COND:CT:CONS None 
cc COMMENTS Converts integer number in range O to 4095 to a real 
C expression of percentage in range O to 100 percent 
c ***************************************************************************** 
real*4 function rperc(ivalue) 
integer•2 ivalue 









VERS:CON ' BY 








C F:CLE : RUN:CNI.FOR 
c ***************************************************************************** 
CN KODULE 1NAME runini 
CA FUNCTION :Cnitialize Screens/Flags for Running of Rig 
cs CALL SEQUENCE cal1 runini() 
c:c :CNPUT PARAMETERS None 
co OUTPUT PARAMETERS None 
CG GLOBAL VAR:CABLES :Cnclude files: runvar.inc 
CM MODULES CALLED Fortran heblock 
C Assembler: GPAGE,CLRSCR,DISP 
CE ERROR CONDITIONS None 
cc COMMENTS :Cnitializes flags· and run screen to enable the 
c of the rig - called from rig running subroutines 
C herun() and lqqrun(). 
c ·································································~··········· subroutine runini() 
$include: 'runvar.inc' 
log = .false. 
chscr • .true. 







c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••·••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• CH REVISION HISTORY 
C VERSION BY DATE COMMENT 
C F:CLEND 
c ***************************************************************************** 













MODULE NAME runkey 
FUNCTION Service Keyboard Run Mode 
CALL SEQUENCE call runkey() 
INPUT PARAMETERS None 
OUTPUT PARAMETERS None 














Services keyboard while rig is being run to determine 











implicit integer•2 (I) 





1ogical•2 modfr v 
common /sampl/ sampl 
common /stepid/ stepid 
common /modfr/ modfr 
key • INKEY(4) 
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if (key.ne.O) then 
if (mode.eq.1) then 
if ((key.eq.bgs).or.(key.eq.sms)) then 
mode • 3 
chscr .. . true .. 
elseif ((key.eq.bga).or.(key.eq.sma)) then 
if (.not.modfr) then 
el.se 
mode i::r s 




+ 'CANNOT CHANGE MODE WHILE LOGGING STEP TEST') 
call LEVEL(1) 
chscr = .true. 
endif 
elseif ((key.eq.bgl).or.(key.eq.sml)) then 
if (.not.log) then 
sampl • o 
log = .true. 
else 
log = .false. 
chscr = .true. 
endif 
chscr = .true. 
elseif (key.eq.esck) then 
quit s .true. 
end if 
oldnum. = numkey 
numkey = (key - l.2288)/256 
if ((numkey.le.9).and.(numkey.ge.O)) then 
if ((.not.modfr).or.(numkey.eq.oldnum)) then 
mode = 2 
else 
inpno = numkey 
if (numkey.eq.O) inpno = inpno + 10 




+ 'CANNOT CHANGE MODE WHILE LOGGING STEP TEST') 
call LEVEL(l.) 





elseif (mode.eq.2) then 
if (key.eq.upk) then . 
input(inpno) = imxmn(input(inpno) + 41) 
elseif (key.eq.pgupk) then 
input(inpno) = imxmn(input(inpno) + 410) 
elseif (key.eq.downk) then 
input(inpno) = imxmn(input(inpno) - 41) 
elseif (key.eq.pgdnk) then 
input(inpno) = imxmn(input(inpno) - 410) 
el.self (key.eq.retk) then 
·mode•l. 




elseif (mode.eq.3) then 
if ((key .• eq.bglll).or.(key.eq.smm)) then' 
if (.not.modfr) then 
else 
mode = 1 




+ 'CANNOT CHANGE MODE WHILE LOGGING STEP TEST') 
call LEVEL(l.) 
chscr .. .. true. 
end if 
el.seif ((key.eq.bgl).or.(key.eq.sml)) then 
if (.not.log) then 
sampl. • o 
log = .true. 
e.lse 
log • .fal.se. 
chscr = .. true·. 
endif 
cbscr - .true. 
el.self (key.eq.esck) then 
quit - .true. 
endif 
oldnum • numkey 
numkey • (key - l.2288)/256 
if ((numkey.le.9).and.(numkey.ge.O)) then 
if ((.not.modfr).or.(numkey.eq.ol.dnum)) then 
else 
mode = 4 · 
inpno = numkey 
if (numkey.eq.O) inpno - inpno + l.O 




+ 'CANNOT CHANGE MODE WHILE LOGGING STEP TEST') 
cal.1 LEVEL(1) 
chscr ... true. 
end if 
else 
call keyerr ( l 
end.if 
elseif (mode.eq.4) then 
if (key.eq.upk) then 
stepl.v = imxmns(steplv + 41) 
elseif (key.eq.pgupk) then 
stepl.v = imxmns(steplv + 410) 
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elseif (key.eq.downk) then 
steplv - imxmns(steplv - 41) 
elseif (key.eq.pqdnk) then 
steplv ~ imxmns(steplv - 410) 
elseif (key.eq.retk) then 
input(inpno) • imxmn( input(inpno) + 
+ INT(ANINT(REAL(steplv)*40.95/40.l0)) 
stepid • inpno 
mode - 3 




elseif (mode.eq.5) then 
if ((key.eq.bqs).or.(key.eq.sms)) then 
mode = 7 
chscr = .true. 
elseif ((key.eq.bqm).or.(key.eq.smm)) then 
if (.not.modfr) then 
else 
mode • 1 




+ 'CANNOT CHANGE MODE WHILE LOGGING STEP TEST') 
call LEVEL(l) 
chscr m .true. 
endif 
elseif ((key.eq.bql).or.(key.eq.sml)) then 
if (.not.log) then 
samp.l • O 
l.og • .true. 
e.lse 
.log • .false. 
chscr • .true. 
endif 
chscr m .true. 
elseif (key.eq.esck) then 
quit = .true. 
endif 
oldnum • num.key 
numkey - (key - 12288)/256 
if ((numkey.le.9).and.(numkey.ge.O)) then 
if ((.not.modfr).or.(numkey.eq.oldnum)) then 
mode • 6 
e'lse 
setpno - numkey 
if (numkey.eq.O) setpno • setpno + 10 




+ 'CANNOT CHANGE MODE WHILE LOGGING STEP TEST') 
call LEVEL(l) 





elseif (mode.eq.6) then 
if (key.eq.upk) then 
if (setpno.ge.7) then 
setp(setpno) • imxmn(setp(setpno) + 68) 
else 
setp(setpno) • imxmn(setp(setpno) + 41) 
endif 
elseif (key.eq.pgupk) then 
if (setpno.ge.7) then 
setp(setpno) - imxmn(setp(setpno) + 683) 
else 
setp(setpno) = imxmn(setp(setpno) + 410) 
endif 
elseif (key.eq.downk) then 
if (setpno.ge.7) then 
setp(setpno) = imxmn(setp(setpno) - 68) 
else 
setp(setpno) • imxmn(setp(setpno) - 41) 
endif 
elseif (key.eq.pqdnk) then 
if (setpno.ge.7) then 
setp(setpno) m imxmn(setp(setpno) - 683) 
else 
setp(setpno) • imxmn(setp(setpno) 410) 
endif 
elseif (key.eq.retk) then 
mode • s 
chscr • .true. 
else 
call keyerr ( ) 
endif 
elseif (mode.eq.7) then 
if ((key.eq.bqa).or.(key.eq.sma)) then 
if (.not.modfr) then 
else 
mode = 5 
cbscr • .true. 
call ERTONE ( ) 
call LEVEL(O) 
call WRTSTR(0,((720-9•42)/2),320,42, 
+ 'CANNOT CHANGE MODE WHILE LOGGING STEP TEST') 
call LEVEL(l) 
chscr • .true. 
endif 
elseif ((key.eq.bgl).or.(key.eq.sml)) then 
if (.not.log) then 
sampl • o 
l.oq • .true. 
e.lse 
log • .false. 
chscr • .true. 
endif 
chscr • .true. 
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elaaif (key.eq.esck) then 
endif11t - .true. 
oldnwn • nulllkey 
nUlllkey • (key - 12288)/256 
if ((nWflkey.le.9).and.(numlcey.ge.O)) then 
if ((.not.modfr).or.(nWllkey.eq.oldnWll)) then 
mode • 8 
else 
setpno • numlcay 
if (nWflkey.eq.o) setpno • setpno + 10 




+ 'CANNOT CBAJIGB MODE WJULB LOGGXNG STEP TEST' ) 
call LEVEL(l) 





elseif (mode.eq.8) then 
if (key.eq.upk) then 
steplv • imxmns(steplv + 41) 
elseif (key.eq.pqupk) then 
steplv • i11xmns(steplv + 410)" 
elseif (key.eq.downk) then 
steplv • imxmns(steplv - 41) 
elaeif (key.eq.pqdnk) then 
ateplv • imrmns(steplv - 410) 
elseif (key.eq.retk) then 
if (setpno.qe.7) then 
setp(setpno) • imrmn( eetp(setpno) + 
+ XNT(ANXNT(RBAL(steplv)*68.25/40.95)) 
else 




stepid • setpno 
mode • 7 





if ((loq).and.(etepid.ne.-1)) then 
modfr • true. · 
else 
11odfr • .false. 
endif 

















C PILE : RUNJUG.FOR 
c ***************************************************************************** 
CH llODOLB NAKB runriq 
CA l'tJJfCTXOM Drive Riq RUnninq Kenu 
CS CALL SEQUENCE call runriq() 
er rHPOT PARAXE'l'BRS None 
00 OOTPOT PARAKBT2JIS Kone 
CG GLOBAL VARXABLBS None 
CK KOOOLES CALLED ' Fortran in11enu,wrhead,herun,J.qqtyp 
CE EJIJ10R OO!lt>XTXONS None 
CC OOJDIBllTS • rnitia1izes menu screen and drive• -.enu for selection 
c of control conditions (LQG or atabilisinq) under 
c . which rig is to be run. c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
sut>routine runriq() 




c Write headinq. (wrbead.for - !glib.lib) 
call wrhead(0,(720-40•9)/2,35,40, 
+ 'Beat Bxcbanqer Rig RUnning and Analysis.') 
C Get cho..., option. (do118ftu.as11 - !glib.lib) 
opt12 • DOJIEHU(12) 
c Blank over headinq. (util.aa• - !glib.lib) 
call WRTSTR(0,(720-40*9)/2.35,40, 
+ , ') 
if (opt12.aq.1) then 
call berun() 
elaeir (opt12.eq.2) then 
call lqqtyp() 
elaeif (opt12.ne.O) then 
call llllTOllB ( ) 
endif 













·•··················•············•••·····•··••····················•··•······· REVJ:SJ:OH HISTORY 
VERSION BY 







C FJ:LE : HEBDAT.FOR 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CH MODULE NAME hebdat 
CA FUNCTION Block Data of HE Block Diag Run Screen Labels 
cs CALL SEQUENCE Not a subroutine 
CJ: INPUT PARAMETERS n/a 
co OUTPUT PARAMETERS n/a 
CG GLOBAL VARIABLES Common blocks: /scrlen/ titlen,brflen,optlen 












COMMENTS Block data section containing heat exchanger run 
screen labels and briefs to be printed on the block 
diagram while running under the various modes under 
manual or automatic control. 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
block data scrdat 
integer•2 titlen,brflen,optlen 
character*60 optitl(8),optbrf(8),opt(8,3) 
common /scrlen/ titlen,brflen,optlen 
common /scrnam/ optitl,optbrf,opt 
data titlen/60/,brflen/60/,optlen/60/ 
data (optitl(i),i•l,8) 
+/' Manual control of Rig: Selecting Input to Change 
+ • Manual control of Rig: Changing Indicated :i:nput 
: : g~t :i:: i::i: ~~ ~i~~ ~i~:~r~~gI~~y~;t;~ ~~:~t 
+ • Automatic Control of Rig: Selecting Setpoint to Change 
+ • Automatic Control of Rig: Changing Indicated Setpoint 
+ • C/L step Tests on Rig: Selecting Setpoint to Step 
+ • C/L Step Tests on Rig: Stepping Indicated Setpoint 
data (optbrf(i),i•l,8) 
+/' Use keys shown to select input or to change mode 
+ / Use keys shown to change or accept input value 
+ ' use keys shown to select input to step or to change mode 
+ • Use keys shown to change or accept input step size value 
+ • Use keys shown to select setpoint or to change mode 
·I 
+ ' Use keys shown to chanqe or accept setpoint value , 
+'Use keys shown to select setpoint to step or to change mode', 
+ ' use keys shown to change or accept setpoint step size value'/ 
data ((opt(j,i),i•i,3),j•l,8) 
+/'INPUT SELECTION: l:Ci 2:C2 3:C3 4:C4 5:CS 6:C6 , ; 
. + , 7:Sl 8:S2 9:S3 O:S4 
+ 'MODE SELECTION : S:Step A:Auto mode L:Log toggle 
+ 'ACTION: UP ::i:ncr input lt DOWN :Deer input it 
+ ' PGUP :J:ncr input lOt PGDOWN :Deer input lOt 
+ • RETURN :Accept input value (t of input range) 
+ 'STEP SELECTION : l:Cl 2:C2 3:C3 4:C4 S:CS 6:C6 
+ ' 7:si 8:S2 9:S3 O:S4 
+ 'MODE SELECTION : M:Man mode . L:Log toggle 
+ 'ACTION: UP :J:ncr step lt DOWN :Deer step it 
+ ' PGUP :J:ncr step lOt PGDOWH :Deer step lOt 
+ ' RETURN :Accept step size (t of input range) 
+ 'SETP. SELECTION: l:Li 2:L2 3:L3 4:L4 S:Fi 6:F2 
+ ' 7:Tl 8:TS 9:T8 O:T3 
+ 'MODE SELECTION : S:Step M:Man mode L:Log toggle , 
+'ACTION: UP ::i:ncr setp lt, 1°C DOWN :Deer setp it, l"c•, 
+' PGUP ::i:ncr setp iot, io·c PGDOWN :Deer setp iot, lO"c•, 
+' RETURN :Accept setp value (\of setp range, ·c temp)', 
+ 'SETP. SELECTION: l:Li 2:L2 3:L3 4:L4 S:Fl 6:F2 ' 
+ ' 7:Tl 8:T5 9:T8 O:T3 
+ 'MODE SELECTION : A:Auto mode L:Log toggle , 
+'ACTION: UP :J:ncr step lt, l"C DOWN :Deer step it, i"c•, 
+ • PGUP ::i:ncr step iot, lO"c PGDOWH :Deer step iot, l0°C', 

















C FJ:LE : SELPL.FOR c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CH KODOLE HAKE selpl 
CA FUNCTJ:OK controls Selection of Data for User Plots 
CS CALL SEQUENCE call selpl() 
CJ: J:llPOT PARAMETERS Hone 
CO OUTPUT PARAMETERS Hone 
CG GLOBAL VARIABLES Include files: keys.inc 
/runmod/ mode c Common blocks: 
c 
c 
CK MODULES CALLED Fortran 
C Assembler: 





CC COMMENTS Controls the selection by the user of various input 
c output and setpoint response data for plotting. 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
subroutine selpl() 






common /runmod/ mode 
common /plotop/ plotop,typsel,nosel 




+ 'Selecting Inputs, outputs and Setpoints to be plotted.')' 
ca11 WRTSTR(0,20,248,58, 















typsel - 1 
nosel • 1 




j = 1,16 
(mode.le.4) then 






















key s :INKEY(1) 
call servop(key) 




CH REV:IS:IOK HISTORY 
C VERSION BY DATE COMMENT 
c l.1 A. de Waal 06/01/90 Finally commented 
C F:ILEND : . c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 
C F:ILE : SERVOP.FOR 
c ···········································································~· CK MODULE KAME servop 
CA FUNCTION service Keyb. while Select Resp Data for Plots 
CS CALL SEQUENCE call servop(key) 
c:r :INPUT PARAMETERS key: integer - key pressed 
co OUTPUT PARAMETERS None 
CG GLOBAL VARIABLES :Include files: keys.inc 
/runmod/ 
/plotop/ 








Prints out current selection status of all 
inputs/outputs/setpoints using subroutine prsel( .•. ) 
Then interrogates keyboard and acts as following in 
response to the indicated keys being pressed: 
- Arrow keys: Set flag to highlight different 
input/output/setpoint 
- Spacebar : Toggle selection status of 
presently highlighted. 
input/output/setpoint 
Once this has been done, prints out current 
selection status of all inputs/outputs/setpoints 




















common /runmod/ mode 
common /plotop/ plotop,typsel,nosel . 
call prsel(typsel,nosel,plotop(typsel,nosel,1), 
+ plotop(typsel,nosel,2),plotop(typsel,nosel,3),1) 
if (key.eq.upk) then 
noae1 • nose1 - 1 
if (typsel.ne.2) then 
if (nosel.eq.O) nosel = 10 
else 
if (nosel.eq.O) nosel 
endif 
and if 
if (key.eq.downk) then 
noae1 • nosel + 1 
if (typsel.ne.2) then 
16 
if (nosel.eq.11) nosel = 1 
else 
if (nosel.eq.17) nosel • 1 
endif 
endif 
if (key.eq.leftk) then 
typsel ~ typsel - 1 
if (mode.ls.4) then 
if (typsel.eq.O) typse1 • 2 
else 
if (typsel.eq.O) typsel = 3 
end if 
if (nosel.gt.10) nosel = 10 
endif 
if (key.eq.rightk) then 
typsel • typsel + 1 
if (mode.le.4) then 
if (typsel.eq.3) typsel - 1 
else 
if (typsel.eq.4) typsel = 1 
endif 
if (nosel.gt.10) nosel = 10 
endif 
C :If spacebar pressed, toggle flag 
if (key.eq.8192) then 
if (plotop(typael,nosel,3).eq.O) then 
plotop(typsel,.nosel,3) = 1 
513 
e1se 






c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• CB REVISION HISTORY 
C VERSION BY DATE COMMENT 




C FILE : TYPSCR. FOR c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CN MODULE NAME typscr 
CA FUNCTION Type Beadings on Heat Exchanger B1ock Diagram 
cs CALL SEQUENCE ca11 typscr() 
CI INPUT PARAMETERS None 
CO OUTPUT PARAMETERS None 
CG GLOBAL VARIABLES Inc1ude fi1es: heb1ock.inc,screen.inc,runvar.inc 
C Common b1ocks: /scrcon/ gap,b1h,b1top,stpt1,stptb1 
CK MODULES CALLED Assemb1er: WRTSTR,BLKFIL,LEVEL,BOX 
CE ERROR CONDITIONS None 
CC COMMENTS To type out, to the b1ock diagram, the names of the 
c measurement and contro1 points on the rig for the 
c different modes under which the rig is running. 






common /scrcon/ gap,b1h,b1top,stpt1,stptb1 
page • O 
nam1 - 4 
ove::rwl cs s 
samt1 • 6 
stptb1 - 17 
stptl • 11 
C Typing out the names 
C for operating modes: 
c 
of the measurement and contro1 points on the rig 
manual contro1(1), o/l step tests(3) 














if (mode.le.4) then 
typbl - 1 
. e1se 
typbl - 2 
·endif 
do 900 i • 1, 10 
ca1l WRTSTR(page,posts(l,i),posts(2,i),naml, 
tsnam(typb1,i)) 
if. (mode.le.4) then 
xpos - posts(l,i) - chw 
ypos - posts(2,i) + chh 
ca11 WBTSTR(paqe,xpos,ypos,overwl,' 




if (mode.qe.5) then 




call WRTSTR(page,xpos,ypos,overwl,'r ·c 1 ) 
ypos • ypos + chh 
call WRTSTR(page,xpos,ypos,overwl,'y "C') 
e1se 
call WRTSTR (page ,.xpos, ypos, overwl,' 










overw1, ' ' ') 
if ( 1. le. 4 ) then 
call WRTSTR(page,posls(l,i),pos1s(2,i),naml, 
1snam(typbl,i)) 
if (mode.le.4) then 
xpos ~ pos1s(l,i) - chw 
ypos • pos1s(2,i) + chh 
ca11 WRTSTB(page,xpos,ypos,overw1, 1 
ypos a ypos + chh 
ca11 WRTSTR(page,xpos,ypos,overwl,' 
endif 
if (mode.ge.5) then 
xpos • pos1s(l,i) - chw 
ypos • pos1s(2,i) + chh 
ca11 WRTSTR(paqe,xpos,ypos,overw1,'r 










call WRTSTR.1 ~~~=( ~lr( 1, i) ,post( 2, i) ,naml, 
if (i.le.2) then 
call WRTSTR(paqe,posfs(1,i), 
posfs(2,i),naml,fsnam(typb1,i)) 
if (mode.le.4) then 
xpos • posfs(l,i) - chw 















if (lllOde.ge.5) then 
xpoa • posfs(1,i) - cbw 
ypoa • poafs(2,i) + chh 
cal.l. WRTSTR(page,xpoa,ypoa,overwl, 
'r ''> 









c Highlighting an input on the diagram if it baa been selected 
c to be changed or stepped 
if ((mode.eq.2).or.(moda.eq.4)) then 
typbl - 1 
if (inpno.le.6) then 
xpoa - poacv(l,inpno) 




elaeif (inpno.gt.6) then 
xpos - posst(l,(inpno-6)) 






c BiqhJ.ighting a aetpoint on the diagram if it has been selected 
c to be changed or stepped 
if ((mode.eq.6).or.(mode.eq.8)) then 
typbl - 2 
if (setpno.le.4) then 
xpos • posls(1,setpno) 





if ((setpno.gt.4).and.(aetpno.le.6)) then 
xpoa • posfs(l,(setpno-4)) 





if (aetpno.eq.7) then 
xpoa • poats(1,1) 





if (setpno.eq.8) then 






if (aetpno.eq.9) then 
xpoa • poats(1,8) 





if (setpno.eq.10) then 
xpoa • posts(1,3) 






c For eacb of the respective modes of operation, typing out the: 
c Title of the mode of operation 
c Bria1 instructing the user about option selection 
c Options available to user 
c 
C Typing out title 
xpos • (720 - titlen•cbw)/2 
ypos • yo - reah - 0.3•chh 
call WJITSTlt(paqe,xpoa,ypos,titlen,optitl(aode)) 
ypoa • ypoa + 0.25•chh 
bxh • 7*chh/6 
call BOX(xpos,ypoa,(titlen•chw),bXb) 
c Typing out brief 
xpoa • (720 - brflen•cbw)/2 
ypos • bl.top + bl.h + chh 





c Typing out optiona (al.so typing headings indicating the sample time) 
ypoa • optyin + chh/3 
xpoa • optxin + 2•cbw 
xtpoa - xpoa + 64*chw 
do aoo i • 1,3 
·call WRTSTlt(page,xpoa,ypos,optlen,opt(mode,i)) 
if (i.eq.1) call -WRTSTR(page,xtpos,ypoa,aamtl.,'Contr.') 
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800 
' if (i.eq.2) call WRTSTR(page,xtpos,ypos,samtl,'Time •') 
if ( 1.eq.3) then 
xtpos - xtpos + 6•chw 
call WRTSTR(page,xtpos,ypos,samtl,'(sec) ') 
endif 
contl~! • ypos + chh 
c Typing out headings indicating the step size 
C (for manual and automatic modes) 
xpos • (720 - stptbl•chw)/2 
ypos • bltop + blh - chh 
len • stptbl•chw 










c Typing out headings indicating the number of the last logged sample 
C (for manual and automatic modes) 
xpos • (720 - stptbl•chw)/2 
ypos • bltop + blh - 2.s•chh 
len • stptbl•chw 










ehscr ... fal.se. 
return 
end 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• CB REVISION HISTORY 
C VERSION BY DATE 
26-05-89 
COKKENT 
C 1.0 adw finally commented 
C FI LEND c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 
C FILE : UPDSCR.FOR 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CN MODULE NAME updscr 
CA FUNCTION Update Values of Inp/OUtp/Setp on Run Block Diag 
CS CALL SEQUENCE call updscr() 
CI INPUT PARAMETERS None 
00 OUTPUT PARAMETERS None 
CG GLOBAL VARIABLES Include files: iovar.inc,heblock.inc,ru.nvar.inc 
/scrcon/ gap,blh,bltop,stptl,stptbl. 
/sampl/ sampl 














Hercules graphics card not installed correctly 
This routine updates the values of rig inputs, 
outputs and setpoints on the run screen as required 
for ·the different operating modes. It also updates 
the values of the step size when it is changed. 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
subroutine updscr() 







common /scrcon/ gap,blh,bltop,stptl,stptbl 
common /sampl./ sampl 
page - O 
C Manual Mode -
C Printing out: output values for Fl to F2, Ll to L4, Tl _to TlO 
C : input values for Cl to C6, Sl to S4 
if ((mode.le.4).and.(.not.quit)) then 









if (i.le.10) iinp - iperc(input(i)) 
if (1.le.8) then 




if ((i.gt.8).and.(i.le.10)) then 




if ((i.gt.10).and.(1.le.14)) then 




if (i.gt.14) then 















C Automatic mode -
C Printing out: setpoint values for F1 to F2, L1 to L4 
C : output values for F1 to F2, L1 to L4, T1 to T10 
C : input values for C1 to C6, S1 to S4 
if ((mode.gt.4).and.(.not.quit)) then 




if (i.le.4) then 




if ((i.gt.4).and.(i.le.6)) then 











if (i.le.8) then 










if ((1.gt.8).and.(i.le.10)) then 
iout • iperc(output(i)) 
call prti2(page,posfs(1,(i-8)), 
endif 
(posfs(2, ( i-8) )+( 2•chh)) ,_4, '(I3)' ,3 ,lout) 
if ((1.gt.10).and.(i.le.14)) then 




if (i.tjt.14) then 




















C Printing out temperature setpoint values for 
C sensors T1, T3, TS and T8 stored as setp(7) to setp(10) 
C First Tl and TS (setp(7) and setp(8)) 
j - 7 
do 700, i - 1, s, 4 
iset • ideqrc(setp(j)) . 
call prti2(page,posts(1,i),(posts(2,i)+chh), 
+ 4,'(I2)',2,iset) 
j - j + 1 
700 continue 
c·Then T8 and T3 (setp(9) and setp(lO)) 
iset • ideqrc(setp(9)) 
call prti2(page,posts(1,8),(posts(2,8)+chh), 
+ 4,'(I2)',2,iset) 




C Printing Step Size for step test modes 
if ((1D0de.eq.4).or.(mode.eq.8)) then 
xpoa • (720 - stptbl•chw)/2 
xpos • xpos + (stptl•chw) + chw 





c Typing out val.ue or last l.ogged sampl.e 
c (for manual and automatic modes) 
if ( l.oq) then 
xpos • (720 - stptbl•chw)/2 
xpos • xpos + (stptl•chw) + chw 
ypoa • bl.top + blh - 2.s•chh 
call LEVEL(O) 






CH REVISION HISTORY 
C VERSION BY 










C PILE : USPLOT.FOR c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CN MODULE KAKE 
CA FUNCTION 
CS CALL SEQUENCE 
CI INPUT PARAMETERS 
CO OUTPUT PARAMETERS 















MODULES CALLED Fortran 
Assembl.er: 
CE ERROR CONDITIONS None 
(this is so damn boring!) wrhead,se1p1, 
formpl,onepl 
WIPSCR,DISP,DOHENU,ERTONE 
CC COMHEHTS Initializes menu screen and horizontal plot axis and 
C drives menu for the user to choose whether he/she 
c wishes to: 
C - Se1ect inputs/outputs/setpoints for p1otting 
c - Edit p1ot axes and comments 
c - P1ot present1y se1ected data on present1y 
c se1ected axes with present1y se1ectad 
c comments (sorry - Herry Christmas!) c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
subroutine usp1ot() 





common /scalop/ scalop,forsel,forno 
sca1op(1,1,3) • (samp1-1)/hertz 
100 continue 




+ 'P1otting responses chosen by user.') 
opt131 • DOMENU(131) 
if (opt131.eq.1) then 
can. se1p1 ( ) 
goto 100 
e1seif (opt131.eq.2) then 
ca11 formp1() 
goto 100 











CH REVISION HISTORY 
C VERSION BY DATE COMMENT 
c 1.1 A. de Waa1 06/01/90 Fina11y Commented 
C FI LEND c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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519 
N2) HERIG Data Manipulation Subroutines 
The HERIG package utilizes the same data load/save/ec;li ting 
routines lisfed in section M2 for the OPTCAD package. 
NJ) .Utility Routines for Analog Interface Cards 
A table of the analog interfacing utility subroutine names 
follows on the next page. The name of each subroutine, 
together with the file in which it is located and the page in 
the appendix on which it is listed, is given in the table. 
520 
Utility Routines for Analog Interface cards 
Nate File Description Page 
dainit DAINIT.FOR Resets and Initializes DT2815 DAC Card 521 
daout DAOUT.FOR Output Data.to Specified Channel and DAC 521 
datest DATEST.FOR DT2815 Calibration and Testing Program 521 
readop REAOOP.FOR Read Outputs from DT2801 ADC Card 523 
setadp SETADP.FOR Set DT2801 ADC Card Initialization Parameters 523 
setdap SETDAP.FOR Sets DT2815 DAC Card Initialization Parameters 524 
wrinp WRINP.FOR Write Inputs to DT2815 DAC Card 524 





















···•······•··•···•·•····•·•···············•·•··•··•······••·················· MODULE NAME 
FUNCTION 
dainit 
Resets and Initializes DT2815 DAC card 
call dainit(dacno,daerr) 
dacno: integer - DAC specifier 
CALL SEQUENCE 
INPUT PARAMETERS 
OUTPUT PARAMETERS daerr: integer - Set not equal to 4 if error occurs 
in initialization procedure 
GLOBAL VARIABLES None 
MODULES CALLED Assembler: RSTDA(),RSTDAI(), 
OUTP(davaddr,davinidat) . 
ERROR CO!f'DITIONS daerr = 04 - no errors, ready to receive 
initialization byte 
daerr <> 04 - error, not ready for byte 
COMMENTS Initializes indicated DAC card by 
resetting card indicated (error flag defined) 
outputt.ing initialization byte to appropriate 
address in I/O map 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
subroutine dainit(dacno,daerr) 
implicit integer•2 (R,O) 
iDteger•2 daerr,addrv,davinidat,addri,daiinidat,dacno 
addrv a 548 
inidatv = 11 
addri = 550 
inidati = 13 
daerr • o 
continue 
if (dacno.eq.l) then 
daerr - RSTDA() 
write(•,•)' Reset DAC#l daerr should = 4 - ready for inft' 
e1se 
daerr m RSTDAI() 
write(•,•)' Reset DAC#2 daerr should m 4 - ready for init' 
endif . 
write(*,*)' In dainit subr, daerr m 1 ,daerr 
if (daerr.eq.04) then 
























A. de waal 








C FILE NAME : DAOOT. FOR 
c ···················································~························· CN MODOLa NAME . daout 
CA FUNCTION Output Data to Specified Channel and DAC 
cs CALL SEQUENCE call daout(dacno,channel,value,daerr) 
CI INPUT PARAMETERS dacno integer - DAC Specifier 
C channel integer - Channel Specifier 
C value integer ~ Value between O and 4096 
c to be output 
co OUTPUT PARAMETERS daerr integer - Error flag set to nonzero if no 
c errors occur in writing 
CG GLOBAL VARIABLES None 
CH MODULES CALLED Assembler: OUTDA(channel,value), 
OUTDAI(channel,value) 
daerr • O - No errors in write ERROR CONDITIONS 
I a 1 - Error in writing low data byte 













COMMENTS To output data to a specified channel on one of the 
0'1'2815 D/A cards. Cards have to hav. been 
initialized using dainit( .. ) subroutine. Data either 
output to specified channel on voltage sourcing DAC 
using routine OUTDA( •• ), or to current sourcii>q DAC 
using routine OOTDAI( •. ). Error flag set if pYoblems 
occur in writing 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
subroutine daout(dacno,channel,value,daerr) 
implicit inteqer•2 (O) 
inteqer•2 dacno,cbannel,value,daerr 
if (dacno.eq.l) then 
daerr - OUTDA(channel,value) 
else 





CB REVISION HISTORY 
C VERSXON BY 
c 1.0 A. de waal 










C FXLE : DATEST.FOR 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CN MODULE NAME datest 
CA FUNCTION 0'1'2815 Calibration and Testing Program 
cs CALL SEQUENCE Hain Program 
CI INPUT PARAMETERS None 
co OUTPUT PARAMETERS None 
CG GLOBAL VARIABLES None 
CH MODULES CALLED Fortran dainit(dacno,daerr), 
daout(dacno,channe1,value,daerr) 
DT2815 card errors ERROR CONDITIONS 
COMMENTS Initializes card and then writes indicated values 





















if (daerr.eq.04) then 
else 
write(*,*)' Initialized DAC#1' 
write(•,•)' Check that all outputs equal o volts• 
pause 









if (daerr.eq.04) then 
else 
write(*,*)' Initialized DAC#2' 
write(*,*)' Check that all outputs equal 4 milliamperes• 
pause 




c outputting minimum voltages to DT2815 card 
c 
30 continue 
do 40 chno = 0,3 
call daout(1,chno,o,daerr) 
if(~!~~;;;;~) ~~:~utting o units to channel',chno 
write(*,*)' Check that o volts appears on termination 
.+ panel' 
if (chno.eq.O) then 




elseif (daerr.eq.1) then 
write(*,*)' Error ocurred in writing low byte• 
goto 10 
elseif (daerr.eq.2) then 





C outputting minimum currents to DT2815 card 
c 
50 continue 
do 60 chno .. 0,5 
call daout(2,chno,O,daerr) 
if (daerr.eq.O) then 
write(*,*)' Outputting O units to channel',chno 
write(*,*)' Check that 4 mA appears on termination panel' 
if (chno.eq.O) then 




write(•,•)' Error·ocurred in,,. writing low byte' 
goto 20 
elseif (daerr.eq.2) then 





c outputting maximum voltages to DT2815 card 
c 
70 continue 
do 80 chno • 0,3 
call daoUt(1,chno,4095,daerr) 
if (daerr.eq.O) then 
write(*,*)' outputting 4095 units to channel',chno 
write(*,*)' Check that s volts appears on termination 
+ panel' 
if (chno.eq.O) then 




elseif (daerr.eq.1) then 
write(*,*)' Error ocurred in writing low byte' 
elseI~t(d!~rr.eq.2) then 





C outputting maximum currents to DT2815 card 
c 
90 continue 
do 100 chno • 0,5 
call daout(2,chno,4095,daerr) 
if (daerr.eq.O) then 
write(*,*)' outputting 4095 units to channel',chno 
write(",*)' Check that 20 mA appears on termination panel' 
if (chno.eq.o). then 




elseif (daerr.eq.1) then 
write(*,*)' Error ocurred in writing iow byte' 
goto 20 
elseif (daerr.eq.2) then 





write(•,•)' Do you wish to repeat the test? (Y/N)' 
read(*,'(A1)')ans 
if (ans.eq.'Y') ans= 'Y' 




CB REVISION HISTORY 
C VERSION BY 
c 1.0 A. de Waal 










C FILE : READOP.FOR 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CN MODULE NAME readop 
CA FUNCTION Read Outputs from DT2801 ADC Card 
cs CALL SEQUENCE call readop() 
CI INPUT PARAMETERS None 
co OUTPUT PARAMETERS None 
CG GLOBAL VARIABLES Include files: adpar.inc,iovar.inc 
CH MODULES CALLED Assembler: WAITDT,OUTP,INP 
CE ERROR CONDITIONS Card error 
cc COMMENTS Instructs DT2801 card to read outputs by writing to 
c the command register, waits for card to be ready, and 
c inputs output values from card. 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
subroutine readop() 




outpno = 1 




do 88 j = 1,8 
call WAITDT(stareg(i),readwt,1) 
iout = (int (INP(datreg(i)))) 
call WAITDT(stareg(i),readwt,1) 
lout = (int(INP(datreg(i))*256)) + iout 
if ((outpno.ie.10).or.(outpno.ge.15)) then 
output(outpno) = fixout(iout) 
e1se 
output(outpno) = iout 
endif 






































FILE : SETADP.FOR 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
MODULE NAME setadp 
FUNCTION Set DT2801 ADC Card Initialization Parameters 
CALL SEQUENCE call setadp() 
INPUT PARAMETERS None 
OUTPUT PARAMETERS None 
GLOBAL VARIABLES Include files: adpar.inc 
MODULES CALLED Assembler: OUTP,WAITDT,CONVRT 
ERROR CONDITIONS Card error 
COMMENTS Defines ADC card parameters (base addresses, wait 
cycle times and code words) for both of the DT2801 
cards in use. Then initia11zes both cards by writing 
to the data and co11l'.1Dand reqister addresses and 
polling the status register at the appropriate 
addresses in the I/O map, waiting for the card 
to be ready before the next byte of information 
is output to the card. 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
subroutine setadp() 







waitcm • 4 
writwt • 2 
.readwt .. 5 
crdclr - 1 
crdc1k • 3 
crdpar - 13 
crdrd = 14 
crdadi = 12 
crdstp = 15 
crderr = 2 
basadr(1) - 748 
basadr(2) = 750 
do 88 1 = 1,2 
comreg(i)"= basadr(i) + 1 
stareg(i) • basadr(i) + 1 
datreg(i) = basadr(i) 
call OUTP(comreg(i),crdstp) 









temper - (int (1.0/(1600.0•1.s•o.000002s))) + 1 






















c ········································································*···· CH REVISION HISTORY 
C VERSION BY 
c 1.1 A. de Waal 





c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• c 
C FILE : SETDAP.FOR 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CN MODULE NAME setdap 
CA FUNCTION Sets DT281S DAC Card !nitialization Parameters 
cs CALL SEQUENCE call dainit(dacno,daerr) 
CI INPUT PARAMETERS dacno: integer - DAC Number (not used) 
CO OUTPUT PARAMETERS daerr: integer - Set to 04 if no errors occurred 
c · in initia1ization of card 
CG GLOBAL VARIABLES None 
CM MODULES CALLED Assembler: RSTDA,RSTDAI,OUTP 

















daerr <> 04 - error, not ready for byte 
COMMENTS Resets both DT281S DAC cards, and then writes 
initialization bytes to the appropriate locations 
of the cards in the I/O space. ..................•....••..............•...•••••....................•••.•.... 
subroutine setdap() 
implicit inteqer•2 (R,O) 
integer•2 daerr,addr~,inidatv,addri,in1dat1,dacno 
addrV • S48 
inidatv - 11 
addri • SSO 
inidati = 13 
daerr s:s o 
continue 
daerr - RSTDA ( ) 
daerr • RSTDAI() 






·······-····································································· REVISION HISTORY 
VERSION BY DATE COMMENT 
1 .. 0 A. de waal 11-04-89 creation 
1.1 A. de Waal 06/01/90 Finally commented 
.••. ;!~~~ •••......•••••.•••...........•••••••••••••••.•••.•••.••••.••••....• 
C PILE : WRINP.FOR 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CN MODULE NAME wrinp 
CA FUNCTION Write Inputs to DT281S DAC Card 
cs CALL SEQUENCE cali wrinp() 
CI· INPUT PARAMETBJtS None 
CO OUTPUT PARAMETERS None 
CG GLOBAL VARIABLES None 
CM MODULBS CALLED Assemb1er: OUTDA(channel,value), 
C OUTDAI(channel,va1ue) 
CE EllltOR CONDITIONS daerr • O - No errors in write 
C • 1 - Error in writing 1ow data byte 
c - 2 - Error in writing hiqh data byte 
,c Should pass daerr va1ue back to,caliing procedure 
C Naughty, naughty·!· 
cc COMMENTS TO output data to a specified channel on one of the 
C DT281S D/A cards using assembler routines OUTDA and 
C OUTDAI. 
c ···············~····························································· subroutine wrinp() 
implicit 1nteqer•2 (0) 
$inc1ude: 'iovarainc' 
inteqer•2 i,inpno,daerr 
do 900 inpno • 1, 10 
if (inpno.le.6) then . 
daerr • OUTDAI((inpno-1),input(inpno)) 
e1se 




end c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CH REVISION aISTORY 
C VERSION BY 
C 1.0 A. de Weal 
c 1.1 A. de Waal 










N4) Assembler Modules: Menu Definition and Modified Fisher 
Routines 
A table of the names of assembler · routines 
definition of the HERIG package (MTEXT.ASM), 
for the menu 
and modified 
assembler routines written by Ian Fisher follows on the next 
page. The name of each subroutine and the page in the 
appendix on which it is listed, is given in the table. The 
modified routines of Fisher are all contained in the file 












; MODULE : ADrN 
; ************* 






















RS TD A 
RSTDAr 








1----------- Card addresses. 




EQU BASE_ADR+1 : command register address. 














BASE_ADR: Data register address. 
Card commands. 
04H ; Command wait. 
EQU 02H Write wait. 
EQU 05H Read wait. 




EQU OCH Read AD in. 
EQU OFH Stop the card. 
EQU 02H 
EQU OOH ; Zero gain on the card. 
OOH : Channe1 o. 
;-----------------------------·------------------------------------------
_BSS SEGMENT WORD PUBLrC 'BSS' 
_BSS ENDS 
CONST SE GHENT WORD PUBi.rc 'CONST' 
CONST ENDS 
J>ATA SEGMENT WORD PUBLrc 'DATA' 
_DATA ENDS 
_TEXT SEGMENT BYTE PUBLrc 'CODE' 
ASSUME CS: _TEXT 
ASSUME DS: DGROUP 
ASSUME SS: DGROUP 




outputs: To D/A channe1s. 
AX - status of reset. 
Ca11s: WArTCRD 
Destroys: F1ags. 
1 Description: Resets the vo1tage D/A card. 























































1 Inputs: None. 
1 outputs: To .D/A channe1s. 
527 
AX - status of reset. 
Cal.l.s: WAITCRD 
Destroys: Fl.ags. 
Description: Resets the current (mil.l.iamperes) D/A card. 























































output a val.ue to vol.tage D/A channel. 
err = OUTDA(channel,value) 
; ·outputs: err = O - no errors 
1 - low byte error 
2 - h!gh byte error 
Cal.l.s: 
Destroys: Fl.ags. 




























BX,DWORD PTR [BP+l.4] 
AX,WORD PTR ES:[BX] 
CL,4 . 
AX,CL 
BX,DWORD PTR [BP+l.8] 

















































































; Function: output a val._ue to current (mil.l.iamperes) D/A channel. 




err = O - no errors 
1 - iow byte error 
2 - high byte error 
Destroys: Flags. 



























BX,DWORD PTR [BP+14) 
AX,WORD PTR ES:[BX] 
CL,4 
AX,CL 
BX,DWORD PTR (BP+18) 






















































































address - address of port 
mask - condition flag (ANDed with input) 
function - Function: 00 - FLAG TO BE CLEAR 




Description: Waits for set of Conditions are Met 
:------------------------------------------------------------------------------


































BX,DWORD PTR [BP+24] 
DX,WORD PTR ES:[BX] 
BX,DWORD PTR [BP+20] 
CX,WORD PTR ES:[BX] 
BX,DWORD PTR [BP+16] 



























To input data from a port in the I/O map. 
data = INP(address) 
data - (integer•2) Data from port. 
adress - (inteqer*2) adress of ~ort. 
Calls: None. 
Destroys: Flags. 

























BX,DWORD PTR [BP+12] 












To output a byte to a port in the I/O map. 
call OUTP(address,data) 
address - (integer*2) Address of port. 
data - (integer*2) Data : truncated to a byte. 
1 Calls: None. 
Destroys: Flags. 





























BX,DWORD PTR (BP+14] 
AX,WORD PTR ES:(BX] 
BX,DWORD PTR (BP+18] 


























































BX,DWORD PTR [BP+14] 
CX,WORD PTR ES:[BX] 
BX,DWORD PTR [BP+18] 
AL,CH 
AH,AH 
WORD PTR ES:[BX],AX 
BX,DWORD PTR (BP+22] 
AL,CL 
AH,AH 










TITLE Sets up the menu data segments • 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
PUBLIC FBELP 
·········································································~··· REVISION HISTORY : 
VERSION BY DATE COMMENT 




;Function: Rig Running Program Menu Text 
: Termination characters. 
: ....•••...•............ 
EOM EQU 02 End of menu. 
EOS EQU 00 1 End of string. 
EOT EQU 04 End of table. 
ESC EQU 1BB 1 ESC character. 
HLP EQU 03 Start of help." 
Macro definitions . 
•••••••••••••••••• 
Set up menu data area. 
····~················· 
STARTHENU MACRO MENU_NUH 
MENU_DATA SEGMENT PUBLIC 'FAR_DATA' 
MENU&MENU_NUM LABEL BYTE 
MENU_DATA ENDS 
TABLE_DATA SEGMENT PUBLIC 'FAR_DATA' 
OW MENU__NUM " 
OW MENU&MENU_NUH 
TABLE_DATA ENDS 
MENU_DATA SEGMENT PUBLIC 'FAR_DATA' 
ENDM 







Menu data areas .. 
•••••••••••••••• 
TABLE_DATA SEGMENT WORD PUBLIC 'FAR_DATA' 
TABLE_DATA ENDS 
MENU_DATA SEGMENT WORD PUBLIC 'FAR_DATA' 
HENU_DATA ENDS 
MENU_DATA SEGMENT WORD PUBLIC 'FAR_DAT"' 
FHELP DB 'LOCI.BLP I ,o 
MENU_DATA ENDS 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 




DB 'option1',BLP,'Description of option1 1 ,o 




'option(n-1) 1 ,HLP,'Description of option(n-1)',0 
'option(n)',BLP,'Descriptlon of option(n)',0 
EOM 
STARTXENU and ENDMENU are macros defined above, 'number' is parameter of 
1 the macro : STARTMENU. 
BLP and EOM have been defined in the equates above. 
'number' defines the menu to be used when c"alling DOHEHU from FORTRAN. 
The 'number' can be any value except o, this is used by the system to 
define the end of the menu data area and tables. 
For a description of how the menu is displayed, see the routine : DOMENU 
which resides in the module DOMENU.ASM • 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1 Menu definition. 
; •.•.....••..•... 
STARTKENU 1 
DB 'Param',BLP,'Load/Save/Hodify rig parameters .. ',O 
DB 'Run' ,HLP, 'Run heat exchanger rig .. ' ,O 
DB 'Beplot',BLP,'Plot heat exchanger test data.',O 

















'Load',BLP,'Load rig parameters.',O 
'Save',BLP,'Save rig parametera.',O 
'Hodify',HLP,'Modify rig parametera.',0 
EOK 
111 
'Xnputs',BLP,'Load values for input settings. 1 ,0 
'Satpoints',HLP,'Load values for setpoint settings.',O 
'Test',HLP,'Load step test data for p1otting.',O 
'Frcon',BLP,'Load Frequency Domain Controller.',0 
'LQGcon',HLP,'Load LQG Controller.',O 
































































'Inputs',HLP,'Save current input settings.',O 
'Setpoints',HLP,'Save current setpoint settlngs. 1 ,0 
'Data',BLP,'Save step test data.',O 
'Frcon',HLP,'Save Frequency Domain Contro11er.',0 
'LQGcon',HLP,'Save LQG Controller.',0 
'Runpar',BLP,'Save riq running parameters.',O 
EOM 
l.13 
'Runpar',HLP,'Edit rig running parameters.',O 
'LQGcon',HLP,'Edit LQG controller.',0 
'TrPrec',HLP,'Edit Steady-state Precompensator Gain Hatrix.',O 
EOM 
l.l.34 
'Contr',BLP,'Edit Controller Gain Matrix.',O 
'Obser',HLP,'Edit Observer Gain Hatrix.',O 
EOM 
12 
'Fcon',BLP,'Allow Rig to Run using Frequency Domain Control only.',O 
'F+LQGcon',HLP,'Al.l.ow Rig to Run using Frequency Domain and LQG Control.',O 
EOM 
122 
'Format',HLP,'Edit Format of Real-Time Rig Data Plots.•,o 
'Scales',HLP,'Edit scales of Real-Time Rig Data Plots. 1 ,0 
'Perturb',HLP,'Edit Specifications of Perturbations to Process.',O 
'Go',HLP,'Start Running Process.',O 
'Param',BLP,'Load/Save/Edit Rig Parameters.',O 
EOH 
13 
'ASet',HLP,'~lot responses of L1 To L4.',0 
'BSet',HLP,'P1ot responses of F1, F2, T10 and T6.',0 
'CSet',BLP,'P1ot responses of TS, T8, T3 and T1.',0 
'DSet',BLP,'Plot responses of T7, T4, T9 and T2. 1 ,0 
'User',BLP,'Plot responses ohosen by user.',O 
EOM 
131 
'Select',HLP,'Select logged data to be plotted.',O 
'Format',HLP,'Choose plotting format.',O 







'NoiseDist',HLP,'Specify Sinusoidal Noise/Disturbances.',O 






NS) HERIG Include Files 
A table of the names of the global variable groupings in the 
· HERIG system include files follows on the next page. The 
name of each group of global variables is given in the table, 
together with the include file in which it is located and the 
page in the appendix on which it is listed. 
534 
ad par ADPAR.INC Specification Data for Analog Interface Cards 535 
convar CONVAR.INC Stabilizing PI Controller Variables 535 
def nam DEFNAK.INC Filename and pathnames. 535 
grlab GRLAB.INC Group Response Data Plot Labels and Specs 535 
heblock HEBLOCK.INC Heat Exchanger Block Diagram Dimensions/Specs 535 
iovar IOVAR.INC CUrrent Input/Output/Setpoint Values • 535 
keys KEYS.INC Keyboard constants. 535 
logval LOGVAL.INC Arrays of .Logged Response Data and Details 536 
run var RUNVAR.INC Rig Running Mode and Other Run Variables 536 
screen SCREEN.INC Bloc Diagram Run Screen Titles/Specs 536 
sysnms SYSNMS.INC System I/O names, matrix names and system titles. 536 
syst SYST.INC State-space System Matrices 536 
time! TIME.INC Part of the state variables for the time simulation. 536 
' 
time2 TIME.INC Part of the state variables for the time simulation. 536 
time3 TIME.INC Arrays for time simulation axes settings. 537 
time4 TIME.INC Arrays for time simulation axes settings. 537 
c 
C INCLUDE FILE : ADPAR.INC 
c ···········································································~· CN COMMON NAME adpar 
CA DESCRIPTION : Specification Data for Analog Interface cards 
CP PARAMETERS : 
c 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• inteqer•2 comreg(2),stareg(2),datreg(2) 
integer•2 readwt,writwt,waitcm,crdrd 
common /advar/ comreq,stareg,datreg 
common /adcom/ readwt,writwt,waitcm,crdrd 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• c 
C INCLUDE FILE : CONVAR.INC 
c ··························~·················································· CN COMMON NAME : convar 












common /convar/ pptr,gptr,inpmap,outmap,setmap, 
+ prop,intq,error,dlyerr,conlod 
common /sfrequ/ hertz 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C INCLUDE FILE : DEFNAM.INC 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• CN COMMON NAME def nam 














outpth - Save pathname. 
inpath - Load pathname. 
lqanam - Filen&me for Analysed LQtl Design Information. 
lqgnam - Filename for LQG Design Information (Not Analysed). 
deanam - Filename for Analysed Non-LQG Design rnformation. 
desnam - Filename for Non-LQC Design Information (Not Analysed). 
pronam - Filename for Process Dataa 
qrna• - Filename for Q, R, Ql and Rl Matrix Information. 
knam - Filename for Kc and Kf Matrix Information. 
de~nam - Filename for Package Default Setting Information. 
·························~··················································· 
character•25 outpth,inpath 
character•5 def dir 
character•25 infnam,fname,mname,pernam 
character•so usenam 
common /defnam/ outpth,inpath 
common /filnam/ defdir,infnam,fname,mname,pernam,usenam 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 
C IHCLUDE FXLE : GRLAB.INC c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CN COMMON NAME : grlab 







common /labcon/ xlpos,ylpos,lablen,stepll,stinll,9rbrf1 
common /labstr/ label,stplab,grbrf ,stpins 








INCLUDE FILE : BEBLOCK.INC 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CO-ON NAME : heblock 







~ cbaracter•4 tenam(2,10),fsnam(2,2),lsnam(2,4),cvnam(2,6), 
+ atnam(2,4),tnam(4) 
co111tOn /blvals/ resw,resh,vline,h1!ne,tw,th,chw,chh 
co11110n /blnam/ tsnam,fsnam,lsnam,cvnam,stna•,tnam 
co1111<>n /blcmap/ posts,posfs,posls,poscv,posst,post,optxin,optyin 
common x,y,xo,yo,xpos,ypos 
c ··································································~·········· c 
C INCLUDE FILE : IOVAR.INC 
c ·······················································~····················· CN COMMON NAME : iovar 
CA DESCRIPTION : current Input/OUtput/Setpoint Values 
CP PARAMETERS 
c 
c ········································~~··································· integer•2 input(10),setp(10),output(16) 
cotmon /iovar/ input,setp,,·output 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 
C INCLUDE FILE : KEYS.INC 
c ····················································~························ CN COMMON NAME keys 













c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• c 
C INCLUDE FILE : LOGVAL.INC 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• CH COJIJION NAME 1oqval. 

















common /values/ inpval.,outval,setval. 
common /stepid/ stepid 
common /samp1/ samp1 
common /sfraqu/ hertz 
common /1ogprs/ 1ogged 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
INCLUDE FILE : RUNVAR.INC 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
COJIJION HAKE - • runvar 








common /runmod/ mode 
common /runf1g/ chscr,1og,quit 
common /runval/ ·inpno,setpno,,outpno,step1v ....•...............................•........•.........•••...........•....... 
C INCLUDE FILE : SCREEN.INC 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CH COJIJION HAKE : screen 








common /scrlen/ titlen,brf1en,optlen 
common /scrnam/ optit1,optbrf,opt 
C INCLUDE FILE : SYSMNS.INC 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CH ' COMMON NAME sysnms 
CA DESCllIPTION system I/O names, matrix names and system titl.es. 
CP PARAMETERS 
c inpnms - System input names. 
c outnms - System output names. 
C prjnm - Project title. 




comm.on /sysnms/ inpnms,outnms,prjnm,engnms 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 
C INCLUDE FILE : SYST.INC 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CH COJIJION NAME : syqt 
CA DESCRIPTION : State-space System Matrices 





parameter (id = 15, 







cowmon /sasdat/ a,b,c,kci,kfi,q1,r1,kc,q,r,kf ,ptrsst 
co11110n /syst/ syst 
co11110n /precom/ precom 
C INCLUDE FXLE : TIME.INC 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CH COKKON NAME : ti•e1 
CA DESCllXPTXON : Part of the state variab1es for the ti•e simu1ation. 



















common /simutl./ swdxdt,xo,dxdt 
common /time1/ xn,un,rn,vn,yn,ynact,zn,,nn,xnobs,ynobs,xndis 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
COMMON NAME :·time2 
DESCRIPTION :-Part of the state variab1ee for the time simulation. 
PARAMETERS 
ti - current time. 
dt - Time increment. 
tend - Time 1imit. 
c1(i) - Runga-Kutta dxdt summing weights. 
c2(i) - Runga-Kutta xn ca1cu1ation time incre•ents. 
obsinc - Observer inc1uded(O) or excl.uded(1). 
coninc - contro11er inc1uded(O) or exc1uded(1). 
setp1t - Plot(O) or Not Plot(1) eetpoints 
inpp1t - P1ot(O) or Not P1ot(1) inputs 
















ostplt - Plot(O) or Not Plot(l) observer states 
Stp
pnstpp(lit) - Plot(O) or ~ot Plot(l) process states 
l , - NUl!lber of input to be stepped. 
stpdat(i) - Time at which input is to be stepped. 
stpinc(i) - Step-size. 
twmax - Time Maximum width (dots). 
twstrt - Time X start point. 
thmax - Time Maximum height (.dots). 
thstrt - Time Y start point. 
twidth - Time No. of plots across the page. 
theigh - Time No. of plots down the page. 
txdel - Time Width of one plot (dots). 







co111111on /time2/ ti,dt,tend,cl,c2, _ 





CH OOKHON NAME time3 
CA DESCRIPTION Arrays for time simulation axes settings. 
CP PARAMETERS 
c xtlim - X axes bounds. 
C ytlim - Y axes bounds. 
c tscale Axes scales (dots/unit). 
C tcentre - Axes centre (dots and units). 
C tgraph - Temporary array used to draw axes. c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
real•8 xtlim(3),ytlim(3,10),tscale(2,l0),tcentr(4,10) 
integer•2 tgraph(4) 
common /time3/ xtlim,ytlim,tscale,tcentr,tgraph 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CH OOKHON NAME : time4 
CA DESCRIPTION : Arrays for time simulation axes settings. 






common /time4/ ninc,dinc,rinc,ntyp,dtyp,rtyp,nchset,dchset,rchset, 





N6) HERIG Development/Execution Information 
The required subroutines and other program modules for the 
development of the HERIG package are grouped into libraries 
of object code. These libraries (and some other object 
files) are then linked to the object file HERIG.OBJ compiled 
from the main program to form the executable file, HERIG.EXE. 
The following instrucution shown in bold type is given to the 




The object modules herig.obj, runrig.obj, herun.obj, 
lqgtyp.obj, lqgrun.obj, logval.obj and lodlqg.obj are linked, 
together with the modules grouped in the libraries iglib.lib, 
helib.lib, pltlib.lib, adlib.lib, inlib.lib, iolib.lib, 
tmplib.lib, simlib.lib and edlib.lib, by the Microsoft 
LINKer. The tables that follow show which data and object 
modules are grouped together in the indicated libraries. 
Tables have already been produced in Appendix M (M8} for the 
libraries. iglib.lib, iolib.lib simlib and edlib.lib, which 
are common to both packages developed, and these are not 
repeated. The modules are indicated in capital letters, 
while the file in which the modules are located are indicated 
by lowercase type. 
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Module File Module File 
ADCOM •••• .... readop ADVAR •••• . ... readop 
CONVRT ••• .... adutil DELAY •••• .... adutil 
INP •••••• .... adutil IOVAR •••• .... wrinp 
OUTDA •••• . . . . adutil OUTDAI ••• .... adutil 
OUTP ••••• . . . . adutil READOP ••• . ... readop 
RSTDA •••• .... adutil RSTDAI ••• .... adutil 
SETADP ••• .... setadp SETDAP ••• .... setdap 
WAITDT ••• .... adutil WRINP •••• .... wrinp 
Table N8.1: Modules in the library adlib.lib 
Module File Module File 
ARHEAD ••• .... arhead AUTPER ••• .... fixset 
BLCMAP ••• .... rblock BLMAP •••• . ... blmap 
BLNAM •••• · .... rblock BLVALS ••• . ... rblock 
COMMQQ ••• .... rblock CONALG ••• .... conalg 
CONVAR ••• .... conalg FHELP •••• . ... mtext 
FIXDAT ••• .... fixdat FIXOUT ••• . ... fixout 
FIXSET ••• .... fixset FIXSTP ••• . ... fixstp 
HEBLOC ••• .... heblock IOVAR •••• . ... updscr 
KEY •••••• .... runkey LABCON ••• . ... grldat 
LABSTR ••• .... grldat LOGPRS ••• . ... fixdat 
MANPER ••• .... fixdat MODFR •••• .•.. runkey 
RBLOCK ••• .... rblock RUNFLG ••• . .• .. typscr 
RUNKEY ••• .••. runkey RUNMOD ••• . ..• typscr 
RUNVAL ••• .... typscr SAMPL •••• . ... updscr 
SCRCON ••• .... blmap SCRLEN ••• . ... typscr 
SCRNAM ••• •••. typs~r SFREQU ••• •... fixdat 
STEP ID ••• .... runkey STPPER ••• . ..• fixstp 
TYPSCR ••• . • • . typscr UPDSCR ••• . ... updscr 
VALUES ••• .... fixdat 
Table NS.2: Modules in the library helib.lib 
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Module File Module File 
ADSTAT ••• •••• init BLNAM •••• • ••• ini t 
BLVALS ••• • • • • ini t CONVAR ••• • ••• inicon 
DEFNAM ••• • • • • ini t FILNAM ••• • ••• ini t 
INICON ••• •••• inicon IN I LOG ••• •••• inilog 
INIOVR ••• •••• iniovr INIT ••••• •••• ini t 
INSNAM ••• • • • • ini t IOVAR •••• •••• iniovr 
KEY ••••• ~ •••• init LABCON ••• •••• ini t 
LABSTR ••• •••• init LOGPRS ••• •••• inilog 
MODFR •••• •••• inilog PLCOMM ••• •••• init 
PLOTOP ••• •••• init PRECOM ••• •••• ini t 
RUNFLG ••• •••• ini t RUNINI ••• • ••• runini 
RUNMOD ••• •••• init RUNVAL ••• • ••• ini t · 
SAMPL •••• •••• inilog SCALOP ••• • ••• ini t 
SCRLEN ••• •••• ini t SCRNAM ••• • ••• init 
SFREQU ••• •••. inilog SIMUTL ••• •••• ini t 
SSSDAT ••• •••• init STEPID ••• •••• inilog 
SYSNMS ••• • • • • ini t SYST ••••• •••• ini t 
TIMEl •••• . . . . ini t TIME2 •••• .... ini t 
TIME3 •••• • ••• ini t TIME4 •••• •• ~.init 
VALUES ••• •••• inilog 
Table N8.3: Modules in the library inlib.lib 
Module File Module File 
AUTPER ••• ~ ••• heplot FORMPL ••• •••• formpl 
HEPLOT ••• •••• heplot INSNAM ••• • ••• selpl 
KEY •••••• •••• servop LABCON ••• • ••• heplot 
LABSTR ••• •••• heplot LOGPRS ••• •••• heplot 
MANPER ••• •••• heplot ONEPL •••• • ••• onepl 
PLCOMM ••• •••• formpl PLOTOP ••• •••• selpl 
PRSEL •••• •••• prsel RUNMOD ••• • ••• heplot 
SAMPL •••• •••• heplot SCALOP ••• • ••• usplot 
SELPL ••.•• •••• selpl SERVOP ••• • ••• servop 
SFREQU ••• •••• heplot STEPID ••• •••• heplot 
STPPER ••• •••• heplot USPLOT ••• • ••• us plot 
VALUES ••• • • • • hep lot 
Table N8.4: Modules in the library pltlib.lib 
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Module File Module File 
DATA ••••• •••• data EXCUSE ••• •••• excuse 
HEPAR •••• •••• hepar IADDEG ••• •••• iaddeg 
IADPER ••• •••• iadper IDEGRC ••• •••• idegrc 
IMXMN •••• •••• imxmn IMXMNS ••• •••• imxmns 
IPERC •••• •••• iperc KEYERR ••• • ••• keyerr 
MLMVI2 ••• •••• mlmvi2 MLMVR8 ••• •••• mlmvra 
MXMN ••••• • • • • mxmn MXMNS •••• •••• mxmns 
MXMNT •••• •••• mxmnt PERVVN ••• • ••• pervvn 
PRECOM ••• • ••• pervvn RDEGRC ••• •••• rdegrc 
RNDNRM ••• •••• rndnrm RPERC •••• • ••• rperc 
SIMUTL ••• •••• pervvn SSSDAT. ~. • ••• pervvn 
SYST ••••• •••• pervvn TIMEl •••• • ••• pervvn 
TIME2 •••• •••• pervvn TIME3 •••• • ••• pervvn 
TIME4 •••• • ••• pervvn URAND •••• •••• urand 
Table N8.5: Modules in the library tmplib.lib 
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APPENDIX C> 
MODEL Gft(s): FLOW INPUTS TO TEMPERATURE OUTPUTS 
In this appendix, the elements of Gft(s) relating the flow 
inputs Fl and F2 to the temperature outputs Tl and TS are 
determined. 
< 
Plots of the appropriate output responses to the stepping of 
each input are shown in figures 01 to 012. The transfer 
functions characterizing each response are also ·evaluated and 
quoted with each plot. These transfer. functions were derived 
with the assistance . of the NELM algorithm (Astrom & 
Wittenmark, 1984), and the fitted response data is plotted on 
the same axes as the observed step test response data. 
Each transfer function element de;termined is indicated in 
table 01, together with the input stepped and output response 
observed in determining the element and the plot labels. 
Element Input Output Figure 
gftij(S) stepped Observed Number 
gft11 (s) Fl(s) Tl(s) 01 
gft21 (s) Fl(s) T5(s) 02 
gft12 (s) F2(s) Tl(s) 03 
gft22 (s) F2(s) T5(s) 04 
gft12 (s) F2(s) Tl(s) 05 
gft22 (s) F2(s) T5(s) 06 
gft12 (s) F2(s) Tl(s) 07 
gft22 (s) F2(s) T5(s) 08 
gft11 (s) Fl(s) Tl(s) 09 
gft21 (s) Fl(s) T5(s) 010 
gft11 (s) Fl(s) Tl(s) 011 
gft21 (s) Fl(s) TS(s) 012 
Table 0.1: Key· to Flow to Temp Model Identification Plots 
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0.1) Presentation and Analysis of Response Data 
. 
0.1.1) Stepping Flow Fl, Observing Response of Temp Tl 
The O/L response of temp output Tl to a +820 unit step change 
in the flow input Fl is shown in· figure 01 as channel 1, 
while the.fitted response (using NELM) is shown as channel 2. 













Ch 1: tCASllEl Ch 2: FITTED 
Figure 01: Open Loop Response · and Fitted Transfer 
Function : gft11{s) 
Transfer Function: 
-0.144 
Delay = 50.0 sec 
1 + 769.2s 
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0.1.2) Stepping Flow Fl, Observing Response of Temp T5 
The O/L response of temp output T5 to a +820 unit step change 
in the flow input Fl is shown in figure 02 as channel 1, 
while the fitted response (using NELM) is shown as channel 2. 
















Ch 2: nmo 
Open Loop Response and Pitted Transfer 
PUnction : gft21 (s) 
Transfer Function: 
-0.509 
= Delay = 70.0 sec 
1 + 337.4s 
• 
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0.1. 3) Stepping Flow F2, Observing Response of Temp Tl-_ 
_ The O/L response of temp output Tl to a +820 unit step change 
in the flow input F2 is shown in figure 03 as channel 1, 













Ol l: rEASlJE) 
Figure 03: 
RESPO~rsE : R~ONSE REGRES)ION: 
Till!! (sec] 
6. 
Oi 2: nnro 
Open Loop Response and Fitted Transfer 
Function : gft12(s) 
Transfer Function: 
0.358 
gft12 Cs) = Delay = 10.0 sec 
1 + 1123.6S 
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0.1.4) Stepping Flow F2, Observing Response of Temp T5 
The O/L response of temp output TS to a +820 unit step change 
in the flow input F2 is shown in figure 04 as. channel 1, 
while the fitted response (using N~LM) is shown as channel 2. 











0.00 1. 6 1.00 
Ch 1: r£AStRD Ch 2: nmo 
Figure 04: Open Loop Response and Fitted Transfer 
Function : gft22 (s) 
Transfer Function: 
0.731 
Delay = o.o sec 
1 + 537.6s 
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0.1.5) Stepping Flow F2, Observing Response of Temp Tl 
The O/L resp. of temp output Tl to a •1299 unit step change 
in the flow input F2 is shown in figure 05 as channel 1, 















Ch 1: ('[ASlllEll 
Figure 05: 
t. 
Ch 2: nnrn 
Open Loop Response. and Fitted Transfer 
FUnction : gft1 2(s) 
Transfer Function: 
0.301 
gft12 (s) Delay 5.0 sec = = 
1 + 735.3s 
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0.1.6) Stepping Flow F2, Observing Response of Temp TS 
The O/L resp. of temp output T5 to a -1229 unit step change 
in the flow input F2 is shown in figure 06 as channel 1, 













Ch 1: l'(ASlm) 
Figure 06: 
1. 
RESP01\1SE: RESPONSE REGRESSION: 
Ch 2: F1TTED 
Time[~ 
' - CtO 
Open Loop Response and Fitted Transfer. 
Transfer Function: 
0.701 
Delay = o.o sec 
1 + 529.ls 
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0.1.7) Stepping Flow F2, Observing Response of Temp Tl 
The O/L response of temp output Tl to a +410 unit step change 
in the flow input F2 is shown in figure 07 as channel 1, 














Ch 1: l£flSllEI 
Figure 07: 
1 
RESPONSE: RESPONSE REGRESSION: 
Ti1e CserJ 
6 • 
Ch 2: nnrn 
Open Loop Response and Fitted Transfer 
Function : qft12(s) 
Transfer Function: 
0.236 
gft12 (s) = Delay = 10.0 sec 
1 + 925.9s 
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0.1.8) Stepping Flow F2, Observing Response of Temp TS 
. The O/L response of temp output TS to a +410 unit step change 
in the flow input F2 is shown in figure 08 as channel 1, . 











Ch 1: IEASIJIED 
Figure 08: 
RESPONSE : R~NSE REGRESSION: 
Tile [se<"J 
1. . -:wJ 
Ch 2: F'ITIED 
Open Loop Response and Fitted Transfer 
Function : gft22(s) 
Transfer Function: 
0.831 
= Delay = 0.0 sec 
1 + 463.0s 
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o .1. 9) ·Stepping Flow Fl, Observing Response of Temp Tl 
The O/L resp. of temp output Tl to a -1229 unit step change 
in the flow input Fl is shown in figure 09 as channel 1, 
while the fitted response (using NELM) is shown as channel 2. 












Ch 1: l[ASUl£ll Ch 2: FITIED 
Figure 09: Open Loop Response and Fitted Transfer 
Transfer Function: 
-0.204.,.. . 
Delay = 70.0 sec 
1 + 1087.0s 
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0.1.10) Stepping Flow Fl, Observing Response of Temp TS 
The O/L resp. of temp output TS to a -1229 unit step change 
in the flow input Fl is shown in figure 010 as channel l, 













Ch 1: ('[ASIJ(£[) 
Figure 010: 
RESPONSE: RESPONSE REGRESSION: 
Tille [sec] 
L 
Ch 2: nmo 
Open Loop Response and Fitted Transfer 
Transfer Function: 
-0.642 
= - Delay = 50.0 sec 
1 + 523.6s 
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0.1.11) stepping Flow Fl, Observing Response of ,Temp Tl 
The O/L response of temp output Tl to a +410 unit step change 
in the flow input Fl is shown in figure 01 as channel 1, 










RESPONSE : R~NSE REGRESSION: 
271. 
260.++-t-t--t-t--+-t--t-t-t-t-H-H-H-++-t-t-H-H-H--H-t-t-+-1--H--H-Hr;--<1-H-HH-1H-"~ 
0. 00 L ;' ... 00 
Ch l: l£AStJlEl) Ch 2: mrro 
Figure 011: Open Loop Response and Pitted Transfer 
runction : gft11(s) 
Transfer Function: 
-0.248 
Delay = 60.0 sec 
1 + 719.4S 
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0.1.12) Stepping Flow Fl, Observing Response of Temp T5 
The O/L response of temp output TS to a +410 unit step change 
in the flow input Fl is shown in figure 012 as channel 1, 
while the fitted response (using NELM) is shown as channel 2. 












Ch 1: l'£ASlllED Ch 2: F1ITTD 
Figure 012: Open Loop Response and Fitted Transfer 
Function : gft21 (s) 
Transfer Function: 
-0.660 
Delay = ao.o seq 
1 + 278.6s 
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APPENDIX P 
TRANSFORMATION OF PROCESS INTO STATE SPACE DESCRIPTION 
The frequency-domain description of the heat excha~ger 
process model, relating the flow inputs to the outlet 
temperature outputs, is assumed to be in the form shown in 
(P.1). 
Kll K12 
1 + sT11 1 + sT12 
Gft(S) = (P.1) 
K21. K22 
1 + sT21 1 + sT22 
The description ( P. 1) can be transformed, by direct 
programming, 






AX(t) + BU(t) 
CX(t) 
system description 
( p. 2) 






































( p. 4) 
( p. 5) 
J 
(P.6) 
The matrices A, B and C obtained are checked by performing 
the multiplication G(s) = C(sI - A)-lB and it is found that 
the resultant G(s) correctly equals the original expression 
for Grt<s> in (P.1). 
The process states are now rearranged to ensure that two of 
them equal the process outputs. 
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Define new vector of states Z(t) such that: 
X(t) = T Z(t) (P.7) 
or, equivalently, 
Z(t) = T-l X(t) (P.8) 
so, 
d/dt(X(t)) = A X(t) + 8 U(t) (P.9) 
T-1 d/dt(X(t)) = T-l AX(t) + T-1 8 U(t) (P.10) 
d/dt( Z(t)) = T-1 A T Z(t) + T-1 8 U(t) (P.11) 
d/dt(Z(t)) = A' Z(t) + B' U{t) (P.12) 
Also output equation: 
Y(t) = C X(t) 
= C T Z(t) 
= C' Z(t) (P.13) 
The process is thup transformed into a new state-space system 
description (P.12) .. (P.13). This description can be used in 
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the design of a state feedback control law for the process 
provided that the system (P.12) .. (P.13) is controllable and 
observable. 
Now consider the output equation for the new system: 
Y(t) C T Z(t) (P.14) 
It is thus possible to ensure that the states z 1 (t) and z 4 (t) 
equal the process outputs y1 (t) and y 2 (t) by choosing_ T so 


































yields the possible solution: 
1.0 o.o o.o 
J -K11/K12 o.o o.o o.o -K22/K21 o.o o.o 1.0 l/K22 
(P.17) 
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Multiplying C with this solution for T produces the required 
result (P.2a), meaning that the state space description of 
the process has been modified sufficiently to realize two of 
the states to be equal to the outputs. 
The modified system matrices for the transformed system 





































The matrices A', B' and C' are once again checked by 
performing the multiplication G(s) = C' (sI - A' )-1B' and it 
is found that the resultant G( s) · again correctly equals the 
original expression for Gft(s) in (P.l). 
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APPENDIX Q 
VERIFICATION OF PERFORMANCE INDEX DATA: SYSTEM 2 
Q.l) Individual Performance Index Plots and Analysis 
Low Freq Band 
( x 10-3 rad/sec) 
4.35 5.22 Maximum 
l!Tyo{s)llmax (dB) o.o o.o o.o 
llTuo{s) llmax (dB) -a.o -7.7 -7.7 
llTYH{s) llmax (dB) -15~0 -15.6 -15.0 
llTUlf{s) llmax (dB) -8.0 ....,7. 7 -7.7 
II SEy { s) 'II max (.dB) o.o o.o o.o 
llSEtJ(s)llmax (dB) -15.0 -16.1 -15.0 . 
II ERR{ s) II max (dB) 1.13 1.00 1.13 
llTUR{s) llmax (dB) o.o o.o o.o 
Table 0.1: Values of Each Performance Index at Two 
Indicated Frequencies in Low Frequency Band 
and the Maximum of these two values. 
(Obtained from Figures Q.1.to Q.4) 
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Intermediate Freq Band 
( x io-2 rad/sec) 
1. 31 1. 57 Maximum 
llTyo(s) llmax (dB) o.o o.o o.o 
llTuo(s) llmax (dB) -7.1 -7.1 -7.1 
llTYN(s) llmax (dB) -22.3 ·-24.1 -22.3 
-
II TUN ( s >II max (dB) -7.1 -7.1 -7.1 
llSEy(s) llmax (dB) o.o o.o o.o 
-
llSEtJ(s) llmax (dB) -22.3 -24.1 -22.3 
llERR(s) llmax (dB) 0.54 0.45 0.54 
llTUR(s) llmax (dB) o.o o.o o.o 
Table 0.2: Values of Each Performance Index at Two 
Indicated Frequencies in Interm. Frequency 
Band and the Maximum of these two values. 
(Obtained from Figures Q.1 to Q.4) 
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High Freq Band 
( x 10-2 rad/sec) 
2.13 2.61 Maximum 
llTyo(s) llmax (dB) o.o o.o o.o 
llTuo(s) llmax (dB) -7.1 -7.1 -7.1 
. llTyN(s) llmax (dB) -26.3 -28.1 -26.3 
llTUN(s) llmax (dB) -7.1 -7.1 
. -7.1 
llSEy(s) llmax (dB) o.o o.o o.o 
llSEu(s) llmax (dB) -26.8 -28.6 -26.8 
II ERR( s) II max . (dB) 0.36 0.27 0.36 
llTUR(s) llmax (dB) o.o o.o o.o 
Table 0.3: Values of Each Performance Index at Two 
Indicated . Frequencies in High Frequency . Band 
and the Maximum of these two values. 
(Obtained from Figures Q.1 to Q~4) 
( 
Perfol'ftlance Index Plot: Press F3 for analysis 













Noise Attenu~tion PerfoMnnce l~dex D~ta Plot 
Trace 1: Input Performance Trace 2: Output PerfoJ'llance 
Figure 0.1: System 2 - Noise Transmission Index Plots 
Perfo!'fllance Index Plot: Press F3 for analysis 












Trace 1: Input Performance Trace z: Output Perfor•ance 




Perfol'flliance Index Plot: Press F3 for analysis 
10.0 [Decibels = 28*Log(Magnitude)J 
0.885 0.010 0.016 0.021 0.026 
-10.0 .. 
-20.0 






Sensitivity PerfoMance lnde\ Data Plot 
Trace 1: Input PerforMance Trace 2: Output Perfor•ance 
Figure 0.3: System 2 - Sensitivity Index Plots 
PerforNance Index Plot: Press F3 For analysis 




0.48 ........... 2 






Trace 1: Input Performance Trace 2: Output Perfor•ance 
Figure 0.4: System 2 - Control Effort and Tracking Error 
Index Plots 
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Low Freq Band 








Output D->Y 10.4 10.0 0.34 
Input D->U 3.2 3.9 -8.18 
Output N->Y · 0.5 2.2 -13.15 
Input N->U 3.3 3.9 -8.18 
Error R->E I 11.0 12.0 1.58 
Input R->U 10.5 10.8 0.66 
Maximum Simulated Amplitudes of Response, 
HRmax to Perturbations in Low Frequency Band 
with Apert = 10 units. 









Intermediate Frequency Band 







Output D->Y 10.0 10.5 0.42 
Input D->U 3.5 4.0 -7.96 
output N->Y 0.25 1.2 -18.42 
Input N->U 3.5 4.1 _;,7. 74 
Error R->E 
(. 
10.2 11.0 0.82 
Input R->U 10.3 10.5 0.42 
Maximum Simulated Amplitudes of Response, 
M'.Rmax to Perturbations in Intermediate 
.Frequency Band with Apert = 10 units. 










High Freq Band 







output D->Y 10.0 10.5 0.42 
Input · D->U 3.5 4.0 -7.96 
Output N->Y 0.15 0.79 -22.05 
_/ 
Input N->U 3.6 4.1 -7.74 
Error R->E 10.0 10.5 0.42 
Input R->U 10.3 10.3 0.25 
Maximum Simulated Amplitudes of Response, 
MRmax to Perturbations in High Frequency Band 
with Apert = 10 units. 
(Obtained from Figures Q.5 to Q.17) 
System TiMe Simulation : Heat Exch.,A. de Waal 
t:Setp, 2:Jnp, 3:0utp, 4:Err, Sn:Pro Staten, S8n:Ohs Staten 
Hit ESC to quit, F3 to list OIP 





I f 2.00 
t.ee 1.00 







1t 0 f ·~ ~ 10 ! ill 0 . 'rJ04 









Figure 0.5: System 2 - Simulated Response of Inputs to Low 
Frequency Sensor Noise 
System Time Simulation: Heat Exch.,A. de Waal 
t:Setp, 2:Jnp, 3:0utp, 4:Err, Sn:Pro Staten, S8n:Obs Staten 
Hit ESC to uit, F3 to list OIP 











Figure 0.6: System 2 - Simulated Response of Inputs to 
Interm. Frequency sensor Noise 
2 
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Syste11 Ti•e Simulation: Heat Exch.,A. de Waal 
t:Setp, 2:Inp, 3:0utp, 4:Err, Sn:Pro State n, S8n:Ohs State n 
Hit ESC to quit, F3 to list OIP 
5.80 1 5.00 
4.80 4.00 
I~ 3.00 3.00 2.00 2.00 
I I 
I l 
1.00 1.00 J I 
I I 
I I 
' I I 
I I J 
I \ 
-1.00 
1 I -1.00 1 1 
1 I 
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I l I I 
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I I ] J 1 
\ I I I l 
I ~ 1 ! 
Figure 0.7: System 2 - simulated Response of Inputs to 
High Frequency Sensor Noise 
System Time Si•ulation: Heat Exch., A. de Waal 
t:Setp, 2:Inp, 3:0utp, 4:Err, Sn:Pro Staten, 88n:Ohs Staten 
Hit ESC to uit, F3 to list OIP 










Figure 0.8: System 2 - Simulated Response of Outputs to 




System TiMe Simulation: Heat Exch.,A. de Waal 
1:Setp. 2:1np. 3:0utp, 4:Err, Sn:Pro Staten. S8n:Obs Staten 













Figure 0.9: System 2 - Simulated Response of Inputs to Low 
Frequency Disturbances 
Syste• TiMe Simulation: Heat Exch., A. de Waal 
1:Setp, 2:1np, 3:0utp, 4:Err, Sn:Pro Staten, S8n:Obs Staten 
Hit ESC to quit, P3 to list OIP 
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Figure 0.10: system 2 - Simulated Response of Inputs to 




System TiMe SiMU ation: Heat Exch.,A. de Waal 
1:Setp1 2:Inp, 3:0utp, 4:Err, 8n:Pro Staten, S8n:Obs Staten 
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Figure 0.11: System 2 Simulated Response of Inputs to 
High Frequency Disturbances 
Syste!I Ti•e Si•ulatign : Heat Exch.,A. de Waal 
t:Setp, 2:Inp, 3:0utp, 4:Err, Sn:Pro Staten, S8n:Obs Staten 
Hit ESC to quit, F3 to list OIP 


















Figure 0.12: System 2 - Simulated Response of Inputs to 
Low Frequency Setpoints 
S~steM TiMe Simulation : Heat Exch.,A. de Waal 
1:Setp, 2: I np, 3:0utp, 4:Err, Sn:Pro State n, 88n:Obs State n 
Hit ESC to quit, F3 to list OIP 
10.0 ~ 
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Figure 0.13: system 2 - Simulated Response of Inputs to 
Interm. Frequency setpoints 
Syste• Time Siinulation: Heat Exch.,A. de Waal 
1:Setp, 2:1np, 3:0utp, 4:Err, Su:Pro Staten, S8n:Obs 
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Figure Q.14: System 2 - Simulated Response of Inputs to 
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System Time Simulation : Heat Exch., A. de Waal 
t:Setp, 2:Inp, 3:0utp, 4:E!'r, Sn:P!'o Staten, 88n:Ohs Staten 
Hit ESC to quit, F3 to list OIP 













Figure 0.15: system 2 - Simulated Response of Errors to 
Low Frequency setpoints 
Syste111 Time Simulation: Heat Exch.,A. de Waal 
t:Setp, z:Inp, 3:0utp, 4:E!'r, Sn:P!'o Staten, S8n:Ohs Staten 
Hit ESC to quit, Fl to list OIP 










Figure 0.16: System 2 - Simulated Response of Errors to 







Syste11 Ti111e Si111ulation : Heat Exch., A. de Waal 
1:Setp, 2:Inp, 3:0utp, 4:Err, Sn:Pro Staten, S8n:Obs State· n 
Hit ESC to quit, F3 to list OIP 











Figure Q.17: System.2 - Simulated Response of Errors to 












Low Freq Band 







output D->Y 264.7 266.5 0.34 
Input D->U 83.6 97.7 -8.37 
output N->Y 12.5 -67. 7 -11.55 
Input N->U 98.2 97.7 -8.32 
Error R->E 270.0 300.0 1.38 
Input R->U 267.7 267.7 0.64 
Maximum Observed Amplitudes of Response, 
. MRmax to Perturbations in Low Frequency Band 
with Apert = 10 units. 






. Setp. to 
Table a.a: 
576 
Intermediate Frequency Band 







output D->Y 257.7 284.1 0.90 
Input D->U 94.1 107.7 -7.52 
output N->Y 6.1 39.1 -16.32 
Input N->U 94.7 108.9 -7.42 
Error R->E 259.4 308.9 1.63 
Input R->U 269.l 272.1 0.52 
Maximum Observed Amplitudes of Response, 
to Perturbations in Intermediate 
Frequency Band with Apert = 10 units. 










High Freq Band 






. ( B.) . 
output D->Y 257.7 275.3 0.63 
Input D->U 94.1 108.3 -7.47 
output N->Y 4.6 20.0 -22.14 
Input N->U 95.9 110.0 -7.34 
Error R->E 257.7 300.0 1.38 
Input R->U 273.5 270.6 0.57 
Maximum Observed Amplitudes· of , Response, 
MR.max to Perturbations in High Frequency Band 
with Apert = 10 units. 
(Obtained from Figures Q.18 to Q.41) 
Heat Exchanger Counter-Current Process Responses. 
[:t,] [°Cl [units] 
52.5 51.5 2150 
I\ 
'' ! ~ 50.9 2110 51.5 
50.5 50.3 2070 
49.6 49.7 2030 
48.6 49.2 1990 
r 
·: 
.: ~ : : 
1900 3800 
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,1 ~ ~ '\ 
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Moise A•p1Cunits):256; wCrad/sec) ch1:8.88435. ch2:8.88522 
Figure 0.18: System 2 - Low Freq Fl, F2 Response to Dist 
Heat Exchanger Counter-Current Process Responses. 
[:t.] c•c1 [units] 
14.7 28.8 600.0 
{\, 
I I 
11.7 2?.0 480.0 { \ 
8.79 25.3 360.0 
5.86 23.5 240.0 




















1 900 3800 5'700 7600 9500 
[seconds] 
••HU;• 
1: Temp Tl 
Dist. Ampl(units):256; w(rad/sec) ch1:8.88435. chZ: 8.88522 
Figure 0.19: System 2 - Low Freq Tl Response to Dist 
Heat Exchanger Counter-Current Process Responses. 
[X] c•c1 [units] 
48.8 49,3 2000 
4 
i ":: f\ /I. 
! : 
··••;• 1: Temp TS 
/ ~i 
45.9 4?.5 1880 
43.0 45.8 1760 
40.0 44.0 1640 
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Dist. Ampl(units):256: wCradlsec) Gh1:8.88435, chZ: 8.08522 
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Flow F1 
Flow F2 
Figure o-. 21: System 2 - Int Freq Fl, F2 Response to Dist 
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Heat Exchanger Counter-Current Process Responses. 
[;,,] c·c1 [units] 
14.? 28.8 600.0 ••m•;rw 
(\ 
' ' :' ' 
11.? 2?.0 480.0 
:i 
8.?9 25.3 360.0 
S.86 23.S 240.0 
2.93 21.a 120.0 \ ; v 
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i I v 
': ,1 v 
660. 0 1320 1980 2640 3300 
[seconds] 
1: 
Dist. AllplCunits):Z56; w(rad/sec) ch1:8.81385, ck2:0.01566 
Figure 0.22: system 2 - Int Freq Tl Response to Dist 
Heat Exchanger Counter-Current Process Responses. 
Temp T1 
(;,,] c•c1 [units] 
48.8 49.3 2000 i'i {\ f\ f\ ·•••+;• 
i I 
i ~ 
45.9 4?.5 1880 
43.0 45.8 1760 
40.0 44.8 1640 
3?.1 42.3 1520 v \: ') v 
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[seconds] 
1: Temp TS 
Dist. Allpl(units):256; w(rad/sec) ch1:8.81385, ch2:8.01566 








Heat Exchanger Counter-Current Process Responses. 
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w(radlsec) ch1:8.82175, ch2:8.82610 
Figure 0.24: System 2 - High Freq Fl, F2 Response to Dist 
Heat Exchanger Counter-Current Process Responses. 
(~] c•c1 [units] 
14.7 28.8 600.0 
·" / \. 
. . 
11.7 2?.e 480.0 
8.79 25.3 360.0 
5.86 23.S 240.0 
2.93 21.8 120.B 
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400.0 800.0 1208 1680 2000 
[seconds] 
·••;•;• 
1: Temp T1 
Dist. Ampl(units):256; w(radlsec) ch1:8.82175, ch2:8.82610 
Figure 0.25: System 2 - High Freq Tl Response to Dist 
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1900 3800 5700 7600 9500 
[seconds} 
,,,,.,,, 
1: Flow F1 
2: Flow F2 
Hoise A•pl(units):256; w(radlsec) ch1:8.88435, ch2:8.88522 
Figure 0.27: System 2 - Low Freq Fl, F2 Response to Noise 
Heat Exchanger Counter-Current Process Responses. 
[X] r•c1 [units] ·••••;• 7.81 24.? 320.0 
1: Temp Ti 
... - ... -- - .. --·- - - -?.62 24.6 312.0 - ... ·- .. - - - .. -- - -- - . . - .1 - ·- -· - - -. - . . . - . . . . .. -· ·- - - ·-· - .. .. -
. - ·- -· .. - -· - . - - -~·--· . . - - - -· ... - .. - - . -7.42 24.5 304.0 - - - . - - - -··- .. . - -... - -· - -•e 00• - - - . .. - . .... - .. ·-- - -·- .. .. -- - - ... - - .. 
7.23 24.3 296.0 - .. ---
7.03 24.2 28S.0 
1900 3800 5700 7600 9508 
[seconds] 
"oise Amp I ( u n i ts ) : 256; wCrad/sec) c:h1:8.88435, chZ:B.08522 
Figure 0.28: System 2 - Low Freq Tl Response to Noise 
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Heat Exchanger Counter-Current· Process Responses. 
[y,] £°CJ [units] 
44.0 46.4 1800 
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1900 3800 5700 %00 9500 
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••ww;• 
1: Temp TS 
Moise Allp1Cunits):256; w(rad/sec) ch1:8.88435, ch2:8.085Z2 
Figure 0.29: System 2 - Low Freq T5 Response to Noise 
C:I. 1 
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i\ 2: Flow FZ 
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' 
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1290 I 800 2480 ';; 3000 
[seconds] 
w(racl/sec) cht:B.81385, ch2:8.01566 
Figure 0.30: System 2 - Int Freq Fl, F2 Response to Noise 
Heat Exchanger Counter-Current Process Responses. 
[ :t.1 c·c1 [units] ,.,. .• ;. ?.81 24.? 320.0 
1: Temp T1 
7.?2 24.6 316.0 -... 
- ·- ·--~ .. -
·-· ···- ·--·--· -·· ··--·· -···-··· ..... -
-· ···--··- ·-··-··--·-· ·--·· -· ··-- ... _, __ 1 
7.62 24.6 312.0 ) 
··--·· ·- . ·-··· ·-· "--·-·· --- ··- .. 
·-··" .. .. . .... ··-· ····-- . . -· .. . .. .. 
7.52 24.5 308.0 
7.42 24.5 304.0 
600.0 1200 1see 2400 3000 
- [seconds] 
Moise AllplCunits):256; w(racl/sec) ch1:8.81305, ch2:0.81566 
Figure 0.31: System 2 - Int Freq Tl Response to Noise 
' 
Heat Exchanger Counter-Current Process Responses. 
["] c·c1 [units] 
43.2 45.9 1?70 ··•·••;• 1: Temp TS 
42.7 45.6 1750 .-ro. 
-
.r~ '· 
42.2 45.3 1730 : ·• 
':i 
41.8 46.1 1710 
= : .. l 
41.3 44.8 1690 
600.a 1200 1see 2409 3000 
[seconds] 
Moise Allpl(units):256; w(racl/sec) ch1:8.81305, ch2:0.81566 
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2: Flow F2 
Moise Alapl(units):256~ w(rad/sec) ch1:0.82175, ch2:8.02610 
Figure 0.33: System 2 - High Freq Fl, F2 Response to Noise 
Heat Exchanger Counter-Current Process Responses. 
[~] C •CJ [units] ••HA•;m 7.81 24.7 320.0 
1: Temp Ti 
7.72 24.6 316.0 
7.62 24.6 312.0 
. ... ... ... 
-··· ···-·········-··· -··· .. 
7.52 24.5 308.0 -· ____ ,,, --·- .. _____ ... ___ ··--. .._ ............. - . " 
. --·---·--... ...... . ............ ·-·· ---· .. ·--·-··-----· .. ···-.. ... _ ... ·-·-· .. . . ... ·- "·-··· . -····- ·----
7.42 24.5 304.0 . . . . . .. . . .. . . . .1 
420.0 840.0 1260 1680 2100 
[seconds] 
Moise A•plCunits): 256; w(rad/sec) chi: e. 82175, ch2:0.02610 
Figure 0.34: System 2 - High Freq Tl Response to Noise 
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Heat Exchanger Counter-Current Process :Responses. 
(~] [° CJ I units] ' ••fdiM;• 43.2 45.9 1770 ' 
1: Temp T5 
42.7 45.6 1750 
.... 
42.2 45,3 1730 ..... ..:~- -- ~ -· 
' ... ·---· ·- - -.. •. ,: --= :": ... ,- -=. '· ' ,. :.1 - : . ..: .. 
··:.: .. ' ' "!:"':':"" t:..• -· . -41.8 45.l 1710 . '\ - ... · :.,,£ - "';;.:' .. , -.. " .. .... 
"'+-,;.": • --:=: 
.. 
41.3 44.8 1690 
420.0 840.0 1260 1680 2100 
[seconds] 
Hoise Altpl(units):256; w(rad/sec) chi: e. 82175J ch2: El. 02618 
Figure 0.35: System 2 - High Freq T5 Response to Noise 
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Heat Exchanger Counter-Current Process Responses. 
(:1.) c·c1 [units] 
56.2 l 53.7 2300 
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t: Flow Ft 
2: Flow F2 
Hoise A•p1Cunits):2SG; w(radlsec) ch1:8.B8435, chZ:8.08522 
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Figure o. 37: System 2 Low Freq Error Response to setp 
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fiiJU;M 
1: Va.Ive C1 
2: Valve CZ 
Setp->Err Amp=256unit, FrCradlsec): Ch1=8.81305, Ch2=8.01566 
Figure o. 39: system 2 Interm Freq Error Response to setp 
Trace 1: Err(Tl); Trace 2: Err(TS) 
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Figure 0.40: System 2 - High Freq Fl, F2 Response to Setp 
Heat Exchanger Counter-Current Process Responses. 
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[:t.] [°CJ [units] 
?.33 24.4 300.0 - " r / l _:· : 
·••••;• 
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l\ - :''· 
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Setp-)Err Amp=256unit, Fr(rad/sec): Ch1=8.82175, Ch2=0.02618 
Figure Q. 41: System 2 - High Freq Error Response to Setp 
Trace 1: Err(Tl); Trace 2: Err(T5) 
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.APPENDIX R. 
VERIFICATION OF PERFORMANCE INDEX DATA: SYSTEM 3 
R.l) Individual Performance Index Plots and Analysis 
Low Freq Band 
( x 10-3 rad/sec) 
-
4.35 5.22 Maximum 
llTyn(slllmax (dB) -5.4 -4.2 -4.2 
llTuo(s) llmax (dB·) 34.2 35.0 35.0 
llTyN(s) llmax (dB) 0.9 0.9 0.9 
llTUN(s) llmax (dB) 34.2 35.0 35.0 
llSEy(s)llmax (dB) -5.4 -4.2 -4.2 
llSEtJ(s) llmax (dB) 0.2 o.o 0.2 
llERR(s) llmax (dB) o.o o.o o.o 
llTUR(s) llmax (dB) -6.7 -6.0 -6.0 
Table R.l: Values of Each Performance Index at Two 
, 
Indicated Frequencies in Low Frequency - Band 
and the Maximum of these two values. 
(Obtained from Figures Rl to R4) 
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Intermediate Freq Band 
( x lo-2 rad/sec) 
1.31 1.57 Maximum 
llTyo(s) llmax (dB) o.o 1.1 1.1 
llTuo(s) llmax (dB) 39.5 40.0 40.0 
llTYH(s) llmax (dB) 1.8 1.8 1.8 
llTUH(s) llmax (dB) 39.5 40.0 40.0 
llSEy(s) llmax (dB) o.o 1.1 1.1 
llSEu(s) llmax (dB) o.o o.o o.o 
llERR(s) llmax (dB) o.o o.o o.o 
llTUR(s) llmax (dB) -2.0 -1.1 -1.1 
Table R.2: Values of Each Performance Index at Two 
Indicated Frequencies in Interm. Frequency 
Band and the Maximum of these two values. 
(Obtained from Figures Rl to R4) · 
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High Freq Band 
( x 10-2 rad/sec) 
2.13 2.61 Maximum 
llTyo(s) llmax (dB) 1.6 2.1 2~1 
llTuo(s) llmax (dB) 40.6 41.5 41.5 
llTyN(s) llmax (dB) 1.8 1.8 1. 8 
llTUN(s) llmax (dB) 40.6 41. 5 41.5 
llSEy(s) llmax (dB) 1.6 2.1 2.1 
llSEu(s) llmax (dB) o.o o.o o.o 
llERR(s) llmax (dB) 0.0 o.o o.o 
llTUR(s) llmax (dB) -0.7 -0.2 -0.2 
Table R.3: Values of Each Performance Index at Two 
Indicated Frequencies in High Frequency Band 
and the Maximum · of these two values. 
(Obtained from Figures Rl to R4) 
Perfo!'l'llance Index Plot: Press F3 for analysis 
se.0 [Decibels = 28*Log(Magnitade)J 
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-10.0 Cradlsecl 
Noise Attenuatio~ PerfoMance lnde) Data Plot 
Trace 1: Input Performance Trace 2: Output Pel'fol'IN.TICe 
Figure R.1: Design 14 - Noise Transmission Index Plots 
.Performance Index Plot: Press F3 for analysis 
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Trace 1: Input Perfor•ance Trace 2: Output Perfor11ance 
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Figure R.2: Design 14 Disturbance Transmission Index 
Plots 
PerforNance Index Plot: Press F3 for analysis 
10.0 [Decibels = 28*Log(Magnitude)J 
6.00 
. . . . . . . . . . .2 . . . . . ' ' . 






Sensitivity t·erfoMance Index Data Plot 
Trace 1: Input Perfol'tlance Trace 2: Output Perfor•ance 
Figure R.3: Design 14 - sensitivity Index Plots 
PerforNance Index Plot: Press F3 for analysis 
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Control EffortlSetpoint Trarking PerloMance ln~ex Data Plot 
Trace 1: Input Performance Trace 2: Output Perfor•ance 












Low Freq Band 







output D->Y 4.2 4.9 -6.l.7 
Input D->U 435.0 420.0 32.77 
output N->Y 9.0 13.0 2.28 
Input N->U 435.0 420.0 32.77 
Error R->E 10.0 10.0 0.00 
Input R->U 4.8 4.5 -6.38 
Maximum Simulated Amplitudes of Response, 
MR.aax to Pertlirbations in Low Frequency Band 
with Apert = 10 units. 
(Obtained from Figures R.5 to R.17) 
Dist. to 







Intermediate Frequency Band 







Output D->Y 8.0 9.2 -0.72 
Input D->U 750.0 750.0 37.50 
output N->Y 6.9 16.0 4.08 
Input N->U 750.0 750.0 37.50 
Error R->E 10.0 10.0 o.oo 
Input R->U 8.0 8.o· -1.94 
Maximum Simulated Amplitudes of Response, 
MR max to Perturbations in Intermediate 
Frequency Band with Apert = 10 units. 
(Obtained from Figures R.5 to R.17) 
Dist. to 







High Freq Band 







output D->Y 9.1 11.0 0.82 
Input D->U 870.0 870.0 38.79 
Output N->Y 5.6 16.9 4.56 
Input N->U 870.0 870.0 38.79 
Error R->E 10.0 10.0 o.oo 
Input R->U 9.0 9.0 -0.91 
Maximum Simulated Amplitudes of Response, 
MR.max to Perturbations in Hiqh Frequency Band 
with Apert = 10 units. 
(Obtained from Figures R.5 to R.17) 
Syste111 Time SiMulation: Heat Exch.,A. de Waal 
t:Setp, Z:Jnp, 3:0utp, 4:Err, Sn:Pro Staten, S8n:Obs Staten 
Hit ESC to uit, F3 to list OIP 











Figure R.5: System 3 - Simulated Response of Inputs to Low 
Frequency Sensor Noise 
Syste11 Time Si•ulation : Heat Exch., A. de Waal 
1:Setp, z:Inp, l:Outp, 4:Err, Sn:Pro Staten, 88n:Obs Staten 
Hit ESC to quit, F3 to list OIP 










Figure R.6: System 3 - Simulated Response of Inputs to 




Syste1t Ti•e Si•ulation: Heat Exch., A. de Waal 
t:Setp, Z:Jnp, l:Outp, 4:Err, Sn:Pro Staten, S8n:Ohs Staten 
Hit ESC to quit, Fl to list OIP 
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Figure R.7: System 3 Simulated Response of Inputs to 
High Frequency Sensor Noise 
Syste11 Ti•e Si•ulation: Heat Exch.,A. de Waal 
t:Setp, z:Jnp, l:Outp, 4:Err, Sn:Pro Staten, 88n:Ohs Staten 
Hit ESC to quit, Fl to list OIP 












Figure R.8: System 3 Simulated Response of outputs to 
Low Frequency Sensor Noise 
SysteM Time SiMulation : Heat Exch., A. de Waal 
1:Setp, 2:Inp, 3:0utp, 4:Err, Sn:P'ro Staten, S0n:Obs Staten 
Hit ESC to quit, F3 to list OIP 










Figure R.9: System 3 - Simulated Response of Outputs to 
Interm. Frequency Sensor Noise 
SysteM Time Simulation: Heat Exch., A. de Waal 
1:Setp, 2:Jnp, 3:0utp, 4:Err, Sn:Pro Staten, S0n:Obs Staten 
Hit ESC to quit, F3 to list OIP 
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Figure R.10: System 3 - Simulated Response of Outputs to 





SysteM Time Simulation : Heat Exch.,A. de Waal 
t:Setp, 2:Inp, 3:0utp, 4:Err, Sn:Pro Staten, S8n:Obs State 11 
Hit ESC to quit, F3 to list OIP 












Figure R.11: System 3 Simulated Response of Inputs to 
Low Frequency Disturbances 
SysteM ime Simulation: Heat Exch., A. de Waal 
t:Setp, Z:Inp, 3:0utp, ~:Err, Sn:Pro State n, S8n:Ohs Staten 
Hit !SC to quit, F3 to list OIP 









Figure R.12: System 3 - Simulated Response of Inputs to 
_ Interm. Frequency Disturbances 
2 
8yste11 Ti•e Si•ulation Heat Exch., A. de Waal 
t:Setp, 2:Inp, 3:0utp, 4:Err, Sn:Pro Staten, 88n:Ohs Staten 
Hit ESC to 110 it, F3 to list OIP 
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Figure R.13: System 3 Simulated Response of Irtputs to 
High Frequency Disturbances 
Systeia Ti11e SiMulation: Heat Exch.,A. de Waal 
t:Setp, 2:1np, 3:0utp, 4:Err. Sn:Pro Staten. 88n:Ohs Staten 
Hit ESC to uit, F3 to list OIP 













Figure R.14: System 3 Simulated Response of outputs to 
Low Frequency Disturbances 
System Time Simulation : Heat Exch., A. de Waal 
t:Setp, 2:Jnp, 3:0utp, 4:Err, Sn:Pro Staten, S8n:Ohs Staten 
Hit ESC to quit, F3 to list OIP -
10.0 I 10.0 
8.00 0.ae 
6.00 :3 6.00 
4.00 4.09 
2.ee 2.00 
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Figure R.15: System 3 - Simulated Response of Outputs to 
Interm. Frequency Disturbances 
System Time SiMUlation : Heat Exch.,A. de Waal 
t:Setp, 2:1np, 3:0utp, 4:Err~ Sn:Pro Staten, S8n:Ohs Staten 
Hit ESC to quit, F3 to list OIP 










Figure R.16: System 3 - Simulated Response of Outputs to 





System Time Simulation: Heat Exch., A. de Waal 
1:Setp, z:Jnp, 3:0utp, 4:Err, Sn:Pro State n, S8n:Obs Staten 
Hit ESC to quit, F3 to list OIP 












Figure R.17: System 3 Simulated Response of Inputs to 
Low Frequency Setpoints 
System Time Simulation: Heat Exch., A. de Waal 
1:Setp, Z:lnp, 3:0utp, 4:Err, Sn:Pro Staten, S8n:Obs Staten 
Hit ESC to quit, F3 to list OIP 












Figure R.18: system 3 - Simulated.Response of Inputs to 




Systet!! Ti•e Siaulation: Heat Exch., A. de Waal 
1:Setp, 2:Jnp, 3:0utp, 4:Err. Sw:Pro State n, S8n:Gbs State n 
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Figure R.19: System 3 Simulated Response of Inputs to 
High Frequency Setpoints 
Syste11 Ti•e Sifulation : Heat Exch., A. de Waal 
t:Setp, z:Inp, 3:0utp, 4:Err, Sn:Pro State n, S8n:Obs Staten 
Hit ISC to quit, 13 to list O/P . 
10.e 10.e A ~ p ~ 4 2 
8.00 8.00 
6.00 6.00 
4.08 I 4.00 
2.00 2.00 
~BE~ •i!a Ed!0 80 0 1 ec .04 
-2.ee -2.00 
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-8.00 -8.00 
-10.0 ~ v u ~ ~ -10.0 
Figure R.20: System 3 Simulated Response of Errors to 
Low Frequency Setpoints 
SysteM Time Simulation : Heat Exch., A. de Waal 
l:Setp, Z:lnp, 3:0utp, 4:Err, Sn:Pro Staten, S8n:Obs Staten 
Hit ESC to quit, F3 to list OIP 










Figure R.21: System 3 - Simulated Response of Errors to 
Interm. Frequency Setpoints 
System Time Simulation: Heat Exch.,A. de Waal 
l:Setp, z:lnp, 3:0utp, 4:Err, Sn:Pro Staten, S8n:Obs Staten 
Hit ESC to quit, F3 to list O/P 










Figure R.22: System 3 - Simulated Response of Errors to 
High Frequency setpoints 
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